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QUEEN ELEANOR AND FAIR ROSAMOND.
BY MRS. OLIPHANT.

CHAPTER I.
THE FAMILY.
MR. AND MRS. LYCETT-LANDON were two middle-aged people in
life and prosperity.
Though they belonged to the

the fulness of

world of commerce, they were both well-born and well connected,
which was not so common, perhaps, thirty years ago as it is now.
He was the son of an Irish baronet ; she was the daughter of a
Scotch laird. He had never, perhaps, been the dashing young
man suggested by his parentage, though he rode better than a
business man has any call to ride, and had liked in moderation all
his life the pleasures which business men generally can only afford
themselves when they have grown very rich. Mr. Lycett-Landon
was not very rich in the Liverpool sense of the word, and he had
never been very poor. He had accepted his destination in the
counting-house of a distant relation, who was the first to connect
the name of Landon with business, without any heart-break or
abandonment of brighter dreams. It had seemed to him from the
beginning a sensible and becoming thing to do. The idea of
becoming rich had afforded him a rational satisfaction. He had not
envied his brothers their fox-hunting, their adventures in various
parts of the world ; their campaigning and colonising. Liverpool,
indeed, was prosaic but very comfortable. He liked the comfort, the
sensation of always having an easy balance at his bankers (bliss,
indeed and like every other kind of bliss, so out of reach to most
!

of us), the everyday enjoyment of luxury and well-being,
VOL. VI.
NO. 31, N.S.
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His marriage was in
indifferent to the prosaic side of the matter.
one
which filled both
every sense of the word a good marriage ;
She had money enough to help him in
families with satisfaction.
his business, and business connections in the West of Scotland
which helped
(where the finest people have business connections),

more; and she was a good woman, full of accomplishments and good-humour and intelligence. In those days, perhaps,
ladies cultivated accomplishments more than they do now. They
did not give themselves up to music or to art with absorbing
devotion, becoming semi- or more than semi-professional, but
rather with a general sense that to do lovely things was their voca-

him

still

tion in the world, pursued the graces tenderly all round,
it was
perhaps excellent in some special branch because

becoming
more con-

no more. Thus while Mrs. Lycettgenial than the others, but
Landon was far from equal to Mozart and Beethoven, and would
have looked on Bach with alarm, and Brahms with consternation,
in dance music, which her children

demanded

incessantly, she

The young people

preferred her to any band.
superior.
Her time was perfect, her spirit and fire contagious nothing
under five-and-twenty could keep still when she played, and not

had no

above. And she was an admirable mistress of a house,
which is the first of all the fine arts for a woman. What she might
have been as a poor man's wife, with small means to make the
best of, it is unnecessary to inquire, for this was fortunately not her
With plenty of money and of servants, and a pretty
rdle in life.
house and everything that was necessary to keep it up, she was the
most excellent manager in the world. Perhaps now and then she
was a trifle hard upon other women who were not so well off as
she, and saw the defects in their management, and believed that
in their place she would have done better. But this is a fault that
the most angelic might fall into, and which only becomes more
natural and urgent the more benevolent the critic is, till sometimes she can scarcely keep her hands from meddling, so anxious is
she to set the other right. It was to Mrs. Lycett-Landon's credit,
as it is to that of many like her, that she never meddled ;
though
while she was silent, her heart burned to think how much better
she would have done it. Her husband was somewhat of the same

many

men in business who did not get on.
So-and-so would only see
wife in
,' while his
her heart would so fain have taken the house out of the limp
hands of Mrs. So-and-so and set everything right. It is a
way

He

of thinking in respect to
'

said,

Now,

if

triumph
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of civilisation, and at the same time a great trial to benevolent
and clear-sighted people, that according to the usages of society

the So-and-so's must always be

left to

muddle along

in their

own

way.
Lycett, Landon, Fareham and Co. (Mr. Lycett-Landon combined the names and succession of two former partners) had
houses in Liverpool, Glasgow, and London, and a large business.
I think they were cotton-brokers, without having any very clear
But this will probably be quite unimporidea what that means.
tant to the reader. The Lycett-Landons had begun by living
in one of the best parts of Liverpool, which in those days had not
extended into luxurious suburbs as now, or at least had done so in

a very

much

less

degree

;

and when the children came, and

it

was

thought expedient to live in the country, they established themselves on the other side of the Mersey, in a great house surrounded

by handsome gardens and grounds overlooking the great river,
which, slave of commerce as it is and was, was then a very noble
To look out upon it in the
sight, as no doubt it continues to be.
to
had
the line of lights opposite,
or
after
fallen,
darkening,
night
when the darkness hid everything that was unlovely in the composition of the great town and its fringe of docks, and to watch the
great ships lying in midstream with lights at their masts and bows,
and the small sprites of attendant steamboats, each carrying its
little lamp, as they rustled to and fro, threading their
way among
the anchored giants, crossing and recrossing at a dozen different
I do not speak of the
points, was an endless pleasure.
morning,
of the sunshine, shining tranquil upon the majestic stream, flashing back from its miles of waters, glowing on the white spars and
sails, the marvellous aerial cordage, the great ships resting from
their labours, each one of

them a

picture, because that

is

a more

common

But there are, or were, few things so grand, so
sight.
varied, so full of interest and amusement as the Mersey at night.
There were times, indeed, when it was very cold, and rarer times
when it was actually dangerous to cross the ferry ; when the world
was lost in a white fog, and a collision was possible at every moment.
But these exciting occasions were few, and in ordinary cases the
Lycett-Landons, great and small, thought the crossing a pleasant
adjunct both to the business and pleasure which took them to vulgar
Liverpool. Vulgar was the name they were fond of applying to it
with that sense of superiority which is almost inevitable in the
circumstances, in people conscious of living out of it, and of making

12

4
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But yet there
of it a point of view, a feature in the landscape.
was a certain affection mingled with this contempt. They rather
liked to talk of the innumerable masts, the miles of docks, and

when

their visitors fell into enthusiasm with the scene, felt both

excellence which they had themselves
pleasure and pride as in an
'
A
from
some credit
poor thing, sir, but mine own : and they
who did not see how fine the Mersey
of
those
scorn
felt a little
its
was with
many ships, although they affected to despise it in
'

:

These were the affectations of the young. Mr.
had a solid satisfaction in Liverpool. He
himself
Lycett-Landon
at once with statistics and an intimation
down
all
objections
put
their

own

persons.

that people

who

dom were

themselves but

did not respect the second seaport in the kingHis wife,
little worthy of respect.

however, was like the young people, and patronised the town.
At the time when the following incidents began to happen the
family consisted of six children. These happy people had not

been without their griefs, and there was more than one gap in
the family. Horace was not the eldest, nor was little Julian the
youngest of the children. But these times of grief had passed over,
as they do, though no one can believe it, and scarcely disturbed
the general history of happiness looking back upon it, though they
added many experiences, made sad thoughts familiar, and gave to
the mother at least a sanctuary of sorrow to which she retired often
in the bustle of life, and was more strengthened than saddened,
though she herself scarcely knew this. Horace was twenty, and
his sister Millicent eighteen, the others descending by degrees to
the age of six. There was a great deal of education going on in

the family, into which Mrs. Lycett-Landon threw herself with fervour, only regretting that she had not time to get up classics with
the boys, and with great enthusiasm throwing herself into the
music, the reading, all the forms of culture with which she had
already a certain acquaintance. These pursuits filled up the days
which had already seemed very fully occupied, and there were
moments when papa, coming home after his business, declared that
he felt himself quite out of it,' and lingered in the dining-room
after dinner and dozed instead of coming upstairs.
But there is
more
common
than
that
a
man
of
a
comfortable
nothing
fifty,
*

merchant, after a very comfortable dinner, should take a

little

nap

over his wine, and nobody thought anything of it. Horace was
destined for business, to take up the inheritance of his father,
which was far too considerable to be let fall into other hands ; and
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though the young man had his dreams like most young men, and
now and then had gratified himself with the notion that he was

making a

sacrifice, for

the sake of his family, of his highest aspira-

was by no means dissatisfied with his
and
destination,
contemplated the likelihood of becoming a very
rich man, and raising the firm into the highest regions of commercial enterprise with pleasure and a sense of power which is always
agreeable. Naturally, he thought that his father and old Fare ham
were a great deal too cautious, and did not make half enough of
their opportunities and that when new blood,' meaning himself,
came in, the greatness and the rank of merchant princes, to which
they had never attained, would await the house. He had been a
little shy at first to talk of this, feeling that ambition of a commercial kind was not heroic, and that his mother and Milly would
be apt to gibe. But what ambition of an aspiring youth was ever
gibed at by mother and sister ? They found it a great and noble
ambition when they discovered it. Milly's cheeks glowed and her
She talked of old Venice, whose
eyes shone with the thought.
merchants were indeed princes, generals, and statesmen, all in
There are a great many fine things ready existing to be
one.
said on this subject, and she made the fullest use of them.
The father was rich and prosperous, and able to indulge in any
luxury ; but Horace should be great. A great merchant is as
Thus the young
great as any other winner of heroic successes.
man was encouraged in his aspirations. Mr. Lycett-Landon did
not quite take the same view.
He'll do very well if he keeps up
Don't put nonsense
to what has been done before him,' he said.
into his head. Yes all that flummery about merchant princes and
If he goes to London with that idea in his
so forth is nonsense.
head, there's no telling what mischief he may do.'
My dear,' said Mrs. Lycett-Landon, it must always be well
to have a high aim.'
'
A high fiddlestick said the father f if he does as well as I
have done, he'll do very well.' And this sentiment was, perhaps,
tions, yet in reality he

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

!

;

natural, too ; for though there are indeed parents who rejoice in
seeing their sons surpass them, there are many on the other side
who, feeling their own work extremely meritorious, entertain natural

sentiments of derision for the brags of the inexperienced boy who
Wait till he is as old as I am,'
going to do so much better.

is

Mr. Lycett-Landon said.
*
So long as he is not swept away into

society,' said

the mother.
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known to be in town, he will be taken a
and asked out
Oh, to Windsor Castle, I daresay,' said papa, and laughed. He
was in one of his offensive moods, Milly said. It was very seldom
he was offensive, but there are moments when a man must be so,
against the united forces of youth and maternal sympathy with
youth, in self-defence. Unless he means to let them have it all
Mr.
their own way he must be disagreeable from time to time.
but
still
he
to
himself
had
asserted
very seldom,
Lycett-Landon
in
there
the
world
was
and
and
it
now
then
do
;
though
nothing
(except Milly) that he was more proud of than Horace, called him
a young puppy, and wanted to know what anybody saw in him
that he was to do so much better than his father. But the ladies,
though they resented it for the moment, knew that there was not
course, when he is
great deal of notice of,
1

Of

'

'

very

much

in this.

was to the London house that Horace was destined. He was
spend a year in it looking about him,' picking up an acquaintIt

to

'

ance with the London variety of mercantile life, learning all the
minutiae of business, and so forth. At present it was under the
charge of a distant relative of Mr. Fareham's, who, as soon as
Horace should be able to go alone in the paths of duty, was destined

American house, which at present
was small, but which Fareham's cousin was to make a great deal of.
In the meantime, Mr. Lycett-Landon himself paid frequent visits
to town to see that all was going well, and would sometimes stay
there for a fortnight, or even three weeks, much jested at by his
wife and daughter when he returned.
'
Papa finds he can do a great deal of business at the club,'
said Milly ; * he meets so many people, you know.
The London
cotton-brokers go to all the theatres, and to the Eow in the mornIt is so much nicer than at Liverpool.'
ing.
*
You monkey her father said with a laugh. He took it very
good-humouredly for a long time. But a joke that is carried on
too long gets disagreeable at the last, and after a while he became
impatient.
There, that's enough of it,' he would say, which at
first was a little
surprising, for Milly used, so far as papa was concerned, to have everything her own way.

to a very important post in the

'

!

'
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7

II.

THE LONDON OFFICE.
'

Again

so soon

'
!

what Mrs. Lycett-Landon and Milly said in chorus as
the head of the house, with something which might have been a
little embarrassment, announced a third visit to London in the
course of four months. There was an absence of his usual assured
tone a sort of apologetic accent, which neither of them identified,
but which both were vaguely conscious of, as expressing someThis

is

thing new.
*

ham

*
Robert,' said his wife, you are anxious about young FareI feel sure of it.
;
Things are not going as you like.'

Well, my dear, I didn't want to say anything about it, and
you must not breathe a syllable of this to Fareham, who would be
much distressed ; but I am a little anxious about the young
He goes and comes
fellow.
Discipline is very slack at the office.
when he likes, not like a man of business. In short, I want to
keep an eye upon him.'
*
and I that
Oh, papa,' cried Milly, what a dear you are
have been making fun of you about the club and the Row !'
Never mind, my dear,' said her father magnanimously ;
your fun doesn't hurt. But now that you have surprised my
little secret, you must take care of it.
Not a word, not a hint,
not so much as a look, to any of the Farehams. I would not have
it known for the world.
But, of course, we must not expose
Horace to the risk of acquiring unbusiness-like habits.'
*
Oh, and most likely fast ways,' cried Mrs. Lycett-Landon,
for they seldom stop at unbusiness-like habits.'
She had grown
*

'

!

'

'

'

*

Oh, not for the world, Robert our
I would rather
boy, who has never given us a moment's anxiety.
go to London myself, or to the end of the world.'
4
Fortunately, that's not necessary,' he said with a smile, 'and
a little pale with fright.

you must not jump at the worst, as women are so fond of doing.
I have no reason to suppose he is fast, only a little disorderly,
and not exact as a business man should be wants watching a
For goodness sake, not a word to Fareham of all this. I
little.
would not for any consideration have him know.'
*
Don't you think perhaps he might have a good influence ? he
has been so kind to his nephew.'
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He
That is just the very thing,' said Mr. Lycett-Landon.
the
is
not
his
Fareham
has been very kind (young
nephew, by
way, only a distant cousin), and, naturally, he would take a tone
'

1

of authority, or preach, or take the after-all-I've-done-for-you tone,

which would never do. No, a little watching just the sense that
there is an eye on him. He has a great many good qualities,'
said the head of the house with a little pomp of manner ; and I
'

I really think

think

with a

little

care, that we'll

him

pull

through.'

Papa, you are an old dear,' said Milly with enthusiasm. Perhaps he did not like the familiarity of the address, or the rush she
made at him to give him a kiss. At least, he put her aside some'

what

hastily.

There, there,' he said,
many things to look after.
1

*

that will do.

Have

my

I have got a great

my

things packed,

dear,

and send them over to Lime-street Station to meet me. You
can put in some light clothes, in case the weather should change.
One never knows what turn it may take at this time of the
year.'
It

was April, and the weather had been gloomy

;

it

was

quite likely it might change, as he said, though it was not so
easy to tell what he could want with his grey suit in town.
This, however, the ladies thought nothing of at the moment, being
full of young Fareham and his sudden declension from the paths
'
of duty.
And he was always so steady and so well behaved,'
cried Mrs. Lycett-Landon.
She saw after her husband's packing,
which was a habit she had retained from the old days, when they

were not nearly so rich. ' He was always a model young man ;
why I was so pleased to think of him as a companion

that was

for Horace.'
'

men

These model young

said Milly, with that air of

are just the ones that go wrong,'
is so diverting to older

wisdom which

Her mother laughed.
Of course your experience is great,' she said
but I don't
think that I am of that opinion. If a boy is steady till he is fiveand-twenty, he is not very likely to break out after. Perhaps
intelligences.
*

'

;

'

your father's prejudice in favour of business habits
*
Mamma It was you who said a young man seldom stopped
!

there.'

'Was
with a

it?

little

it was,' said Mrs.
Lycett-Landon
I spoke without thought.
One should

Well, perhaps

confusion.

<
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They can't all be made in the
same mould. Your father was always so exact, never missing the
boat once and he cannot bear people who miss the boat so, I
hope, perhaps it is not so bad as he thinks.'
It would never do,' said Milly, still with that air of solemnity,
to have Horace thrown in the way of anyone who is not quite
good and right.'
At this her mother laughed, and said, I am afraid he must
be put out of the world then, Milly. I hope he has principles of
not be too hard on young men.
:

;

'

'

'

his own.'

Notwithstanding this sudden levity, Mrs. Lycett-Landon fully
agreed later in the day, when the portmanteau had gone to the
Lime-street Station, and she and her daughter had followed it
and seen papa off by the train that it was very important Horace
should make his beginning in business under a prudent and
careful guide ; and that if there was any irregularity in young
Fareham, it was very good of papa to take so much pains to put it
Horace, who went home with them, was but partially let
right.
into the secret, lest, perhaps, he might be less careful than they
were, and let some hint drop in the office as to the object of his
father's journey. The ladies questioned him covertly, as ladies have
a way of doing. What did the office think of young Mr. Fareham
Was he liked ? Was he thought to be a good man
in London ?
of business ?
What did Mr. Pearce say, who was the head clerk
and a great authority ?
'
I say,' said Horace, ' why do you ask so many questions about
Dick Fareham ? Does he want to marry Milly ? Well, it looks
like it, for you never took such notice of him before.'

he

To marry me

'

said Milly, in a blaze of indignation. * I hope
is not quite so idiotic as that.'
*
He is not idiotic at all ; he is a very nice fellow. You will
*

be very well

!

you get anyone half as good.'
that papa and I will make all the
Now
necessary investigations when it comes to marrying Milly.
make haste, children, or we shall miss the first boat/
It was an April evening, still light and bright, though the air
was shrewish, and the wind had some east in it, blighting the gardens and keeping the earth grey, but doing much less harm to the
water, which was all ruffled into edges of white. The ten minutes'
crossing was not enough to make these white crests anything but
pleasant, and the big ships lay serenely in midstream, owning
'

off if

I think,' said the mother,

'

15
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the force of the spring breeze by a universal strain at their anchors,
but otherwise with a fine indifference to all its petty efforts. The
little ferry steamboat coasted along their big sides with much rustle

and commotion, churning up the innocent waves. It was quite a
considerable little party of friends and neighbours who crossed
lived a
habitually in this particular boat, for the Lycett-Landons
Birkenhead.
in
not
the
river
They were
bustling
way up

little

so used to this going and coming, and to constant meetings
during this little voyage, that it was like a perpetually recurring
all

a moment of holiday after the work of the day. The
had been shopping, the men had all escaped from their offices ;
they had the very last piece of news, and carried with them the
evening papers, the new Punch everything that was new. If there
was any little cloud upon the family after their parting with papa,
it blew completely away in the fresh wind ; but there was not, in

water-party

ladies

reality, any cloud upon them, nor any cause for anxiety or trouble.
Even the mother had no thought of anything of the kind, no

Life had gone so well with
anticipation that was not pleasant.
her that, except when one of the children was ailing, she had

no

fear.

Mr. Lycett-Landon on

this occasion was a long time in London.
nearly the end of May, and he came back
in a very fretful, uncomfortable state of mind.
He told his wife
that he was more uneasy than ever; he did not blame young

He

did not return

till

Fareham he did not know whether it was he that was to be
blamed ; but things were going wrong somehow. * Perhaps it is
'
only that he doesn't know how to keep up discipline,' he said, and
;

that the real fault
to leave a lot of

is

with the clerks.

young

keep Horace here under
is

exactitude

I shall send
*

Of
*

said,

itself.

him

I begin to
It will

fellows together.

doubt if it's safe
be far safer to

eye, and with old Fareham, who
do a great deal better. I don't think

my own

He will

to London.'

course, Eobert, I should prefer to keep him at home,' she
am afraid after all that has been said it will disappoint

but I

the boy.'
'

Oh

to

work

!

it

out.

It is at

my

What

it matter about dishave
They
plenty of time
time of life that disappointment

disappoint the boy
appointing them at that age
!

does

?

tells.'

no doubt,' said the mother,
and
disappointment,
they are not.'
'That

is

true,

<

but we are used to
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He turned upon her almost savagely.

'

You

!

11

What disappoint-

'

ments have you ever had ? he cried, with such an air of contemptuous impatience as filled her with dismay.
Oh Eobert
She looked at him with eyes that filled with
'

4

!

tears.
i

'

is too easy a word,' she said.
the children. What a way you women have

Disappointment

You mean

the

I don't believe, in my
of raking up the departed at every turn.
a
had
view of the word, you ever
disappointment in your life. You

much and had

never desired anything very
'

when you thought

just

said, with a strange laugh,
'
sort of things with you !
4

What

snatched from you

he stopped suddenly. * How odd,' he
that I should be discussing these
'

I can't tell you how much you astonish
Did you ever desire anything so very much and I

sort of things ?

me, Robert.
not know ?'

Then he turned away with a shrug
are so matter of fact.

he

it

You

*

of his shoulders.

take everything

au pied de

You

la, lettre,'

said.

This conversation remained in Mrs. Lycett-Landon's mind in
spite of her efforts to represent to herself that it was only a way
of speaking he had fallen into, and could mean nothing.
How
could it mean anything except business, or the good of the children,
or some other perfectly legitimate desire ?
But, yet, in none of
these ways had he any disappointment to endure.
The children
were all well and vigorous, and, thank Grod, doing as well as heart
could desire. Horace was as good a boy as ever was : and business

was doing well. There was no failure so far as she was aware in
any of her husband's hopes. It must be an exaggerated way of
speaking. He must have allowed the disorder in the London office
tc get on his nerves and he had the pallid, restless look of a man
in suspense. He could not keep quiet. He was impatient for his
He was irritable
letters, and dissatisfied when he had got them.
with the children and even with herself, stopping her when she
*
tried to consult him about anything.
What is it ? or * About
those brats again ? he said peevishly.
This was when she wanted
his opinion about a governess for little Fanny and Julian.
'
What between Milly's balls and Fanny's governess you drive
:

'

'

me
see

distracted.
Can't you settle these trifles yourself when
you
how much occupied I am with more important things ?
I never knew before that you thought anything more
impor'

*

tant than the children's welfare,' she said.
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was any real question of the children's welfare,' he
answered, with more than equal sharpness.
Mrs. LycettIt came almost to a quarrel between them.
to
herself.
her
Because
not
could
Landon
indignation
keep
*

If there

'

the London

office is

not in good order

'
!

she could not help saying

to Milly.
{

Oh

!

mamma,

dear,

something more than that must be both-

ering him,' the girl said, and cried.
'
I fear that we shall have to leave our nice home and settle
in London. It is like a monomania. I believe your father thinks
of nothing else night and day.'
if it were something very terwas
but, perhaps,
;
scarcely to be expected that Milly
would take it in the same way. * Settle in London she said ; and

Mrs. Lycett-Landon said this as
it

rible

'

!

The father came into the
and heard these words.
*
Who talks of settling in London ? he said.
*
My dear Kobert, it seems to me it must come to that ; for if
are
so uneasy about the office, and always thinking of it
you
*
it is part of your nature to take
I suppose,' he said,
everya gleam of light

room

at the

came

end of

into her eyes.

this consultation

'

*

thing in that matter of fact way. I am annoyed about the London
rather than move you out of this house I would see the
; but

office

London

I don't mind,' he added,
go to the dogs any day.
'
vehemence, the coming and going ; but to break up
this house, to transplant you to London, there is nothing in the
world I would not sooner do.'
She was a little surprised by his earnestness. ' I am very glad
you feel as I do on that point. We have all been so happy here.
But I, for my part, would give up anything to make you more

with a

office

little

satisfied,

my

dear.'

That is the last thing in the world to make me satisfied.
Whatever happens, I don't want to sacrifice you,' he said, in a
subdued tone.
It would not be a sacrifice at all
what fun it would be
'
and then Horry need never leave us,' cried Milly.
For my
*

'

;

;

part, I should like it very much, papa.'
'Don't let us hear another word of such nonsense,' he said
angrily ; and his face was so dark and his tone so sharp that Miss

Milly did not find another word to say.
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III.

ALARMS.
IT was rather a relief to

them

all

when the

father

went away

They did not

say so indeed in so many words, still keepthe amiable domestic fiction that the house was not at all

again.

ing up

when papa was away.

But as a matter of fact there
doubt that the atmosphere was clear after he was
gone. A certain sulphurous sense of something volcanic in the
air, the alarm of a possible explosion, or at least of the heat and
like itself

could be

little

mutterings that precede storms, departed with him. He himself
looked brighter when he went away. He was even gay as he
waved his hand to them from the railway carriage, for they had
gone very dutifully to see him off, as was the 'family custom.
*

Papa

said.

is
'

quite delighted to get off to his beloved London,' Milly
feels that things go well when he is there,' her mother

He

The household
replied, feeling a certain need to be explanatory.
life was all the freer when he was gone.
The young people had
a great

many engagements, and Mrs. Lycett-Landon was

very

pleasantly occupied with these and with her younger children,
and with all the manifold affairs of a large and full house. As
happens so often, though the fundamental laws were not infringed,

there was yet a little enlarging, a little loosening of bonds when the
head of the house was not there. Mamma never objected to be

put out' for any summer pleasure that might arise. She did not
mind changing the dinner-hour, or even dispensing with dinner
'

altogether, to suit a country expedition, a garden-party, or a pic-nic,
which was a thing impossible when papa's comfort was the first

thing to be thought- of. It was June, and life was full of such
Horace, indeed, would go dutipleasures to the young people.
office
to
the
every morning, endeavouring to emulate the
fully
virtue of his father, and never miss the nine o'clock boat ; though
as this high effort cost

him

in

most cases

his breakfast, his

mother

much

perplexed on the subject, and not at all sure that such
did
not cost more than it was worth. But he very often
goodness
to
be
back for lunch, and the amusements for the aftermanaged
noon were endless. Mr. Lycett-Landon wrote very cheerfully

was

when he got back to London he told his wife that he thought
he saw his way to establishing matters on a much better footing,
;
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and that, after all, Dick Fareham was not at all a bad fellow but
he would not send Horace there for some time, till everything
was in perfect order, and in the meantime felt that his own eye
and supervision were indispensable. <I shall hope by next year
The family
to get everything into working order,' he said.
There
was
were quite satisfied by these explanations.
nothing
for their father, and Mrs. Lycettimpassioned in their affection
Landon was happy with her children, and quite satisfied that her
husband should do what he thought best. So long as he was well,
;

and pleasing himself, she was not at all exacting. Marriage is a
tie which is curiously elastic when youth is over and the reign of
the sober everyday has come in. There is no such union, and yet
no union that sits so lightly. People who are each other's
only confidants, and cannot live without each other, yet feel a
half-relief and sense of emancipation when accidentally and temthere

is

of each other.
porarily they are free

We

A woman says to her daughter,

do so-and-so and so-and-so when your father is away,'
no
abatement of loyalty or love, but yet an unconscious,
meaning
unaccustomed, not unenjoyable freedom. And the man no doubt
So it was not felt that
feels it perhaps more warmly on his side.
there was anything to be uncomfortable about or even to regret.
The letters were not so frequent as the wife could have wished.
She sent a detailed history of the family, and of everything
that was going on every second day, but her husband's replies
were short, and there were much longer intervals between. Sometimes a week would elapse without any news ; but so much was
going on at home, and all minds were so fully occupied, that no
Mrs. Lycett-Landon asked, ' How is
particular notice was taken.
it that you are so lazy about writing ? and there was an end of it.
So long as he was perfectly well, as he said he was, what other
'

will

'

'

danger could there be to fear ?
There are times when the smallest matter awakens family
anxiety, and there are other times when people are unaccountably,
inconceivably easy in their minds, and will not take alarm whatever

When real calamity is impending
indications of peril may arise.
Ears that are usually on the alert are
often is this the case

how

deafened
vision.

!

eyes that look out the most eagerly, lose their power of
Little Julian had a whitlow on his finger, and his mother
;

was quite unhappy about it ; but as for her husband, she was at
When he wrote, after a long silence,
rest and feared nothing.
of
his
colds
one
that he felt
coming on and was going to nurse
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But
himself, then indeed she felt a momentary uneasiness.
were never of a dangerous kind ; they were colds that

his colds

She wrote immediately, and bade
yielded at once to treatment.
him be sure and stay indoors for a day or two, and sent him Dr.
*
If
Holler's prescription, which always did him good.
of
course
know
I
will
come
she
wrote.
me,
you
directly,'

To

this

much more

quickly than usual, begging her on
no account to disturb herself, as he was getting rapidly well again.
But after this there was a longer pause in the correspondence
letter

he replied

you want

than had ever happened before.
On one of these evenings she met her husband's partner, old
Fareham, as he was always called, at dinner, at a large sumptuous
Liverpool party. There was to be a great ball that evening, and
Mrs. Lycett-Landon and her two eldest children had come ( across
The
for the two entertainments, and were to stay all night.

'

luxury of the food and the splendour of the accompaniments I
may leave to the imagination. It was such a dinner as is rarely

The

to be seen out of commercial circles.

table groaned, not

under good cheer, as used to be the case, but under silver of the
highest workmanship, and the most costly flowers. The flowers
alone cost as much as would have fed a street full of poor people,
for they were not, I need scarcely say, common ones, things
that any poor curate or even clerk might have on his table,
but waxy and wealthy exotics, combinations of the chemist's skill
with the gardener's, all the more difficult to be had in such
profusion because the season was summer and the gardens full of
Mr. Fareham nodded to his partner's
Nature's easy production.
wife, catching her eye with difficulty between the piles of flowers.
Heard from London lately ? he said across the table, and nodded
again several times when she answered, Not for some days.' Old
Fareham was usually a jocose old gentleman, less perfect in his
manners than the other member of the firm, and of much lower
origin, though perhaps more congenial to the atmosphere in which
he lived but he was not at all jocose that evening. He had a
'

*

'

;

cloud upon his face. When his genial host tried to rouse him to
his usual ' form (for what can be more disappointing than an
'

amusing man who

will

not do anything to amuse?) he would

brighten up for a moment, and then relapse into dulness. As
soon as he came into the drawing-room after dinner he made his

way
*

to his partner's wife.

So you haven't been hearing regularly from London

'

?

he
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taking up his post in front of her, and bending over her low

said,

chair.

I didn't say that ; I said not for a few days.'
Neither have we,' said old Fareham, shaking his white head.
Not at all regular. D'ye think he is quite well ? He has been
*

*

'

a deal in town this year.'
She could scarcely restrain a

little

indignation, thinking

if

old

Fareham only knew the reason, and how it was to save his relative
But she answered in an easy tone, Yes, he
and set him right
*

!

If he had the
has thought it expedient for various reasons.'
least idea of his nephew's irregularities, this, she thought, would
make him wince.
%

But

it

*

shaggy eyebrows.

'

Oh, for various reasons ? he said, lifting his
And did you think it expedient too ?
'

did not.

'

You know I enter very little into business matters,' she replied
felt.
Of course we all miss him very much
when he is away from home but I never have put myself in
'

*

with the calm she

:

Eobert's way.'

You've been a very good wife to him,' said the old man with
a slight shake of the head ; ' an excellent wife ; and you don't feel
the least uneasy? Quite comfortable about his health, and all
'

that sort of thing ? I think I'd look him up if I were you.'
'
Have you heard anything about his health ? Is Kobert ill, Mr.
'
Fareham, and you are trying to break it to me ? she said, springing
to her feet.
'

No, no, nothing of the sort,' he said, putting his hand on her
to make her reseat herself.
'Nothing of the sort; not a
word
I know no more than you do
probably not half or quarter
so much.
No, no, my dear lady, not a word.'

arm

!

'

Then why should you frighten me

so ?

'

she said, sitting

down

'
again with a flutter at her heart, but a faint smile ; you gave me
a great fright.
I thought you must have heard something that

had been concealed from me.'
1
Not at all, not at all,' said the old man. ' I'm very glad
you're not uneasy. Still it is a bad practice when they get to stay
so long from home.
I'd look him up if I were you.'
'

Do you know anything

currence of her
*

No, no

'
!

I don't think

look

him up

I don't

know ?

'

she said with a re-

first fear.

he cried

'

nothing, nothing, I

Landon should be

if I

were you.'

know nothing

so long absent.

That's

all

but

;

;

I'd
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Mrs. Lycett-Landon did not enjoy the ball that night. For some
time indeed she hesitated about going. But Milly and Horace
were much startled by this idea, and assailed her with questions
What had she heard ? Was papa ill ? Had anything happened ?
She was obliged to confess that nothing had happened, that she

had heard nothing, but that old Fareham thought papa should
not be so long away, and had asked if she were not uneasy about
What if he should be ill and concealing it from
his health.
them ? The children paled a little, then burst forth almost
with laughter. Papa conceal it from them he who always wanted
And why should he
so much taking care of when he was poorly.
for to be sure there was
conceal it ? This was quite unanswerable
no reason in the world why he should not let his wife know, who
would have gone- to him at once, without an hour's delay. So they
went to the ball, and spent the night in Liverpool, and next
morning remembered nothing save that old Fareham was always
'
If he knew your father's real object in spending so
disagreeable.
much time in London Mrs. Lycett-Landon said. It was her husband's generous wish to keep this anxiety from the old man ; and
!

:

'

!

how

little such generous motives are appreciated in this world.
was evening before they returned home for of course with so
large a family there is always shopping to do, and the ladies
waited till Horace left the office. But when they reached the
Elms, as their house was called, there was a letter waiting which
was not comfortable. It was directed in a hand which they could
not from his club as usual, nor on the
scarcely identify as papa's
office paper
with no date but London. And this was what it

It

;

said.
'

you must

-not be disappointed if I write only a few
which makes writing uncomfortable.
hand,
my
It is not of the least importance, and you need not be uneasy
but accept the explanation if it should happen to be some days
before you hear from me again.
Love to the children.

My

dear,

words. I have hurt

:

'

Yours

affectionately,
<

E. L. L.'

Mrs. Lycett-Landon grew pale as she read this note. ' I see it
'
there has been an accident, and Mr. Fareham did
all,' she said ;
not like to tell me of it. Horace, where is the book of the trains ?
I

must go

my

at once.

travelling bag.'

Eun, Milly, and put up a few things

for

me in
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'

What

is it,

mother ?

Hurt

his

hand

?

Oh, but that

is

not

much,' Horace said.
'
It is not much perhaps but to be so careful lest I should be
anxious is not papa's way. " If it should happen to be some daysWhy it is ten days since he wrote last. I am very anxious. Horry,
see about the trains at
dear, don't talk to me, but go and
:

my

once.'
*
There is
well about the trains,' said Horace.
one at ten, but then it arrives in the middle of the night. Stop
I will telegraph.'
at all events till to-morrow morning.
*

I

know very

am

going by that ten train,' his mother said.
arrives between three and four in the morning
'
Never mind, I can go to tlie Euston, where papa always goes.
Perhaps I shall find him there. He has never s^iid where he was
'I

'

'

Which

!

living.'
4

You may be

the Euston.

He

No

sure,' said

doubt he

is

Horace, you will not find him at
in the old place in Jermyn Street.
*

only goes to the Euston when he is up for a day or two.'
'
I shall find him easily enough,' Mrs. Lycett-Landon said.

And then a little bustle and commotion ensued. Dinner was
had which nobody could eat, though they all said it was probably
nothing, and that papa would laugh when he knew the disturbance
his letter had made. At least the children said this, their mother
making little reply. Milly thought he would be much surprised
He would like it,
to see mamma arrive in the early morning.
Milly thought. Papa was always disposed to find his own ailments very important, and thought it natural to make a fuss
about them. She wanted to accompany her mother, but consented, not without a sense of dignity, that it was more necessary
she should stay at home to look after the children and the
house.
But Horace insisted that he must go and ihough Mrs.
Lycett-Landon had a strange disinclination to this which she
herself could not understand, it seemed on the whole so right
and natural, that she could not stand out against it.
There is no
1
she
1
can
look
after
said.
occasion,'
myself quite well, and your
father too.'
But Horace refused to hear reason, and Milly inquired what was the good of having a grown-up son if you did
not make any use of him ? Their minds were so free, that they both
;

.

'

tittered a little at this, the title of grown-up son being unfamiliar
and half absurd in Milly's intention at least. She walked down

with them to the boat in the soft

summer

night.

The world was
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aglow with softened

lights,

the

moon
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in the sky, the lamps on

the opposite bank reflecting themselves in long lines in the still
water, and every dim vessel in the roadway throwing up its little
'

sea-star of colour.

I shouldn't wonder,' said Milly,

touch of the gout, like that he had

last year,

*

if it

is

a

and no accident at

all.'
*

So much the more need

for

good nursing,' her mother

said,

as she stepped into the boat.

Milly walked back again with Charley, her next brother, who
was fifteen. They went up to the summer-house among the trees
and watched the boat as it went rustling, bustling through the
groups of shipping in the river, and made little bets between
themselves as to whether it would beat the Birkenhead boat, or
if the Seacombe would
get there first of all. There were not so
as
at this hour of the night, but one or
usual
many ferryboats
two were returning both up and down the river which had been
out with pleasure parties, with music sounding softly on the
only that horrid old fiddle if we were near it,' said
sounds quite melodious here,' for the soft night
and the summer air, and the influence of the great water, made
*

water.

*

Milly,

It

is

but

it

The

everything mellow.
were still all open.
able servants, and
tress

doors and windows of the happy house
was full of sleeping children and comfortand peace, though the master and the mis-

It

life

were both away.

CHAPTER

IV.

GOING TO LOOK HIM UP.

THEY reached London

in the

dawn

of the morning,

when the

blue day was coming in over the housetops, before the ordinary stir of the waking world had begun. Of course, at that
early hour it was impossible to do anything save to take refuge
in the big hotel, and try to rest a little till it should be time for
further proceedings.
They found at once from the sleepy waiter

who received them

that Mr. Lycett-Landon was not there.
He
but they hadn't seen him not since
;

remembered the gentleman
last summer, the man said.
I told you so, mamma,'
'

of course.
address.'

If

*

said Horace ; he is in Jermyn Street,
he had been anywhere else, he would have put the
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to Jermyn Street as soon as it was pracbut he was not there ; and the landlord of the house
returned the same answer that the waiter at the Euston had done.
Not since last summer, he said. He had been wondering in his own
mind what had become of Mr. Lycett-Landon, and asking himself
It was a
if the rooms or the cooking had not given satisfaction ?
his
him
of
to
with
any
gentlemen,
thing that had never happened

They drove together

ticable,

but he had been wondering, he allowed, if there was anything
He would have been pleased to make any alteration had he but
known. Mrs. Lycett-Landon and her son looked at each other
She
somewhat blankly as they turned away from this door.
smiled and said, ' It is rather funny that we should have to hunt

your father in this way. One would think his movements would
be well enough known. But I suppose it's this horrid London.'
She was a little angry and hurt at the horrid London which takes
no particular note even of a merchant of high standing. In Liverpool he could not have been lost sight of, and even here it was
ridiculous, a thing scarcely to be put up with.
4
Oh, we'll soon find him at the club,' Horace said, and they
drove there accordingly, more indignant than anxious. It was still
early, and the club servants had scarcely taken the trouble to wake
up as yet. Club porters are not fond of giving addresses, knowing how uncertain it is whether a gentleman may wish to be pursued to their last stronghold. The porter in the present instance
hesitated much.
He said Mr. Lycett-Landon had not been there
for some time ; that there was a heap of letters for him, which he
took out of a pigeon-hole and turned over in his hands as he spoke,
and among which Horace (with a jump of his heart) thought he

some of his mother's ; but nothing had been said
about forwarding them, and he really couldn't take upon himself
to say that he knowed the address.
could see

But I'm his son,' said Horace.
The porter looked at him very knowingly.
That don't
make me none the wiser, sir,' he said with great reason.
The youth went out to his mother somewhat aghast.
They
don't know anything of him here,' he said
they say he hasn't
'

*

'

'

;

been
*

*

for long.

There's quite a pile of letters for him.'

Then we must go

to the office,' Mrs. Lycett-Landon said.
have been very busy, or or something.'
That was an assertion which no one could dispute. "When the

He must

cab drove

off

again she repeated the former speech with an angry
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laugh.

It is ridiculous, Horace, that

you and

I should
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have to

run about like this from
sight like a

like a

make much account

pillar to post, as if papa could slip out of
mere clerk.' The mercantile world does not

of clerks, and she did not feel that she could

find anything stronger to say.
*
Nobody would believe it,' said Horace,
them ; but in the City it will be different,' he

if we were to tell
added gravely.
In Liverpool it must be allowed the City was not thought
very much of. It had not the same prestige as the great mercanThe merchant princes were considered to
tile town of the north.
belong to the seaports, and the magnates of the City had an
odour of city feasts and vulgarity about them ; but in the present
circumstances it had other attractions.
'

The name

of Lycett-Landon can't be

*

unknown

there,' said

the lad.

His mother was wounded even by this assertion. She drew
*
A Lycett-Landon has no right to be unknown any*
We don't need to take our importance from
she
said.
where,'
herself up.

But London is insufferable ; nobody is anybody
firm, I hope.
that comes from what they are pleased to call the country

any

"here."'

There was an indignant tone in Mrs. Lycett-Landon's voice.
felt, though she would not acknowledge it, that
once the City would be the most congenial. They drove along

But yet she too
for

through the crowded, noisy streets in a hansom, feeling, after all,
a little more at home among people who were evidently going
The sight of a
to business as the men did in their own town.
commercial
well-brushed, well-washed, gold-chained
magnate in
a white waistcoat with a rose in his buttonhole did them good.
And thus they arrived at ' the office,' that one home-like spot amid
all the desert of unaccustomed streets.
*
Perhaps,' the mother said, we shall find
laugh at us for this ridiculous expedition.'
'

him

here, ready to

'
Well, I hope not,' said Horace, for he will be angry.
doesn't like to be looked after.'
for
This speech chilled Mrs. Lycett-Landon a little
(

Papa

it was
was
not
a
woman
who
liked
to be
quite true,
found fault with on account of silly curiosity. As a matter of
So that it was with a little check to their
fact few women do.
:

and

for her part she

eagerness that they got out at the
of people

coming

office

to their daily labour.

door

among

all

the press

Horace, though he had
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'

been intended to work there, scarcely knew the place ; and his
mother, though she had driven down three or four times to pick
up her husband on the occasions when they were in town togewith it. And the clerks
ther, was but little better acquainted
did not at

all

recognise these very unlikely visitors.

Ladies

and at this early hour never.
'Your father, of course, would not be here so early,' Mrs.
*
and I don't suppose
Lycett-Landon said as they went upstairs
either is the sort of person
but we must ask
Fareham
Mr.
young
appeared very seldom at the

office,

;

for

Mr. Fareham.'

Kemembering

all

that her husband had said, she did not in

the least expect to find that young representative of the house.
How curious it was to wait until she had been inspected by the
clerk, to be asked who she was, to be requested to take a seat, till

An impulse which
was known if Mr. Fareham was disengaged
she could scarcely explain restrained her from giving her name,
which would at once have gained her all the respect she could have
it

!

realised

and
what

place.

The

desired

:

for the first
it

must

clerks

time in her

be to

made

come

life

on her and her son

their observations

behind their glass screen.
place in the office for the

Mrs. Lycett-Landon

as a poor petitioner to such a

They decided that she must want a
young fellow, but that Fareham would

soon give her her answer. These young men did not think much
of the personal appearance of Horace, who was clearly from the
country ; a lanky youth whom it would be difficult to make any-

Their consternation was extreme when young Mr. Fareham, coming out somewhat superciliously to see who wanted him,
'
and went forward holding
exclaimed suddenly, Mrs. Landon

thing

of.

'

!

had known it was you
he said.
I hope I
have not kept you waiting. But some mistake must have been
made, for I was not told your name.'
out his hands.

'

If I

'

*

!

was no mistake,' she said, looking graciously at the young
'
I did not give
stood by very nervous and abashed.
clerk,
not
detain
a
We
shall
we
name.
moment,
you
only want an
my
'

It

who

address.'

While she spoke she had time to remark the perfectly correct
and orthodox appearance of young Fareham, of whom it was
almost impossible to believe that he had ever committed an
in the course of his life.
He led
irregularity of any description
the way into his room with all the respect which was due to the

wife of the chief partner, and gave her a chair.

*

My time

is
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he said

'

;
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too glad to be able to be of any

use.'

Mrs. Lycett-Landon sat down, and then there ensued a moment
of such embarrassment as perhaps in all her life she had never
known before. There was a certain surprise in the air with which

he regarded her, and not the slightest appearance of any idea
what she could possibly want him for at this time in the morning.
And somehow this surprised unconsciousness on his part brought
She was silent
the most curious painful consciousness to her.
She half rose
she looked at him with a kind of blank appeal.
her
without
She
seemed to be
to
question.
putting
go away
again
;

on the eve of a betrayal, of a family exposure.

How

foolish it

was
She looked at Horace's easy-minded, tranquil countenance
and took courage.
Do you expect,' she said, Mr. Landon here to-day ? with a
!

'

'

'

smile, yet a catch of her breath.
'

The astonishment of young Fareham was
Mr. Landon
extreme. ' Is he in town ? We have not seen him since May.'
'Horace,' said Mrs. Lycett-Landon, half rising from her chair
and then falling back upon it.
Horace, your father must be very
He must have had some operation he must have thought
ill.
I would be over-anxious
She became very pale as she uttered these broken words, and
looked as if she were going to faint and Horace, too, stared with
'

!

*

'

;

bewildered eyes. Young Fareham began to be alarmed. He
saw that his quick response was altogether unexpected, and that
there was evidently some mystery.

me

*
appearing to ponder, perhaps I am
making a mistake. Yes, I am sure he was here in May, he had
Wasn't it so ? Oh, then, I
just come back from the Continent.
*

Let

see,'

he

said,

must have misunderstood him. I thought he said
Now I
remember, he certainly was here in town. Yes, came to tell me
something about letters what was it ?
Perhaps where you were to send his letters,' Mrs. Landon said
That is what we want to know.' While she was listenquickly.
'

'

'

ing to him, her mind had been going through a great many quesIf
tions, and she had brought herself summarily back to calm.
it should be serious illness, all her
strength would be wanted.
She must not waste her forces with foolish fainting or giving in,
but husband them all.

Then there

arose an inquiry in the office.

One

clerk after
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One said Mr. Lycettanother was called in to be questioned.
Landon's letters were all forwarded to the Liverpool house, or to
the Elms, Eockferry, his private address ; another that they
were sent to the club ; and it was not till some time had been
lost that one of the youngest remembered an address to which
he had once been sent, to a lodging where Mr. Landon was stayHe remembered all about it, for it was a pretty house, with
ing.
a garden, very unlike Jermyn Street.
It was just after Mr. Landon came back from abroad,' the
youth said ; and by degrees he remembered exactly where it was,
and brought it written down, in a neat, clerkly hand, on an office
envelope. It was a flowery address, a villa in a road, both of them
*

cockney sentiment.
Mrs. Lycett-Landon took the paper from him with a smile of
thanks ; but she was so bewildered and confused that she rose up
and went out of the office without even saying good-morning to

fanciful with a

young Fareham.
*

Mamma, mamma,'

'

cried Horace after her,

*

you have never

'

said

I can see she
her,' said young Fareham,
come back, won't you, and let me know if
you've found him ? But I hope there is some mistake.'
He did not say what kind of mistake he hoped for, nor did

is

'

Oh, don't trouble

anxious.

You'll

Horace say anything as he followed his mother. He, like Milly,
thought it impossible that papa would have hidden himself thus
He was a little nervous of speaking to his mother
to be ill.
when he saw how pale and preoccupied she looked.
'
*
Shall I call a cab ? he said.
Mother, do you really think
'

there

is so

much

to fear

'

?

'He has never been on the

Continent,' was all his mother

could say.

No ; that's true. They just have got that into their heads.
was no business of theirs where he went.'
'It is everybody's business where a man goes
a man like
him. I think I know what it is, Horace. He has been fretful for
some time, and restless ; he must have been ill, and he has been
going through an operation. Don't say anything ; I feel sure of
it.
Perhaps there was danger in it, and he feared the fuss, and
that I should be over anxious.'
*
We always thought as children that papa liked to be made a
'

It

fuss with,' said simple Horace.
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You thought

so in the nursery, because you liked it yourYes, we had better have a cab. How full the streets are
one cannot hear oneself talking.'
*

selves.

!

Then she was

silent a little

till

the hansom was called. It was

a very noisy part of the City, where the traffic is continual, and it
was very difficult to hear a woman's voice. She paused before she

got into the cab.
4
Now I think of

she said, ' you had better go and telegraph
Gro back to the hotel and do it.
to Milly, for she will be anxious.
Tell her that we have got to town all safe, and that you will send
it,'

her word this evening how papa is.'
'
But, mother, you are not going without
better to telegraph after we know.'

'That
I

think

what

I wish

you to

do, Horace.

a great deal better for

me

It

!

and

it will

be

might upset him.

to go by myself.

Just do

Milly will want to know that we have arrived
you.
right; and wait at the hotel till I send for you.'
*
You had much better let me come with you, mother.'

what I
all

is

it

me

tell

noise was so great that she only made a * No with her
mouth, shaking her head as she got into the cab, and gave him
the address to show the cabman. Then, before Horace had
'

The

awakened from

was gon e, and he was left, feeling
all
about
the
by
very solitary, pushed
passers-by upon the pavement.
The youth was half angry, half astonished. To go back to the
hotel was not a thing that tempted him, but he was so young that
he obeyed by instinct, meaning to pour forth his indignation to
Milly.
heart.

Even

his surprise, she

in a telegram there

is

CHAPTER

a possibility of easing one's

V.

THE HOUSE WITH THE FLOWERY NAME.

MRS. LYCETT-LANDON drove

off

through the crowded City streets

She had a sense that somein a curious trace of excited feeling.
to
to
her
but
how this was she could
was
;
happen
going
thing

Nor could she have told why it was she had sent
Horace away. Perhaps his father might not wish to see him,
perhaps he might prefer to explain to her alone the cause of his
She felt the need of first seeing her husband alone,
absence.

not have told.

though she could not
VOL.

VI.

NO.

tell

31, N.S.

why.

It

Out

was a very long drive.
2
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of the bustling City streets she

encumbered, though perhaps

came

more showy, less
crowded, and then to

to streets

scarcely less

some which showed the lateness of the season by shut-up houses
and diminished movement, and then to line after line of those
dingy streets, all exactly like each other, which form the bulk of
London. There are so many of them, and they are so indistinShe looked out of the hansom and noted them all as
guishable.
she drove on but yet as if she noted them not, as if it were they
Then she reached the suburbs,
that glided by her, as in a dream.
the roads with the flowery names, houses buried in gardens, with
This perhaps
trees appearing behind the high enclosing walls.
was the strangest of all. She could not think what he could
want here, so far out of the world, until she recalled to herself
the idea of an illness and an operation which had already faded
out of her mind for that, like every other explanation, was so
Her heart began to beat
strange, so much unlike all his habits.
as the cab turned into the street, going slowly along to look for
the special house, and she found herself on the point of arriving
at her destination.
Though she was so anxious to find her husband, she would now, if she could, have deferred the arrival, have
called out to the driver that it was not here, and bidden him go on
and on. But there could not be any mistake about it there was the
name of the house painted on the gate. It was a little gate in a
wall, affording a glimpse of a pretty little garden shaded with
trees inside.
She would not let the cabman ring the bell, but got
out first and paid him, and then, when she could not find any
further excuse, rang it- so faintly at first that no sound followed.
She waited, though she knew she could not have been heard, to
leave time for an answer. Looking in under the little arch of roses
to the smooth bit of lawn, the flowers in the borders, she said to
herself that there was not very much taste displayed in the flowers
red geraniums and mignonette, the things that everybody had,
and great yellow nasturtiums clustering behind not very much
taste or individuality, but yet a great deal of brightness, and the
look as of a home ; not lodgings, but a place where people lived.
There were some garden-chairs about, and on a rustic table something that looked like a woman's work. How natural it all
It was curious that he should be living
seemed, how peaceable
in such a place.
Perhaps, she said to herself, it was the house of
some clerk of the better sort some one who had known him in his
and in good air, and out
early years, and had wished to be kind
!

:
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She made all these explanations as she
some one to answer a ring which she
knew very well could not have been heard unable to understand
her own strange pause, and the manner in which she dallied with
her anxiety. But this could not last for ever. After she had
waited more than the needful time she rang again, and presently
the door was opened by an unseen spring, and she went in within
the pretty enclosure. How pretty it was only red geraniums and
nasturtiums, it was true, but the soft odour of the mignonette,
and the sunshine, and the silence all so peaceful and so calm.
There came over her a certain awe as she stepped across the
threshold and closed behind her the garden-door. The windows
were all open, the house-door open. Under the trees on the little
lawn were two basket chairs, and a white heap of muslin, which
some woman must have been working at, on the table. Mrs.
Lycett-Landon felt like an intruder in this peaceful place. She
said to herself at last that there must be some mistake, that it
could not be here.
A housemaid, wiping her arms on her apron, came to the
house-door a round-faced, ruddy, wholesome young woman, just
the sort of servant for such a place. No doubt there were two,
cook and housemaid, the visitor said to herself, just enough for
needful service. The young woman was smiling and pleasant, no
She did not advance to meet the stranger,
forbidding guardian.
but stood waiting, holding her own place in the doorway. Her
honest, open face confirmed the expression of peace and comfort
that was about the house. The intruder came up softly, not able
of the noise of the streets.

stood at the door waiting for

to divest herself of that sense of awe.
1

Does Mr. Lycett-Landon

live here ?

'

she said, almost under

her breath.
*

Yes, ma'am, but he's rather poorly this morning,' the house-

maid
'

said.

He

is

at

home then

?

I don't think I can

'

Will you take me to him, please
do that, ma'am. He's rather poorly

Oh,
keeping his room. The doctor don't think that it's anything
serious, but as master is not quite a young gentleman he says it's
best to be on the safe side.'
;

he's

'

Is

'

Yes, ma'am,' with a

'

Has he been

'

Mr. Lycett-Landon your master
little

'

?

curtsey.

'

long ?
bless
not
at
Oh,
you,
ill

all.

He

has his 'ealth as well as could
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be wished; only a

now and then, as gentlemen
what they eat and drink as

that

They
what

I always say.'
only bilious then not

that's

ladies

He

'

little bilious or

ain't so careful in

will be.

is

not long

ill ?

ill ?

there has

'

been no

operation

?

Oh, bless you, nothing of the sort
with the most evident astonishment.

'

'

!

the young

woman

said

Mrs. Lycett-Landon put all these questions in a kind of dream.
Something kept her from saying who she was. She felt a curious
anxiety to find out all the details before she announced herself.
'
1
I have
1 think he will see me,' she said, a little faintly.
Take
me
to
to
see
him.
come a long way
him, please.'
'Is it business,
*

Business

?

yes

ma'am?
;

'

said the girl.

you may say

it is

business.

I

am

his

.

at once, please.'
Take me
'
I
can't
do that. I ask your pardon, but the last
Oh dear,
said
was that he mustn't be troubled with no
the
doctor
thing

to

him

business.'
*

But

'

You

the girl

I

must

see him,' Mrs.

Lycett-Landon

said.

it's not possible.
To be sure,'
can't, ma'am, not to-day
added with a pleasant smile, ' if Mrs. Landon would do as

well.'
*

1

Mrs.

whom

,

Mrs. Landon

didn't

you know

if you'll

as

?

'

Mrs. Lycett-Landon, that's her full name. Oh,
he was married ? She'll be down in a moment

step inside.'
outside the door felt herself turned to stone.

The woman

She

said faintly, 'Yes, I think I will step inside.'

Do, ma'am

you don't look at all well ; you've been standing
Missis will be fine and angry if she knows as I let
you stand like that. Take a chair, ma'am, please. She'll be here
in a moment,' the cheerful maid-servant said.
'

:

in the sun.

She did not ask for the visitor's name she was evidently not
accustomed to visits of ceremony but went upstairs quickly, with
her solid foot sounding on every step.
The visitor for her part sat down, not feeling able to keep upon
her feet, and faintly looked round her, seeing everything, understanding nothing. What did it all mean? The room was furnished like that of a newly-married pair. Little decorations were
about, newly-bound books, a new little desk all ormolu and velvet ;
albums, photograph-frames, trifles from Switzerland, carved and
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painted, like relics of a recent journey.
Nothing was in absolute
taste, but the fashion of the furnishing was not of the larger

bad

kind, which

means wealth.

It

was slightly pretty, perhaps a

little

tawdry, yet not sufficiently worn to acquire that look as yet.
Mingled with all this decoration, however, there was something
else which had a curious effect upon the intruder, something that

reminded her of her husband's library at home, a chair of the form
he liked, a solid table or two, strangely out of place amid the little
low sofas and 6tageres. She saw all this, and took it into her mind
at a glance, without making any of these observations upon it.
She made no observations. She was unable even to think ; the

maid's words went through her head without any will of hers
'
'
Didn't you know as he was married ?
'If Mrs. Landon would
well.'
Mrs. Landon Who was this that bore her own name
who was the man upstairs? She was not in any hurry to be en-

do as

!

She seemed to herself rather grateful for the pause ;
to
off any discovery that there might be to make with
hold
glad
both hands, to keep it at arm's length. She sat quite still in this
lightened.

strange room, not thinking or able to think, wondering what was
about to happen what strange thing was coming to her.
At last she heard a footstep, a light step very different from

the maid's, coming downstairs.
She rose up instinctively and
took hold of the back of a chair to support herself. The door
opened, and a young woman, pretty, timid, tall, in a white flowing

gown, with a

cap upon her dark hair, and a pair of appealShe had an uncertain look, as if not wholly
ing eyes,
accustomed to her position. She said with a pretty blush and
little

came

shyness,
business

'They

in.

tell

but he
that I could do ?
'
Will you tell

is

me

that you want to see

my

not well enough for business.

husband on

Is it

anything

'

me who you

are ?

'

The new comer looked a little surprised at the voice, which
was hoarse and unnatural, of her visitor. She answered with a
*
little dignity,
I am Mrs.
drawing up her slight young figure.
Lycett-Landon,' she said.

{To be continued.)
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A NOVELIST'S FAVOURITE THEME.
IT has been said by Wendell Holmes that every man has in him
one good novel, if he could but manage to write it. Most men
leave their

novel

carefully

unwritten.

It

has not yet been

noticed, we think, that even those novelists whose variety of
conception strikes us as their most remarkable quality have
usually had one favourite idea^ which reappears again and again,
even in the texture of works otherwise most varied in structure.

For- example, even Sir Walter Scott has his favourite theme,
is the chief feature of the story, at other times
a
subordinate
position, but is nearly always present
occupies quite

which sometimes
in one

form or another.

Scott's favourite idea,

brought in so

often that but for his marvellous skill in clothing it in evervarying garb it would have become wearisome, is to present the
youthful hero of his plot as a young and inexperienced man,

treated by the older characters as little more than a boy, often
their unconscious agent in important political plots, occasionally
looked down upon by the heroine herself (who knows more of

such plans and takes a more leading part in carrying them out
than the hero of the story), but showing himself worthier, or at
least manlier, than his elders had imagined him to be.
Scott
has not always, perhaps, contented us with his hero ; often
another character is more interesting, as Fergus than Waverley,
Bois Guilbert than Ivanhoe, Evandale than Morton; possibly
because all Scott's heroes show the peculiarity we have described.

In Edward Waverley we have the original of the type. In ' Guy
Mannering' Harry Bertram never shakes off the manner of a
very young man, whether with Meg Merrilies, the Dominie, Mr.

Frank Osbaldistone, in
Pleydell, or Colonel Mannering.
treated
his
father
as
a
mere
Eoy,'
by
boy, is afterwards a

Eob

'

mere
tool in the hands of older men.
Even Die Vernon treats him till
near the end as but an inexperienced lad. Lovell, in
The
'

Antiquary,' plays a similar part, alike with Monkbarns, with the
Baronet, and with old Edie Ochiltree, and remains to the end

unconscious of his real position, in regard both to his putative
father and to Earl Geraldine.
In Redgauntlet
the plot of
'
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we have a hero similarly
is not very interesting
and unconsciously taking part in a dangerous political
The hero of * The Black Dwarf is still more cavalierly
plot.
treated, insomuch that no one, I imagine, takes the least interest
which, by the way,
situated,

'

Anne of Greierstein,' is a puppet in his
The scenes between Quentin Durward
and Louis XI. illustrate well Scott's favourite theme. But Durward is also treated as a mere boy by Le Balafre, by Earl Crawford, and by Charles of Burgundy we note, too, that he is entirely
in him.

Arthur, in
father's hands to the end.

Young

*

;

unconscious of the part he is really playing in the journey to
Liege. Ivanhoe is under Cedric's high displeasure till near the

end of the

story, and is as boyish a hero as Quentin Durward, dethe
spite
bravery they both show in the saddle. Henry Morton,
with his uncle, with Dame Wilson, and afterwards with Balfour
of Burley ; Halbert Glendinning, with the monks ; Julian Avenel,

with Lady Avenel, and afterwards with Queen Mary and Catharine
Seyton ; Harry Grow (and Conachar) with Simon ; Edgar Kavenswood with the elder Ashton and Caleb Balderstone ; Tressilian, in
*
Kenilworth ; Monteith, in * The Legend of Montrose ; Merton,
in ' The Pirate (with old Mordaunt, with Norna of the Fitful Head,
and even with Minna and Brenda) and their father, all these are
'

'

'

samples of Sir Walter Scott's favourite theme. It is the same
with Damian, in ' The Betrothed ; with the Varangian, in ' Count
Eobert of Paris'; with young Nigel, in 'The Fortunes of Nigel';
with Julian, in * Peveril of the Peak ; and with the Knight of the
'

'

'
Leopard, in The Talisman.' Only one exception, and that rather
than
the * Heart of Midlothian,'
apparent
real, can be mentioned
the
all
finest
of
Scott's
novels
but this is a novel withperhaps
out a hero, or, rather, Jeanie Deans is both hero and heroine (for
:

Keuben Butler can

scarcely be considered a hero). Now, strangely
thus
enough, Jeanie,
taking a double part, womanlike in her
and
patience
goodness, manlike in her endurance and courage,

pet theme (as obviously as Edward Waverley
Frank Osbaldistone) in the scenes with Staunton and Staunton's
father, with the Duke of Argyll and Queen Caroline
nay, even
illustrates Scott's

or

with Madge Wildfire.
Dickens, a writer of another type, had also his favourite theme.
So far as I know, the point has not yet been noticed ; but I think
there can be no doubt that one special idea had more attraction

him than any

other, and
idea
for
a
leading
plot.

for

seemed to him the most

effective
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The idea which, more than any other had a fascination for
Dickens, and was apparently regarded by him as likely to be most
a
watched
potent in its influence on others, was that of wrong-doer
at every turn by one of whom he has no suspicion, for whom
he even entertains a feeling of contempt. This characteristic,
is so
although, as I have said, it has been generally overlooked,

marked that, so soon as attention is directed to it, men wonder it
had not been noticed at once.
Of course, in a story like Pickwick,' started originally as a
comic sporting tale, and only worked into a more serious form
*

death of the sporting artist who was to have illustrated
trace of an idea which Dickens
it, we should not expect to fino^any
valued chiefly for its effect in exciting tragic emotions. We
after the

have only to consider how he worked this idea to see how unsuit'
Pickwick
if, in'

able it would have been in such a novel as
'

*

Pickwick can be called a novel.
in two out of the first four novels which Dickens wrote
we find this idea of patient watching even to death or doom
a marked feature of the story. In * Barnaby Kudge Haredale
deed,

But

'

steadily waits and watches for Rudge, till, after more than twenty
years, 'at last, at last,' as he cries, he captures his brother's

murderer on the very spot where the murder had been committed.
In this case, too, it is to be noticed that Rudge has been supposed
to be dead during all the years of Haredale's watch ; and this was
so important a part of Dickens's conception that he makes Haredale speak of it, even in the fierce rush in which he seizes Rudge.
*
Villain
he says, ' dead and buried, as all men supposed, through
your infernal arts, but reserved by heaven for this.' It became
a favourite idea of Dickens to associate the thought of death
either with the watcher or the watched ; and, unless I mistake,
in the final and finest development of his favourite theme, he
made one ' dead and buried as all men supposed watch the
very man who supposed him dead, and not only buried but de'

!

'

stroyed.

In

'

'

Nicholas Nickleby it is the untiring enmity of Brooker,
not the work of those he chiefly dreads, which drives Ralph Nickleby

Ralph had no reason,' we are told, that he
but
knew, to fear this man ; he had never feared him before
he trembles when Brooker comes forth from the darkness in
which he had been concealed, and confronts him to tell the
story which is to be as the doom of death to him.
to self-murder.

'

'

'

;
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Oliver Twist and
In the other two of these first four works
we find less marked use of Dickens's
The Old Curiosity Shop
favourite idea, though it is not wholly absent from either work.
In The Old Curiosity Shop,' the two Brass scamps (to include
that old fellow,' Miss Sally Brass, in the term) are watched by
the despised Marchioness, and it is by her their powerless victim,
'

'

*

'

'

that their detection

*

Oliver
brought about.
Twist was written specially to attack the workhouse system in
England, and other ideas gave place to that leading one.
In Dickens's next novel the idea is further developed. In

as they supposed

is

'

passing, I note that naturally the idea could never be presented
twice in the same precise form. It is indeed wonderful how many

changes Dickens was able to ring on this general notion of an
untiring watch kept on one not suspecting that he was watched,
and least of all that he was watched by the man who was really
holding his ways and doings constantly in view. In 'Martin
Chuzzlewit the two chief villains of the story, Jonas Chuzzlewit,
the murderer (perhaps the most shadowy murderer ever pictured
'

by

novelist),

and Pecksniff, the hypocrite, are both watched in
way that Dickens loved. Jonas has no fear of

the melodramatic

Nadgett, and, indeed, never suspects that Tom Pinch's silent
landlord is watching him at all. All his thoughts are directed
towards Montague Tigg. To see how Dickens delighted in the
idea I am considering, we have only to notice the way in which

he presents Jonas Chuzzlewit's thoughts when Nadgett denounces
him. * I never watched a man so close as I have wat" hed him,'
says Nadgett; and the thoughts of the frightened murderer
Another of the phantom forms of this
shape themselves thus
Another of the many shapes in which it started
terrific truth
up about him out of vacancy This man, of all men in the world,
'

:

!

!

a spy

upon him

this

his identity, casting off his
shrinking, purblind, unobservant character, and springing up
The dead man might have come out of
into a watchful enemy
;

man, changing
!

and not confounded and appalled him so.' Later,
Dickens meant to have made use of this supreme horror, a dead
man watching his murderer for note Jonas thinks not of some
dead man, but of the dead man whom he has murdered. We may

his grave

;

:

observe also that Jonas Chuzzlewit, like the latest of Dickens's
villains, is but a murderer in intent, and in the supposed achieve-

ment of his purpose, at first ; he commits an actual murder to
escape punishment for a supposed murder, as Jasper, in killing

25
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Neville Landless, was to be brought to death in trying to escape
death ; probably, too, by self-slaughter, like Jonas.

watched by Nadgett, whom he despises (' Old
'
What's-his-name,' he calls him, looking as usual as if he wanted
to skulk up the chimney ; of all the precious dummies in appearance
that ever I saw, he's about the worst ; he's afraid of me, I think '),
Pecksniff is watehed by one whom he regards as to all intents and
<
purposes dead, who had lived in his house, weak and sinking,'
but who suddenly shows that he has been keen and resolute,
'
with watchful eye, vigorous hand on staff, and triumphal purpose in his figure.' 'I have lived in this house, Pinch,' says
old Martin, * and had him fanning on me days and weeks and
months ; I have suffered him to treat me as his tool and instrument ; I have undergone ten thousand times as much as I could
have endured if I had been the miserable old man he took me
I have had his base soul bare before me day by day, and
for.
have not betrayed myself. I never could have undergone such
torture but for looking forward to this time.
The time now
on
will
make
amends
for
and
I
have him
wouldn't
all,
drawing

While Jonas

die or

is

hang himself

for millions of

golden

pieces.'

It is clear that the idea of patient watching to bring an evildoer to justice must have been strong in Dickens's mind when he

warp of his most characteristic plots, and
and
of the work which was perhaps most
woof
warp
characteristic of them all.
That the theme is melodramatic and

thus worked

it

into the

into both

utterly unlike anything in real life makes this all the clearer.
Probably no man that ever lived has been willing to devote

months or years of

his life to such a task as Dickens thus
but
so
much
the more obvious is it that the idea was
imagined
specially his own.
In Dickens's next important work * Dombey and Son
we do
;

'

not find this characteristic idea in so marked a form.

Yet it is
and in more ways than one. Thus we find Dombey
watched by Carker (whom he regards as a mere business manager
for his great
house), all his ways noted, and the ruin of his house
wrought, by the man whom he considers so little worth noticing.
But Carker himself in turn is tracked by those whom he regards
present,

as utterly contemptible
old Mother Brown and her unhappy
daughter. So again, in the pursuit of Carker by the man whom

he has wronged and whom he despises, we have the same idt a,
though in a changed form. The pursuit reminds one of a hideous
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dream, in which some enemy from whom we fly appears always at
moment when we imagine we have reached safety. * In the
fever of his mortification and rage,' we are told, ' panic mastered
him completely. He would gladly have encountered almost any
the

meet the man of whom, two hours ago, he had
His fierce arrival, which he had never
been utterly regardless.
sound
of
his
the
voice, their having been so near
expected,
have braved out this ; but the
face
to
face
he
would
meeting
risk rather than

springing of his mine upon himself seemed to have rent and
shivered all his hardihood and self-reliance.'

David Copperfield,' which was in large degree autobiographical, we might have expected that the idea we are considering would not present itself. Yet here also it is seen, and more
The plots of Uriah Heep are defeated by the
than once.
close watch kept on him by Micawber, whom Heep thoroughly
In

'

'

'
Littimer, the second villain of the story, is brought
despises.
to punishment, as one of his gaolers tells Copperfield, by the
devotion of little Miss Mowcher, who, once on his track, follows

him

he is in the toils, and finally aids in his capture.
Bleak House the interest of an important part of the
on a murder. Mystery is suggested, not so much by
turns
story
the question, Who is the murderer ? (about which no reader of
average intelligence can have any doubt), but by doubts as to the
way in which the murder has been committed and suspicion
thrown on two innocent persons. Here, again, Dickens adopts his
Mademoiselle Hortense spares no pains to bring
favourite idea.
the charge of murder on another, who is her enemy a theme
which Dickens was to have wrought out more fully in his latest
work. In her anxiety to throw suspicion on Lady Dedlock she
till

'

'

In

'

'

loses sight of her

own danger.

If she has

has none of the

woman

whom

with

any

fears, she certainly

she lodged.

Yet

this

is

where her real danger lies. This woman keeps watch upon her
night and day. This woman had undertaken (' speaking to me,'
<
as well as she could on
says her husband, Inspector Bucket,
'
account of the sheet in her mouth ') that the murderess should

do nothing without her knowledge, should be her prisoner
without suspecting it, should no more escape from her than from
death.'

In

'

Little Dorrit

'

we

find Dickens's favourite

theme

in a

new

think the importance of this part of the rather
*
obtained less recognition
bewildering plot of Little Dorrit
aspect.

I

'
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than Dickens intended.

The murderous Rigaud-Blandois,

or

himself
Blandois-Kigaud (as best suits his convenience), disguises
in a
idea
which
hair
an
white
with
as a much older man
modified form was to reappear in Dickens's last novel. He is
watched closely and patiently by the despised Cavaletto, the
'
(
It is necessary,' says
contraband beast,' as Blandois calls him.
'
I have patience
have
to
the
patience.
story,
Cavaletto, telling
I
I
... I wait patientissamentally.
watch,
hide, until he walks

and smokes.

He

is

But

a soldier with grey hair.

!

... he

is

that you see.' What Dickens felt (or supposed) to
of the sudden discovery that a watch of this sort
effects
the
be
had been kept is shown by the way in which even Rigaudalso this

man

Blandois (whose chief characteristic, outside his villainy, is his
had watched
coolness) blanches when he hears how Cavaletto
him so patientissamentally. ' White to the lips
yet when he
'

knows that

his story is

known, he 'faces

it

out with a bare face,

infamous wretch he was.'
The * Tale of Two Cities,' of course, turns wholly on the
general idea which we have thus found in more or less important
It is the undying hate, handed on
parts of Dickens's chief works.
from generation to generation, of the despised French peasantry
as the

a hate patiently waiting for vengeance, even on the innocent
descendants of the feudal tyrants of old which brings about the
Dickens himself
series of events leading to the catastrophe.

The objection was raised that the
called attention to this point.
feudal cruelties did not come sufficiently within the date of the
action to justify his use of them. ' I had, of course, full knowledge,'
'

*

he replied, of the formal surrender of the feudal privileges ; but
he had also sufficient knowledge of human nature, he went on to
say, to know that hatreds which had been growing during twenty
generations would not die out, or even perceptibly diminish, in
the first few generations after their cause was removed nay, that
even the direct effects of that evil cause would not quickly
cease, and assuredly had not ceased when the French Revolution
1

began.

In

'

'

Great Expectations the whole plot turns on two watchings,
by men whom the watched persons despise. First, Magwitch
1

In the ]ast chapter of the fourth volume of Alison's

'

History of Europe

'

(I

refer to the first edition of twenty-one volumes, the form in which I read that
light and elegant little work as a boy) this is very fully pointed out perhaps

even somewhat too

fully.
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keeps watch (and kindly ward, too, despised though he is) on
Pip, whose disgust and horror when he learns who has been his
unknown benefactor must be regarded as undoubtedly illustrating
Dickens's favourite theme. But also the despised and thoroughly

Compeyson keeps patient and finally successful watch
on his enemy Magwitch. The interest of the story culminates in
the close of this long watch, the death of the watcher, and the
mortal injury of the watched. A minor part of the action shows
the same characteristic idea in the watch kept by Orlick, first on
Mrs. Gargery, till he strikes her a death-blow, and then long and
patiently on Pip, till finally he succeeds in inveigling him to the
lonely place by the marshes, where he had intended that not only
should Pip be slain, but destroyed from off the face of the earth.
(Another villain was to have planned a similar end for his victim
despicable

in Dickens's latest story.)

Never surely had any leading idea been so thoroughly worked
a
novelist as this pet theme of Dickens had been worked
by
and overworked, one would have said in the stories I have dealt
would seem as though Dickens conceived that nothing
move his readers than the idea of
patient, unsuspected watch kept by some one supposed either to
be indifferent or insignificant or powerless or dead, that he thus
used the idea in so many forms in his chief works up to the time
when Great Expectations had appeared. It might be imagined
that now at last he could feel it to be no longer available.
The
indeed
itself
as
a
man
that
advances
in
present
thought may
years his first notions become more and more his leading themes
yet it would seem as though Dickens could not, without repeating
with.

It

could more impress and

'

'

:

himself,

make

further use of his favourite idea.

What, however, do we
Friend,' Dickens takes
quote his own words)

'

*

find

?

In his next novel,

*

Our Mutual

as the leading incident for his story

'

(I

the idea of a man, young and perhaps

eccentric, feigning to be dead, and being dead to all intents and
purposes external to himself.' He presents this man as keeping
patient watch on more than one character, in this the most varied

in colouring of all Dickens's novels.
He shows him trying to
recall the manner of his own death, in order that the reader

may more fully recognise how thoroughly
man to all external to himself.

watching

dead
'

I

is

this patiently

have no clue to the

he says ; not that it matters now.' ' It is a
sensation not experienced by many mortals,' he adds, ' to be looking

scene of

my

'

death,'
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windy night, and to feel that I no
more hold a place among the living than these dead do, and even

into a churchyard on a wild,

buried as they lie buried ; nothing uses me to
it ; a spirit that was once a man could hardly feel stranger or
In his
lonelier, going unrecognised among men, than I feel.'
still
out
more
have
to
latest story Dickens meant
promibrought

to

know

that I

lie

nently the idea of a man, supposed to be dead, thus looking into
the place where, to all intents and purposes external to himself,

he lay dead, buried, and destroyed.

Even

this is not quite all, however.

No Thoroughfare
man described as dead

In

'

'

by Dickens) WQ have a
means anything to say that his * heart stood still (not
momentarily, but during events that must have lasted many
minutes) coming to life, and confronting the man who supposed
The circumstances of this supposed
he had murdered him.
murder are akin, by the way, in two striking circumstances, to
the supposed murder which was the real mystery of Dickens's last
(in the part written

'

if it

story.
f
Again, in Hunted Down we have a man whom the villain of
the story supposes to be dying (as surely murdered by him as if
he had slain him outright) turning out to be another man,
'

who

but tracks Slinkton to his
was
to have been with the
by self-murder,
of Dickens's last story, and as it had been with so many of

disguised,

is

not dying at

own death
villain

his earlier villains.
as Beckwith,
to you, why

all,

as it

'

for I

'You

shall know,' says Meltham, speaking
the
knowledge will be terrible and bitter
hope

you have been pursued by one man, and why you
have been tracked to death at a single individual's charge. That
man, Meltham, was as absolutely certain that you could never
elude him in this world, if he devoted himself to your destruction
with the utmost fidelity and earnestness, and if he divided this
sacred duty with no other duty in life, as he was certain that
in achieving it he would be a poor instrument in the hand of
Providence, and would do well before Heaven in striking you out
from among living men. I am that man, and I thank Grod that
I have done my work.'
Before passing to the last work of all, I may note here that
Dickens himself noted among his ' subjects for stories a form of
the theme we have been considering. ' Here is a fancy,' Forster
*
says, that I remember him to have been more than once bent
*
Two men to be
upon using ; but the opportunity never came.'
'
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'

one

whom

I openly hold in some serious animosity, whom I am at the pains
to wound and defy, and whom I estimate as worth wounding and
defying ; the other, whom I treat as a sort of insect, and con-

temptuously and pleasantly flick aside with my glove. But it
turns out to be the latter who is the really dangerous man ; and
when I expect the blow from the other it comes from him.' In
a sort this idea was worked out in * The Mystery of Edwin
Drood.'

Here a young man, who seemed light and wayward,

has been swept aside and is supposed to be dead, as an insect
might be crushed. Jasper has no further thought of him ; but

he plots serious measures against a man whom he holds in serious
animosity, and whom he has been at the pains to wound and defy.
But the fatal blow was to have come from the man who had
seemed so wanting in purpose, the ' bright boy of the opening
'

scenes.

Every conceivable form of his favourite theme had now been
which Dickens had himself indicated as the most
that the dead should rise from the grave to coneffective of all
front his murderer.
This idea was at length to be used, difficult
I have a very
though it seemed to work it out successfully.
curious and new idea for my new story,' he wrote to Forster ; * not
a communicable idea (or the interest of the book would be gone),
but a very strong one, though difficult to work.' From what we
tried, save that

'

know
plans,

of Forster's restless inquisitiveness in regard to Dickens's
we learn without surprise that immediately after he had

been told that the idea was not communicable he asked to have
it communicated to him.
Nor does it seem to have been regarded
by Forster as at all strange that at once (his own words are immediately afterwards ') Dickens communicated to him the idea
which had been described as incommunicable,' or that the new
and curious idea should be both stale and commonplace nothing,
in fact, but the oft-told tale of a murder detected by the presence
of indestructible jewellery in lime into which the body of the
murdered man had been flung. Forster's vanity blinded him in
such sort that the patent artifice was not detected. Yet he asked
where the originality of the idea came in. Dickens explained,
he naively adds, that it was to consist ' in the review of the
'

'

murderer's career by himself at the close, when its temptations
were to be dwelt upon as if not he, the culprit, but some other
man, were the tempted.' But of course, so far as this special
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feature was concerned, the idea had been already worked out in
'
'
'
the * Madman's Manuscript in Pickwick,' and in the Clock-case
'
'
Clock.'
Confession in Master Humphrey's

Edwin Drood was
of
favourite
theme. But
Dickens's
form
novel
a very striking and
to
make
a
few
be
well
this
it
before showing
general remarks
may

The

real idea underlying

'

The Mystery

respecting this remarkable work.
The usual idea about ' The Mystery of

'

of

Edwin Drood has been
'

that the novel was one of the dullest Dickens ever began.

I

remember hearing an eminent novelist say, in 1873, that, as part
after part came out, he felt that Charles Dickens was gone, posi'

'

'

Nicholas
just as the great dramatic critic in
gone
the
drama.
felt
about
Shakespearian
Longfellow, howNickleby
him
I
take
to
have
been far and
and
ever, thought differently,
*
that
The
He
the
better
Mystery of Edwin
thought
judge.
away
Drood promised to be the finest work Dickens had written. That
opinion, expressed within a few weeks of Dickens's death, led me
to read a story which I had determined to avoid, as incomplete,
and likely therefore to be tantalising in the reading ; and I have
tively

'

'

always

felt

grateful to the poet for thus sending

me

to read a

work which, even though incomplete, is worth, to my mind,
Nicholas Nickleby and * Martin Chuzzlewit together.
I take it that The Mystery of Edwin Drood is disliked chiefly
'

'

'

'

'

because the idea presents itself to many readers that the plot
really is formed on the commonplace and well-worn idea mentioned

and

artfully suggested at every turn of the narrative.
a
as
poet, felt the real meaning of the tones in which
Longfellow,
Dickens told that seemingly commonplace story, and heard be-

to Forster,

neath them voices telling a story full of pathos and tragic force;
To the ordinary reader ' Edwin Drood is merely the story of a
'

murder, the murder of a wayward, careless young man. The very
details of the murder seem clear.
The reader knows, he thinks,
how the murder is to be found out, whom the heroine and her
friend are to marry, and how the murderer is to tell the story of
his own crime as well as of his defeated attempt to bring about
the death of the man he hates and fears.
In such a story there is little of interest ; and the tone of the

completed half of the book seems quite unsuited to the intrinsic

Thus judged, ( Edwin
insignificance of the narrative.
promised to be as worthless as many considered it.
It

was not of such a

story,

thus

ill

told, that

Drood

'

Longfellow spoke
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The real story is more mysterious, more
with such enthusiasm.
it is at once more pathetic and more humorous.
terrible
;

How

Dickens had proposed to explain in the denouement the
subsequent attempt to
But
we do not know.
that Edwin Drood has been in some way saved from death
(through the agency of Durdles, probably, though Durdles himself, half drunk as usual at the time, knows little about it) is
manifest to all who understand Dickens's ways. The very words
by which he tries to convince us that Drood is dead show that
Drood has not been killed. It is the ' bright boy who is never
details of Jasper's attack on Edwin, and
destroy the body of his supposed victim,

'

Drood lives ; and changed by a terrible shock
to be seen again.
from boyishness to manliness, Drood's carelessness towards Kosa
is turned into earnest love.
Moreover, Eosa knows that Drood is
full
him that she can give him but a
and
is
of
sorrow
for
living,
Rosa's sorrow for Edwin's hopeless love is so skilsister's love.
fully veiled in the later chapters of the story, that it is mistaken
by most readers for sorrow because Edwin is dead. But every
tone shows that it is sorrow for the living. Every tone, too, of
all that Drood says, when his thoughts dwell on his new-born
love for Rosa, shows that he feels that love to be hopeless.

who imagine that Edwin is
The most careless reader, said Miss
Meyrick in 'The Century,' can see that the idea that Edwin
is alive is contradicted by Dickens himself in the story.
Even
All this

must seem

dead and therefore

idle to those

silent.

so : Dickens so carefully contradicts this idea, that the careless
reader, as Miss Meyrick shows, rejects it as out of the question.
The careful reader forms another opinion, especially when he
learns that Dickens had expressed his fear lest, with all his

anxiety to keep his plot concealed,

it

had been disclosed

for

the

keener-sighted.
it

We might never have heard of the fear thus expressed were
not that a few hours afterwards Dickens was dead. Miss

Hogarth naturally mentioned

all

that Dickens had said to her

*
during those last few days. Forster's words are these : Dickens
'
had become,' he says, a little nervous about the course of the

from a fear that he might have plunged too soon into the
leading to the catastrophe, such as "the Datchery
assumption" in the fifth number a misgiving he had certainly
'
expressed to his sister-in-law.' Observe the words, the Datchery
assumption,' and consider how much they mean. The character
tale,

incidents
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of the

quaint,

assumed one.

is, then, an
of course obvious,

half-humorous stranger

half-sad,

That Datchery

is

disguised

is

But the part is
Miss Meyrick's ' careless reader.'
is one which suggests the nature of
and
the
assumption
assumed,
the denouement. This, in reality, is telling the whole secret.
even

to

'
For, passing over, as too cruel silly,' the idea that the genial yet
sad and sympathetic Datchery might be Bazzard, Grewgious's dull
and self-conceited clerk, there is no one else in the story who

can have assumed the part of Datchery, except the man whom
the careless reader will be the last to think of Edwin Drood
himself.

no keenness of sight, but only a good
show that Drood and Datchery are
I venture to say that Longfellow did not need to have any
one.
I do not know if Dr.
external evidence to show that this is so.
Holmes has read Dickens's half-told tale, but I am confident that
if he has, he will not have doubted for an instant that the man
who talks to Princess Puffer as Edwin Drood, just before Drood
disappears, is the same man, with the same feelings at work in
his heart (in particular, the same sense of all he has thrown away
by his own waywardness) as he who later talks to her at the same
'
place as Datchery, in the assumed character of Datchery, an idle
We know even, as the music of the
buffer living on his means.'
words is heard, that, in some instinctive way, the old opiumeater feels this.
But we feel still more strongly that the same
thought saddens the man that saddened the boy the thought of
what-Eosa has become to him now he has released her from a
foolish tie
the thought how hopeless is his new-born love. The
reader must be more than careless who does not feel that the
half sad, half humorous Datchery of this conversation is Drood,
moved by anxiety about the dangerous duty he has determined to
Who but Edwin
fulfil, and by doubts as to what will follow.
himself would be so moved by thoughts of the Edwin of old, so
stirred by sadness at the thought of some sacrifice past, so wistful
at the thought that
the haven beyond the iron-bound coast
never
be
reached
?
Dickens had indeed lost all his old
might
his
music
had
indeed
become ' as sweet bells jangled, out
power,
of tune and harsh,' if the tender refrain heard so often in that
last scene but one of the half-told story has no deeper meaning
than the business meditations of a detective
Those who love Dickens (with all his faults), but have not

But

in reality it needs

ear for tone and

voice, to

'

'

*

'

!
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cared to read his unfinished story, or, having read it, have failed
to note the delicate clue running through it, may find in the

knowledge that Drood is saved from death to be his own avenger,
that they need to make * The Mystery of Edwin Drood,' incomplete though it is, one of the most interesting of Dickens's

all

novels.

All that

we know of Dickens's

favourite ideas, all that the

story really tells us, all that is conveyed by the music of the
descriptions, assures those who really understand Dickens that his
favourite theme was to have been worked into this novel in

Jasper was to have been tracked
striking and masterly fashion.
remorselessly to his death by the man whom he supposed he had

Eisen from the grave, Drood was to have driven Jasper to
Nay, we know from the remarkable picture which appeared on the outside of the original monthly numbers (a picture,
be it remembered, which was designed before a line of the story
was published), that Drood was to have forced Jasper to visit the
very tomb where he thought that the dust of his victim lay there
to find, alive and implacable, the man whom he had doomed to a
sudden and terrible death.
slain.

his tomb.

1

In this picture we see Edwin standing in the tomb as Jasper enters it,
doubtless to seek for the jewelled ring, of which he would be told by Grewgious,
purposely that he might be driven to that dreadful search. Grewgious obviously
1

knew of Edwin's escape, from the tomb (witness the scene with Jasper, and
Grewgious's subsequent seeming carelessness about the ring which we know to
have been most precious in his eyes). It has been objected that it would have
been cruel for Edwin and Grewgious to let Neville Landless remain under
suspicion but Grewgious may very well have regarded this as a discipline much
needed by Neville, and likely to be very beneficial in a young man of his fiery
The keen and kindly old man was evidently watching that no harm

nature.

should come to Neville.
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FAR away

in the mystic East there rises, high to the sun, a great
dawn of ages, man has, without
Over the dark-eyed impassive
ceasing, worshipped until now.
people of that strange unalterable East ages flow and leave no

natural altar at which, since the

hundreds of generations are born and pass away and no
change is wrought amongst thejn. There is an awfulness in their
Dynasties may rise and fall, governments
steady immobility.
the
name of their belief may be changed and
and
go,
may come
little differences in ritual and service may spring up, but from
It is the same life that
aeon unto aeon the people are unchanged.
same
that
lead
and
the
things
they worship.
they
Back, far back into the night of time, so far back that the very
memory of those then living is irrevocably lost in the void of the
forgotten past, the dark-skinned people, wandering naked and
unashamed in the forest depths of the island of Ceylon, looked
with wide eyes, in which the freshness and the wonder of the
youth time of mankind still shone with the brightness of the
dawn, upon Adam's Peak, the great solitary mountain rising,
lonely in its grandeur and height, from the low hills around it and
the sea of forest at its feet.
Clouds capped its hoary summit,
storms played around its heights, the very lightnings themselves,
which they so dreaded and revered, seemed born amongst its
great rocks and deep ravines, and gazing upon its sublimity in
storm and upon its majesty in peace, they innocently wondered
till wonder
grew to worship.
Since then through the times when, thousands of years ago,
history first palely dawns on us against the impenetrable veil of
the lost past until this day, in the later years, one steady stream
of prayer and praise has gone up from the height of that great
mountain altar. So many millions of men have breathed their
hopes, desires, and aspirations there in the ear of the voiceless, if
hearing, (rod, that one would almost think the air must be thick
and stagnant with them. Nature's impassiveness and irrespon-

mark

;

siveness are terrible.
One feels that if helpless to aid the
groaning millions who through the long, long centuries have
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climbed her rocky flanks and scaled her wind-swept summit to
little nearer to the God who dwells in the
aching blue
above them the mountain, in sheer sorrow for their useless toil
reach a

and

grief, in pity for their

wasted labour and their wasted prayer,

should long ago have crumbled into dust and fragments. One
can hardly help feeling a foolish exultation that in the end, no
matter how far off it be, the very mountain itself must be thrown

down and

levelled with the plain.

But there

a terror in

is

this too.

There is an ebb and flow on land as well as on the sea, a high
and a low. If we substitute ages for seconds and vast periods of
time for the hours of our day, which after all is but a question of
degree, the very face of the solid earth itself will be found to
Plains rise
fluctuate and change as does the surface of the sea.
and mountain ranges fall, seas are dried up and continents submerged with an undulation, one may almost say with an alteration
and alternation that are as varied as the waves and flowing tides
tide

Grentle are the forces that make
of the changeful sea itself.
these changes ; no mighty cataclysms do this work ; soft and impalpable touches of cloud hands and the gentle wearing of the
summer rain are the agents of destruction ; but the impassivity of

granite crags themselves must give way before their soft invinciTherein lies the terror of it.
bility.

But

to our short-sighted vision the great

mountain looks

eternal, its grand bell-shaped dome rises vast and blue above the
mass of green forest that lies at its feet and encroaches far up its

lordly sides

;

and

so slight

have been the changes wrought upon

rocks by the wear and tear of four thousand years of storm,
that the very paths to its sacred summit that were followed cen-

its

turies before the

feet of the

beginning of the present era are worn by the
weary pilgrims of to-day. There is a legend that the

iron chains fastened to the walls of rock to give the pilgrims
'
safety along the precipices of that last
sky league were placed
'

there in the time, and by the order, of Alexander.

The

links,

though worn, are sound even yet.
About a mountain such as this, beautiful in itself, long considered to be the loftiest in all Ceylon, and holy, if only from the
steady voice of four thousand years of prayer, legends are sure to
gather cloudlike and thick. Adam's Peak is clothed from base
to summit with one great robe of myth and fabled story.
Not a
rock but has its history, not a brook without its legend of worshipper
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Beneath this overhanging cliff Gautama Buddha
upon that dizzy height Buddha, in his second incarnation,

or worshipped.
slept,

prayed.

Although specially sacred to Buddha,

who regard this mountain as a holy
medans respect and reverence it, as,

not only Buddhists
Hindoos and Maho-

it is

spot.

too, did our

own

Christian

But although
peoples in earlier and simpler times than these.
the whole mountain is regarded as holy by all oriental peoples,
it is only the sacred footprint on the bold crag at the very summit
that is actually worshipped. To perform a pilgrimage to this
and to lay an offering upon

Mecca

is

to a

Mahomedan.

it is

to a

The time

Buddhist what a

for the greatest

visit to

number

of

is April and
May, but all the year
pilgrims to visit the mountain
round a steady stream of devotees flows to this shrine of the most

the relics of their great teacher.
is not very easy of access from the coast, and the
not
difficult, is long and at times dangerous, so
ascent, though
that it is not visited by Europeans as often as, from its interest,

holy of

all

The mountain

one might expect it to be. But it is well worth all the labour of
the ascent, for not only is the shrine very curious and the whole
mountain full of interest, but the view from the summit is one of
the most extended and majestic in the whole world.
It almost
seems that all the earth is spread at one's feet, for one sees from
sea to azure sea across the vast expanse of green tropical country.

and dale, broad valleys, and great plains covered with one
dense growth of forest, with here and there stretches of low cultivated lands of a lighter green ; rivers, like silver cords, wind in
and out amongst the silent hills, and the eye can follow them, as
Hill

they shine in the brilliant sunshine, till they are lost at last in
the blue haze of the far horizon.
The ascent is usually made from Colombo, which is about
After crossing a level and
sixty miles from the foot of the Peak.
uninteresting country of cultivated ground, of rice-fields and
cocoanut plantations, one plunges into the forest-grown and
'
Wilderness of the Peak,' where even now, in
creeper-tangled
these days of destruction and so-called sport, great herds of elephants
roam, and where the jungle still swarms with black leopards and wild

Some of the roads which lead through the wild forest to
the foot of Samanala (Adam's Peak) are mere uneven tracks which
are almost impassable after heavy rains, and difficult and unpleasant
at all times, but the majesty and grandeur of the
gigantic

boar.
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is so

thick and tangled overhead as to almost exclude the light of even
the brightest tropical day, are enough to compensate the traveller

he undergoes on his journey through it. Great masses
masonry are often passed on these roads, melancholy
witnesses of the splendour of the early empire, with here and
there a stately column standing, on which is lavished a wealth of
intricate decoration, to show where the stately pleasure-house of
some great king once stood. Perhaps a huge ruin of brickwork,
so vast that one almost doubts its human origin, now overgrown
with a mass of great trees and brushwood, is all that is left of a
once splendid and wealthy wihare, or, if it has been the shrine of
some exceptionally valued relic of Gautama, there may be one old
and withered priest still in charge of its ruined and desolate
Sometimes an enthusiast will consecrate himself to the
sanctity.
labour of clearing one of these great ruined dagobas of the wild
mass of vegetation which covers it, but clear it though he may, he
does but arrest for a very short time its impending destruction.
The extent and beauty of the architectural remains of the
great ruined cities in the interior of Ceylon are known but to few.
There are many of them, and all are full of archaeologic and
The city of Anuradhapura, to instance only one
artistic interest.

for all

of ruined

of them, is in its way as wonderful as Pompeii or those great forestgrown cities of Central America. It is situated in a most lovely
spot among the green valleys and wooded hills of the interior of
the island, and whichever way the eye is cast there are ruins,
wonderfully beautiful ruins, of shrines, dagobas, pavilions, wihares
and groups of tall monolithic pillars carved from base to capital
with a wondrous wealth of oriental imagery. For miles the forest
is

strewn with these majestic monuments of a long-since perished
So vast are some of these great brickwork buildings that it

glory.

reckoned that the material of one dagoba, of the several at
Anuradhapura, would be sufficient to build a wall of more than
ninety miles long, twelve feet high, and two feet thick. The
enormous artificial tombs, too, of this city might almost be included
amongst the wonders of the world, so vast are the great bunds
(dams) that confine the waters, and so marvellous their construction.
They lie now embosomed in thick forest growth, and their
shining waters are solitary but for the flocks of waterfowl upon
them and the crocodiles which float lazily on the surface basking

is

in the full glare of the vertical sun.

The once busy banks

are
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by the bands of chattering monkeys which
and
by day,
by herds of darkness-loving elephants, which,
at night time, leave the inner depths of the forest and come there
But this is a mere digression, which may be
to bathe and drink.
excused, perhaps, by those who once have felt the awe and
mystery, the sorrow and the wonder, which these great dead cities
deserted, except

haunt

it

summon
But

up.

to return to our mountain.

ambulam

after the

The

at the foot of the

real ascent only begins

Peak

is reached.
This
has
been
built
for
the
convenience
entirely
(rest-house)
and shelter of the pilgrims constantly passing to and from the

ambulam

is almost? certain to come upon a
party of
devotees either preparing for the ascent of the Peak or resting in
thankfulness upon their return from it.
Strange groups of
pilgrims collect in this rough place of shelter, of many nations

mountain, and one

and of many creeds, and of every age, from the child in arms to the
worn and wrinkled grandparents whose tottering steps have to be
At times the worshippers are so old
assisted by the younger men.
and weak that they have to be carried from base to summit, on
chairs when possible, and
pick-a-back when the path becomes
*

'

too steep for chairs to be carried along it. This ambulam is at the
very edge of the jungle, and is a mere shed with open sides, but
it afforded shelter to a large group of Kandyans and hill-country

who were preparing their food before they began the
The rest-house was not very large and could not contain

Singhalese
ascent.

the party, so that some of the pilgrims had been obliged to
take advantage of a sort of little cave formed by a huge boulder
which overhung the ground. Under this they were squatting,
all

while some of their

A

long line of

number were cooking the meal outside.
happy pilgrims coming down from the

sacred

shrine, weary but full of enthusiasm, passed the ambulam ; when
close to it they turned once more to the mountain, and raising
their thin brown arms above their heads, they uttered their long-

drawn

1

'

Saadu, saddu."
corresponds somewhat

This deep cry is their form of prayer, and
our own 'Amen.' The pilgrims are

to

nearly always clad in spotless white, and to see them standing
motionless in that great wilderness of dark forest and broken crag,
with faces turned with passionate fervour to the holy peak, and
arms stretched out in a perfect rapture of prayer, was a thing not
easily to be forgotten.
Stiff

climbing begins almost directly after the

ambulam

is
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The path, the only available one, is steep and very stony,
left.
no attempts having ever been made to improve it. After following
this track for some distance a swift and beautiful stream of bright
clear water, which breaks into numberless cascades as it dashes
headlong down from the height, is crossed, and the dense silent forest
is
again plunged into 6n the other side. At almost every step
the ascent seems to grow steeper and the road worse. The path,
if it be not a misapplication of terms to use that word, is
nothing
better than a watercourse which has been worn by the constant

The feet of the pilgrims, who for
rain of ages to a deep ravine.
thousands of years have trodden this self-same track, have made
irregular steps all along the path, some so high that none but a
giant could step
inches above the

up

to them,

and others not more than a few

This ravine

is
very narrow, so narrow that
one to pass at a time, and over and over
again one has to squeeze against the rocky bank to let long lines
These high rocky sides of the
of descending pilgrims go by.
and
are clothed from the top to
rise
far
above
one's
head,
gully
within about five feet of the ground with a rich mass of ferns and

there

is

last.

only room

for

tiny plants.

About halfway up there is a rocky plateau where a cool breeze
often blows; this breeze feels almost icy, blowing as it does on the
body so greatly heated by the recent exertions. After this point the
ascent becomes

much more difficult,

the water- worn ravines rising,

many places, almost perpendicularly. These wall-like rocks are
Some way beyond this the
only scaled with the utmost labour.

in

At first it is a mass of naked
ascent of the cone itself begins.
rock up which it would be almost impossible to scale were it not
for the steps which were cut in it ages ago by the pious hands of
Here the chains, spoken of before, begin. They
early pilgrims.
are of iron, and are rivetted into the wall of rock for the greater
The
safety of such of the pilgrims as may be weak-headed.

mountain at this stage is quite bare of trees for some distance,
and the precipices fall away, sometimes from the very brink of the
path, almost sheer down for hundreds of feet to where, far, far
below, the forest again begins.
After this space of hot, bare rock, where the cloudless sun
seems to beat on one with almost perceptible pulsations, there is

another stretch of forest, into the grateful shade of which one
plunges as into a bath, and then again the path lies for a time in
After this comes another series of
a narrow water-worn ravine.
VOL. VI.

NO.
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and chains, followed once more by a terribly steep bit of
and exhausted, to the
gully, up which one hauls oneself, panting
This is an awful spot, and is one that is
last great flight of steps.
On both
calculated to make dizzy the head of the strongest.
sides of one stretches a great void of air, with nothing to be seen
but a few faint clouds in the blue of the brilliant sky. Beneath
one's feet the unfathomable abyss lies open, a chasm of unseen
depth. This is no place to linger in hurry on, the fascination is
This great crag, which is close to the summit of the
too awful.
cone, is so terribly precipitous that, looking at it from below, the
line of pilgrims descending it resembled insects clinging to the
rock.
One last effort, and then, giddy, exhausted, and trembling
from the exertion, the topmost rocks of the cone are reached, and
steps

these last few feet being scaled the summit is gained.
The very apex of the Peak consists of a great crag which
stands on a platform of rock ; upon this crag there is a tiny terrace

surrounded by low stone walls, and upon this upper terrace lies
the huge boulder which bears the sacred footprint. This stone
is covered with a wooden shrine of slender columns, which is open
on all sides to the wild winds that rage there, and is only

by a roof with shady overhanging eaves, from which
hang down two ancient bells. Although the shrine offers but
slight resistance to the elements, the winds which blow and beat
about that sacred summit are so strong and wild that it has to be
secured in its place by great chains, which pass over it and are
sheltered

fastened to the living rock below.
On the little terrace below the shrine, and at the foot of the
ten steps leading to it, two Buddhist priests live in a poor and
draughty hut built of mud and palm-leaves. It is about twelve
feet long

and

six wide,

and

is

of a very miserable description.

The yellow gowns of poverty and the shaven heads of the Buddhists
They receive visitors
give them a very priestlike appearance.
with hospitality, although they can do

little for

their comfort,

and show the footprint and the sacred objects very willingly. The
sripada itself is the rough outline of a gigantic foot impressed
on the rock. It is about five feet long, and, although art has
been brought to the aid of nature, it so little resembles the footprint of an ordinary man that it must take an enormous amount
of faith and credulity to make anyone believe it to be the impress
even of a god.
After sunset, and as night comes on, it becomes bitterly cold
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upon the summit of the Peak. Mists slowly collect and fill the
valleys which lie thousands of feet below, and these rise in white
billowy clouds, which float between the earth and the topmost
crags of the mountain, till one feels as completely cut off from

men

though alone upon a solitary islet in a vast
shines down from a sky of cloudless
black upon the rounded surface of the misty waves below, and the
steady stars, undimmed by cloud or vapour, glow like lamps in
the mighty arch. Later the clouds rise higher, and some of
them detaching themselves from the rest, and floating through
the mighty fields of silent air, just softly touch the solid rock of
the sacred summit for that one moment, and then drift on again
into night-filled spaces as vast and as profound as those from
which they came.
Long before day palely dawns in the remoter east, the priests
are astir and about, for they must be ready to receive the early
the world of

untraversed sea.

pilgrims

who

as

The moon

flock to the

summit

to greet the sunrise.

This

is

a

keenly interesting and touching spectacle. When first the dim
horizon begins to redden to the day, one hears sounds of people
moving, and gradually the pilgrims come clambering up the crag,
the earliest arrivals from the hut beneath the rock where they
have passed the night these are shivering with the unwonted cold
and then others, a little later, who have been toiling along the
shrine-path all night through.

If,

before daybreak, one

looks

down from the parapet of the little upper terrace, the dim blaze
of torches, far, far away below, can be distinguished here and
there among the trees, where, in one long line, a band of worshippers is toiling up. Dotted about in the darkness, and moving
hither and thither as the bearers walk, the tiny sparks look more
on the mountain

side than the light of blazing
of their chanting can be heard as they approach the shrine, just breaking the cold silence of the dawn, at first
so faint and far away as hardly to be distinguished from the stillness,
like

fireflies

chulees.

The sound

and then the silence

stirs and wakens to a life of sound.
Graduthe pilgrims mount up higher, their strange chant swells
louder, and grows slowly clearer and more clear, until, through
the spreading daylight, the long white-robed file suddenly appears,
one by one, from the steep precipitous stairs immediately beneath
ally, as

Each man, as he reaches the little platform, puts
out his light, bows down and worships. The act is unspeakably
simple and touching.
the terrace.

3-2
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As the crimson grows intenser in the windows of the morning,
the eager faces with which the whole enclosure now is thronged
gaze eastward with the keenest expectation and in breathless
silence.
Soon, through the red, a golden light floods up, and with
a bound the blazing sun springs up, royal, strong, and young.
Then every head is bowed, all hands are lifted up, and loud cries
of ' Saadu, saddu ! burst from the throats that have been aching
'

for its

frantic

utterance, and from lips that tremble with their almost
Until the whole fiery round of the sun is above the
zeal.

horizon these worshippers stand regarding

it

with a transfixed

gaze ; then they turn, and one by one ascend the steps to the
sacred stone, carrying their offerings in their hands clasped high
above their heads. Bowing once more they reverently place the
old bronze
gift upon the altar before the shrine, then striking the

which hangs above the footprint, they turn and depart. It is
a beautiful sight to witness, for all the lithe brown pilgrims are
clad in garments of spotless white, and as they stand upon the
bell

apex of the rock the strong sunshine falls upon them so brightly
that their robes become absolutely dazzling. Whilst the offerings
are being laid upon the stone one or other of the priests, sitting
in his yellow gown, reads or recites

some passages from the sacred
now and then with a loud

books, the listening people responding
'Saddii!'

Meanwhile from the other side of the terrace an even more interesting scene was to be witnessed. A wonderful natural phenomenon was occurring which was greater and more imposing than all
the footprints in the world, but one that was disregarded by the
On to the sky was being thrown the
worshippers of the stone.
celebrated Shadow of the Peak.'
It was strange that, whilst the
*

dreamy Easterns worshipped the substance of the mountain, the
practical Westerns were regarding, with the interest and wonder
that contain the elements of worship, the dusky shadow of it.
As the sun, so eagerly waited for by the watchers on the
eastern parapet, rises above the horizon, there suddenly appears

upon the western sky

'

Samanala's Shadow.' It is a strange sight.
the very sky there looms the vast shadow of the mountain,
standing out almost as distinct and clearly defined as the real

On

object.

It almost looks as

up there by enchantment

though another Samanala had sprung
As the sun rises higher

in the night.

the great shadow swiftly lessens, till soon all trace of it has
vanished from the sky, and it creeps with imperceptible but rapid
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paces towards the place where the watcher stands. The long line
of dense shadow that stretches to the horizon moves mysteriously

towards one until, as the sun marches upward, it lies extended
upon the great plain from which the mountain springs.

time day is fully come, and the sun is royally asserting
It is time to go.
The early pilgrims are already
their
and
chant and uttering their sacred
others, singing
leaving,
There
invocation as they climb, are coming to take their place.
is only time for one last look upon the sacred shrine and one last
rapid glance at the great panorama beneath it, and then farewell
to the Peak.
Perhaps after all is it strange ? what is remembered longest is not the footprint, is not the shrine, is not the
great and holy mountain itself, but the one brief sight of the
constantly recurring, though ever fleeting, vision of the shadow

By

this

his power.

of

it.

IN THE REKKA HOHLE.
THE

recent appearance in one of the daily papers of an account of
an exploration of part of the subterranean course of the Eekka by
of the Austro-Oferman Alpine Club, reminds me
vividly of an adventure of my own in the Karst, which cost me
a prolonged period of intense mental agony, which for a time

members

certain

proved most disastrous in its effects on my health, and which, but
for the merest chance, must have ended as tragically for me as it
did for the ill-fated guide who accompanied me.
In the month of April, 18 7-, I held the appointment of civil
surgeon in one of the districts of Behar, in the presidency of
We had just had a severe epidemic of cholera in the
Bengal.
which
was under my charge ; for some months past there had
jail
been an unusual amount of sickness in the district, and during
the last three weeks constant demands on

my

services

had kept

me

daily in the saddle for seven or eight hours out of the twentyfour.
The strain on my strength, which under any circumstances

would have been

great,

had been rendered

still

more severe by an

exceptionally trying season, the hot winds which blow in Behar in
the months of March and April having been fiercer that year

than in the whole course of

my long Indian experience. By
constant exposure to them my face had, in fact, become blistered
and my eyes inflamed to an extent that threatened to interfere
seriously with

In

my

work.

what with the

overwork and exposure, I was
I reluctantly made up my
and
sorts,
mind to avail myself of two months' 'privilege leave that was due
to me, and pay a hurried visit to England.
My application was
in
due
course
after
granted
and,
telegraphing to my wife, who
was in London, to expect me there before the end of the following
short,

effects of

feeling thoroughly out of

'

;

month, I started immediately

for Bombay, intending to leave by
mail steamer for Brindisi.
One of the first things I did after arriving at the hotel in
Bombay was to lay in a stock of literature for the voyage, and

the

first

among some dozen volumes which
vendor
*

of

Calcutta

second-hand

I purchased from an itinerant
books were two odd volumes of the

Keview,' which, I saw, contained, along with

much
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heavier matter, a series of pleasant, chatty articles,
'
The Unpublished Journal of Captain Musafir.'

Had my

curiosity not got the better of

my

entitled

forethought, I

should, no doubt, have reserved the reading of these two volumes,
But
along with the rest, to beguile the tedium of the voyage.
time hung heavy on my hands in the afternoon, and * Captain
'

Musafir proved

The

irresistible.

which, as I subsequently ascertained,
were from the pen of an officer of the Bengal Army, who was then
known to fame as the author of the ' Eed Pamphlet,' and has
since acquired a considerable reputation as an historian, contained
a charming account of a holiday tour in some of the most
articles in question,

picturesque parts of Austria.
When the mind is suddenly set free from the worry of business
and one finds himself in a quiet spot with nothing to preoccupy
or disturb him, a pleasant book is apt to exercise a special fasciand this is particularly the case if at the same time
physical fatigue indisposes one, as it did me, to active exertion.

nation,

it may have been due, as much as to the
the
enthusiasm of the writer, that Captain
matter
and
subject
Musafir's narrative took a singularly strong hold of my imagination.
Especially was I struck with his description of the wonderIn
ful grotto at Adelsberg, a few hours' journey from Trieste.

To

this cause, perhaps,

I conceived a strong desire to avail myself of my present
opportunity to visit the spot, and, if possible, some of the other
remarkable caverns in the Karst.
fine,

My wife, it was true, was expecting me in London ; but she
had been possessed for years with a longing to see Home and
Venice and, as she was living in furnished rooms, where she was
not particularly comfortable, it seemed probable that she would
prefer meeting me in the latter place and spending a few days
with me in Italy to waiting for me at home.
So, having ascertained that an Austrian Lloyd's steamer would be leaving for
Trieste on May 1, 1 went at once to the agent's, engaged a passage
to that port, telegraphed to my wife to meet me at Venice on the
27th, and wrote to her by the outgoing mail, giving her a more
;

detailed account of

my

plans.

During the sea voyage I completely recovered my health and
strength, and when I landed at Trieste on the morning of May 23,
I was feeling thoroughly fit for
my projected excursion.
I put up for the night at the
'Aquila Nera,' and the following
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morning, leaving my heavy luggage in the cassa of the hotel and
taking with me only an overcoat and a light portmanteau, containing a couple of changes of linen, a handbook of the Karst, a
supply of cigars, and a few other necessaries, started by the first
train for Adelsberg.
There, at the Widow Doxat's, a comfortable
little hostelry, which I made my head-quarters, I found that it

was necessary

for intending visitors to give a couple of hours'
notice to the custodian of the cavern, to enable him to make the
necessary arrangements for its illumination ; so that the afternoon

was well advanced before I could explore its wonders, which surpassed, rather than disappointed, my expectations, but which have
been so often described that I* need not trouble the reader with
my impressions of them.
Learning that I proposed visiting the Trebitsch cavern on the
following day, the guide, who informed me that he knew the
ground well, offered to accompany me ; and, as he spoke a little
English, I gladly accepted his services.
The morning was cloudy, but the guide was confident that
there would be no rain to speak of ; so we took our tickets by the
first

train to Sessana, the nearest station to Orlik,

cavern

whence the

usually visited.
Soon after we had started the guide asked me whether I was
provided with the necessary permit from the engineer of the
is

Trieste waterworks to visit the Trebitsch cavern, and, on my
replying in the negative, expressed a doubt whether we should be

Presently he added that
There was a group of caves at
St. Canzian, near the intermediate station of Divazza, which were
even better worth seeing.
We could get out there, and, if I had
another day to spare, I could get permission from Trieste by post
and see the Trebitsch cave the following morning. I agreed
that, if there was the least doubt of our obtaining admission to
the Trebitsch cave without a pass, it would be better in the

able to obtain admission without

my journey

it.

need not be wasted.

meantime to make sure of the others. So we alighted at Divazza.
Most travellers take a carriage from the station to St. Canzian ;
but, as it was little more than an hour's walk, and I was anxious
to study the geology of the country on the way, I elected to

walk.

At the little inn where the key of the cave is kept there was
no one about but a boy of about seven, who seemed half-witted
and could not be made to understand what we wanted. What the
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guide took to be the key of the gate leading to the Eekka Hohle
was, however, hanging with several others on a nail in the wall,
and, remarking that we had no time to waste, he took it down and
suggested our starting at once.
I urged that we should wait a

little

longer

;

but, as he pointed

to the uncertainty of the weather, assuring me at the same time
that he was well known to the custodian and would make matters
all

right on our return, I yielded, reflecting that, after
of the place than I did.

all,

he

knew more about the ways

Like most of the caverns in this remarkable region, the Kekka
Hohle is entered from a dolina, or deep shaft in the limestone

The Eekka, during

underground course, pours into this
into a dark and comparatively still pool, about as large as Westminster Hall, to re-enter
the rock on the opposite side beneath a majestic arch, which, the
guide-books say, is some sixty feet high, but which, owing to the
great altitude of the wall above, does not look more than forty.
A strong head and, in wet weather, sure feet are needed to
descend with safety the very uneven steps by which the margin
of the pool is reached, and which, for a great part of the distance,
are unprotected by any kind of railing.
Fortunately the limestone affords a tolerably good footing when dry, as it was at the
time of my visit ; nevertheless I was not sorry when we arrived
at the door that bars the passage half-way down, and beyond
which the steps, which become steeper and narrower from this
rock.

dolina, with a

point, are protected

On

its

fall of forty or fifty feet,

by a wooden balustrade.
we found that

trying the key in the lock

it

did not

fit.

The guide had evidently brought away the wrong one, though he
protested that the lock must have been lately changed. However,
the bolt was easily forced back with the blade of his clasp-knife.
The view from the margin of the basin, which we reached after

some two hundred feet, is one which for
and
On
mingled beauty
solemnity has few rivals in Europe.
one side, where, from a cleft in the reef above, the Eekka
plunges thundering into the pool, an eddying, foaming cauldron
of dark-brown and grey-green billows, flecked with pearly white
on the other, a gathering rush of inky waters, where, with a sullen
a further descent of

;

roar, it disappears again

beneath the lofty archway in the rock

;

in

the centre, a comparatively still expanse of turquoise blue ; over
all a subdued light,
darkening into gloom in the shadow of the
walls.
limestone
great

3-5
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For a moment I stood fascinated, conscious only of the weird
me and the deafening tumult of the waters. But
gradually an oppressive sense of isolation stole over me, and this
was intensified as a great flight of doves winged their way upwards
to the sky, proclaiming that the place, tenanted till then, was so
no longer. Then the roar and fall of the waters, from a chaos of
spectacle before

contending sounds, began to gather itself into cadences, till the
whole simulated the stertorous breathing of some mighty demon
From being merely curious the fancy grew
of the under-world.
After
seconds it vanished, only to give place to
a
few
appalling.
an apprehension more reasonable in character, if not better founded.
As I listened spellbound to*the alternate ebb and flow of the
tumult, a conviction suddenly seized me that it was steadily increasing in volume. What was more, this increase appeared to be
taking place through a succession of reinforcements from the rear,
I seemed to hear each wave of added sound approach
so to speak.
from a remote distance, growing gradually as it advanced, and
So
finally merging itself in the roar of the cataract before me.
was
the
that
the
distinct, indeed,
impression
by degrees
rhythm of
these successive reinforcements obliterated that of the fall itself.
The limestone of the Karst country is like a sieve, and I knew
that with heavy rain it was no uncommon thing for the water in
the dolinas to rise twenty or thirty feet in as many minutes.
Where we were, such a sudden flood would indeed mean nothing
worse than a precipitate retreat by the steps we had just descended ;
but in the recesses of the grotto, which we proposed exploring, it
would be a much more serious matter.
I consulted Karl, but he detected nothing unusual in the sound
The sky overhead was still clear ; there was no
of the torrent.
visible increase in the volume of the fall, and the level of the pool
had undergone no change. Doubtless it was a mere aural illusion
a variation of the same subjective process which a minute before
had converted the chorus of waters into the breathing of a living
monster.
After ascending to a small grotto at the further end of the
dolina and viewing the basin from that coign of vantage, we
clambered up to a much larger cavern, not far from the arched
tunnel through which the river disappears, and communicating
with it in the interior of the rock by a somewhat steep, sloping
gallery.

Descending this gallery, we let ourselves down by a rope
moored in the stream beneath the aperture, and

into a small boat,
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provided with a length of rope, by gradually paying out which the
next fall was safely reached. From this point it is possible, at the
cost of considerable labour, to make one's way several hundred feet
further to yet another fall ; but Karl, who was big with the secret

known, he declared, only to himself, and full of
magnificent stalactites, persuaded me to give up the attempt in
favour of a visit to this virgin ground, for conducting me to which
he was to receive an extra fee of five guldens.
We accordingly hauled back to a point about midway between
the third fall and the entrance to the Eekka Hohle, where, after
of a great grotto,

several unsuccessful attempts, we at last managed, by our united
efforts, to punt the boat across, stern foremost, into a narrow cleft
in the opposite wall of the cavern, terminating in an archway not
much more than five feet wide and between two and three feet

high in the centre.
I have never experienced the first stage of petrifaction, but I
can imagine it, and I have little doubt that it closely resembles
the sensation I felt as it dawned on me that our further progress

grim portal. Eesistance in any dignified form
was impossible, for the simple reason that my tongue was immovably fixed to the roof of my mouth, and when my Charon bade

lay through that

me

stoop low, to avoid coming in contact with the rock above, I
my head to Fate with a sense of abject helplessness.

bowed

What happened

for

some minutes

after that I scarcely

know,

except that, as the boat passed uneasily into the rat-hole through
which we were to force our way, a rush of cold, damp air blew out

both our candles and left us in a darkness that could be distinctly
felt from the crown of the head to the soles of the feet.
After an interval of suspense that seemed interminable, our
progress was arrested with a shock that precipitated me face foremost to the bottom of the boat. The guide struck a match and
relighted his candle, by the faint glimmer of which I saw we had
run upon a shelving bed of sand at the extremity of a chamber

some forty feet long and almost as broad, the roof of which was
high enough to admit of my standing upright.
Disembarking, and drawing the boat up on to the sand to prevent all risk of her drifting into deep water, we scrambled up the
At the
slope, which was somewhat steep after the first few feet.
top, and possibly about ten feet above the level of the water, was
another narrow archway, through which we just managed to creep
on our hands and feet. Inside, we found ourselves in a semi-
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circular pit, some thirty feet in diameter, the walls of which appeared in the gloom almost perpendicular, but which Karl scaled

with the agility of a goat.

On

reaching the top he proceeded to

the edge, and
light several other candles, which he planted on
their aid I managed to follow him without much difficulty.

by

A

Extending on all
singular sight presented itself above.
from within a few feet of where we stood into the darkness,
was a forest of pillars, ranged without regularity at intervals of
from one or two to eight or ten feet, and surmounted in most cases
by more or less perfect arches, which seemed to support the roof
of the cave. In many instances, where the pillars were closely set,
the intervals were filled wholly% or partially with screens of semitransparent stalactite. In some cases closed alcoves were thus
formed, which, when a light was placed in them, had the appearance of great horn lanterns.
After we had proceeded about a hundred paces, the distance
between the pillars began gradually to increase, and a little further
on they ceased altogether, and we found ourselves in what, on
examination, proved to be a vast rotunda, of whose roof nothing
was visible but the stalactites which here and there reflected the
Most of these stalactites I estimated to be
light of our candles.
but a little to the right of our
forty or fifty feet above our heads
path one was dimly discernible in the distance which seemed to
descend to within twenty feet of the floor, and by its size and
shape invited closer inspection. As we approached it, the lower
part gradually resolved itself into what looked strangely like a pair
of human legs with the feet slightly drawn up.
At this moment
a pool of deep water arrested our progress and threatened to baffle
my curiosity. The guide went back and brought up the candles
which we had left burning at different points in the hall of columns
but their united light made little or no impression on the deep
darkness that hung over the pool, and I was on the point of abandoning the investigation when I remembered that I had still in
my waistcoat pocket a few inches of magnesium ribbon that had
been left unburnt at Adelsberg the day before.
I ignited it, and a shudder ran
through me as the blaze of
white light revealed the perfect figure of a woman suspended from
the roof of the cavern by a long, thick rope, round which the hair
of her head was twisted
the arms appeared as though pinioned
behind ; the contour of the body was that proper to the prime of
life
even the features, turned towards me in half profile, were
sides,

;

;

;

;
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plainly distinguishable.
Rope, hair, eyes, limbs, all were of one
hue a dull, greenish white.

from what I had recently seen at Adelsberg. I
of Nature in the shaping of these fantastic formations to be, it seemed, as I stood and gazed on the
figure before me, that the improbability of its having been
fashioned in mid-air, out of brute matter, by the equilibration of
mere mechanical and chemical forces, was humanly indistinguishable from impossibility.
Was it the record, preserved by Nature
Marvellous

as,

knew the mimetic powers

in imperishable marble, of some deed of blood done ages ago in the
the petrified corpse, in a word, of a murdered
living flesh

woman

?

Was

it

the work of some mocking

denizen of

spirit,

those dark recesses, bent on thus proving his plastic skill and his
knowledge of human anatomy? Or must I accept the paradox

that accident, infinitely multiplied, had simulated here the handicraft of a Phidias ?

By what process of logic I chose the last hypothesis it would
not be easy to explain. Even to this hour, when I reflect how
overwhelming at each turn in the surface must have been the
chances against the accretion proceeding in the right direction and
in no other, and again how immense the improbability of its being
finally arrested at the precise stage when the just proportions of
the human form had been exactly fulfilled, the phenomenon
assumes the aspect of a protest against our ordinary conceptions
of the universe.

of a comnarrow
which
he
the
told
me
had only
paratively
gallery,
guide
It
he
curious
said, many
stalactites,
contained,
partially explored.
but the floor was much broken and full of pools and deep fissures.
As one or two of our candles had already gone out and the rest
were burning low, it was settled that before we attempted to explore it he should go back to the boat and get a fresh supply,
which he had left there.
After he had gone, I took the longest of the pieces of candle
and, extinguishing the rest, which I stowed away in one of the
pockets of my overcoat, walked slowly in the direction of the
further gallery, entered it and examined it for a few yards, and
then came back and awaited his return at the entrance. Four or five minutes must have elapsed when I thought I heard
a faint shout from the direction of the hall of columns. I hallooed
in return, but, if there was any response, it must have been drowned

Beyond the rotunda the grotto again took the form
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in the prolonged echo that reverberated through the rotunda, at
one moment dying slowly away and at another seeming to revive

and gather fresh strength,, as it broke forth from some remote
At length all was again silent as the grave, and then
there came a louder cry, a wail of mingled entreaty and despair,
that chilled the very marrow of my bones, and, though inarticu*
Too
late, seemed with cruel clearness to pronounce the doom,
corner.

late!'

For a moment a palsy seized
knees, and I stood rivetted,
like one in a nightmare, to the ground.
Then, forgetful of the
In an instant the
inevitable consequence, I set off running.

my

flame of the taper in my band was quenched, and I was left
in impenetrable darkness.
Fortunately I had with me a box of
matches ; but, when I came to strike them, I found that the damp
frail

of the cave had already affected them, and, one after another,
they either refused altogether to ignite, or burst hissing and
At last, by
spitting into only a momentary and ineffectual flame.
striking three or four together, I succeeded in relighting my

candle, and, proceeding at a more deliberate pace, had made my
way, without further mishap, to within a few feet of the entrance
of the hall of columns, when a sudden gust of wind caught the

flame and nearly extinguished

it.

Protecting the candle with

my

hat, I advanced still more cautiously, the rush of air increasing
at every step, till it threatened to sweep me off
feet and made

my

further progress with the light impossible.
Time was everything. Should I retreat to the rotunda and

wait

till

the subterranean hurricane subsided, or should I press
all hazards in the darkness?
I determined on the

forward at

my hat down tightly on my head,
from
column
to column.
my way
began
Every now and
then I paused and shouted with all my might, but my voice was
drowned by the roar of the wind, rushing towards the rotunda.
Though I made every effort to keep in a straight line, it was not
latter course, and, pressing

to grope

long before my sense of direction became hopelessly confused.
At one moment an apprehension possessed me that I was moving
in a circle

;

at another I felt that I

the rotunda, for the current of

air,

must be going back towards
which might have guided me,

had begun to blow in all directions by turns.
I know of no sensation so utterly unnerving
.

over me.

as that of

having
deadly sickness came
I halted, leaned against a column, and broke out into

lost all clue to one's position in space.

A
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Then, recovering somewhat, I made a strong
myself, but it was in vain that I tried to
arrive at any conclusion as to the direction in which I ought to
a cold perspiration.

effort

to

collect

steer.

Had

all been well, there should, before this, have been some
of
sign
light from the guide's candle ; but not the faintest glimmer

was anywhere

visible.

I relighted my
Quite suddenly the rush of wind ceased.
candle with less difficulty than before, and discovered that I was

within half-a-dozen paces of the semicircular pit in which we had
found ourselves on first entering the grotto. I hurried to the

No

guide was to be seen ; and, on looking down, I found,
was half full of water.
my
The truth, though not the whole truth, flashed instantly upon
me. There had been a sudden rise of the water in the Kekka
Hohle a rise, as I calculated, of at least twenty feet and the
edge.

to

horror, that the pit

guide, foreseeing that the boat, if caught in the low chamber
where we had left it, would be capsized on the water reaching the
roof, and our means of retreat thus cut off, had, no doubt, on
the first alarm, pushed off and punted her back into the main
channel. I had but to wait patiently, then, till the flood subsided,
which, except in case of continued bad weather, it might be expected to do in an hour or less, and I should be released.
Eeassured by this review of the probabilities of the case, I
lit a cigar, and, sitting down on the edge of the pit, anxiously
watched the water.
At the end of five minutes it had fallen at least a foot. Then
there was a pause, followed by a slight rise ; but the only anxiety
I felt was lest I might have to wait in the dark ; for the piece of
candle I had lighted could hardly burn more than half an hour
longer, and, even if I ventured to use up the other pieces, they
would last, at the most, a couple of hours more.
Presently the water began to fall again, more rapidly than
It was less than
I clambered down and tried, the depth.
before.
into
of
the
the adjoining
two feet.
The top
archway leading
chamber ought, then, to be uncovered, for we had crawled through
it on our hands and knees with room to spare.
Yet, strange to
I
reclimbed
the
side
no
was
visible.
of the pit, took
say,
aperture
off my boots and socks, tucked up my trousers, and, lighting one
of the remaining candle-ends, descended again and waded towards
the opposite side. Before I had got more than half-way across,
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the floor of the pit, which, I distinctly remembered, had, at the

time of

been quite smooth and flat, became, to my
and
stony, and immediately beyond began sudrough

my

surprise,

denly to

arrival,

I held out the candle at arm's length in front

rise.

of me, and, great heavens instead of the archway that should
have been there, saw a shelving bank of rocky debris, resting
against the wall of the chamber and reaching upwards to a height
!

of at least eight feet.

How long, after the first great thrill of despair, I stood, half
conscious, gazing helplessly at the fatal avalanche, I know not.
It could not have been less than a quarter of an hour, for I was
suddenly awakened from my stupor by finding myself in total
Then I shouted and shouted again, till sheer hoarseness

darkness.

compelled me to desist ; but there came no answer, save strange
echoes that, by
ghostly echoes from distant recesses of the cave
their hideousness, woke up all the nameless terrors of the dark
that had lain dormant in me since early childhood
dread of
demoniac clutehings at feet and face and hair; of skeleton
embraces ; of monster, spectral eyes, faceless, unlidded, framed in
the pitchy air. To stand erect was terror, for what might descend
from above ; to move was greater terror, for what might be
crowding around ; to stoop down was uttermost terror, for what
might lurk below
In vain I struggled to collect my thoughts ; in vain sought
some point of contact with the physical world ; in vain appealed
!

to

common

that
of

sense, to scientific belief, against the phantom legions
to people all space.
whole flesh crept ; the crown
head pricked and tingled, as though it had been galva-

seem

my

nised

;

My

a sudden vertigo seized me, followed by a violent

fit

of

shivering.

The slightest of causes at length restored
The last gurglings of the retreating water, as

my
it

mental balance.

quitted the heap

of fallen stones, called back the realities of things
realities which,
their
were
hell
heaven
to
the
despite
grimness,
they replaced. I

some sweet and familiar melody, till all was still
and proceeded to
again.
examine the heap more closely, moving away the smaller stones,
till I came to a great boulder, the surface of which I followed
up
listened, as to

Then

I lighted another piece of candle

to the wall of the chamber, three feet above the opening, access
which it completely barred.

to

The

terrible

thought came over me, that the guide might

lie
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crushed beneath that boulder, and, with him,
deliverance from the most horrible of deaths.

Though my

65

my

only hope of

candle soon went out, I persevered in

my

work

of

clearing away the smaller debris, but only to find that there was
nowhere room to insert even a finger between the boulder, which
must weigh some tons, and the wall of my prison. Still I did not
The chances, after all, seemed strongly in favour
at once despair.
of the guide having made good his retreat, in which case succour

could only be a question of hours.
The darkness, for the time being, had lost

its terrors

;

indeed,

composed, and, resisting the temptation to light
another piece of candle, I managed to feel my way back into the
grotto above, and, sitting down with my back against a column,
made up my mind to wait events with patience. Of a truth, I
could do little else. To move, even by a hair's breadth, the
boulder that barred the exit from the cave was utterly beyond my
power, and the only tool I had with me was an ordinary penknife.
For what seemed many hours I reclined there, revolving in my
I felt strangely

mind

all the probabilities of my situation.
If the guide had escaped with his life, all would surely be well ;
but, if not, the more I reflected on the circumstances of my un-

fortunate expedition, the more desperate the case seemed.
The
guide would be missed sooner or later of that I made no doubt.
That he would be sought for was hardly less certain, and, under
ordinary circumstances, there would have been every chance of his

being traced. But how did matters actually stand? We had left
Adelsberg with the avowed intention of exploring the Trebitsch
cave, not the Kekka Hohle, and we had taken our tickets for
Sessana, not Divazza.

Even should

it

transpire that our tickets

had been given up at Divazza, and enquiries be consequently made
at St. Canzian, the clue would be lost ; for at St. Canzian we had
seen no one but an idiot boy, incapable, apparently, of understanding our enquiries and, then, had we not brought away the
wrong key ? and was not the right key in all probability still
;

hanging in its place, to bear unimpeachable testimony to the fact
of no one having visited the Rekka Hohle ?
Again, even if the
Rekka Hohle should be searched, as, sooner or later, no doubt it
would be, what chance was there of our being traced, seeing that
one of us was crushed to death, and the other buried alive in an
unknown branch of the cave, the entrance to which was likely to
be passed unnoticed by anyone not previously acquainted with

it ?
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The dolina would be dragged, and, perhaps, the course of the
Rekka to the fourth cataract, and then the search would be
abandoned.
After an interval of the length of which I can form no conception, passed in these and similar speculations, I may perhaps
have dozed ; for though I had no recollection of having dreamed,
my thoughts merged into one of those strange sensations that

belong to the borderland between waking and sleeping a sensation of one of my legs swelling and lengthening, and lengthening
and swelling, till it filled the whole cavern, enveloping columns
and insinuating itself into nooks and crevices, where it got
squeezed and pinched. I started, to find it numb and cramped,
and, rousing myself, struck a match, to make sure of my surroundings, and paced to and fro for a time between two of the pillars.

The temptation was strong to light another piece of candle, but I
remembered I had only a few inches left, and determined to reserve
scanty store for occasions of greater necessity.
sense of time, in the absence of any means of marking it,
was growing sadly confused. T could not be certain that I had

my

My

and it already seemed days since I had entered the
Thirst began to torture me, and I longed to drink from
the pool in the rotunda, but I dreaded going so far from the
not

slept,

cave.

entrance of the cave, lest I should miss some sound of search or
At last the torture became unendurable, and I lighted
succour.
the last but three of the remaining candle-ends and made my

way

to the pool, counting the pillars as I

went and the number

of paces from the last pillar to the pool, that I might be able to
find it in the dark in future.
When I returned to my old posi-

few feet from the edge of the pit, I must have slept again,
though I tried hard to keep awake.
It was quite in vain now that I endeavoured to form even an
approximate notion of the time I had been immured. So inde-

tion, a

sense of duration become that, when
terminate, indeed, had
at rest, I could not tell whether hours passed or days. Sometimes
I would try to correct this vagueness by counting ; but I found

my

that I was constantly losing

occupation became

my

reckoning, and, in the end, the

was obliged to abandon it.
In the absence of all external movement, the operations of my
mind were the only measure available to me ; but to appeal to
this criterion was to fall under an illusion.
My thoughts, as in a
so irritating that I

dream, began to create

for

themselves a special time of their own,
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which became gradually less and less distinguishable from that
which the things thought of would have occupied if they had
been real. As my imagination had grown preternaturally active,
traversing again and again not only the events of my recent life,
but much that was long past, and not a little that had lain for
years unremembered, there were moments when more than half
my life seemed to have passed since I had last seen the light of
day.

had not eaten since I came into the cave, and that,
though feeling very weak, I was still alive, these two facts, viewed
in the light of calm reason, furnished a strong presumption
against my imprisonment having lasted many days. But between
this conclusion and the testimony of my memory there was an
irreconcileable contradiction, which seemed at times to assume
the form of a conflict between scientific theory and actual fact.
I had brought half-a-dozen biscuits with me, and I ate one,
more from a desire to give myself a fair chance than to satisfy
any craving, for, strange to say, I was not at all hungry. I had
still a
cigar left. Should I waste a precious match in lighting it ?
I counted my matches.
There were just fifteen left. Eemembering that, when I had last used them, I had found three out of
four bad, I hesitated. For what seemed hours I resisted the
temptation but the craving at last got the better of me, and I
enjoyed that cigar as I have never enjoyed one before or since.
Then came an interval of prolonged semi-stupor, of which I
remember little more than that I was aroused several times by a
sense of burning thirst, and as often groped and measured my
way to the pool and drank. On the last of these occasions I must
have fallen asleep not far from the edge of the pool. Indeed, I
must have composed myself to sleep deliberately, though I have
no recollection of it. All I know is that I drank long and eagerly,

That

I

;

and, after falling for countless ages through a depth beyond the
power of waking thought to fathom, found myself extended at full

length on the ground, with my overcoat carefully folded underneath me.
For the first time I now felt hungry ; but, when I came to
examine my biscuits, I found, to my astonishment and dismay,
that there was only one left out of the five that should have been
in my pocket.
The rest could not have fallen out, for this one
was carefully folded in the paper that contained it, and the only
conclusion I could arrive at was that I must have eaten them in
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my

sleep.
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The horror

of death

by

starvation,

which, in the

appetite, I had scarcely realised before, now stared
me full in the face. The prospect seemed to spur me to exertion,
and I even began to reproach myself for having allowed such a

absence of

all

length of time to pass without making any effort to escape. Yet
what, I asked myself, could I have done ? What could I do ? For
a long time nothing more hopeful than waiting suggested itself.
One thing, indeed, I might have done, had I not been deterred

from it by the fear to which I have already referred. I might
have made an effort to explore the gallery that led from the
further side of the rotunda.

The idea was a. desperate one at the best, for I had only three
inches of candle left ; all I knew of the ground was what the
guide had told me, that
accident happen to
back.

my

it

was

light, I

full of difficulties,

and, should any
to
be
unable
find my way
might

However, I determined to make the experiment. In order
that I might have my hands free for climbing, I cut four holes in
the front of my hard felt hat, and, having bound the handle of

my penknife to it with a piece of string, so that the blade projected a little above the crown, fixed the candle-end on the point.
Then I ate half my last biscuit, and, after taking a draught of
water and lighting the candle, set off on my voyage of discovery.
The gallery proved narrow and tortuous, and my progress,

owing to frequent boulders and chasms, some of the latter ten or
twelve feet deep, laborious rather than difficult or dangerous. No
opening was anywhere visible but when, as far as I could judge,
I had penetrated about eight hundred paces, the
passage suddenly
widened, and a stream of slowly flowing water, about two feet
deep, crossed it almost at right angles, entering the gallery on
the left and leaving it again on the right by filtration through
;

the rock.
I was now thoroughly exhausted, and, finding that more than
an inch of my candle was already burnt, I determined to put it
out and rest awhile.
No sooner was I in darkness than, in the far distance in front
of me, the floor and a portion of the left wall of the cave seemed
to be steeped, for a space of several yards, in a flood of pale

bluish light a steady, diffused light, which covered a welldefined area, and, though apparently reflected, seemed to come

from nowhere in particular.
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A strange thrill ran through me ; a
?
of following my first impulse,
instead
and,
lump
to shout for joy, I burst into a flood of tears.
For a few moments I struggled in vain to control my feelings ;
Could

be moonlight

it

rose in

my throat

;

then an impulse seized me to rush forward, regardless of the water
in front of me ; but my head swam, I trembled in every limb,
and it was only by a powerful effort that I could keep myself from
There was plainly nothing to be done but to wait
falling.
patiently till I should have recovered from my fatigue and excite-

ment; so, folding my overcoat again, I lay down on it and
watched the light in an agony of expectation and suspense.
After I had gazed at the light intently for some time, it no
longer seemed to glow with the same steady radiance as at first,
but to vary in intensity from one minute to another, while I
thought I detected certain pulsating points of special brilliancy,
and a rippling, quivering movement seemed now and again to
The only explanation of
traverse the entire luminous space.
these appearances that suggested itself to me was that the light
might be that of the moon, partially obscured from time to time
by flying clouds and shining on water in motion.
It must, I should think, have been at least an hour before I
No sooner had I relighted
felt well enough to make a fresh start.
of
the
illumination
in the distance
than
candle
every vestige
my
finding the floor of the cavern beyond the stream
and free from obstacles, I put it out.
smooth
comparatively
As I approached the illuminated space, which proved much
nearer than it had seemed, a faint light seemed to hang over it,
and presently it became evident that this proceeded from some-

disappeared

;

so,

thing slightly raised above the surface of the ground. Had
A sudden
I, then, been buoying myself up with false hope ?
one
as
feels
the
such
first
came
over
moments
me,
during
qualm
A few feet only now separated me from the
of an earthquake.
shining mass. Whatever it might be, it was obviously selfFor a moment I stood stunned and motionless.
luminous.

Then

me

curiosity gave

fresh nerve, and, taking another step

hand over a portion of the surforward, I stooped and passed
It was leathery, cold, and
face from which the light proceeded.

my

to the touch
and, as I withdrew my hand, I saw that it,
with
was
too,
aglow
phosphorescent light.
Breaking off a fragment of the luminous substance, I examined
it more closely.
Its texture and its form, plainly defined in its

clammy

;

own
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no room

light, left

doubt as to

for

its

character.

It

was a

phosphorescent fungus.
I did not stay to examine the rest of the mass, which covered
some square yards of the floor and a portion of the adjoining wall
of the cave, but, relighting my candle, hurried back, brokenhearted, to my old post near the
down to die.

As I
nor was

it

was not hunger,

inevitable end, but rather a mere
to swallow a portion of the foul toadstool I had

a desire to hasten

morbid craving
brought away with me.

manna

of the grotto, and lay

know not what tempted me

lay, I

it

mouth

No

to the taste.

my

It was slightly sweet, and not unlike
sooner had I eaten it than an intense

feeling of drowsiness came over me, and, at the same time, a
sound, as of a mighty rush and tumult of waters, filled my whole
I had no doubt that I was dying, but my only feeling was
brain.

that of a blessed sense of deliverance.
All at once the noise ceased, and I sank eternally through
some soft substance which offered no resistance to my descent,
but the gentle, downy friction of which against the surface of my

body,

as it circled perpetually around me, produced in every
'
my being a sense of exquisite delight. If this is death,'

fibre of

I exclaimed, * who would live ?
As I uttered the words a purple light burst forth and filled all
space ; I became aware of a feeling of compression about my
'

same

descent was suddenly
'
In the
hung suspended painfully by the arms.

wrists, and,

at

arrested, and

I

the

name of God,' I cried,
The only response
faint at first, as if

t

let

instant,

me

my

'

go

!

to my appeal was a cry, thrice repeated
from some distant world, then louder, then

ringing and exultant

;

*
:

He

lives

!

He

lives

!

!

He

lives

'
!

!

!

I opened my eyes.
I became conscious.
A group of men
with flaming torches stood around, and, bending over me, with
both my hands grasped tightly in hers, was my wife.

How we

wept in one another's arms, to be peremptorily parted,
happy moments, by the medical man my wife
had brought with her from Adelsberg; and how, after sundry
ministrations of soup from the doctor's flask, I was conveyed out
of the cave and carried, first to Divazza, where I was put to bed
without being allowed to see my wife again, and then, the next
morning, by train to Adelsberg, I need not relate.
The story of my rescue may be briefly told.
after a few brief,
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me at Venice for a week, my wife
alarmed and proceeded to Trieste. Arrived
'
there, she had no difficulty in tracing me to the Aquila Nera,' and
ascertained that I had left for Adelsberg on the 24th May, with
the intention of returning in a couple of days. Starting without
delay for Adelsberg, she reached that place to learn that an
After waiting in vain for

became

seriously

Englishman, who had left the Widow Doxat's hotel for Sessana
on the 25th May, had been missing, together with his guide, since
that date. Her worst fears were confirmed when, going to the

mine the portmanteau left behind by the
and
further informed that every nook and
was
missing traveller,
corner of the Karst had already been searched without result.
On closer enquiry, however, it transpired that it had been
thought unnecessary to examine the Rekka Hohle, as it had been
hotel, she identified as

ascertained at St, Canzian that the key of the door leading to the
dolina had not been out of the possession of the custodian for

more than a

wife naturally insisted on the necesfortnight.
in
the
cave
of
question without delay, and, with
sity
searching
the aid of the doctor already mentioned, a party was promptly

My

organised for the purpose.
It is unnecessary to enter into

all

the details of what followed.

The absence

of the boat from its place in the cave, combined with
the fact of the door leading to the dolina being found open, left

no doubt that an accident had happened. Fortunately the rope
by which the boat was held, and which the guide had paid out as
he passed through the low tunnel into the antechamber of my
prison, had not parted, and, on an attempt being made to haul
it in, it was found that it passed into an opening on the opposite
side of the cave.

By means

of a canoe procured from one of the neighbouring

dolinas, the chamber was reached, and, on its being dragged, our
boat was found, bottom upwards, in deep water, with the body of

the unfortunate guide under it. An examination of the shelving
bank of sand at the further extremity of the chamber resulted in
the discovery of footprints leading to the archway at the top. The
appearance of the debris which strewed the ground showed that the
boulder which blocked the opening had, in all probability, recently
fallen, and after some hours' labour an entrance was effected, with
the result that I was released, as already described, after having
been immured for ten days in the bowels of the earth.

GREY WETHERS.
A GREY WETHER

not a peculiar form of sheep, entered to be
by the learned breeders who usually
judged
compose a cattle-show jury. It presents, in fact, about the same
sort of analogy to a live wether that a pillar of salt does to Lot's
In the concise and graceful language of the geological
wife.
is

in a special class

'

it is
a block of saccharoid sandstone,' which, I suppose,
be
may
regarded as scientific English for a big boulder closely
resembling a gigantic lump of brown sugar. All over the surface
of Salisbury Plain (so called because it consists, in reality, of an
undulating upland), and along the high ridges of the Marlborough
Downs, you may see these gigantic Grey Wethers, reclining
peacefully in the eye of the sun, and looking really, at a little

text-books,

much like a
Some of them

distance, very

scattered flock of sheep of Titanic proare twelve or fifteen feet across, and

portions.
about four or five feet in thickness

of
; and they lie on the surface
the shallow turf, like the squatting toadstone on Tunbridge Wells
common, great naked masses of hard but friable sandstone rock,

and unvaried chalk country. How they
in some ways, a profound mystery.
there
and
is
still
was,
got
Their presence on the spot has been variously attributed at
different periods to Merlin and to the Devil, to the Universal

in the midst of a wide

Deluge and to the great Ice Age ; geologists have referred them to
the action of denudation, and popular fancy has, perhaps with
higher probability, attributed them to the agency of the elves, the
the Druids, and the Saracens.
But the problem how these huge blocks of shapeless sandstone
came to find themselves isolated on the hilltops in the midst of a
bare and unvaried chalk country is not by any means the only

fairies,

point that gives interest and dignity to the Grey Wethers. They
derive a far deeper and more human claim to attention from the fact
that they compose the stone of which the great outer circle of
Stonehenge is built ; and all the secret of Stonehenge

trilithons at

bound up with the kindred secret of the Grey
Even local tradition knows as much as that, for it
that when the Devil, or Merlin, or some other person or

itself is closely

Wethers.
declares

persons unknown,

first

transported the hanging stones of the
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great temple, by magic art, through the air from Ireland, he
dropped a few of them carelessly on the way over the Wiltshire
downs ; and these stones, thus let fall by accident in the midst of

the bare chalk country, are the Grey Wethers. Tradition often
contains a wonderful kernel of truth ; and this one, as preserved
for us by Aubrey and others, enshrines two or three various bits

In the first place, it
of really genuine antiquarian intelligence.
of
the
Grey Wethers and the
recognises the original identity
In the second place,

trilithons.

Stonehenge
Stonehenge

it

declares that

a foreign temple, as imported. And in the third
place, it attributes the importation to Merlin, the Devil, the
Druids, the Saracens, or the fairies, all of whom, in spite of
accidental

is

have

diversities,

that they are

all

wicked,

this
all

much

heterodox,

at
all

in

least

ancient,

common,
and

all

magical.

The Grey Wethers, like modern swindlers, have several other
names as well they are known by the aliases of Druid Stones and
Sarsen Stones which last designation by far the commonest at
the present day has a very curious and interesting origin. It is
a corruption of Saracen. Now, what on earth have the Saracens
:

;

do with the county of Wilts in that part of the United
Kingdom known as England ? There were Moors in Provence, as
everybody knows, and Buddhists in Mexico, as some people assert,
but were there ever any Saracens in Wiltshire ? Rather not. To
the mediaeval fancy, all Paynims were Saracens alike worshippers
of Mahomed, or, what came to pretty much the same thing, of the
to

:

Your mediaeval thinker made as little distinction
modern missionary between Mahommedans and Pagans he
regarded them all equally as dogs of Saracens, and he mixed up in
one universal condemnation, as the Prayer Book does in one concise
Devil in person.

as a

;

Now, the English
petition, Jews, Turks, Heretics, and Infidels.
in
a
in
knew
Middle
the
dim,
half-mythical fashion,
Ages
people
that Stonehenge and the other great scattered megalithic monuments, like cromlechs and dolmens, were all the work of some
pre-historic Pagans,
religion.
stones.

Therefore

and connected with some forgotten heathen
it

obviously followed that they were Saracen
flows logically from the premisses : it is

The conclusion

only the premisses themselves that are a little bit confused and
muddled. After all, the mediaeval blunder is not much more

absurd or
regards
VOL.

much more

all
VI.

unauthorised than the modern one which

these vastly archaic
NO. 31,N.S.

and pre-historic structures as
4
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Because there were once Druids in
Druids were Ancient Britons/ and
the
and
because
England,
<Druidical monuments.'

'

because these stones are also very ancient, therefore the stones
were set up by the Druids. We might on precisely the same
in Britain to Julius
grounds assign every Koman object found
C?esar, and every coin of George I. or James II. to William the
Conqueror. As a matter of fact, Stonehenge was already hoary
with the rime of ages when the first Druid missionary set foot,
with his tribesmen, on the soil of England ; and the so-called
Druidical monuments generally have no more to do with those
very shadowy and half-mythical Celtic priests than they have
to do with St. Augustine of Canterbury, or St. Thomas a Becket,
or the Salvation Army.

Let us

see, then,

what

is

the real history of the Sarsen Stones,

Grey Wethers, as revealed for us on the one hand by geology,
and on the other hand by modern archaeological research.
The first thing that strikes one whenever one examines a Grey
or

Wether, is the fact that it is very much weathered indeed. It is a
hard lump or kernel of friable sandstone, worn away on every side by
rain and wind ; a mere relic or solid core of what was once a much
But the odd point is that
larger and broader piece of sandstone.
these isolated blocks occur now in a country where there is no rock
of any sort, save chalk, for miles and miles around in every direction.
is this ?
Well, it is now pretty certain that once upon a
time (a very safe date) a great sheet of just such friable sandstone
At that remote
overlay the whole of the English chalk downs.

Why

period, of course, they were therefore not chalk downs at all, but
sandy uplands of the same character as the pine-clad country round

Bagshot and Woking, where the troops from Aldershot camp out
in summer-time.
In point of fact, this layer of sandstone, or
rather several such layers, still cap the chalk in all the London
basin ; and by boring through them you come at last upon the
underlying

several hundred feet thickness of
But on the higher uplands of Wiltshire and
and streams have gradually worn away and

chalk, beneath

superficial deposits.

Berkshire the rain

removed piecemeal the whole of the eocene and other upper

down the

layers,

the level of the chalk beneath, and
leaving only a few of the very hardest and lumpiest kernels of the
sandstone strewn loosely about on the surface of the downs.
cutting

hills to

These kernels are the problematical Sarsen Stones. Some of them
seem to be derived from one layer of tertiary deposits, and some
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from another; but they remain at the present day as solitary
witnesses to the vast thickness of similar rock which has been
slowly removed from the summit of the chalk downs by the rains
and torrents of a million winters. They are but the last fragments
of a wide-spread deposit which once covered the whole south of
England with its barren sheet, and of which larger patches still
remain among the wild heaths of Wilts or Surrey and the slopes
of Hampshire and the Isle of Wight.
Chalk country is always noticeable for three great wants the
want of wood, the want of water, and the want of building-stone.
Broken flints are the chief architectural material of the English
downs, and they are employed impartially for walls and houses,
church towers and monastic buildings, throughout the whole of
the fruitful chalk belt. Accordingly, from very early times, the
utilitarian philosophy of bucolic man set him to work to utilise
:

the Sarsen Stones for his

own

purposes.

The

stones serve to this

day, wherever they occur, for walls and gate-posts, for farm buildings and paving-stones ; and, worse than all, these mystic relics
of a remote antiquity are pounded up by the representatives of
the late Mr. Macadam for the vulgar purpose of making road
Hence it is not surprising that the number of Sarsen
metal.
Stones to be found in situ, where nature left them, is year by
year rapidly diminishing, and that in the course of time the last
Grey Wether will disappear entirely from Wiltshire, save where
accidental use in the formation of a pre-hiotoric monument may
happily save it from final destruction by the iconoclastic forces of

the nineteenth century.

Even that hallowing antiquity may not

from untimely desecration for what earthly
thing is sacred in the greedy eyes of the modern contractor and
Not the tombstones of the dead, or the
his myriad myrmidons ?
memorials of the past not the Eoman vallum, or the pre-historic
not hoary antiquity, or natural beauty. Nothing but the
fosse
almighty dollar, the divine locomotive, vested interests, and a ten
per cent, dividend. They would cheerfully chip up Henry the
Seventh's chape) at Westminster as material for mending the
always preserve

it

;

;

;

street at Whitehall, or drive a

permanent way with patent

sleepers

through the very centre of the inner circle at Stonehenge. They
would regard the trilithons as a shocking waste of good buildingstone, and they care less than nothing for any inner circles, save
in the solitary instance of the Metropolitan and District railways.
But pre-historic man, like every dog, had once his day, and in

4-2
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his day the Sarsen Stones of Wiltshire appeared to him also, after
his primitive fashion, an excellent building- stone for architectural

Long, long ago, before England was yet even Britain,
old days of the newer Stone Age, when short squat men
of Finnish or Euskarian breed occupied the whole of what are now

purposes.
in the

dim

the British Isles, the utilisation of the Grey Wethers first began
'
Let us exploit the Sarsen Stones,' said
for practical objects.

and
primitive man, in his own language (probably agglutinative),
straightway he began to pile them up into dolmens and cromlechs,
And then it was, as
gigantic trilithons and pre-historic temples.
modern archaeology tends every day more and more fully to show,
first piled up on Salisbury Plain. There can be little doubt at the present day that
Stonehenge is a tribal temple of some petty Wiltshire kingdom
in the newer Stone Age, and that it antedates by several thousand
years the arrival of the Celtic Aryan conquerors in the isle of

that the large circles of StoneKenge were

Britain.

The

really curious point about Stonehenge, however, is this
that it does not all consist of Grey Wethers, though the biggest

and most conspicuous of all the trilithons are composed of those
huge local boulders. There are other stones in that ancient temple
which came from some far more distant land stones the like of
which certainly cannot be found within a hundred miles of Salisbury
Plain, and some of which, in all probability, can only be matched
on the continent of Europe. Stonehenge is undeniably not a

monument ; it is probably not even British at all.
In order to understand this very strange and mysterious fact,
we must look a little more closely at the composition of this great
native Wiltshire

surviving specimen of stone-age architecture.
The focus or real centre of the Stonehenge temple

the so-

is

which occupies precisely the same position in
the primitive structure as the high altar occupies in most modern
called altar-stone,

Eoman Catholic cathedrals. But this very altar-stone, the great
central fact around which all the rest of the ancient building
clusters, is

it is an
some parts of

not a Grey Wether, nor a Wiltshire stone at all

imported slab of felspathic hornstone, plentiful in

:

Wales, about Carnarvonshire and Montgomeryshire, but utterly unknown in south-eastern England. Now, that is in itself a sufficiently strange and remarkable fact, but it becomes a thousand
times more strange and remarkable if we remember that the slab

was brought thither, without any advanced mechanical appliances,
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folk.

To transport a big block

very nearest point where

from North Wales
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of the sort from the

could possibly be obtained namely,
would tax even at the present day the reit

sources of civilisation as understood

by the modern contractor and

the navvies myrmidons as often
myrmidons
as possible, on purpose to annoy the writers of superfine English.)
The mass would have to be carted from the quarry to Dolgelly
his

aforesaid.

(I call

station, shunted at Kuabon, transferred from the Great Western
to the South Western at Swindon, transported to Salisbury, un-

loaded on to a truck, and then driven across country by
doubtful road on to the bare bosom of Salisbury Plain. And

a
all

Macadam and Stephenson have wreaked their worst
upon the communications of the United Kingdom.
But when the half-naked stone-age folk carried their sacred
symbol to its home at Stonehenge, Great Britain must have been

that after

a very disunited kingdom indeed.
Long ages after, when Caesar
first landed at Deal, for the distress of all subsequent
generations
of archaeologists and schoolboys, it was still divided among Icenians and Coritanians, Catyeuchlanians and Trinobants, and halfa-dozen more assorted unpronounceable Celtic tribes. Much more,
then, in the

dim

recess of neolithic times, must countless petty
South Africa or New Guinea in our

principalities, like those of

own

day, have occupied every shire of England, and every Biding
If the altar-stone came from Wales, it

in the county of York.

must have been

rolled, tumbled, wheeled, or dragged, over pathmountains and through trackless plains, guiltless as yet of the
wiles of the Macadam, all the way from Carnarvon or Llandeilo to
its present position on Salisbury Plain.
I do not myself believe,
however, for a reason which I will presently state, that the altarstone is British by origin at all. It came, no doubt, to Wiltshire
from a far country, but that country did not lie in the direction
of Wales ; it lay rather to the extreme east.
But, concerning

less

more anon.
To add to the wonder, the

this,

also intrusive

smaller circles at Stonehenge are

origin, their place of nativity

having

much debated among geological authorities as Homer's or
Patrick's among the curious in such matters. One thing alone

been
St.

and of foreign

as

they are not English, but are naturalised aliens. According to older authorities, they are greenstone from Ireland ;
and that idea would fit in well with the tradition that the Devil,

is

certain

:

or Merlin, or

somebody

else mysterious

and unchristian, trans-
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them hither from the Green Isle. But then, I don't think
we need attach much importance to the tradition in this respect,
ported

because Ireland, being the Isle of Saints, and the Isle of Druids,
and the magical, mystical country generally, was a good place to
bring anything mysterious from, just as India and Egypt are at
the present day to our own Blavatskys and spiritualists and theoProfessor Eamsay, on the other hand, without posisophists.
tively identifying the smaller circles with any British rock,
observes that the blocks are of the same nature as the igneous
masses in some parts of the Cambrian region in South Wales ; and

would fit in pretty well with the theory of the Welsh origin
But still *later inquirers, venturing to look
of the altar-stone.
Britain
have suggested that the stones may
from
altogether,
away
this

have come from Belgium or some other part of the Continent,
where they find rocks still more closely resembling the StoneThis
henge specimens than any purely British igneous masses.
suggestion appears to me, from the archaeological point of view,
far the most probable ; and on the following grounds.
Whoever put up the altar-stone and the smaller circles at
Stonehenge, must certainly have brought them from a great
distance.
Now, people don't usually carry about large blocks of
greenstone or felspar in their waistcoat pockets, without a good
reason ; especially if they don't wear waistcoats, and if the blocks are
as big as a good-sized doorstep. Hence, I think, we may conclude
that the imported stones at Stonehenge were originally sacred : in

they were the Lares and Penates of some intrusive conwhich carried them along with it, like pious ^Eneas,
All over the world, upright slabs
through all its wanderings.
or menhirs form common objects of worship to savage or barbaric
people ; the poor heathen, as we were universally informed in the
short, that

quering

tribe,

nursery, bow down in their blindness to stocks and stones. These
stones are in the most literal sense mere blocks
rude shapeless
masses which it would be desecration to carve or cut with a knife,

even

if the unsophisticated
savage happened to possess any proper
knife wherewith to cut them.
In India, to this day, our Aryan
brother sets up just such unhewn stones in the centre of his

agricultural holding, to represent the Five Brethren of the old
Hindoo mythology. But, as a rule, I believe, the unhewn sacred

stone

is

really a

tombstone

;

it is

the upright pillar or menhir,

erected originally on top of a barrow, to mark the spot where a
great chief or king has once been buried.
Offerings are daily
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by the grateful or terrified descendants, to
the
ancestral
ghost ; oil and wine (or whatever else the
appease
affords
of
alcoholic
country
stimulant) are dutifully poured over it ;
and all fitting respect is paid to the grave of the mighty dead by
at the stone

the obsequious survivors. In process of time, however, the object of
the worship gets gradually forgotten ; the ghost itself fades away,
and it is the actual stone that comes to be regarded as sacred, not
the tomb or barrow of which the pillar

is

but the outward and

visible symbol.
As soon as

the sanctity of the stone has got to be well and
firmly established, it will follow that the tribe, on being forced to
migrate elsewhere, will take these, its household deities, on the

All migrating tribes, from pious JEneas and his
Trojans downwards, always carry their paternal gods in their own
portmanteaus. And there are numerous cases on record where

way with

it.

migrating tribes have actually thus carried in their train their
sacred stones.
The Scots carried theirs from Ireland to Argyll-

and when Edward I. conquered them (pro tern.} he took it
turn from Scone, and placed it in the coronation chair in
Westminster Abbey, where that remote relic of pre-historic
paganism still figures in the midst of a christianised ceremony.
It seems probable, therefore, that in the same way the intrusive
foreign stones of Stonehenge were brought to Wiltshire by some
invading tribe, as their own fetishes, much as the South Sea
Islanders, going about in canoes from one little group of islets to
shire,

off in

another, carried with

them their own

sacred stones to serve as the

nucleus of a national religion in the lands whither winds or waves

might drift them.
But why may not the newer stone-age men who built Stonehenge have come to Wiltshire from Wales or Ireland ? Simply
because the chances are against it in Britain at least, the wave of
conquest has always gone in the opposite direction. Westward
the tide of empire takes its way. The conquerors, like the wise men,
come always from the East. It is as improbable that the Stonehenge
folk came from Carnarvon or from Wicklow to Wiltshire, as that
the founders of New York, Philadelphia, and Boston came from
Chicago, St. Louis, or San Francisco to the Atlantic seaboard.
The possessor of the plains of England and the lowlands of Scotland has often conquered the Welshman, the Highlander, and the
Irishman, but he has never once been conquered by the moun;

taineers in return.
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Taffy
Taffy
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was a Welshman, Taffy was a thief,
came to my house and stole a leg of beef

;

but Taffy never dreamt of attempting to overrun the shires of the
Midland and the pastures of the south. When Tougal descended
on the lowlands, his utmost exploit was to drive ta cattle,' as in the
On the other hand
familiar instance of the immortal Phairshton.
often
been conquered
the possessors of the English plain have
or
subdued
the
Euskarian
and driven back
first,
by the Celt,
then the Celt by the Eoman, then the romanised Briton in turn
by the Saxon, then the Saxon once more by his still heathen
brother, the stalwart Dane, or his half-christianised and frenchi*

:

Norman ; but iji every case the conquering people
one exception, from the continent of Europe.
without
came,
Never once in Britain has the man of the mountains beaten the
man of the plains ; he takes his tardy revenge by charging the intrusive Saxon in the pass of Llanberis or the strategic defile of

fied cousin, the

If you fail to catch the point of this last
to go thither and see, when its
recommended
remark, you
hidden meaning will become immediately apparent to the meanest

Killiecrankie alone.
are

understanding.
Since, then, most conquering people come to Britain from the
continent of Europe, since such people are apt in early stages of
culture to carry with them, in the rough, their country's gods,
and since rocks capable of producing the raw material of the par-

now in question are better found on the Continent
than in Britain, I think we may conclude, with great probability,
that the builders of Stonehenge came to Wiltshire from somewhere south-eastward ; especially as a broad belt of land at that
time still connected the opposite shores of Dover and Calais, and

ticular deities

rendered the proposals for a Channel tunnel at once premature
and practically unnecessary. I don't doubt that for the stone-age
men it was a mere walk-over, and that they carried weight in the
shape of the altar-stone and the smaller

pillars.

When

they got to Salisbury Plain, I take it, they called a
halt, and began to set up afresh the standing stones they had
carried with them on their long journey.
Under the altar-stone,
perhaps, the actual ^Eneas of the stone-age colonists, flying from
some early pre-historic Agamemnon, was duly buried at last by
his

own

people.

upon the spot

;

Certainly,
for

when an

some interment

or other took place
manor, in the

iconoclastic lord of the

days of the Stuarts, went digging

among

the hoar stones in search
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vulgar-minded wretch
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he was rewarded only by the

discovery of a few old bones, stags' horns, bullocks' heads, and
other wonted memorials of a primitive neolithic funeral feast.
Having set up their fetish stones in due order, however, the pious

immigrants determined to add to the dignity and glory of their
by piling up around it a circle of the tallest and
wethers
that all Wiltshire could readily produce.
biggest grey
These grey wethers they dressed roughly with their polished flint
axes into rudely quadrangular shape, piled them up by two and
two, and then lifted by main force a third on top, so as to form
national temple

the familiar shape of the existing trilithons. Thus it is the
smaller stones of Stonehenge that form the really most ancient

and important part of the whole erection. The other portion of
that great pre-historic temple, the huge trilithons that astonish
us still, even in this age of advanced engineering, by their bulk
and massiveness, have grown up around the lesser and more
sacred obelisks, much as the magnificent church of Our Lady of
Loretto has grown up about the Casa Santa of Nazareth, which
was miraculously transported through the air from Palestine, like
Stonehenge from Ireland by the arts of Merlin.
It is probable that the greater part of the biggest Sarsen
employed at one time for just such purposes as at

stones were

Stonehenge dolmens, cromlechs, chambered barrows, and so forth
and thus they got to be mentally identified by the rustic intelligence, not, it is true, with Druids (for the Druidical nonsense, like
Arkite worship and all the rest of it, is a pure invention of the
'learned' or pedantic classes), but with some old forgotten
heathen worship.
Hence they were commonly spoken of as
Saracen stones ; and the name was justified by the common belief
that the architects of Stonehenge, in carting the great blocks to
had tumbled some of them about on the

their present position,

Within the memory of men still living, a fair was held
at one such pre-historic monument, and was opened by
solemnly
pouring a bottle of port over the sacred fetish of a race long since
downs.

passed away from among us. Could anything prove more conclusively the persistence of custom in an old settled and very
mixed population? Celt and Eoman and Saxon and Norman
have since come, and many of them gone again ; but the heathen
rites offered

up

at the grave of

some dimly remembered Euskaup to the very beginning

rian chieftain survived through them all
of this enlightened nineteenth century.
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CHAPTER XXXVII.
A SISTER OF MERCY.

HE

brothers of -the Duke,

his son

ried

to

and daughter, hurhis apartment in

The Worthivales,

alarm.

father and

son, remained
where they were, anxious
to know the cause of alarm,
but unwilling to intrude.
The Archdeacon turned
faint ; he also suffered from
the heart, and the Marquis
was obliged to lend him an
arm. The General and Lady
Grace were the first to enter
the Duke's morning sittingroom.

We

must explain the
cause of the Duke's excitement.

He had

been taking his

when the valet
informed him that a lady
breakfast

a Sister of Mercy
see his Grace, if he

had called and desired very particularly to
would generously allow her an interview of

minutes.

five
'

A Sister of Mercy

in the hall.

'
!

exclaimed the Duke.

Kept her waiting ?

*

What

Excellent people

Thompson,
most certainly

I will see her.
Some subscription wanted to an orphanage, or a
Show her up at once of course, of course.'
refuge, or a laundry.
A lady entered in black, closely veiled.
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'Take a

'Thompson,
madam.'

my

chair,

a

put

dear

chair.

madam,'
That will

Thank your Grace,' said the
I had rather
the room

'

had

'

left

;
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said
do.

the Duke, rising.
Pray be seated,

Sister, waiting till the valet
stand.
I will not detain you

five minutes.'

No

*

all, except as a pleased captive,' said the
an old worthless fellow like me, shelved from all
useful work, good to see one whose life is devoted to doing deeds

Duke.

detention at

'

It does

The Sister of Mercy sums
of charity, to care and toil for others.
the
of
as a proverb condenses
little
self
whole
in
her
man,
duty
up
the experience of ages.'

Your Grace must excuse me. I do no deeds of charity. I
owe no duties to my fellows. I am not a Sister. I am a nobody.
She threw back her veil. The Duke looked
I am only Joanna.'
at her with mingled surprise and admiration
surprise, because
he did not understand her words, admiration at her beauty.
You have not heard of me,' said Joanna. * I do not suppose
you have ; but I know about you, and I know more concerning
*

;

*

I dressed in this disguise to
affairs than do you yourself.
come here, because I did not wish the servants to recognise and
I am only a small
I determined to see your Grace.
stop me.
mouse, and you a great lion, but you are fallen into a net, and I
can bite the threads and free you.'
'
You must excuse me, Miss Joanna but I really do not see
your drift, and understand to what I owe the honour of this visit.'
The Duke put his hand to his head.
*
Your Grace is in the hands of Jews.' Joanna opened a little
*
Look there the
handbag, and threw some deeds on the table.
mortgages my master holds. I have taken them. I bring them
to you.
Tear them up and burn them, and Lazarus cannot touch

your

I would have allowed myself to be
I am with Lazarus.
hacked to pieces rather than hurt him, but he dealt falsely by
me. He sent me here to pry into and discover for him your
affairs.
Lord Saltcombe and Lady Grace have been kind to me.
I will show them that I am
I will not help to bring them down.

you.

grateful.

I love

I dearly love

Lady Grace.'

Miss Joanna,' said the Duke, 'I am perplexed
beyond measure. I cannot understand
'Those deeds will explain all,' said Joanna, interrupting him.
I have come here from
'I have not many minutes to spare.

'My good

'
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Plymouth, and must return whilst my master is absent. All lies
in a nutshell.
There are your mortgages. Destroy them.'
Do you mean to tell
I cannot touch them,' said the Duke.
me that you have abstracted them from the holder ?
'
Yes, I took them from his strong box.'
'
You have acted very wrongly. You have committed a crime.
You are liable to be tried for this and imprisoned. This is
'

*

'

robbery.'
'
I do not care.

am

want

to do something for Lady Grace.
I
the money I rob myself. There
Besides, he used me unfairly in sending me

I

the Jew's heir, and

if I steal

no harm in that.
here, and I will pay him out for it.'
'
You must go back at once and replace these documents where
them.'
found
you
is

*

You

will not destroy

them ?

'

Most certainly not.'
But I will tear them to shreds.'
That will not relieve me. I am morally bound by them. I
should meet my liabilities just the same whether the deeds existed
I hold their counterparts, and will act on
or were destroyed.
them. There child take them back, and never, never again
Your motives may be good, but your
act in so rash a manner.
conduct has been most reprehensible.'
Your Grace does not know all. The truth is kept from you.
Ask Lord Saltcombe, ask Lord Ronald, to tell you the truth. Or
there look at this Society paper. There is a paragraph in it
about you. My master put it in, and was paid for the information.
f

*

*

*

it till I am gone.
I tell you that you are
the
world
knows
and
it
now.
Your
last hope was in the
ruined,
of
Lord
and
that
is
taken
from 'you. Will
Saltcombe,
marriage
have
the
?
you
mortgages

No

do not look at

'

'

Certainly, certainly not,' said the

bewildered.

He

Duke, uneasy, offended,

who Joanna was, why she
him was, and his pride was

could not understand

addressed him, what her interest in
hurt at her offer, at her daring to talk of his embarrassments to his
face.

he continued, after a pause, 'I am at a loss to
though I feel flattered that my family, or any
members in it, should have inspired
Joanna again interrupted him. 'Your Grace, my time is
I have made you the offer, and you
I must be off.
precious.

'And

really,'

explain this visit

;

'
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have refused it. I can do no more. There is the paper. I have
marked the paragraph with blue pencil.'
She thrust the deeds back in her bag, and, before the Duke
had put his hand to the bell, left the room.
The Duke sat for some moments, rubbing his brow, trying to
gather his thoughts. The visit was so short, Joanna's manner so
extraordinary, her offer so outrageous, that the old man was comHe shook his head
pletely thrown out of his usual train by it.
and took up the Society paper. His eye was caught at once by
the paragraph Joanna had pencilled. It was to the effect that
the projected marriage between the Marquis of S
heir to
the most embarrassed Duke in the three kingdom?, and the
,

daughter of a wealthy planter from the East Indies, was broken off
owing to the ruinous condition of the Duke's affairs, and to the
fact that the father of the lady declined to allow his hard-won
The
savings to be thrown away in washing the Duke's hands.
editor added that it was satisfactory to

know

that some birds were

sufficiently old not to be caught with Salt !
The state of excitement into which reading this

threw the
Mrs.
ill, ordered one of the
grooms to ride for the doctor, a hot bath to be got ready, a
couple of bricks to be put into the kitchen fire for application to
his Grace's soles, and to direct that spirits and cordials should
be taken at once to the Duke's apartment.
When the General entered, followed by Lady Grace, he found

Duke alarmed Thompson, and he ran
Probus, on hearing that the Duke was

to

summon

aid.

Lucy already by the chair of the old man, vainly endeavouring to
The Duke tried to speak, but words failed him. He
pacify him.
held the newspaper and waved it impatiently, and pointed to it
with the other hand. Lucy had a glass of water, and entreated
him to drink it, but he shook his head angrily.
Then the Archdeacon came in, leaning on Lord Saltcombe's
arm.

What

What

the matter

'

he asked.
Bathe his temples with vinegar, give him sal volatile. The
action of the heart must be stimulated.'
The Duke was irritated at the attempts to doctor him with
After a
cold water and compresses, with vinegar and cordials.
moment of struggle he gasped forth, Take this trash away. I
am not ill. I am insulted. Get along with you, Thompson.
Turn the servants out. I don't want all the world here. Please
is

it?

is

4

'

?

Is it a fit?
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leave

my

fashion

I

?

leave

you
*

Lucy.

chair,

all come tumbling in on me for
am not dying. The room is not in flames.
me alone with my brothers.'
let me stay by you, papa,' said Lady Grace.

Please

He made an

in this
I pray

impatient gesture with his head, but she would

take no denial.
left

Grace, I had rather you were not in the

What have you

room.

She stepped back behind his

chair,

and Lucy

the room.

When

the

Duke saw

that he had only his son and brothers

before him, he recovered himself, and, holding out the paper,
exclaimed, 'I have been insulted grossly insulted. Look at
.~
this!'

The Archdeacon took the paper from his hand, and read it.
What is it, Edward ? asked the General.
*
Hand him the paper, Edward, when you have done reading
'

'

the precious production. What do you think it dares actually
dares to say ? Upon my word, the temerity of the press is inconceivable.
It has the audacity to declare that we are ruined ;

Duke

am

living on the forbearance
where
are the lightnings of
my
my
heaven, that they do not flash on heads that dare think, and
tongues and hands that dare speak and write, such outrages ?
The General turned white and looked down.
The Archdeacon folded the paper with trembling hands, and laid it on

that I

I,

of

the

creditors.

of Kingsbridge,
soul!

Bless

'

the table.
*

Lord Eonald, ' that the old times were back,
might call the editor out and put a pistol-shot through

I wish,' said

when

I

his head.'

That cannot be. It is impossible now. A gentleman cannot redress a wrong,' said the Duke. ' If he takes a horsewhip
and touches a dog that has snarled at him, he has to endure the
indignity of being summoned for assault. You have not read
the paragraph, Eonald. You had better not. It will fire your
It dares
blood, and you will be committing some indiscretion.
to insinuate that we sent the Marquis hunting that girl for her
money wherewith to buy off our creditors and secure prolonga'

tion of days to ourselves.'
Lord Konald was too confused to speak, his temples

spotted red.
*

What

He
has

took the paper and read it.
asked his
occasioned this ?

possible that gossip

'

is

at

work upon us

became

Grace.

groundless gossip ?

'

Is

it

Who
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has started it ? How far has it gone ? I know well enough that
our fortunes are not as magnificent as they were in the reigns
of the first Georges, and that the property is encumbered, but
that is all. What is the meaning of this calumny starting to
life?'

The Archdeacon looked at the Marquis, but as the General
and Lord Saltcombe looked at him the mainstay of the family
he answered, 'Do not put yourself out, Duke. There is no
accounting for the origin and progress of tittle-tattle. It springs
out of nothing, and swells to portentous size on nothing.'
*
But, Edward, it kills like the fluke in the sheep. That also
springs from an imperceptible nothing, but its effects are felt, not
by the sheep only, but by the farmer, the landowner, and the
parson.

A germ

system

no rents, no

'

;

of microscopic smallness
tithe,

no

the social

disturbs

trade.'

Of course there are mortgages and

Arch-

debts,' said the

deacon.
'

Of course there

have been.
that
'

What

are,'

exclaimed the Duke.

landed estate

is

unencumbered

'

?

There always
But what of

Every oak bears oak-apples as well as acorns.'
Put the paper in the fire,' said Lord Konald, < and

?

its

contents

out of your mind.'
'
The one is done more easily than the other,' answered the
Duke. ' Indeed, the one is possible, the other is not ; a bullet
may be extracted, but the wound remains to ache and fester.

But are things

in

a bad

state here

*

so bad, I mean ?
'
said, since I have

'

He

turned to the Marquis.
been
Saltcombe,' he
ill
I
have
of
have
hacl
the
done
hope you
you
everything.
charge
your duty, and can answer to the point when I ask, is there

He
occasion for this impertinence?' The Marquis hesitated.
was afraid of alarming his father he could not dissemble. Whilst
he hesitated Lady Grace stepped forward, knelt down at her
father's feet, and leaning her hands on his knees, whilst she looked
;

'
Papa, we are quite wrong in
fearlessly into his eyes, said,
to
bear
bad news. You are a rock,
as
too
weak
regarding you

up

and can stand the storm

as well as the sunshine, is it not so ?
Well, dearest papa, it is quite true we are ruined. We do not
know where to turn for money. The mortgagees are calling in
their mortgages.
There is nothing for it but to sell some of the

property.'
*

She paused, then turned with a smile to her uncles.

There,' she said,

'

see

how brave the dear

old

man

is

!

how

erect
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the silver head

is

held

!

He

is

no coward

;

he

is

not afraid to hear

the truth, however dreadful the truth may be.'
The Duke was flattered. He bent forward and kissed his

daughter on her brow. Then he leaned back in his chair, and
looked from one to another. ' She exaggerates, no doubt.'
'
'
It is too true, father,' said the Marquis, we have got into
almost inextricable confusion.

is

Still

there

is

hope.

Worthivale

going to write to the troublesome mortgagees, and arrange for

a delay.'

Worthivale should never have allowed things to come to this
But I see exactly how it is. Worthivale is an alarmist,
He is always crying out that there
excellent fellow though he be.
is no money for anything, and it has become a habit with him to
hold up his hands and eyes in despair. He has persuaded himself
that we are ruined, and you have been weak enough to listen to
'

pass.
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him and

He is
him

believe all he says.
it

up

;

know why he

is

crying out now.

buying Kevelstoke. You may tell
thereupon his sky will be set with a triple

scared at the idea of

that I give

I
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my

rainbow.'
'

Mr. "VVorthivale has
I agree with you,' said Lord Edward.
taken his son Beavis into confidence, and the new broom sweeps
'

up a

In a

dust.

little

while the dust will settle, and

go on as

all

before.'
*

Oh, Beavis

'
!

exclaimed the Duke,

*

this is Beavis's cry of

'

wolf, is it

?

when the wolf did
come the cry was disregarded.'
Do not you meddle in these matters, my pretty,' said the
Duke.
It was cruel of them to disturb your mind with these
'

Papa,' said

Lady Grace

in urgent tones,

*

i

'

You should live above all sordid money cares. Go
back to your flowers.' Then turning to the others * Worthivale
is a good man of business, he will manage all.'
'
'
how came you to get this
But, papa,' said Lady Grace,
it
sent
wicked paper ? Was
you by post ?
'
No, dear. I received a call this morning from a lady, a Sister
of Mercy, and she left it.'
false alarms.

:

'

'

*

upon
was.

What
Yes

a Sister of Mercy read a Society paper
I suppose so
even a Sister of Mercy

!

word, I am so bewildered ; I hardly know
I rather incline to think she was a maniac.'

my

'

!

that

who

is
but,
she really

CHAPTER XXXVIII.
REFORMATION.
SINCE Joanna's return from Court Royal Lodge a change for the

She
had been firm with Lazarus, and he had yielded. She kept everything in good order she refused peremptorily to have the kitchen
and what belonged to the housekeeping department untidy and
broken. She got white lime, mixed it herself, and with a pawned
mason's brush whitewashed the kitchen, the back kitchen, and
her own attic bedroom. She mixed yellow ochre with the wash
and coloured the walls. Where the slates in the floor were broken,
she relaid them herself in cement of her own mixing.
She

better had been effected in the house of the Golden Balls.

;
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stitched

some muslin and made a blind

for her

window.

She

scrubbed the shelves and table in the kitchen with pumice-stone
and soda, till the white deal shone like new. When work for the
day was over, she laid a rug before the kitchen fire, brought the
tea-table before

it,

threw over

it

a cloth, and put on

it

her lamp.

She seated herself beside the stove, with the door open, so that
the red light flickered over her knees and skirt, and white stockings
and neat shoes, whilst the lamp irradiated her face and hands,
intent and engaged on needlework.
Joanna had always been an energetic worker, never idle, but
her work hitherto had been unsystematic, undirected, desultory
it was like her conscience, unsystematic, undirected, spasmodic in
action.
She had done what came to hand, and done it as the light
of nature taught her.
At Court Eoyal Lodge she had seen order,
reduced
to
clockwork.
She had learned that comfort
cleanliness,
was inseparable from both. Her feminine instinct for what is
seemly and right was satisfied, and she was resolved, with the
;

whole strength of her strong will, to reform the domestic arrangements at the Golden Balls.
She had several battles with Lazarus, but she was victorious
along the line. The meals were better. He had made himself
ill
by the nastiness of the food he had eaten whilst she was
away, and he was ready to yield a point in this particular, on
her return, for his own health's sake.
She did not openly
oppose him when she found she could carry her purpose by quiet
persistence.
When in

Plymouth at his private money-lending office, at
which he was present for some hours in the day, an office without
name on the door or window, quite a private lodging, to all appearance he was well dressed, that is in respectable clothes, without
On his return he dived
patches, without splits, not discoloured.
at once into his bedroom, and re-emerged, the wretchedest of old
'

If
It is in eating, Joanna, that clothes get spoiled.
ragmen.
we were angels, neither eating nor drinking, our clothes would
never wear out. With the utmost care we cannot avoid speckling
and splashing the cloth.'
*
Where are my house clothes ? he asked one day, putting his
head only his head out at the door. * I can't find them anywhere, and I've been hunting for them high and low. I'll catch my
death of cold. Have you taken them to darn ? Tell me. I am
'

all

of a shiver.'
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'
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but they are not

fit

for

you

to put on.'
*

matter of that, this is home, sweet home, and anydo
there.
Joanna, be a dearie, and walk backwards
thing
with them, and pass them in at the door whilst I hold it ajar.'

Oh,

for the

will

*

I can't

'

Sold

I've sold them.'

them

'

*

cried the Jew.

Sold the very skin off my
Oh, Joanna, I hope you had a good offer for them.'
'
I sold them as old rags, three pounds for a penny.
There
were not many pounds in them ; you had worn them thread-

back

!

!

bare.'

Oh, Joanna what am I to do
She came towards the door.
'
I have it in my hand.'

*

!

He
do

I to

uttered a
*

door.

Pass

it

little

under.

for clothes ?

?

Where

the

is

money ?

'

scream, and drew in his head and shut the
Brrr it is dreadfully raw
What am
!

!

'

She stood outside, and heard him counting the coppers.
You might
Very little, wretchedly little,' he muttered.
almost as well have thrown the things away.'
*
That would have been against the principles on which I have
been reared never do anything for nothing.'
*
True doctrine,' said the Jew, I was speaking poetically. I
*

'

'

strew flowers sometimes.

It is

my mind

ornate.'

'
I say, Joanna
Presently he called very loud, Joanna
'
*
what do you want ?
Well,' she answered,
!

'
!

'

'

door
'

I'm quivering like gold-leaf,' he said plaintively through the
'
I can't come out as I am.'
;
Put on again the suit you went out in.'

'

But

'

What of that?'
It may drip.
And

'

I

want

my

tea.'

bread and butter.'

'Well?'
'

The

little

bits

with butter on them

may

fall

on

my

knees

butter downwards, and stain me.'
'
I've made you a sort of blouse,' said Joanna through the keyYou can slip it over
hole, 'in which you can be respectable.

your suit when you come in.'
'
But the seat, Joanna ; the wear and tear there is sickening.'
'I've cushioned your chair,' she replied through the keyhole.
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After a while Lazarus appeared, respectably dressed. Then
the girl produced a smock she had made, and he drew it over his
head.
1

1 look rustic in

*

he said

it,'

but I see the idea

;

it will

save

I approve.'

clothes.

The kitchen looked cosy with the lamp and fire, the hearthrug, the tablecloth, and the tea-things, and with the curtain drawn.
'
*
Dear heart
It is beautiful, but expensive,' said Lazarus.
alive
'

!

you are burning the
reckoned up, and

I've

answered Joanna,

*

coals very fast.'
find it cheapest to

have a good

fire,'

cheaper by sevenpence three farthings per

night.'

How

'

I'd be proud
do you make that out ? asked the Jew.
to know how spending can be converted into saving.'
'
*
I
I worked one night without fire,' said Joanna in reply.
worked at the coat- turn ing, and my fingers were so cold I could
hardly hold the needle, and had to put them in my mouth to
bring the feeling into them. The next evening I worked with
fire, the same number of hours, at the same sort of work, and did
Then I ciphered it all up
half as much again with warm fingers.
at
so many hours, and coals, by measure, at fourso much done
teen shillings per ton, and I reckon I cleared sevenpence three
*

'

farthings.'

Seven times eight makes fifty-six. Twelves in fifty-six, four
and eight over. Seven farthings, one and three over. Penny
three farthings from four-and-eight makes a total of four-andSay twelve weeks of firing, that makes
sixpence farthing.
*

twelve times four, forty-eight

;

twelve times

six shillings

six,

:

forty-eight and six make fifty-two.
Why, Joanna, that is the
of
two
twelve
and
pounds
threepence per annum. At
clearing
that rate you may burn coals and I will not grumble.'
There is nothing like thrift, is there, master ?
'

'

*

Ah,' said the Jew,

look to

is

'

talk of the beauties of nature

the moral lessons

!

What

I

How many

of your
preaches.
run over the sea cliffs, look at the thrift that
it

holiday-takers, who
covers them, and lay the flower to heart ?

proves of hoarding.

is

I'm not one who apa low and savage virtue, but

Hoarding
Turning over is the cultured virtue. Turn your eggs and they
don't addle, but they won't set.
It is better with moneys.
You
can always restore the vital heat to them in your pocket, turn
them over, and hatch out of them a pretty brood.'
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Lazarus spread his hands before the fire, and the light played
over his face.
He smiled with satisfaction.

The domestic circle,' said he to himself, or Joanna, or both,
a very pleasant circle to him who is its centre. I only passed
through it as the man in the circus goes through a hoop, and
mine was on fire, and singed me. Nevertheless, I won't say
'

'

is

butHe

did not finish his sentence, and Joanna did not trouble

herself to inquire
*

what he intended to

I think a shave wouldn't

say.

do you harm,' she observed.

*

There

a frowsy growth on your upper lip like a neglected plantation.'
'
I'm going to grow a moustache,' said the Jew. ' I'm about
to mark an epoch with it.'
is

*

You

you going to make yourself ridiculous

'

?

Not at all ridiculous. I've come to that period of life when
a judicious growth of hair disguises the ravages of time.'
'
'
Pray, what is the epoch to be marked by a moustache ?
*

asked the

girl.

Instead of answering the question directly, he sighed, stretched
his legs and arms, and said, ' I'm a lone, lorn widower.'
(

'

That ought not to trouble you much,' observed Joanna.
You've been a grass widower long enough.'
'
That is just it, Joanna,' said the Jew ( I've been in grass
;

so long that I should like
*

'

now

to get into clover.'

Do you think of retiring from business ?
Oh dear no I couldn't live without it.'

'

asked the

girl.

!

Then you

me to

'

spend more on housekeeping ?
He shook his head and hitched his shoulders uneasily. ' I'm
not inclined to launch out far yet,' he said, with an intonation on
the last word. ' The time will soon come when it will be otherI am going to foreclose on those Kingsbridge people.
wise.
What is more, I've been about and seen some of the other mortgagees, and given them such a scare that I've no doubt they will
do the same. I've got it into the society papers, Joanna pub'

will allow

lished to the world that the great ironclad Duke is foundering.
The beauty of my position is that I strike at the heart. I have

my hold on Court Eoyal itself. They will sell anything rather
than that ; and if they once begin to sell, it will go like a forest
on fire there will be no stopping it.'
'
They will be beyond your reach when the marriage takes
place,' said Joanna.
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*

have put a spoke in that wheel.

I

The marriage

is

broken

off,'

I wish I had done nothing
Joanna was sincerely distressed.
I
I
I
had
wish
wish
not
for you.
You have done everything for me,' said Lazarus. * Through
I
you have ascertained who are the mortgagees, and who hold the
Even the
bills, and I have been able to see and scare them all.
*

'

!

'

insurance company, that has the heaviest mortgage of all, is made
uneasy. _You may depend upon it, I have taken the pillars
between my arms, and brought down the house upon the Philistines.'

Joanna burst into

tears.

the Jew, 'you have been dazzled and
'There,
bewitched by those aristocrats, like so many others. It is a short
enchantment that will soon pass. Joanna, we will have a bloater
Eh ? soft roe eh ?
for supper.
Joanna held down her head, and the tears dropped on the
there,' said

'

!

work on which she was engaged.

Lazarus looked at her with

a peculiar expression in his eyes. Then he began to whistle
'
'
plaintively to himself Azucena's song in Trovatore,' Homeward

returning to our green mountain.'
Presently the girl looked up, saw him watching her, and
something in his expression offended her, for she coloured, and
I did not know you were musical.'
I'm what you may call a many-sided man,' answered the Jew,
*
full of prismatic twinkle and colour.
You've only seen me under
one aspect, and that the business one appraising goods, whacking
little boys, and scolding you.
But there is more in me than you
You've
me
hard, may be, but I'm like a sirloin
suppose.
thought
of beef I have my tender undercut.
You've thought me cold,
because I'm not given to blaze and crackle with emotion and
sentiment, but I'm a slow combustion stove, lined with firebrick,
and when alight I give out a lot of heat for my size. There are
some men like the greengage all sweetness without, but the
heart within is stony. There are others like the walnut, rugged
and hard as to their exterior, but nutty and white and delicious
'

said,
'

when you get
'

'

tache

and

at their insides.

Such, Joanna,

am

I.'

I've never tasted the nuttiness yet,' said the girl.
But it is there.' He shook his head. * Wait till
is

my mousand
that
of
cards
is
tossed
about,
grown,
Kingsbridge pack

you'll see wonders.'
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want to see no more of you than

I

am

forced

to,'

she

muttered.
*
I suppose now, taking
Oh, Joanna, don't say that
that you have got a certain amount of liking for me.'

all in all,

!

What do you mean by " taking

'

all

in all

"

?

Do you mean

taking your heap of greasy, patched clothes, and your frowsy face,

and your long and dirty finger-nails, and your stingy habits, and
the way you smack your lips over food that is palatable, and the
way in which you are ogling me now taking all this together I
have a liking for you ? No, nothing of the kind.'
Why do you say these offensive things, Joanna ? We belong
to each other like a pair of stockings ; one can't go on without the
'

other.'

I think I could shift without you,' said Joanna.
the bell ; some one is at the door.'
'

A moment

after

*

There

is

Charles Cheek's voice was heard in the

passage.

Not but what I wanted
I want to see him.
that
is a permanent
but
Joanna
you
craving.'
Here is Mr. Lazarus,' said the girl, ushering the young man
into the kitchen.
'I've put him on a smock to keep him re'

Is the boss in ?

to see

also,

;

'

spectable.'

What do you want

*

brow and without a
*

This

man.

*

is

a

What

with

me ?

'

asked Lazarus, with lowering

salutation.
'

reception, is it not ? exclaimed the young
else can I want of you but money ?
I am cleaned
civil-

father relaxes.
He is out
out, and desire accommodation till
of humour just now, and will send me no more than
allowance.
As if a young fellow of spirit could live within his allowance ! '

my

my

did you not come to
Lazarus, almost rudely.

'

'

Why

'

Because money-lending and money-taking are proper to you

my

office at

a proper time

?

asked

at all times.'
'

you have no more. You have had abundance, and
what I have lent already.'

I can let

I shall lose
'

How much

*

I cannot tell till I

is

that

'

?

have looked.'

Well, go and see.'
Lazarus rose reluctantly from his chair, and taking a candle,
it at the fire and went to his room.
When Joanna saw that he
'

lit

was gone she drew near to Charles Cheek, and looking up in his
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face with a grave expression said,
Lazarus will ruin you.'
'
But I must have money. If

obtain
*

not come here after money.

my father will

did you see your father last

A century ago.'
Why do you see him

'

Do

not find

it,

I

must

elsewhere.'

it

When

'

'

*

Because I

'

You

am

so seldom ?

?'

'

not partial to lectures on extravagance.'
Go to your father ; tell him the truth

deserve them.

;

promise him to be more prudent.'
*
No use, Joanna. I cannot be prudent. It is not in me. I
must spend, just as the sun emits light and the musk fragrance.'

Neither of these exhausts itself. You must not, you must
I know how this works.
In seven
not, indeed, come to Lazarus.
It brings inevitably to ruin, and I would
years I ought to know.
4

not have you come to that.'

'Why

not, Joey?'
Because I like you, Charlie.'
Both laughed. His impertinence had been met and cast back
'

in his face.
*

Upon my

and manage

word, Joanna, I wish you could take me in hand
then something might be made out of me.'
;

me

I cannot take that responsibility on me.
I turn coats, not
them.
But
I
can
advise
I
do entreat you to
those who wear
you.
*

listen to me. I speak because you have been kind to me, and I do
not meet with so much kindness as to be indifferent to those who

would like to see you out of Lazarus's books. You
can give
only your note of hand. Do you consecurity
takes
on that ? There go home, see your
he
interest
sider what
want
make no promises if you are too
him
what
you
father, tell

show

me.

it

I

him no

;

weak

keep them.'
I wish you would let me come here sometimes and ask you
what I am to do when in a hobble. You have brains.'
Do what I ask you now, and you may. It is vain to expect
to

'

'

help

if

you

will not follow advice.'
'

Upon my word,' said the young man, I wish it were possible
to make you Mrs. Charlie Cheek, and then, maybe, you
for
able to make a man of me.'
be
would
Not possible,' said Joanna.
'

me

*

Why
<

The

not

'

?

material

is

not present out of which to

make

a man.'
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Charles Cheek laughed constrainedly,
She had cut him to the quick, but the cut did
him good. He was a kindly, easy-disposed young man, without
He had one rare and excellent
guile, marred by bad bringing up.
his
own shortcomings. Joanna
knew
quality he was humble and
a man was in him.
Had
of
was wrong. With that, the making

Then both laughed, but

and coloured.

:

he been conceited, it would not.
'
How much do you want ? asked Lazarus, entering. He had
heard them laugh, and supposed they had made a joke about him.
'
1
I have changed my
Nothing,' answered the young man.
come
to
I
before
father
mind. I'll try my
you, Bloodsucker !'
again
'

CHAPTER XXXIX.
OVER A SNAIL.
*

'

WELL,
*

Joe, flourishing ?

Middling, Charlie.'

Joanna was seated in the shop of the Golden Balls next day
behind the counter, engaged on her needlework, when Charles
Cheek came in, and swung the door behind him, so that it clashed
and jarred the glass.

You must

*

not be violent,' said Joanna,

go down

Why
'

If

to your bill along with the silk
have you not gone to your father as

'

or the breakages will

gown and the

necklace.
'

?

you promised
'
I am ashamed to appear before him,' answered young Cheek.
I tell him the truth he will kick me out of the house, and not
return ticket.'

my

pay

'

'

'

Do you want a large sum ?
I lost my money in a way I

daren't confess.
My governor is
a practical turn of mind, and will insist on particulars.
I
at invention, and if I begin to tell lies he will find me
and
be
down on me like the steam-hammer at the docks '
out,
(
Then tell him the truth. That always answers, for no one

a

man of
am bad

!

believes
'

it.'

I cannot.

snail-shell

The

me for this article ?
me a hundred pounds.'

deal with
It cost

Joanna took up the
VOL.

VI.

NO.

This did it.' He drew a
on the counter. ' Will you
a curiosity, and a costly one.

case is too gross.

from his pocket, and set

It is

snail-shell,

31, N.S.

it

and turned it about, then put it
5
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'

down contemptuously.
shell except

There

is

nothing particular about this

its size.'

Yes, there is. She is a racer. I lost a hundred pounds on her.
I was proud of my snail, too, and
I cannot tell my father that.
dead
or
either
She has not put out her head
is
she
now
STilky.
4

since I lost
'

How

(

By

on

my money

her.'

manage that ?

did you

'

Charles Cheek
racing, I tell you.'
close
to Joanna.
it,

jumped on the counter

and seated himself on

'

Will you take a chair ? she asked.
*
No, thank you. This is my only chance of getting you to
I am going to tell you about my snail.'
He
look up to me.
1

thrust the shell before her.

me

Do

'

look at this beast.

She has lost

a hundred pounds.'

Joanna continued sewing, without looking off her work.
'
Joe,' he said, what do you think of that ?
I had rather be the snail than you.'
I will tell you how it was.
Captain Finch and I have played
a good deal together of late at billiards, and we have also raced
our snails. His is a very good runner. His regiment is under
orders for India so we resolved to have a final trial between our
'

'

'

'

;

double or quits.
Mine started right enough, but
became lazy, and I touched her. When I did that, the snail,
I was
instead of running the faster, retreated within her shell.
snails

for

frightened, and applied the lighted end of
She ought to have rushed out, but, instead,

my

cigar to the shell.

went into

sulks.

She

has not put out her horns since. Joe, you ought to sympathise
with me and help me I had christened my racer after you.'
4
My name is not Joe.'
;

I

My

snail

'Why

was called Joanna.'

did you

name a

snail after

me?

It

was no compli-

ment.'
I had to give her
1 called her after the j oiliest girl I knew.
a name, and I could think only of you at the time. I can't tell
my governor the story of the snail, can I ? Invent me something
I

to take its place.'

Joanna shook her head.
'

'

I never tell a lie to Lazarus.

I cannot

do

that,'

she said gravely

;

mother again, I
You must be true to

If ever I see

my

will be true to her in every word I utter.
your father. Whom can we be true to except our own parents ?
her lips curled with scorn * there is no sin in
As for the public
'
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They love lies as rats love aniseed.
lying to them.
snail in water, and she'll put out her head.'

Put your

I never thought of that.
Give me a saucer and water, and
I dare say she is as dry as a sermon.'
will try.
Joanna complied with his request. No customer came into
'

we

the shop just then

;

had one come, he would have seen two young

heads bowed over a saucer with a
snail.

The one head was

fair,

little

water in

the other dark

;

watching a
the one face goodit,

natured, feeble, the other full of character and intelligence. Both
pleasant in appearance ; the young man good-looking, the girl
beautiful

;

he with almost boyish simplicity, she with womanly

shrewdness.
*

She

is stirring,

by Jove

'

!

exclaimed Charlie Cheek.

5-2
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'

I said she would.

am

I

never mistaken.'

was a case of double or quits,' explained the young man ;
*
There was a matter of fifty
that is how I came to lose so much.
pounds between us, so when Finch proposed double or quits on a
'

It

snail race, I said "
4

Done

And done you

When

you.

"

!

The snail was wiser than
from the contest, and you perse-

Joanna.

are,' said

burnt, she retired

'

vered.'

There comes her head,' exclaimed Cheek.
Yours is to come,' said Joanna.
Don't be hard on me, Joe ; I shall get bad words enough
from my father. He is a rough man, and lets his tongue play,
and his tongue is a lash of iron. I confess to you I would to
no one else I am ashamed of myself; I am too weak. I can't
'

'

'

say

No to a fellow.'
You are like the

'

the tide leaves

1

'

You are hard on

'

Is it

lie,

;

me.'

A man should have backbone
the
tide, but I am solid.'
up by

not so

was cast

by the tide where
and dissolve away into nothing.'

jelly-fish, carried ashore

them they
?

or

he

is

nothing.

It is easy for you to talk.
You have a head. I only wish
to
were
at
be
you
my sister,
always
my elbow.'
'
Last night you lamented that I was not your wife. Which do
'

'

you mean ?
The young man coloured and fidgeted. He drew his head
away it had been in close proximity to hers, over the saucer.
Of course I am joking,' he said.
She laughed, then said, See
What, now, or last night ?
I have frightened you by pretending to take your words as earDo not be alarmed. I do not desire responsibility for a
nest.
;

'

'

'

*

!

man, in either capacity, who is unable to care for himself.'
But Joanna this shall be my last folly. I solemnly swear
(

!

it.

me

You

are the only person I
father, and
disposed to give

my

except

ever I

am

know who has spoken

he makes

way when

me
I

plainly to
If

mad, he hurts me.
ought to be firm, I'll

re-

member the jelly-fish.'
He spoke in a tone

of hurt pride and real distress.
Joanna
put forth her hand and grasped his, whilst her face shone with
That is right,' she said cheerily.
It does my heart
pleasure.
'

'

If you want to give me the
good to hear you speak thus.
greatest of pleasures, it will be to let me know that you have
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kept your word, for, in spite of your weakness, I do like you.
Moreover, to prove to you that I have confidence in you, I will
help you now. You shall have the hundred pounds in a week.'
'

How

will

'

it ?

you get

asked the young man.

Lazarus, surely.'
'
No,' she replied, looking grave,
apply to him to lend it to me.'
'

Whence

is it

to

come ?

*

I

would not

'

Not from

for the world

Not from your wages, saved

'

?

no wages, I am a pawn.'
You will obtain that for me ?
hundred pounds
I
You shall know about it to-mcrrow. To-morrow you go to
*

'

your
4

*

I receive

A

'

!

father.'

How

1 will go, certainly.
It shall
Never mind.

name,

as the snail bears

'

you find the hundred pounds ?
be done to restore the credit of my
will

it.'

you would tell me how it
'No, you will find out in time.

I

1 wish

is

to be got.'
I

am not doing
my name.'

this for

you, but for the sake of the snail that bears

Thank you, Joanna you said something different when you
made the offer. I must pay Captain Finch before he sails a
debt of honour is binding and must be paid, a debt to a trades*

;

;

man may.

If I

had been unable to

find the

should have destroyed myself.'
No,' said the girl, shaking her head.
'

a firmer character than you have got.

How

money,

I think I

To do that demands
would you have done
'

'

it,

pray ?
'
I do not know.

I dare say I should

have jumped into the

sea.'
4

That

What

is

bad,' said

Joanna

*
;

I

have tried

it.'

'

is

?

good
There must be some easy way of slipping out of life when
life becomes unendurable.'
'
Oh yes. The simplest of all is laudanum. That sends you
to sleep, and you sleep away into the never-ending slumber.'
*

*

Repeat the name.'
earth can you want with laudanum
tired of existence, I suppose ?
Joanna said nothing.
'

What on

?

You

are not

'

*

'

*
She is
exclaimed the young man.
Oh, look at the snail
getting out of the saucer, she is lively again. I might race her
again and win back my hundred pounds.'
!
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'

'

you have done with these follies. Life is
Mr. Cheek. It is a time for making money, not of throwI wish you had some of the monokeratic principle
away.

No,' said Joanna,

serious,
it

ing

in you.'

The young man
of his hair.

roots

started from the counter, and coloured to the
'
What do you know of that ? ' he asked

I hate the sound, and now it issues from your lips.'
should you hate it ? It has been the means of making

*

sharply.
4

Why

a fortune.'
*

It

is

a trouble to me.

I suppose the officers I associate with

know about my

father, or I suspect they do, and every allusion
to a unicorn cuts into me as i the beast itself were driving its

horn between my ribs.
There it is, plastered on every hoarding,
with the inscription " Try Cheek's Monokeratic System.'"
'
I am sorry to have offended you.
I do not see why you
dislike
to
hear
should
of that which has made you.'
'
Wait, Joanna, till you are near the top of the tree, and then
the words Grolden Balls will drive you frantic.'
'
*
Maybe,' said Joanna, though I do not see why it should.

But

what I was speaking about before you interme.
To
rupted
my thinking you are leading an altogether unlife.
Life
is a time for making money.'
worthy
'
'
for
those
born without it,' said the young man.
My
Only
father has amassed a large fortune.
It will be mine some day, no
to return to

It is hard that I should be limited to a beggarly four

doubt.

hundred per annum.
You would not have me make more
That
would
be carrying coals to Newcastle.'
indeed
money.
*
but
life
has
other
No,
objects for which a man may strive.
There is position.
Push for that.
Your father is not a gentle-

man, but you can be one.'
Well, I am working in that
'

associate with officers, play billiards
and eat with them.'
'

And

lose

money

to

them on

direction,'

said Charles.

'

I

and cards, and ride and smoke

snails.'

Yes, all conduces to good fellowship. I am friends with
those who would not meet my father.
I have stepped from the
counter to one of the shelves.'
*

*

am

not aimless,' said the girl.
are striving for position I can respect you ; an aimless life
I

glad your

life is

despicable.'
'
I cannot say that I have ever

'

is

If
to

you

me

thought much about a purpose,'
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my

social superiors.'

And sometimes

'

to have a chat with such as

me

your social

inferior.'

No doubt

'

about that, Joe.'

Well, Mr. Cheek, form a purpose, and drive hard after it.'
The young man reseated himself on the counter, in
Joe
a graver, more meditative mood than was common with him.
4
Have
Joe, I should like to have a photograph taken of you.
at
time
?
been
any
photographed
you
She shook her head and laughed.
*
You are a girl to make a fellow think and try to do better.
I should like to have your picture.'
I have had neither the time nor the money to waste on one,'
*

'

'

!

'

'

she answered.
*

The money

is

damage.'
'
I can

me

It is

close.

Will you shut up shop for half an
I will pay the

nothing.

hour and come with

to the photographer ?

now noon, and no

business will be done

But

I will consent on one condition only.'
condition you like to make.'

at dinner-time.
'

Any

'

Let us three be taken in a group.'
What three ? You, Lazarus, and I ?
No, certainly not. You, I, and the snail.'
By all means. Immortalise my folly. I also

'

'

*

'

stipulation
'

What

:

will
is

will

make a

'

you grant

it ?

I

am

it ?

not like you.

I do not offer blank

cheques.'

Let us be taken holding hands. Just now, when I promised
amend, you flashed out with such a smile, and took my hand
and said, " That is right " It sent a rush of blood to my heart,
and I felt as if I had conquered the world. Let us be taken
together, holding hands over the snail, and then I shall be nerved
to keep my resolution.
If disposed to break it, I shall look on
the picture and blush.'
'I consent.
Promise me,' said Joanna, looking down and
'

to

!

'
speaking slowly, that you will not be angry with me whatever
hear
to-morrow.
If you are in trouble yourself, do not
you may
doubt but that I also shall have to go through humiliation before
I can get the money.'
*

From whom

will

'

you get

it ?
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1

4

for

Never mind.'
But I do mind.

me ?

You

won't do anything wrong, Joe, even

'

*

For the

'

I should never forgive myself if

snail,

you mean.'

There
respect you.
or care for as you.'

is

you got into trouble. I do
not another girl in the world I think of

CHAPTER

XL.

CHEEK SENIOE.
CHARLES CHEEK was on

his

way

to town next day in an express

Western Kailway. He
smoking
would have gone first, but his funds would not allow the extravagance. At the Kingsbridge Road station the door of the carriage
was opened, and an elderly gentleman dashed in, drawing after
him his portmanteau, then signalling through the window when
the train was in motion that he had forgotten his bundle of rugs
and umbrella on the platform. A porter picked them up, ran
after the train, and thrust them through the window, knocking
the cigar out of Charles Cheek's mouth and inflicting a dent on
carriage of the Great

second-class

his hat.
'
*

Very

When

sorry,

upon

travelling one

my

word,' said the owner of the articles.
to lose one's goods.'

is liable

Seeing that you have but your head, portmanteau, and
bundle of rugs, the exertion of recollecting them cannot be ex'

cessive.'
'

I had just
time to throw a shilling to the porter, but as I was agitated I
don't know where it went and whether he saw it.
Perhaps it fell
under the rails and is flattened. When I am hot and flurried my
I will
It does not matter.
sight fails me and my hand shakes.
give the man another shilling on my return. Lord bless me I
have got into a smoking carriage. Never mind, I do smoke for
once in my life I am lucky. May this be an omen that my
Sometimes I have got into a first
journey will be prosperous
class when I had a second-class ticket, and then had to pay the
difference.
Sometimes I have tumbled into a third class when I
had paid fare by second, but the company never refunded. Why,
'

I

never travel

if I

can help

it,'

said the other.

!

!

bless

my

heart

!

Surely I

know your

face

;

you are the image of
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your sainted mother, and have the Worthivale look about your
eyes and mouth more than has my cross boy Beavis. Surely I
am speaking to Mr. Charles Cheek ?
That is my name, sir, and have I the honour
'
Of meeting a relative. Your mother was my first cousin. I
hear you have been at Plymouth. It is really too bad that you
have never been near us. Only a pleasant cruise to Kingsbridge
from Plymouth.'
4
You have not invited me, sir. Are you Mr. Worthivale ?
The same. Steward to his Grace the Duke of Kingsbridge.
We have a nice little place, Court Eoyal Lodge, and would have
been proud to see you in it. I did not invite you ? Bless my
I have intended to do so, and tied
soul how careless of me
knots in my pocket-handkerchief several times to remind me to
write ; but when I came to find the knot I always recollected
some omissions in my duty to his Grace, and thought the knot
was tied in reference to that. You must excuse my neglect. I
am so overwhelmed with business that I have no time to think
of private affairs. You may be sure that you would always be
welcome at the Lodge.'
4
1 dare say you have much to occupy you now,' said
There is much talk in Plymouth about the
Charles Cheek.
I hear they are in a very ugly
in
the
Duke's
affairs.
break-up
'

'

*

'

'

!

!

*

mess.'

Mess

'

exclaimed Mr. Worthivale, bridling ; ' mess is not a
word that is seemly in such connection. A duke's affairs may
'

!

become embroiled, an

earl's involved, an ordinary squire's may
into confusion, but only a tradesman's can get into a mess.
There has been agricultural depression felt in the midlands
fall

and in the east of England, where much corn is grown, and
some of the great landowners have had to retrench, and the
smaller have been reduced to difficulties
but here it is
not so.
A duke is something very different from a country
;

squire.'

Not a
told this

trace of a blush appeared on the steward's face as he
He was a man of scrupulous integrity, but to save

lie.

the honour of the house he served he was ready to say anything
who can tell? even do anything. Mr. Worthivale, who
told this falsehood, was actually on his way to town to see the
father of Charles Cheek, the wealthy tradesman, and to try to
inveigle

him

into lending

money

to relieve the distress of the
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family.

He had

requesting him

written to Grudge, as agent for Mr. Emmanuel,
on a certain day. He had

to call at his house

written to the other mortgagees,

who were anxious and troubleAnd the words he

some, to pacify them with words if possible.
had used to them were not strictly true.

He was not satisfied
would
be satisfied with only
and
Emmanuel
alone,
Emmanuel,
his
for
He
tortured
brains
had
promises.
many nights with
schemes for raising money without a sale of property. All at
once a brilliant idea flashed into his mind. He recollected Mr.
Cheek, of the monokeratic system, who had married his pretty
and sweet cousin, a Worthivale. He had not met Cheek since
the funeral of Mrs. Cheek, but he knew about him and his son
from the correspondence of relatives. He had not taken a liking
to Mr. Cheek, who was a man of modern ideas, without patience
with Conservatives and Churchmen, and held advanced ideas
about the land laws and the extension of the franchise, and cried
out for Disestablishment and the abolition of the House of Lords.
Mr. Worthivale had heard also of young Charles, a careless,
extravagant dog, who gave his father much trouble. Mr. Cheek
had wished his son to enter the business, and had forced him,
when he left school, to occupy a stool in the office, but Charles in
an hour threw the accounts into such confusion that it took his
father days to unravel them; and although he was tried in
various departments of the establishment, he proved such a failure
in all that his father was fain to let him go his own way.
Charles
had desired to enter the army, but Mr. Cheek would not hear of
this, and battled against his son's inclination till the young man
was past the age at which he could obtain a commission. Then
only did he admit to himself that he had made a mistake. In the
army Charles would have had a profession and something to
occupy him, and he seemed fit for no other profession, and to
care for no other occupation.
The father proposed that he should
that

read for the Bar, but the disinclination of Charles for legal studies
soon manifested itself. For medicine he was too thoughtless,

and Mr. Cheek was forced to let him live as an idler. The father
had been so accustomed to work, and to associate work with the
first duty of man, even though that work was to throw dust in
the eyes of the public, that it was with the utmost reluctance
that he consented to find Charles an income of four hundred a
year, and to let him live as he liked, associating with officers,
losing money to them, entertaining them, and being laughed at
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Charles had got into trouble several

times, and his father had paid his debts, each time with angry
reproaches and threats of disinheritance.

Worthivale had heard that the elder Cheek had amassed a
large fortune, which his son's extravagance might impair but could
not exhaust. He had taken it into his head that nothing would
be easier for him than to persuade old Mr. Cheek to lend the
necessary thousands for the saving of the Duke. This was the

new web

of fancy spun

by

no

his hopes, attached to

floating in his brain like the gossamer of
vain hope he was on his way to town.

autumn

probabilities,
and in this

;

am

going to drop in on your father,' said Mr. Worthivale.
going to town without looking him up. It is
many years since we met, and when we get old we cling to old
Are you going directly home ? If so, tell him I
acquaintances.
shall turn up.'
*
I am not so keen
I shall put up at an hotel.
Oh no
*

'

I

I cannot think of

!

after the shelter of the paternal wing.'
4
1 rather want to see your father this evening.
I have so
much business to occupy
day that I can ill spare other time.

my

Am

I likely to find
1

him

Sure to catch him.

at

home

He

'

of an evening ?
never goes to the theatre or concerts.

You

could not wring five words out of him during business hours.
I shall not drop in on him to-morrow till after the Monokeros has

drawn in his horn.'
'

said the steward, ' I will take a cab after I have
dinner and go to him. It is as well that we should not

If that be

so,'

had my
be there together ; he and I will like to have a chat over old times
times before you were born.'
Accordingly, on reaching town, Mr. Worthivale drove to his
inn, ordered a simple dinner, and when he had done, took a han-

som

to his destination.

Mr. Cheek had just dined, and was lingering over his glass of
wine when the steward was announced. He told the servant to
show Mr. Worthivale in to him in the dining-room. This was a
large apartment with a red flock paper on the walls, and a Turkey
carpet on the floor. The furniture was of heavy mahogany,
polished, his chairs covered with red leather. The window-curtains
were of red rep. Against the walls hung some large engravings
Landseer's dog looking out of a kennel, the Newfoundlander

lying on a quay, Bolton

Abbey

in the olden time

pictures every
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one has seen and knows as he knows the

airs of

'

Trovatore

'

and

the taste of peppermint.
Over the fireplace was a looking-glass ; on the table were
oranges, almonds, raisins, and mixed biscuits. Everything was
in the room that was to be expected ; nothing there that was
unexpected. Tottenham Court Eoad had furnished it. A man's

room

reflects his

mind.

Everything there was

solid,

sound, and

commonplace.
Mr. Worthivale had no time to look round him. He ran forward and effusively shook hands with Mr. Cheek, who rose ceremoniously, and received his greeting without great cordiality, but
with civility.
Take a chair, Worthivale glad to see you. Have port or
sherry ? If you prefer claret I will have some decanted. Don't
drink it myself. Take an orange or raisins. I will ring and
'

;

have some more almonds brought

some

biscuits

;

you

I

in.

have eaten most. Take
and there under the

will find a ratafia here

I have eaten those on the top.

I hope you are well.
have not seen you for twelve years and a half.'
*
So much as that ? You do not say so
You have not visited me since my wife's death.'

others.

I

'

!

'

'

I

may

come

to

on you. I live in the country. You Londoners
Why have you not fled the fogs and smoke, and
sea air and the landscape of South Devon ?

retort

need a holiday.

me for

'

I never take a holiday.
Can't afford it.
Work always goes
and always needs my presence. When the Londoners leave
town, the country folk come up, and purchase for the ensuing
*

on,

year.'

Mr. Cheek was a heavily built man, with a long head and face,
flat, with a nose sticking out of it, much as the Peak of
Teneriffe pokes out of the sea
led up to by no subsidiary elevaHis eyebrows were black, but
tions, abrupt, an afterthought.
his hair was grey, and disposed to retreat from the temples, which
were highly polished. He wore a grey thick Newgate collar, a
the latter

black frock coat, black trousers, black waistcoat relieved by a
heavy gold chain, a good deal of white shirt front, turned-down
collars, necessitated

by the Newgate

fringe,'

and a black

tie.

He

always smelt of black dye, for his cloth clothes were always new
and glossy and uncreased. He had a trick of stretching his arms

with a jerk forward at intervals, exposing much cuff, acquired
from wearing new coats that were not easy under the arm. His
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eyes were dark and penetrating, his lips firm. From his nostrils
two very dark creases descended to the corners of his mouth,
The old man seemed very
like gashes in which lay black blood.
lonely in his dining-room, without a companion with whom to
exchange ideas, and only a choice between almonds and raisins,

and macaroons, but he did not seem to feel it as he ate and
drank he schemed fresh plans for making money, and that was
A companion would have discussed less profitable
his delight.
and interesting topics.
Worthivale spent an hour with old Cheek, telling him about
ratafia,

;

himself, his position at Court Koyal, the splendour of the Kingsbridge family, the virtues of the Duke, and Lord Eonald and the

Marquis, and the unapproachable charms of Lady Grace.
The steward went on to talk about the estates, the prospect of
making a second Torquay out of Bigbury Bay, of the chance of

converting the creek of Kingsbridge into a harbour, of the building stone on the estates, of the shale from which petroleum might
be extracted, of the slate quarries that only needed opening out
line to supply and roof in the
whole south coast of England.
Mr. Cheek had listened with indifference to the enumeration
of the merits of the members of the noble house, but when the
steward touched on .speculative ventures his interest was excited.
He ate all the almonds off the raisin dish as fast as he could chew
them, and then rang to have the dish replenished.
Mr. Worthivale hinted that his Grace was in need of tem-

and connecting with the sea by a

porary accommodation, owing to the extravagance of his ancestors
calling up of some of the mortgages, and he suggested

and the

that a better and safer investment for floating capital could not
be found.

Mr. Cheek listened with close attention, but said nothing.
Such investments apparently possessed no attraction for him. The
steward, with all his eloquence, had made no way.
The wealthy
Nevertheless, Worthivale did not abandon hope.
tradesman had not disputed the feasibility of his schemes, had not
said, in so many words, that he would have nothing to do with the
mortgages.
Then the conversation drifted to young Charles.
vale said that he had come to town with him.
'

I

know what he wants

perturbable countenance.

'

Mr. Worthi-

money,' said the father, with im-

Never made a penny

himself.'
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'

I

am

afraid

he gives you a good deal of trouble,' said the

steward.
'

answered old Cheek. * Grood looks. Keady
A figure. No Devonshire twang. Can't get the R's
address.
and the U's right myself. Never shall. Grass is long grass with
Fine

fellow,'

me, never cropped
*

grass.'

a very pleasant-looking fellow,' said Mr. Worthivale,.
the image of his dear mother.'
'
1
Mentally, morally, physically,' acquiesced the trader ; can't
*

Charles

is

man

expect every

to take to business.'

*
No,' said Mr. Worthivale ; it is born in some, not in others,
like an ear for music, a taste for sport, and a hand for carving a
*

goose.'
*

so,' said Mr. Cheek.
two generations to make a gentleman,' reasoned Mr.
'
Worthivale, and even then there always remains lurking in the

Suppose

(

It takes

system a je-ne-sais-quoiJ
'
A what ? ' exclaimed Mr. Cheek, looking frightened. ' Is it
in the skin ?
'
Only a French expression,' exclaimed the steward.
4
Never understood other than one foreign word, and that
*
I
monokeratic, for which I paid five guineas,' said Mr. Cheek.
I
to
an
went
Oxford
a
suitable
wanted
word,
scholar, and said,
find me the word, and I'll find you a five-pound note and five
'

shillings.

That's

how

I

came by

it.'

Neither spoke. The steward was peeling an orange. Presently

Mr. Cheek began to move uneasily in his

Then out came

a confidence.

*

Charles

is

chair, to swell

and

a trouble to me.

puff.

I

fill

the barrel, and when I'm gone he'll turn the tap and let it run.
No fortune can stand a running tap. I wish I knew how to cure
him. This consciousness takes the taste out of my profits. It is

from which the

omitted in the making.'
mix him in good society.
my
He hangs about a garrison town for the sake of the officers, but
he never associates with the better class of officers, only with
He never
those who like his dinners, and bleed him at billiards.
sees the ladies, and it is ladies who humanise, civilise, and

like eating bread

'Take

salt is

advice,' said Worthivale;

'

refine.'
'

Can't do

it.

I'm not in society myself.

Shop stands

in the

way.'
'

I wish I could persuade

him

to

come

to Court Eoyal

Lodge,
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first

me

a long

visit.

1H

I could introduce

him

to people of the

and show him something better than gambling

quality,
and fast ladies.

You will never do anything with him,
you have put him in a situation where his better
qualities may be drawn out, and he may learn to blush at his
officers

Cheek,

till

weaknesses.'
'

If he were

up here

in town,' said the father, scratching his

nose meditatively with a stalk of raisins,

*

it

might be done

by

paying. Some quality people do come to my shop. They don't
put on their best bonnets and come in their own carriages when

they do, but I know 'em. A long bill might be forgiven some
lady of rank and fashion if she would invite Charles to dinner or a
dance such things are done just to give him the chance of
putting his foot into high society. If he were once in, Charlie
could maintain himself there.
Society would want him when it
had seen him. I wouldn't mind paying, but it can't be done.
Charlie cares only for officers, and is either at Portsmouth or
Plymouth, befooled by them out of his my money.'
*

Send him to me.'

*

I don't suppose he

be done
'

He

would care

for the country.

Nothing to

there.'

can see the magnificent grounds.

He

can boat.

He

can

shoot.'

Grounds anywhere. Mount Edgcumbe open to public on
Wednesdays. Boating to be had at Plymouth. This is not the
time of year for shooting.'
True. Let him come to me in the shooting season.'
*
Many months to that. Meantime he may have gone to the
'

*

bad.'

him to-day

*

I invited

'

Too much

to visit

me, and he did not

of a gent for that,' said the father.

decline.'
'

Mischief is
promise you a call, and never go. I
promises reform every time he comes for money,

he can't say Nay.

He

will

know him. He
but never reforms.'
1

He

is

entangled in a social stratum

that will not allow

him

a sort of Bohemianism,

Get him out of

that, and he
be another man. My Beavis never gives me an hour's conThe
cern, because he associates with the family at Court Royal.
Marquis loves him as a brother. Beavis would do your boy an inBeavis is a fine, strong-willed, honourable fellow,
finity of good.
with a tender heart and a true conscience.'
will

to reform.
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Charlie, also, is a fine fellow,' said old Cheek, who could not
endure to have another young man contrasted favourably with his
own son. ' The mischief is, I was too busy all my days, and
could not see enough of him. Only wants his chance now.'
'
4
I must be off now.
Well,' said Worthivale, standing up,
*

Good-bye, Cheek. It is a real pleasure to me to meet you again.'
'
Dine with me the day after to-morrow. Seven punctually.'
1
1 shall be delighted.'
He left the old man sitting looking before him at the dish of
biscuits from which he had exterminated the ratafias.
Every now
and then he turned over the biscuits with his finger, but his mind
was not on the ratafias. He sjiook his long head at intervals, and
*
if Charlie were to be so weak as
said, If that were to happen
that

done

and he can't say

No

least of all to a

for irretrievably.'
(To be continued.}

woman

he would be
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QUEEN ELEANOR AND FAIR ROSAMOND.
BY MRS. OLIPHANT,

CHAPTER

VI.

PERPLEXITIES.

WHAT

was she to do

?

life that a woman is brought to such an
emergency without warning, without time for preparation. She
did nothing at all at first, and felt capable of nothing but to stare
She did not feel
blankly, almost stupidly, at her supplanter.
capable even of rising from the chair into which she had sunk in
the utter blank of consternation.
She could only gaze, interrogating not the face before her only, but heaven and earth. Was
it true ?
Could it be true ?
The young woman was evidently surprised by this pause. She
too looked curiously at her visitor, waited for a minute, and then
advancing a, step, asked, with a tone in which there was some
surprise and a faint shadow of impatience, Is it anything that I

It

is

not often in

'

can do
'

?

'

Have you been married long

'

?

This was

all

the visitor

could say.

A pretty

blush came over the other's

face.

'

We

were married

end of April,' she said. It still seemed quite natural to
her that everybody should be interested in this great event. ' We
went abroad for a month. And we were so lucky as to find this
in the

house.
'

You know my husband

I think so

:

well

j

'

?

his Christian

name

'

is

Robert is his Christian name. Oh, I am so glad to meet with
She drew a chair with a pretty
one
who has known him
any
'

'

!
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vivacious

movement

feel sure,' she said,

*

close to that

you are a

on which her visitor sat. 'I
and have come to find out

relation,

about us.'
There was something in the young creature's air so guileless,
so assured in her innocence, that if there had been any fury in the
other's heart, or on her tongue, it must have been arrested then
but there was no fury in her heart. After the first unspeakable
shock of surprise there was nothing but a great pang, and that
'
It
almost more for this young life blighted than for her own.
;

is

true.'

alive ?
'

she

said,

am

'that I

a

connection.

Is

your mother

'

Mamma ?

here to-day.

'

cried the

girl,*

She does not

with a laugh. ' Oh yes, and she is
with us, you know. She would

live

She says married people should be left to themselves ; though.
I always told her Mr. Landon was far too sensible to believe
in that trash about mothers-in-law. Don't you think it is rubbish ?
not.

Young men may

believe

it

;

but when a gentleman

is

experienced

'

and knows the world

*
Perhaps I could see your mother,' said the old wife. She felt
The day was warm, and she had
herself growing a little faint.
been travelling all night. Was not that enough to account for

And

it ?

this

happy babble

in her ear

made her heart

sick,

which

was more.
'

you.

Mamma ? Oh

yes, certainly she will be very glad to see
to see some of the relations.
She said

She always wanted

was not natural though, to be sure, at his age Shall I go
and tell her you want to see her her and not me ? But you
must not take any prejudice against me. Don't, please, if you
and you look so nice too. I know I should love
are his relation
if
would
let me.'
you
you
I have no
Let me see your mother.
She
prejudice.'
room
knew
what
she
was
The
was
scarcely
swimming in
saying.
her eyes, the green of the closed blinds waving up and down,
surrounding her with an uncertain mist of colour, through which
she seemed to see a half-reproachful, wondering look.
And then
the white figure was gone. Mrs. Lycett-Landon leant her head
upon the back of the chair, and for a minute knew nothing more.
Then 'the greenness became visible again, and gradually everything wavered and circled back into its place.
The little house was very still there were hurried steps overhead, as if two people were moving about. It was the mother
it

;

:

*

;
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hastily being put in order for a visitor ; her cap arranged, a clean
collar put on ; the young wife dancing about her in great excite-

ment

make

This process of decoration occupied some
went on the visitor came fully to herself. What
should she do? As she recovered full command of herself she
shrunk from inflicting such a blow even upon the mother. Should
she go away before they came down ?
disappear like a dream,
take no notice, but leave the strange little drama what was it,
comedy or tragedy ? to work itself out ? Why should she inIf he liked this best
and all the harm was
terfere, after all ?
now done that could be done the best thing was to go away and
She had risen with this intention, to slip
take no more notice.
to
let
herself
out, not to interfere, when another sound
away,
became audible, the sound of a door opening in the back part
to

time, and

all nice.

as it

;

Then a voice called Kose,' a voice which, in spite
made
the visitor's brain swim once more. She had
herself,
And then a step came towards the room
stop again perforce.
'

of the house.
of
to

in which she was

;

a heavy step, with a

little,

gouty limp in

it

It came along the passage, accoma step she knew so well.
*
a
Where are
panied by running commentary of half-complaint.
I
want
the
door
of
the
little
?
Then
you.'
you
drawing-room

He paused
was pushed open. * Why don't you answer me ?
there in the doorway," seeing a stranger with a quick apology
*
I beg your pardon.'
Then suddenly there came from him a cry
a roar like that of a wounded animal ' ELEANOR
Neither of the two ever forgot the appearance of the other.
She saw him with the little passage and its stronger light opening
behind him, his large figure relieved against it ; the sudden
'

'

!

look of consternation, horror, utter amaze in his face.
Horror
came first ; and then everything yielded to the culprit's sense of

unspeakable downfall, guilt self-convicted and without excuse.
He fell back against the wall ; his jaw dropped ; his eyes seemed
to turn upon themselves in a flicker of mortal dismay. The entire

and self-defence did not disarm his wife, as might
have been supposed, but filled her with a blaze of sudden vehemence, passion which she could not contain. She had said his
name as he said hers, in a quiet tone enough but now stamped
failure of all force

;

her foot and cried out, feeling it intolerable, insupportable.
'
she cried, stand up for it like a man
Well
Say you are sick
'

'

!

!

of me, of your children, of living honestly these fifty years.

something

for yourself.

Don't stand there like a whipped

Say

child.'

62
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But the man bad nothing to say. He stood against the wall
and looked at her as if he feared a personal assault. Then he
She is not to blame. She is as innocent as you are.'
said,
I have seen her,' said the injured wife.
Do you think you
need to tell me that ? But then, what are you ?
He made no reply. And the sight of him in the doorway" was
unbearable to the woman. If he had stood up for himself, made
a fight of any kind, it would have been more tolerable. But the
very sight of him was insupportable something she could not
endure.
She turned her head away and went quickly past him
towards the open door. I meant to tell her mother.' She scarcely
I meant to
knew whether she was speaking or only thinking.
tell her mother, but I cannot. You must manage it your own way.'
Next moment she found herself out in the street walking
along under the shadow of the blank wall. She was conscious of
having closed both doors behind her, that of the house and that
If she could but have closed the door of her own
of the garden.
it
out of sight, and shut it up for ever
and
She hurried
mind,
put
one
round
corner
after
another,
away, walking very quickly
through one street after another, of houses enclosed in walls and
railings, withdrawn among flowers and trees. You may walk long
through these quiet places without finding what she wanted, a cab
to take her out of this strange, still, secluded town of villas. When
she found one at last, she told the driver to take her back to the
Euston, but first to drive round Hyde Park. He thought she
must be mad. But that did not matter much so long as she was
able to pay the fare. "And then there followed what she had
'

'

'

'

'

'

!

wanted, a long, endless progress through a confusion of streets, first
quiet, full of gardens and retired houses ; then the long bustling
thoroughfares leading back into the noisy world of London ; then
the quiet streets on the north side of the park, the trees of
Kensington Gardens, the old red palace, the endless line of railings

and

trees

on the other side

;

bustle of the other streets.

the bustle of Piccadilly, so unlike the
Naturally the hansom could not go

within the enclosure of the park, but only by the streets. But
She wanted movement, the air in her
she did not care for that.
face, silence so that she

might think.
But a woman can no more think
So that she might think
when she wills than she can be happy when she wills. All that
she thought was this, going over and over it, and back and back
upon it, putting it involuntarily into words and saying them to
!
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herself like
all

honestly
heart of man

these

fifty

years

Was

!

it

At
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After living
fifty
possible ? was it in the
!

This wonder was
At fifty, after all these years
else.
And
of
he had been a
she
could
think
so great that
nothing
not
hard
to
man
:
kind, ready
help ;
upon any one fond
good
And now at fifty
of his family, liking to have them about him.
?

!

:

!

She did not think of it as a matter
and
could
not think of what she was to do,
she
affecting herself,
which was the thing she had intended to think of, when she bade
the man drive to the other end of the world. When she per-

after living honestly

.

ceived, as she did dimly in the confusion of her mind, that she
was approaching the end of her long round, she would but for

very shame have gone over it all again. But by this time she
had begun to see that little would be gained by staving it off for
another hour, and that sooner or later she must descend from that
abstract wandering, which had been more like a wild flight into
space than anything else, and meet the realities of her position.
Ah heavens the realities of her position were first of all, Horace,
her boy her grown-up boy no longer a child to whom a family
misfortune could be slurred over, but a man, able* to understand,
old enough to know.
Her very heart died within her as this
flashed
suddenly
upon her deadened intelligence. Horace and
a
man*
and a young woman. How was she to tell
Milly
young
them what their father had done ? At fifty
after all these
!

:

!

years

!

She was told at the hotel that the young gentleman had gone
for which she was deeply thankful
but would be back imif
he
but
be
detained
if something would
Oh,
mediately.
might
but happen to keep him away
She came up the great vulgar
common stairs which so many people trod, some perhaps with
out

;

!

hearts as heavy as hers, few surely with such a problem to resolve.
How to tell her boy that his father
oh God
his father,
!

whom

he loved and looked up to his kind father, who never
grudged him anything ; a man so well known a good man, of
whom everybody spoke well to tell him that his father
She locked the door of her room instinctively, as if that would keep
Horace out, and keep her secret concealed.
It was one of those terrible hotel rooms,
quite comfortable and
;

;

.

wholly unsympathetic, in which

many

of the sorest hours of

life

are passed, where parents come to part with their children, to
receive back their prodigals, to look for the missing, to receive
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tidings of the worse than dead ; where many a reconciliation has
to be accomplished, and arrangement made that breaks the heart.

Strange and cold and miserable was the unaccustomed place, with
no associations or soothing, no rest or softness in it. She walked
about it up and down, and then stopped, though the movement
gave her a certain relief, lest Horace should come to the door, hear
She
her, and call out in his hearty young voice to be admitted.
had not been able to think before for the recurrence of that dismal
chorus, At fifty and now she could not think for thinking that any
moment Horace might come to the door. She was more afraid
of her boy than of all the world beside had some one come
to tell her that an accident had happened, that he had broken
an arm or a leg, it seemed to her that she would have been
glad anything rather than let him know. And yet he would
have to know. The eldest son, a man grown, after his father the
head of his family, the one who would have to take care of the
children.
How would it be possible to keep this from him ?
And how could it be told ? His mother, who had prided herself
on her son's spotless youth, and rejoiced in the thought that a
wanton word was as impossible from the lips of Horace as from
those of Milly, reddened and felt her very heart burn with shame.
How could she tell him ? She could not tell him. It was imit was beyond her power.
possible
And then she shrank into the corner of her seat and held her
breath for who could this be but Horace, with a foot that scarcely
seemed to touch the ground, rushing with an anxious heart to
hear news of his father, up the echoing empty stair ?
'

*

!

:

:

;

:

CHAPTER

VII.

EXPLANATION.

MOTHER

me

Mother open the door.'
in.
moment.' It could not be postponed any longer. She rose up slowly and looked at herself in
the glass to see if it was written in her face. She had not taken
off her bonnet or made any change in her outdoor dress, and she
was very pale, almost ghastly, with all the lines deepened and
drawn in her face, looking ten years older, she thought. She put
her bonnet straight with a woman's instinct, and then slowly, re'

'

?

Let

In a moment, Horace

in a

!

are

you there

;

!
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opened the door.
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in eager and impatient,

not knowing what to think.

Did you want to keep

'

not to find

me

waiting

*

No, Horace, not at

*

I

went a

me

all

'

?

vexed.'

further than I intended.

little

Were you vexed

mother ?

out,

And how about papa

?

know my

I don't

'

But, mother, what of papa ?
way
Not very much, iny dear,' she said, turning away.
about.

*

'

It

must

be nearly time for lunch.'
'

Yes,

it is

quite time for lunch

and you had no breakfast.

;

them to get it ready as I came up. But you don't answer
me. Of course you found him. Is he really ill ? What does he
mean by it ? Why didn't he come with yflu ? Mother dear, is it
I told

Oh, you needn't turn away ;
anything serious ? How pale you are
hide
from
me.
What
is the matter, mamma ?
can't
anything
you
*
It is serious, and yet it isn't serious, Horace.
He is not ill,
which is the most important thing. Only a little seedy, as you
!

'

call it.
'

That's a word, you know, that always exasperates me.'
the youth said, looking at her with incredulous

Is that all ?

'

eyes.

She had turned her back upon him, and was standing before
the glass, with a pretence of taking off her bonnet. It was easier
'
to speak without looking at him.
No, my dear, that is not all.

You
and

think it very strange what I
have had a quarrel, Horace.'

will

I
1

*

Mother

am

going to say.

Papa

'
!

You may

well be startled, but

true.

it is

Our

first quarrel,'

she said, turning half round with the ghost of a smile. It was the
suggestion of the moment at which she had caught to make up
for the impossibility of thinking

how

she was to do

it.

'

They

say,

you know, that the longer one puts off a thing of this kind the
more badly one has it, don't you know? measles and other natural
We have been a long time without quarrelling, and
complaints.
now we have done it badly.' She turned round with a faint
smile but Horace did not smile.
He looked at her very gravely,
with an astonishment beyond words.
I cannot understand,' he said almost severely, what you can
;

*

'

mean.'
'

Well, perhaps

happen.
fault.'

it is

You must

not

a

little difficult

jump

;

but

still

such things do

at the conclusion that

it is all

my
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Horace caine up to her with his serious face, and put his arm
round her, turning her towards him. < I was not thinking of any
but surely I may know more than this ? You
fault, mother
and he don't quarrel for nothing, and I am not a child. You
must tell me. Mother, what is the matter ? he said, with great
For she was overdone in every way, worn out both body
alarm.
and mind, and when she felt her son's arm round her nature gave
way. She leant her head upon his young shoulder, and fell into
that convulsive sobbing which it is so alarming to bear. It was
some time before she could command herself enough to reply,
:

'

'

Oh, that

is

that

true

is

true

!

not for nothing.

Horry, you
and mother ? Oh no
perhaps come right of
'

Mother, of course

child.
'

no

!

Oh

May

Leave

!

it

a

little

But, dear

between your father

can't be the judge, can you,

only leave

;

it.

will

It

itself.'

be the judge
and see papa ?

I can't

I go, then,

;

but

still,

I'm not a

'

she cried, involuntarily clasping his arm tight
not for the world.'

*

no,'

oh

The youth grew very grave ; he withdrew his arm from her
Either it is a great deal more
almost unconsciously, and said,
serious than you say, or else
'

'

'

*

It

It is very serious, Horace.
I don't deceive you,' she said.
come
to
that
we
shall never
be together any
that
may

But still I implore you, don't go to your father oh not
now, my dear. He would not wish it. You must give me your
word not to go.'
She could not bear the scrutiny of his eyes. She turned and
went away from him, putting off her light cloak, pulling open
drawers as if in a search for something ; but he stood where she
had left him, full of perplexity and trouble. A quarrel between his
parents was incredible to Horace and the idea of a rupture, a
He stood
public scandal, a thing that could be talked about
still, overwhelmed by sudden trouble and distress, though without
I can't think what you
the slightest guess of the real tragedy.
could quarrel about,' he said. ' It seems a mere impossibility.
Whatever it is, you must make it up, mother, for our sakes.'
1
My dear, anything that can be done, you may be sure will
be done, for your sakes.'
1
But it is impossible, you know. A quarrel between you
and papa! It is out of the question. Nobody would believe it.
I think you must be joking all the time,' he said, with an abrupt

more.

!

;

!

'

!
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But his laugh seemed so strange, even to himself, that he
became silent suddenly with a look of. confusion and irritation.
Never in his life had he met with anything so extraordinary before.
laugh.

'

I

am

not joking,' she said

'

;

but, perhaps, after a while

.

Come and have your luncheon, Horace. I know you want it.
And perhaps after a time
You are worn out too, mother that is what it is. One feels
After you have eaten something and
irritable when one is tired.
And we'll have a jolly dinner
rested yourself, let me go to papa.
and
make
it all up.'
together
And she had the heroism to say no more, but went down with
him, and pretended to eat, and saw him make a hearty meal.
'

*

;

While she

sat thus smiling at her boy, she could not

what he was doing.

but wonder

Was he

smiling too, keeping up a
cheerful face for the sake of the unfortunate girl not much older
She kept
than Horace ? (rod help her whom he had destroyed

to herself

!

imagining that other scene while she enacted her own. Afterwards she persuaded Horace with some difficulty to let everything
next day, telling him that she had great need of
was
true enough) and would lie down ; and that
(which
next evening would be time enough for any further steps. She
insisted so upon her need of rest, that he remembered that Dick
Fareham had asked Kim to dine with him at his club, and go to
the theatre if he had nothing better to do a plan which she

stand over

till

rest

caught at eagerly.
But how can I go and leave you alone in a hotel ? he said.
*
My dear, I am going to bed,' she replied, which was unAnd after many attempts to know more, and many
answerable.
to
be
allowed to go to his father, Horace at last yielded,
requests
off to the early dinner which precedes a play.
and
went
dressed,
He had brought his dress clothes with him, though there had been
so little time for feasting, confident that even a few days in London
'

'

of some kind.
And already the utterly
absurd suggestion that his father and mother could have had a
It was imdeadly quarrel began to lose its power in his mind.

must bring pleasure

was worn out, and had been irritable ; and
when he had a touch of gout, was, as
Horace well knew, irritable also. To-morrow all that would have
blown away, and they would both be ashamed of themselves.
Thus he consoled himself as he went out and as the youth never
had known what family strife or misfortune meant, and in his

His mother
possible.
his father, especially

;
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heart felt anything of the kind to be impossible, it did not take
to drive that incomprehensible spectre away.
Mrs. Lycett-Landon was at length left alone to deal with it by

much

What was

she to do?

She had a fire lighted in the
was the height of summer, for agitation
and misery had made her cold and sat over it trembling, and
Oh, if it could be but possible to
trying to collect her thoughts.
do nothing, to say no word to any one, to forget the episode of
'If I had not known,' she said to herself,
this morning altogether
'
it would have done me no harm.' This modern Eleanor, who had
fallen so innocently into Rosamond's bower, had no thought of
vengeance in her heart. She had no wish to kill or injure the
unhappy girl who had come between her and her husband. What
Were Eosamond made an end of in a
good would that do?
it
would
how
moment,
change the fact ? What could ever alter
that? The ancients did not take this view of the subject. They
took it for granted that when the intruder was removed life went
on again in the same lines, and that nothing was irremediable.
But to Mrs. Lycett-Landon life could never go on again. It had
all come to a humiliating close ; confusion had taken the place of
order, and all that had been, as well as all that was to be, had
grown suddenly impossible. Had she not stopped herself with an
effort, her troubled mind would have begun again that painful
refrain which had filled her mind in the morning, which was
perhaps better than the chaos which now reigned there. So far
as he was concerned she could still wonder and question, but for
She could neither identify
herself everything was shattered.
what was past nor face what was to come. Everything surged
What was to be
wildly about her, and she found no footing.
herself.

blank room, though

it

!

These words intensify all the miseries of life they make
death more terrible, since it so often means the destruction of all
settled life for the living, as well as the end of mortal troubles

done ?

they have to be asked at moments when the answer
This woman could find no reply as she sat miserimpossible.
She was not suffering the tortures of jealousy,
able over her fire.
for the

dead

is

nor driven frantic with the thought that all the tenderness
which ever was hers was transferred to another.
Perhaps her
sober age delivered her from such reflections ; they found no
place at all in the tumult of her thoughts

:

the questions involved

what she was to do ; how she was
were wholly different
to satisfy her children without shaming their youth and her own
to her

:
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mature purity of matronhood which had protected them from any
suggestion of such evil ? How they were ever to be silenced and
contented without overthrowing for ever in their minds their father
and the respect they owed him ? This was the treble problem
which was before her by degrees the all-absorbing one which
banished every other from her thoughts. What could she say to
Horace and Milly ? How were they to be kept from this shame ?
Had they been both boys or both girls, it seemed to their mother
but boy and girl,
that the question would have been less terrible
to
be told ? How
man
and
how
were
ever
woman,
they
young
young
were they to be deceived and not told ? Their mother's powers
gave way and all her strength in face of this question. How was
she to do it ? How was she to refrain from doing it ? That
pretext of a quarrel, how was it to be kept up ? and in what other
way in what other way, oh heaven was she to explain to them
that their father and she could meet under the same roof no more ?
She covered her face with her hands, and wept in the anguish of
helplessness and incapacity ; then dried her eyes, and tried again
to plan what she could do.
Oh that she had the wings of a dove,
that she might flee away and be at rest but whither could she
flee?
She thought of pretending some sudden loss of money,
some failure of fortune, and rushing away with the children to
America, to Australia, to the end of the world but if she did so,
what then ? would it become less necessary, more easy to explain ?
Alas no nothing could change that horrible necessity. The best
thing of all, she said to herself, if she were equal to it, would be
to return home, to live there as long as it was possible, with her
;

!

!

;

!

;

heart shut up, holding her peace, saying nothing as long as it
was possible until circumstances should force upon her the ex!

planation which would have to be made.

Let

it

be put

off for

weeks, for months, even for years, it would have to be made at last.
Thus she sat pondering, turning over everything, considering
and rejecting a thousand plans ; and then, after all, acted upon a

sudden impulse, a sudden rising in her of intolerable loneliness and
insufficiency. She felt as if her brain were giving way, her mind becoming blank before this terrible emergency which must be decided
upon at once. Horace was safe for a few hours, separated from
all danger, but how to meet his anxious face in the light of another
day his mother did not know. She sprang up from her seat, and
reached towards the table on which there were pens and ink, and
wrote a telegram quickly, eagerly, without pausing to think. The
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young ones were in the habit of laughing at old Fareham. She
herself had joined in the laugh before now, and allowed that he
was methodical and tedious and tiresome. He was all these, and
yet he was an old friend, the oldest friend she had, one who had
known her father, who had seen her married, who had guided
her husband's
old

steps in the way of business. He was the only
she could say anything.
And he was a merciful
when clerks went wrong, or debtors
troubles arose

first

whom

person to

man when
:

Mr. Fareham's opinion was always on the side of mercy.
This was one of the reasons why they called him an old fogey in
the office ; always, always he had been merciful. And it was this
failed,

now which came
and sent

it off

She wrote her telegram

into her mind.

at once, lest she should repent, directing

hastily,

it

not to

might be opened by some other hand than his,
but to his house. ' Come to me directly if you can. I have great
need of your advice and help. Tell no one,' was what she said.
She liked, like all women, to get the full good of the permitted
the

office,

where

it

space.

CHAPTER

VIII.

EXPEDIENTS.

His mother was in bed and asleep when Horace returned from his
play or at least so he thought. He opened her door and found
the room dark, and said, Are you asleep, mamma ? and got no
answer, which he thought rather strange, as she was such a light
But, to be sure, last night had been so disturbed, she
sleeper.
had not slept at all, and the day had been fatiguing and exciting.
No doubt she was very tired. He retired on tiptoe, making, as
was natural, far more noise than when he had come in without
any precaution at all. But she made no sign he did not wake
her, where she lay, very still, with her eyes closed in the dark,
holding her very breath that he might not suspect. Horace had
enjoyed his evening. The play had been amusing , the dinner
Dick Fareham, indeed, had asked a few questions.
good.
I suppose you found the governor all right ? he said.
the mother did.'
I didn't,' said Horace
'

'

;

1

'

*

'

;

And

'

'

he's all right, I hope ?
I can't tell you,' said Horace shortly

him.'

'

;

I said I hadn't seen
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The conversation had ended thus
Fareham was too curious to leave it
he was coming to the London office.

moment, but young
asked Horace when

for the

He

so.
'

I

know I'm only

pan,' he said, keeping the place warm for you.
will be settled while you are here.'
*

'

were
'

'

'

and sevens in the
and sevens

'

said Horace.

and

I'd like to

a warmingI suppose that
'

We heard you

office.'

'

!

mean

to be disagreeable.
that the governor had his hands

I don't

Oh,

I'd like to

is

it,'

all at sixes

I at sixes

Horace,
*

know anything about

I don't
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know who
his

punch

told

you
head, whoever

not true, and your father

is

We

heard

so,'

said

full.'

the young man.
In the first place, it
to put such a story

that,' said

said

not the

it.

man

about.'

Now

Horace had not been told

this as the reason of his father's

absence, but had found it out, as members of a family find out what
has been talked of in the house, the persons in the secret falling

guard as time goes on. He was angry at the resentment
with which he was met, but a little at a loss for a reply.
Perhaps you think I have put it about? he said, indignant.
It has not been put about at all, but we heard it somehow. That
off their

'

'

'

was why
'

my

'

father

young Fareham.

'

how

was I think I can understand,' said
That was what called your father up to London.

I think I can see

it

'

By Jove
And after
!

that he was not so pleasant a companion for the rest

of the evening.
But the play was amusing, and Horace partially
forgot this contretemps. When he found his mother's room shut

he went to his own without any burden on his mind.
*
the governor as perhaps Milly in
his place might have been.
It was highly unpleasant that the
mother and he should have quarrelled, and quite incomprehensible.
But Horace went to bed philosophically, and the trouble in his
mind was not enough to keep him from sleep.
Young Fareham, on his side, wrote an indignant letter to his
uncle, demanding to know if his mind too had been poisoned by
false reports.
The young man was very angry. He was being
made the scapegoat he was the excuse for old Landon's absence,
who had not been near the office for months, and he called upon his
own particular patron to vindicate him. Had his private morals

up and

He was

quiet,

not so anxious about

;

'
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been attacked he might have borne it ; but to talk of the office as
and sevens this was more than he could bear.
Next morning, before anybody else was awake> an early housemaid stole into Mrs. Lycett-Landon's room, and told her that a
gentleman had arrived who wanted to see her. The poor lady had
slept a little towards the morning, and was waked by this message.
She thought it must be her husband, and after a moment of
dolorous hesitation got up hastily and dressed herself, and went to
the sitting-room, which was still in the disorder of last night, and
looking, if that were possible, still more wretched, raw, and unhomelike than in its usual trim. She found, with a great shock
and sense of discouragement, did Mr. Fareham, pale after his
night's journey, with all the wrinkles about his eyes more pronounced, and the slight tremor in his head more visible than ever.
He came forward to meet her, holding out both his hands.
What can I do for you ? he said. ' What has happened ?
at sixes

!

'

'

came

you see, by the first train.'
Mr.
You must have
Oh,
Fareham, I never expected this
I
I
must
been
off my head
me
mad.
have
indeed,
think,
thought
a little last night. I telegraphed, did I ? I scarcely knew what
I was doing
You have not found him, then ?
She covered her face with her hands. To meet the old man's
Why
eyes in the light of day and tell her story was impossible.
had not she gone away, buried herself somewhere, and never said
a word ?
I have seen Mr. Landon, Mr. Fareham
he is not ill but
Horace knows nothing,' she said hastily.
'
My dear lady, if I am to do anything for you I must know.'
1
We have had a
1 don't think there is anything to be done.
but Horace knows nothing,' she repeated
serious disagreement
He looked at her, and she could not bear his eyes. ' I
again.
am very sorry to have given you so much trouble
I have known you almost
The trouble is nothing,' he said.
It would be strange if I could not take a little
all your life.
I think I know what you mean.
You were distracted
trouble.
But now in the calm of the morning
last night, and sent for me.
things do not look so bad, and you think you have been too hasty.
I can understand that, if that is what you mean.'
She could not bear his eye. She sank down in the chair where
she had sat last night and talked to Horace. In the calm of the
I

off,

'

!

'

'

'

'

:

;

;

'

'

'
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was only now, when she felt that she had begun to
her problems came back to her, full awake, and
fell
upon her like harpies. Things do not look so bad I There
passed through her mind a despairing question, whether she had
strength to persuade him that this was so, and that there really
was nothing to appeal to him about.
My dear lady,' he said again, you must be frank with me.
Is it a false alarm, and nothing for me to do ?
If so, not another
word I will forget that you ever sent for me. But if there is

morning

I

It

live again, that all

'

'

;

'

something more
How much was going through her mind, and how many scenes
were rising before her eyes as he spoke
There appeared to her a
vision of duty terrible to perform ; of going home, putting on a
!

face of calm, speaking of papa as usual to the children, living her
life as usual,
and then of the universal
keeping her secret
:

questions that would arise, Where was he ? what had become of
him ? why did he never return ? Or she seemed to see herself

going away, making some pretext of health, of education, she
could not tell what, carrying her children, astonished, half unwilling, full of questions which she could not answer, away with
her into the unknown. These visions rolled upward before her
eyes surrounded with mists and confusion, out of which they
appeared and reappeared. When her old friend stopped speaking
her imagination stopped too, and she came to a pause. And
then the impossibility of all these efforts came over her and

overwhelmed her the mists, the clouds, the chaos of helplessness and confusion in which there was no standing-ground, nor
anything to grasp at, swallowing her up. She did not know how
long she sat silent while the old man stood and looked at her.

Then she
'

burst forth all at once,
I cannot tell the children
How

is it possible ?
Horace and
grown up ; they will want to know. How can I
tell them ?
I want you to help me to keep it from them
to
think of something. I would rather die than tell them,' she said,
!

Milly, they are

starting
'

My

up wringing her hands.
dear lady

'

dear lady
Mr. Fareham, Eobert has married again
The old man gave a loud cry almost a shriek
!

my

!

'

'

!

of surprise and
are saying,' he said.
*
That sounds as if I were dead,' she said, calmed by the reve*
Oh yes, I know very well what I am
lation, with a faint smile.

horror.

'

You

don't

know what you
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saying.

He

existed.

I

dead as if I had never
and I saw her
Old Fareham caught her hands in his he led her to her seat
again, and put her in it, uttering all the time sounds that were
half soothing, half blaspheming.
He stood by her, patting her
on the shoulder, his old eyebrows contracted, his lips quivering
under their heavy grey moustache. He was more agitated now
than she was. The telling of her secret seemed to have delivered
her soul. When he had recovered himself he asked a hundred
The room,
questions, to all which she answered calmly enough.
married

is

went

as if I were

'

to see him,

!

;

with

its

look of disorder

the litter of last night, the fresh morning

sunshine streaming in disregarded, emphasising the squalor of the
ashes in the grate
surrounded with a fitting background the
strange discussion between these two

the old

man

fatigued with

his night journey, the woman pale as a ghost, with eyes incapable
of sleep.
She told him everything, forestalling his half-said pro-

test that

it

must be another Lycett-Landon with the

fact of her

The
personal encounter with her husband, forgetting nothing.
facts of the case had by this time paled of their first importance
They no longer
while that which convulsed her very soul seemed
'I cannot tell the children.
of but little importance.

to her eyes, while they were everything to his.

agitated her
to

him

How am
'

We

;

I to tell the children ?

'

He became weary of this

can think of the children

later.

refrain.

In the meantime, this

is the important question.
He has brought himself within
the range of the law you can punish him.'
t
Punish him ? she said, with a strange smile * punish

other

;

'

him?'
Yes you may forgive if you please, but I can't forgive.
He deserves to be punished, and he shall be punished and the
woman
He said she was as innocent as I am.'
He said he is a famous authority. One knows what kind
'

;

'

'

'

!

'

of creature
*

I

have seen

her,' said

Queen Eleanor, with a

'

poor child.
nothing but the truth ; she is not in fault. She is the
one who is most injured. I would save her if I could.'
You would let this sweet establishment go on,'
Save her
he said, with fine sarcasm, and not disturb them ?
'
It may be wrong, but I think I would if I
Yes,' she said.

He

sigh,

said

'

!

'

'

could.'

'
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You have lost all your
and
too.
What, your own husband
your feeling
good sense,
in
sin
let
him
on
would
living
happy
you
go
She stopped him with a curious kind of authority a look
before which he paused in spite of himself.
'

You

are

'

!

cried the old

man.

*

!

'

'

'

Happy

!

all

honestly

she said

these years

'
;

I suppose

so

at fifty,

;

after

living

'
!

He

*
I have known such a
stopped and shook his grey head.
as
if they must break out
It
seems
as if common
before.
thing
I have known such a case
life and duty became insupportable.

once before.'

She cried out eagerly,
f

half-smile.

What

does

it

'

Who

was
matter to

'

it ?

then stopped with a

me who it was ? The only
children.
What is to be done

thing that matters now is the
about the children ? I- can not tell them

nor can you, nor any
Mr. Fareham, let him alone let him be happy, as you
call it
if he can.
But the children what am I to say to the
children ?
She rose up again, and began to walk about the
Horace, who is a man, and Milly.
room, unable to keep still.
If they were little things it would not matter
they would not
one.

;

;

'

'

;

understand.'
'

And

Fareham, looking at her almost
the
sourly,
only thing you can think of? not your
own wrongs, nor his abominable behaviour, nor
'
She paused a little, standing by the table.
Oh, you do
'

is it

possible,' said old

that this

is

'

'

you do wrong

A woman

has her pride. If his
was you who used the word
and life insupportable, do you think a woman like me would hold
I have put that away. But the
him to it ? Oh, you do wrong
wrong,' she said,
duty has become

insupportable

!

;

it

!

kind father.
find out

put them away
Think of something.

I cannot

children

!

And he was

a good father, a

If only they

might never

'
!

Here her voice gave way, and she could say no more.
Horace will have to know,' he said, shaking his head.
Why ? You could tell him there was some difficulty between us, something that could not be got over. That we were
both in the wrong, as people always are in a quarrel. And no
doubt I must have been in the wrong, or or Eobert would never
*

'

have gone so far so far astray. No doubt I have been wrong ;
you must have seen it you with your experience and yet you
never said a word. Why didn't you tell me ? you might have
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done

it

so

Why

easily.

didn't

you

"
say,

You make

too

life

He

wants variety and
humdrum,
commonplace
"
I am not
well
from
I
have
taken
it
?
would
you.
very
change
a woman who will not take advice. Why did you never tell me ?
I could have made so many changes if I had known.'
He took her hand again, with a great pity, and almost rei
'
It is too early,' he said, to do anything.
morse, in his old face.
Tell me where I shall find him, and go back to your room and try
too

to rest.

for

him.

Say you are too tired to see the boy,

if

that

is

all

you

are thinking of: and go to bed
go to bed, and try and get a little
Leave it
deal
of
a
I
have
experience, as you say.
sleep.
great
to me.
I will see him, and then we will talk it over, and think

what
*

is

best to be done.'

You will see

him ? What will you say to him, Mr. Fareham ?
him ? Is not the chapter closed so far as he

Why should you see
is concerned ?
'

'

Closed

?

He

come home when he

will

is

tired of

the other

'

that what you mean him to do ?
She blushed like a girl, growing crimson to her hair.

establishment

is

'

Oh

yes,' she said, I know you have a great deal of experience ; but,
perhaps, here you do not understand. That that would not be
He is not a man who would Mr. Fareham, you
necessary.
'

don't suppose I wish him any harm?
'
You are a great deal too good too merciful.'
'
Don't you know, since
I am not merciful ; it is all ended.
yesterday the world has come to an end. Life has become im'

is all about it.
I am not angry ; it is
would not harm him for the world, (rod
I don't know how he can live, any more than I know
help him
how I can live. It is no word will express what it is. But he
He is not that kind of man.'
will not come back.
Do you think if you had not seen him yesterday, if he did
not know that you had found him out do you think,' said old
Fareham deliberately, that he would not have come back ?
She looked at him for an instant, and then hid her face in

possible
impossible
too serious for that.

that

!

I

!

'

'

'

her hands.

have no doubt on the subject,' said the old man tri*
But when a man has put himself within the reach
umphantly.
of the law he is powerless, and we have him in our hands.'
*

I
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IX.

THE REVELATION.

SHE woke suddenly with the sense that somebody was by her, and
found Horace seated by her bed. She had fallen asleep in the
brightness of the morning, overcome with fatigue, and also partly
calmed by having confided her secret to another even when it is
:

when

The bosom is
indiscreet,
no longer bursting with that which it is beyond its power to contain.
She woke suddenly with that sense of some one looking at
her which breaks the deepest sleep. She was still in her dressingHorace
she said, springing up.
gown, 'lying upon her bed.
I am so glad you have had a sleep. Don't jump up like that ;
you look so tired, mother, so worn out.'
'Not now, my dear; I feel quite fresh now. Did you enjoy
painful,

it is

it is

always a relief.

'

'

!

'

'

your evening ?
What does
'

*

sternly.

'

matter about my evening ? he said, almost
do
Mother,
you know that old Fareham came up by the
it

'

night train ?
Yes, Horace,' she said, turning her head away.
*
You knew ? Do you think you are treating me fairly
am more interested than any one ? What is the matter
'

business has gone wrong.
my father

Do you mean

to say that

my

I that
?

The

father

'

Poor Horace's voice faltered. That it should be his father was
the extraordinary thing, as it always is full of mystery to us
how misfortune, much less shame, should affect us individually. He
looked at his mother with a look which was imperative and almost
commanding, not perplexed and imploring, as it had been before.

Mr. Fareham's

had thrown light, as Horace thought, on the
which
to him, as a young man destined to be a
mystery, light
merchant prince, and to convey to the world higher ideas of commerce altogether, was more dreadful than anything else could
have been. He thought he saw it all and that as no one would
be so deeply affected as he, his mother had been weakly trying to
hide it from him. Horace felt that his spirit would rise with
disaster, and that he was capable of raising the house again and
arrival

;

all its

concerns from, the ground.
for a moment she caught at this

And

new

idea.

To her own

feminine mind disaster to the business was as nothing in com-
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parison with what had happened. If others could make him believe
this, it would be a way out of the worse revelation. This was how

she contemplated the matter.

He

Mr. Fareham.

is

She

'

said,

It

was

I

who

sent for

a very old friend, and his interests are all

bound up with ours.'
Then that is what
*

it is.

He

Oh, how

has been speculating.

could you conceal such a thing from me ? How could you keep
me in the dark ? Mother, I don't mean to be unkind, but this is
nothing to you in comparison with what it is to me. You don't
care for a man's credit,' said Horace, rising and striding about the
'
room, or the reputation of the firm, or anything of real importance,
in comparison with his health or his comfort or some personal
of what consequence is that in comparison ?
matter. His health

Mother, mother, I shall find it hard to forgive you
our credit be put in danger without warning me.'

if

you have

let

This reproach was one that she had not looked for, and that
took her entirely by surprise. She looked up at him, still feeling
that what there was to say was worse, far worse than anything he
could imagine, yet startled and confused by his vehemence. * I
I
don't think the credit of the house will suffer,' she said, falter-

ing a
*

little.

It is not so

Fareham

bad

as that ?

You ought

?

But then why did you send for old
no step without consulting

to have taken

me.

I understand this sort of thing better than you do,' he said,
with an impatience which he could not suppress. * Mamma, I beg
your pardon ; everything else I am sure you know better but the
business
Don't you know I have been brought up to that ? I
!

mind nothing

so

much

as the credit of the house.'
'

Nothing, Horace ? she said faintly.
Of
'Nothing,' he repeated with vehemence, 'nothing!'
course,' he added after a moment, if papa were ill I should be
very sorry but he must not play with our credit, mother he must
not that is the one thing. What has he been doing ? Surely
not anything to do with those new bubble companies ?
Oh, Horace, how can I tell you ? Wait till Mr. Fareham comes
'

'

:

;

;

'

*

back.'

He has gone to see papa, then ? I thought it must be that ;
but why, why not tell me ? I am not very old, perhaps, but I
know about the business, and care more for it than any one else.
I would make any sacrifice, but our credit must not be touched ;
'

it

must not be touched.'
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Compose

yourself,

Horace

it

;

need not be touched, so
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far as

I can see.'

This calmed him a

little,

and he

sat
'

pains to explain his views to her.

down by her, and took
see, mamma,' he said

You

'
kindly, but with a little natural condescension, ladies have such
a different way of looking at things. You think of health and

comfort and good temper, and

all

that,

when a man thinks

of his

and his reputation. You would be more distracted if the
governor (at home Horace never ventured on this phrase, but it
suited the atmosphere of town) had a bad accident, or got into a
It
snappish state, than if he had pledged the credit of the firm.
is nice in you to think so, but it would be silly in a man.'
You think then, Horace, that nothing can be so bad as trouble
affairs

'

'

'

to the firm.

You

think that loss of

'

money

not everything,' he said testily. ' I hope
Lycett-Landon's could lose a lot of money without being much the
worse.
The fact is, you don't understand. It is always the
'

Loss of

money

is

I am not reproaching you, mamma it
your nature.' He patted her hand as he said this, and looked
at her with a half-smile of boyish wisdom and superiority, very
kindly compassionating her limited powers.
This silenced her once more and so they remained for some

personal you dwell upon.

;

is

:

time, he sitting thoughtfully by her, she reclining on the bed
looking at him, trying to read the meaning in his face. At last

she said tremulously, ' I am not quite so bad as you think : but
perhaps a matter that touched our family peace, that sundered us
'

from each other disunited us
He kept on patting her hand, but more impatiently than
before. ' Nothing could do that
permanently,' he said. And he
asked no more questions. He was a little, a very little, contemptuous of his mother. * I ought to have gone along with old Fareham. We should have talked it over together. I suppose now I
must have patience till he comes back. When do you think he
will come back ?
Can't I go and join him there ?
Oh, you think
papa wouldn't like it ? Well, perhaps he might not. It is rather
hard upon me, all the same, to wait on and know nothing.'
Don't you think if you were to take a walk, Horace, or go
'

and see the pictures
'

'

Oh, the pictures in this state of anxiety ? Well, yes, I think
walk ; it is better than staying indoors. And don't
!

I will take a

you make yourself unhappy, mother. It can't have been going
on very long, and no doubt we shall pull
through.'
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Saying this with a cloudy smile, Horace went away, waving his
to her as he went out.
She then got up and dressed with a
all
the usual pains about her toilette,
stupefied sensation, taking
it was absolutely unimportant.
a
that
with
sense
She
though
could not remember what day it was, or what month, or even what
She was conscious of having received a remorseless and
year.
crushing blow, but that was all; when she had left home or
whether she would ever go back to it, she could not tell ; neither
could she form the least idea of what was going to happen when
old Mr. Fareham came back. She forgot that she had not breakfasted, and even, what was more wonderful, that to save appearances

hand

was necessary to make believe to breakfast. Everything of the
kind was swept away. She went into the sitting-room and sat
down at the window like an abstract woman in a picture. It was
it

and yet she never thought of
down
but
sat
and
waited
waited for something
doing anything,
that was about to happen, not knowing what it might be.
She had not waited long when one of the hotel servants
knocked at the door, and, opening it, admitted a stranger whom
she had never seen before a small, thin woman in a widow's dress,
who stood hesitating, looking at her with a pair of anxious eye?,
and for the first moment said nothing. Mrs. Lycett-Landon was
very strange to her to do nothing

;

roused by the unlooked-for appearance of this

visitor.

She rose

up, wondering, at such a moment, who it was that could have
come to disturb her. The stranger was very timid and shy. She
hung about the door as if there were a protection in being near it.
'

I

beg your pardon,' she

name

'

said,

I don't

even know by what

But one of
to speak to you.
daughter's maids saw you
yesterday get into a cab, and then we heard you had come here.'
'

my

I think I understand

'

your daughter is
'
Mrs. Landon, madam, where you called yesterday. You asked
for me, and then went away without seeing me. I could not help
You may think it presuming in me to track you
feeling anxious.
out like this, but I do feel anxious. We were afraid perhaps that

my

'

son-in-law

She had a

;

:

wistful, deprecating look, like that of a

had not received

much

woman who

consideration in the course of her

life.

She

watched the face of the person she addressed with an anxiety which
evidently was habitual, as if to see how far she might go, to avoid
Mrs. Lycett-Landon returned the look with
possible offence.
of
It seemed impossible
was
full
which
one
alarm, almost terror.
all
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that she could get through this interview without revealing everything; and the small, anxious, hesitating figure looked so little
able to bear

any shock.
'

down ? she

her a chair.
a
timid smile of thanks.
with
The stranger accepted gratefully
a
as
little
take
this
seemed
to
She
civility
good omen, and bright'

Will you

sit

said, offering

it

ened perceptibly. She was very carefully, neatly dressed, but her
crape was somewhat rusty, and the black gown evidently taken
much care of. She twisted her hands together nervously.
'
We were afraid,' she repeated, 'that perhaps Mr. Landon had
himself
into, trouble with his own family because of his margot
to see.
We were so
and
that you had come perhaps
riage:
and
then
when
have
come
we found
should
that
;
you
delighted
'

you had gone away

Her voice trembled a little as she spoke. She watched every
movement of the face which regarded her with such strange
emotion, ready to stop, to modify any word that displeased.
Then did you let him did you give him your daughter
without any inquiries, without knowing anything
'

'

t
Oh, madam,' the widow cried, clasping and unclasping her
nervous hands, ' perhaps I was imprudent. But at his age one
does not think of the family approving. If he had been a younger
man
But who could have any right to interfere at his age ?
'

.

'

That

*

And you

is

true
see

that
it

very true

is

'
!

came upon me, you might

say, unexpectedly,

saw that he was getting fond of Kose ; but I never thought, if
you will excuse me for saying so, that she would marry a gentleman so much older and then it was so sudden at the last. He
I

had leave from his office, and the opportunity of getting away
Leave from his office
The listener could not help repeat-

'

'

'

!

ing this with a curious cry of indignation. It gave her a shock,
in the midst of so many shocks. As for the widow, this interruption

She trembled and stumbled in her simple tale.
and so it was settled at last in a hurry. I have not
very strong health, and I was very glad that Rose should be settled.
Oh yes, I was glad that she should have some one to take care
of her in case anything happened.
I had confidence that
you
could feel for me as a mother perhaps you are a mother yourself.'
The widow stopped short when she had made this suggestion,
confused her.
*

And

so
1

;

with a momentary panic

;

for Rose's idea

had been that the lady
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who had appeared and disappeared so suddenly was a sister, perhaps a maiden sister. Her mother judged otherwise, but then
paused, afraid.
'

Yes, I

am

a mother myself.'

and I felt sure you would feel
I thought so
thought
As for his
as a mother.
It was Kose I had to think of.
makes
But
it
at
his
will
understand
my
family,
age, you
poor girl very unhappy to think she may have been the means of
separating him from his relations. I tell her a wife is more to a
man than any other relation. But still, if it could be possible to
make a reconciliation if you would be so kind as to help us
'

for

I

so

!

me

.

'

The nervous hands clasped together; the

woman

little

hesitating

prayer and entreaty at the lady
who sat there before her, like an arbiter of fate. If she could
have known how the heart was beating in that lady's breast
Mrs. Lycett-Landon did not speak for some time, not being able
to command her voice.
Then she said, tremulously, but with a

looked with a face

full of

!

great effort to be calm,
4
You don't know what you ask.
1

Oh,

madam

I

am

the last person

'

'
!

She had an old-fashioned, over-respectful way of using this
word. And there was no fear or suspicion of the truth, though

much

anxiety, in her eyes.

Oh, madam you have a kind face ; and who should be the
one to make peace but such as you, that can feel for a young
creature, and knows what is in a mother's heart ?
The words were scarcely out of her lips when Horace entered
hastily, asking, before he saw that any stranger was present,
'
Mother, has Fareham come back ?
(
No, Horace but you see I am engaged.'
'
I beg your pardon,' he said, surprised by the look of agitation
in the stranger's face. But he was terribly excited. * I won't stay
I cannot wait
a moment ; but do please tell me papa's address.
and knock about all day. Old Fareham is so tedious he will
'

!

'

'

;

;

take hours about

it.

Tell

me my

father's address.'

Horace was not without wiles of his own. He thought it more
likely that he should extract this address when somebody was there.
Horace, I am engaged, as you can see.'
Only a moment, mother it was something flowery Laburnum, or Acacia, or something. If I go to the office I can get it in
a moment,'
*

(

;
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terrible

came

over her face.
'

are you any relation to Mr.
no
one else will.'
Lycett-Landon ? you
*
a
with
said Horace,
Eelation
laugh, oh yes only his son,
(

Young gentleman,'

she said,

will tell

me

if

'

'

!

that

;

'

is all

And

!

'

this lady

This lady is
who else should she be
?

'

?
the youth said.
mother ;
which
the
two women stood
moment
There was a
during
awful
in
an
each
other
suspension of all sound or
gazing at
visitor
uttered
a great and terrible cry,
thought. And then the
*

and

My

fell

down

upon the

floor.

CHAPTEK

X.

at their feet

THE END.

THE Lycett-Landons went home

to the Grove that night.

Horace

asked his mother no questions. He helped her to lift up and
place upon a sofa the visitor whose strength had failed her so
strangely

;

but how

much he

heard from Mr. Fareham, or how

guessed, she never knew. He was anxious to go home
at once, and, instead of making any objections as she had feared,
He was very kind and tender to her on
facilitated everything.

much he

the journey, taking care of her and of her comfort, saving her from
every trouble. This had not heretofore been Horace's way. He was
so young that the habit of being taken care of was more natural
him than that of taking care of others but he had learned
a new version apparently of his duty on that strange and agitating
It was late when they reached the Mersey again, and the
day.
still

to

:

great river was full of shooting fireflies, little steamers with their
sparks of glowing colour flitting and rustling to and fro among

the steady lights of the moored ships. The sky was pale with the
As
rising moon, the stars appearing languidly out of the clouds.
they crossed the river to their home, sitting close together on
the deck, saying nothing to each other, avoiding in the darkness all contact with the other passengers, two or three little
full of music and a crowd of
merrymakers
going home noisy and happy after a day's pleasure. The sky was
stained all round the horizon behind them by the smoke of the
great town, but before them was soft and clear with fringes of dark

steamboats rustled past,
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and outlines of peaceful houses rising against it. Everyfull of quiet and peace, no false or discordant note anywas
thing
where ; even the fiddles and flutes of the bands harmonised by
the air and water and magical space about, and the dew dropping,
and the moon rising. It was only forty-eight hours since they
had left their home almost under the same conditions, but what a
change there was
Milly was full of questions and surmises. How was papa?
Why did they leave him ? When was he coming home ? Why
She supposed the season was over, and
did they return so soon ?
nothing going on, not even the theatres. She never thought it
She poured a flood of
possible they would come back directly.
remarks upon them as they walked from the boat to the house.
Fortunately it was dark, and their faces gave her no information ;
but their brief replies, and a something indefinable, a restraint in
the atmosphere about them, a something new which she did not
understand, began to affect the girl after the first abandon of her
As soon as Mrs. Lycett-Landon
surprise and her interrogations.
entered the house she announced that she was very tired and

foliage

!

'
I am growing old ; travelling affects me as it
going to bed.
never used to do, and I have got a headache. I shall go to bed
at once, Milly.
No, I don't want anything to eat ; quiet and rest
Give Horace his supper, dear ; and you need
that is all I want.

not come into

my room

I shall put out

to-night.

my

light

and

get to sleep.'

Not even a cup

4

you

of tea,

mamma ?
Let

to take off your things ?

dress you myself.'
'
I want no one,
I

aches.

my

me

Mayn't I come and help
send White away, and un-

darling, neither

want darkness and

you nor White.

Good

quiet.

night.

My head
To-morrow

morning I shall be all right.'
She kissed them, her veil still hanging over her face, and
hurried upstairs. Milly watched her till she had disappeared,
What does this mean ? said
and then turned upon her brother.
the girl ' what has happened to mamma, and where's papa,
'

'

;

Tell

Horry ?

or anything.
*

me
I

Something

it is.

to say.

I don't

this very moment, before you have your supper
know something must be wrong.'

is

wrong,' said Horace,

know what

it is.

You need not go on

make me

miserable.

Now,

'

but

I can't tell

Milly, that

is all I

you what

am

going
asking and asking, for you will only

I can't tell

you anything more.'
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She was struck, not
You can't tell me anything more ?
dumb indeed with amazement, but into such a quiver and agitation that she could scarcely speak. Then she regained her courage
'

'

a little.

'

He

Where's papa ?

can't be

ill,

or

you would not have

come home.'
*

I

'

You have

have not seen him,' said Horace, doggedly.
not seen him ?
'
Mother did, and then old Fareham. I can tell you this it
The firm is all right.
isn't speculation, or anything of that sort.
It's nothing about that.'
*
cried Milly, with wild contempt ;
The firm speculation
'

:

'

!

'

who

What

cares for business ?

is

the matter ? and

why

doesn't

he come home?'

Who cares for it ? I care for it. I thought at first that was
what had happened ; but we may make our minds quite easy it's
not that.' Horace was really comforted by this certainty, though
I was very much
not perhaps so much as he pretended to be.
*
It was a great relief to find that,
frightened at first,' he said.
'

;

*

whatever

it is, it is

not

that.'

*
Do you mean
Milly stood looking at him with scared eyes.
to say that papa is not coming home ?
Oh, Horry, for goodness'
Has he done anything? What
sake tell me something more.

has he done

?

Papa

!

It

'

is

impossible, impossible

!

the girl cried.

So I should have said too,' said Horace, who had now had a
'
Perhaps
long time in which to accustom himself to the idea.
the mother will tell you something she has not said a word to
me. I don't know, and therefore I can't tell you. It has been a
and perhaps you'll think it
horrid sort of day,' said the lad,
I'd like to have something to
unfeeling, Milly, but I'm hungry.
I'm horribly tired, too waneat, and then I'd like to go to bed.
dering about, and always waiting to hear something and never
hearing, and imagining all sorts of things, is very fatiguing, and
*

;

'

;

1 don't think I've eaten

anything to-day.'

Milly despised her brother for thinking of eating, but yet
it was a relief to superintend his supper and get him all he
wanted. They had a great deal of talk over this strange meal,

no information, they yet managed
terrible catastrophe had
happened, and that their father had gone out of their lives. Milly
wept bitterly over it, and even Horace could not keep the tears
from his eyes but somehow they recognised the fact between

and though Horace gave
to assure themselves

;

his sister

somehow that a

72

HO
them,
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more

easily

than their mother above

stairs or

any by-

Two days ago what could
And Milly did not know even

stander could have imagined possible.

have been more impossible to them ?
so much as Horace knew, nor had any insight at all into how it
was ; and yet she too in the course of an hour or so had accepted

To youth there is something convincing in certainty,
fact.
an obedience to what is, which is one of the most remarkable things
in life. They acknowledged the mystery with wonder and pain,
but they did not rebel or doubt. Their mother thought nothing
less than that they would struggle, would be incredulous, would
rebel even against her for their father's sake.
But there was
all this.
of
submitted
almost
a struggle,
without
They
nothing
the

though they did not understand.
And then the quiet days closed down upon this family, upon
which so mysterious a loss had fallen. It need not be said that
there was great discussion as to the cause of Mr. Lycett-Landon's
disappearance, both among the merchants in Liverpool, and among
their wives and daughters on the other side of the water.
The
that
were
at
first
were
and
given
many
explanations
conflicting
and for a long time people continued to ask, 'When do you
*
And then there came
expect your husband ? or your father ?
;

'

'

the time, not less painful, when people pointedly refrained from
asking any questions, and changed the subject when his name

was mentioned, which was, perhaps, almost less tolerable. Then,
gradually, by degrees it became an old story, and people remembered it no more. Ah, yes they remembered it whenever any
when Horace took his place as
incident happened in the family
one of the partners in the office, when Milly married then it all
cropped up again, with supposititious details ; but when nothing
was happening to them the family escaped into obscurity, and
Old Mr. Fareham
their circumstances were discussed no longer.
had a very bad cold after he returned from London, and was for some
time confined to the house, and would see nobody. And then
!

other things happened, as they are continually happening in a
mercantile community. A great bankruptcy, with many exciting
and disgraceful circumstances, followed soon after, and the attention of the

community was

distracted.

The Lycett-Landon

busi-

ness remained a mystery, and after a while the waters closed
tranquilly over the spot where this strange shipwreck had been.
Milly never heard till after her marriage what it was that had

happened, and at no time did Horace ask any questions

;

how
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much he divined, how much he had been told, his mother never
And she herself never was aware how the other story

knew.
ended

the poor Kose, her husband's unfortunate young wife,
or if she abandoned him ; or if the poor mother
lacked the courage to tell her ; or if between them the young
:

if

died of

it,

woman was kept in her poor little suburban paradise deceived.
Mrs. Lycett-Landon made many a furtive effort to ascertain how
it had ended ; but she was too proud to inquire openly, and
though she wondered and pondered she never knew.
Years, however, after these events, when Horace had begun
to be what he had determined upon being, a merchant-prince,
and the house of Lycett-Landon & Co. (old Mr. Fareham being
dead, and young Mr. Fareham at the head of the American
branch, Landon, Fareham, & Co.) was greater than ever, Mr.
Lycett-Landon suddenly appeared at the Grove. He came to
a call in the morning, sending in his name ; for the old
butler was dead, and the new one did not know him, and he was
admitted like any other stranger. His wife even did not know who
he was for she had come down expecting a distant relation until
she had looked a second or third time at the stout, embarrassed
old gentleman, looking very awkward and deprecating, who stood
up when she came into the room, and shrank with a certain confusion from her inspection. After the first shock of the recognition
He inquired about
they sat down and conversed calmly enough.
the children with a little affectation of ease.
'
I know about Horace, of course,' he said, ' and I saw Milly's
marriage in the papers. But I should like to hear a little about

make

the others.'

She accepted his curiosity as very natural, and gave him all
the particulars very openly and sedately.
He sat for nearly an
hour, sometimes asking questions, sometimes listening, with a
curious air of politeness, like a man on his best behaviour, in the
society of a lady a little above him in station, and with whom his
acquaintance was far from intimate, and then took his leave.

With what thoughts their minds were full as they sat there,
home equally familiar to both, where every article of furniture, every picture on the walls had the same associations to both
But nothing was said to betray the poignant sensation with which
in the old

!

the woman, compunctious, though she had never been revengeful,
or the man, so strangely separated and fallen from all that had

been habitual to him, beheld each other, sat by each other, after
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these years. He smiled, but she had not the strength to smile.
After this, however, he came again at intervals, always asking
with interest about his children, but not caring to see them.
I suppose they don't remember anything about me,' he said.
His visits were not frequent, but he became, in the end,
acquainted with all the family, and even resumed a certain intercourse with Horace and Milly, his first meeting with whom was
accidental and very painful.
To see him elderly, stout, and (but
perhaps this was one effect of some refinement of jealous and
wounded feeling on the part of Mrs. Lycett-Landon) oh so commonplace and fallen from his natural level, shuffling his feet,
reddening, smiling that confused and foolish smile, conciliating
his children, gave to his wife almost the keenest pang she had
'

!

She could not bear to see
yet suffered.
natural place. Tragedy is terrible, but

him so lowered from his
when it drops into tragi-

comedy, tragi-farce at the end, that is the most terrible of all.
Pity, shame, something that was like remorse, though she was
The impulse in her mind
blameless, was in his wife's heart.
was to go away out of the house that was his, and leave him in
But, to do him justice, he never, by look or word,
possession.
reminded her that the house had been his, or that he was anything but a visitor.
And what was the explanation of the strange passion which
made him, at fifty, depart from all the traditions of his virtuous
life
whether it was a passion at all, or only some wonderful,
terrible gust of impatience, which made duty and the rule of circumstances, and all that he was pledged and bound to, insupportable
she never knew ; nor whether he found that this poor game
was even for a moment worth the blazing flambeau of revolution
which it cost or whether it cost him still more than that candle
the young life which he had blighted ; whether Kose lived or
died or where he came from when he paid these visits to his old
home, and disappeared into when they were over all this Mrs.
;

;

:

Lycett-Landon lived in ignorance
will die.

of,

and

so, in all probability,
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WHIST; RATIONAL AND ARTIFICIAL.
No one thoroughly acquainted with England will deny that Englishmen, beyond all other races, enjoy games of all sorts
and that of all games, cricket and lawn-tennis as
whist and billiards as in-door pastimes, are the most
reason of their popularity is due to two conditions,

them great

whilst in all of
essential to full

as recreation,

out-door, and

popular ; the
the one that,

is attainable, in none is it
and
the
other, that the muscles are
enjoyment;

excellence

not unduly strained in the out-door, nor the brain in the in-door,
games. We therefore believe that if these games were so altered
in character as to

make

excellence a sine

qua non

of enjoyment,

make play

a serious muscular or mental effort according to
the nature of the game, their popularity would cease and the first

or to

nail be driven in their coffins.

The sound common-sense

of Englishmen has hitherto averted
but now, under the guise of developing whist, a most
determined attempt is being made to introduce several artificial
modes of play, which would so increase the difficulties of correct
play and so alter the character of the game as to make it a severe
strain on the attention, and utterly spoil it, especially for moderate
this danger,

players, as a recreation.

That our readers may judge for themselves how far we are
justified in raising alarm on these points, we will endeavour to
trace the development of whist from its infancy, explain the
sources of its fascination for intellectual men, and show how the
proposed so-called developments would alter the character of the
game.
Lest we should weary our readers by repeating matter already
we shall assume them to be conversant with the

familiar to them,
structure of the

and with some,

game, with the technical terms employed in
not

it,

of the principal rules of play.
It is generally considered that the first idea of players in the
infancy of the game must have been to make tricks as fast as
if

all,

they could, and that they therefore started with leading out aces
and other winning cards. When those were exhausted and they
could no longer win tricks off the reel, their next idea must have
been to lead their lowest cards rather than sacrifice high ones ;
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and of

all leads,

that of a single card in the hope of making

little

trumps, most assuredly was found the most tempting. Gradually,
however, the chief disadvantage of leading out winning cards
viz. that it makes the second best cards in the adversaries' hands

winning ones must have been felt so strongly as to put an end
to such a crude system, and, where no single card was held, to
it necessary to adopt some other principle ; since we may
be sure that it would be impossible for players to allow blind
chance to decide what card they should lead.
Some time must have elapsed before this new principle was
elicited, but gradually, as experience accumulated, those who
had the greatest insight into ,the game must have formed the

render

opinion, which would be generally followed, that the best leads
were from high sequences i.e. sequences headed by an honour
as being of all others the least dangerous and the most certain of

ultimate benefit.

Having reached

this point,

we ask our

readers

opinions as to whether reason does not tell them
that if a player led from a sequence headed with king, queen, or
knave, he ought to lead the highest so as to prevent his partner
with the next highest card wasting it on the same trick.

to form their

own

We

ask this now, because some of our latter-day prophets say that
the play of the highest of a sequence is conventional play i.e.
that

it is

not based on reason, but has been adopted solely by
agreement amongst players for the purpose of

virtue of a prior

giving specific information; yet the veriest tiro who found his
partner putting his king on the ten, led from queen, knave, and

would see at once that if he had led the queen his partner
would not have wasted his king, and for ever thereafter would
(unless he wanted the king out of his way) lead the queen and
this he would do for his own sake without troubling himself to
ten,

;

persuade other players that thenceforth the highest of a sequence
should be led. If, however, players had no sequence to lead from,
they must perforce lead the lowest card from some suit the
lowest, because, as it

But
and
that

would not be an attempt to win the

trick,

them

to play the card of least value to them.
the question from which suit to lead would be most puzzling,
it probably took some time before it was finally admitted

reason would tell

it

when weak

in trumps,

strong suit was fought gallantly for
say within the last

modern times

The

battle between the
and the lowest of a
many a year, and it is only in
that it has ended
fifty years

should be from the strongest.

lead of a singleton,
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It was in 1742, and not until
conclusively in favour of the latter.
the leads from sequences and from strong suits had established
*
Short Treatise appeared. We
their supremacy, that Hoyle's
do not suppose that Hoyle ex animo suo developed the game
'

by him, but rather that he was the first to bring
and
publish the rules of play prevalent amongst the best
together

as explained

players.

His book was most successful in diffusing sound ideas amongst
the then world of players; and so full and accurate was his
comprehension of the game, that there is hardly anything in his

which even now can be said to be unsound, whilst there
much valuable teaching more or less overlooked by modern writers. We have laid stress on the develop-

treatise

are to be found in it

ment

of the lead because the proper play of the second, third,
so entirely on the system adopted

and fourth hands depends
for

the original lead that, until that had been settled, no
for the play of those hands could be arrived at ;

sound rules

any particular system of leading was adopted, then
reason would work out and settle the rules for the play of the
other hands. These rules would, even less than the lead, be
but, directly

the result of caprice or of convention, inasmuch as the card
or cards already played would give definite data for reason to

work on.

Amongst the points which would have thus to be settled and
which had been settled by the time Hoyle's treatise appeared, two
of the most prominent and difficult must have been
(1) the
proper use of trumps, and (2) what card of a sequence should be
played when winning or trying to win ; and, in reference to the
latter point, it is interesting to note

how

entirely the rule for

playing the lowest of a sequence, except when leading, is based
on the principle that it is better to avoid deceiving a partner

than to deceive partners and adversaries together ; for observe,
when a player holding ace, king, and queen wins a knave with
the ace, he makes every one think that he has not the queen ;

inasmuch, as it being natural that a trick should be won as
cheaply as possible, it follows that if he held the queen he would
not have won the knave with the ace unless he also held the
king, and as it is eight to one against his holding both king and
queen the natural assumption is that he does not hold both, and
therefore certainly not the queen ; whereas, if he wins the knave
with the queen, although he gives no information, he avoids

76
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any inference that he has not either ace or king. As in
Hoyle's time it had become a rule of play to win with the lowest
of a sequence, we know that it had then become a principle of

raising

play not to play false or deceiving cards except, of course, for
The theory and practice of whist as taught by
special reasons.

Hoyle have remained unchanged to the present day that is,
and although in certain details
for nearly a century and a half
and
he is not now followed,
play may since his time have imhas
been principally due to the genius
proved, the improvement
of players seeing, as occasions arose, the advantages of a departure from ordinary rules of play.
It is in connection with this, which has been aptly called the

strategy of whist, that Mathews's

*

Advice to the Young Whist

Player,' which appeared about sixty years after Hoyle's treatise, is
such an advance on it. Hoyle gives us the structure, but Mathews
relieves the

monotony

of its uniform lines

skilful divergence, a better result

by showing how, by
can be attained. A modern

writer has stated that the principle of playing so as to combine
two partners' hands is the peculiar characteristic of modern

meaning the whist of the last thirty or forty years ; but no
one can carefully read Hoyle or Mathews without finding ample
proofs that those two writers were as fully impressed as the
players of the present day with the necessity of constantly considering their partner's hands as well as their own ; although they
had not evolved therefrom a rule of always leading from the
a rule which, more
longest, as distinct from the strongest, suit
than
sacrifices
a
frequently
any other,
partner's cards without
benefit
to
the
and
is
in
direct
leader,
any
opposition to the true
of
combination.
Mathews's
work
had a tremendous
principles
success (we have the twentieth edition now before us), and when
in the course of time his name lost its charm, his views got a
whist,

by being embodied almost word for word in
work, which had a run of nearly twenty
and had neither been superseded nor even had a

fresh lease of life

Major

A.'s celebrated

editions,
serious rival in the estimation of whist-players
in 1862 or 1863, issued his well-known treatise.

till

To

Cavendish,

work as
from
too
appeared, although
perfect,
high praise
can hardly be given the author, having imbibed a thorough knowledge of the principles of play, explained them accurately, and so
arranged his matter that learners could easily both understand
and remember it ; and if he had never written another word (but,
it originally

far

this
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he has), lovers of whist would have been deeply indebted to
him. The work is, indeed, too full of details to stimulate readers
to feats of skill beyond those actually explained ; but this defect
was amply supplied by the well-known treatise by J. C.' (James
Clay), published in 1864, which bears the same relation to Cavendish's treatise as Mathews's * Advice does to that of Hoyle, since,
while it omits many details which a beginner should learn, it far
excels it in felicity of expression and in that suggestiveness which
tends to make a fine player out of a good one. Since then there
have appeared some works by Dr. Pole, which in our opinion are so
unsound that we never see the advertisement of the Whist Triad,
by Cavendish, Clay, and Pole' without being reminded of the
medical pamphlet, What to Eat, Drink, and Avoid (the suba treatise by
stantial, the stimulating, and the unwholesome)
E. A. Proctor, which, with some good points, is by no means
*
free from errors; a skit by Pembridge, called Whist, or Bumbleof
of
the
weaknesses
most
whist-players and
puppy,' depicting
of whist-play with skill and humour, and in all respects worth
*
reading and, lastly, a long treatise by Cavendish, called Whist
*
for
makes
us
It
were
better
whist
which
exclaim,
Developments,'
if Cavendish had never been born
It will be seen from this short outline of the natural development of the game that certain rules of play were adopted because
it was considered that they, more than any others, tended to
trick-making. It is true that in some cases this could not be
mathematically proved, whilst in others it could ; but where such
proof was wanting the experience of the finest players as to what
modes of play were most successful settled the point. The rules
of play having been thus elucidated by reason, players were able
to draw inferences, more or less certain, from the fall of the cards
as to how the unplayed cards were held and to play accordingly,
and the exercise thus afforded to the reasoning powers was, and is,
the great charm.of the game if all the hands were exposed this
charm would vanish altogether, as it does at Double Dummy. In
whist thus developed it suffices to keep the eye on the board, and
in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred to note only the exact value
of the high cards played and of such low cards as, when compared
alas

!

'

'

*

'

'

:

;

'

!

;

with those in a player's hand, give him definite information e.g.
so long as a player has noted that his partner or an adversary has
in the first two rounds of a suit played two small cards he need
not trouble himself as to the exact value of the two

;

of course, as
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regards the high cards he must be more observant, and as each
card falls he must instantaneously draw from it as much information
as he can.
The attention is not unduly strained by trying to

observe and recollect the value of every small card played, and
is
throughout natural the inferences are natural, and

as the play

may, barring false play, be relied on ; success depends less on the
power of observing every card than on the power of drawing
correct inferences and of making the best use of them
a player's
mind is thus on the alert from the beginning to the end of every
;

hand, but always pleasantly so

there

is

presented to his mind a

succession of interesting problems for him to solve : when he
solves them correctly he rejoic.es in success, and when he fails,

he learns something to be useful to him hereafter. Only very
moderate powers are requisite to enable a player to observe all
that is necessary in whist based purely on reason, and to thoroughly
enjoy the game without fear of making a fool of himself through
having failed to observe some small card played by partner or
adversary which may have been the artificial signal of information.
The pleasure of playing is increased rather than diminished by
the fact that a player must ever bear in mind that every inference
he draws is merely an inference which may be wrong and not a
thus, when a player wins a knave with an ace, the
positive fact
inference that he holds neither king nor queen may be wrong, as
:

may be a false card or, suppose a player fourth hand
win a ten with an ace and then lead the knave, the natural
inference that he has the king and the queen may be wrong,
for he may win with the ace and lead out the knave in order to
avoid being compelled to lead losing cards which could be won
the ace

;

by the adversaries.
Our next task is to show how the so-called modern developments of the game tend with accumulating force to spoil it. These
developments may be indifferently denominated conventions or
signals,' and are methods of giving information not dependent on
any natural inferences from the fall of the cards, but on a prior
'

'

*

understanding as to their significance. They are increasing in
number every day, so that when we give our readers the following
list we can only
hope that it comprises all. It is possible that
there

may be

a dozen

new ones to-morrow.
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LIST OP SIGNALS IN USE OE SUGGESTED.

Sow

made.

Keturning a partner's lead with a
small card and subsequently playing a

Meaning.
That you have no other.

smaller.

Keturning a partner's lead with any
card and subsequently playing a higher.
Playing (not leading) a higher card

than is necessary e.g. playing a three
from three two. (Known as the call

That you have at least one more.
That you have strong trumps and
want your partner to lead them.

'

for trumps.')
Playing as above after a partner has
done so or has led trumps. (Known as

the 'echo of the call.')
Leading a small card and subsequently playing a smaller. (Known as

That you have four trumps.

That you have

five cards at least in

suit led.

the 'penultimate.')

Discarding

trumps

is

when

adverse.

the

strength of

That you are strong in the suit
which you discard and want your partner to lead

it.

Cavendish now proposes to abandon the penultimate, and
instead to adopt what are absurdly called * American leads,' as

under

:

That it is your fourth best card in
Leading originally any card not
the suit led.
being an honour or the ten.
That it is the third best of the suit
After opening a suit with a high
left in your hand.
card, going on with one not in sequence
with it.
That you have at least three more
Leading on second round the lowest
of the two best cards, both being deof the suit.
clared in your hand.
Leading the third best from second and third best has also the same significance but as there is a good reason for thus playing viz. the desirability of
getting best out of partner's hand it is not an artificial signal.
;

In addition to these Cavendish has invented another signal
which he calls the plain-suit echo,' to let his partner know when
he holds four cards in the suit opened by partner. It would take
too long to explain this fully, but it is important to note that
Cavendish himself explains how the plain-suit echo clashes with
some of the other signals, and consequently that you must
abandon one or the other. We have above emphasised the word
'

'

invented,' because not only does it accurately explain the origin
of these signals, but is the very expression used by Clay in refer-

ence to them.

The

first

point to notice as regards

all

these intimations

is

the
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severe strain on the attention that they absolutely require in
order not to miss them. Thus, when our partner returns our suit

we must

notice the exact value of the card he plays, however
small, so as to be able to compare it with the one he subsequently
must note the exact value of every card played by
plays.

We

partner and adversaries to know whether, when not leading they
are calling for trumps, or when leading they are leading from five ;

and

still

further to gain certain definite information

we must,

as each trick is played, not merely count the cards played in the
suit, but must carefully compare them with our own cards and go

through, as far as possible, the entire suit to see whether we
cannot tell or form some opinion as to how the remaining cards
in it are held, and thus ferret out a penultimate, a call, or an echo
of a call. Now, nearly all this, as compared with natural whist, is
superfluous, and makes the game much more difficult and mentally
laborious ; and whilst no one would complain if it afforded greater

scope for the reasoning powers, one feels that all or nearly all the
strain falls on the power of attention, which is never pleasant in

and as a sign of mental power is not to be mentioned in the
same breath as the power of reasoning ; these signals, therefore,
tend to give an advantage to an inferior form of mental development, and one hardly to be called intellectual.

itself,

Observe next how they alter the character of the game

;

so far as they are concerned inferences are superseded, and the
effect is exactly the same as if a player had been allowed to express

in words the meaning of the signal.
Clay, referring to the return
to a partner's lead in trumps, says, ' He will very frequently know
(that is, even before you have played another card), as surely as
if he looked into your hand, whether that other trump is held
'

and again, in reference to the call for
by you or an adversary
'
he
it
as
should,
were, hear you say to him,' &c. ; then
trumps,
in
the
case
of
the
American leads, the information as to
again,
;

the value of cards held by the leader when any card above a seven
that his partner can, on the second round, be

is led, is so definite

as sure of the

had

him

number and
shown

quality of cards held as if the leader

and consequently he knows, as
;
without any effort of reasoning, whether he can
safely play the best card in the suit, retaining a small one so as
not to block his partner's suit. Other signals tell him in the same
told

a matter of

or

his cards

fact,

positive way when he must and when
and so deprive him of the interest he

he must not lead trumps,
would feel in solving these
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and other problems. Another objection to the signals is that the
natural inferences from play cannot be safely drawn, because one
can never be sure that either partner or adversary has not begun
In this way the game
to play a signal of some sort or other.
becomes bewildering and harassing, for a player finds himself called
on to solve puzzles which cannot possibly be solved by the most
accurate reasoning. And what is the excuse for introducing these
?
No consideration
Simply that they give information
given to the question whether they improve or spoil the game.
Cavendish's argument in support of them is that the more infor-

signals

!

is

mation a player gives his partner the more successfully they can
play their cards. Now this cannot be true of all four players at
the table. Both sides cannot simultaneously gain ; and if A. and
B. get the pull in one hand, their adversaries C. and D. will get the
Cavendish admits that they make the game more
but argues that the inability of moderate players to take
advantage of them is no reason why those who can should not do
pull in the next.
difficult,

so.

We personally

think that

it

constitutes a very strong reason.

We

do not see why a game like whist (usually played for money)
should be altered and spoilt for the sole benefit of the best players,
and feel that Cavendish's views bring us face to face with the
question, Are signals legitimate play ? This point has never been
thrashed out, and it is quite time it should be. No one will dispute that for players to say, by word of mouth or by finger- signals,
what signals say, would be unfair. But we can see no difference

between such signals and preconcerted modes of playing the cards
convey the same information. Signals are in no way more
legitimate because every one at the table knows their significance
than giving the information orally or using finger-signals of
which every one knew the meaning, would be ; the two things
are in principle identical.
Let us test the question in this way.
two
of
our
Suppose
signallers went to a French club, could they
use
all
their
honourably
signals without first explaining them and
that
intended
to use them ? and suppose our
intimating
they
Grallican friends replied, 'That is all very well; but we object to
your using them for two reasons the one that until we have
constantly practised them they will give you an advantage, and
the other that we consider them in direct contravention of one of
to

the corner-stones of the

viz. that players shall not by
their
preconcerted signals give
partners any information as to
their hands ; if, therefore, you insist on using them, we shall

game
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unfair play and act accordingly.' Can any one say the
Frenchmen would not be justified in using such language ? and
if justified, Is it not because signals are essentially improper?

consider

it

Even if within the letter, they are absolutely opposed to the spirit
'
of the established rule of etiquette, which says, No intimation
word
should
be
or
whatever, by
given by a player as to
gesture,
the state of his hand.'

We are by no means peculiar in the opinion that signals and
the so-called developments are destroying whist. The number of
players who detest them is on the increase ; and recently one of
the finest players in London, who himself uses the signals, publicly
admitted that their tendency was to put an end to the game as a
relaxation.

more recently we read
Whist developments

Still

of Cavendish's

'

'

'

:

in

A

Knowledge,' a propos
study of it has gone far
'

to convert us to the opinion that whist, as a game, is in a fair way
of being ruined.
Whist developments are like fungoid growths

the signs and tokens,

'If
if not the active tokens, of decay.'
these developments are adopted by whist-players generally, then
'
whist will no longer be a game ; and, again * It troubles him
:

little

(Cavendish)
brains out of

it.'

that he

is

spoiling the

game by knocking the
The De-

Pembridge, too, in his little work

'

and Fall of Whist,' which every whist-player should read,
admirably demonstrates the absurdity of them.
Whilst exposing the dangers now threatening the game, we
are not insensible to the difficulty of warding them off.
Too
will
to
be
follow
lead
under
Cavendish's
many players
tempted
the impression that they will otherwise be left in the lurch but
we consider that that would be putting their heads into the
It is no reason why better players
noose. Cavendish's words are
should be deprived of the advantage of American leads because
moderate players may lack the quick perception which would
enable them to take advantage of them.' Ye moderate players,
bear this in mind and avoid the trap laid for you.
You constitute the majority, and if you resolutely decline to play with
players who use newfangled signals, they must perforce yield.
Remember, you cannot tell if you go on whither you may be led
fresh and fresh signals will be invented, until the game will
be so debased as to attract the Knights of Industry. This reminds us that it is Shuffle who, in The Humours of Whist,'
cline

;

'

:

;

'

written after the publication of Hoyle's treatise, says to his brother
'
sharpers, I have been working upon a private treatise on Signs
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Whist by way of counter-treatise to his.' Since prevention is
more easy than cure, decline to play the American
leads and every other so-called development which substitutes
signs for reason and ever bear in mind that you play whist for
your own recreation and not for the amusement or profit of the
better players, and that fault-finding and nagging are not so rare
as to need developments.'
at

better and

;

'

It

is

a curious confirmation of the above remarks that since

penning them we have read in the whist column of a weekly
paper two suggestions the one, that certain specified play should
signify one thing, and the other, by a different contributor, that
the same play should signify something quite different. We see
from this, that unless players make a determined stand against
such absurdities, the day is near when there will be rival systems
of signals, some players adopting one and other players others,
and the game be turned absolutely topsy-turvey.
;

M.
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THE GOLD WULFRIC.
PART

I.

I.

THEEE

are only two gold coins of Wulfric of Mercia in existence
anywhere. One of them is in the British Museum, and the other

one

is

in

my

The most

possession.
terrible incident jn the

whole course of

my

career

is

intimately connected with my first discovery of that gold Wulfric.
It is not too much to say that my entire life has been deeply

coloured by

it,

and

I shall

make no apology

therefore for narrating

was stopping down at Lichfield
for my summer holiday in July 1879, when I happened one day
accidentally to meet an old ploughman who told me he had got a
lot of coins at home that he had ploughed up on what he called
'
the field of battle,' a place I had already recognised as the site
of the old Mercian kings' wooden palace.
I went home with him at once in high glee, for I have been a
collector of old English gold and silver coinage for several years,
and I was in hopes that my friendly ploughman's find might
the story in some

little detail.

I

contain something good in the way of Anglo-Saxon pennies or
shillings, considering the very promising place in which he had

unearthed it.
As it turned out, I was not mistaken. The little hoard, concealed within a rude piece of Anglo-Saxon pottery (now No. 127
in case LIX. at the South Kensington Museum), comprised a large
of common Frankish Merovingian coins (I beg Mr. Freeman's pardon for not calling them Merwings), together with two
or three Kentish pennies of some rarity from the mints of Ethelbert at Canterbury and Dover. Amongst these minor treasures,
however, my eye at once fell upon a single gold piece, obviously imi-

number

tated from the imperial Roman aureus of the Pretender Carausius,
which I saw immediately must be an almost unique bit of money
I took it up and
of the very greatest numismatic interest.
examined it carefully. A minute's inspection fully satisfied me
that it was indeed a genuine mintage of Wulfric of Mercia, the
like of which I had never before to my knowledge set eyes upon.
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I immediately offered the old man five pounds down for the
whole collection. He closed with the offer forthwith in the most
contented fashion, and I bought them and paid for them all upon
the spot without further parley.
When I got back to my lodgings that evening I could do
nothing but look at my gold Wulfric. I was charmed and delighted at the actual possession of so great a treasure, and was
burning to take it up at once to the British Museum to see
whether even in the national collection they had got another like
it.
So being by nature of an enthusiastic and impulsive disposition, I determined to go up to town the very next day, and try to

down the

*

It'll be a good opportwo birds with one stone.
Emily's people haven't gone out of town yet. I can call there
in the morning, arrange to go to the theatre with them at night,
and then drive at once to the Museum and see how much my

track

history of
I
said
to
tunity,'
myself,

find

is

my
'

to

Wulfric.
kill

worth.'

Next morning

I was off to town by an early train, and before
one o'clock I had got to Emily's.
'

me

Why, Harold,' she cried, running
in the passage (for she had seen

meet me and kiss
me get out of my hansom

down

to

from the drawing-room window), how on earth is it that you're
up in town to-day ? I thought you were down at Lichfield still
with your Oxford reading party.'
So I am,' I answered, officially at Lichfield but I've come
up to-day partly to see you, and partly on a piece of business about
'

*

*

;

a

new
*

coin

A
!

coin I've just got hold of.'
coin
Emily answered, pretending to pout.
That's how you link us together mentally, is it
'

*

!

?

Me

and a

I declare,

Harold, I shall be getting jealous of those coins of yours some
day, I'm certain. You can't even come up to see me for a day, it
seems, unless you've got some matter of a coin as well to bring

you

to

London.

Moral

:

never get engaged to a

man with

a fancy

for collecting coins and medals.'
'
Oh, but this is really such a beauty, Emily,' I cried enthu'
Just look at it, now. Isn't it lovely ? Do you notice
siastically.
the inscription " Wulfric Eex ! " I've never yet seen one any-

where

else at all like

it.'

'
I don't see any points
Emily took it in her hands carelessly.
about that coin in particular,' she answered in her bantering fashion,
'

more than about any other old coin that you'd pick up anywhere.'
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That was

all

we

said

then about the matter.

Subsequent

events engrained the very words of that short conversation into the
inmost substance of my brain with indelible fidelity. I shall never
forget them to my dying moment.
I stopped about an hour altogether at Emily's, had lunch, and
arranged that she and her mother should accompany me that

evening to the Lyceum. Then I drove off to the British Museum,
and asked for leave to examine the Anglo-Saxon coins of the
Mercian period.
The superintendent, who knew me well enough by sight and
repute as a responsible amateur collector, readily gave me permission to look at a drawerful of the earliest Mercian gold and
silver coinage.
I had brought one or two numismatic books with
and
I
sat
down to have a good look at those delightful
me,
cases.

After thoroughly examining the entire series and the documentary evidence, I came to the conclusion that there was just
one other gold Wulfric in existence besides the one I kept in my
pocket, and that was the beautiful and well-preserved example in
the case before me. It was described in the last edition of Sir
'

'
Theophilus Wraxton's Northumbrian and Mercian Numismatist
as an absolutely unique gold coin of Wulfric of Mercia, in imitation of the well-known aureus of the false emperor Carausius.
I
turned to the catalogue to see the price at which it had been

purchased by the nation.

To

my

intense surprise I saw

it

entered

at 150?.

was perfectly delighted at my magnificent acquisition.
the two examples, however, I observed that,
struck
both
from the same die and apparently at the same
though
mint (to judge by the letter), they differed slightly from one
another in two minute accidental particulars. My coin, being of
course merely stamped with a hammer and then cut to shape,
after the fashion of the time, was rather more closely clipped round
the edge than the Museum specimen and it had also a slight
of Wulfric.
dent on the obverse side, just below the
In
all other respects the two examples were of necessity absolutely
I

On comparing

;

W

identical.

I stood for a long time gazing at the case and examining the
two duplicates with the deepest interest, while the Museum
keeper (a man of the name of Mactavish, whom I had often
seen before on previous visits) walked about within sight, as is
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the rule on all such occasions, and kept a sharp look-out that I
did not attempt to meddle with any of the remaining coins or
cases.

Unfortunately, as it turned out, I had not mentioned to the
superintendent my own possession of a duplicate Wulfric nor
had I called Mactavish's attention to the fact that I had pulled
;

a coin of

my own

for

purposes of comparison out of

my

waistcoat

pocket. To say the truth, I was inclined to be a little secretive
as yet about my gold Wulfric, because until I had found out all
that was known about it I did not want anybody else to be told of

my

discovery.
last I had fully satisfied all
curiosity, and was just about
to return the Museum Wulfric to its little round compartment in

At

my

my own duplicate in my
at once, I can't say how, I gave a
sudden start, and dropped the coin with a jerk unexpectedly upon
the floor of the museum.
the neat case (having already replaced
waistcoat pocket),

when

all

away out of sight in a second, and I stood appalled
and terror in tbe midst of the gallery.
in an agony
moment
I
had
Next
hastily called Mactavish to my side, and
him
lock
the
to
up
open drawer while we two went down on
got
and
hunted
and
knees
hands
through the length and breadth of
It rolled

of distress

the gallery for the lost Wulfric.
It

was absolutely hopeless.

Plain sailing as the thing seemed,
of the

we could see no trace of the missing coin from one end
room to the other.
At last I leaned in a cold perspiration against the edge

of one

of the glass cabinets, and gave it up in despair with a sinking
*
'
It's no use, Mactavish,' I murmured desperately ;
the
heart.
and
shall
never
find
we
it.'
thing's lost,

In that case, sir,'
Mactavish looked me quietly in the face.
he answered firmly, by the rules of the Museum I must call the
He put his hand, with no undue violence, but
superintendent.'
in a strictly official manner, iipon my right shoulder.
Then he
blew a little whistle. 'I'm sorry to be rude to you, sir,' he went
*

'

on, apologetically, 'but

my

hand

off

you

till

by the rules of the

Museum I can't take
me leave to release

the superintendent gives

you.'

Another keeper answered the whistle. ' Send the superinA coin missing.'
tendent,' Mactavish said quietly.
In a minute the superintendent was upon the spot. When
'
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Mactavish told him I had dropped the gold Wulfric of Mercia he
shook his head very ominously. * This is a bad business, Mr. Tait,'
he said gloomily. * A unique coin, as you know, and one of the
most valuable in the whole of our large Anglo-Saxon collection.'
'
'
Is there a mouse-hole anywhere,' I cried in agony ; any place
where it might have rolled down and got mislaid or concealed for
the

moment ?

'

The superintendent went down instantly on his own hands and
knees, pulled up every piece of the cocoa-nut matting with minute
searched the whole place thoroughly from end to
but
found
end,
nothing. He spent nearly an hour on that
never for a moment research
; meanwhile,Mactavish
thorough
laxed his hold upon me.
At last the superintendent desisted from the search as quite
hopeless, and approached me very politely.
<
I'm extremely sorry, Mr. Tait,' he said in the most courteous
*
possible manner, but by the rules of the Museum I am absolutely
deliberation,

compelled either to search you for the coin or to give you into
It may, you know, have got caught somewhere about
custody.
your person. No doubt you would prefer, of the two, that I should
look in all your pockets and the folds of your clothing.'
The position was terrible. I could stand it no longer.
*
Mr. Harbourne,' I said, breaking out once more from head to
I must tell you the truth. I have brought
a duplicate gold Wulfric here to-day to compare with the Museum
specimen, and I have got it this very moment in my waistcoat

foot into a cold sweat,

*

pocket.'

The superintendent gazed back

at

me

with a mingled look of

incredulity and pity.
4
dear sir,' he answered very gently,
most unfortunate business, but I'm afraid I

My

*

this is altogether a
to let

must ask you

me

look at the duplicate you speak of.'
it, trembling, out of my waistcoat pocket and handed it
The superintendent gazed at it for
across to him without a word.
I took

a moment in silence ; then, in a tone of the profoundest com'
Mr. Tait, I grieve to be obliged to
miseration, he said slowly,
This is our own specimen of the gold Wulfric '
contradict you.
!

The whole Museum whirled round me
knew anything more I fainted.

violently,

and before I
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II.

When I came to I found myself seated in the superintendent's
room, with a policeman standing quietly in the background.
As soon as I had fully recovered consciousness, the superintendent motioned the policeman out of the room for a while, and
then gently forced me to swallow a brandy and soda.
*
Mr. Tait,' he said compassionately, after an awkward pause,

you are a very young man indeed, and, I believe, hitherto of
blameless character. Now, I should be very sorry to have to proceed to extremities against you. I know to what lengths, in a
*

moment of weakness, the desire to possess a rare coin will often
lead a connoisseur, under stress of exceptional temptation. I have
not the slightest doubt in my own mind that you did really accidentally drop

this

coin

that

;

you went down on your knees

honestly intending to find it ; that the accident suggested to you
the ease with which you might pick it up and proceed to pocket
it ; that you yielded temporarily to that unfortunate impulse ;

and that by the time I arrived upon the scene you were already
overcome with remorse and horror. I saw as much immediately
in your very countenance.
Nevertheless, I determined to give
you the benefit of the doubt, and I searched over the whole place
in the most thorough and conscientious manner. ... As you
Mr. Tait, I cannot bear to have
know, I found nothing.
I recognise the temptation and the
to deal harshly with you.
.

.

.

agony of repentance that instantly followed it. Sir, I give you
one chance. If you will retract the obviously false story that you
just now told me, and confess that the coin I found in your pocket
was in fact, as I know it to be, the Museum specimen, I will
forthwith dismiss the constable, and will never say another word
to any one about the whole matter. I don't want to ruin you, but
Think the matter
I can't, of course, be put off with a falsehood.
Do you or do you not still adhere to
carefully over with yourself.
that very improbable and incredible story ?
Horrified and terror-stricken as I was, I couldn't avoid feeling
grateful to the superintendent for the evident kindness with which
he was treating me. The tears rose at once into my eyes.
Mr. Harbourne,' I cried passionately, you are very good, very
generous. But you quite mistake the whole position. The story
I told you was true, every word of it. I bought that gold Wulfric
from a ploughman at Lichfield, and it is not absolutely identical
'

'

'
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with the
is

Museum

specimen which I dropped upon the floor. It
and it has a distinct dent upon
the
of Wulfric.'
below
just

closer clipped around the edges,

W

the obverse side,

The superintendent paused a

second, and scanned

my face very

closely.
*

Have you a

much
*

*

sterner

knife or a

and more

No,' I replied,
You are sure ?

*

in your pocket
official tone.
file

neither

'

?

he asked in a

neither.'

'

Certain.'
'

Shall I search

f

Search

He put
to

my

me

you myself,

yourself,' I

or shall I give

you in custody ?

'

answered confidently.

hand quietly into my left-hand breast pocket, and
utter horror and dismay drew forth, what I had up to that
his

moment

utterly forgotten, a pair of folding pocket nail-scissors,
in a leather case, of course with a little file on either side.
heart stood still within me.

My

quite sufficient, Mr. Tait,' the superintendent went
'Had you alleged that the Museum coin was
on, severely.
smaller than your own imaginary one you might have been able
'

That

is

to put in the facts as
is

the case.

good evidence. But I see the exact contrary
stooped to a disgraceful and unworthy sub-

You have

This base deception aggravates your guilt. You have
deliberately defaced a valuable specimen in order if possible to

terfuge.

destroy

its identity.'

What

could I say in return ? I stammered and hesitated.
Mr. Harbourne,' I cried piteously, the circumstances seem
to look terribly against me.
But, nevertheless, you are quite
'

'

mistaken. The missing Wulfric will come to light sooner or later
and prove me innocent.'
He walked up and down the room once or twice irresolutely,
and then he turned round to me with a very fixed and determined
aspect which fairly terrified me.
1
Mr. Tait,' he said, I am straining every point possible to
'

save you, but you

make

it

very difficult for

me by

your continued

am

doing quite wrong in being so lenient to you ; I
am proposing, in short, to compound a felony. But I cannot bear,
without letting you have just one more chance, to give you in
falsehood.

I

charge for a common robbery. I will let you have ten minutes to
consider the matter ; and I beseech you, I beg of you, I implore
you to retract this absurd and despicable lie before it is too late
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have to hand you

over to the constable out there, and that the whole truth must
come out in court, and must be blazoned forth to the entire world

The policeman is standing here by the door.
alone
with your own thoughts for ten minutes.'
you
As he spoke he walked out gravely, and shut the door solemnly

in every newspaper.
I will leave

behind him. The clock on the chimney-piece pointed with its
hands to twenty minutes past three.
I hardly knew how to act under it.
It was an awful dilemma.
On the one hand, if I admitted for the moment that I had tried
to steal the coin, I could avoid all immediate unpleasant circumstances
and as it would be sure to turn up again in cleaning the
;

I should be able at last to prove my innocence to Mr.
Harbourne's complete satisfaction. But, on the other hand, the
stuck in my throat I could not humble
lie
for it was a lie
myself to say I had committed a mean and dirty action which I

Museum,

;

loathed with

all

come what would
to clear

But

the force and energy of my nature. No, no
it, I must stick by the truth, and trust to that
!

of

up everything.
the superintendent really insisted on giving

if

me

how

in

very awkward to have to telegraph about it to Emily
*
Fancy saying to the girl you are in love with, I can't go with you
to the theatre this evening, because I have been taken off to gaol
charge,

!

on a charge of stealing a valuable coin from the British Museum.'
was too terrible
Yet, after all, I thought to myself, if the worst comes to the

It

!

worst, Emily will have faith enough in me to know it is ridiculous ;
and, indeed, the imputation could in any case only be temporary.
As soon as the thing gets into court I could bring up the Lichfield

ploughman to prove my possession of a gold Wulfric and I could
bring up Emily to prove that I had shown it to her that very
morning. How lucky that I had happened to take it out and let
;

her look at

it

!

My

case was, happily, as plain as a pikestaff.

It

was only momentarily that the weight of the evidence seemed so
perversely to go against me.
Turning over all these various considerations in my mind with
anxious hesitancy, the ten minutes managed to pass away almost
before I had thoroughly realised the deep gravity of the situation.
As the clock on the chimney-piece pointed to the* half-hour,
the door opened once more, and the superintendent entered
*
'
Well, Mr. Tait,' he said in an anxious voice, have
solemnly.
VOL.
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you made up your mind

now admit,
steal
'

to

make a

clean breast of

after full deliberation, that

it ?

Do you

you have endeavoured to

'

and

clip the gold Wulfric ?
I
answered firmly, ' I do
No,'

not admit

it

;

and

I will wil-

lingly go before a jury of my countrymen to prove my innocence.'
4
Then Grod help you, poor boy,' the superintendent cried
*
I have done my best to save you, and you will
despondently.

Policeman, this is your prisoner. I give him in
a
on
of stealing a gold coin, the property of the
charge
custody

not let me.

Museum, valued at 175Z. sterling.'
You
The policeman laid his hand upon my wrist.

trustees of this

*

will

have

to go along with me to the staljon, sir,' he said quietly.
Terrified and stunned as I was by the awfulness of the accusa-

could not forget or overlook the superintendent's evident
*
Mr. Harbourne,' I cried, * you have
reluctance and kindness.
tion, I

I am grateful to you for it, in spite
tried to do your best for me.
of your terrible mistake, and I shall yet be able to show you that

I

am innocent.'
He shook his

'

I have done my duty,' he said
head gloomily.
I have never before had a more painful one.
with a shudder.
Policeman, I must ask you now to do yours.'
(

III.

The

police
prisoners, and I

are

always

considerate

to

respectable-looking

had no

difficulty in getting the sergeant in charge
of the lock-up to telegraph for me to Emily, to say that I was

detained by important business, which would prevent me taking her
and her mother to the theatre that evening. But when I explained
to him that my detention was merely temporary, and that I should
be able to disprove the whole story as soon as I went before
the magistrates, he winked most unpleasantly at the constable
who had brought me in, and observed in a tone of vulgar sarcasm,
{
We have a good many gentlemen here who says the same, sir
don't we, Jim ? but they don't always find it so easy as
they
expected when they stands up afore the beak to prove their statements.'
I

began to

reflect that

a pleasant place for a

man

even a temporary prison

is far

from being

to stop in.

Next morning they took me up before the magistrate, and
the

Museum

authorities of course proved a

prima

facie

as

case
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against me, and as my solicitor advised me to reserve my defence,
owing to the difficulty of getting up my witness from Lichfield in
reasonable time, I was duly committed for trial at the next sessions of the Central Criminal Court.
I
trial,

had often read before that people had been committed for
but till that moment I had no idea what a very unpleasant

sensation

it really is.

However, as I was a person of hitherto unblemished character,
and wore a good coat made by a fashionable tailor, the magistrate
decided to admit me to bail, if two sureties in 5001. each were
promptly forthcoming for the purpose. Luckily, I had no difficulty in finding friends who believed in my story and as I felt sure
the lost Wulfric would soon be found in cleaning the museum, I
suffered perhaps a little less acutely than I might otherwise have
;

done, owing to

my

profound confidence in the

final

triumph of the

truth.

Nevertheless, as the case would be fully reported next morning in all the papers, I saw at once that I must go straight off and
explain the matter without delay to Emily.
I will not dwell upon that painful interview.

that Emily behaved as I of course

I will only say

knew she would behave.

She
was horrified and indignant at the dreadful accusation; and,
'
He
woman-like, she was very angry with the superintendent.
for
taken
word
to
have
she
cried
it, naturally, Harold,'
your
ought
But what a good thing, anyhow, that you
through her tears.
happened to show the coin to me. I should recognise it anywhere
'

among ten

thousand.'

'

That's well, darling,' I said, trying to kiss away her tears and
'
I haven't the slightest doubt that when
cheer her up a little.
the trial comes we shall be able triumphantly to vindicate me

from this

terrible, groundless accusation.'

IV.

When

did actually come on, the Museum authorities
their
case against me in what seemed the most
began by proving
fashion.
The superintendent proved that on
horribly damning

the

trial

such and such a day, in such and such a case, he had seen a gold
coin of Wulfric of Mercia, the property of the Museum.
He and
Mactavish detailed the circumstances under which the coin was

The superintendent explained how he had asked me to submit to a search, and how, to avoid that indignity, I had myself
lost.

82
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produced from my waistcoat-pocket a gold coin of Wulfric of
Mercia, which I asserted to be a duplicate specimen, and my own
The counsel for the Crown proceeded thus with the
property.
examination
*

Do you

<

1 do.'

1

What

:

recognise the coin I

is

4

?

'

it?'

The unique gold
Museum.'

coin of Wulfric of Mercia, belonging to the

'

1

now hand you

You have

absolutely no doubt as to its identity
Absolutely none whatsoever.'

'

?

Does it differ in any respect from the same coin as you previously saw it ?
It has been clipped round the edge with a sharp instru.' Yes.
and
a
ment,
slight dent has been made by pressure on the obverse
the
of Wulfric.'
below
side, just
Did you suspect the prisoner at the bar of having mutilated
*

'

W

'

it?'

and I asked him whether he had a knife in his possesanswered no. I then asked him whether he would submit to be searched for a knife. He consented, and on my looking
in his pocket I found the pair of nail-scissors I now produce, with
'

I did,

He

sion.

a small
'

scissors ?
'

on. either side.'
believe the coin might have been clipped with those

file

Do you
'

The gold

I do.

sition

and

;

it

is very soft, having little alloy in its
compocould be easily cut by a strong-wristed man with a

knife or scissors.'

As

wonder that the jury looked as if they
guilty but I smiled to myself when I
how
utterly Emily's and the ploughman's evidence would
thought
rebut this unworthy suspicion.
The next witness was the Museum cleaner. His evidence at
I listened, I didn't

already -considered

first

me

:

produced nothing fresh, but just at

last,

counsel set before

him a paper, containing a few scraps of yellow metal, and asked
him triumphantly whether he recognised them. He answered
yes.

There was a profound
curious.

silence.

The court was

I couldn't quite understand it all,

sinking.
*

What

'

are they ?

interested and

but I

asked the hostile barrister.

felt

a terrible
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'They are some fragments of gold which I found in shaking
the cocoa-nut matting on the floor of gallery 27 the Saturday after
the attempted theft.'
I felt as if a mine had unexpectedly been sprung beneath me.
How on earth those fragments of soft gold could ever have got
there I couldn't imagine but I saw the damaging nature of this
extraordinary and inexplicable coincidence in half a second.
;

My

counsel cross-examined all the witnesses for the prosecu-

tion, but failed to elicit anything of any value from any one of
them. On the contrary, his questions put to the metallurgist of
the Mint, who was called to prove the quality of the gold, only
brought out a very strong opinion to the effect that the clippings
were essentially similar in character to the metal composing the

clipped Wulfric.

No wonder

the jury seemed to think the case was going

decidedly against me.
Then my counsel called his witnesses.

I listened in the pro-

foundest suspense and expectation.
The first witness was the ploughman from Lichfield.

He

was

a well-meaning but very puzzle-headed old man, and he was evidently frightened at being confronted by so many clever wig-

wearing barristers.
Nevertheless,
of

my

counsel

managed

him

man

me

to get the true story out
The old

at last with infinite patience, dexterity, and skill.
told us finally how he had found the coins and sold

them

to

pounds and how one of them was of gold, with a
head
and
queer
goggle eyes pointed full face upon its surface.
When he had finished, the counsel for the Crown began his
cross-examination. He handed the ploughman a gold coin.
Did
ever
see
that
he
asked
before?
you
quietly.
'To be sure I did,' the man answered, looking at it openmouthed.
for five

;

'

'

'What
'

It's

is

it?'

the bit I sold Mr. Tait there

the bit as I got out

o'

the

old basin.'

Counsel turned triumphantly to the judge. ' My lord,' he
'
said, this thing to which the witness swears is a gold piece of
Ethelwulf of Wessex, by far the commonest and cheapest gold coin
of the whole Anglo-Saxon period.'
It

was handed to the jury side by side with the Wulfric
and the difference, as I knew myself, was in fact

of Mercia

;
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extremely noticeable. All that the old man could have observed in
common between them must have been merely the archaic AngloSaxon character of the coinage.

As

I

heard that I began to feel that it was really all over.
on the re-examination to shake the old man's

My counsel tried

faith in his identification,

and to make him transfer his story

to

the Wulfric which he had actually sold me. But it was all in
vain.
The ploughman had clearly the dread of perjury for ever
before his eyes, and wouldn't go back for any consideration upon
his first sworn statement. ' No, no, mister,' he said over and over
counsel's bland suggestion, ' you ain't going
forswear myself for* all your cleverness.'

again in reply to
to

my

make me
The next witness was Emily.

She went into the box pale and
red-eyed, but very confident. My counsel examined her admirably ;
and she stuck to her point with womanly persistence, that she
had herself seen the clipped Wulfric, and no other coin, on the

morning of the supposed theft. She knew it was so, because she
Wulfric Eex,' and the
distinctly remembered the inscription,
peculiar way the staring open eyes were represented with barbaric
*

puerility.

Counsel for the Crown would only trouble the young lady with
two questions. The first was a painful one, but it must be asked
in the interests of justice.
Were she and the prisoner at the bar
engaged to be married to one another ?
The answer came, slowly and timidly, Yes.'
Counsel drew a long breath, and looked her hard in the face.
Could she read the inscription on that coin now produced?
'

handing her the Ethelwulf.
I saw at once the plot to disconcert her, but
Great heavens
was utterly powerless to warn her against it.
!

*

No,' she said at last,
Emily looked at it long and steadily.
growing deadly pale and grasping the woodwork of the witnessbox convulsively
I don't know the character in which it is
'

;

written.'

Of course not

was in the peculiar semihad
never
read the words 'Wulfric
She
them to her, and she had carried them
away vaguely in her mind, imagining no doubt that she herself
had actually deciphered them.
There was a slight pause, and I felt my blood growing cold
within me. Then the counsel for the Crown handed her again
:

for the inscription

runic Anglo-Saxon letters
Kex either. I had read
'

!
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the genuine Wulfric, and asked her whether the letters upon it
which she professed to have read were or were not similar to those
of the Ethelwulf.

Instead of answering, Emily bent
hands, and burst suddenly into tears.

down her head between her

was so much distressed at her terrible agitation that I forgot
altogether for the moment my own perilous position, and I cried
I

'
aloud,
lord, my lord, will you not interpose to spare her any
further questions ?
'
I think,' the judge said to the counsel for the Crown, * you

My

'

might now permit the witness to stand down.'
*

*

I wish to re-examine,
No,' I said in his ear,

my
'

lord,'

no.

my

counsel put in hastily.

Whatever comes of it, not another

had

far rather go to prison than let her suffer this
torture
for a single minute longer.'
inexpressible
led
was
down, still crying bitterly, into the body of the
Emily
I

question.

court,

and the

The theory

rest of the proceedings

went on uninterrupted.
and plausible one.

of the prosecution was a simple

had bought a common Anglo-Saxon coin, probably an Ethelwulf,
valued at about twenty-two shillings, from the old Lichfield
ploughman. I had thereupon conceived the fraudulent idea of
I

pretending that I had a duplicate of the rare Wulfric. I had
shown the Ethelwulf, clipped in a particular fashion, to the lady
whom I was engaged to marry. I had then defaced and altered
the genuine Wulfric at the
aid of

my

pocket

Museum into the same shape with the
And I had finally made believe

nail-scissors.

to drop the coin accidentally upon the floor, while I had really
The theory for the defence
secreted it in my waistcoat pocket.

had broken down utterly ; and then there was the damning fact
of the gold scrapings found in the cocoanut matting of the British
Museum, which was to me the one great inexplicable mystery in
the whole otherwise comprehensible mystification.
I felt

me.

myself that the case did indeed look very black against
to convict me on such very doubt-

But would a jury venture

ful evidence ?

The jury retired

to consider their verdict.

I stood in suspense

in the dock, with my heart loudly beating.
Emily remained in
the body of the court below, looking up at me tearfully and

penitently.

After twenty minutes the jury returned.
'
*
Guilty or not guilty ?
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The foreman answered

'

aloud, Guilty.'
There was a piercing cry in the body of the court, and in a
moment Emily was carried out half fainting and half hysterical.

The judge then calmly proceeded

to pass sentence.

He

dwelt

upon the enormity of my crime in one so well connected and so
far removed from the dangers of mere vulgar temptations.
He
dwelt also upon the vandalism of which I had been guilty myself
a collector in clipping and defacing a valuable and unique
memorial of antiquity, the property of the nation. He did not
wish to be severe upon a young man of hitherto blameless character
but the national collection must be secured against such
a peculiarly insidious and cunning form of depredation.
The
sentence of the court was that I should be kept in-rFive years' penal servitude.
Crushed and annihilated as I was, I had still strength to utter
;

a single final word.

'

My

(

the missing Wulfric will
be
and
will
hereafter
found,
yet
prove my perfect innocence.'
Kemove the prisoner,' said the judge, coldly.
They took me down to the courtyard unresisting, where the
prison van was standing in waiting.
On the steps I saw Emily and her mother, both crying bitterly.
They had been told the sentence already, and were waiting to
take a last farewell of me.
'
Oh, Harold
Emily cried, flinging her arms around me
lord,' I cried,

'

'

!

*

wildly,

it's

all

my

stupidity I've lost

fault

your

!

case.

I can never forgive myself.
you to prison.'

It's

my

fault only !
By
you to prison.

I've sent
I've sent

you

to prison.

my

foolish

Oh, Harold,
I've sent

*
I shall soon be free
Dearest,' I said, it won't be for long.
Wulfric
find
the
sooner
or
later, and then of
They'll
again.
{

course they'll let me out again.'
'
'
Harold,' she cried, oh, Harold, Harold, don't you see ? Don't
you understand ? This is a plot against you. It isn't lost. It
'

That would be nothing. It's stolen it's stolen
A light burst in upon me suddenly, and I saw in a moment
the full depth of the peril that surrounded me.
isn't lost.

;

!
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II.

I.

IT was some time before I could sufficiently accustom myself to
life in the Isle of Portland to be able to think clearly

my new

and distinctly about the terrible blow that had fallen upon me.
In the midst of all the petty troubles and discomforts of prison
existence, I had no leisure at first fully to realise the fact that I
was a convicted felon with scarcely a hope not of release for
but of rehabilitation.
that I cared little
Slowly, however, I began to grow habituated to the new hard
life imposed upon me, and to think in my cell of the web of
circumstance which had woven itself so irresistibly around me.
I had only one hope.
Emily knew I was innocent. Emily
suspected, like me, that the Wulfric had been stolen.
Emily
would do her best, I felt certain, to heap together fresh evidence,
and unravel this mystery to its very bottom.
Meanwhile, I thanked Heaven for the hard mechanical daily
I was a strong athletic
toil of cutting^stone in Portland prison.
I
now
that
I had always loved
fellow
was
glad
enough.
young
the river at Oxford my arms were stout and muscular. I was
able to take my part in the regular work of the gang to which I
Had it been otherwise had I been set down to some
belonged.
quiet sedentary occupation, as first-class misdemeanants often are,
I should have worn my heart out soon with thinking perpetually of
;

;

poor Emily's terrible trouble.
When I first came, the Deputy-Governor, knowing my case
well (had there not been leaders about me in all the papers ?),
very kindly asked me whether I would wish to be given work in
the book-keeping department, where manj educated convicts were

employed

as clerks

and

assistants.

But

I

begged particularly to

be put into an outdoor gang, where I might have to use my limbs
constantly, and so keep my mind from eating itself up with

The Deputy-Governor immediately conin a quarrying gang, at the west end of
and
me
work
sented,
gave
the island, near Deadman's Bay on the edge of the Chesil.
For three months I worked hard at learning the trade of a
quarryman, and succeeded far better than any of the other new
hands who were set to learn at the same time with me. Their

perpetual thinking.

85
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heart was not in

it

;

mine was.

Anything

to escape that

gnawing

agony.

The other men

gang were not agreeable or congenial
companions. They taught me their established modes of intercommunication, and told me several facts about themselves, which
did not tend to endear them to me.
One of them, 1247, was put
in the

in for the manslaughter of his wife by kicking ; he was a lowbrowed, brutal London drayman, and he occupied the next cell to

mine, where he disturbed me much in my sleepless nights by his
loud snoring. Another, a much slighter and more intelligentlooking man, was a skilled burglar, sentenced to fourteen years for

A third
cracking a crib in the neighbourhood of Hampstead.
was a sailor, convicted of gross cruelty to a defenceless Lascar.
'

'

They

all told

me

the nature of their crimes with a brutal frank-

ness which fairly surprised me ; but when I explained to them in
return that I had been put in upon a false accusation, they treated
my remarks with a galling contempt that was absolutely unsup-

After a short time I ceased to communicate with

portable.

fellow-prisoners in any way,
thoughts in utter isolation.

and remained shut up with

my
my own

By-and-bye I found that the other men in the same gang
were beginning to dislike me strongly, and that some among them
actually whispered to one another what they seemed to consider
a very strong point indeed against me that I must really have
been convicted by mistake, and that I was a regular stuck-up
sneaking Methodist. They complained that I worked a great deal
too hard, and so made the other felons seem lazy by comparison
and they also objected to my prompt obedience to our warder's
commands, as tending to set up an exaggerated and impossible
;

standard of discipline.

Between
sprang up a
friendship.

and myself, on the other hand, there soon
feeling which I might almost describe as one of
Though by the rules of the establishment we could

this warder

not communicate with one another except upon matters of business, I liked him for his uniform courtesy, kindliness, and forbearance

;

while I could easily see that he liked

one of those persons
since has led

me

to

believe less

me

in return,

by
was
prisons then and
rare than most people would

men who were under his
whom some experience of

contrast with the other

charge.

He

imagine men in whom the dreary life of a prison warder, instead
of engendering hardness of heart and cold unsympathetic stern-
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engendered a certain profound tenderness and melancholy

I grew quite fond of that one honest warder, among so
of spirit.
many coarse and criminal faces ; and I found, on the other hand,

fellow-prisoners hated me all the more because, as they
expressed it in their own disgusting jargon, I was sucking up to

that

my

that confounded dog of a barker. It happened once, when I was
a few minutes alone with the warder, that he made an
attempt for a moment, contrary to regulations, to hold a little
left for

private conversation with me.
'
1430,' he said in a low voice, hardly moving his lips, for fear
of being overlooked, * what is your outside name ?
'

I

answered quietly, without turning to look at him,

'

Harold

Tait.'

He

'
he cried. * Not
What
gave a little involuntary start.
him that took a coin from the British Museum ?
'
I did not take it,' I cried with all my
I bridled up angrily.
*
I
am
and
have been put in here by some terrible
soul.
innocent,
'

!

'

error.'

He

was silent

make

for half

You

I believe you.

Then he

a second.

are speaking the truth.

said musingly,

<

Sir,

I will do all I can to

things easy for you.'

That was

all

An

he said then.

But from that day

forth

he

me

in private as ' Sir,' and never again as ' 1430.'
incident arose at last out of this condition of things which

always spoke to

had a very important

effect

upon

my

future position.

day, about three months after I was committed to prison,
we were all told off as usual to work in a small quarry on the cliffside overhanging the long expanse of pebbly beach known as the

One

Chesil.

I

had reason to believe afterwards that a large open

fishing boat lying upon the beach below at the moment had been
placed there as part of a concerted scheme by the friends of the

and that it contained ordinary clothing for
;
in our gang, except myself only.
The idea was
the
should
the
that
warder, seize the
overpower
evidently
gang
clothes
turns
their
about meanwhile
boat, change
instantly, taking

Hampstead burglar
all

the

men

with the navigation, and make straight off for the shore at
Lulworth, where they could easily disperse without much chance
of being re-captured.
But of all this I was of course quite
at
the
for
time,
they had not thought well to intrust
ignorant
their secret to the ears of the sneaking virtuous Methodist.
A few minutes after we arrived at the quarry, I was working
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men

with two other

at putting a blast in,

when

I

happened to

look round quite accidentally, and, to my great horror, saw 1247,
the brutal wife-kicker, standing behind with a huge block of stone
in his hands, poised just above the warder's head, in a threatening

The other men stood around waiting and watching. I
had only just time to cry out in a tone of alarm, 'Take care,
when the stone descended upon the
warder, he'll murder you
warder's head, and he fell at once, bleeding and half senseless,
upon the ground beside me. In a second, while he shrieked and
struggled, the whole gang was pressing -savagely and angrily
around him.
There was no time to think or hesitate. Before I knew almost
what I was doing, I had seized his gun and ammunition, and,
attitude.

'

!

standing over his prostrate body, I held the men at bay for a
Then 1247 advanced threateningly, and tried to
single moment.

put his foot upon the fallen warder.
I didn't wait or reflect one solitary second. I drew the trigger,
and fired full upon him. The bang sounded fiercely in my ears,

and

for a

moment

I could see

nothing through the smoke of the

rifle.

With

a terrible shriek he fell in front of me, not dead, but

seriously wounded.

The boat, the boat,' the others cried loudly.
Knock him
Kill him
Take the boat, all of you.'
down
At that moment the report of my shot had brought another
'

'

!

!

warder hastily to the top of the quarry.
*
I cried.
Come quick, and save us. These
Help, help
brutes are trying to murder our warder
The man rushed back to call for aid ; but the way down the
'

!

'

!

zigzag path was steep and tortuous, and it was some time before
they could manage to get down and succour us.
Meanwhile the other convicts pressed savagely around us,

trying to

jump upon the

warder's

body and

force their

way past

to the beach beneath us.

I fired again, for the rifle was doubleit was impossible to reload in such a
tumult, so,
shot, which hit no one, I laid about
fiercely

but
next
me
with the butt end of the gun, and succeeded in knocking down
four of the savages, one after another.
By that time the warders
from above had safely reached us, and formed a circle of fixed
bayonets around the rebellious prisoners.
barrelled

;

after the

'

Thank

Grod

'
!

I cried, flinging

down the

rifle,

and rushing up
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He

is

am

alive,

breathing

He

!

'

is

breathing

!

he murmured in a faint voice,

'

Yes,'

'

I

and

I

thank

But for you, sir, these fellows here would certainly
you
have murdered me.'
You are badly wounded yourself, 1430,' one of the other
warders said to me, as the rebels were rapidly secured and marched
off sullenly back to the prison.
Look, your own arm is bleeding
for

it.

*

'

fiercely.'

I was one mass of
and that I was growing faint from loss
of blood.
In defending the fallen warder I had got punched and
pummelled on every side, just the same as one used to get long
ago in a bully at football when I was a boy at Eugby, only much
more seriously.
The warders brought down seven stretchers one for me one
for the wounded warder
one for 1 247, whom I had shot and
four for the convicts whom I had knocked over with the butt end
of the rifle.
They carried us up on them, strongly guarded, in a

Then

for the first

wounds from head

time I was aware that

to foot,

:

;

;

;

long procession.
At the door of the infirmary the Governor met us. * 1430,'
he said to me, in a very kind voice, 'you have behaved most
admirably.

I

room windows.

saw you myself quite distinctly from my drawingYour bravery and intrepidity are well deserving

of the highest recognition.'
(

Sir,' I answered, 'I have only tried to do my duty. I couldn't
stand by and see an innocent man murdered by such a pack of

bloodthirsty ruffians.'

The Governor turned

aside a little surprised.

'

Who

is

1430?'

he asked quietly.

A subordinate, consulting a book, whispered my name and
The Governor nodded
supposed crime to him confidentially.
twice, and seemed to be satisfied.
'

Sir,'
'

1430

is

the wounded warder said faintly from his stretcher,
an innocent man unjustly condemned, if ever there was

one.'

II.

On

the Thursday week following, when my wounds were all
getting well, the whole body of convicts was duly paraded at
half-past eleven in front of the Governor's house.
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The Grovernor came out, holding an official-looking paper in
his right hand.
'No. 1430,' he said in a loud voice, 'stand
forward.'
And I stood forward.
'No. 1430, I have the pleasant duty of informing you, in face
of all your fellow-prisoners, that your heroism and self-devotion
in saving the life of Warder James Woollacott, when he was
attacked and almost overpowered on the 20th of this month by a
gang of rebellious convicts, has been reported to Her Majesty's
Secretary of State for the Home Department ; and that on his

recommendation Her Majesty has been graciously pleased to grant
you a Free Pardon for the remainder of the time during which
you were sentenced to penal servitude.'
For a moment I felt quite stunned and speechless. I reeled
on my feet so much that two of the warders jumped forward to
support me. It was a great thing to have at least one's freedom.
But in another minute the real meaning of the thing came clearer
upon me, and I recoiled from the bare sound of those horrid words,
a Free Pardon. I didn't want to be pardoned like a convicted
I wanted to have my innocence proved before the eyes of
felon
all England.
For my own sake, and still more for Emily's sake,
rehabilitation was all I cared for.
'
Sir,' I said, touching my cap respectfully, and saluting the
Governor according to our wonted prison discipline, I am very
:

'

greatly obliged to you for your kindness in having

made

this

representation to the Home Secretary ; but I feel compelled to
1 am wholly guiltless of the
say I cannot accept a free pardon.

crime of which I have been convicted

pardoning

me

the

Home

;

and

I wish that instead of

Secretary would give instructions to the.
a thorough investigation of the case, with

detective police to make
the object of proving my complete innocence. Till that is done,
I prefer to remain an inmate of Portland Prison.
What I wish is

not pardon, but to be restored as an honest

my

man

to the society of

equals.'

The Grovernor paused for a moment, and consulted quietly in
an undertone with one or two of his subordinates.
Then he
turned to me with great kindness, and said in a loud voice, ' No.
1430, I have no power any longer to detain you in this prison,
even if I wished to do so, after you have once obtained Her
Majesty's free pardon. My duty is to dismiss you at once, in
accordance with the terms of this document. However, I will

communicate the substance of your request to the

Home Secretary,
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such a petition, so made, will doubtless have the

full

weight that may rightly attach to it. You must now go with
these warders, who will restore you your own clothes, and then
But if there is anything further you
formally set you at liberty.

would wish to speak to

me

about, you can do so afterward in your

private capacity as a free man at two o'clock in
I thanked him quietly and then withdrew.

my own

office.'

At two

o'clock I

duly presented myself in ordinary clothes at the Governor's office.
had a long and confidential interview, in the course of

We

which I was able to narrate to the Governor at full length all the
facts of my strange story exactly as I have here detailed them.
He listened to me with the greatest interest, checking and confirming

my

statements at length by reference to the

brought to him by a clerk.
he said to me quite simply,

(

file

of papers

When I had

finished

Mr. Tait,

may be imprudent

it

my whole

story,

of

me

my position and under such peculiar circumstances to say so,
but I fully and unreservedly believe your statement. If anything
that I can say or do can be of any assistance to you in proving
in

your innocence, I shall be very happy indeed to exert all my
influence in your favour.'
I thanked him warmly with tears in my eyes.
'
And there is one point in your story,' he went on, ' to which
I, who have seen a good deal of such doubtful cases, attach the
very highest importance. You say that gold clippings, pronounced
to be similar in character to the gold Wulfric, were found shortly
after by a cleaner at the Museum on the cocoa-nut matting of the
floor

where the coin was examined by you

I nodded, blushing crimson.

strangest

'

'

?

That,' I said,

'

seems to

me the

and most damning circumstance against me in the whole

story.'
'

Precisely,' the

Governor answered quietly.

'

And

if

what you

the truth (as I believe it to be), it is also the circumstance
which best gives us a cue to use against the real culprit. The
say

is

clever
fatal

who

was too clever by half, or else not quite
protection. In manufacturing that last
piece of evidence against you he was also giving you a certain

person

stole the coin

for his

enough

own

own identity.'
'How so ? I asked, breathless.
Why, don't you see ? The thief must in all probability have
been somebody connected with the Museum. He must have seen
you comparing the Wulfric with your own coin. He must have

clue to his

'

'
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moment you dropped
have clipped the coin to manufacture further hostile
evidence. And he must have dropped the clippings afterwards on
the cocoa-nut matting in the same gallery on purpose in order to

picked

it

up

aiid carried it off secretly at the

He must

it.

heighten the suspicion against you.'

You are right,' I cried, brightening up at the luminous sug'
gestion
you are right, obviously. And there is only one man
who could have seen and heard enough to carry out this abominable
'

Mactavish

plot

'
!

Well, find him out and prove the case against him, Mr. Tait,'
the Governor said warmly, ' and if you send him here to us I can
promise you that he will be weH taken care of.'
1

I

bowed and thanked him, and was about

held out his hand to

me

to withdraw, but

he

with perfect frankness.

he said, * I can't let you go away so. Let me have
your hand in token that you bear us no grudge for the way we
have treated you during your unfortunate imprisonment, and that
I, for my part, am absolutely satisfied of the truth of your state-

'Mr.

Tait,'

ment.'

HI.

The moment

I arrived in London I drove straight off without
to
I had telegraphed beforehand that I had been
delay
Emily's.
a
free
granted
pardon, but had not stopped to tell her why or

under what conditions.

Emily met

me

in tears in the passage.

she cried, flinging her arms wildly around me.
my darling how can I ever say it to you ?
!

'

Harold
'

Oh,

!

my

Mamma

me to see you here any longer.'
was a terrible blow, but I was not unprepared

Harold

'
!

darling
says she
!

won't allow
It

for

it.

How

could I expect that poor, conventional, commonplace old lady to
have any faith in me after all she had read about me in the newspapers

?

*
Emily,' I said, kissing her over and over again tenderly, you
must come out with me, then, this very minute, for I want to talk
*

with you over matters of importance. Whether your mother
it or not, you must come out with me this very minute.'
Emily put on her bonnet hastily and walked out with me into

wishes

It was growing dark, and the neighbourhood was a very quiet one or else perhaps even my own Emily
would have felt a little ashamed of walking about the streets of

the streets of London.

;
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cropped short around his

still

release,

and Emily listened to

it

in profound silence.
'

'

'

darling Harold
(when I told her
<
the tale of my desperate battle over the fallen warder), you are
the bravest and best of men. I knew you would vindicate your*

Harold

she cried,

!

self sooner or later.

my

!

What we have

Mactavish stole the Wulfric.

to do

know he

I

now

stole it

is
;

to

show that

I read it at the

clean-shaven villain's face. I shall prove it still, and
then you will be justified in the eyes of everybody.'
But how can we manage to communicate meanwhile, darling ?
'
I cried eagerly.
If your mother won't allow you to see me, how
are we ever to meet and consult about it ?
There's only one way, Harold
only one way ; and as things

trial in his

'

'

'

'

now

it strange of me to propose it.
immediately, whether mamma will

stand you mustn't think

Harold, you must marry
let us or not

me

'

!

'

I cried,
Emily
my own darling your confidence and trust
in me makes me I can't tell you how proud and happy. That you
should be willing to marry me even while I am under such a cloud
'

'

!

!

as this gives me a greater proof of your love than anything else
you could possibly do for me. But, darling, I am too proud to
take you at your word. For your sake, Emily, I will never marry
you until all the world has been compelled unreservedly to admit

my

innocence.'

Emily blushed and cried a

little.

'

As you

will,

Harold,

'

dearest,' she answered, trembling, I can afford to wait for you.
I know that in the end the truth will be established.'

IV.

A

week

life

'

'

two

later I

was astonished one morning at receiving

hand warmly and gratefully,
sir,' he said, grasping
see I haven't yet entirely recovered from that terrible mornI shall bear the marks of it about me for the remainder of

my

Well,

you

ing.

my

or

my London

lodgings from the warder Woollacott, whose
I had been happily instrumental in saving at Portland Prison.

a visit in

lifetime.

The Governor

duty, so they've pensioned
I

told

says I shall never again be
off very honourable.'

fit

for

me

him how pleased

I

was that he should have been
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and then we fell into conversation about myself
and the means of re-establishing my perfect innocence.
I shall have plenty of leisure, and shall be
Sir,' said he,
comfortably off now. If there's anything that I can do to be of
service to you in the matter, I shall gladly do it.
My time is

liberally treated,
'

'

entirely at your disposal.'
I thanked him warmly, but told

him that the

affair

was already

in the hands of the regular detectives, who had been set to work
upon it by the Governor's influence with the Home Secretary.

By-and-bye I happened to mention confidentially to him

man

An

my

seemed to occur to the
warder suddenly but he said not a word to me about it at the
A few days later, however, he came back to me quietly and
time.
suspicions of the

Mactavish.

idea

;

tone of voice, ' Well, sir, I think we
still
manage to square him.'
*
Square who, Mr. Woollacott ? I don't understand you.'

said, in a confidential

'

Why, Mactavish, sir.
Museum, and his wife

I found out he

may

had a small house near

a lodging there for a single man.
I've gone and taken the lodging, and I shall see whether in" the
course of time something or other doesn't come out of it.'

the

I smiled

but

and thanked him

I confess I didn't see

was likely to

lets

arise

for his

enthusiasm in

how anything on

cause

my

earth of any use to

;

me

from this strange proceeding on his part.

V.
It was that same week, I believe, that I received two other
unexpected visitors. They came together. One of them was the
Superintendent of Coins at the British Museum ; the other was
the well-known antiquary and great authority upon the AngloSaxon coinage, Sir Theophilus Wraxton.
'Mr. Tait,' the superintendent began, not without some touch
of natural shame-facedness in his voice and manner, ' I have reason
to believe that I may possibly have been mistaken in my positive
identification of the coin you showed me that day at the Museum
as our

own specimen

of the gold Wulfric.

I have unintentionally

If I

was mistaken, then

done you a most grievous wrong

;

and

for

that wrong, should my suspicions turn out ill-founded, I shall owe
you the deepest and most heart-felt apologies. But the only
reparation I can possibly make you is the one I am doing to-day

by bringing here

my

friend Sir Theophilus Wraxton.

He

has a
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communication of some importance to make to you and if he is
right, I can only beg your pardon most humbly for the error I have
committed in what I believed to be the discharge of my duties.'
I saw at the time that you were the victim
Sir,' I answered,
of a mistake, as I was the victim of a most unfortunate concurrence of circumstances and I bear you no grudge whatsoever for
the part you bore in subjecting me to what is really in itself a
most unjust and unfounded suspicion. You only did what you
believed to be your plain duty
and you did it with marked reluctance, and with every desire to leave me every possible loophole
of escape from what you conceived as a momentary yielding to
a vile temptation.
But what is it that Sir Theophilus Wraxton
;

'

'

;

;

wishes to

me ?

tell

'

'Well, my dear sir,' the old gentleman began, warmly, 'I
haven't the slightest doubt in the world myself that you have been
quite unwarrantably disbelieved about a plain matter of fact that

ought at once to have been immediately apparent to anybody who
in the world about the gold Anglo-Saxon coinage.

knew anything

No

reflection in the world upon you, Harbourne, my dear friend
no reflection in the world upon you in the matter but you must
admit that you've been pig-headedly hasty in jumping to a conclusion, and ignorantly determined in sticking to it against better
evidence. My dear sir, I haven't the very slightest doubt in the
world that the coin now in the British Museum is not the one
which I have seen there previously, and which I have figured
"
in the third volume of
my Early Northumbrian and Mercian
"
Numismatist
Quite otherwise quite otherwise, I assure you.'
*
How do you recognize that it is different, sir ? I cried
'The two coins were struck at just the same mint
excitedly.
from the same die, and I examined them closely together, and
saw absolutely no difference between them, except the dent and
;

!

;

'

the amount of the clipping.'
*
Quite true, quite true,' the old gentleman replied with great
'
deliberation.
But look here, sir. Here is the drawing I took of
the Museum Wulfric fourteen years ago, for the third volume of

"

my Northumbrian Numismatist." That drawing was made with
the aid of careful measurements, which you will find detailed in
the text at page 230. Now, here again is the duplicate Wulfric
permit me to call it your Wulfric ; and if you will compare the
two you'll find, I think, that though your Wulfric is a great deal
smaller than the original one, taken as a whole, yet on one
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U

in Wulfric to the letter
diameter, the diameter from the letter
K in Kex, it is nearly an eighth of an inch broader than the

have there figured. Well, sir, you may cut as much
and make it smaller ; but hang me if by
cutting away at it for all your lifetime you can make it an eighth
of an inch broader anyhow, in any direction.'
I looked immediately at the coin, the drawing, and the
measurements in the book, and saw at a glance that Sir Theophilus
was right.
'
How on earth did you find it out ? I asked the bland old
I

specimen

as

you

like off a coin,

'

gentleman, breathlessly.
'
Why, my dear sir,

I

remembered the

old coin

perfectly,

having been so very particular in my drawing and measurement ;
and the moment I clapped eyes on the other one yesterday, I said
"
"
to my good friend Harbourne, here
Harbourne," said I, someWulfric
in
been
the
case
over
body's
changing your
yonder for
"
said Harbourne " not a bit of
another specimen." " Changing it
"
" do
it ; clipping it, you mean."
No, no, my .good fellow," said I
know
the
I
same
coin
when
I
see
don't
it, and
you suppose
again
This is another coin, not the same one
at my time of life too ?
It's bigger across than the old one from there to there."
clipped.
*
"
it
But it is," I answer. " Just you look in
No,
isn't," says he.
'
my Northumbrian and Mercian and see if it isn't so." " You
must be mistaken," says Harbourne. " If I am, I'll eat my head,"
'
says I. Well, we get down the Numismatist from the bookshelf
then and there ; and sure enough, it turns out just as I told him.
Harbourne turned as white as a ghost, I can tell you, as soon as
he discovered it. " Why," says he, " I've sent a poor young fellow
:

:

!

:

'

'

off to Portland Prison, only three or four months ago, for stealing
"
that very Wulfric." And then he told me all the story.
Very
"
then the only thing you've got to do is just to go
well," said I,

and

call

on him to-morrow, and

let

him know

that you've had

it

proved to you, fairly proved to YOU, that this is not the original
Wulfric."
*

you

'

What
Sir Theophilus,' I said, * I'm much obliged to you.
is by far the most important piece of evidence I've
out
point

yet had to offer. Mr. Harbourne, have you kept the gold clippings that were found that morning on the cocoanut matting ?
'

'

I .have,

And

Mr.

Tait,'

the Superintendent answered anxiously.

Sir Theophilus and I have been trying to fit them upon the
coin in the Museum shelves ; and I am bound to admit I quite
*
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must have been cut

off

a specimen

decidedly larger in one diameter and smaller in another than the
in short, that they do not fit the clipped Wulfric
existing one

now

in the

Museum.'
VI.

It was just a fortnight later that.T received quite unexpectedly
I
a telegram from Rome directed to me at my London lodgings.
tore it open hastily ; it was signed by Emily, and contained only

these few words

'
:

We

have found the

Museum

Wulfric.

coming over to identify and reclaim
Superintendent
to
run
across immediately with him ?
you manage
is

it.

The
Can

'

For a moment I was lost in astonishment, delight, and fear.
and why had Emily gone over to Rome ? Who could she
have with her to take care of her and assist her ? How on earth
had she tracked the missing coin to its distant hiding-place ? It
was all a profound mystery to me and after my first outburst of
joy and gratitude, I began to be afraid that Emily might have
been misled by her eagerness and anxiety into following up the

How

;

traces of the

wrong coin.
However, I had no choice but to go to Rome and see the matter
ended and I went alone, wearing out my soul through that long
journey with suspense and fear for I had not managed to hit
;

;

upon the

superintendent, who, through his telegram being
delivered a little the sooner, had caught a train six hours earlier
than the one I went by.

As

I arrived at the Central Station at

Rome,

I

was met, to

my

First, Emily hersurprise, by a perfect crowd of familiar faces.
self rushed to me, kissed me, and assured me a hundred times

and that the missing coin was undoubtedly
the
Then,
superintendent, more shame-faced than
and
but
with a certain moisture in his eyes,
ever,
very grave,
confirmed her statement by saying that he had got the real
Museum Wulfric undoubtedly in his pocket. Then Sir Theophilus,

over that

it

was

all right,

recovered.

who had

actually come across with Lady Wraxton on purpose to
take care of Emily, added, his assurances and congratulations.
Last of all, Woollacott, the warder, stepped up to me and said
*
simply, I'm glad, sir, that it was through me as it all came out
so right
*

and

Tell

even.'

me how

it all

happened,' I cried, almost faint with joy,
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and

still

beyond

wondering whether

all fear

my

innocence had really been proved

of cavil.

Then Woollacott began, and

told

me

briefly the

whole

story.

He had

consulted with the Superintendent and Sir Theophilus,
without saying a word to me about it, and had kept a close watch

upon

all

the letters that came for Mactavish.

A

rare Anglo-Saxon

not a chattel that one can easily get rid of every day ; and
Woollacott shrewdly gathered from what Sir Theophilus had told
coin

is

him that Mactavish (or whoever else had stolen the coin) would
be likely to try to dispose of it as far away from England as
possible, especially after all the comments that had been made on
this particular Wulfric in the English newspapers.
So he took
of
the
the
at
front door,
every opportunity
postman
intercepting
and looking out for envelopes with foreign postage stamps. At
last one day a letter arrived for Mactavish with an Italian stamp
and a cardinal's red hat stamped like a crest on the flap of the
Woollacott was certain that things of that sort didn't
envelope.
come to Mactavish every day about his ordinary business. Braving
the penalties for appropriating a letter, he took the liberty to open
this suspicious communication, and found it was a note from
Cardinal Trevelyan, the Pope's Chamberlain, and a well-known
collector of antiquities referring to early Church history in England,
and that it was in reply to an offer of Mactavish's to send the

Cardinal for inspection a rare gold coin not otherwise specified.
The Cardinal expressed his readiness to see the coin, and to pay
150 for it, if it proved to be rare and genuine as described.

Woollacott

felt certain

that this communication

must

refer to the

He therefore handed the letter to Mrs. Mactavish
gold Wulfric.
when the postman next came his rounds, and waited to see whether
Mactavish any day afterwards went to the post to register a small
box or packet. Meanwhile he communicated with Emily and the
Superintendent, being unwilling to buoy me up with a doubtful
hope until he was quite sure that their plan had succeeded. The
Superintendent wrote immediately to the Cardinal, mentioning
his suspicions, and received a reply to the effect that he expected
a coin of Wulfric to be sent him shortly. Sir Theophilus, who
had been greatly interested in the question of the coin, kindly
offered to take Emily over to Kome, in order to get the criminating piece, as soon as it arrived, from Cardinal Trevelyan. That
was, in turn, the story that they all told me, piece by piece, in the

Central Station at

Rome

that eventful morning.

THE GOLD WULFRIC.
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'

I asked of the Superintendent eagerly.
in custody in London already,' he answered somewhat
(
I had a warrant out against him before I left town on
sternly.
this journey.'

At the

trial the whole case was very clearly proved against him,
innocence
was fully established before the face of all my
my
fellow-countrymen. A fortnight later my wife and I were among

and

and when I returned to
was
in
to
take
a
the
London,
place
department of coins at
the British Museum, which the Superintendent begged of me to
accept as some further proof in the eyes of everybody that the
suspicion he had formed in the matter of the Wulfric was a most
unfounded and wholly erroneous one. The coin itself I kept as a
memento of a terrible experience ; but I have given up collecting
on my own account entirely, and am quite content now-a-days to
bear my share in guarding the national collection from other
the rocks and woods at Ambleside

;

it

depredators of the class of Mactavish.
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ONCE upon a

the

Mock

time,' says that delicious creation of Lewis Carroll's,
'
I was a real turtle
Once upon a time, the
'

Turtle,

!

modern sole might with greater truth plaintively observe, I was
a very respectable sort of a young cod fish. In those happy days,
my head was not unsymmetrically twisted and distracted all on
one side ; my mouth did not open laterally instead of vertically
my two eyes were not incongruously congregated on the right
half of my distorted visage ; and my whole body was not arrayed,
like a Portland convict's, in a parti-coloured suit, dark-brown on
the right and fleshy-white on the left department of my unfortunate person. When I was young and innocent, I looked ex;

ternally very much like any other swimming thing, except to be
sure that I was perfectly transparent, like a speck of jellyfish.
I

had one eye on each side of my head ; my face and mouth were
symmetry ; and I swam upright like the rest of my
instead
of all on one side after the bad habit of my own
kind,
immediate family. Such, in fact, is the true portrait of the baby
sole, for the first few days after it has been duly hatched out of
the eggs deposited on the shallow spawning places by the mother
a model of

fishes.

After some weeks, however, a change comes o'er the spirit of
the young flat-fish's dream of freedom. In his very early life he
is a wanderer and a vagabond on the face of the waters, leading

what the scientific men prettily describe as a pelagic existence,
and much more frequently met with in the open sea than among
the shallows and sandbanks which are to form the refuge of his
maturer years. But soon his Wanderjdhre are fairly over the
:

transparency of early youth fades out with him exactly as it fades
out in the human subject he begins to seek the recesses of the
:

down quietly in a comfortable
youthful Bohemian aspirations in favour

hollow, and gives up
of safety and respectaThis, of course, is all as it should be ;
bility on a sandy bottom.
in thus sacrificing freedom to the necessities of existence he only
But like all the
follows the universal rule of animated nature.
sea, settles

his

rest of us

when we

begins to develop

a

down

into our final groove, he shortly
tendency towards distinct one-sidedness.

settle
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on the sand upon his left cheek and side, he quickly
undergoes a strange metamorphosis from the perfect and symHis left eye, having now
metrical to the lopsided condition.
nothing in particular to look at on the sands below, takes naturally
to squinting as hard as it can round the corner, to observe the
world above it and so effectually does it manage to squint that
it at last pulls all the socket and surrounding parts clean round
the head to the right or upper surface. In short, the young sole
lies on his left side till that half of his face (except the mouth)
is compelled to twist itself round to the opposite cheek, thus
Lying

flat

;

giving him through life the appearance constantly deprecated
by nurses who meet all unilateral grimaces on the part of their
'
charges with the awful suggestion, Suppose you were to be struck
so

'
!

The young

sole is actually struck

so,

and remains in that

distressing condition ever afterward.
This singular early history of the individual sole evidently
recapitulates for us in brief the evolutionary history of the entire

group to which he belongs. It is pretty clear (to believers at
of all the flat-fish was a sort of cod,
least) that the prime ancestor
and that his descendants only acquired their existing flatness by
long persistence in the pernicious habit of lying always entirely
on one side. Why the primaeval flat-fish first took to this queer
custom is equally easy to understand. Soles, turbots, plaice, brill,

and other members of the

flat-fish

family are

all,

as

we well

know, very excellent edible fishes. Their edibility is as highly
appreciated by the sharks and dogfish as by the enlightened
Moreover, they are ill-provided with
public of a Christian land.

any external protection, having neither fierce jaws, like the pike
and shark, efficient weapons of attack, like the swordfish and
stout defensive armour, like the globefish, the
and the bony pike, whose outer covering is as effectually

the electric
filefish,

eel, or

The
repellent as that of a tortoise, an armadillo, or a hedgehog.
connection between these apparently dissimilar facts is by no
Fish which possess one form of protection
seldom require the additional aid of another for example, all
the electric fish have scaleless bodies, for the very simple reason
that no unwary larger species is at all likely to make an attempt
to bite them across the middle ; if it did, it would soon retire

means an

artificial

one.

:

with a profound respect through all its future life for the latent
But the defenceless ancestor of
resources of electrical science.
the poor flat-fishes was quite devoid of any such offensive or
VOL. VI.

NO. 32, N.S.
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defensive armour, and

about

if

he was to survive at

(metaphorically speaking) for

in the survival of the fittest.

He

all

he must look

some other means

of sharing

found it in the now-ingrained

habit of skulking unperceived on the sandy bottom.
By that
plan he escaped the notice of his ever-present and watchful

enemies.

Koman

He

poet

:

followed (unconsciously) the good advice of the
bene latuit.

But when the

father of all soles (turbot, brill, and dabs in-

took to the family trick of lying motionless on the
cluded)
sea bottom, two courses lay open before him.
(That there were
not three was probably due to the enforced absence of Mr. Gladfirst

stone.)

He might

either have lain flat

on his under-surface,

like

the rays and skates, in which case he would of course have
flattened out symmetrically sideways, with both his eyes in their
normal position ; or he might have lain on the right or left side
exclusively, in which case one side would soon practically come to
be regarded as the top and the other side as the bottom surface.
For some now almost incomprehensible reason, the father of all

and more apparently uncomfortable of these
two possible alternatives. Imagine yourself to lie (as a baby) on
your left cheek till your left eye gradually twists round to a new
soles chose the latter

position close beside its right neighbour, while your mouth
continues to open in the middle of your face as before, and

still

you
have some faint comparative picture of the personal evolution
of an infant sole.
Only you must of course remember that this
curious result of hereditary squinting, transmitted in unbroken
order through so many generations, is greatly facilitated by the
cartilaginous nature of the skull in young flat-fish.
When once the young sole has taken permanently to lying
on his left side, he is no longer able to swim vertically ; he can
only wriggle along sideways on the bottom, with a peculiarly
In fact, it would be a
slow, sinuous, and undulating motion.
him
to
show
himself
in the upper waters,
to
positive disadvantage
and for this very purpose Nature, with her usual foresight, has
deprived him altogether of a swim bladder, by whose aid most

will

other fishes constantly regulate their specific gravity, so as to rise
Some people may
or sink at will in the surrounding medium.
indeed express surprise at learning that fish know anything at all

about specific gravity ; but as they probably manage the alteration quite unconsciously, just as we ourselves move our limbs
without ever for a moment reflecting that we are pulling on the
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may

fairly

be

left

un-

answered.
a

The way in which Nature has worked in depriving the sole of
swim bladder is no doubt the simple and popular one of natural
in other words, she has

managed it by the soles with
swim bladders being always promptly devoured. Originally, we
may well suppose, the ancestral sole, before he began to be a
selection

;

sole at all (if I may be permitted that
sessed this useful aerostatic organ just

frank Hibernicism), poslike all other kinds of

But when once he took

fishes.

and trying

to pass himself

off as

to lurking on the bottom,
merely a bit of the surrounding

sandbank, the article in question would obviously be disadvantageous to him under his altered circumstances. A bit of the

sandbank which elevates
of side fins

is

neighbouring

itself vertically in the water on a couple
sure to attract the unfavourable attention of the

dog-fish,

who

love

soles

human

like

epicures.

sole that

ever sought to rise in the
Accordingly, every aspiring
world with undue levity was sure to be snapped up by a passing
foe, who thus effectually prevented it from passing on its own
peculiar aspirations and swim bladder to future generations.
the other hand, the unaspiring soles that hugged the bottom

On
and

were content to flounder along contentedly sideways, instead of
assuming the perpendicular, for the sake of appearances, at the
peril of their lives, lived and flourished to a good old age, and
left

many

successive relays of

spawn to continue their kind in

The swim bladder would thus gradually atrophy from

later ages.

disuse, just as always happens in the long-run with practically
The modern sole bears about
functionless and obsolete organs.

perpetually in his

own person the mark

of his unenergetic

and

sluggish ancestry.

At the same time that the young sole, setting up in life on
own account, begins to lie on his left side only, and acquires

his
his

adult obliquity of vision, another singular and closely correlated
change begins to affect his personal appearance. He started in
life,

you

parency

will
is

remember, as a transparent body

commonly found in a great

lowest vertebrate organisms.

who

many
Kay

Professor

;

and this transand

of the earliest

Lankester, indeed,

enough from being a fanciful or imaginative
has
shown
some
person,
grounds for believing that our earliest
is

certainly far

recognisable ancestor, the primitive vertebrate, now best represented by that queer little mud fish, the lancelet, as well as by

92
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the too-famous and much-abused ascidian larva, was himself
One result of this ancient transparency we
perfectly translucent.
still

The eye of
carry about with us in our own organisation.
of other higher animals, instead of being a modification

man and

of the skin (as

is

the case with the organ of vision in inverte-

brates generally), consists essentially of a sort of bag or projection
from the brain, turned inside out like the finger of a glove, and
made by a very irregular arrangement to reach at last the outside

In the act of being formed, the human eye in fact
of the face.
buds out from the body of the brain, and gradually elongates

upon a sort of stalk or handle, afterwards known as the
Professor Lankester suggests, as a probable explanaoptic nerve.
tion of this quaint and apparently rather round-about arrangement, that our primitive ancestor was as clear as glass, and had
itself

his eye inside his brain, as is still the case with the ascidian larva.
As soon as his descendants began to grow opaque, the eye was

forced to push itself outward, so as to reach the surface of the
body ; and thus at last, we may imagine, it came to occupy its

present prominent position on the full front of
animals.

all

vertebrate

To return to our sole, however, whom I have left too long
waiting in the sand, to undergo his next transformation as soon
as he has selected a side on which to lie, he begins to grow dark,
:

and a pigmentary matter forms
exposed to the light.

This

is

itself

a very

sufficiently familiar to ladies and
calling for deliberate explanation.

on the upper surface,

common

effect of exposure,

and therefore hardly
But the particular form which
the colouring takes in the true sole and in various other kinds of
flat-fish is very characteristic, and its origin is one of the most
interesting illustrations of natural selection to be found within
the whole range of animated nature. In every case, it exactly
resembles the coloration of the ground on which the particular
For example, the edible sole lies
species habitually reposes.
always on sandy banks, and the spots upon its surface are so
precisely similar to the sand around it that in an aquarium, even
when you actually know from the label that there is a sole to be
found in a particular tank, you can hardly ever manage to spot
him, as long as he lies perfectly quiet on the uniform bottom.
Turbot, on the other hand, which prefers a more irregular pebbly
bed, is darker brown in colour, and has the body covered on its
upper side with little bony tubercles, which closely simulate the
others,
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uneven surface of the banks on which it basks. The plaice, again,
a lover of open stony spots, where small shingle of various sorts is
collected together in variegated masses, has its top side beautifully
dappled with orange-red spots, which assimilate it in hue to the

In this last case the
parti-coloured ledges whereon it rests.
dabs
of
colour
brighter
undoubtedly represent the bits of carnelian

and other
distinct

brilliant pebbles,

when

whose

tints

of course are far

more

when looked
all know how

seen in water by refracted light than

at dry in the white and

common

daylight.

much

We

prettier pebbles always seem when picked
sea-shore than under any other circumstances.

up wet on the

Some few

flat-fish even possess the chameleon power of altertheir
in accordance with the nature of the bottom on
colour,
ing
which they are lying. The change is managed by pressing out-

ward or inward certain layers of pigment

cells,

whose combination

produces the desired hues.
set

The origin of this protective coloration must once more be
down to that deus ex machina of modern biology, natural

selection.

In the beginning, those

flat-fish

which happened to be

more

or less spotted and speckled would be most likely to escape
the notice of their ever-watchful and rapacious foes ; while those

which were uniformly coloured brown or grey, and still more those
which were actually black or light pink, would be at once spotted,
snapped up, and devoured. Hence in every generation the eversurviving sole or turbot was the one whose spots happened most
closely to harmonise with the general coloration of the surrounding bottom. As these survivors would alone intermarry and bring
up future families of like-minded habits, it would naturally result
that the coloration would become fixed and settled as a hereMeanwhile, the eyes of
ditary type in each particular species.
the enemies of flat-fish, ever on the look-out for a nice juicy plaice
would become educated by experience, and would
grow sharper and ever sharper in detecting the flimsy pretences
or flounder,

of insufficiently imitative or irregularly coloured
Natural selection means in this case selection by the

individuals.

hungry jaws

When once the intelligent dog-fish has
starving dog-fish.
learnt to appreciate the fact that all is not sand that looks sandy,
you may be sure he exercises a most vigilant superintendence
of

over every bank he happens to come upon. None but the most
absolutely indistinguishable soles are at all likely to escape his
interested scrutiny.
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The mere nature

of the bottom

upon which they

lie

has thus

helped to become a differentiating agency for the various species
and varieties of flat-fish.
Soles, which easily enough avoid
detection on the sandy flats, would soon be spotted and exterminated among the pebbly ridges beloved of plaice, or the shingly
ledge especially affected by the rough-knobbed turbot. Flounders,
whose colouring exactly adapts them to the soft ooze and shallow
mud-banks at the mouths of rivers, would prove quite out of place
on the deep pools in the Channel, covered with pale yellow sand,
where the pretty lemon sole is most at home. In the case of the

true sole, too, the long, graceful, sinuous fringe of fins is so
arranged that it can fit accurately to the surface on which the fish
is lying, and so add in a great measure to the appearance of con-

A

sole, settling down on a
tinuity with the neighbouring sands.
ribbed patch of sand, can thus accommodate its shape to the
it is almost impossible to distineven
when
guish
you know exactly where to look for
it. Soles are very clever at
choosing such deceptive hiding-places,
and very seldom openly expose themselves on a flat horizontal
surface.
Moreover, whenever they settle, they take care partially
to bury themselves in the sand, with a curious sidelong flapping
motion, and so still more effectually screen themselves from

underlying undulations, so that
its outline,

intending observers.
I may note in passing that such correspondence in colour with
the general hue of the surrounding medium is especially common

wherever a single tone predominates largely in the wider aspect
of nature.
Arctic animals, as everybody knows, are always white.
and
northern hares put on a snowy coat among the
Ptarmigan
snows of winter. The uncommercial stoat needlessly transforms
himself on the approach of cold weather into the expensive and
much-persecuted ermine. Imagine for a moment the chances of
life possessed by a bright scarlet animal among the snowfields of
Greenland, and one can see at once the absolute necessity for
this unvarying protective coloration.
Even a royal duke would
venture
to
of
scarcely
approve
flaring red uniforms under such
All the conspicuous creatures get immediately weeded
out by their carnivorous enemies, owing to their too great obtrusiveness and loudness of dress ; while those alone survive which

conditions.

exactly conform to the fashionable whiteness of external nature.
So, too, in the desert every bird, lizard, grasshopper, butterfly, and
cricket

is

uniformly dressed in light sand-colour.

The

intrusive
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red or blue butterfly from neighbouring flowery fields gets promptly
eaten up by the local bird, whose plumage he cannot distinguish

from the sand around

The

it.

intrusive scarlet or green bird from
taken out of his mouth by

forests finds the bread

neighbouring
the too severe competition of his desert brethren, who can steal
upon the native grasshoppers unperceived, while he himself acts
upon them like a red danger-signal, and is as sedulously avoided

he meant intentionally to advertise in
and destructive purpose.
creatures
are and always must be
sand-haunting

by the invisible insects as
flaming posters his

In shortj

own

if

hostile

necessarily sand-coloured.

A

however, living as they do among the
corals, pink sea-anemones, gorgeous holothurians, and
banded shells of the Southern seas, are beautifully and vividly

few tropical

flat-fish,

brilliant

spotted and coloured with the liveliest patterns.
necessity for protection compels the fish to
All those young beginners
opposite tactics.

In this case the

adopt the exactly

which happen to
show any tendency to plain brown colouring are sure to be recognised as fish, and get promptly eaten up among their bright surroundings
only those which look most like the neighbouring
inedible and stinging nondescripts stand any chance of escaping
with their precious lives. A Quaker garb which would easily pass
unobserved in the murky English Channel would become at once
;

conspicuous by contrast among the brilliant organisms of Amboyna
This beautifully proves the relativity of all things, as

or Tahiti.

Ordinary people express the same idea in
simpler language by saying that circumstances alter cases.
Most of our English flat-fish lie consistently on one side, and
philosophers put

it.

; they keep their right eye
always uppermost. But
the turbot and the brill reverse this arrangement, having the left
side on top and coloured, while the right side is below and white.
Two other fish, known as the fluke and the megrim, but not received

that the left

in polite society, follow the example of their fashionable friends in
this respect.
But in no case are these habits perfectly ingrained ;

now and then one meets with a

left-sided sole or a right-sided

.turbot, which looks as though a great deal were left to the mere
taste and fancy of the individual flat-fish.
Some have taken to
most
on
side
one
and
some
the other ; but it
on
lying
frequently

interesting to note that when a normally right-sided individual
has happened to lie with his left side uppermost that side becomes
coloured and distorted exactly the same as in his more correct

is
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brethren.

This shows

how purely

acquired the whole habit must

It points back clearly to the days when flat-fish were still
merely a sort of cod, and suggests that their transformation into

be.

the unsymmetrical condition

is merely a matter of deliberate
Indeed
there seems good reason to
part.
believe that many young flat-fish never undergo this change at all,
but swimming about freely in the open sea assume that peculiarly
elongated and strange form known as the leptocephalic.

choice on their

own

mean to say that all leptocephali are originally the
of
flat-fishes, but some probably are; and so a word
offspring
or two about these monstrous oceanic idiots and imbeciles may
I don't

not here be out of place.
Lolling about lazily in the open ocean a number of small, long,
ribbon-like fish are frequently found, quite transparent and glassy
in appearance, with no head at all to speak of, but furnished with

a pair of big eyes close beside the tiny snout. They are languid,
boneless, wormlike creatures, very gelatinous in substance, and
looking much like pellucid eels without the skin on. For a long

time these leptocephali (as they are called) were supposed to be a
peculiar class of fishes, but they are now known to be young fry
of various shore-haunting kinds, which have drifted out into the

open ocean, and had their development permanently arrested for
want of the natural environment. They are in fact fish idiots,
and though they grow in size they never attain real maturity. If,
as some authorities believe, many of these queer idiotic forms
really represent stray flat-fish, then their symmetrical development
once more points back to the happy days when the ancestral sole
still

swam

upright, with one eye on each side of his head, instead

of being distorted into a sort of aggravated squinter.
'
Besides the ' reversed specimens of soles and turbots

rightoccasional
to be left-sided, and vice versa
double or ambidextrous individuals occur, in which the dark colour

sided

when they ought

Whether these
equally developed on both sides of the body.
over
in
in
habit
of
their beds
flat-fish
are
the
turning
impartial

is

whether they represent the uneasy sleepers of pleuronectid circles
or otherwise
I am not in a position to state ; but probably they
are produced under circumstances where both sides have been
frequently exposed to the action of light, which seems to have a
photographic effect upon the pigments of the fish's body.
Everybody knows in fact that the upper side or back of most
ordinary fish, exposed as it is to the sunlight, is darker than the
sort of
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lower side or belly ; and this natural result of the solar rays has
indirectly a protective effect, because when you look down into

the water from above it appears dark, whereas when you look up
from below the surface appears bright and shining ; so that a fish
is
less_Jikely to be observed (and eaten) if his back is dark and
his under surface white and silvery.
Albino soles are far rarer than doubles, and seldom occur except
in very young and foolish specimens.
Naturally an albino forms
an exceptionally sure mark for his enemies to hawk at, and he is
therefore usually devoured at an early stage of his unhappy
existence, before he has time to develop properly into a good specimen. For the same reason adult white rabbits are very rare in the
wild state, because they form such excellent targets for owls in
their early infancy.
Eabbits, when tamed, as we all know, tend
'
to ' sport in colour to a surprising extent ; but this tendency is

repressed in the wild condition by the selective action of the
common owl, which promptly picks off every rabbit that doesn't

harmonise well in the dusk of evening with the bracken and furze
among whose stalks it feeds.
All the flat-fish are carnivorous.

They

live chiefly off cockles

and other mollusks, off lugs and lobworms, or off small shrimplike creatures and other crustaceans. In summer time soles resort
to banks and shallow spots near the mouths of rivers to deposit
their spawn.
They are obliged to do this in shallow waters,
most
other fish, they are very unnatural mothers, and
like
because,
leave the sun to do the whole work of hatching for them.
To be
sure there are some few right-minded fish which take a proper
view of their parental responsibilities, such as the pipe-fishes,

which carry about their unhatched eggs in a bag, sometimes borne
by the affectionate mother, but oftener still by the good father, a
Or again, the familiar
perfect model to his human confreres.
little stickleback,

who

builds a regular nest for the reception of
sits upon it like a hen, at the same time

the spawn, and positively

waving his fins vigorously backwards and forwards so as to keep
up a good supply of oxygen. But soles and most other fish consider that their parental duties are quite at an end as soon as they
have deposited their spawn in safety on a convenient sunny
shallow.

This fact produces a sort of annual migration
all nature

and other flat-fish. In spring, when
wake again from its winter sleep, the

among
is

the soles

beginning to

soles seek the shoal water,

95
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which forms their spawning ground ; and, therefore, in April,
May, June, and July, the British sole is chiefly trawled for off
the Dogger Bank and the other great submerged flats of the North
But when November comes on again the soles once more
Sea.
deep water for the
purpose of hibernating during the foodless period. The North
Sea soles (in whose habits and manners the London public is most
profoundly interested) generally resort for their long snooze to a
retire for the season into winter quarters in the

deep depression known as the Silver Pits, lying close beside the
Dogger Bank. These Silver Pits are so called because when they
first discovered (about the year 1843) they formed a sort of
Big Bonanza for the lucky fisTiermen who originally resorted to
them. There the soles lay, huddled together for the sake of
warmth, like herrings in a barrel, thousands and thousands of
them, one on top of the other, a solid mass of living and sleeping

were

solehood, only waiting for the adventurous fisherman to pull
to market.
Man, treacherous man, crept

up and take them

them
upon

their peaceful slumber unawares, and proceeded, like Macbeth, to
murder sleep wholesale in the most unjustifiable and relentless
manner. He dropped his lines into the Silver Pits the water

and hauled up the hapless drowsy
is too deep for dredging
creatures literally by the thousand till he had half exhausted the
accumulated progeny of ages. The Silver Pits are still excellent

there

winter fishing grounds, but never again will they yield such
as they did at the moment of their first

immense fortunes
exploration.

In 1848, when the Californian gold fever was at

its

very

height, some other lucky smack-owners hit upon a second deposit
of solid soles, lying in layers on a small tract of coarse bottom near
Flamborough Head, where they retired to hibernate, perhaps, in

consequence of the hard treatment they had received in the Silver
Pits. This new Eldorado of the fishing industry was appropriately
nick-named California, because it proved for the time being a
very mine of gold to its fortunate discoverers. But, like the prototypal California on the Pacific coast, its natural wealth was soon
exhausted; and though it still yields a fair proportion of fish, its

golden days are now fairly over.
Driven from the banks and pits by their incessant enemy, the
trawler, the poor soles have now taken to depositing their spawn
on the rough, rocky ground where the fishermen dare not follow

them

for fear of breaking their nets against the

jagged ledges.
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These rocky spots are known as sanctuaries, and if it were not for
it is highly probable that sole au gratin would soon become
an extinct animal on our London dinner tables. Even to the

them

sanctuaries, however, they are rudely followed, as Professor Huxley
has shown, by their hereditary fishy foes, who eat the spawn, and
so deprive the world of myriads upon myriads of unborn soles,

consigned before their time to dull oblivion. Formerly, fishermen
used to throw away these useless fish when caught ; in future, they
have strict orders from the inspectors of fisheries to kill them all

wherever found.
However, even the remnant
is

quite

sufficient to repeople

by all enemies put together
the waters with a pleuronectid

left

population with extraordinary rapidity. The fecundity of fish is
indeed something almost incredible. The eggs of soles are ex-

tremely small not so big as a grain of mustard seed and the roe
of a one-pound fish usually contains as many as 134,000 of them.
Turbot are even more surprisingly prolific Frank Buckland was
:

acquainted with one whose roe weighed 5 Ibs. 9
no less than fourteen million and odd eggs. It

oz.,
is

and contained

a sad reflection

that not more than one of these, on an average, ever lives to reach
maturity. For if only two survived in each case the number of

turbot in the sea next year would be double what it is this ; the
year after that there would be four times as many ; the next
year eight times again ; and so on in a regular arithmetical progression.

In a very few decades the whole sea would become one

living mass of solid turbot. As a matter of fact, since the number
of individuals in any given species remains on the average exactly
constant, we may lay it down as a general rule that only two

young usually survive to maturity out of all those born or laid
by a single pair of parents. All the rest are simply produced in
order to provide for the necessary loss in infant mortality.
The
turbot lays fourteen million eggs, well knowing that thirteen
million nine hundred and ninety-nine thousand nine hundred
and ninety-nine will be eaten up in the state of spawn or devoured
by enemies in helpless infancy, or drifted out to sea and hopelessly
lost, or otherwise somehow unaccounted for. The fewer the casualties to which a race is exposed the smaller the number of
eggs or
which
it
needs
to
in
order
to
cover
the necessary
young
produce
losses.

In fish generally it takes at least a hundred thousand eggs
each year to keep up the average of the species. In frogs and
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other amphibians, a few hundred are amply sufficient. Reptiles
often lay only a much smaller number.
In birds, which hatch
their

own eggs and

feed their young, from ten to two eggs per

are quite sufficient to replenish the earth.
Among mammals, three or four at a birth is a rare number, and many of the
larger sorts produce one calf or foal at a time only. In the human

annum

race at large, a total of five or six children for each married couple
during a whole lifetime makes up sufficiently for infant mortality

and

all

other sources of

loss,

though among utter savages a

far

higher rate is usually necessary. In England, an average of four
and a half children to each family suffices to keep the population
stationary ; above that number it begins to increase, and has to
find an outlet in emigration.
If every family had four children,

and every child grew up to maturity and married, the population
would exactly double in every generation. Even making allowances for necessary deaths and celibacy, however, I believe that as
sanitation improves and needless infant mortality is done away
with, the

human

race will finally

come

to a state of equilibrium

with an average of three children to each household. But this
getting very far away indeed from the habits of flat-fishes.
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XLI.

AN ENTANGLEMENT.

WHEN

Charles Cheek came next evening to see his father, he
found the old man in a condition of excitement such as made his
heart sink, and despair of extracting

money from him.

He came

knowing the impossibility of getting a
with
conversation
him during business hours.
*
Are you unwell, father ? he asked, when he observed the

at his father's dinner-time,

'

perturbed condition of the old man.
*

Unwell ?

*

What

*

Matter ?

*

*

is

Cause to be so.'
the matter with you
Everything.'

Any annoyance
Annoyance

What was

'

?

it

?

'

lately ?

Ugh

'
!

that troubled the old

man ?

During dinner he

would hardly speak. His pasfcy face exuded a gloss. He growled,
and cast furtive glances at his son, which Charles caught, and was
unable to interpret.
'Was Mr. Worthivale here yesterday, governor?'
'
Worthivale ?
Yes.
Has a son, never gave him an hour's
uneasiness.
Came crowing and flapping here because he has a

good
'

son.'

Do you mean,

father, that

that

'

'

That that
Yes. Ugh
It was impossible to extract
anything from the old man during
the meal.
Charles put on a gay manner, and talked of the
!

!

weather, of politics, of the regiments ordered abroad, of the depression, of the gossip of society, the improvements effected in
torpedoes, Devonshire cream, the Prince of Wales, butterine,
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Nihilism, Eobert Browning, anything, everything that

came

into

his head, but without provoking his father to take part in the

conversation.

As soon, however, as the dessert was on the table the same
dessert as the day before
the father drew the dish of raisins and
almonds over to himself, waved the servants to withdraw, and
burst forth with, So
so
clapping the cross on top of St. Paul's
'

!

'

brought your folly to a climax at last. Ugh
'
What have I done ? asked Charles, as his
!

'

spirit

quaked at

his father's anger, and his consciousness of having deserved it.
i
I know I am not as clever as you are, governor, but
you have

put matters more forcibly than pleasantly.'
4
What have you done ? Look at this
!

Ugh

'
!

The old man flung a note across the table at him, then
a grab at the almonds, filled his hand, and began to eat

made
them

ravenously.
Charles took a letter out of the envelope, unfolded it leisurely,
and proceeded to read. He expected to find that his tailor or

wine merchant had appealed to his father for payment of a longstanding account. What he saw made the colour rush to his
He glanced
face, and turn him scarlet to the roots of his hair.
up, and saw that his father had riveted his dark piercing eyes on
him, whilst he ate savagely almond after almond. The letter was
as follows

:

Honoured and monokeratic Sir, I take my pen in hand,
hoping that this finds you as it leaves me. Sir, I feel that I
can have no peace of mind till I make you acquainted with our
engagement, that is, the engagement of me and Charlie, and
ask your blessing on our approaching union. When Charlie
told me he wished I was his wife, you might have knocked me
down with a feather, I was that taken aback. I could do no
other than give consent, seeing he had behaved so handsome
to me, in giving me a necklace of pearls and a beautiful rosecoloured silk gown (which, I am grieved to say, through no fault
of mine, has since been injured by Ems water).
Charlie and I
have been cabineted together, holding hands as agreed and
acknowledged lovers, and we only await your blessing, honoured
and monokeratic sir, to become the happiest of couples. Charlie
has gone up to town to break the news to you, and to solicit
your approval. He will tell you of our long attachment, and
'
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best intentions to love and honour you as a

my

daughter, the which (in prospective) I beg to subscribe myself,
'

'

'

The Golden
'

'

JOANNA KOSEVERE.

C/o Mr. Lazarus,
Balls,

Barbican.

you our united cabinet as soon

I will send

P.S.

comes, which

I trust will

Charles Cheek's

first

as the proof

be to-morrow.'

amazement

sensation was

;

then he

felt

disposed to laugh. The letter was so droll, so impertinent, and
so inferior in style to what he expected from Joe.
But all incli-

him by his father's countenance.
with anger and apprehension.
'
Thought so burst forth Mr. Cheek as he stretched his arms
so suddenly and violently as to knock over one of the wine-glasses.
nation to laugh was taken from

The

old

man was simmering
'

!

I always feared it would come to this.
I hoped against hope. I
did trust you would be preserved by Providence from plunging
'

into such an abyss of imbecility.'
4
dear father, you take this too seriously.'
'
Take it too seriously echoed the old man.

My

'

!

serious than marriage

*

What

is

more

'

?
'

*

But, my dear governor
*
Don't governor me. I'm your father, I presume, though
forgive me for begetting such an ass.'
!

God

The young man was hurt and

incensed.
His father loved
and
had
no
with
but
he
was
self-restraint
when
him,
him,
rough
all
the
coarse
He
and
brutal
spoke coarsely, brutally,
angered.
things that came off his heart, which is never done by those who

have been put through the mill of culture.
How much the old man loved him, how proud he was of him
in spite of his weakness, in spite of the disappointment his pride
had encountered, this Charles did not know. Mr. Cheek made no
show of affection ; or he showed it by licking his cub with a very
rough tongue, so rough as to flay him.
Well shouted the old man, well
'

'

!

!

*

*

The letter

preposterous,' said Charlie, sulkily.
What I find preposterous is not the letter,
Preposterous
is

!

but the conduct that provoked the letter.'
*
it is a hoax,^ said the
It is not true
young man.
'

Not true

'
!

repeated the old man.

He had

eaten

all

the
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almonds now he took a bunch of raisins, put it in his mouth,
and passionately tore off the fruit with one nip of his teeth, and
put the spray on his plate. When he had gulped down the raisins
he said, Not true oh no. Cap imbecility with falsehood. Now
deny everything. I thought I had a son who was a fool ; don't
convince me that he is a liar and a coward as well.'
;

'

!

The young man stood

He

up.

*

turned pale.

You

are

my

he said, and have some privilege of language ; but this
exceeds what I will endure. I had rather break stones on the
road than submit to such insults.'
Eejoice to see you break stones do any useful work. At
'

father,'

*

present breaking your father's heart.'
The old man's voice shook.
Charles was moved.

*

My

dear father,' he said,

*

let

me

explain.'
4

Explain

The

'

What

!

'

can you explain

?

letter is not serious.'

Reads deuced like a serious letter.' Mr. Cheek had no sense
What touched his son as comical in the epistle apof humour.
him
to
sober earnestness. Answer me a few plain questions,
peared
*

'

Charles

Give

;

set

me

the

my mind

at rest, or confirm

my

worst anticipations.

letter.'

The old tradesman took the note and spread it before him,
then deliberately put on his spectacles and read the letter over to
himself, marking the points with his silver dessert knife.
*
Who is Joanna Rosevere ?
'

She

*

is

know something about

a girl I got to

sort of a girl, with plenty of brains
'
That will do. I asked who was

a

girl.

Enough.

Now

I

know

she

j

a nice enough

'

Joanna Rosevere.

is

not a widow.

I

You

of your lover's raptures.'
'
I am not aware that there were any raptures.'
4
That will do. I require answers short and to the
further, is it true that
'
a rose-coloured silk dress ?

Now,

say

want none

point.

you gave her a pearl necklace and
'

the pearls were Roman, and the dress
That will do. You gave this girl a necklace of Roman pearls
and a rose-coloured silk gown. Did you further have yourself
hand-in-hand with
photographed I beg pardon, cabineted
*

Yes, I did

;

*

her?'
*

Yes, father.

The fact is

that

that

'

Then the recollection
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he blushed and did

of the snail and the bet rushed on his mind,

not finish his sentence.

Very well or rather, very ill. You were photographed
to be exact, cabineted with the girl, hand-in-hand ; I presume I
take her right, she don't swear you were closeted with her.'
(

4

Well, I was taken with her.

-'

I thought
Never mind what you thought. I want facts, not fancies.
Hand-in-hand, cabinet size. I want to know further, did you,
as she says, tell her you wished her to be your wife ?
'It came about like this.
The other evening when I was
*

'

'

there

I
I am not asking the time of day, nor the circumstances.
ask only, is this a fact ?
*
I did say that I wished it were possible for me to make her
*

'

Mrs. Charles Cheek, or words to that

I don't recollect the

effect.

exact expression.'

Very well. You asked her to be Mrs. Charles Cheek, but
the exact words in which you couched your proposal you do not
'

recollect.'
'

It

was not a

proposal.'

Then what am I to
repeated the father.
conclude from the present of the necklace of Roman pearls and
*

'

Not a proposal

'

!

dress, and the cabinet-sized photograph
Will you illumine
each
other's hands ?
clasping
and
do
tell
mind,
me,
young gentlemen and young women

the rose-coloured

silk

of yourselves

my

get carted, and closeted, and

cabineted,

hand-in-hand, unless

'

?

engaged
'
There

no engagement,' protested Charles, bewildered and

is

angry.
'

No engagement

!

You

dare to say that.

you desire to retain a particle of my regard.
is this Joanna ?
I know she is a girl.
In
at the Grolden Balls with Mr. Lazarus,

know ?

Don't repeat
I ask, further,

it,

as

what

what capacity is she
whom I happen to

'

'She is maid of all work to the old Jew pawnbroker,' answered
the young man, driven to desperation, and regardless what he
admitted.
*

*

Maid

work to a Jew pawnbroker,' repeated
whence comes she ? Is she a Jewess ?

of all

I ask beside,
'

No, she

'

Whence comes

is not.'

she

'

?

his father.
'
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*

Picked out of the mud, and pawned for ten shillings,' exclaimed Charles Cheek in a paroxysm of exasperation.
Picked out of the mud. What mud ?
The mud of Sutton Pool.'
'
Pawned for ten shillings. By whom ?
'
By her mother.'
'

'

'

'

And

you are going to take to you as
old
the
wife
exclaimed
man, with repressed anger, his face livid
and syrupy with emotion. ' With a creature such as this you
this is the creature

'

!

will

squander
1

my

hard-earned wealth

'
!

1 tell you, father, it is a hoax.'
tell
that.'
Mis Cheek

me
brought his great fist down
on the table with a crash that made the decanters leap and the
*
Now, sir, do you mean to marry her ? If you do,
glasses spin.
I cast you off utterly and for ever.'
'
No, I don't want to do that. I tell you the letter is a hoax.
Read it you can see by the style that it is.'
*
I am not to be
I have read it.
I can see as well as you.
that
red
is
and
the moon is
to
told
and
be
hoodwinked,
green,
and
I
have
listened
to
believe
it.
cheese,
patiently
your explanaYou have so compromised yourself with this girl, on your
tion.
'

Don't

own admission, that

if

you

fail,

you render yourself actionable

for

breach of promise.'
'There was no promise,' persisted the young man.
'
Is a jury likely to believe that, when they have heard of the
pearls

and the rose

the cabinet

?

silk,

and seen the

I tell

billing
will assess the

and cooing doves in
damages at a thou-

you they
sand pounds.'
'
There was no agreement. It is a mistake. I can't think
what Joanna was at writing such a letter.'
*
Do you want to marry her ? asked his father.
'

'

No, of course not. I never did. I only said something about
making her Mrs. Charles Cheek in joke.'
The joke is likely to be expensive pleasantry. But it was
no joke. You neither of you regarded it as joke, or you would
not have been photographed together. Now you come to me to
get you out of this predicament. I won't have the scandal of a
'

It might affect my
case of breach of promise in the papers.
must come to an accommodation. How old is the

business.

We

girl?'
'

Seventeen or eighteen.'
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'

however, that fox, Lazarus.'
never consult him.'
I dare say
will she take to let you off?
is,

will

What

if

down

I go

with a hundred pounds in my pocket, and offer it her with one
hand, and a written renunciation of you in the other, before she
has had time to consider and ask advice, she will sign, and set
free.'
He looked questioningly at his son.

you

A change had come over Charles's face. A light had sprung
up before him. He leaned back in his chair, and burst into a fit
of laughter.
'It is no laughing matter,' said the elder Cheek, grimly.
*
This may cost us a thousand. Juries estimate damages by the

Deuced lucky you

income of the father-in-law.
for a

clear

you
hundred ?

hundred.

You know

the girl

:

will

be

if

I can

will she take

a

'

Give me the money, and let me go down
with her.'
'
'
No,' answered the father, you are too weak. The job must be
done by me at once. Let me see to-morrow impossible, engaged.
'

to

I

am

sure she will.

Plymouth and

settle it

:

Must make arrangements.

Day

yes ; and, Charles, you
go to Mr. Worthivale at Kingsbridge for a month, or better, six
weeks, to be out of the way. He comes here to dinner to-morrow,
when I will settle with him. Go.'

When

after,

Charles Cheek got into the street he exploded into
'
The little rogue he exclaimed. ' Who ever would
'

laughter.

have thought it?
out of my father.

!

The hundred pounds she promised she
She has cost

me

gets
a bad quarter of an hour,

though.'

CHAPTER

XLII.

NIBBLING.

NEXT evening, punctually at seven, Mr. Worthivale arrived. To
honour his presence, two additional dishes were added to the
dessert
one of dried figs, the other of preserved ginger. Also a
bottle of claret was decanted.
Mr. Cheek had not settled down
into his usual composure his excitement made him more talkative
than usual, and induced him to fill out his sentences, and not present them in a somewhat less truncated shape.
His talkative;
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ness, however, did not manifest itself until after the servants had
withdrawn. Then his reserve gave way. He pulled an envelope

out of his pocket and threw it to his guest.
*
Charles
Grot it this morning.
Look at that, Worthivale
a
wench
with
has made a fool of himself. Grot entangled
dredged
!

from the

social depths.

However

free.

'

Engaged!

he rattled

Cost something to set him
'
I'm not like one of

his pocket

your dukes ; I've money in my own pocket when there's need. I
haven't to go cap in hand to others.'
The steward winced. Then he said, studying the photograph,
'
Where can I
It is familiar to me.
I am sure I know that face.

have seen

'

it ?

That is Charlie.'
other the girl? She it must be, yet I can
the
but
'Yes;
must be our servant, Joanna
it
it
believe
hardly
'
Joanna is her name.'
'The maid left us under somewhat unsatisfactory circum'

Of

course.

'

!

stances

altogether puzzling.'

That I can well believe.'
'
She had been before with a Mrs. Delany.'
She is now with a Jew pawnbroker, as maid of all work.'
This must be broken off,' said Mr. Worthivale. ' I never
quite made out the why and wherefore of her leaving my house.
She ran away.'
'
'
I am going to buy her off,' answered Mr. Cheek ; but what
comfort is that to me, when my boy may be committing a similar
folly again to-morrow ?
Mr. Worthivale was still considering the photograph.
*
Her face is striking,' he said, and .slie has eyes that sparkle
'

*

'

'

'

;

they are perfectly effervescing with intelligence.

Beavis took

he suspected her from the outset, but I cannot say
a very odd story. Your son's acquaintance with
why.
her must be short. She left us at Christmas. She was clever,
but unable to read and write.'
She wrote me a letter. I have it in my pocket here it is.
Almost ashamed, however, to let you see it.'
I know about the pink
Mr. Worthivale looked at the letter.
She had it when she came to us. It was
silk dress,' he said.
against her

This

;

is

'

'

'

by some mineral water
She sent
pearls also
yes.

spoiled, as she describes in this letter,

getting spilled over

them

to

Lady

it.

The Roman

Gfrace Eveleigh after her disappearance.

Lucy

told
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me

of it.
They came with a letter, but I supposed she had got
some one to write it for her. The girl is not lost to good she
showed great respect and attachment to her ladyship. Perhaps
this letter was written for her
and yet
he mused, i yet there
were some odd circumstances about her departure which made
;

'

;

Beavis think her ignorance simulated.'
'
Did she steal anything from your house ?
(
No, I cannot say we missed money or plate
'

No, I cannot charge her with
'

Sorry for that,' said old Cheek.
course easier. Police case then.'

Your son must

in fact, nothing.

'

It

would have made

my

no case marry such a person,' said the
would be an ugly scandal.'
'
He shall not. I buy her off. Allow the boy to visit you
a month or so till this affair is blown over.'
'

steward, gravely.
for

;

that.'

'

in

It

Certainly. I will bring him into good society. The company
of Beavis will be profitable. I may find means of introducing him
(

to the Marquis and Lord Konald.
There are nice people in our
neighbourhood. There are the Sheepwashes some fine girls, much
admired, and of good family. Who can tell ? Charles may form
an attachment for one of them, and so get his foot into society.

They have not much

of their

what you require.'
'
Nothing would please

me

own except

blood, and that

is

just

better.'

Yes, we must get Charles into good society, and then he will
lose the taste for low associations.'
'

*

Can't help loving
The boy has his points,' said Mr. Cheek.
him. Admire his gentlemanly ways. Grot them from his mother.
Your family have always heen gentlefolks.'
Yes we were squires once, in Cornwall, but lost our property
in the usual way, and went down into business.'
Then Mr. Worthivale turned the conversation to the Kings'

'

;

bridge estates, and the advantages of lending money on them.
He admitted that the Duke was in want of a few thousands, but

then the investment was so secure. Turkish Government, Egyptian
Khedives, Argentine Kepublics borrowed and could not pay. They

were broken reeds, but an English duke was a pillar of strength.
It would not be a bad excuse for introducing Charles to the family,
if his father was inclined to accommodate it.
At this bold proposition Mr. Cheek grew stiff, congealed, and frowned. The steward
went on, now he had begun, unabashed, to show the great securities
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the duke could offer, the advantages from a pecuniary point of view
that would accrue to Mr. Cheek by thus investing his money. Mr.
Cheek listened, and said nothing in reply one way or the other.

There are a couple of mortgages that have been notified
which must be met, amounting to about fifty thousand,' he said.
'
If you would take these over, it would be a convenience to the
family, you would have a safe investment, and you would have
conferred on them an obligation which they would not forget.'
I have more than that
said Mr. Cheek.
Fifty thousand
the
Monokeratic Principle conto dispose of, thank goodness ;
tinues to bring in a good profit annually, and I must invest what
I make somewhere and somehew.'
'

'

'

*

!

*

Keally,' said the steward,
come amiss.'
'

Ah

'
!

'

a hundred thousand would not

exclaimed Cheek senior,

two hundred and fifty
You do not hear me out.

'

go on, hundred and fifty-two
'

hundred
'

A

couple of mortgages must be

The Duke has not the ready money, and
transferred or paid off.
he would therefore wish the transfer. The one is on the manor
of Kingsbridge, the other on the Court Koyal estate. Why, the
house itself cost seventy thousand there is absolutely no risk.'
If I were to take these over, it would be merely because I
do not see my way at present to a better investment. When I do
see one I shall call them up. I don't care for your four and half
and four and three quarters. If I were to take these mortgages,
your people would be put in the same box in a few years' time
when I wanted to release my capital.'
Oh, in two or three years that can be done without difficulty.
The Duke only requires accommodation for the moment.'
(

'

'

Whence

will the

money come ?

'

Don't trouble your head about that. Money can always be
found with such estates. Why, they bring in forty thousand per
'

annum.'

Land can always be sold,'
forthcoming when I want it,
'

said Cheek.
I will sell

*

If the

them

money be not

up, or they must

drop a farm or two into the market.'

you what, Cheek. If it ever comes to that, try and
That is the site for a second Torquay, climate
warm as Penzance, and not as rainy ; looks south, scenery lovely,
Plymouth accessible. He who has capital, and likes to spend it
'

I'll tell

secure Bigbury.
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there, can realise in no time an enormous fortune.
Come, what
You have a friend at court in me,
do you say to
proposal ?

my

who knows

all

the advantages.'

Mr. Cheek rubbed his nose with his fork, wherewith he had
been eating preserved ginger, and left a trickle of juice upon it.
I should like to see the place,' he said cautiously.
'

Come down, then.'
Suddenly Cheek jerked forwards his arms, and

'

'

And

*

said,

as I return to-morrow, I can take Charles with

I will.'

me, and

get him settled in. I expect to see the agent for the mortgagee
on the twenty-third at my place. Suppose you are there to meet

him.
'

I

Then nothing is more easy than a transfer.'
go down to Plymouth to-morrow to settle this unpleasant

matter of the
'

1

I'll

We

girl.

can travel together.'

Then return by way of Kingsbridge.'
Cannot. Must be in town by night express, but by Wednesday

be with you.'
Mr. Worthivale was delighted, the

fish

was nibbling and nigh

hooked.
Neither spoke for some minutes, as each was engaged with his

own thoughts and with drinking

port.

Presently Mr. Cheek said, as he dipped his napkin in his
'
I wish you would
finger-glass and wiped the syrup off his nose,

me what

tell

was suspicious about that girl who has entangled
If she has done anything to make her afraid of being

Charles.

found out, I might give her a scare, and bring her to an humble
frame of mind. A knowledge of particulars will help me.'
The steward then related the circumstances.
Beavis caught her making an analysis of the accounts
exclaimed Mr. Cheek. 4 Why, the thing is improbable on the face
of it.
What could such a girl want with it ?
'Nothing, that I can see. I said so to Beavis, but Beavis
was very positive. She had the books out, she must have searched
my pockets to get the key, and she had her head resting on the
When Beavis roused her, she knocked
extracts she had taken.
over the lamp, and slipped her notebook away in the dark.'
Did Beavis question her ?
'

'

!

'

'

'

'No; she

bolted.'

Bolted at once
'

Yes

*

And

;

'

?

she did not wait to be questioned.'
she went

'
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*

We

betaken
*

We

did not trace her.

had no idea whither she had

herself.'

Now you

to him.

I

She

Probably went straight
a money-lender as well as a
There was a time when he helped me. Charles

know.

with a Jew.

is

He

know the man.

is

pawnbroker.
has been in his clutches before now.

more than you would

A

Has he any

fancy.

dangerous man, worth

interest in the affairs of

Duke ?
None whatever.'
'

the

'

'

Who

are the holders of the mortgages
Are any Jews among them ?

?

Have you

their

'

names ?

'Yes, several.'
'
Bad,' said Cheek.

*

The Jews play into each
hook on to each other like the links of a fetter.'
You do not mean to connect the act of the
'

other's hands,

'

girl

with the

'

?

mortgagees
'I should not be surprised.
Beavis thinks
to read

probably.

so,

and write

I find no other explanation.
She came to you pretending inability

'

?

<Yes.'

The

no ordinary

Mr. Cheek, uneasily. ' I
doubt if she will let off Charles as cheap as a hundred pounds. I
must inquire into this matter. Must see Lazarus. Haven't seen
*

or smelt

girl is

him

girl,'

said

for years.'

what Lazarus has to do with the matter. The
from Mrs. Delany. I suppose that after leaving
girl
me, and having no character, she was forced to take what situation
1

1 don't see

came

to

me

she could.'
Charles can tell us. I hear his voice in the hall. He must
have known her before she went to you if she had the silk dress
and beads in your house. Charles,' he said as his son entered,
'

'

catechising continued.'

The young man had recovered
'

*

me

his buoyancy.

By all means, father, but not in public.'
Want to know whether that person you were

talking of with
yesterday has been long in present situation.'
'
'
All her life,' answered Charles, promptly.
That is, since she

was twelve years
'

Was

old.'
'

she ever in service with a Mrs. Delany ?
'
Wife of Colonel Delany,' explained Mr. Worthivale.
'
Not to my knowledge ; certainly not recently.'
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'

'

Where was

'

That

'

Where was she before that ? asked his father.
On November the fifth she was at the Barbican, where she

I cannot say.
Possibly
Colonel's, but I do not know.'
'

asked the steward.
then she may have been at the

she before Christmas

?

'

had been since childhood. She was away till Christmas, and then
returned, and has been there ever since.'
Cheek looked at Worthivale and shook his head.
'

Sent,'

he

said.

CHAPTER
'

SHARES

XLIII.
'

?

He did not allow the grass to
to Mr. Cheek.
under
his
feet.
Consequently, on reaching Plymouth he
grow
went at once to the Golden Balls. Mr. Cheek was a clear as well
as a hard-headed man ; he was a rapid thinker, and prompt in
He was one of those
forming and acting on his decisions.
because
dominated
men
who
conquer
by self-assurance.
conquering
He was headstrong and intolerant, because he was incapable of
seeing from any other standpoint than his own, and of allowing
that any other view was admissible. These are the heroes who
have the world at their feet. What he willed he had always been
able to carry out, because he cared for no one who opposed him.
The public was the ass on which he had ridden ever since he
began business. He knew perfectly its moods and maladies. He
was indifferent to its wants, save so far as they affected him and
helped in his business. Humbug was with him a form of advertisement a means to an end. He was not himself a humbug, he
was even brutally straightforward, but the public demanded cant
TIME was money

man who posed before them as a politician, a preacher, or
a trader, and Mr. Cheek donned it. In his domestic relations he
was truthful, honest, and direct ; in his relations with the public
He had a code of ethics for
he was perfectly unscrupulous.
dealings within his home circle, but that home circle was limited
now, it was contained within his waistband ; he had none at all
for dealings outside.
He was a hard man, but he had a tender
for
and
love
pride in his son, a love that met with little
point
because
ill-expressed, and a pride that met with rude
response
He was an ambitious man. For long his ambition had
shocks.

of the

VOL. VI.

NO.

32, N.S.
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been to make money. Now he was ambitious to make Charles a
gentleman. But he did not know how to set about it. He had
sent him, as a boy, to private schools, and, despising the classics,
had refused to put him at an university. From dread of losing
him from under his eye, he had opposed his going into the army ;
now he was conscious that he had made a mistake, but too proud
He was angry with society for not taking up Charles
to admit it.
into it.
Why should it not ? Every day he heard of society
letting down its net and drawing it up into its heaven, like the
sheet of St. Peter's vision, full of all sorts of strange beasts. Why
was not Charles accepted ? If society would not take up Charles,
society must be cut down to his level.

He entered the shop of the Golden Balls with firm tread,
and with his usual brusque and determined manner. Joanna was
Towards dusk more business was done than at other times
there.
One gas jet was flaring near her head, accentuating
of the day.
her features. Mr. Cheek did not care in the least whether she
was good-looking or the reverse.
He looked at her no more
than to satisfy himself that this was the same girl who had been
photographed with his son.
'
Your name is Joanna Rosevere,' he said.
Joanna stood up at once, and turned the gas so as to throw
the light full on his face, and off her own.
*
And you,' she said quietly ' you are Mr. Cheek of the
Monokeratic Principle.'
'
I received a letter from you on the 12th instant.'
'
Which I posted on the 1 1th instant.'
'
You have not a leg to stand on,' said Mr. Cheek, roughly.
*
My son is a fool, but not such a fool as to propose to make you
He swears he never asked you.'
his wife.
She made no reply, but stood opposite him with her hands on
the counter, her face in shadow, studying him.
'
Now look here,' he said further * in an amicable way I don't
mind squaring off. If you choose to fight, I'm your man, with
thousands at my disposal, and quite prepared to chuck away
thousands in law. What do you say ?
:

'

'

Nothing.'

Perhaps you suppose that law in England is made for the
purpose of redressing wrongs. No such thing. Law is made for
the maintenance of lawyers. Justice is sold in England, and he
with the longest purse wins ; he can appeal from court to court,
*
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and ruin his adversary. You have nothing. What lawyer will
'
look at you ? Now are you disposed for a compromise ?
*
I will take a hundred pounds.'
*

A

'

'

scoffed Mr. Cheek.
hundred cocoa-nuts
Say five-andtwenty, and I will listen to you.'
I have named the sum,' answered Joanna, and reseated herself, took up her sewing, and proceeded with it as if nothing had
Mr. Cheek watched her thread a needle. Her
interrupted her.
hand did not shake.
!

*

You will get nothing if you refuse my offer.'
She made no answer, but continued stitching.
*

*

Charles

is

What

to you.

ashamed of himself already for having even spoken
are you ?
A gutter girl.'

Lower than that, sir,' exclaimed Joanna, without raising her
head. * The gutters empty into Sutton Pool, and I came out of
*

the blackest
*

*

mud

in the

bottom of the

pool.'

Charles has not a penny of his own.'
He has less than a penny, sir. He is in debt.'

*

Will you give him up ?

*

You know my

He

'

terms.'

stood watching her, puzzled at and admiring her

self-

possession.
*

Very well,' he said, thrusting a hundred-pound note across
the counter with one hand, and a paper with the other. ' Sign
this, and you shall have the money.'

She stood up, dipped the desk pen

in ink, and appended her
her
to
the
renunciation
of
claims.
Then she reseated
signature

having taken the bank note, with an involuntary sigh,
it, and put it in her bosom.
So you, who could not read nor write at Mr. Worthivale's,

herself,

folded
'

can read what is penned here, and sign your name to it in a bold
hand the same hand that wrote to me on the llth instant.'
Joanna looked up at him in surprise.
I know all about it.
Mr. Worthivale is a sort of relation, and
has told me. What took you to him with forged testimonials,
eh ? Both you and the lady who gave the character have become
actionable.
Aware of that, eh ?
Joanna made no reply.
'

'

What

*

'

'

took you there ?
I was sent,' she answered.
I said so

sent by Lazarus.'

102
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She did not answer.
Why did you examine the books and make extracts from
them ? Was that what Lazarus sent you there for, eh ?
She remained silent.
Never mind. Always make a cat squeak by pinching its tail.
*

'

'

Make you
*

He

speak.
is not at

Where
home,

is
sir.

Lazarus ?

He

will

'

be here directly.

Take a

chair.'

Mr. Cheek did so. Just then, in came a woman with a Britannia metal teapot, milk jug, and sugar bowl, which she wanted
to dispose of.
Mr. Cheek listened to the disputation over its value, to the

way in which Joanna pointed out its defects, the
which she flouted the poor woman when she named a
reasonable sum as that which she demanded for them, the battle
fought over a few pence when the shillings were settled, and the
remorseless

way

in
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ignominious rout of the seller. As he listened Mr. Cheek's interest was quickened.
He looked more attentively at the girl,
and observed her keen face and brilliant eyes. * She is no fool,'
he said to himself. * I wish I had her in my shop. She'd be worth

pounds to me.'

Then in came Lazarus. Mr. Cheek gave him a nod. The
Jew recognised him, uttered a crow of admiration, and rushed at
him with both hands extended. Mr. Cheek at once put his hands
under his coat-tails, and repelled Lazarus with a look.
A word with you,' said he, ' in your den.'
Lazarus bowed and pointed the way. Cheek knew the passage
and the room well enough, though many years had passed since
he had seen them.
'Take a sedan, sir,' begged the Jew, bowing at every comma.
1
You will find it easy, cuts off the draught on all sides, sir. I
Lord what pleasure to
will sit on my bed, my dear Mr. Cheek.
I hear affairs are flourishing with you,
see an old customer again
Mr. Cheek. I hear golden tidings of you, sir ; and to think I had
'

!

!

a hand in the making of you
very humble.'

!

Well, humble instruments,

sir

!

A hand in the undoing of my son, if in the making of me,'
Mr. Cheek, grimly. ' Which latter proposition I dispute.'
'
No sudden embarrassment ? Want a helping hand over a
'

said

'

stile ?

inquired Lazarus, fawningly.
such luck for you,' answered Mr. Cheek.

*

No

*

Then how may

I

meet your wishes

'

?

am

'
about,' said Mr. Cheek, pompously, to make large investments in mortgages on the property of a great duke in these
I understand that he is in imparts, his Grace of Kingsbridge.

'

I

mediate need of a considerable sum ; and as I have my tens and
hundreds of thousands at command, I am inclined to lend him
what he wants on the security of some of his estates. Now
what have you to do with the Duke's affairs ? You sent
suddenly
'

'

that clever girl outside to Court Eoyal to pry into and find out
how the Duke's books stood. What is your stake ? '

Lazarus was so startled that he could not speak.

He

sat

with

open mouth and
4

Know

relation.

eyes, staring at his visitor.
all about it,' said Mr. Cheek, coolly.

'

Steward

is

'

thing.

my

He and your girl out there have told me all but one
What is your interest in the Kingsbridge estates ?

Lazarus pulled out his handkerchief and wiped his face.
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You

he exyou are going to lend money to the Duke
Do you know that
I did not suppose you such a gull.
claimed.
It is
his land is mortgaged to its full value in times like these ?
a bad business. Do not soil your fingers with it.'
Can take care of myself. Want no advice,' said Mr. Cheek,
unmoved.
*
You are bewildered and befooled by aristocratical hocusI've seen the sort of thing done on a platform with a few
pocus.
and
a man loses his power of will. He does everything
passes,
'

'

!

'

'

the electro-biologist orders. The Duke has made his passes over
you be on your guard. The case is hopeless.'
'
What have you to do with the matter ?
'
I
I ?
Oh yes I have lent money. I have taken up a
'

!

burnt my fingers. Perhaps you would
what the burdens on the estate are. You shall see.'
He went to his closet and extracted a memorandum-book, and
or two.

mortgage

I've

like to see

offered it to his visitor.
*

Is this

what was extracted by your

'

girl ?

asked Cheek.

Lazarus winced.

it

*

I see

t

No

your name nowhere here,' said the great trader.
no but I am there. What do you think of that ?

ugly, or is
'

it

beautiful

Very ugly indeed,
great risk.

any
been

Is

'

?

for the

Duke.

I shall take over the

Nevertheless, I don't see
two mortgages that have

called in.'

Others are going to follow,' said the Jew. ' I have been to
several of the mortgagees, who are my friends, belong to my race,
and they are all stirring. Have you seen fowlers out wild-duck
t

shooting when the winds drive the birds near shore ? The men
a ring of boats and row inwards, driving the ducks and

make

they start to fly, and then bang
bang
and down they fall in hundreds. We'll
bring down our ducal ducks. Will you join in the sport ?
Lazarus looked hard at his visitor, and Cheek measured him
with his eyes.
*
You are not moving out of love for the Duke ? said the Jew,
*
not out of desire to uphold so grand a pillar of the
derisively ;
geese together

bang! from

all

till

!

!

sides,

'

'

constitution ?
'

'

The Duke and the ducal family

are nothing to

me.

their land.'
'

Their land and residence

;

Court Eoyal, with

its park.'

I

want
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Lazarus laughed maliciously.
Cheek looked hard at him.

same

And you

you would do the

'

?

*

Of course.
smoke 'em out
'

*
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Lion

I

want their land.

this,' said
?

is

I

want to smoke them out,

like foxes.'

Cheek,

You want

'

smoked by

Joking apart, what

fox.

You have an eye on BigTorquay. You want to work

the land.

your game
bury Bay, to make of that a second
the slate quarries and the petroleum shale.
Bah you have not
the capital.'
Your kinsman
Look here,' said Lazarus ; ' let us go shares.
Worthivale has been deluding you with assurances of solvency.
The family never can pay its debts. I will foreclose on Court
Do not help them against me. Others will follow, they
Koyal.
are all ready.
It is like an avalanche ; pop
and it shoots down
and buries all below. You lie by and buy the land as we or the
Duke sell. Pick it up bit by bit.'
1
1 shall go to Kingsbridge, and see the place.'
'
Then you will be a judge if fortunes are
Gro, by all means.
to be made there.
You
Bigbury Bay that a second Torquay
must find the site first, and the shelter. Why, the fishermen
stand on the cliffs, and angle off them into deep water. Will you
dig out a city in the rocks, like Petra ? Slate at Kingsbridge
We have slate more accessible to Plymouth than that. Oil shale
it has been tried.
Plenty of shale, but no oil. Or do you
want to oust the great family, and settle into its nest ? Lend
them money, and you will be done. The Marquis will marry
an heiress, and wash his debts away. You will get your money
back, but you won't get into Court Royal.'
!

'

!

!

!

!

'

You

are eager to keep

your stake
'

with

?

me

off,'

Mr. Cheek.

said

'

What

is

'

I lead the way I am Mr. Emmanuel,
thumb
on
Court
my
Royal and Kingsbridge. Others are

Fifty thousand, mine.

coming on,

till

the family

;

is

crushed.'

1

Fifty thousand !'
*
Yes. Do not let us fight. Let us share the spoil together.'
Mr. Cheek made no reply. He was considering.
*
You are going to Kingsbridge, eh ? said Lazarus. ' Be on
your guard against the great people there. They do not regard
you as belonging to the same order of creatures as themselves.
They hold themselves a long way ahead of the like of us.'
'
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'

The

like of us

class yourself

'

repeated Mr. Cheek, indignantly.

!

'

Don't

with me.'

'
They make use of us, squeeze us as lemons, and throw the
rind away. If they think they will get money or information out
Your cousin Worthivale
of you they will be gracious enough.

them a

They will dazzle you with
condescend
to
magnificence,
you most graciously, stupefy
mind
of
their
with
admiration
polish and amiability and
your
have
what they wanted out of
when
made
urbanity, then,
they
in
will
slam
the
door
face
and pass you unnoticed
your
you, they
Be on your guard. I have forewarned you. If
in the street.
will give

hint to use you well.

their

you want them to remain amiable and gracious, you must have
their thumbs in a vice.'

CHAPTER XLIV.
STARTLING PROPOSAL.

A

THE

serenity of security was gone from Court Eoyal. Though all
went on there altered to the eye of the casual visitor, a change
had passed over the house, like the touch of the first October
And as the trees show their sensibility
frost on the park trees.
of coming winter in various tints, the maple turning crimson and
the beech gold, the oak russet and the sycamore brown, so did

the threat of impending ruin affect the various members of the
Hitherto the house of Kingsbridge had
household variously.
been regarded as unbreakable as the Bank of England, as unassailable as the British constitution.

a shock so rude that

Now

the faith had received

could never recover

its childlike simplicity.
the
fountains
of the great deep
were
of
heaven
The windows
open,
in
the
what
would
survive ? The
and
broken
were
up,
deluge
it

ark had sprung a leak, and all the household were aware of it
and restless. On every face a shadow had fallen. The members
of the family talked each other into momentary encouragement,

and then parted to

fall

back into despondency.

The Duke was

After he had recovered the agitation into
which he had been thrown by the paragraph in the society 'paper,

the least affected.

he put the whole matter from him.

He had known

that the estates were encumbered, he had known also
that this had not precluded him from spending money.

when he needed

it,

money had been

raised, it

all his life
all his life

Hitherto,
could be raised
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There was always water in the well.
fault lay in Worthivale ; he was

The

The pump worked
old, and creaky, and

clumsy.

Lord Eonald, on the other hand, worried himself with schemes
money. He came into his nephew's room every day
with a new suggestion as impracticable as the last, and when
Saltcombe threw cold water over it he visited the Archdeacon,
At table, before
in hopes of gaining encouragement from him.
and
the
the
General
was
cheerful, told his old
servants,
company
abused
the
new
stories,
army regulations, wondered what the
service was coming to, when the first necessity for advancement
was to gain the favour of the newspaper reporters. He was less
sanguine in his views than heretofore, that was the only evidence
he gave in public that his mind was troubled.
Lord Edward remained at Court Eoyal, in spite of peremptory
recalls from Lady Elizabeth, who insisted on his return to Sleepy
Hollow, where cracks had appeared in the walls, and water was
percolating through the roof, and the lamb-like curate was beginning to kick like a calf. Lord Edward saw that a crisis had
arrived in the fate of the family, and he saw that his duty
the
paramount duty called him to remain at Court Eoyal. Where
duties clashed the superior must be obeyed, and his duty to the
for raising

family stood above

all

The Marquis was
The alteration was not

He had
Nothing

others.

altered since his return from

Plymouth.

in appearance only, it was also in manner.
been hitherto agreeable in society, he was now silent.
roused him out of his depression. Before he had been

He accepted the
apathetic, now he was dispirited.
ruin as inevitable, and made no efforts to arrest it.

impending

Beavis noticed the change and regretted it. The change was
not for the better, but for the worse.
Only Lady Grace remained herself cheerful, loving, trustful.

She devoted herself more than ever to her brother, and, without
appearing to observe his melancholy, combated it with all the
weapons of her woman's wit. She forced him out of himself; she
and Lucy to her aid. Only when she was alone
did the tears come into her eyes, and her brightness fade. Her
brother was now her first concern, though she did not understand
called her uncles

the occasion of his mood. She attributed it to despair of saving
the family, consequent on the failure of his engagement to Dulcina
Eigsby.

Although she thought

chiefly of

him, she did not think
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She did not even know the main cause of
exclusively of him.
trouble.
She had resolved that some of the property must be
She dared to
sold, and that the establishment must be reduced.
broach the subject to her father, in hopes of persuading him to
realise the gravity of the occasion, but he refused to listen to her.
*
My dear Grace,' he said, talk of what you understand. If you
want any more gardenias and the new sorts are very fine order
'

them. Tell Messrs. Veitch to send you a Lapageria alba; we have
only the rosea in the greenhouse.

But,

my

dear, not another

word about matters concerning which you know nothing.'
Somehow it is impossible to say how the knowledge that
the existing order was menaced had reached the servants' hall,
and the greatest consternation prevailed. Mr. Blomfield and Mrs.
Probus, the senior footmen, the coachman, and the lady's-maid of
Lady Grace put their heads together, and concluded that the true
remedy lay in a reduction of the establishment. Lord Konald
must go. Lord Edward must not be there so much, and he must
not bring that ' drefful Lady Elizabeth, as is so mean, and pokes
her nose into everything.'
*
Far be it from me to suggest,' said Mr. Blomfield, ' that Lady
Grace is not heartily welcome to all we have, and to the best of
everything; still, her ladyship can't be kept on nothing. She
really

We

ought to be married and go.
he is the

must put up with him

;

The Marquis
heir,

and

will

is

different.

be Dook some

day.'
'

But

if

you send away Lady Grace,

I

must go

too,'

argued the

lady's-maid.
1

an

Under those circumstances,'

effort,

and keep

Dear Lucy,

it

'

we

will

make

her.'

Upstairs, at the same time,
over the list of servants.
'

said the butler,

is

Lady Grace was with Lucy going

very painful.

I

can't bear to send one

and good, and obliging.

It is not that
all so nice,
I care for myself, but that I fear they will never get another place
where they will all be so happy and comfortable together.'
Owing to the tension of spirits at the Court, Beavis and

away, they are

Charles Cheek were there a great deal. Charles had been introduced as the cousin of Beavis and Lucy, and as his manners were
gentlemanly, and his conversation pleasant, and his spirits unNeither he nor Mr. Worthiflagging, he was a welcome guest.
vale had thought it necessary to mention his relations to the
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monokeratic system, of which possibly the ducal family had never
Even if they had, Charles would have been received with
Lady
perfect readiness as the kinsman of Lucy and her father.
Grace herself urged Beavis to bring his cousin whenever he could,
to cheer the Marquis, and draw the minds of her uncles from the
heard.

absorbing care.
Charles Cheek was very amusing ; he was full of good stories,
and had the tact to be agreeable without forcing himself into

prominence.

Indeed, he appeared at his best in this society.
were, and no one who saw him sus-

He knew what good manners

it was to him to maintain himself at ease among
was like a tight-rope dancer, who seems to be composed and assured on his cord aloft, but who knows himself to be
safest and happiest when he is on the solid ground.
He showed sufficient deference to the rank and age of his
Grace, and the General and the Archdeacon, to conciliate their
With the Marquis he was freer, though always respectfavour.
and
Lord
Saltcombe said once or twice to Beavis that he liked
ful,
He invited him
his cousin, and hoped to see a good deal of him.
to come in the shooting season, and placed his horses at his
He was asked to take frequent strolls with
disposal for hunting.
and
Lucy and the Marquis, when Lord Saltcombe
Lady Grace,
fell
to
Lucy, and Charles to be companion to Lady
naturally
Grace. These walks were delightful to Lucy, as her sparkling
eyes and glowing cheeks testified. Lady Grace enjoyed them,
for Charles was always amusing, sometimes interesting.
He was
a man with a good deal of shrewd observation of men and
manners, which he used to good effect in conversation. Lady
Grace had a sweet voice, thoroughly schooled, and as Charles sang
well, with a mellow tenor, and knew his notes fairly, they practised

pected the effort

them.

He

duets together partly to please themselves, chiefly to give pleasure
to the Duke.

The young man was sensible of the charms of Lady Grace ; he
had never before been in the society of a perfect English lady,
and a perfect English lady is the noblest and most admirable
of the products of centuries of refinement.
The culture of the
English lady is a culture of the entire woman, mind and soul,

as well as of body, perfect refinement and exquisite delicacy in
manner, in movement, in intonation, in thought, and in expression.
No man can escape the attractions of such a woman ; it seizes

him,

it raises

him,

it

humbles him.

It raises

him by

inspiring
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him with the desire to be worthy to associate with such nobility
humbles him by making him conscious of his own shortcomings.

;-.

it

Charles Cheek had been so

any

sort,

and was

little in the society of ladies of
so ignorant of the ladies of the best English

society, that this association with Lady Grace exercised over him
He was uneasy when a day passed
quite irresistible fascination.

without his seeing her, and when out of her presence the recollection of her words, and the pleasant way in which she spoke
them, formed his great delight. It can hardly be said that he
loved her, it was certain that he worshipped her.
f
Grace dear,' said Lucy one day to her friend, ' take care what

you are
'

about.'

,

What do you mean, Lucy ?

'

'You are throwing your imperceptible threads round that
simple young man, and binding him in bonds he will be powerless
to rive away.'
4

What young man ?

*

My

'

'

cousin Charles.'
'

Nonsense, Lucy

!

said

Lady Grace, colouring

looking vexed.
'
You cannot help yourself.
old Jonathan the gardener, and

help
see

it.

it.

You bewitch

slightly

and

every one, down to

Tom the

stable boy.
You cannot
You have thrown your glamour over
I can
cousin.
When he leaves this place he will feel like the Swiss

my

exiled from the Alpine air

and roses

to be pastrycook in

You remember that queer girl we had at
who ran away. You did the same with her, and
dam.

Amster-

the Lodge, and
she sent you a

necklace in token of undying devotion. Now you are playing
Take care that you do not encourage him to
do something equally absurd. As for my father and Beavis, you

tricks with Charles.

know very

well they would let themselves be cut to pieces in your

service.'

On the twenty-second of the month, Mr. Cheek senior arrived,
and was invited to dine at the Court, along with his son and the
Worthivales. The old trader was highly gratified. He was struck
with the grand staircase, the well-lighted magnificent rooms, rich
with gilding, pictures, and silk curtains, with the livery servants,
and the general ease and luxury. He was courteously received,
somewhat ceremoniously, and he had a few words with the Duke,
who made himself agreeable, as he could when he chose, by

touching on a subject likely to delight the old man.
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a very nice fellow your son is, Mr. Cheek
He has
I
do
rather
of
late.
not
our
dull
know
enlivened
what
society
we should have done without him. Beavis is our usual piece de
'

What

resistance,

!

but Beavis has been out of

a debt to you

for

having spared him

Mr. Cheek held up his head.

sorts lately.

We feel

under

so long.'

'Your Grace

is

too compli-

mentary.'

Not at all. I always speak my mind.'
I am glad to make your acquaintance,
The G-eneral came up.
*

'

said

sir,'

Lord Konald

not know that

I

'
;

shall

though

Your boy ought to have been
*

A

My

fault,

mistake.'

my

lord.

I

owe you a grudge, and

I

do

ever be Christian enough to forgive you.
in the army.'

Bitterly regret

it

now

when

too late.
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It was a mistake.
He is a daring fellow. He was hunting
the other day, and took the hedges splendidly. No end of pluck
in him.
Sad pity he is not in the army.'
The delighted father watched his son all the evening. He did
not talk much himself, and Lord Edward and the General found
*

him difficult to get on with. The reason was that his attention
was taken up in contemplating his son with admiration and wonder.
He could not have been more astonished had he assisted at a
miracle.
Charles was at ease in this society.
Charles could talk,
and make the great people listen to him. After dinner Charles
played and sang a solo, talked to Lucy Worthivale, and sent her
into a

fit

of laughter, stood in the

window in

familiar discussion

with the Marquis, then went to the Duke, conversed with him,
then at his request sang a duet with Lady Grace. After that
Charles was on an ottoman with the lady, talking to her in an
animated way, expressing himself with his hands like a French-

man, whilst her colour came and she smiled.

She coloured be-

cause she remembered the words of Lucy.
Mr. Cheek was struck with her ; her delicate beauty and purity
impressed him. He was not afraid of her, but he had not the

courage to get up from his place and walk across the room to speak
to her.
Presently she came over to him, and talked, and the old
man felt as though a light shone round him, and a sense of reverence and holy love came upon him. He did not remember afterwards what she said, or what he answered, but thought that he
had been in a dream. Afterwards, when she was at the piano
Then he
again, he watched her, and shook his head, and smiled.
looked at Charles turning the pages of her music for her, and he
'
It is not in me.
The Duke
said to himself, Charles is a genius
and that old soldier chap didn't pile it on too much. He is all
they said, and more. Worthivale was right. This is the element
!

must swim.'
Mr. Cheek and the steward walked home together, Charles
and Beavis went on before.

in which he

Are they not charming people ? Is not the house quite perfect ? asked Mr. Worthivale.
'
This the style of daily life ? asked Mr. Cheek.
*
Always the same of course.'
'
And the income, the debts, the mortgages, the outs always the
'
same ? said Mr. Cheek. * Nothing for it but a smash-up. Seen
*

'

'
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my back, couldn't afford it.'
1

You have never

I

even I

seen this sort of
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with the Monokeros on

life before,'

it rather surprises you.
reproachfully, and so
not ? and so homely and genial too.'
'

*

Won't go

on,' said

the

man

of business.

'

said the steward,,

Splendid,

Can't do

it

is it

on the

balance.
4
'

I can help

'

I

them. I can save them.'
was sure of it,' exclaimed the delighted steward.
I see they like Charlie, and Charlie likes to be on this shelf.
I ain't suited to it.
Set me on end on the floor. Don't
don't.
'

I

Col-lapse.'
1 hope not
I trust not.'

knew

it,

I
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me up and chuck me aloft on a top shelf. Charlie can take
that place, and he shall. I like to see him there.'
'
He conducts himself very well, but what has he to do with
the present emergency ?
roll

'

'

Charlie shall make Lady Grace his missus.
belong to the aristocracy, whatever I may be.'
Mr. Worthivale sprang back, and his hat fell off.

Everything.

Then
'

he'll

What

'

!

Charlie shall make his proposals to Lady Grace, and I'll find
two hundred thousand pounds to clear off such of the mortgages
as are now troublesome. The Monokeros is still alive, and bringing
If this ain't a handsome
in money for Charlie and his deary.
offer, show me one that is. % If you don't like my shop, go to
'

another.'

Are you mad ? You must be mad exclaimed the steward,
*
What are you
Your SON and SHE
too amazed to be indignant.
'

'

!

!

thinking of?'

What am

I thinking of ?
Mutual accommodation. As you
want
and
blood,
me,
they want money. Is it a deal ?'
Mr. Worthivale stared at his guest, and remained rooted to
*

I

said to

the spot.
*

*

Madman
As you

or reject

it.

'
!

he gasped.

*

Is

nothing sacred with you

the trader, indifferently.
I can do without better than you.'

like,' said

*

Take

'

?

my

offer

of this raving nonsense to a soul,' said Mr. Wor*
Lord I wouldn't have any one hear
thivale, grasping his arm.
of this for all I am worth.'
(

Not a word

!

As you like,' said Mr. Cheek, putting his hands in his pockets.
Those are my terms.'
'

'

(To be continued.)
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autographes elles promettent autre chose que la
une riche moisson de reflations inespfrdes
belle occasion de ne pas laisser p6rir sur pied les
attente.
en
dort
Quelle
y
Et puis, a c6t6 des defaillances de la raison et
sottises instructives de l'homme
des consciences, que de saintes larmes quels nobles secrets d'abnfigation et de
'

y a tout dans

II

les lettres

;

satisfaction d'une sterile curiosit6

;

I

I

vertu

'
1

So wrote Feuillet des Conches, one of the most learned, enthusiastic, and indefatigable of modern collectors ; whose treasures,
now broken up and scattered in Boston, London, Paris, and
Chicago, enrich the cabinets of two hemispheres. For the splendid
harvest of chance and unlooked-for revelations, no one who has
over the folios and the
lingered long as we have lately done
cases where lie the letters and the papers of so many great, so
infamous, so many noteworthy in so many different ways,
no one who has done this can fail to echo the truth of the judgment which the author of the Causeries d'un Curieux delivers.
Before, then, we consider, however lightly, anything of the history

many

*

'

or antiquity of the taste, let us
opening the pages at random
examine the nature of the harvest they will yield ; truly, as it
seems to us also, something more than the satisfaction of a barren
curiosity.

More last words,' writes Byron to his wife, his last letter
before leaving England, as it proved for ever, in April 1816, 'more
not many but such as you will attend to.' There it
last words
*

the large sheet of post, creased and folded and
directed to the house in Piccadilly, written on both sides, and

lies before us,

signed your truly, Byron. Every line speaks to-day to us of
the poet's pain and grief ; every line of it seems to throb with
wounded pride and resentment. He writes of the sister to whom
VOL.

VI.

NO.

33, N. S.

11
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he was

so tenderly attached

;

gradually robbed, he cries in bitter-

ness, of all of whom she was ever fond and now finally of himself;
he writes of his child, but scarcely in tones of affection, more
indeed in tones of business, of future settlement ; and towards

the close refers to their travelling carriage, which, as they took
but one short journey in it together, maybe she will have no
objection to keep.

The

letter lies

among many

others,

many

of

and his wife's, and next to one from Fletcher, his valet,
dated from Missolonghi, April 20, 1824, the day after his death,

his sister's

that touchingly describes the last hours of the best and kindest of
masters to Turk or Christian, the incoherence, the painful efforts
'

I told my lord I was very sorry,
word of what he'd been saying 'the long night of watching and delirium, the morning's gradual
silence, and the peaceful dissolution without a sigh or groan.
Turn a few pages and the stately hand of Charles I. lies before
us in all its royal shape and dignity. It is a letter, dated May 29,
1630, to Marie de Medicis, the mother of his wife Henrietta
Maria, announcing the birth of the future Charles II., and at the

to speak and be understood*
but I had not understood one

foot of the sheet, in a trembling scrawl, evidently written in bed,
runs the signature, ' votre tres humble et tres obeissante fille et

Later, when the Civil War had well
the noble formation of the unforand
troubles
were
thick,
begun
tunate king's hand seems to dwarf and dwindle under the stress
of misfortune and disappointment. What a difference between
the proud and splendid Madame of 1630, the hand of the Stuart
strong enough then to rule without his parliament, what a difference between the conscious magnificence of Whitehall and an
heir to an unshaken throne that seems to breathe through all that
letter to Marie de Medicis, and the nervous and shrunken 4 acloke
this Sunday morning, on the eve of Edge Hill, when the king
'
writes in haste to Kupert
Nepveu, I have given order as you
have desyred, so that I doubt not but all the foot and cannon will
be at Egge Hill betymes this Morning, where you will also find
your loving oncle and faithful! frend, Charles K.'
serviteuse, Henriette Marie.'

And three years later, in July 1645, after Naseby's disaster,
are there not humility and almost despair plainly visible in the
broken lines wherein he appeals so pathetically to the Irish
governor, the faithful James Butler ? He calls for arms and help
to be despatched at once, at whatever cost to the tranquillity of
the country. ' Ormond,' he writes, ( it hath pleased Grod by many
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successive misfortunes to reduce

my affaires of late from a very
an
so
low
eb as to be a perfect tryal of
condition
to
prosperous
all men's integrities to me, and you being a person whom I
consider as most entyrely and generously resolved to stand and
with your king, I doe principally rely upon you for your
utmost assistance in my present hazards.'
The spirit which in those three letters, from Whitehall, from
Oxford, and from Cardiff, gradually failed the king if we may
judge from his handwriting is not wanting in the last letter
written by his grandmother, Mary Queen of Scots, dated from
fall

Fotheringay, a deux heures apres minuit, six hours before her
Here there is no sign of
execution in the hall of the castle.

no haste, no carelessness. Dignity and resignation seem
from the paper whereon the unhappy Mary's hand rested
the last time so steadily, whereof the ink is scarcely faded

faltering,
to exhale
for

and the two broad pages scarcely embrowned by time. If you
close your eyes you can almost hear her read aloud what she has
written.
Simply and affectionately she commends her servants
to her beaus-frere, Charles IX. of France, hardly murmurs at or
reflects on the sentence that day announced to her by the governor
after dinner in the hall as though she were a common felon;
merely mentions, and without complaint, that she has not been
allowed to make a will ; again commends her servants and their
wages to him, and sends two precious stones for his health's sake,
to be worn round the neck.
The letter is well-nigh three hundred
years old. and still across that spacious gulf of time seems to
touch some of those saintes larmes of which the French collector
writes so eloquently.
And for saintes larmes, what tears more sacred than those
that blister old love-letters, than those that have fallen over the

trembling signature of the dying ? In tender reproach Dejazet
cries to one for whom alone she acts, for whom alone she lives ; je

ne puis ni

lire ni ecrire, sighs Balzac heavily, the day before his
death, at the foot of a letter of his wife's ; and Eugenie, fond
record 'of the old glad days and the old glad life of Spain,'
murmurs her happy thanks to a dear friend for his beautiful

and assures him of her unalterable devotion. What a
tragedy here suggested
quel noble secret d'abnegation et de
vertu lies behind that thin scrawl, sunk into the flimsy paper,
which of us now can know ? Family pride or her own ambition,

present,

!

force

from without or free-will from within, who can

tell

which

112

it
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was that made her put aside the quiet days in the white countryhouse with its green blinds and long cool corridors, among the
olive groves and cork trees, for the uneasy splendour of the
Tuileries and the glitter of Trouville
choose, instead of the
peace of the Spanish mountains, the yelling rabble of Paris, the
disguise, the hurried flight, the exile ?

Turn the pages where you will, anyhow, anywhere there is
always something to make you laugh, to make you sigh, to make
*
you think. As to the k ,' scribbles the Princess Charlotte, I understand he is as mad as puss, and no chance, I believe, whatever
'

Over that, can you not both laugh and sigh ?
Hear giddy Kitty Clive to her dear Garrick, from Twickenham, in the frost and snow of January 1776. *I schreemed at
your parish business. I think I see you in your church wardenship quariling with the baker for not making their Brown loaves
of his recovery.'

big enough ; but for God sake never think of being a justice of
peice, for the people will quarill on purpos to be brought before
you to hear you talk, so that you may have as much business

upon the lawn as you had upon the boards ; if I should live to
be thaw'd I will come to town on purpos to Idas you, and go the
summer as you say. I hope we will see each other ten times as
often, when we will talk and dance and sing, and send our hearers

Laughing to their Beds.' II y a tout dans les lettres autographes
one must be surprised at nothing on which one lights. Not even
at a letter from the arch-rogue Cagliostro, written to his wife in
terms of the deepest affection, during his detention in the Bastille
'
for the ' affaire du Collier,' and assuring his amata sposa e cara
The
innocence.
innocence was a lie,
Sarafina of his complete
but the affection was true; one has only to read through the
'

be sure of that.
And not far from Cagliostro lies the passport of ' la citoyenne
Marie Corday,' dated from Caen, April 8, 1793, the passport that
gave her authority and assistance to go to Paris and assassinate
Marat. From it we learn that Charlotte Marie Corday was * age
de 24 ans ; taille de 5 pieds 1 pou. ; cheveux et sourcils chatains ;

letter to

gris ; front eleve ; nez longe ; bouche moyenne ; menton
Friends of the Eepublic are bidden
fourchu
;
rond,
visage oval.'
to give her every help en route to make her journey plain ; the

yeux

same

paix

friends,

to

aux Franpais, amis de loix et de la
the address found in her pocket after the murder
an address rambling, incoherent, breaking into an

we imagine

whom

was directed

;
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occasional irregular chant of verse ; that declares, moreover, her
conviction how the well-being of France depends alone on the

death of the tyrant.
Here, too, on grey paper in villainous blunt type, lowers the
condemnation of the infamous Carrier for his participation in,

the noyades at Nantes ; if, indeed, that condemnation were still wanting to the minds of any. It is dated
the 4 frimaire, An. 2 (November 24, 1793), and orders the naval
authorities to compel boatmen on the Loire between Nantes and
Saumur to keep the left bank { sous peine d'etre regardes et
na,y, instigation of,

punis comme traitres a la patrie.' Jacques Carrier, it is clear,
was fearful of the rescue of his victims.
Here is the original despatch of Monk and Blake, announcing
the victory over the Dutch under Van Tromp, in June 1653;
here, a humorous letter of Beethoven's, with the usual illegible
signature ; here, on April 13, 1564, Cellini excuses himself from
attending the obsequies of Michael Angelo on the ground of illhealth ; and here, in 1593, Cervantes acknowledges a sum of
money, probably from a bookseller, for the sum is small.
So much in brief support of the quotation from Feuillet des
Conches with which we head this paper. Let us now consider
rapidly, with what lightness of touch the lumber of the many
centuries we have searched will permit, the antecedents and
historical position of the collector of autographs.
Down the long corridor of time,
First, for antiquity.

dim

in

descried one Atossa, of whom no more is known
than the somewhat negative term that she was not the mother of

the distance

is

Darius. But if not the mother of Darius, she was, maybe, the grand
parent a tons of the autograph collector, for Trpforr/v 7na-To\as
arvvrd^ai"'Aroa-crav rrjv Hspawi' ftaai^svaacrdv (frrjaiv 'EXXaV^oswhich
unless, indeed, a-vvrda-a-w is here equivalent to <rv<yypd<j>a)
to us appears more than probable
and then must Atossa step
from her proud pedestal of the first of amateurs to become the
first of lady-correspondents; a class held, be it said, somewhat
at a distance by the collector, almost his bane, from their vice
;

of rarely dating their letters.
From the uncertain Atossa down
to Cicero is a breathless, but a necessary, leap ; and there the
flight is worth it, for with Cicero we are on solid ground and not

on cloud shapes, as with Atossa.
Cicero, as every schoolboy
will expect, draws a just distinction between the
judicious and
the injudicious amateur, between the monomaniac and him who
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and history. 'Ista
ad
imitandos
summos
viros spectant,
studia,'
writes,
sunt
sin
ad
veteris
memorise
tantummodo
indicia
;
ingeniosorum
curiosorum.'
Is
not
there
there
cognoscenda,
plainly visible, or
intelligently follows a sequence of interest

he

audible,

'si

what

vulgarly called

is

a

at those absurdities of

slo/p

collections, or collections of absurdities, we all have met with or
heard of ?
slap at the imbecile who collects only love-letters,
or only mad letters, or only letters written by those of one and

A

the same name, or of criminals, or even stray papers of any kind,
the papiers abandonnes of the French amateur? The fact is,

men

can be found to collect anything

;

they have been found to

collect only ropes that have, as one may delicately put it, passed
through the hands of Calcraft and his successors ; nay, in the old

days, to collect the very bodies themselves, and
cabinet with the terrible legend in letters of gold

inscribe

the

:

A

case of skeletons well done,
malefactors every one 1

And

Istud studium, then, Cicero was of opinion might well claim
the attention of the educated and accomplished, so long only as

some example, fit and proper for imitation, of the most
Of his collection, beyond
distinguished of the day or of the past.
that he had a very fine one, we know next to nothing ; scarcely
it

afforded

anything, indeed, of any of the collections of antiquity beyond
the fact that they once existed. Quintilian speaks of seeing
manuscripts of Cicero, Virgil, Augustus, and Cato the Censor, but
believed that when once copied they were not kept ; Aulus Gellius
had seen a manuscript of the ' Georgics ; Suetonius, letters and
memoirs of Caesar. Pliny the Elder mentions as a great collector
'

one Pompeius Secundus, eminent citizen and poet, and writes he
had seen at his house papers by Tiberius and Caius Gracchus, and
autographs of Cicero, Augustus, and Virgil. Pliny himself had
a collection valued during his lifetime at over 3,OOOL, chiefly
formed as it appears from that of Mucianus, thrice consul, who
quoted by Tacitus as having published of his treasures fourteen
volumes, eleven of letters, and three of causes celebres. This
collection of Pliny the Elder was kept by Pliny the Younger, and

is

has gone now who can tell where, unless it be into the maw of
the northern barbarians. Or, perhaps, lent and lost, as pathetic
a title it seems to us as loved and lost; lent and lost, that
accounts

for

the disappearance of so

accounts for the

'

Iliad

'

and

'

much

;

that

unhappily

Odyssey,' contemporary with Homer,
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seen at Athens by Libanius, sophist of Antioch, and gone to the
sausage-maker or the pie-seller ; that accounts for the papers of
Burnet the historian, original documents and letters lent to him

and by him sent in their integrity to the printer to save the
trouble of copying, and so lost ; that accounts for the correspondence between Maitland and Mary Queen of Scots, lent to a
Lauderdale, and by him, judiciously, lost.
is

Egypt
manners

for

the only country in the world where, thanks to the
you cannot very well lend out of a relative's her-

metically sealed tomb and thanks to the climate, papyri have
to us older than Moses.
Two more references to the

come down

antique and we have done with

it, for the antique is out of fashion.
have quoted from modern letters, the actual documents, to
give some idea of what may be the interest of their contents ; let
us quote now from ancient tablets, or rather from their transcripts
as they appear in the annals of Suetonius.
In his Life of Caesar

We

Augustus, in the seventy-first chapter, referring to Augustus'
propensities, Suetonius quotes from a letter under the
*
emperor's own hand, in which he says, I supped, my dear
We
Tiberius, with the same company.
had, besides, Vinicius

gaming

and Silvius the father. We gamed at supper like old fellows, both
yesterday and to-day. And as any one threw upon the tali [dice
with four oblong sides] aces or sixes, he put down for every talus
a denarius ; all which was gained by him who threw a Venus [the
highest cast].' In another letter he writes, We had, my dear
Tiberius, a pleasant time of it during the festival of Minerva
for we played every day and kept the gaming-board warm.
Your
brother uttered many exclamations at a desperate run of illfortune ; but, recovering by degrees and unexpectedly, he in the
end lost not much. I lost twenty thousand sesterces for my part
but then I was profusely generous in my play, as I commonly am ;
for had I insisted upon the stakes which I declined, or kept what
I gave away, I should have won about fifty thousand.
But this I
'

:

;

for it will raise my character for generosity to the
;
In a letter to his daughter ' I have sent you two hundred and fifty denarii, which I gave to every one of my guests ; in
case they were inclined at supper to divert themselves with the

like better
skies.'

tali, or at

:

the

game

of even-or-odd.'

And

in the eighty-seventh

chapter, in commenting upon the peculiarities and affectations of
Augustus in ordinary conversation how, for instance, he would
substitute one word for another, and the accusative plural for the
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genitive singular, and, in a word, have
talk
Suetonius concludes by saying,

all

the tricks of fashionable

have likewise remarked
this singularity in his handwriting ; he never divides his words,
so as to carry his letters which cannot be inserted at the end of a
line to the next, but puts
bracket.'

'

I

them below the

other, inclosed

by a

Our second reference is to the Life of Nero, where in the fifty^
second chapter we hear of the emperor's turn for poetry, which
he composed both with pleasure and ease ; nor did he, says Suetonius, as some think, publish those of other writers as his own.
In

'

fact, writes his

biographer,

several little pocket-books

and

into jny possession, which contain some
well-known verses in his own hand, and written in such a manner

loose sheets have

come

it was very evident, from the
blotting and interlining, that
they had not been transcribed from a copy, nor dictated by another,
but were written by the composer of them.'
So much for the handwriting of Caesar Augustus and the

that

From them both must we now turn to a Bohemian
country gentleman (there being nothing between), who, at the
beginning of the sixteenth century, in a book that contained his

poetry of Nero.

exploits of the chase, first collected the signatures of his friends ;
in testimony, we imagine, either to the truth of what he wrote

some similar adventures of their own. Between Caesar
Augustus and the Bohemian squire lie the dark ages of the autograph collector, the good times for the mediaeval pastrycook, when
ignorance and the barbarian did their worst on the treasures of
the past. Documents so carefully kept were in those days as
carelessly destroyed, either from the popular suspicion that they

or of

treated of magic
for instance, the manuscripts of Pythagoras at
Athens or were accounted for by the ravaging Northmen, or

consumed by a more inexcusable process even still by which
some of the most interesting records of this country met their
fate about forty years ago
and to which we shall presently revert.
From whatever cause, autographs follow much the same upward
and downward career as belles lettres, and, owing to wholesale de-

when copies of immonks and to pass
handed down to to-day

struction, until the renaissance of learning,
portant manuscripts began to be kept by the

to the libraries, there

is

scarcely a writing

on which the gravest suspicion of
cast by the expert.

The Bohemian

its

genuineness has not been

squire of 1507, with his

Album Amicorum,
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the signatures and the marks of his great hunter friends, is the
of modern collectors, and be it noted that he collected only

first

the signatures of his friends, for friendship's sake and not for
The custom became fashionable and almost universal
curiosity.

Germany, not only with the hunter but with the traveller
young fellows on the grand tour, who on returning would produce
their alba in proof of the good company they kept while on the
road and of these little books there are five or six hundred to be
in

;

;

seen in the manuscript department of the British Museum, the
earliest dated 1554, in the Egerton collection, and one containing
the almost priceless signature of Milton. By that time, the time
of Milton, the friendly habit of the Bohemian squire had grown
altered, and at the close of the century the alba contained
the names and sentiments of mere acquaintances and strangers,
written often under their coats-of-arms, splendidly illuminated

and

with their legends and mottoes

;

and often were mere registers of
Stammbilcher as they

genealogy, proofs of gentility for tourneys,

were called, whereby a gentleman could give evidence of his
breeding and the right to match his quarterings against another's.
From the nobility the Stammbilcher descended to the gentry and
the bourgeoisie there is one extant, peculiarly magnificent, the
property once of a Nuremberg master- flautist nor was it long
before the usage became entirely general, nor long before every
student possessed one to identify his origin, his faith, his university, his titles, and his patrons. The wandering seeker after know-

who passed through the different universities, or the Leipsic
freshman newly arrived, would present himself before the worldrenowned professor or college tutor for advice and guidance in
general or particular, and at the same time produce his album for
some scrap of learning to be inserted in it. ' I shall not leave you,'
ledge

says the scholar in Goethe's tragedy to Mephistopheles, dressed
in the robe and bonnet of the learned doctor Faust, ' I shall not

leave you without presenting my album deign to honour it with a
souvenir from your hand.' * Very gladly,' replies Mephistopheles,
:

and writing in it returns it to him ; and the scholar reads, * Thou
shalt be like unto God, knowing the good and the evil
Whereupon, having got his advice and now his sentiment, the scholar
salutes the fiend respectfully and withdraws.
There is a story told in Izaak Walton's * Life of Sir Henry
'

!

'

clearly illustrates the mode of writing in these
Sir Henry was at
alba, at any rate in the seventeenth century.

Wotton that very

115
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the time our ambassador at Venice, and passing thence through
Germany stayed at Angusta, a town we take to be now better
recognised

as-

Dresden.

There, being well known from his former
in decorous merriment, and one

he spent many evenings

travels,

in particular at the house of a certain Christopher Flecamore,
where there was presented to him an album for some sentiment,

opinion, or apothegm, to be graciously written in it above his
Sir Henry might, indeed, have followed the practice
signature.

of that archbishop
'

Ebor

'

bishop

who

to such

an application

never gave my autograph and I never
or Cantuar. as the case may be ; or, at

Sir, I

is

will.

wont to
Yours

least, of

reply,
truly,

the politic

who invariably

no room

inscribes*his at the top of the sheet,
leaving
but unfortunately he did neither,
above it for an I
;

U

being then so industriously watchful over tongue and pen
as he claims the incident later made him, he in thoughtlessness
for not

placed over his indisputable signature this pleasant and lighthearted definition of an ambassador: 'Legatus est vir bonus
'
an ambassador
peregre missus ad mentiendum reipublicse causa
is

a worthy soul sent to

pun, no
Latin.

lie

abroad for the good of his country

a

doubt, of one kind or another in English, but none in
There, in the album, slept the pleasant definition of an

ambassador

for eight long years, slept there

unregarded except by
mirth, until one Jasper Scioppius, a Komanist, of a restless spirit
and a malicious pen, who had vented much gall on the royal
James himself, the principles of his religion, and his representative at Venice, there discovered, unearthed, and published it, with the
observation that this was ever the practice of the English in general

and Sir Henry Wotton in particular

mentiri reipublicce causa.
was
even
scrawled
on many windows of Venedefinition
The pleasant
to
declared
and
tian glass,
by countersign be Sir Henry's. Then did

Henry, startled and hurt, write two apologia, or explanations,
one in Latin to Velsenus, literary chief of Angusta, by him printed
and scattered over Germany and Italy ; and one to King James,
in genius clear, says Walton, and choicely eloquent ; and thereupon
did the royal scholar, a pure judge in such matters, publicly
declare before the court that Sir Henry Wotton had commuted
offence ; and as broken bones well set
publicly for a far greater
Sir

'

become the stronger, so for this slight fracture did Sir Henry's
become trebly dear, for the incident taught him which
were the friends of fair and which of foul weather, who would
stand by him in storm and who were only for the sunshine. And,
will

friends
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further, it taught him that industrious guard over tongue and pen
which never after slumbered or grew weary.
Later, each chose his book, whatever it might be, and interleaved and illustrated it ; and as sects and parties flourished, with
their various literature and various chiefs, so flourished these alba,
and presented with quotations and signatures an epitome of the
matters in dispute and the men disputing.
It was in the seventeenth century that the collector of documents and autographs for curiosity's sake, and not for friendship's,
first a.ppears in the person of Lomenie de Brienne, ambassador of
Henry IV., who died in 1638, and whose collection, arranged by
Dupuy, was acquired by Louis XIV. and placed by him in the royal
This Dupuy, with his brother Paul, were about the same
library.
time for forty years engaged in forming a collection of crown
treaties and letters, ultimately left by them to Louis XIII.
These were the first collections, for curiosity's sake, of documents
and letters of eminent officials, accumulating in the hands of
the ambassadors and other public men, and by them exchanged
and sold. And as in France so in England, where Evelyn and Kalph
Thoresby the antiquary, and a little later Harley and Sir K.
Cotton, began to arrange the letters of their eminent friends
and to see the future historical value of the papers of the day.
Until the year 1822 all transactions connected with collections, all
sales and transfers, were effected privately ; in that year, for the
first time, autographs were disposed of publicly and singly.
We have written at some length of the main and legitimate

treasures of a great collection it will not, then, perhaps be altogether out of place if we refer briefly to some of the lighter pieces,
:

the clipt coins, the make- weights as

it were, of which most porthave
their share.
unless
Sometimes it
folios,
ruthlessly purged,
is an array of the signatures of forgers, the receipts of Fauntleroy,

the letters of Roupell, Paul, and Sadleir, sometimes the scrawl of
Calcraft, or of Oxford the would-be regicide ; sometimes the early
destined to greatness, the copy-book of
Pitt, July 19, 1770,' in which in a great round pothook
to be seen ' True glory is scarcely known Virtus parvo

efforts of those afterwards
4

William

hand

is

:

:

omnibus.' Such seem to us, as we have said in echo of
pretio
Cicero, scarcely worthy of the ingeniosus, and better fitted for the
licet

curiosus ; though to which the following should be relegated

;

Fal-

marine observations of flying fish and sharks
of verse j a letter of Charles Lamb's, recomwith
snatches
interspersed
coner's log-book, his
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mending a nurse for any one requiring

restraint ; a poem of Cotton's,
old
men
Against
taking physic ; a strange
of
John
up-and-down performance
O'Keefe's, the blind dramatist ;
the
bold
fragments bearing
Jacques R. of the Old Pretender ; a
'

*

the friend of Walton,

scrawl of Morland's, declaring how ' damned drunk he had been
the night before ; receipts for Jamaica negroes and negresses in
1800, from which we find they averaged, both sexes alike, from
'

a hundred to a hundred and ten pounds; whether those are
best suited to the curiosus or the ingeniosus, we leave others to
decide.
It can readily be guessed that to so many records of so many
great, so many notorious, there must be strange stories attached ;
that there must be thefts, concealments, abstractions, substi-

tutions, and many of them, before Henry VIII. can rest at last
in a private portfolio, or Shakespeare lie even in the sanctuary
Some of the most interesting of
of the British Museum.
the Byron correspondence was purloined by a housemaid of his
sister's,

and by that housemaid's admirer pawned, of which illegal
fit of remorse and impecuniosity he delivered the
How strange must have been the career of that last

pledge in a
tickets.

letter of

Mary Queen

Irish college at Paris,

of Scots, to get into the archives of the
it did at

and thence into the private hands

for much in autographs,
displacement, and, above all, for much
Those days, when the archives of the Vatican and
destruction.
the libraries of the conquered towns were brought to Paris, were

the Kevolution
for

much

!

The Revolution goes

change, for

much

great days for pastrycooks and, through them, for amateurs ; but
they were days that had their dark hours as well, for in 1789 some
of the most precious of the public documents of France were used
'
as propres a faire des gargousses
just the thing for cartridgecases
and, in 1793, numbers of invaluable letters, among them
the whole correspondence of Turenne and Louis XIV., were burnt
amid cries of * Plus de nobles, plus de titres de noblesse, plus de
savans, plus d'ecrits d'eux, plus de livres
'

!

'

!

England have had our Vandalism, not of
carelessness and indifference.
It
passion and ignorance, but of
we
above
when
wrote
of
an
we
referred
inexcusable
was to that
destruction of records of forty years ago, of public documents that

We,

too, here in

contained much of the history of the country from Henry VII. to
To expose it dramatically, in action, the story is
George IV.
briefly this.
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On a day in

the year 1840, there calls at a fishmonger's shop in
Old Hungerford Market, kept by a Yarmouth man named Jay, a
friend, himself from Yarmouth, no fishmonger, but a connoisseur

and collector of autographs with, moreover, a sick son, for whom
he desired to buy soles. He buys his soles, and they are wrapped for
him in a large stiff sheet of paper, torn from a folio volume that
stands at Jay's elbow on the dresser, and with that the connoisseur
t

goes home, and, unwrapping the soles, delivers them to the cook ;
when, there on the large stiff sheet of paper his well-trained eye
catches the signatures of Grodolphin, Sunderland, Ashley, Lauderdale.

The wrapping

of the soles

charges for prisoners in

is

a sheet of the victualling

the Tower, in the reign of James

II.,

and

the signatures are those of his ministers.
Any other man must have given some sign, have gone off to tell
somebody ; not so the connoisseur, but he takes his hat and stick,
and, whistling a bit, walks back straight into Jay's shop, the shop
of his fellow-townsman, and he buys a whiting, and he says,
'
That's pretty good paper of yours, Jay,' says he ; and Jay says,
'

Yes,

it is,

but plaguy

I

got

it

The

stiff,' wrapping the whiting in another
and adds, I've got a good bit of it, too
*

great sheet of the

folio,

;

from Somerset House.'
connoisseur's heart gives a great leap, but, the hero of a

hundred bargains, he remains cool and asks the price of cod.
they advertised ten ton of waste paper,
Fivepence,' returns Jay
and I offered seven pound a ton, which they took, d'ye see ? And
I've got three ton of it in the stables, and the other seven they
*
All like this ? asks the connoisseur, faint
keep till I want it.'
with expectancy.
Pretty much,' replies Jay, all odds and ends.'
'

'

:

''

'

'

The connoisseur goes home, with whiting, with

cod, with
of
kind
with
of
with
fish
for his
mackerel,
skate,
parcels
every
a
sick
and
moreover
with
fanciful
bundle
of
these
son,
great
poor

precious papers from Somerset House, handed over to
lessly

by

weakness

to the stables for

.

him

care-

his fellow- townsman Jay, who knows his friend's little
for rubbish and fragments, and obligingly sends round

an armful

for

him.

And, safe at home, the con-

noisseur casts the fish on the floor, and uncreases the papers, and
his head swims as he looks on accounts of the Exchequer Office

signed by Henry VII. and Henry VIII., wardrobe accounts of
Queen Anne, and dividend receipts signed by Pope, Newton,

He is obliged to throw up the window for
Dryden, and Wren.
air, as in his armful he discovers secret service accounts marked
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with the E. G. of Nell Gwynne, a treatise on the Eucharist in the
boyish hand of Edward VI., and a disquisition on the Order of the
G-arter in the scholarly writing of Elizabeth.
The Government,
in disposing by tender of their old papers to Jay, the fishmonger,
have disposed of memorials of those whom, if the country has not

most reason to be proud
remember.

of,

she has at least most reason to

During the next week or so the connoisseur is scarcely ever
out of Jay's shop, and shows so lively a regard for Jay's conversation and old rubbishing papers that Jay scarcely knows whether to
admire or pity him. On one pretext or another he constantly
bundles and wrappers, and so might have continued
the supply was exhausted had he not, like a true connoisseur,
begun to exhibit his treasures, and with many pokes and winks
carries off little

till

detail his own astonishing astuteness and Jay's credulity.
First,
cautiously enough, to his own immediate relatives, to an uncle
whose tastes are similar, and who raids on Jay with a spring cart ;

but soon the news spreads, and there are so many of these fishy
visits paid to Jay that he begins to suspect their purport, and,
overhauling what is left of his three tons, forthwith and henceforth
*
wraps his turbot in the Morning Star and gives the wardrobe
accounts of Queen Anne a rest. And now the Government are
roused to a sense of their loss. Are there thieves at Somerset
House ? Whence, otherwise, comes it that letters of Cardinal
Wolsey to his king are in the market? Whence, that the
correspondence between Clement VII. and Henry VIII. on the
subject of his divorce are in the possession of a dealer willing to
part with them again for gold ? These precious papers are, and
'

ever have been, Government property : what rat has gnawed his
way into the ancient chests and let the winds of heaven so wantonly

them ?
Then the whole

scatter

blown, and the public clamour for a
;
and, while the committee sits, hirelings
descend into the vaults of Somerset House, and by the official
affair is

committee of inquiry

order so mutilate poor Jay's remaining seven tons (with which
he had nattered himself he would much more advantageously deal
than with the first three), that except for sprat- wrapping and
the veriest herring purposes, for which, after all, they were sold,

they are useless ; and, to complete the tale of his misfortunes, the
devouring element makes short work of his stables and all that
was left of the early delivery of these priceless records ; so that at
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the end Jay, of Hungerford Market, finds himself pretty much
where he began, except for the reputation so hardly won of having
for some three weeks wrapped soles in official folio documents
which the British Museum would have been only too proud to
In the words of the old law
pla^e under their best ground glass.

Jay takes scarcely anything by his motion.
Finally, your committee'exonerate and acquit every one blamed

reports,

or accused, with the exception of the thoughtless Chancellor of
the Exchequer, Lord Monteagle; though, be it said, they are
wound somewhat to frenzy pitch on learning from the mouth of

an expert that this 70i. tender of old paper was at the lowest
worth some 3,000?.
One little incident that, like a mountain daisy, turns up
among these rather arid questions and answers, may be culled
and preserved with care. Among all these papers there were
some hundreds and thousands of parchment strips, the meaning
and use of which has never been quite clear, unless, as occurs
to us, they are the writs delivered to the burgesses and knights of
the shire, and by the sheriffs redelivered on the members' attendance. Whatever their object and explanation, many sacks
full of them were bought from Jay by one Isinglass, a noted
confectioner of the year 1840.
But what Isinglass could want
with strips of parchment in which he could not possibly wrap
anything except, perhaps, ladies' fingers, which he didn't manufacture
was a puzzle to your committee, who, objecting to being
puzzled, pressed the unhappy confectioner on the point, and he,
driven into a corner, admitted that, when reduced by boiling,
they made the most admirable jelly.
If the above experience of the connoisseur will not entirely
account for many strange documents in many strange hands,
there are a hundred other ways by which Oliver Cromwell may
descend to a scrap-album and Catherine of Arragon find herself
at last in a portfolio in incongruous companionship with Almagro,
There are old houses, are there not, and old
Alfieri, and Ariosto.
chests that remain spring-locked for almost as many centuries as

the years during which the bride of the

cramped and caught in one of them
vases

elsewhere than at Batheaston

?

'

Mistletoe

'

Bough

lay

There are niches and
that

still

contain their

and love letters, as the Flora holds hers in the play, while the
places where they lie hid pass through hands as unsuspecting as
those through which the secretaire with guineas in the secret
verses
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drawer passes, till some odd accident brings them both to light,
a housemaid more conscientious than any these hundred and fifty
years, or a

chance touch of the secret spring. For 1,700 years,
love messages slumbered on the walls of Pompeii
Sylvanus is
heart's darling !
Julia I burn for only ! Evander is my
dear! scratched with a stylus, as the baker's boy scratched his
impudences on Mr. Briggs' front gate. For a hundred years a
packet of love letters was tucked away in a niche in Westminster
Abbey a correspondence between whom ; intercepted who can tell
how ? For four hundred years letters of Warwick the king-maker
have lain at Belvoir, and have only just been unearthed in a trunk
over the stables ; and for twb hundred, and more, all the correspondence between Cromwell and Dear Dick, his son, relative
to the choice of the lady he subsequently married, remained
unsuspected in an old house in Hampshire.
As when a family breaks and flies asunder like a fractured
wheel, and each lays hands for himself on the fragments he most
covets, as they steal at a fire and the thief makes off unnoticed,

my

:

so, are

there not servants sufficiently composed in the disorder to

pass over watches and snuff-boxes and buckles, and carry off the
correspondence of the founder of the house with William of

Orange, or the love letters of Pope to the charming

woman whose

portrait once smiled in the eating-parlour, and smiles now, alas
in King Street, St. James's ?
For a watch is ever a watch, consider, and in the march of fashion, crabbed though it often is,
!

lose its value and fall to be worth only its mere metal
weight ; but time that steals is ever elsewhere adding, as the sea
adds and steals, and each day that passes, to thin the dial-plate
and rob the buckle of its elegance, flips an infinitesimal doit of
still will

gold-dust into the scale, wherein, in the other balance, there hangs
the original of * Auld Lang Syne,' or the actual copy of < When

We Two Parted.'
In the story-telling vein, and as a pendant to Mr. Jay, let us
give a melancholy instance of this, how it comes to pass that
Queen Anne, with her Monsieur mon frere to Louis XIV., has the
thumb-mark of a potboy immediately under her royal signIn the frost and the
at Shepherd's Bush.
snow of the Crimean winter, there was to be seen, shuffling with
broken boots through Wild Street, Drury Lane, one of those

manual, and

is for sale

melancholy figures the observant Londoner will usually associate
with the wheeze of a clarionet and the glare of a public-house
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Under Miserrimus' arm, almost the only dry part of him,
little brown paper parcel, which, presently,
a
small
bookseller's
entering
shop, was unfastened and the condoor.

was tightly held a

tents spread on the counter for sale. There happened to be present
at the time a well-known dealer, who with half a glance detected

the value of the store exposed. He had heard of the crumpled
and sodden figure, hanging about with his mysterious parcel and
timidly trying unfrequented shops to see if they would buy, and
had long been on the look-out for him, and now the wash of

him at his feet. He waited
Miserrimus had driven his bargain, and then,
getting alongside of him shuffling off in the slush, remarked that
if ever he saw a man whom brandy-and-water would in that
weather do no harm to, Miserrimus was he. It was the work of a
moment as the elder novelists say to get Miserrimus into a
neighbouring bar parlour, and, once there, to induce him to open

a London backwater had thrown

about outside

his parcel

and

till

the dealer see what

let

it still

contained.

Why, one would fancy the poor wretch had
had the ransacking of Longwood after great Caesar's death ; one
would fancy him let loose in the little room with military furniture, diving and groping among the papers and stuffing his
pockets with them, while the little corporal, scarcely cold, lay
still and with his terrible brow and
eye at rest now, prevented him
not
For there, in the bar parlour on the stained table, Miserrimus turned out half the secrets of St. Helena! Under the
reeking paraffine lamp lay letters to the ministry on the conduct
of the exile and prisoner ; complaints of the illustrious prisoner
Most strange

!

!

himself as to his brutal espionage', letters of Bertrand, Montholon, LasCasas, O'Meara ; reports even of the sentries under the
sitting-room window, returned from hour to hour, almost from
to minute
5.40 N. rises from the table and crosses the
room 5.45 returns and seats himself 6.10 comes to the
window 6.20 lamp brought and blind drawn 6.40: shadow
on blind in conversation Who ? Not O'M.

minute

:

:

:

:

:

Miserrimus gulps his brandy-and-water, and the dealer pur-

What does it matter to
chases, asking no senseless questions.
him who his client may be ? A St. Helenist, with a soft corner
for the girl who did the great man's room ; a drunken, discharged
footman

;

who has quarrelled with his father
when Longwood was cleared
Hudson himself, disclaimed by the

a son of Bertrand's

a fortunate speculator in old papers

nay, even

if

it

were Sir

;

;
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ministry, down on his luck and dogged by imperialist avengers,
what does it matter to him, so long as he gets the pick of the
basket and gives a fair price ? And that is just what he does,

and

so entirely to Miserrimus' satisfaction, that he eschews the
gentleman in Wild Street, Drury Lane, and henceforth restricts
himself to his new friend, to whom during the next ten or eleven

months he constantly shuffles, with his little brown paper parcel
under his arm, ever containing something astonishing, interesting,
all, genuine.
They are his only means of livelihood
now, he explains, these papers, however they came into his
possession ; and for the next ten or eleven months he spins for
himself a resting-place out "of them, like the spider out of his
bowels ; keeps a roof over his head, as it appeared later, at the

and, above

cost of his very entrails.

At length the end comes, and Miserrimus trudges his last
journey down to Fleet Street, throws the last of them down on
the counter.

*

and rubbing

his

rubbish

'

That's

The

!

'

all

says he, blinking his creasy eyelids

!

trembling

dealer,

knuckles

who knows the

'

that's

the rest

all,

's

different views of rubbish

taken by different authorities, persuades his friend to allow him
to go home with him, and see this rubbish for himself, and there,
at the crazy top of a crazy Clare Market house, dives among the
residue at the bottom of a huge trunk, and, among other strange
fragments, turns up a cross of the Order of St. Catherine of

Jerusalem, an order instituted by the unfortunate Brunswick
with the precious Bergamo as Grand Master. ' Mine
chuckles
Miserrimus, and, with a yell of laughter, pins the flimsy over a
'

!

stain on his coat

and

struts

up and down the

attic in it.

And who was

Miserrimus, who had shuffled backwards and
forwards for well-nigh a year between Clare Market and Fleet
Street, with the materials for secret history under his tattered

arm and the cross of St. Catherine of Jerusalem at the bottom of
his trunk
who had purveyed and parted with in that time more
than eleven hundred documents of the deepest interest who was
;

he to have in his custody these so-precious papers, that were
afterwards eagerly bought by the French Emperor and the representatives of the families to whom they related ?
Miserrimus,
who then straightway disappeared and was no more seen in Fleet
Street, went elsewhere, either to earn a livelihood some other
way, or to go the road of all who will not work and so shall not
cat who, indeed, was he ?
Truly, as the song says, truly ive
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know, but may not say. Sufficient, surely, that whatever way
you regard him, whether from above or below, he was, indeed, as
we have named him Miserrimus
And now it will be expected that we write something on the
subject of forgeries, which are, after all, more or less closely con!

nected with autographs ; though, as our space narrows, we will
not treat, as at length we might, of the shameless rogue who,
after a long

and successful career among the inexperienced, over-

leaps himself at last by the production of Julius Caesar's despatches
in the original French, or the correspondence between Pontius

and Judas Iscariot in the original German
Nor of him, a
higher in the scale of cheats, who in the guise of Dr. Goldsmith writes to Eeynolds as My dear Sir Joshua, two years before

Pilate

!

little

he was made a knight, or indites an elegant epistle of Dr. Doddridge on paper that, when held up to the light, discovers a watermark of 1824. These are trifles of accuracy that may well escape
a mind full of other more important detail, and must not detain
us now.

Turn we instead

to the ingenious manufacturer of letters

VIII., Rabelais, and Dunois, the Bastard of Orleans ;
masterpieces which, long the gem of many a well-known collection,
of

Henry

first saw the light in an obscure garret au sixieme in Paris ;
masterpieces which, once the pride and glory of the virtuoso,
unhappily reached their aiGipov ypap when Dunois was knocked
down amid derision for a pound, the fair price of ingenuity ; and

Rabelais, discovered to be a pasticcio of phrases picked from other
correspondence, went for five -and- twenty shillings.

The true artist in antique letters has two main difficulties to
contend with paper and ink for he must be supplied with paper
of the time, that is indispensable to his craft.
No doubt our
friend Jay, though not of course intentionally, would have been
able to drive a fine trade in this commodity, but for misadventure
and interference. Next he takes an ink which, as far as chemical
;

ingredients can help him, will assume quickly the decomposed
appearance true ink acquires with age, and therein lies the forger's
weak point.
No chemical knowledge has yet enabled him to
obtain the peculiar look of old ink which has decomposed gradually,

and which shows the thinner and thicker flow as the pen is laid
on.
The false ink decomposes equally, the letters being of the
same regular tone of colour, but often varying in depth, from pale
and thin to dark and thick in places. As for his models for working
from, they are to be found and are easily accessible in any of the
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great national libraries, and an abundant source is also available
in all works of facsimile, notably the famous 'Isographie des
Hommes Celebres.' The close imitation of these is a study of a

and leads to such perfection that it demands the highest skill
to enable an expert to detect the falsity where the forger has not
ventured so boldly upon his work as to produce an original letter.

life,

Then

it is

he makes his mistake, the inevitable mistake of the

l
One can be sharper than
rogue then comes the aio-ipov rjpap.
the individual,' says La Rochefoucauld, ' but not sharper than all
the individuals.'

As

for instance.

there flashed on

In the year of the Great Exhibition of 1851

London a

brilliant young man, of distinguished
and
who
announced himself, though not
manner,
appearance

loudly or obtrusively, as Byron's son

;

with a quantity of his

father's correspondence and Shelley's, which he was anxious to
edit ; and further anxious to rearrange and collate many of the

poet's letters which had already appeared, and some which had
With an engaging air, then, and, be it said, the strongest
not.

personal resemblance to his supposititious father, he set about

borrowing from the best known collectors such of Byron's letters
as he thought would best suit his purpose.
These he laboriously

and disposed of the originals for what
he could get. Then with the halo of a preface from Mr. Browning
he published the Shelley letters from the respectable firm of
Moxon, and they by the literary world were accepted as genuine
and here was the mistake of the ardent Gruiccioli they
until
fell into the hands of Crofton Croker, who, much struck with a
passage they contained, believed he recognised it, and, turning to
an old volume of the ( Quarterly Review,' found that there sure
enough was the passage, and that he sure enough Crofton Croker,
and not Shelley was the author of it. The hue and cry was set
copied, sent back the copies,

;

to work, assisted by the collectors, astonished to find copies of their
own Byron letters figuring at sales, but young Childe Harold had

flown and was over the blue wave. He came, it is believed, to
an end one can scarcely call untimely, as a petty officer in the
American Civil War.
To resume. The forger is again, as we have shown, besides
the dangers of his paper and ink, sometimes condemned by the

though it is only just to him to say that in this
Sometimes he is so
respect as a rule he takes care to be safe.
rash as to run a date rather fine, as in the case of the Rabelais
watermark

;
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was observed that the paper bore a mark which
very closely corresponded, if it were not identical, with that on a
letter of Michael Angelo in the British Museum, dated Rome,
1555, while the Rabelais letter bore date more than twenty years
But it was not so much the watermark that might have
earlier.
letter,

when

it

been suffered to pass as the R of the signature, with too long a
tail to it and a general air of gene and the complete want of
freedom about the paraphe, coupled with the misfortune that he
was made to write from Italy when he was known to be at Montscoff at the last sale at which it figured,
pellier, that raised the
and cut short its career by a solitary and an insulting bid of fiveand-twenty shillings.
In conclusion, we offer a few general remarks, observations
which have presented themselves to notice during the course of
our study of this interesting subject. As to the rarity of famous
There are but
signatures, Shakespeare's is of course the rarest.
three to the will, two to conveyances of
six of them known
:

property, and one in Giovanni

Florio's translation of

Montaigne of

1603, in the British Museum ; of which six, two out of the three
on the will are, by some experts, supposed to be written by an

amanuensis. To these there may possibly be added one other, of
which the Americans claim the discovery, found in a folio edition
of the plays, formerly owned by Dr. Ward, vicar of Stratford-onAvon in 1 662. It is, of course, extremely likely that Dr. Ward, who

was settled in Stratford within fifty years of Shakespeare's death,
should have known several who knew the poet intimately, and
from any one of whom he might easily have obtained the signature
folio.
Signatures of Shakespeare are not to us of
extreme interest, so long as we have * Hamlet' and 'King Lear';
but for many they are so, no doubt, and for all they have a
financial value ; this is a matter for the expert to whom the
American discovery is, we believe, to be submitted. The book
itself was found out west of the Rocky Mountains, in the Mormon
country, and is supposed to have been brought over by the Mormon
immigrants of forty years ago. But from 1662 to 1835, we hear

pasted in his

nothing of it ; is it believed in that interval the signature lay
there unregarded, or covered over ; to have been considered of no
value or interest, to a century too which produced young Master
Ireland? Whatever the explanation, it has been secured by
Mr. Gunther of Chicago, the best known of American collectors,
of

mark over here

as the purchaser of the original of

'

Auld Lang
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is no other signature of Shakespeare's to be
in
this
hoped for,
country at any rate, has been made tolerably
clear by Mr. Halliwell Phillips, who for the last thirty years has

Syne.'

That there

been searching the archives of the kingdom, and has not found
even a suggestion of one.
Next to Shakespeare in rarity comes Moliere, perhaps before
him if numbers are reckoned for of Moliere we believe the only
signatures known are, at the most, five ; of which one was the
other day presented by Dumas to the Comedie Franfaise.
Of
his plays, no more than of Shakespeare's, no fragment is known
to exist.
There is, it is true, a legend that somewhere in
the heart of France, in an -ancient chateau that escaped the
storms of 17 93, there is treasured the whole of one of the comedies in
manuscript, one that has lain there restfully since its first possessor carried it off from Versailles in 1665.
He was, the legend
declares, the original of one of Moliere's silly marquises, who,
retiring from the Court in dudgeon, took with him the play, to
wreak his vengeance on it, like a bull on an empty coat. But, on
examination, it all appears to be only what is very likely rather than
what is true. At least, if it be true, the present owner can prove
in no better way that he has not inherited the qualities of his
ancestor than by coming forward and letting us have a sight of
;

his heirloom.

To

own country, the
of
General
of
Lord
of
Wolfe,
Clive,
signatures
Algernon Sidney, of
confine ourselves to the celebrities of our

Defoe (whose papers were destroyed while he was standing in the
pillory), of George Eliot, of Charlotte Bronte, are among the
Milton's is the rarest of all English literary signatures
rarest.
Letters of the queens of Henry VIII. are very
after Shakespeare.
scarce ; one from Catherine of Arragon has quite recently realised
161.
Possibly the king unconsciously followed the advice of
L'Ecole des Femmes,' who in the seventh maxim
makes Agnes recite ' Amongst her furniture, however she dislike
it, there must be neither writing desk, ink, paper, nor pens.
Sganarelle in

*

:

According to all good rules, everything written in the house
should be written by the husband.'

The earliest signatures known are those of laymen of rank in
the reign of Richard II., whose sign-manual is itself regarded as
the rarest of the English sovereigns. Letters, as we understand
them, do not appear till Henry V., and among the first specimens
are those well-known of the Paston family, in which is given
f
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almost as complete a picture of the condition of the country
gentry and aristocracy during the troubles of the Roses as you
would gather of the provincial matters of to-day from the corre-

spondence of the

rector's or the

squire's wife

with her relatives

Of Sovereigns since Henry VII., Edward VI. and Mary
are those most uncommonly met with
indeed, none of our royal

in town.

;

in the autographic sense, common ; not half
for instance, as those of France, where Louis le

signatures are at
so common,
Grand signed

all,

is now scarcely worth
in
the
Later,
early fighting days of
sabres
d'honneur
decreed by a
many

so freely" that his autograph

the paper it is written on.
the Republic, there were so

grateful country, that Buonaparte, Berthier, and Bassano (who
mostly signed them) go for next to nothing. It is curious to note

the rarity of comparatively small names and the often abundant
stock of those of greater moment.
Somerville, for instance, the
of
commands
a
far
'The
Chase,'
poet
higher price than Dickens,

simply because he wrote fewer letters ; William Blake is valuable
not so much for his own sake as because he did not often bring
his large and vague mind down to the level of ordinary correspon-

dence

;

Leech

is

scarce,

whereas the market has been swamped,
Edmund Kean ; and Cowper has been

since Nugent's sale, with

spoilt, from the dealer's point of view, by the publication
of his voluminous correspondence with Hayley.
Judges, who are
of
interest
the
Lord
Chief
contemporary
only
( pace
Justice), go

wholly

down, while Keats and Mendelssohn go up. In short, in autographs,
where human reputations are concerned, there
that
ceaseless
and general bouleversement that time
forward
goes

as in other matters

so often chuckles to effect.

Sometimes there are of the same letter two copies in existence,
and no man can tell which is genuine of the three ; sometimes
there are copies which, though copies, still have an interest of
their own as, for example, spurious despatches of Parliament and
imitations of
king, sent from head-quarters for deception's sake
Charles' hand, containing false news and purported to fall into
There are, moreover, whole copies
Cromwell's, and vice versa.
of correspondence which have been prepared merely for the
;

;

'

as in the case of the letters of the author of ' Clarissa
printer
destined later in their career to cause acute disappointment to the

who had for years imagined he possessed the Simon Pure.
a
few
Only
years back a careful tracing of the famous receipt for
'
*
Paradise Lost sold for 43. to America of course, by accident.

collector
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Fish in the shallows will make a great splash to regain the
and humanity in low water will fight desperately to
feel once more the tide and current of their former comforts and
river-flow,

has a balance almost even of great
; financial low-water
crimes and great virtues can show well-nigh as long a record of
continued effort and continued self-denial as of instant failure and
dishonesty. The following does not clearly seem to us to illustrate

existence

'
either one or the other extreme, and so is, perhaps, doubly dear.'
There was, thirty years ago, a young Frenchman who in pathetic

terms addressed himself to almost every great name in Europe,
humbly requesting the favour of a reply bien entendu. He was,
he cried, un hommefini, d&ave his life was at its lowest ebb,
and before him there lay no prospect but that of mud flats and
sterile marshes, mouldering timbers and rotting wickerwork ;
in a word, such was his position, and such his misery, that he
proposed at once to commit suicide. Could the recipient of the
letter give him any reason why he should stay his hand, any
I

reason

why he

should drag out a

life

so utterly barren, hopeless,

useless ?

The great names of Europe responded like men
some brief, some long, some persuasive, eloquent,
some curt, scornful, jesting but they all answered
;

point.
self.

Espartero wrote

Death

is

'
:

;

;

that was the

do not advise you to

Sir, I

a bullet which

and women
tearful even

we must

all

kill yourencounter sooner or

and it is our part to wait for it patiently.'
;
Lacordaire wrote at great length, eight or ten pages in his best
style, and there were admirable specimens (both for moral and

later in the battle of life

forthcoming from Montalembert, Antonelli,
Xavier
de Maistre, Sophie Gray, Abd-el-Kader,
Fenimore Cooper,
Alexander Humboldt, Taglioni, Heine, Alfred de Vigny, Eachel,
saleable purposes)

Sontag, Dickens, Georges Sand, Emile Souvestre, Jules Lacroix,

and many, many others.
Then, like the Casino Gardens suicides of Monaco, who walk
off with their pockets full of notes while the gendarmes go for a
stretcher

solvitur

years ago walk

off,

ambulando

!

so

did the suicide of thirty
full of notes, and
they

with his pockets also

being disposed of for the highest price they would fetch, took a
new lease of life, forswore sack, and looked about him for a way
to live cleanly.

And

it

was not until an ardent collector

dis-

covered that a large portion of his treasures, newly acquired,
consisted of arguments against the folly and criminality of suicide,
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that the ingenuity of the scheme was as fully appreciated as

it

deserved.

There are other saintes larmes of which we find traces in
turning over these portfolios, tears which though not .perhaps so
sacred are not for that the less bitter ; tears of humiliation,

almost of despair tears wrung from proud natures by indifference,
by neglect, by want. Often the money such appeals fetch now is
far more than the sum appealed for in the letter itself.
;

Here, for instance, is nine guineas for a letter from Swift, who
*
If I come to
groans in it over the poverty that follows him.
'
Moor Park,' he writes, it must be on foot.' Here is Fielding's
complaint of money disappointments, worth 61. 10s. ; here is
Sterne trying to borrow 50., and poor Goldy writing of his doleful

and his want of pence, fetching 40. Forty pounds ? Why,
the very poem sold for only twenty guineas, and here a letter in
which he speaks of how much suffering those travels cost him,
the auctioneer knocks down for twice the sum
For a few sheets
of Burns there is more given to-day than he drew in three years
from the excise and a page of Defoe, on which he writes bitterly
of the treatment he had received, goes cheap at eleven guineas.
Is it not pitiful that, to quote the fine image of Swift, Fame so
commonly selects the eminence of the tomb, the funeral mound,
as a vantage spot to sound her trump from ?
travels

!

;

Ut clavis portam, sic pandit epistola pectus these proud
hearts speaking after death, these sombre voices from their ashes,

how much might not have been
sounded on the

VOL.

VI.

NO.

33, N. S.

them if the blast had only
them in the hollows and de-

spared

plain, or called to
of
their
lives ?
pressions

12
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COURT ROYAL.
A STORY OF CROSS CURRENTS.
BY THE AUTHOR OF 'JOHN HERRING,'

'

MEHALAH,' ETC.

CHAPTEK XLV.
RETRIBUTION.

EXT

morning Mr. Cheek
was silent at breakfast.
Charles was not in his

usual lively mood.
father had told

His

him

in

his room, the night before, of his plan, on their

return

from the Court.

He had

told

him

also

that Mr. Worthivale had

refused to

entertain

it.

Charles was startled and
gratified at the prospect
startled, because he

not

dared

to

wish

startled also, because

;

had
it,

he

was not sure that he did
it; gratified, because

wish

he saw open to him the means of taking a place in society that
had been hitherto inaccessible. He was silent because, thoughtless though he was, the conjuncture of affairs was one that forced

him

to think.

Worthivale was nervous and agitated at breakfast. Drops
stood on his brow, and he was unable to pour out the coffee, his
hand shook so, and he was forced to pass over the duty to Beavis.

Something had occurred, more than the proposal of old Cheek, to
unnerve him.
'
After breakfast Mr. Cheek drew the steward aside.
Well,
now,' he said, with morning come cool counsels. Shall we deal ?
'

'
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'How

can you speak in such terms?' asked the steward. 'Do
you not perceive that it is impossible for the daughter of such an
Stuff as well propose an alliance
illustrious house to accept
!

between an eagle and a crocodile

Preposterous

!

!

simply pre-

'
!

posterous

Mr. Cheek stretched his arms, then drew his finger over his
'There is nothing preposterous in it,' he said. 'Worse
lips.
matches have been made. One likes apples, t'other likes onions.
To my mind, I am the more respectable party of the two. I have
myself out of nothing, by my industry, into affluence. They
have degraded themselves, by wastefulness, out of wealth into
lifted

bankruptcy.'
'

Will you not help the family, without conditions ?
'
Do you take me for a fool ? What are they to me ?
'
Surely surely, to obtain their esteem, to deserve the regard
of the Duke, the respect of Lord Edward and Lord Ronald, the
gratitude of the Marquess that is something.'
'
Not worth a farthing to me,' answered Mr. Cheek, roughly.
'

'

'

Put
*

it

it

up

to auction

Besides,

most

;

who

will bid ?

'

you would not be giving your money, only investing

safely.'

have made

'

I

'

I cannot listen to

proposals,' said the elder
I stick as cobbler's wax.'

my

'

Cheek.

To them

'

you

as well sue for the moon.'

exclaimed the steward. ' You might
He paced the room, swinging his arms ;

!

he was hot with indignation.
*
I want that young woman
I do not want the moon.
Worthivale shivered ' for my son. She'll make a tidy daughter'

As

in-law.

for those old codgers
'

'

Worthivale's blood curdled
are

like turkey-cocks in a
they
and gobbling at the little fowl. She's
another sort. Wouldn't give herself high and mighty airs.'
'
cried the steward, putting his hands to
For Heaven's sake
his ears, have done, or I will leave the room.'
*
Needn't go,' said Mr. Cheek. ' I'm off, next coach. Time

(their

lordships

codgers

!)

barn-yard, ruffling feathers
'

!

'

valuable.

Can't afford to waste

it like

a parcel of gorgeous good-

for-naughts.'

'Going!' exclaimed the steward, aghast, and standing still.
are not going to-day. To-day is the twenty-third I invited
you to be here when we meet Grudge, the solicitor for Mr.

'

You

:

Emmanuel.'

122
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*

my

Can't waste

refused.

Enough

;

time.

Made my

-Sheer waste.

proposal

I go.'

*

But the investment

*

Know

is

so good.'

of a score better.'

but you led me to expect
Nothing. Never committed myself. Too old a bird for that.
Said I would come and look about me. Have done so, taken
stock, and made a bid.'
'

'

But

'

'

Which

I refuse.'

not been submitted to the proper parties.'
*
If by proper parties you mean the Duke and Lady Grace, I
They I mean the
absolutely refuse to mention* it to them.
'

It has

would kick me out of the house. She Lady Grace I
would not dare to look her in the face again.'
*
As you like,' said Mr. Cheek, washing his hands in the air.
Don't take amiss. When dry will brush off. I leave by next
coach.
One thing, however, I do ask. Allow Charles to remain.
Don't want him to be back in Plymouth yet. Understand ?
Let him stay here, by all means.'
*
Eight. Hope you'll enjoy yourself with the mortgagees.
Cheerful company. Pleasant ways, eh ? If in distress, and you
change your mind, wire. Let the young female give her word of
honour that she will take my Charlie, and I am ready with my two
hundred thousand. She's not one to go from her word. Now

Duke

'

'

'

portmantle.'
'
Was there ever such a fool

such a confounded fool,' cried
Mr. Worthivale, when Cheek had left the room, as he ran about,
*
That I should have lived to hear him talk
holding his head.
Half an hour later, the great Cheek of the Monokeros was
gone, and the hope that had hung on him had fallen and lay
broken with many another shattered hope.
Well said the General, entering the dining-room about the
hour when the meeting was to take place, what says your kinsman to the mortgages ? Will he take them ?
*
He is a fool, an abject, drivelling fool answered the steward.
Lord Ronald sighed. He had buoyed himself on the expectation
which Worthivale had confided to him, that relief was certain
from this quarter.
1
That is not the worst,' said Worthivale, in a low tone, and he
trembled and became white and moist.
'

!

'

*

!

(

'

'

!

What now ?

'
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'

the

Company have given notice
My God not the Loddiswell mortgage
*

!

the

Insurance

for four

hundred

'

thousand
Worthivale put his hand to his mouth to cover a groan.
Then they heard a carriage drive up to the garden gate,
!

A moment after, the maid
followed by a ring at the bell.
announced 'Mr. Grudge, solicitor,' and the lawyer entered,
followed by Lazarus, dressed respectably.
Good afternoon, my lord. Good afternoon, Mr. Worthivale,'
Allow me to introsaid Grudge, with freshness and confidence.
He presented Lazarus; the General
duce Mr. Emmanuel.'
bowed stiffly, Worthivale shook hands. They seated themselves,
Lazarus with his back to the light, in the window, behind Mr.
Presently the Marquess arrived, with Lord Edward.
Grudge.
They bowed to Grudge and Lazarus, and took chairs by the fire,
'

'

offered

them by the

steward.

With them entered

Beavis.

Conversation began on the weather. Grudge talked of the
as is correct, to those living in the country
and on land.
crops
So
ten
minutes.
said
Lazarus
nothing.
passed
*

Let us proceed to business,' said the solicitor, looking at his
By the way, I bear a note for you, sir, from Messrs. Levi
and Moses, who hold the seventeen thousand pound mortgage on
Alvington and also the second, on the same estate, for twenty
I am instructed to act for them.
thousand.
Both must be
met in three months from date.'
A silence ensued, broken only by a little, quickly subdued
chuckle in the window.
watch.

'

;

Then Beavis opened proceedings, by stating that the sudden
calling up of mortgages at a time when rents had had to be
reduced twenty to twenty-five per cent, all round, and when some
rents were in arrear for two

and three years, at a time, moreover,
at an unprecedentedly low value, was very inconthe Duke, and that he desired the mortgagees to

when land was
venient to

reconsider their demand, and allow time for the recovery of the
farmers, when, in the event of his not being able to transfer the

mortgages, or himself find the amount, land would have to be
sold.

The

replied that he was acting both for Mr.
Messrs. Levi and Moses, and he could say
that his clients were not disposed to be harsh, but to accord every
solicitor

Emmanuel and

for
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reasonable indulgence.
They, however, did not participate in the
sanguine view entertained by his Grace. They believed that
rents would

fall still lower, that the golden day of British agriculture was set, and the whole industry menaced with extinction.
Holding this, they were anxious with promptitude to release their

money, that they might invest it elsewhere.
*
But, if you proceed to extremities, you

when

will

be selling land

hardly reaches twenty-five years' purchase.'
'
Better that than sell when it will not fetch twenty years'
purchase. I have heard of desirable properties in North Devon
it

in the market, and not a bid made for
'
But this is in South Devon.'

them

at fifteen.'

Mr. Grudge shrugged his shoulders.
'
What, then, do you propose, or demand ? asked the General.
We are ready to meet your convenience as far as possible.
'

*

am

instructed to yield so far as this
half the total at the
of
three
months
from
date
of
expiration
notice, the rest in two

I

equal portions, at intervals of three months.'
Again a sound like a chuckle from the window.

looked sharply round, but Lazarus,

who

sat there,

The Marquess
was quiet, his

shadow and illegible.
*
said the General.
Small charities
Better the sword Misericorde which ends the torture with a thrust.'
Silence ensued. Lord Edward and the General looked down ;
the eyes of the Marquess were on the fire.
Lazarus watched them eagerly with malicious delight.
4
You will go no further ? asked Mr. Worthivale.
'
This is the limit imposed on me by my clients. You will
understand, I am but the intermediary ; I am obliged to act as
face in

'

'

!

'

directed.'

Worthivale bowed.
Ten minutes of painful silence ensued.
1
1 see no necessity for prolonging the meeting,' said the Marquess, rising.
*
None at

all,

as far as I

am

concerned,' answered the solicitor.

*

Sorry the matter should be ventilated with such freedom in
the papers. There was something about it a little while ago, and
now the Society papers are still more explicit. There is no mis-

taking the allusions.

Hah

'

If worth

while,

prosecutions might be

said Grudge, ' I have them in
begun.
these periodicals are offensive and insulting.'
!

my

pocket.

Eeally,
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The colour rushed into the General's face. Lord Edward
turned pale, and held the jamb of the chimney-piece to prevent
himself from falling ; a mist formed before his eyes. Lord Saltcombe compressed his lips and clenched his hands. As Grudge
offered him the papers with coarse civility, he brushed them aside.
You want me no further ? he said to Mr. Worthivale.
'

'

1

No,

'

my

Very

lord, there is

well

;

nothing to be done.'

I will consult

my

uncles at home.

I wish

you

all

a good afternoon.'
'

A

very pleasant afternoon to you,

my

lord,' said

Lazarus, also

rising, and bowing deeply.
Lord Saltcombe slightly bent his head, and left the room.
Almost immediately after, Lazarus followed Grudge was detained but a few minutes.
When he also was gone, Lord Ronald
;

looked at his brother.
*

'

Hopelessly ruined that is the plain English,' he said.
satyrs dance and scoff over our grave,' said Lord Edward,

And

pointing to the papers.

The Marquess was walking slowly through the park to Court
Royal, when he heard rapid steps behind him. He did not turn
to see who followed
then he heard a voice.
Lord
Saltcombe
Most noble Marquess, a word
Heigh
;

'

!

!

with you.'

He

arrested his walk, and waited patiently till he was caught
but
without turning his head.
up,
A moment after he saw at his side the man Emmanuel, whom
he had scarce noticed at the meeting. The man was panting.
He had run to catch him up. Lord Saltcombe waited till he had
gained breath to speak. He did not know Lazarus. If he had
seen him in past years, it had been but briefly and rarely, and he
did not recall his features ; besides, Lazarus was oldened and
altered since then.
'

You do

not

know me, most noble

'

sir

!

said the Jew, in a tone

between deference and defiance.
Lord Saltcombe contented himself with a slight shake of the
head.
'

I suppose not.

who Emmanuel

is,

Oh, no

who

!

of course not

!

You do

not know

holds his grip on your heart ?

No, I

'

suppose not
Lord Saltcombe became impatient
walk, without speaking.
!

;

he turned to continue his
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Do you know who holds two of your mortgages, and who has
worked and stirred up the other mortgagees against you ? Who
has your own your own bills in his hands ?
Lazarus walked beside the Marquess, peering into his face with
an expression full of vindictiveness. Lord Saltcombe looked in
front of him he made no reply, but the veins in his temples
swelled and darkened.
'

'

;

You do

'

not know, I presume, that

I, I hold you all in my
mercy ? Do you know who I am ?
asked Lazarus, starting forward and standing in his way.
I know that you are an obstruction, and unless you move

that you are at

power

'

my

'

yourself at once I shall lay
'

my

Oh,

we give

airs

my% stick

Lord Cock-of-the-Walk
ourselves

across you.'
'
!

exclaimed the Jew.

'

What

'
!

Lord Saltcombe's eyes lightened. He raised his walking-stick,
and would have brought it down on Lazarus had not the Jew
I am Emmanuel Lazarus, of the Barbican, Plyhastily added
*

:

'

mouth
Then the
!

stick fell from Lord Saltcombe's hand.
He stood
and looked keenly at the man before him. The pawnbroker
had stooped his attitude was cringing as he shrank from the
menaced blow. His eyes glittered with hate.
Lord Saltcombe drew down his hat and folded his arms. 'Well,'
he said in a low tone, say what you will, I cannot touch you.'
Ah exclaimed Lazarus, you may well stand still and look
down when you encounter me me, the man whose home you
broke up, whose honour you stained, whose happiness you blighted.
What was I ? Only a Jew usurer. What were you ? A great
noble.
Now I am in the ascendant, and you grovel. Now it is
turn
to cast you down, and put my foot on your proud neck.
my
I will hold you there, writhe as you may to be free. It was I who
spoiled your fine matrimonial schemes with the coffee-planter's
daughter. It was I who warned off old Cheek from coming to
your assistance. It was I who put your affairs into the Society
It was I who stirred
papers, and made you the talk of the town.
still,

;

'

'

*

'

!

up the other mortgagees to foreclose. I have waited long till
I could find a way to hurt you.
Did I say just now you were at
?
was
It
a
word.
I have no mercy in my heart
my mercy
wrong
for

such as you, only retribution.'
Then Lord Saltcombe looked him

full in the face.
He was
he
but
did
not
move
nor
a
did
his
muscle,
deadly pale,
lips quiver.
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spoke with perfect calmness, the calmness of perfect

self-

control.
'

Mr. Lazarus,' he said, I would have sought you out years
But though
ago, had I thought the interview would lead to good.
I did not seek you, I have always desired to meet you, that I
'

SVA/N

d

you my sorrow, my deepest sorrow, for the wrong
Perhaps it was weakness and want of resolution which

might express
I

did you.

to

my going direct to you. Providence has now brought
us face to face, and I hasten to express my contrition. You can
say to me nothing that I have not said, and said daily, almost

hindered

hourly, to myself.

You

speak of retribution.

She

she

12-5

'

his
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voice vibrated for a

moment.

hand of God, and has

suffered

'

She has been overtaken by the
where she sinned. I do not hope,

I do not wish to escape the chastisement of heaven.
should
when she has endured the penalty ? If it has pleased
the Almighty to touch me in the place where most sensitive,

Why

I go free,

only
my pride and love for my family His will be done.
regret is that I must draw down with me other, and those very
dear heads.' He was silent for a moment, with his eyes on the
ground. For a moment he needed silence, to recover that com-

My

in

mand

Lazarus
felt was slipping from him.
His face was perplexed with contending emotions

over himself which he

said nothing.

hate, surprise, disappointment.
'Mr. Lazarus, take up that stick.

It is a

sword-cane.

I

pierced your heart once with the deadliest of thrusts.
stand here, or anywhere you like, and give you full and free leave

I will

to

run

me

through the heart with that needle blade. No one
by my own
the ruin of

will suspect you.
No one will suppose but that I fell
unable
to
endure
the humiliation of witnessing
hand,

my house.'
The Jew

stooped, picked up the sword-cane, and drew the
He looked
was
fine, keen, and sharply pointed.
weapon.
his
at
Lord
unfolded
who
arms, and stood
Saltcombe,
furtively
It

him motionless, beside a tree.
The Jew's fingers tingled as he held the

before

and

sword.

He

turned

In the button-hole by
it,
the heart of the Marquess was a red rose. The Jew's blood
bounded at the thought that with a thrust he could bring forth
something redder there than that rose. But he re-sheathed the
it flickered

in the evening light.

blade and shook his head.
*

'
would be insufficient. It would be too
That,' said he,
Take
over.
back
quickly
your sword-cane. I have not done with

you

yet.'
'

You have refused me a favour, for which I would have thanked

you,' said the Marquess, coldly.
'Because I knew it would be a
'

venomously,

therefore I refused

it.'

favour,'

answered Lazarus
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CHAPTER XLVI.
TENEBRIS LUX.

IN the evening the General came into Lord Saltcombe's room.
The old man was looking haggard. His grey moustache was not
smooth, as usual, but looked like ragged lichen. The spring and
strength seemed taken out of him. Lord Saltcombe was pacing
the room with arms folded. Lord Eonald put his hand through
his nephew's arm and paced the floor
several minutes' silence, the

with him, without speaking.
General said, ' Your uncle
Edward leaves to-morrow. It is of no use his remaining. Even
he can do nothing now. If it had been possible, he would have
managed it We have been deceiving ourselves. Disenchantment
has come. Herbert, we have been a happy and an united family.
We will stand to our arms, and go down in the old ship together,
After

as

men.

The Duke must know

all,

and resolve to

sell

the greater

Court Eoyal itself, if need be.'
'
*
the
answered
Yes,'
Marquess, I have foreseen this. As you
had hopes, I did not press my view. Now you have come round
to my opinion. Loddiswell and Alvington must go. Fowellscombe
also. Probably Court Eoyal. We shall never now be able to mainpart of the estates.

tain the place.

Better crawl into a smaller house, and there

die.'

*

Perhaps Court Eoyal might be kept during the Duke's life.'
*
'
Let us see the worst over.
No,' answered Lord Saltcombe.
If we live on here we shall be always tempted to keep up the old
state.'

But remember what Worthivale has

'

said about the

Bigbury

It is worth comparatively little now, but if a company
property.
were formed, and a town begun there, it might rival Torquay, and

be a golden- egg-lay ing goose to us, and then the family would
flourish again.'
*

There is no time for forming a company and building a town.
had been tried three or four years ago we might have been
saved but now it is over. If a fortune is to be found there, it
will not be by us.'
If this

;

1

You

are right,' sighed the General.

'
Beavis,' said the Marquess, calculated on saving a portion of
our lands. Let us keep Bigbury it is possible that some day it
"
may render," as the French say ; but more than half our
'

property

must

go.'
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*

And

dear old Court Royal,' said the General, with a quivering

voice.

'Yes, Court Eoyal must go, or it will drain away what remains in the vain attempt to live up to it. If we do not, what
wretchedness to be among abandoned conservatories, neglected
grounds, ruinous outhouses, empty stables.'
'
Poor Grace
sighed Lord Eonald.
'

!

Grace has more courage than you, uncle, soldier though you
Grace will leave her flowers without a sigh, and the pretty
rooms that have been her nest without a tear. You will see nothing but smiles on her face, and hear only words of cheer from
her lips.'
'
Yes I suppose so,' said Lord Ronald. ' And yet she will
feel the loss more than any of us.'
*
She will have Lucy.'
'

are.

*

Of

Lucy will never leave her, good, faithful girl.'
Uncle Ronald, you may as well know everything. My notes
You know how extravagant I
of hand have all been called up.
in
the
when
was some years ago,
army. Well, the sum, compared
course,

4

with the mortgages, is nothing, but for all that, in our present
distress, whence is the money to come from ?
*
4
Pitiful powers,' cried the General,
troubles are raining on
'

us as

fire

and brimstone out of heaven

to deserve

He

'

it ?

stood

still,

thrust his fingers through

!

put his

And what have we done
hand

his white hair.

to his forehead,
'

My

head

spins.

and
I

cannot think.'
'

The

*
thing to be done,' said Lord Saltcombe, is for us to
and finest pictures, and send them to Christie's,

first

collect our plate

and have them sold.'
The General withdrew

his

hand from

his face,

and stood

Then two clear drops ran down
staring blankly at his nephew.
He hastily took out his handkerchief and
his furrowed cheeks.
blew his nose, to disguise what he was ashamed to have seen.
*

4

'

'

this must be.'
The Duke will never consent.'
Then it must be done without

Yes, uncle

Herbert

!

his consent.'

not possible.'

The Marquess said no more he caught his uncle by the aria,
and made him continue with him the mechanical walk. He did
it to enable the old man to overcome or disguise his emotion.
1
1 have felt
I never was sanguine,' said Lord Saltcombe.
;

'
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that a storm was gathering over our heads, and that no conductors
would divert the flashes into innocuous channels. You and the

Archdeacon were more hopeful, so was Worthivale, who, of all
But when
others, had best reason to know how matters stood.
Beavis spoke out so plainly, and Uncle Edward and you refused to
accept his opinion, then I knew that the end was near at hand.
For myself, I care nothing. Life has little of interest, and is void
of ambitions for me.
But if it were possible to do anything to
soften the blow to Grace and my father, I would do it.
There is,
only the sad duty of preparing them for the
With Grace it will be easy.
worst, and that I take upon myself.
With the Duke hard, and I may have to call on you to assist me.

however, nothing

The mortgagees have a power

What

will

Beavis can

of sale, and they will exercise it.
remain to us out of the wreck, I suppose not even

tell.'

Late in the evening, Worthivale arrived. He was in such a
condition of confused misery that he could not collect his thoughts
He produced his
sufficiently to advise what should be done.
books, but in his bewildered state of
of them.
*

The

'

disgrace

!

mind could make nothing out

moaned the General.

'

The humiliation

to

our proud name.'
'
You are a soldier,' said Lord Saltcombe.

There are some things past the endurance even of a soldier,'
answered Lord Ronald.
'
Where is the Archdeacon ? asked the steward. ' His opinion
'

'

would be invaluable now.'
has gone to bed,' answered the General. ' He is not feelHe is much dispirited by the events of to-day. Toing
morrow he must return to Sleepy Hollow.'
'

He

well.

Then the steward and Lord Eonald began to spin cobwebscobwebs that needed but the breath of common- sense to blow
them away.
Lord Norwich was the brother of the late Duchess. He was
getting old and infirm, and he had not been down to visit the
Duke lately in Devon. Lord Konald thought of him. He was
wealthy. Why should not he come to the rescue ? The Marquess
and Grace were his sister's children. Lord Saltcombe reminded
them that his son, the Hon. Norfolk Broad, was not likely to consent ; he had spent a great deal on the turf, and would probably
run through the property when his father died.
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Then Worthivale suggested the taking

in hand of the oilhad not been extracted from them before in
sufficient quantities to be remunerative, because the wrong sort of
crushers had been employed. The Marquess replied that if the
crushers squeezed out gold, then it would be worth while getting
shale works.

Oil

them, not otherwise.
Perhaps the Archdeacon

will think of something ; he is an
'
I dare say he has
eminently practical man.' said the General.
gone to bed early to consider the matter between the sheets, and
he will be ripe with a proposal to-morrow.'
Thus sat the three the greater part of the night ; the Marquess was the only one who kept his head clear. At three o'clock
4

the steward and Lord Eonald

left, and then he flung himself on
and fell asleep.
That same evening Lady Grace had been in conference with
Lucy in her own bedroom, as she prepared to go to rest. She was

the

sofa,

in a pretty blue dressing-gown, her hair falling about her shoulders

The

loosely.

lady's

maid had been dismissed, and Lucy and she

were alone together.
*

Tell

results ?

me

truly,

Lucy.

The meeting has

led to no good

'

No, dear. I hear that half the amount of two of the mortgages must be paid forthwith, and the rest in two instalments
within a twelvemonth. But that is not all. Two more mortgages
held by Jews are called in, and so
Worst of all is the terrible
one on Loddiswell.'
'
And the money is nowhere forthcoming ?
Lucy shook her head.
'
Then what will be done ?
*
A great deal of the property will be sold.'
'
And Court Royal must that go ?
'

'

'

'

4
'

*

Beavis thinks so. Land sells very badly now.'
I shall not have to part with you, Lucy ?
and Lucy nestled into her friend's side * never, never.
No
'

'

my

Oh,

'

darling

!

For myself I do not care. If I cannot have my greenhouses
and gardens, no one can deprive me of the green lanes and flowery
coombs. I can be happy anywhere with you and papa, and Uncle
Konald and my brother. But I do not know how the others will
bear it. Dear papa I fear it will kill him.
Uncle Eonald and
Saltcombe are looking miserable. Did you observe Uncle Edward
*
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night ? I never saw his face so drawn and colourless. He
was very bent and feeble. I asked him what ailed him. He
smiled sadly and said, " Only a general break-up." He takes this
I suppose
to heart, and he is not a strong man like the General.
the dreadful truth must be told papa shortly. I must manage to
be present so as to soothe him. He will be fearfully excited. If
I can but hold his hands I may be of some good in keeping him
cool. What is to be done about Mrs. Probus ? Dear, good creature,
she is bound up with us and cannot live away from us and I do
not think papa would be happy if he thought she were not in the
house ; she understands his little fancies. Then old Mr. Kowley,
the coachman, with his red face. Oh, Lucy he has been so
last

;

!

comfortable here with us, just driving papa out every afternoon.
What will become of him ? He is too aged to take another situa-

and I hear that gentlemen are putting down their carriages
everywhere. Then there is Mr. MacCabe, the head-gardener.
He has been so civil. I have been afraid of him sometimes. I
tion,

feared he would scold

when

I swept the houses of flowers.

But he

only smiled, though the loss of the cherished blossoms went to his
And Jonathan he has always shown himself so
heart, I know.

eager to oblige.

Lucy

!

what trouble he took over that rockwork

Alpine garden, and in piling it up he crushed one of his
I give her so
fingers and lost the nail. 'And Jane, my maid
much trouble ; I am untidy with my things. There, there I
for

my

!

must cry but it is not for myself ; it is only because we shall
have to part with all these nice, kind servants, and because papa will
be miserable anywhere else, and Uncle Ronald without plenty of
room for his lathe, and Saltcombe without his yacht, and his fishing
and shooting. He cares for nothing else, and these will be taken
from him. He will have Beavis.'
Beavis, you may be sure, will cling to him to the last.'
'Yes,' said Lady Grace, and she patted her friend's hand,
which she held between her own, and looked thoughtfully before
'

'

and your father will always be with mine
Oh, what a
it
is
friends
Let
to
have
faithful
dear,
blessing
everything else
These
all
that the world
hearts
are
above
go.
precious, golden
her,

!

!

can give.' After a silence she said reverently, ' And they are God's
Both were affected, and said nothing for
gift, to comfort us.'
several minutes, but Lucy stooped and kissed Lady Grace's hand.
'
*
Lucy,' said the latter after awhile, I thought you told me
that Mr. Cheek was going to help us.'
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1

We

thought he would, but when

back, and

made

it

came

to the point he

drew

ridiculous conditions.'

'

'

Surely he had all but promised, had he not ?
cannot say that. My dear father was very sanguine when
he returned from town. He told us that he had managed every'

I

thing beautifully, and that we had no more occasion for anxiety,
as our relative, who was a millionaire, would come to the rescue.

Dear papa's ducks are all swans, and he is hopeful on the smallest
grounds. When Mr. Cheek came here, he did not even go over
the estates, he simply came and went again. He did not even
attend the meeting.'

But you say he made some
Lucy coloured.
'

sort of offer.'

ought not to have said that. Papa mentioned it to me as
He had not told Beavis, as it would have made Beavis
furious
and he might not have been civil to Charles any more.'
*

I

a secret.

Of course

if you are bound not to tell, I will not press you.
would be glad to know the conditions.'
They were too outrageous to be mentioned,' said Lucy, partly
'
It makes me very angry, and yet dislaughing, partly crying.
to
whenever
posed
laugh,
they recur to me.'
You very angry you, Lucy that would be a new experience
to me to see my little friend in a passion
and Beavis furious
who looks so gentle and collected.'
Enough to make us. If you heard, you would be angry also.'
Tell me, and prove me.'
i
I am ashamed.
Promise me not to say a word to Lord Saltcombe, or Lord Konald, or the Duke not to any one.'
No I will not repeat what you tell me.'
Then you shall hear. That stupid old man, Mr. Cheek, saw
how agreeable his son made himself at dinner, and being a
blunderhead, he supposed that there was more in his attentions
Well the dull fellow went home,
to you than ordinary civility.
and told papa he would give two hundred thousand to wards clearing
the mortgages the day he heard that Charles was accepted by you.
Did you ever dream of such audacity ? My father had to exercise
great self-restraint to keep from knocking the man down. Some
minds are not properly balanced.'
'

Otherwise, I
'

'

!

!

;

'

'

'

'

!

The blood rushed through Lady Grace's veins, crimsoning her
pure face and neck and bosom. Next moment she was as white
as a snowdrop.
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'

she said.

It is

both of us to go to bed.'
Lucy looked at her friend with surprise. Not an allusion to
what had been said passed her lips. Lucy noticed her paleness,
and misinterpreted it. ' I have offended you, by telling you of
Let the remembrance of it
this piece of vulgar presumption.
I am sorry that I allowed myself to blab the impertinent
die.
for

secret.'
'

Not

at

all,'

me.

Next morning

He

I thank you
want to be alone.'

answered Lady Grace.

Kiss me, and go to bed.
early,

I

'

Lady Grace entered her

for telling

brother's room.

The shutters were shut, and the
asleep on the sofa.
The servants had looked in, but had not liked
curtains drawn.
to disturb him.
His sister partially opened one of the shutters, so that a ray
Then she drew a chair beside the sofa, and sat
of light entered.
was

still

down by her

brother's head.

Presently he woke. Her gentle, pitiful, loving eyes, resting
He looked round and sat
face, had disturbed him.

on his worn
up.
*

Grace

'
!

he

said,

and brushed

hands over his brow to

his

collect his senses.
'

Yes, dear, I

'

I

am

here.'

thought was visited by an angel.'
She was in a light print morning gown, her face was pale, and
in the dimness of the room might well have been thus mistaken.
4
Uncle Konald, Worthivale, and I have been keeping up quite
a revel,' he said.
She looked round ; there were no glasses on the table, but
plenty of papers scribbled over with calculations.
This looks sadly dissipated,' he said i I arn sorry you see me
and my room in such a condition, Grace.'
*
Oh, Herbert do not think to deceive me. I know well what
it means.
All hope gone.
Everything lost. Is it not so ?
He did not answer.
'
Yes, brother, I know the worst, and I am glad that I do. I
have not slept at all. I was sure you and the dear uncles were
restless through trouble.
I have come to you thus early to set
mind
at
ease.
The
house
need not be sold, the servants
your
need not receive notice. All is not lost. E tenebris lux.'
I see no light.'
I

'

;

!

'

'
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'

4

'

It is coming.'
will bring it?'

Who

I dare say I shall.'
'

Lord Saltcombe with a laugh.
Do
remember
the
little
that
it
the
could
you
supposed
snipe
stay up
heavens with its feet, when the thunder rolled, and it thought
"
I, even I, will uphold the skies."
they were falling ? It said
'

You, dear

sister

'

said

!

'

CHAPTEK XLVII.
LEIGH.

THE Archdeacon

left

that he could give.

without giving advice. He had no advice
He looked ill. When Micah had his idols

by thievish men of Dan, he beat his breast, and tore his
and
Ye have taken away my gods which I made,
beard,
cried,
and what have I more ?
The belief iii his family stability had
been the deepest fibre in his soul, and now that conviction was
torn up his mind was in collapse.
He had regarded himself as
stolen

'

'

if not with money, yet with
and
now
he
found
himself
counsel,
powerless to avert the impend-

able to assist in every emergency,

ing ruin either with money or with counsel.
The General wrote letters all day, which he tore up and rewrote.
He looked greyer and older than before, and was silent at meals.

Lord Saltcombe placed no reliance on

Whence could
him no reason

it

come

for

?

He knew

encouragement.

of

his sister's promise of relief.

no quarter.

He

She had given

attributed her hopes to a
He deferred breaking the

natural disposition to look for the best.
news to the Duke, from his habitual procrastination, of putting off

doing what was unpleasant.
Charles Cheek was still at the Lodge. He could not disobey
his father, who had insisted on his remaining there, but he was
getting mortally weary of the life. Lady Grace exercised over
him the same spell, but the country life, the want of daily variety,
the lack of genial companions of his own age, made him wish
himself back in Plymouth. He had no resources in himself, and
a man without such resources is only happy in a crowd.
'

'
I shall give a dinner at
Beavis,^ old boy,' he said one day,
"
the
Duke's Head," and break this frightful monotony. Young
Sheepwash and I play at billiards when we do not hunt, and there

are one or two other fellows at the club,

who

are not bad, but
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I feel like a comet getting
stupefied by living out of the world.
This Kingsbridge is one
further and further into outer space.

of

life's

dinner.

backwaters where only sticks assemble. I shall give a
He is a good fellow enough.
I'll ask the Vicar's son.

His father wants him to go into the Church, because the Duke can
dispose of some livings, but he wants to go on the stage, which is
absurd ; he has no looks and no memory. Can I invite Saltcombe ?
*
You can call him, but will he come ? I think not ; he is much

'

engaged over unpleasant business, which has put him out of tune.'
Out of tune I should think so ; there is no tune in him at all.'
'

!

He has heavy anxieties.'
about money. That is no excuse for moping.
I am always in trouble about money, but it never spoils my pitch.
Beavis you have not heard of my last escapade, and how I got
out of it. I lost a hundred pounds on a snail to Captain Finch.
t

You must

'

I

excuse him.

know that
!

I hadn't a
for India.

hundred pence in

A

girl

got

me

my

pocket, and he was under orders
my hobble. Little monkey

out of

!

me

His
with laughter whenever I think of her. Beavis
Grace the Duke of Kingsbridge could not do better than cross the

It

fills

!

palm of that

little

witch with

She'll help him, if help

silver.

be

possible.'
'

How

'

did you or she manage it ?
*
She is a queer piece of goods, very respectable. Not a word
I have had many a joke with her now and
against her character.

Well
will you believe me
and threatened breach of promise.'
then.
'

!

Had you

she appealed to

my

father,

'

Did you like her ?
Like her
Couldn't help liking her. Such a rogue Enough
to make one laugh all day.
You never knew where to have her.
father
in
was
a
Well, my
tearing rage, and went down to Plymouth
to see her, and bought her off with a hundred pounds.'
What has that to do with your debt ?
'
Everything. She enclosed .the note by next post, with my
compliments, to Captain Finch, who was surprised and delighted
given her occasion

?

*

!

!

'

*

to get the
'

'

money

so expeditiously.'

She kept none of the money
Not a farthing.'

<

Is she well off ?

*

Has not a

'

Why

*

To help me.

'

?

'

sixpence.'

did she do this

'

?

Because I christened

my

snail after her.

I
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wish I could go to Plymouth, and see her again to thank her. It
seems shabby not to do so, don't it ?
(
Your father was quite right in insisting that you should stay
'

here.'

much longer, Beavis. The country was not
Glad I wasn't born in prehistoric periods before
towns were. Your father is most kind and good to receive me,
and the people at the Court are very hospitable, but I get tired
of the same faces, same scenes, same subjects of conversation, day
I do not know how I should live without the club and
after day.
*

I cannot stand it

created for me.

the billiard-table.'
i

You

'

I get a certain distance with Lady Grace, but no further.'
Pray how much further do you want to go ? Pretty well for

'

you
'

is

to

enjoy your walks with the ladies.'

to be received into such a house with courtesy.'
father and I have settled that she
Oh, don't you know ?

My

become Mrs. Charles

mean, Lady Grace Cheek.'

I

'

What an honour
exclaimed Beavis,
the Duke and the lady informed of your

*

!

are

*
'

No,

I

Then

have not had
let

me

sufficient

advise

you

flattering proposal to either,

*

sarcastically.

Pray,

intentions?'

encouragement.'

from communicating the
have
received the requisite
you

to refrain

till

encouragement.'
'

Of

'
course, of course,' said the unabashed Charles.
I
is
set
on
it.
should
like
it
well
When
I
governor
enough.

My
am

with her, I am over head and ears ; when I am away, I am not so
sure that she will suit me.'
*
Have done exclaimed Beavis.
This is intolerable.'
'

'

!

Did you ever hear the story of the North Country collier and
who were breeding a dog for fighting ? The son went
under the table and barked, and the dog flew at him and bit his
nose, and held on as a stoat to a rabbit. The lad screamed to his
father to call off the dog but the old fellow said, " Let him bite,
I think my
lad, let him bite, it'll be the making o' the pup."
is
me
on
in
this
affair
for
the
same
reason.
governor
urging
" It'll be the
he
of
the
pup,"
says.'
making
He turned his back and walked away.
Beavis' face flushed.
Charles Cheek ran after him.
There, old fellow, don't take amiss
what I have said it is only a joke.'
'
Then joke on some other subject. Lady Grace Eveleigh is
'

his son,

;

*

;

sacred.'
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No, I think not.'

By

all

'
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we'll

change the topic.

'

'

'

Nor Lord Saltcombe, nor her ladyship
They never attend.'

'

?

I am off to the Court.
We have planned a walk toWell
day to Leigh Priory, which they say is pretty ; and we shall pick
primroses and wood anemones on the way. Will you come ?
'
No, I have business.'
Then there will be only three of us tricolor. Lady Grace,
Cousin Lucy, and myself. Saltcombe has something to detain
*

!

'

'

him.'

Beavis nodded.

He was

ruffled

by what Charles had

the swell in his temper would not allay itself at once.
walked through the park and joined the ladies.

said,

and

Charles

an old priory converted into a farmhouse it is
by the monks when expelled three hundred years
ago, with scarce an alteration save the destruction of the church.
It stands in a wooded valley, with rich green meadows occupying
the bottom. A sweet, sheltered nook, basking in the sun a
place in which to dream life away.
The walk was pleasant, the air. soft, tne sun bright, the buds
of the honeysuckle had burst into leaf, an occasional white butterThe woods were speckled with starry
fly flickered in the way.
Here and
wind-flowers, and the hedges full of yellow primrose.
there the blue periwinkle was spread as a mat.
It had escaped
originally from the priory garden, as had the snowdrops, and had

Leigh

almost as

is

;

left

become wild, like the virtues simple virtues of the old monks,
which lingered on in the congenial soil of the simple rustic souls
of that part of Devon.
'
I wonder whether there is truth in Sir Henry Spelman's
doctrine that Church property carries with it a curse that consumes
the lay impropriators,' said Lady Grace, partly to Lucy, partly
'
to herself.
Leigh has belonged to the Eveleighs since the
dissolution.'
'

'
No, Lady Grace,' answered Charles ; the cause of decay is
to
be
found
nearer
at
hand
than
in a theft of three
generally

centuries.'
*

no doubt you are right.
throw back the blame on our remote forefathers, that we may
shut our eyes to our own faults. We Eveleighs have but our own

We

Yes,' she answered, with a sad smile,

*
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improvidence to look to as the cause of our fall. We have not
taken warning in time. "We let occasion slip, till occasion came

no more.'
There
'

is

no immediate anxiety,

I hope,' said the

young man.

Yes, before the year is out, our doom will be sealed, our ruin
published to the whole world.'
Lucy looked at her friend with surprise. Hitherto she had
'

now

not spoken on this subject to a stranger, and

she was court-

ing conversation thereon.
*
Let us hope for the best,' said Charles.

no avail hoping. We have cast out the anchor, and
no bottom in which it will bite. A fig-tree in our garden
has been failing for some years. Last autumn I pointed it out to
" the
"
old Jonathan.
Please, my lady," he said,
fig is going
home." This spring the wood is dead, and Jonathan is stubbing
" He's
gone home, as I said," was his remark.
up the roots.
Well the old tree of Eveleigh is also going home, and next year
we shall be stubbed up out of Court Eoyal, and gone home
'

It is of

there

is

!

altogether.'

Young Cheek

did not relish a dismal subject.

He

tried to

brighten the conversation by changing the topic.
*
Do you ever go to the Plymouth balls ? They are select and
good.'
'
I have not been for

some years. At one time, but not since
Saltcombe has not cared to attend.'
4
Won't you come to the next, at Easter ?
*
Lady Grace paused, looked down, and said, If you wish it.'
Lucy started, glanced at her timidly, and coloured. Even
'

Charles was surprised.

He

said quickly,

*

Wish

it

!

It will

crown

the ball with perfection. Oh Lady Grace, how delightful Then
Lucy also will come, and, no doubt, Lord Saltcombe also. That
How pleased the Plymouth people
will be charming indeed
!

!

!

will

be

'
!

Charles Cheek found a bank of blue borage and pink crane'sand some golden celandine the two former had lingered
through the mild winter, untouched by frost. He made two little
bill,

bouquets, and presented one to each of the ladies. On their way
home the conversation reverted to the family troubles. Lucy was
She did not say much ; she left the other two to talk.
puzzled.

Her mind was engaged wondering
seemed changed.

at her friend's manner,

which
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*

Lady Grace, that there were
some means by which our ruin might be averted. I would do
much I would do anything that lay in my own power to save
*

I wish

!

I wish,' said

dear father the sorrow, and to give

my

my

brother a chance

'

of beginning

life

again, uncrushed

impending Gotterdammerung.
coming has blighted his life, once

by the consciousness of the
of what was

The knowledge

so bright with promise.'
Charles looked intently in her face.

*

Do you

really

mean

this,

Lady Grace ?

'
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'

What

mean,' she answered, with a slight tremor in

I say, I

her voice.

Lucy, frightened, looked at her, and saw two

fiery spots in

her

cheeks.

have no pride. If it lay with me, I would sacrifice myself,
sacrifice worth anything to any one.'
4
Lady Grace
No more was said. They were in the park. They saw Lord
Konald walking towards them, without his hat, his white hair
He was looking excited.
raised by the wind.
'
from Edward. No,
I want you, Grace. There is a telegram
about your Uncle Edward. A telegram from
I do not mean that
Glastonbury, from Elizabeth ; come in. Saltcombe and I must be
The carriage is being got ready without delay.
off immediately.
'

were

I

my

'

!

We

must catch the 7.40 up

train.

That, however, sticks at

Exeter, and we shall have to waste over an hour of precious
time on the platform. It cannot be helped, though the Duke
urges our telegraphing for a special.'

'What

Oh, uncle!' exclaimed Lady Grace, with flutthe worst is he
?
answered Lord Konald hastily, but he turned

it?

is
'

tering heart,

tell

me

'

his

'

No, not that,'
head aside and wiped his eyes

A

How

'
;

whilst there

is life

there

is

severe, the telegram, that

seizure.
is, Elizabeth,
hope.
does not say.
Saltcombe and I are requested to hurry to Sleepy
Hollow. The wording is short. Elizabeth might have been fuller.
We have not told the Duke all ; only that we are wanted, and

that

that

must go

That has made him uneasy. You
is unwell.
and pacify him, and in an hour or so show him

Edward

to him,

the telegram.
How blows do

I

am

afraid, Grace, that this is a serious case.

one after another and Edward the one man of
the family on whom one leaned
My God if we lose him, what
shall
what shall we do ?
As Charles parted with them at the door, Lady Grace said to
1
him, in a sad, plaintive voice, 1 am sorry I cannot keep my
promise. You see the reason. I cannot attend the ball.'
fall

!

!

!

'

'

That evening, in her room, Lucy said to her, Oh, Grace
what am I to understand ? You gave Mr. Cheek such encourageAfter that he will be daring to ask for your hand.'
ment
If he does I will give it him.'
!

!

'
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XLVIII.
PILLAR.

A

LORD RONALD and the Marquess reached Bridgewater at midnight.
There they engaged a fly, and drove across country to Sleepy
Hollow. The drive was long. There was no train so late from
Highbridge to Glastonbury, consequently they had no choice.
When they drew up at the rectory door the hour was early in the
morning, and the first streaks of dawn appeared. A light was in
an upper window.
Lady Elizabeth appeared. She had expected them, and sat up
she was calm and collected. Lord Edward was no more. He had
not recovered from his stroke. The archdeaconry of Wellington,
a canonry in Glastonbury, and the rectory of Sleepy Hollow, were
;

for

open

A
near

eager applicants.

bright

fire

was burning in the study, and the table was laid
up, and a smell of mutton-chops pervaded

The cook was

it.

the house.
1

Will you have some hot wine and water, or stout ?

'

asked

Dear old man. He seemed to know me. I
Lady
held his hand, and he pressed it when I spoke to him. There is
Worcester sauce, if you like it. He seemed very unlike himself
when he returned from Court Royal. I am afraid he over- exerted
Elizabeth.

his brain.

considered

*

I always
I know you all thought him very clever.
him very good. There is cold rabbit pie, if you prefer

but I have no doubt you are chilly, and would like what is
At this hour there is no choice chops and mashed potatoes,
or cold meat.
There was a worry, moreover, about repairs.
Nothing has been done to the house for some time in fact, we
have not had the money to execute necessary repairs. Now we
shall have a terrible bill for dilapidations.
Edward got a builder
to go over the roof with him, because the rain came in.
I think
he caught a chill, and being below par he succumbed. He was a
Lady Elizabeth began to
very good man, and so dear to me
it

;

hot.

'

!

know the chops are tender,' she said, after having wiped
One of our own sheep we killed on Monday. I do
why it is that when we buy mutton we give tenpence
to tenpence-halfpenny, and when we sell we get only sixpence.
We could not eat all the sheep ourselves, so what we did not want
was sold to our workmen and parishioners. Edward let them
*

cry.

I

her eyes.
not know

VOL.

VI.
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He
He

was so kind so over-kind. He was
did not sufficiently consider himself.'
easily imposed upon.
of tears, ' You must eat.
There
after
another
suffusion
Presently,

have

it

at sixpence.

ground rice in a shape, and strawberry jam. I know you are
unhappy. You loved Edward. So did I but we are human,
and must care for our bodies. Eat, eat, Eonald. Finish that
That inbottle you shall have another uncorked in a minute.

is

;

;

mounted the blue ribbon. The last
him murmur was " Ichabod ;" that means " The glory

sufferable curate of ours has

word

I heard

I
I am alluding to Edward, not the curate.
a
His
to
leave
me
he
wanted
moved,
lips
message.
thought
"
though his eyes were closed, s I leaned over him and said, Yes,
"
Then he sighed heavily, and pressed
Edward, dear, what is it ?
"
"
I believe
my hand, and opened his eyes, and said, Ichabod
Never mind, Ronald,
after that he had not a conscious moment.
is

departed."

!

the gravy has not gone through.' This referred to a spill of the
The General's hand had
juice from the chops on the tablecloth.
trembled as he helped himself to the gravy. 1 1 think you had

him to-night. He looks so sweet and peaceful, as
What
he were twenty years younger. Dear, dear fellow
You had better lie down do go to bed
shall I do without him ?
You shall not be disturbed ; you have had a
for a few hours.
long and harassing journey, and you, Eonald, at your time of

better not see
if

!

;

life, cannot bear these strains like the young.
Now, of course,
nothing can be done. If he had lived till your arrival it would
have been different. Your beds are aired, have no fear; and

there are

fires

in your rooms.'

Lord Ronald and the Marquess remained till after the funeral.
The funeral was conducted with some state ; Lord Edward was
an Archdeacon, Canon of the Cathedral of Glastonbury, and last,
but not least, son of a Duke. All the principal clergy and gentry
of the neighbourhood attended, and the parishioners showed and
wept, the

women

especially.

Would the next

rector let

them

have his mutton at sixpence ?
The Hon. Cadogan Square, brother of Lady Elizabeth, was
The Squares were a great legal family, the head of which
there.
had been created a peer.
When the Archdeacon's will was read, it was found that he left
all his personalty to his wife, five hundred pounds to the Cathedral
of Glastonbury, five hundred to the widows and orphans of the
diocese, four hundred to the County Hospital, one hundred to the
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and one hundred to the C.M.S. All the rest of his
property was to go to his niece Grace. But when his affairs were
looked into, it was further discovered that his real property had
been got rid of, sunk in the great Kingsbridge vortex in loan upon
loan. Further, it was discovered that dilapidations on the rectory,
and the chancel, and some cottages on the glebe, would amount
to a thousand pounds, which the widow would be called upon by
S.P.Gr.,

that horse-leech

Queen Anne

to pay.

was further discovered that Lord Edward was several
hundred pounds in arrear to the Glastonbury Bank. Also, that
the butcher's bill (mutton never below tenpence) for the last
eighteen months was unpaid, and amounted to one hundred and
The
forty pounds four shillings and five pence three farthings.
for
the
last
two
had
been
a
bill
years
grocer's
running account,
with running discharges of a few pounds at random ; the wine
merchant's had not been attempted to be paid except by fresh
Lord Konald was executor. It cost him fifty pounds
orders.
to prove a will which left nothing to anybody but debts.
The
Madras Eailway bonds had been sold a week before the death of
the Archdeacon, and what had become of the money nobody
knew. No money was found in the house, except thirteen shillings
and sixpence, the proceeds of the sale of part of the sheep to
It

parishioners, at sixpence per pound.
Lord Eonald was obliged to write to the
to send

him some money

to cover

Duke

to entreat

immediate expenses.

him

This the

Duke was

fortunately able to do out of the proceeds of the Madras
which had gone to him, and he had given the
bonds,
Eailway
Archdeacon a note of hand for the amount, which somehow could

not be found.

Most fortunately the club accounts, and the church accounts,
were in perfect order, as were those of the diocesan societies of
which the Archdeacon was treasurer. This was only so because
these were managed by Lady Elizabeth, who kept all the money
received in green baize bags, properly labelled, in a locked cupThe curate,
board, suspended to pegs, like Bluebeard's wives.

however, had not received his salary for the last half-year. The
servants had all been paid recently.
Lady Elizabeth discharged
their wages out of her private purse.
Unfortunately for the
As soon as he was able to get away,
curate, she did not pay his.

Lord Eonald returned to Court Eoyal. He had been very warmly
attached to his brother Edward, whom he had reverenced as a

132
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a pillar he was, like that of Pompey, supportpillar of orthodoxy
ing Nothing and an ultimate appeal in all matters of difficulty
relating to the farms. LordKonalcl was a man with a very gentle,

tender heart, and Edward had been associated with his happy

They had been at school together
companions in the holidays together. In after

they had been
Konald had
always made of his brother Edward his closest friend and confidant,
and adviser. Consequently the death of the Archdeacon shook
the old man profoundly. The troubles and difficulties involved
boyish days.

;

life,

in his executorship bewildered and depressed him.
The Duke was shocked to see how altered he

was when he
then, and
seemed dazed, and had to hold his hand to his head to recollect
His face was more lined, his hair whiter, it looked
himself.
he
was less carefully dressed, and his hands shook. His
thinner;
back was bent, and his tread had lost its firmness.
The Duke clasped his brother's hand. 'You have felt the loss
of Edward severely, Eonald. So have I.
Dear, good, loving soul,
And what a brain clear, sound,
full of honour and charity
He ought to have been a bishop. Well the
well balanced.
world of this nineteenth century was not worthy of him. There
is one great and good man the less, the like of whom will not be
returned to Court Eoyal.

He

lost his

!

memory now and

!

!

met with

again.'

*
After a pause he continued
I do not know what we are
to.
The
of
the
spirit
age has affected our excellent
coming
Worthivale. He demurred to my putting all the servants in
:

He said the expense would be so great, as all the
men must have new black liveries, and the women each a pair of
mourning.

black gowns and a bonnet apiece.

I overrode his objections.

I

have no patience with this peddling spirit of retrenchment,
whether in the affairs of the nation or of this house. It would be
a scandal not to go into mourning for Lord Edward.
The expense
is unavoidable.
I presume he has left a handsome sum behind
him. I- think you told me in your letter that he had left everything, except a few trifles in charity, to Grace. As for Elizabeth,
she is provided for by her marriage settlement.'
*
I am afraid Grace's chance of getting anything is very small,'
'
and we shall be hard put to, to find money for
said the General ;
the charities. I don't quite know what is to be done about the
debts

is

charities,

Elizabeth to pay them ? They are heavy. As for the
they amount to sixteen hundred pounds, and this we
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and the
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if

we do not find it voluntarily, the Dean and Chapter,
of the Widows and Orphans, and Propagation of

officers

Heathens, and Church Missionary can force us.

It

would be a

'

scandal
'
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Ronald, everything shall be paid at once.

My dear

I will

see Worthivale to-day.'

Let Saltcombe and

'

me

settle that,' said the General.

i

Do

not concern yourself further in this matter. I do not know
whether Saltcombe has spoken to you about the mortgages on
Court Royal and Kingsbridge.
They have to be met very
and
the money must be raised.
time
is
Indeed,
speedily.
flying,

have been thinking what do you say, Duke, to the sale of
Kingsbridge House ? It is of no manner of use to you now ?
*
the Duke rose in his chair. ' Do I hear
Good heavens

I

'

'

!

Your wits are
of Kingsbridge House ?
How
can
sell
that
?
We
must have a
Ronald.
we
leaving you,
town house. Why, Saltcombe will be marrying he may be
you aright

Duke

No

The

?

sale

and then he must spend the season in London.
The Duke without a town resia foreign yellow-backed book, published without a

shortly,

not another word of that.

;

dence
cover

like

!

'
!

We

4

cannot make

without straw,' murmured the

bricks

General.
*

'

asked the Duke, testily.
we do not know where to
look for money, and yet we have to pay Edward's bequests, some
at least of his debts, and the mortgages on the very heart of the
*

How,

We

bricks without straw ?

are in a condition in which

property.'
4

Worthivale will manage it.'
Worthivale cannot work miracles. The Alvington mortgages
are also called in, and the Loddiswell threatened.'
*

*

Send Saltcombe

to

or get these transferred.
least some of them.'
'

me.

We will arrange for a fresh mortgage,

They have been

transferred already

at

But more money must be found, and a transfer is not easy in
The property is burdened beyond what it

these unsettled times.

can bear in prosperous times.'

The Duke

'

We

have
bit his lips and frowned.
we shall manage in the future.'

managed very

well hitherto, and

'We
crest,

have managed in the way of the ostrich the family
and not an inappropriate oue by putting our heads into
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a bush, and
menaces.'
'

thinking, because

we

see

no danger, that none

Eeally, Eonald, your anxiety as executor to Edward's will has

ruffled

your temper.'

Not a bit. Something must be done, and I do not know
what to do, now Edward is gone. I expected Saltcombe to have
he undertook to do so. As he has failed, I must.
told you all
Emmanuel's mortgages must be paid at once those of Moses and
Levi within three months bills have been called in, which we
must meet. Here are our debts to Edward, which must be
1

within a twelvemonth, and the charitable societies
them to say that the poor and the

cancelled

It will never do for

satisfied.

heathen have been cheated of a few pounds by the noble house of
Kingsbridge. Then there is the Loddiswell mortgage and others
that are sure to come.'

These things right themselves,' said the Duke. ' " Tout
Let Saltcombe take those troubles off
vient a qui sait attendre."
*

your mind.'
(
Saltcombe
'

To that

prepared to

is

sell.'

I will never consent.'

4

If you will not
under your feet.'

'Nonsense.

sell voluntarily,

the mortgagees will

Worthivale will satisfy them

all

sell

from

without their

well
besides, if it did come to that
rather be robbed than voluntarily alienate the patrimony of our

coming to extremities

;

ancestors.'
'

Look

House.

Let us sell those Kubens at Kingsbridge
here, Duke.
fat nude females and
of them are scarcely decent

Some

satyrs tumbling amid goats, and peaches, and grapes, and cherubs,
and red and blue drapery, which is everywhere except where it

ought to bfl One of them, you know, is covered with a curtain.
Of what good to us are these pictures ? Let them be sold. They
are worth a great deal of money, and we should be than&ful to be
rid of such voluptuous nightmares.'
'
They were presented to the Field-Marshal

City of Antwerp.

They

They have been engraved.

by the

grateful

They have a history.
cannot part with them.'

are heirlooms.

We

There is a quantity of old plate here I should say tons of
which
is never used.
it,
Why should not that be sold ?
'For the best possible reason, that each piece has a history.
Some were presented for services rendered, others are works of
'

'
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high art, some came to us through distinguished marriages. No,
the plate cannot be parted with.'
*
Then the books. There are perches of volumes in the library

no one ever looks into, some, doubtless, valuable possibly some
Let us have down a London bookseller to value them, and,
Which of us cares for old books now ?
if need be, purchase them.
They are all bound and impressed with our arms on the
I cannot endure the
covers, or have our bookplates inside.
;

unique.

'

'

thought of them finding their way into the libraries of
Dicks and Harries. No the books must not be sold.'

common

There is the family jewelry. There are magnificent sets of
diamonds and other stone?, never worn. Let them be disposed of.'
'Not on any account. Saltcombe may marry, and his wife
You would not have a Duchess of Kingswill need our jewelry.
bridge without her diamonds ?
I give it up,' said the General, distractedly, with his hand to
*

'

'

his head.
*

My dear

Ronald,' said the Duke,

moment

'

if

we

are to

go down, which

Rienzi and his
admit,
amid
in
of
the
sister
the last scene
opera,
falling pillars of Church
I see on all sides threatand
social
order.
and State, of the moral
I will not for one

let us sink like

enings of the dissolution of the bases of society. It may be that
we, in England, will go through throes like those of the Revolution
in France.
is

It looks like

menaced.

There

is

it.
All that we honour and hold sacred
no security anywhere. In the general

upheaval and constitutional overthrow, we
but do not let us contribute to our own fall.'
i
I want to avert it,' exclaimed the General.
social

may

be crushed,

I must trouble you not to interrupt me.
one thing of which, if we be true to ourselves, we can
never be despoiled our dignity. Let us maintain ijbat. Let us
combat the powers of evil I mean the democracy
'
Bufr this is not a case of democracy at all, but of debt,' interrupted the General.

'Listen to me.

There

is

'

'
You are again snapping the thread of my argument,' said
the Duke, offended ; ' and now I don't know where I was, it has
shrunk out of reach like a ruptured tendon. Do not let us cast

away what

is

ours, as sops to Cerberus, to facilitate

an Avernan

descent.'
'

What

family

is

about the charitable bequests

at stake.'

?

The honour

of the
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Where the honour of the family is menaced, it must be
maintained at all cost. " L'honneur avant la vie." But I can see
no dignity in the lizard, which \vhen pursued slips joint after
joint of his tail, and is content if he lives, a maimed and despicable
1

trunk.'

Lord Eonald was
'

There

is

with a bronze lizard paper-weight on
spoke, and his Grace's eyes were on it.

trifling

Duke

the table as the

something to

me

unspeakably contemptible in attempt-

ing to conciliate the masses by dropping privilege after privilege,
and selling estate after estate to satisfy Jewish moneylenders it
is

all

He

the same.'

paused,

*
I
looking at the lizard.
Edward can have left so little.

still

do not see how it is possible tl^at
He had a good income from several quarters, and Elizabeth was
not penniless.'
'
He has left nothing but debts.'

What
'

sort of debts ?

Butcher's

cannot

tell

you

bill,
all.

'

grocer, shoemaker, clerical tailor, fruiterer

There

keepers of Glastonbury

is

quite a commotion

among the

I

shop-

they think they will be done out of their

;

money.'

The Duke reddened. * Done out of their money
Nonsense,
With me to fall back on ? Write to them at once, I
Eonald
make myself solely responsible for all my brother's debts. Every
!

!

man

shall be paid, and paid promptly.'
Lord Eonald still stood playing with the bronze lizard.
*
Well
said the Duke, looking up, that settles everything,
'

*

!

I trust,'
'

*

will

But whence

My

is

the

money

to

come

'

?

dear fellow, I cannot attend to such trifles.
that.
Let him have the figures.'

Worthivale

manage
*

*

And

the charities

All shall be paid

But how

'

?

to the fraction of a penny.'

'

?

*

That is not your affair. It can be done, of course. I pledge
myself to pay.'
The General sighed. ' Oh, Edward Edward \ he moaned, as
he walked away more dispirited than when he entered the room.
'

!

(

Only your genius could now disperse the cloud of difficulties
are gone.
One pillar is fallen, and the whole building

And you
will

go to

pieces,'
(To

"be

continued,")
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subjects are so agreeable, so interesting, as that of the stage,

which, for young and old, for pleasure-seekers and students alike,
has ever had a sort of fascination. In childhood our first play is
one of the most exquisite sensations, when, as Charles Lamb says,
the glittering scenery seemed to be made of * glorified sugarcandy,' and the solemn folds of the green curtain to part us from
In his day, however, the marvels of
regions of celestial delight.

and fifty years ago, scenery decorations
and properties were all of the rudest kind. Few can conceive
what ingenuity, ability, daring, and even genius is displayed in
the wonderful world behind the scenes,' and it is proposed to
give an explanation of the simple spells and methods with which
the necromancers of the theatre work their miracles.

modern scenery were not

;

'

Much

of the extraordinary change that has taken place within
is owing to the resources of science
being applied

twenty years

This is illustrated by the progress made in lighting.
with the blaze of footlights, the lights at the sides and at
the top, the performers seem to move almost in a ring of fire to
say nothing of that glowing furnace, the Sun-light, which fiercely
to the stage.

What

Nay, the actress of note must have a
and we see the leading lady pursued across

illuminates the audience.
special light of her

own

;

It is difficult to
the stage by the dazzling blaze of the limelight.
in
to
all
this
Garrick's
conceive the contrast
day, when the stage

not by footlights, but by four large chandeliers, which hung
over the heads of the players. This was a rational system, for
the faces were effectively lit up, and the scenery left dim and
indistinct. But then these were the old foolish times when nobody

was

lit,

cared for scenery, but for the play only and the actors. Then any
the coarsest was most effective for
stuff would do for dresses
there was but

little light to

see the texture.

In Macready's dress

now

in Mr. Irving's possession, the armour was of
Virginius,'
covered
with
There
tinfoil, and the dagger of wood.
pasteboard
was a scarf of red serge, a linen tunic and sandals, &c. The
in

*

whole could not have cost a couple of pounds. But a rich dress
would have been wasted, and now the searching rays would disHence the introduction of rich and
play the poverty of material.

13-6
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costly stuffs which makes the actress's bill for dress now as high
as that of a lady of fashion in the season.
Hence those superb
plushes and velvets of many tints, the brocades, the rare orna-

ments.

In the pantomimes we see whole bands of young ladies

with their helmets, shields, and breastplates no longer of pasteboard made of a brilliantly polished silvery metal which reflects
the bright rays of the limelight. This metal is costly enough,
suits of armour cost a good deal.
Stage jewellery now
a regular manufacture, and though many actresses wear real
diamonds, it need not be said that the mimic stones are more

and these

is

Sham

more like furniture on the stage
be ordered from Maple's. It would take
too long to expound this, but in illustration it may be said that
at the Theatre Franjais there is a property clock for a boudoir
elegantly painted and made of papier-mache, and which cost five
effective.

than the

or six

furniture looks

finest that could

hundred

francs.

Formerly every theatre had its own wardrobe and stock dresses
which were classified. Thus there were suits of Koman dresses,
which served for every Roman play, like Julius Caesar,' Virginius,'
and the like ; old English comedies had their regulation costume
court dresses, bob wigs, &c. This stock was regularly renewed
by the cast-off laced suits of noblemen and gentlemen, which
were either given as presents or purchased. In Grarrick's day
there was no troiible taken about costumes, except to have them
handsome. In the Grarrick Club there is a picture from * Macbeth
where Garrick is shown in a handsome laced coat, scarlet waistcoat, knee breeches, and bob wig. In Othello he wore an uniform
This seems absurd enough, but it is really
of an English officer.
For in these sumptuous
of less concern than one would think.
dresses the players seem almost to be less the characters of the
play than when in their ordinary dresses. Terriss and Irving
seem much more like Terriss and Irving in the clothes of a Venetian senator of three hundred years ago than they would be in
'

'

'

'

clothes of a

'

more modern kind.

are regular costumiers, and when a new play
out
a
contract
is made with the person who makes and
brought
hires out the dresses at a fixed charge, and takes them back at

Nowadays there

is

the close of the season.

required, which

it

are then hired again to inferior
This system is particularly adopted
when some hundreds of dresses are

They

theatres in town or country.
in the case of pantomime?,

would be quite too costly a business to buy
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outright for only a few weeks' use.
are purchased, with the pantomime
for

At the end

of the season they

scenery and properties,
thus return again and again

itself,

some provincial theatre. They
and can be

to the costumier's store,
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finally

used for fancy

balls,

private theatricals, &c.

No one

much for stage costume as Mr. Henry
in his grand Italian revivals might have been
the Venetian nobles and dames of the era represented,

worn by
so rich

has done so

The dresses

Irving.

and sumptuous are they.

He

always chooses the most

costly stuffs, even for secondary performers, on the principle that
they are the cheapest in the end. Rich plushes, cut velvets,

used in profusion, the plushes often costing a
His own dresses, one for each of his favourite
fill a room.
This popular actor has the highest
-would
characters,
satins, silks are

guinea a yard.

idea of the dignity of the profession : his swords, collars, &c., are
all of intrinsic value.
The gold chain he wears in ' Hamlet was
'

the gift of an admirer among the audience, who begged as a favour
to substitute it for the one he was in the habit of wearing.
Miss
Terry's Venetian dresses are of the finest make and material ; and
'
those who witnessed * The" Merchant of Venice will recall the

splendid robe of amber brocaded silk with its innumerable yards
of sweeping train, the value of which fair readers will estimate
better than I can.

and

These dresses are regularly designed by com-

petent
interesting to see a series of pretty watercolour sketches, one for each character, minutely and carefully
coloured.
Grevin, in Paris, is at the head of this department,
artists

:

it is

while here, the Hon. Lewis Wingfield and Mr. Alfred

Thompson

have been particularly successful. For one performance at Paris
there were eight hundred dresses laid out in the dressing-rooms,
with arms, jewels, decorations, &c., and a proportionate crowd to
wear them, who naturally got confused, and put on wrong portions
of the costumes, mixing
velvet, there is at the

them up

Lyceum

in wild disorder.
Apropos of
Theatre a second curtain and

<
The Corsican
draperies of this rich material, first used for
Brothers.'
It was made in Paris, and contains nearly a thousand
'
'
about 600?. or 700?.
yards, and cost, as it is called, a fortune
'

In the Princess Ida each young lady of the band of young
ladies had three dresses, costing 60L for the suite, and as there
were some thirty or forty of these fair creatures, it totalled up,'
as the Americans say, to a large figure.
Formerly the scenic artist was strictly a scene painter, and
'

'
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his

work was simply

to cover canvas with beautiful

and

effective

belonged Grieve and Telbin, and Stanpictures.
a Koyal Academician. The large bold
later
became
who
feld,

To

this class

style required for scenery is a fine training, and at this moment
is easy to distinguish one of Telbin's landscapes, so poetical
and rich is the treatment. The artist of the Lyceum, Mr. Craven,
it

remarkable for richness of colour, freedom of touch, and
It is curious to visit the painting-room
grace and fancy.
of this theatre, which is high up in the roof, when some great and
Here on a table we find a small
costly piece is being got ready.
model stage, like a toy theatre, but which is carefully made to
The artist first paints
scale, with all the entrances, &e., marked.
his little scenes on cardboard, cuts out the doors, windows, &c.
He has,
exactly as he intends it to be on the real boards below.
besides, large plans of the stage, done to measure, on which can
be arranged all the portable structures in their exact position.

is

also

much

Now arrives

the clever manager, who is possessed of much suggesThe little scene is set for him it suits or he may
suggest some more brilliant and effective idea. Meanwhile assistants are busy at the canvas hung on the walls, with rules six

tive taste.

feet long, ruling the perspective lines in black, or getting in
the rough colours. Of course, only a portion of the scene can be

painted at a time, as the room is a low one. In the great foreign
theatres the canvas can be raised or lowered through a slit in the
floor, or

the wall

made high enough,

as at

Drury Lane, to take in

the whole scene.

But in these times the scene builder has taken the place of
the scene painter. Houses, bridges, porches, streets even, are all
constructed in the carpenter's shop. There is now no system for
scenery ; all that the stage manager requires is that his stage
should be a perfectly clear, open, and unencumbered space on which
his army of men to drag on and build up these
structures.
Formerly there were grooves for the scenes to
great

he can launch

At the sound of a whistle the scene was drawn away
and
left, and we saw the grooves let down on hinges, and
right
All this is rococo and oldin which the new scene was to slide.
In some of the older theatres one has often seen
fashioned.
the two halves of a scene driven from right to left, the two men
slide in.

who moved them being quite visible, until
in the middle with a sharp crack.
Occasionally
there used to be an imperfect joining, when, according to the old
in their shirt-sleeves

the halves

met
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*
We don't expect no
make
but
scenes
meet.'
yer
yer might
grammar here,
or
rather
when
the
curtain rises we
Nowadays,
now-a-nights,
see the stage closed in by regular structures
houses, walls, trees,
We have
vast flights of steps up or down which people can walk.
with
Martin's
National
St.
the
Church,
Charing Cross,
Gallery,
and the Nelson Monument, all squeezed into a small area ; while

story, a fellow in the gallery called out,

at the present

moment

there

is

a built-up

Thames Embankment,

Cleopatra's Needle and all, exhibited on the London stage. These
huge masses cost a vast deal. At the Lyceum, under Mr. Bateman's management, a simple drawbridge in 'Louis XI.,' which was
raised and lowered, cost some 25?., nearly as much as it would

But there is a greater expense
of stalwart arms necessary to drag these monsters
into their places ; and how often do we hear from behind the

if

ordered for a genuine fortress.

in the

number
*

'

agitated cloth (as it is called) the creaking lumbering sounds
as the structures are hauled on, with the shouts of those directing,

and the trampling of feet it is as though a ship was getting in
sail on a stormy night
while the poor actors in the garden scene
;

make themselves heard. This buildinga
with the real houses, real cabs, real
mistake,
complete
up
omnibuses, and the like. All these things, in proportion to their

in front are struggling to
is

pretension, actually introduce the weary prose of life on the stage
earthy details are ignored in exciting or interesting situations.
Poetry and illusion are always general.

wonderful how science and ingenuity are now applied to
In some theatres abroad a system of hydraulic
contrivances.
stage
is
used
to
as by a lift, any given portion of the
elevate,
power
this
fashion
a
touch
of a lever will cause banks and
In
stage.
It is

flights of steps

genious of all

and terraces to

is

rise to

any elevation.

Most

in-

New York

Theatre, where there are no less
one below the other, and each complete ; when

the

than two stages
one scene is going on, the next scene is being set and arranged,
and when the curtain falls this ascends and takes the place of the
In this theatre the orchestra is placed in a gallery over the
first.
curtain.

All the great theatres are furnished with an apparatus of huge
particularly the transcounterpoises, and in elaborate pantomimes

formation scenes they are indispensable. These travel up and
down beside the walls, the cords passing over pulleys close to the
We notice with what smoothness and ease the great
ceiling.
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drop-scene, of say Drury Lane Theatre, weighing many tons,
To wind it up would require the united
glides aloft or descends.

strength of many men, and at the slightest relaxation the weight
would overpower them and the whole come crashing down. As it
This is contrived by the
is, a single man can raise or let it down.
to
a nicety, and a small
it
almost
which
balance
counterweights
windlass can do the rest. In the grand transformation scene of
our Christmas pantomimes triumphs of beauty and mechanism
we all recall how the scene opens, to reveal another, and yet another
beyond that; how some portions glide away aloft; how huge
golden flowers expand their leaves and discover lovely beings
or what appear to be so
reposing on the leaves ; how these come
gliding down to the front and how beyond them are revealed rows
of still more lovely and celestial creatures, rising slowly on clouds,
the whole crowned by a central fairy perched in apparent security
on a golden sphere
There is no hitch, no hesitation. We wonder
and are dazzled. All this is contrived by the counterweights. A
long platform, the whole length of the stage, is prepared, suspended
at each end by ropes passing over pulleys, and balanced by weights.
At rehearsal the young ladies are placed on the platform, and sufficient weights are added until the whole is balanced nicely. Then a
The young ladies
single workman can wind them up or down.
who appear to be floating in the air or reclining on clouds or
branches of trees, often forty or fifty feet from the ground, are
strapped securely to what are called the irons long branches of
the toughest metal. As it may be conceived, this duty requires
;

!

But there

are always plenty of volunteers for the
post ; perhaps from a laudable desire for exhibition, which is the
life of the stage ; for who will not say that a young lady in the

a good head.

much

better chance of appreciation than a young lady
on terra firma. While making protest against the. exhibition of
these elaborate structures on the stage, all credit must be given
air has a

It is
to the ingenuity of the scenic artist and his property-man.
not too much to say that there is nothing that they will not put on

the stage. The English manager is the most daring and ambitious,
and has much of the adventure that distinguishes the British
merchant. Parisian managers cannot come near him. But they

indeed are hampered by regulations of police and rules of state.
Once on a time Mr. Hollingshead disposed of his grand Christmas
pantomime or spectacle to the management of one of the great
But he could do
Paris houses, and went over himself to aid.
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When he gave orders for lights, &c., to bring out the
he
was
effect,
stopped at once. It was against a police regulation
for a fixed number of lights behind the scenes there must be a
nothing.

:

certain

number

of firemen.

Hence

such as we have in the 'Bowers of

to produce a glittering scene

Bliss,'

you must add these extra

firemen at extra expense.
Many will recall the ghost scene in the 'Corsican Brothers,'
which so vividly impressed the public from its mysterious effect.
One of the brothers is writing at his table ; it is midnight ; the
other brother is seen in his bloodstained shirt, gliding along
towards him in a slow flesh-creeping style. As he moves along
he rises, the head only being visible at first. He seemed to pass

through the ground, yet there was nothing of the trap-door or
other contrivance.
It was contrived in this way.
An inclined
on
were
ran
underneath
which
the
rails,
plane,
stage through its
whole length. On this travelled a little carriage which was
drawn slowly up by a windlass. There was a slit in the stage
through its whole length, in which were flexible boards made like
the shutters used for shop windows, one of these being in front,
the other behind the actor. The one in front was drawn away as
he advanced, and was rolled up on a cylinder ; the one behind him
advanced as he moved on, and was unrolled from another cylinder.
The ingenious feature was that all these unravellings, windingsup, &c., were performed by a single windlass, so that all moved
harmoniously together. The greatest care had to be taken to
keep all free and smooth, as the slightest hitch would imperil
all ; for, as we know, there is but one step between the sublime
and the ridiculous.
There was a wonderful effect produced in the opera of the
*
Africaine in Paris, when the whole stage represented the deck
of a huge vessel, and the audience saw it rise and fall as if at sea.
'

This was contrived by balancing the central position only of the
for by means of nicely arranged weights this
stage on a pivot
be
could
swung up and down in a see-saw sort of style,
segment

and the eye, being deceived, imagined that the whole stage was
moving. Ships are often brought on the stage, and with effect,
though sometimes they are ludicrous failures.
Some years ago there was a play by the late Mr. Eobertson,
in which was represented the going down of the ' Birkenhead,'
when the soldiers so gallantly kept their discipline and went down
with the vessel.

The scene

disclosed a vessel as she appeared
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sailing,

with the blue waves about her, a

man

a marine walked up and down on guard.
was shown and the stage was a small one,

at the wheel, while
vessel

As the whole
it

might be calculated

seven or eight hundred men below,
was some fifteen feet long, about the size of a fishing-boat
Howa sound produced by springing
ever, as the vessel struck the rock

that this transport, with

its

!

a rattle and a stroke of the big drum
at least half a dozen soldiers
stood to arms in their ranks on the contracted deck, and at the
signal were let

down

slowly through the open trap to their watery

grave!
This loading of the stage with heavy, built-up structures really
affects the action, for the scene* can only be changed once in the

from the old days, when there were often four
The author has latterly found himself
cramped and fettered, and the audience cries out against the
monotony. Of course there is the old resource of the carpenter's
Within the last few years some genius has discovered a
scene.'
than the disease. We see the stage set out with
worse
remedy
erections
say, a practicable house at one side, with the
huge
interior of a room in which the respectable city man has just
been writing his will before being murdered by his wicked nephew ;
a garden wall in front ; trees and a gate at the other side. Suddenly we hear the scene-shifter's whistle ; a sound of rumbling and
wheeling of castors begins ; the house begins to move, and, wonderful to relate, turns round on its axis the wall opens and wheels
away right and left, the trees revolve bodily ; the whole scene,
as it were, turns inside out, and now reveals a drawing-room
all which is attended
in a palatial mansion in London
by a
and
This
was
carried
to
its
groanings.
screamings, rumblings,
'
extreme in Miss Anderson's revival of Eomeo and Juliet,' sometimes with grotesque effect, as in a fine Italian chamber where
there was a beautiful Venetian four-post bed. Juliet had said in
witching tones, It is the lark,' and Eomeo had just let himself
down from the window. All the romance and exquisite poetry of
Shakespeare was in the air at the moment, when, lo the walls
act.

Very

different

or five scenes in an act.

'

;

;

*

!

began

to shake, portions of the

room

to revolve, and, wonderful

to relate, the four-poster itself swung slowly round, its feet lifted
This wonderful four-poster became a fountain on the
in the air
!

spot in the next scene.

These sudden pantomimic changes destroy all illusion. At
the Lyceum, however, the lights are invariably lowered, and the
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change takes place in a mystery. At another theatre there was a
scene of an outcast mother, on a snowy night, seated on a doorstep,
with her child of course. It was the snow-covered doorstep of one
who ought to have shielded and given her shelter. Her piteous
case moved the house, especially when she rose from the doorstep
to seek the fatal river outside.
When the scene was about to
change, what would become of the doorstep ? It could not be left
behind, or be carried away by men, or rise in the air. With a
loud and sudden flap, the doorsteps ingeniously shut up like a
Venetian blind, and then the door moved off to the side
It need
!

much merriment

at this feat, and the
gymnastic doorstep put the sufferings of the lady out of all heads.
One of the most ambitious and striking scenic effects ever dis-

not be said there was

*
played was in Tennyson's romantic play of the Cup.' In the
second act was shown the interior of a temple formed with rows

its pediments all real and practicable.
The
up of this structure between the acts at the
Lyceum was a most wonderful display of ingenuity, energy, and
The instant the drop-scene fell, a crowd of men
organisation.
some thirty or forty rushed on the stage, each carrying a pillar,

cf large pillars
actual building

an

when from the

roof came, descending by ropes, all
the upper portions of the temple, which hung there till their
supports were ready. In ten or twelve minutes, under the intelaltar, steps,

ligent command of their stage manager, Mr. Loveday, everything
was in order. The pillars were made of paper or papier-mache

a

common

fashion

:

and in this
material now on account of its lightness
the pillar was modelled in clay, with raised figures and

other designs ; on this was pasted sheets of brown paper, which
follow the relief exactly until the proper thickness is reached.
Huge trunks of trees, full of knots and branches, can all be repre-

sented in this convenient way. The modelling of the figures of
the classical gods and goddesses, all in admirable relief, was all
done by the common property-man of the theatre. Mr. Knowles,

Nineteenth Century,' who is also an architect,
temple and all its details. When Mr. Wilson Barrett
revived * Hamlet,' Mr. Godwin, an experienced and accomplished
architect, was called in to direct the erection of the buildings that
filled the stage.
Thus, if we have buildings on the stage, it is as
well to have a regular architect to see that all is done correctly.
The monstrous masks we see in the pantomimes at Christmas,
very clever in their grotesque expression, are modelled by the
the editor of the

designed this

'
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property-man in

clay.

He

has a looking-glass before him, and

some fantastic expression. When
finished boys paste on the layers of brown-paper,
the painter colours.

twists his

the model

own

features into

is

which
Let us next turn to the various mechanical phenomena of
The French have a
social life that are exhibited on the stage.
*
proverb that Nothing is sacred to a sapper,' but there is nothing
that your stage carpenters cannot grapple with and mimic.
Earthquakes, storms, thunderbolts, fires, waterfalls, animals,
steam-engines, ships, &c, he is ready for them all, and on the
whole succeeds wonderfully. How is the roll of thunder con-

Formerly a large sheet of iron, hung up at the wing,
was rattled noisily ; it sounds exactly as one would expect it
would, that is, as unlike thunder as possible, and very like striking
a tea-tray. But there is another way,' as Mrs. Glasse would have
In the larger theatres the proit, more terrible and effective.
perty-room is placed over the audience. Here is wheeled along a
sort of truck laden with round shot, which tilts over on a hinge,
and sends the balls tumbling over each other, to be followed by a
hollow sound as they roll over the floor.
For lightning a long tin tube with a spirit-lamp is used. A
powder is then blown through, which takes fire as it passes by the
The most effective, though
spirit and gives out a vivid flash.
mode
is
to
cut
out
of the scene zigzag strips in
most troublesome,
these
are covered with varnished
forked
imitation of
lightning ;
calico and painted.
Rain is imitated by the rolling of peas in a long tube ; wind,
by revolving a roller against a rough cloth. These are not quite
The most absurd attempt at
as impressive as they might be.
retained
is
still
at first-rate theatres, is the
and
which
illusion,
trived ?

'

attempt to represent any crash, such as the breaking open of a
door, or falling downstairs.

Tradition requires that this should

be invariably done by springing a rattle accompanied by a loud
stroke of the drum, with perhaps a heap of broken glass emptied
from a basin.
Anything more absurd cannot be imagined,
especially the rattle portion.

There have been some wonderful stage conflagrations of late
years in various melodramas, such as 'The Streets of London,'
but Mr. Fechter, I believe, was the first to give a good fire. We
see the gloomy house where the villain lives and is concealed,
and where the innocent and persecuted maiden has been secretly
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alarm

is

Suddenly smoke
given, crowds rush

is

in,
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seen issuing, then sparks
police, fire-escapes,

and

;

the

finally

drawn by real horses, dashes up at
The persecuted maiden appears at the window the
full gallop.
lover seizes her in his arms and descends in shouts of triumph.
Meanwhile the walls fall, beams tumble down, the villain is seen
consuming slowly, the conflagration glows, and old people in the
This is really carrying the thing
stalls rise nervously, and say,
a real engine of the

'

brigade,'

;

*

too

far.'

Yet only

go behind the scenes, and, wonder of wonders
no flames to speak of, and no danger whatever.
Nothing is more simple than the agency employed. The ordinary
limelight turned on to the full suffused the stage in a flood of
light, while crimson glasses are used, which impart a fierce glow
of the same tint. Any vapour of the whitest kind moving in such
a medium would at once give the notion of volumes of lurid
all is

let us

calm, quiet

!

;

Accordingly, a few braziers filled with a powder known
lycopodium are placed at the wings, fitted with a sort of
forge bellows, each blast producing a little flame and smoke.

smoke.

as

'

*

The

lights

in

front being lowered,

rows of

little

jets,

duly

made to follow the lines of the beams, rafters, &c.,
and thus make these edges stand out against the fierce blaze.
The view, therefore, from behind has thus an almost prosy and
screened, are

In an instant the
orderly aspect ; but the effect is complete.
conflagration ceases, a turn of a cock extinguishes the jets, the
bellows are 'unshipped,' and the flames disappear, the limelight
turned off, and the carpenters are seen busily hauling away to
'
the right and left the heavy practicable rafters, &c., of the

is

'

burning palace.
Another new agent in scenic

lately

effect is the use of steam,

which

supposed to give the vaporous effect of clouds in motion, hitherto
attempted by gauzes and painted cloths. This was first used at
the Munich Opera House, and is now elaborately applied in the
is

Lyceum

*

Faust,' just produced.

A regular steam-engine

or gene-

up under the stage or at the wings at the proper
moment a number of cocks were opened, and the whole scene was
The impression was anything but favourable.
filled with vapour.
rator was fitted

;

It was impossible to prevent the hissing sounds, and though it had
the effect of hiding the solemn half-mortal heroes of the * Nibe-

lungen Lied,'

it

was said that a worthy housewife in the audience
Bless me, if the coppers ain't a busted.'

exclaimed in alarm,

'
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Making up the face, as it is called, is an art in itself ; by it
the old can be made to look young, or at least younger, and
the young old. By these arts the famous Dejazet, when eighty
years old, could play successfully a young page. Formerly a
burnt cork, a piece of chalk, and a pot of rouge was all that was
*
necessary ; now your well-graced actor has his make-up box, or
'

dressing-case, containing stores of violet-powder, Fuller's earth,

chrome yellow, blue, crayons, umber, cosmetic, black enamel,
with other unpleasant things. All have their
Are
you the hunted villain skulking from justice in the
purpose.
must
rub your cheeks and chin thoroughly with thick
woods, you
blue powder, to leave the idea that you have not been able to
shave for a week. Or should you be an aged crone or hag, a few
blue streaks on the arms or hands suggest the well-marked veins
To be particularly youthful and lover-like you must
of old age.
whiten your face thoroughly, rouge well up to the eyelids, and
then draw a little brown streak under the eyes, which lends brilAn old man has a very disagreeable task before him.
liancy.
He must rub his cheeks and chin well with Fuller's earth ; then
with a camel's-hair brush proceed to make three dark streaks
between the eyes, with long lines from the nostrils to the corners
of the mouth, then get on what is oddly called his white bald wig,'
the bald portion of which is fixed to the forehead by 'joining1

joining-paste,'

'

A

striking additional effect is produced by giving the
paste.'
effect of teeth being wanting, which at first sight seems an

almost impossible thing to do. But in your * make-up box you
find your black enamel, with which you paint over a couple of
teeth ; in a few minutes it sets and hardens, and a most satisfac'

tory and disagreeable evidence of old age is the result. A
of attaching whiskers was the old-fashioned one of hooking

But there

mode
them

an article called crape hair,' which
is
gummed on to the cheeks, and when dry can be trimmed and
combed like real whiskers. As regards the nose, there is an
elegant way of treatment, namely, by fitting on a well-modelled
papier-mache one ; but there is the more rough-and-ready mode
of dealing with it. We read in one of the text-books on the
subject the following grave directions: 'In some low-comedy
characters, such as Bardolph, &c., it is necessary to alter the shape

on to the

ears.

'

is

of the nose in order to give it that bloated, blotchy appearance so
noticeable in drunkards. You must first gum on to the end of the

nose a piece of wool, press

it

down

to the shape and size required,
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it well with rouge to match the rest of the nose and
The cheeks may also be enlarged in the same way. The
other, and perhaps the better, way is to take a little powder, mix
fix it to the nose with
it with water and work it up into dough
and
size
mould
it
to
the
shape
required, and then
spirit gum,
it
match
the
&c.
with
to
cheeks,
Blotches, warts,
powder
rouge
and pimples may be made by sticking on small pieces of wool and
colouring them either brown or red.'

then powder
cheeks.

;

We may thus fancy our unhappy actor complete, his woollen
nose stuck on with gum, his eyebrows and whiskers well glued
to him, his black enamelled teeth, his cheeks plastered with
rouge, white, and umber, his

with

*

*

bald wig

'

fastened to his forehead

joining-paste,' and we may wonder indeed how he can

find

spirit or even ease to utter his words !
The old super, as he was contemptuously called, was an unhappy
creature enough, receiving a shilling a night for carrying a banner,

wearing a monstrous mask, or doing duty as the army. Now he
for intelligence is needed, and he
is on a much better footing
In this view soldiers of the Guards are now
is required to act.
In a late popular piece called * In the
regularly employed.
Ranks,' where the hero enlists and deserts, a party of the Grenadiers attended every night for more than a year to arrest, over:

power, and otherwise treat severely Mr. Charles Warner, being,
moreover, hooted every night by a sympathetic gallery. As
military duty was not to be interfered with, a contract was made

who supplied a fixed number of men
had
who
gone through rehearsal, and who were
every night
their
when
comrades were on duty. For a new
always ready

with the Sergeant-Major,

men of the Naval Reserve
were in training. Soldiers, from their drilling and habits of
obedience, are found to make admirable supers.
naval piece at the Adelphi, a hundred

All these adjuncts to the scene

'

'

inflame consumedly the cost
Strogoff' in Paris cost no less

'Michael
than 18,0001. , and the very blacking of the faces in an Indian
piece cost 51. a night. Mr. Irving is said to have given 500/. for
a peal of bells, to be rung in his new piece. What wonderful
salaries the poor despised player now gets and has got ; one lady
receives 501. a week, and a favourite comedian 80., while the
of producing pieces.

average competent player will take less 251. or 301.
The truth is, the more show and splendour is cultivated, the

more

acting,

which some

foolish, old-fashioned

people think to be
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the real entertainment of the stage, decays. It is overpowered
by the lights, scenery, rich dressing, and shows. All this, besides,

Let us hope for a speedy return to the pure,
spells bankruptcy.
unalloyed delights of simple acting, with a well -painted cloth at
the back, and handsome but not unobtrusive dresses. As good
wine needs no bush, so a good play needs none of these adornments.

Of late days there has grown up this eagerness to secure free
admission and see for nothing what is really one of the most
expensive forms of entertainment.

This craving has spread

enormously, and all sorts and conditions of men, and women too,
seem to devote a portion of their lives to order-hunting. Unfortunately, too many managers who have been saddled with a bad

empty stalls. On such occasions they
welcome such visitors, but the appetite of the latter grows by
what it feeds on, and the person who has once tasted of an order
becomes like the dipsomaniac and habitual drinker, to pay money
Mr. Dickens, in one of his happiest
becomes intolerable.
<
this extraordinary mania.
describes
I was
speeches, humorously
'
at
a
social
which
he
discussion,
said, present
once,'
originated by
" What was the most
chance. The subject was,
absorbing and
What was the paslongest-lived passion in the human breast ?
sion so powerful that it would almost induce the generous to be
piece cannot afford to have

mean, the careless to be cautious, the guileless to be deeply
"
A daily
designing, and the dove to emulate the serpent ?
editor of vast experience and great acuteness, who was one of the
company, considerably surprised us by saying with the greatest
confidence that the passion in question was the passion of getting
orders for the play.
1
There had recently been a terrible shipwreck, and very few of
the surviving sailors had escaped in an open boat. One of these
on making land came straight to London, and straight to the
newspaper-office, with his story of how he had seen the ship go

down before his eyes. That young man had witnessed the most
terrible contention between the powers of fire and water for the

He had
rowed away among the floating, dying, and the sinking dead.
He had floated by day, and he had frozen by night, with no
shelter and no food, and, as he told this dismal tale, he rolled his
haggard eyes about the room. When he had finished, and the
tale had been noted down from his lips, he was cheered, and
destruction of that ship and of every one on board.
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and soothed, and asked if anything could be done for
him. Even within him that master-passion was so strong that
he immediately replied he should like an order for the play.'
One of the best anecdotes connected with orders is connected
with the management of Charles Mathews. During that disastrous period no one had so much need of them, but he sometimes
A friend
capriciously took no notice of the applications for stalls.
who had thus applied reproached him. ' Perhaps,' said Mathews,
*
'I did,' said
you did not enclose a stamp with your envelope ?
the other, ' I always do.' * Well,' said the debonnaire Charles,
*
go on doing it, for they are often useful.' This was quite in the
refreshed,

'

best vein of comedy.

Many, no doubt, have been surprised at the clockwork reguwhich attends the entrance of every player. Dozens of

larity

times through the course of a long night each appears at his
proper moment, and this, too, often for hundreds of nights. All
this is in the hands of a single man, the prompter
the person,
as Sheridan remarked at an amateur play, that he liked the best
because * least seen and most heard.' His slave is a little familiar

The players are all laughing and talking in the greendo not give a thought to the stage. A minute or
and
room,
two before the leading lady is wanted, the prompter's eye falls
on a warning note in his book he gives the name to his little
call-boy.

;

familiar,

who

at the next
'

claiming
*

O.P

his

'.,

shrilly,

or

*

P.S

'.,

moment

is at the
green-room door proMiss Four Stars,' with the place of entrance,
or < C.'
Neither has the performer to burden

mind with the thought

of the various little articles wanted for

the letters, bag, basket, ring, snuff-box, &c., are all
handed to him as he goes on. There are often amusing mistakes

the scene

owing to carelessness, when the actor finds he has forgotten to
provide himself with the genuine will, to confound the villain
who has just produced the forged one. The clever actor cultivates
this readiness of resource so as to carry off any little contretemps
Some years ago an
or delay with some pleasant impromptu.
was
the
who
was
behind
scenes,
author,
making himself agreeable
to a leading actress, seated at a table in the centre of the stage
ready for the curtain to rise. By some accident the usual warn-

ing was forgotten, and of a sudden up rose the curtain. Our
friend, instead of rushing away in a panic, made a profound bow
'
to the lady, and saying,
Madam, I shall give your message to
the Marquis,' withdrew slowly. It was not till the end of the
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play that one or two bethought themselves of this Marquis who
never appeared, who in fact was not in the play. Mr. Dickens

used to tell of an actor whom he had seen at a country theatre,
and who having forgotten his part could get no attention from the
'
prompter. Shaking his head tragically, he said, I will return
No one had
anon,' then stalked away to refresh his memory.
a keener appreciation of all the humours of the stage.
One of the great perplexities for managers has been to secure
themselves against robbery of their receipts. The money-taker
and the ticket-taker have often entered into a league the tickettaker brings back the tickets issued, which are issued again, and
thus there is no check. In the days of Garrick there was an
official known as the numberer,' who had a box of his own at the
:

'

side of the house, and at different periods of the night counted the
The free tickets being deducted, a rough estimate was

house.

thus obtained of those who had paid. An ingenious American
invention has been introduced into Drury Lane and the Lyceum
Theatres, and has long made fraud impossible. The principle
that no ticket can be issued without passing through a little
machine which registers the number much as a turnstile does.
The pigeonhole where the money is taken is made too small to

is

allow the ticket to pass through
the money-taker turns a handle
and a metal ticket is dropped under the hand of the payer.
There is, in short, no way of giving a ticket save through

the agency of this machine, which, as I say, registers. At the
American system has been introduced to save

Princess's another

the trouble and confusion of booking places. The tickets are
made exactly like railway-tickets, each with its own date and
of place, fitted also into little compartments.
The customer asks for a particular seat on a particular day, this is handed
to him, and the transaction is complete.

number
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THE DEADLEIGH SWEEP.
HE who

has formed his estimate of Essex scenery by what he has
Thames between London and the

seen on the north bank of the

formed an unjust unjust because imperfect opinion of
Essex is by no means all marsh and unreclaimed
an English Holland. Few counties
fens, treeless, flat, watery
can rival it in the beauty of its villages, composed of timber and
plaster cottages, the plaster skilfully and effectively worked over
The
into patterns by combs, roofed with tiles of russet brown.
churches are built of brick or of unbaked clay-cobbles, round
nodes of indurated clay found lying dispersed in the mud and
now collected to be burnt to make cement.
The small towns of Essex are also charming, towns of old red
brick and tile, imbedded in elms.
One of the most delightful of these old Essex towns is DeadIt consists of one broad
leigh, in the shallow valley of the Stour.
street of old houses, some plaster and timber, with acute gables
towards the street, and odd bay windows, snuggeries to sit in,
thrust out at the corners, and of brick mansions erected between
the reigns of Queen Anne and George IV. none later ; of a
stone church with stately tower, dignified, encrusted with mural
tablets telling of a past when Deadleigh was a place where family
and fashion congregated ; of an assembly-room with Doric portico,
now turned into a furniture-dealer's lumber-room ; and of a red
brick grammar school, with moulded brick pediments and cornices and windows, most picturesque, and a cricket-ground behind
shadowed by giant elms as ancient as the ancient school.
sea has

its

quality.

Very little traffic passes now through Deadleigh, since the
Great Eastern Railway has passed it by contemptuously, without
according it even a Deadleigh Road station, and, cruellest cut of all,
Mr. Keith Johnston has not admitted the existence of such a town
into his Royal Atlas, though Deadleigh once returned a member,
and still numbers a population of two thousand souls.
Deadleigh is a Herculaneum of old English life. The old
English tavern is there, the Rose and Crown.' The mansions
are there, delightfully dignified and respectable, wherein lived
gentle families more or less remotely allied to the country people,
VOL. VI.
NO. 33, N. S.
14
'
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and accepted by these latter as belonging to the same order of
mammals. In the church are still the dear old pews in whose
corners one can snuggle and sleep away a hot Sunday morning as
in the days of one's childhood.
May the hand of that devastator
the Restorer never fall on
beauties
the
In
Church.
grammar school, let us believe, the
Deadleigh
'
Eton
Latin Grammar,' and repeat * As
still
learn
out
of
the
boys
in praesenti as in the olden time.
Deadleigh lies, as already said, in the valley of the Stour. It
is imbedded in gentlemen's seats, the parks close around it, as a
rich green velvet mantle, clothing it at once with beauty and with
of old

associations, old

'

respectability.
Only towards* the east does this velvet mantle
fall away, to disclose a garment of many colours, for the valley of
the Stour is favoured by flower-seed growers. From May to July

a glorious sight, a carpet of nemophyla, stock, phlox, pansy,
verbena, lychnis, escholzia, gilly-flower, heliotrope no, there is
no cataloguing the variety of bloom and colour and fragrance
of this rainbow-clad valley.
Go and see it. Run down from

it is

town by an early train some morning in June, when the sun is
shining and the dew is sparkling, and you will carry away with
you into after years the reminiscence of one of the most delightWhen you are tired of the flowers
ful jaunts you have made.
and the old red-brick houses, wander in the lanes, and you will
light on subjects which Constable would have rejoiced to paint
nay, which he did paint, for was not this Stour valley his
native cradle, and is not his mill still standing, with the same
silvery willows, the same great elms, the same blue sky overhead
with white lumbering clouds in it, exactly as it was a hundred
years ago

A

!

little

way

outside of Deadleigh stands a fine mansion of

red brick two hundred years old ; it has a tiled roof the colour
of roast coffee, brick and tile are stained, softened in tone, and
mottled with yellow and grey lichens, and the house is large ; it

main body with two wings. The wings continue the
same range of tall windows, and are in the same axis. The rools
are, however, a little lower than that of the central block, which
consists of a

apparently contains the state apartments.

This central block has

one enormous stack of chimneys, also of red brick, and, capriciously, the gilly-flower seed, blown by the winds from the garden,
has taken root in the interstices between the bricks, and the old
chimney-stack is garlanded with yellow and brown wall-flowers.
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There are chimney-stacks, inferior in size, to the wings, but no
The reason, no doubt, is that these latter
flowers wreath them.
and
are
used,
get too hot for roots to live in them,
chimneys
whereas the central block of chimney never gives forth smoke.
The mansion stands well back from the road, with a lawn

On the side of the
it, and yew trees banking each side.
house away from the road are the gardens that stretch down to
the river. Access to the place is obtained through a noble pair
before

hammered iron gates, or through a side wicket.
The house had been unoccupied for a number of years except
by a widow and her daughter, who tenanted one wing. The
of

proprietor lived in

London

Deadleigh was too dull

for his taste,

and Deadleigh was

also too dull to induce those gentlefolk seeking houses to settle there and rent the mansion.
The widow who lived in part of the house was a person highly

respected in Deadleigh.

Her husband had been a surgeon,

in

On his death she was left with so little means
practice there.
that a subscription was raised in the neighbourhood, which reached
a thousand pounds, and this was invested for her. She lived on
the interest very quietly, and rent free, for she was allowed by
the owner of the mansion to occupy one wing on condition that
she kept the rest of the house in order, lighted fires in the
winter, opened windows in summer, had the carpets shaken occa-

and the window-frames painted periodically.
Mrs. White was well-housed at no cost, and she and her

sionally,

daughter Mabel had not only the run of the mansion, but also the
grapes from the vinery and the vegetables from the garden, and
the fruit from the orchard, as much as they needed ; and all they
did not want they sold, and from the receipts paid the gardener,
and accounted to the owner for the rest.
At last, to the alarm and grief of Mrs. White, the proprietor
died, and, consequent on his death, the house was sold, and purchased by Mr. Corder, of Birmingham.
Mr. Corder was, or rather had been, a button manufacturer ;
not a maker of all kinds of buttons, but a specialist a manufac-

smoked mother-of-pearl buttons.
For many years Mr. Corder had done badly in business, there
had been no demand for smoked mother-of-pearl. Corduroy was
only worn by cheap-jacks and velveteen by gamekeepers, and
smoked mother-of-pearl buttons go with corduroy and velveteen
as certainly as primroses and peacocks went with Lord Beaconsfield,
turer of

142
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Now the cheap-jacks are dwindling in
by inherent fitness.
and
the
numbers,
gamekeepers are not many, consequently the
market for smoked mother-of-pearl buttons was sluggish, till
by a freak of fashion a rage for wearing velveteen came over the
English people. The gentlemen wore velveteen jackets, and the
With the velveteen came in
ladies velveteen gowns and bodies.
smoked mother-of-pearl as a matter of course. The demand for
buttons of this sort was great, and the factory was engaged night
and day in turning them out, of all hues of smokiness, and all
sheeny lustres. Mr. Corder rapidly realised a fortune, and then
sold

his

business at the proper

and sold

moment, before the fashion

though the fashion for velveteen and
smoked mother-of-pearl buttons was as certain of maintaining its
place as the Government of Mr. Gladstone, or as securely established as the Church of England.
Mr. Corder was now clear of
He
business, and with a very handsome fortune safely invested.
had an only child, a son, Mr. Charles Corder, a young gentleman
of one-and-twenty, good-looking, better educated than his father,
and very idle. Mr. Corder's great ambition was to have his son
accepted by society as a real member of the order which stands
supreme above trade. So Mr. Corder moved from Mid-England
to Essex, away from where his antecedents were known, and
bought the mansion-house of Deadleigh, with the intention
of settling there, and getting his son married into one of the
aristocratic families of the neighbourhood. To accommodate himself to his new position he underwent several transformations.
He had been accustomed to wear very shabby coats, more shabby
trousers, and most shabby hats ; now he assumed a scrupulously
He had been a Dissenter
smart, if slightly old-fashioned, habit.
and a Radical, he now became a Churchman and a Conservative.
Mr. Corder had paid Deadleigh a flying visit to look at the
house and learn something of the neighbourhood before he bought
the place. When he came there on the completion of the purchase he was accompanied by his son. He put up for a few days
at the Eose and Crown,' till he could see that all was ready for
He had engaged servants, bought a
his reception at the house.
and
and
horses,
hoped in a month to be comfortably
carriage
in
'The
established
Yews,' as his mansion was called. He had
its furniture, pictures, and conservatories.
with
the
place
purchased
old-fashioned
and poor, and the pictures of no
was
furniture
The
local
the
When
value.
solicitor, who had acted as agent for the
declined,

'

it,

as
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late owner,
'

The house

You

*
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not in

is

see,

said the lawyer,

sir,'

a long time.'
'Now that

is

first-rate order.
'

latter said,

have to do a lot to it.'
has not been occupied for

I'll

it

'

amazing,' observed Mr. Corder;

and commodious, one would have supposed
at least a hundred a year.'
There were drawbacks.'
What drawbacks ?

it

a large house,

might have

let for

'

'

'

'

Well, you see, in the

from the

But

'

first

railway.'
"
folks as would take

place, Deadleigh is

The Yews

"

some distance

would keep a carriage

;

so that don't count.'

Then it
Not so

'

'

is far

far

from London.'
Westmoreland or Cornwall

as

;

and houses

let

there.'

There

'

is

no shooting.'

'

Every one don't shoot. I don't shoot.'
*
Then,' began the lawyer, and hesitated, and added tamely,
'there may be other things.'

'What
'

other things?'

Oh, nothing, nothing,' said the

'

I'll

tell

you
That

solicitor,

looking uncomfortable.

what,' said Mr. Corder, not observing his unhouse is full of odds and ends, and traps and

easiness.

'

dust.

begin with a pretty clean sweep.'
furtively at him, his mouth twitched, and

I'll

The lawyer looked

he said, half seriously, half jestingly, 'You must first get rid of
the ugly, dirty one.'
'
I don't take you,' said Mr. Corder, opening his eyes wide. ' I
'
intend,' he added, to have a good substantial sweep.'
'
In the place of an unsubstantial sweep,' observed the solicitor,
in a low tone.
'

Nothing imperfect, unsubstantial with me,' Mr. Corder went
'I intend to repaper, recurtain, and altogether refurnish
the mansion, after I've had that sweep out I spoke of.'
The first thing is to have that sweep out.'
on.

'

'

Exactly.
'

I said

But can you do

so.'
it ?

The house would have

only the late proprietor could not do
'
Not have the sweep out ?
'

'No.'

it.'

let readily before,
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*

Fiddle-sticks-ends.

'

No good, none at all.'
What do you mean ?

*

*

pails of water.'

'

I

mean

would have
*

Brooms, brushes,

that

if

the house had not been haunted the house

let.'

Haunted

!

What

has that to do with

my

sweep out

'

?

haunted by a sweep.'
Mr. Corder sat and stared. The agent looked
pause.
half
down,
ashamed, half amused.
*
I was not told a word about this,' said the ex-mother-of-pearl
'

It is

A

button manufacturer.
*
We were not bound to inform you of such a matter,' said the
solicitor.
'

I don't believe in ghosts,' exclaimed Mr. Corder, contemptu*
Eats or bad drains is the cause of all ghost stories.
ously.

Rats make a noise, and drains exhale poisonous vapours which
the brain. Are the drains wrong ?
'
The drains are right it is the chimney which is wrong.
The sweep infests the chimney.'
'

affect

'

What chimney ?

'

'The stack belonging to the state-rooms.
You may have
observed gilly-flowers grow out of it.'
*
I don't believe a word of it,' said Mr. Corder, impatiently.
I don't and won't believe in ghosts
no educated people do give
credence to these foolish superstitions.'
'
*
I also do not believe a word about
Exactly,' said the lawyer.
'

the sweep, but unquestionably our domestic servants are not so
highly educated as to be superior to vulgar terrors, and it has been

found impossible for any one to retain their servants who has tried
to live at " The Yews."
*
But who is this sweep ? What is he ? When did he live ?
Or rather, when did he die ?
'The story is not romantic, and the incident is not very
remote. Some fi ve-and-twenty years ago, in the late proprietor's
lifetime, an unfortunate sweep, engaged in cleaning the chimneys
'

'

of the state-apartments, fell in the chimney. He had been to the
top and looked out, in descending a brick gave way, it is supposed, under his foot, and he fell the whole depth of the flue

and broke
I

his

neck or back, or both, and died an hour

remember the circumstance.

would have

it

after.

After that popular superstition
that the sweep haunts the central stack of chim-
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neys, and at night is to be beard creeping up one flue and down
He is said to have been seen
another, and sometimes as falling.
at the top of the chimney, looking out and waving his brush.
Also, on moonlight nights, to have been observed in some of the
state-rooms, seated on the stone fender, in a pensive attitude,

with his head in his hand.'
*

And

Mr. Corder, with decision in his tone, is
he "surrounded by phosphorescent light, and does he exhale the
'

pray,' said

'

odour of brimstone ?
Oh dear no,' answered the

He is very black, and
smells strongly of soot.'
4
If the ghost had been a figure in chain-mail, or a woman
in white, there would have been some satisfaction in having one's
'

house haunted

'But

it

'

would give it respectability,' mused Mr. Corder.
and a chimney-sweep who only died

a chimney-sweep

t'other day.
'

;

solicitor.

Tis vexing.'

Come

along, Charles,' he said, after a pause, to his son, and
*
must be off and to " The Yews." How
rose from his chair.

We

'

this to the agent.
about these other parties, sir ?
'
You mean Mrs. White and her daughter,' answered the
'
Of course they leave. You have only to give them
lawyer.
notice that their services will not be required, and they must
I am sorry for them.
Mrs. White is an excellent lady,
depart.

highly regarded throughout the neighbourhood, much respected
by the county people. If, sir, you could possibly retain her in any
capacity in the house I believe it would give general satisfaction,

be a kindness to her, and that you would not regret it yourself; a
more trustworthy, honourable, ladylike person I do not know. If
you had desired a housekeeper
'
I do not want one,' said Mr. Corder, curtly.
'

When

Mr. Corder and

were in the street, ' Charles,'
said the former,
we must go at once and give the old woman
and her kid notice to quit. We'll do it as genteelly as we can,
but we'll do it,'
So Mr. Corder and Mr. Charles went to the wing of ' the Yews
inhabited by Mrs. White.
That portion of the house inhabited by Mrs. White was comThe late owner had at
pletely cut off from the other portions.
one time contemplated the conversion of the mansion into two
residences, believing that by this means he would be better able
to find tenants.
To effect this, and to make both dwellings
his son

*

t

'
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equally convenient, he had walled up doors communicating
between the parts of the house in such manner as to give one of
the state-rooms on each floor to each tenement. Thus, the part
occupied by Mrs. White had a large and handsome room on the
ground floor, and another on the first floor, and the same with the
wing occupied at present by Mr. Corder and his son.
That gentleman when admitted was surprised and impressed
by Mrs. White he found the old woman,' as he had designated
her, to be a lady with a sweet face, middle-aged, but wellpreserved, with the manners of cultivated society. Mr. Charles
Miss Mabel White a
Corder was not less surprised by * the kid
very pretty girl of eighteen, ^self-possessed, and with plenty of
'

;

'

conversation.

Mr. Corder at once

felt

that his position was difficult

;

he was

conscious of his social inferiority, and nervous because obliged to
turn this charming lady and her daughter out of the house.

He talked about the weather, about the gardens, about the
greenhouse, about the furniture, about the neighbourhood and
the neighbours; incidentally he learned from the widow that
there was a Baronet within five miles who had three unmarried
daughters, and he resolved mentally that his son should marry one
of them.
'

*

1

'

About what is their figure ? asked Mr. Corder.
Slim and graceful,' answered the lady.
1 don't

mean

that,'

button manufacturer.

'

said

the

ex-smoked-mother-of-pearlis each of them worth in

I mean, what

'

money?
The widow shook her head.

*
Not much,' she said ' I fear the
If
had more dower they would
had
not
they
wealthy.
family
remained
unmarried.'
not have
:

is

'

So

much

the better,' thought Mr. Corder,

'

more

like to snap

at Charlie.'

Casually it came out that Mrs. White was related to the
Baronet. Mr. Corder felt abashed and awed when he learned this.

"The conversation turned on the ghostly sweep, and Mrs.

White said, Neither Mabel nor I have been inconvenienced by
him personally. Of course we do not believe in his existence, and
we have neither seen nor heard him. True,' she added, we never
enter the state-rooms at night, because we do not occupy them.
This wing suffices us, and two ladies do not need more than a
'

'

snuggery.'

After a pause, she said, nervously, and with a smile
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suppose we shall now have to

vacate our lodging we cannot, of course, expect
'
Let us not speak of business to-day, ma'am,' said Mr. Corder,
'I have no doubt for a while I shall be obliged to
politely.
trouble you for advice and information about the place and people,
will be valuable to me as a stranger.'

which
'

Mrs. Corder likely to arrive soon

Is

'

asked the widow,

?

'timorously.
*

no Mrs. Corder,' said he in reply. ' She left this
world of woe fifteen years ago, when Charles, was a Bobby.'
When your son was a baby,' corrected Mrs. White.
Quite so. I said so,' answered Mr. Corder, with a little colour
in his temples.
He was aware that he had pronounced his word
There

is

(

'

wrong.

Whilst his father was talking to the widow, Charles was occupied with the daughter, and found himself gradually drawing his
chair nearer to her till they were discussing the spectral sweep in
a low tone actually tete-a-tete.

When
'

father,

the two gentlemen left Charles Corder said to

So

I suppose

you have given them notice to quit ?

'

his

'

Mr. Corder grunted.
'
It seems almost a pity,' said Charles.
They are very nice
in
the house.'
people, and might really be of use to you
Mr. Corder growled.
Look here, Charles
The girl is goodThat is the
looking, and you are taken with her pretty face.
I'll have no Miss-alliances in
It won't do.
plain English.
my
Charlie, there is a noble Baronet within five miles who
family.
has three Baronetical daughters. You must marry one of them.
I have made up my mind.
I allow you free choice among the
is
but
sure
as
buttons
buttons one of them it shall be, or I
three,
'

'

!

will leave

my

Next day,

fortune to the Orthopedic Hospital.'
after dinner,

Mr. Corder said to his son,

'

Charles, I

made

a mistake yesterday. I forgot to inquire the ages, names,
and temperaments of the Baronetical daughters. I think I'll just
step over and ask particulars of Mrs. White.'

Pray don't exert yourself,' said Mr. Charles, starting to his
feet, I will run across and ascertain.'
On no account,' answered Mr. Corder, reddening with anger.
I see what it is
you want to have another look into the blue
of
Miss
Mabel.
But I won't have it. The sooner these
eyes
the
turn
out
better.
I'll go and expedite matters, quicken
people
'

'

'

'

145
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and at the same time learn the ages and sexes of the
Baronet's daughters, one of whom is to be Mrs. Charles.' The old
'
If the
gentleman was excited, and did not consider his words.

their exit,

eldest be cutting her teeth, and the youngest still in long clothes,
then of course I do not press the marriage ; but take care. The
Orthopedic Hospital may straighten all the feet in Christendom
with my money if you take a step against my will.'
The old gentleman was absent quite an hour. When he
returned he said, ' The eldest is Mary, aged five-and-twenty ; the
second, Susan, is twenty-one, and the third, Triphasna, is only
You may take your choice, but sure as buttons is
nineteen.
buttons one it shall be.'
Next day, in the afternoon, Mr. Corder said to his son,
'
Charles, I wonder what is the depth of our well, and also whether
the water is absolutely pure. I am no water-drinker myself, but
I do feel myself morally bound to ascertain that the homely
beverage of my domestics is free from zymotic germs.' As he
used these last words he looked timidly at his son. He was not
sure that he understood them himself, but they sounded well.
'
father
exclaimed the young man, removing his
Hallo
cigar from his lips and staring at him.
'
'
And,' continued Mr. Corder, I think I will step across to
Mrs. White and inquire. One cannot be too scrupulous, you
know. Water is ascertained to be the vehicle for the conveyance
'

!

!

of disease.'

You seem mighty ready to hop over to Mrs. White's, father,'
remarked the young man.
Mr. Corder grew red in his wrath. * Charles, I do not like
"
that expression " hopping over ; it is disrespectful. Besides, the
implication in your words is distasteful to me.'
After that Mr. Corder was careful not to inform his son when
he was desirous of consulting Mrs. White.
*
Governor,' said Charles, a few days later, it is mean of you
so
to
the
East
to go
frequently
Wing and not allow me to visit
'

1

there.'
*

I don't go frequently,' answered Mr. Corder, indignantly.
Mr. Charles whistled.
*

*
Charles,' said his father, bridling up, you are
am
I
You
that.'
your parent.
respect.
forget

wanting in

After this, however, Mr. Corder discontinued his calls on Mrs.
He was well aware that his son watched him, and he

White.
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watched Charles, as he was determined not to allow him to form
an attachment for Miss Mabel.

Now the Corders began to experience the inconvenience of
inhabiting a haunted house. The servants were in a condition of
chronic terror. The maids screamed at the sight of their own
shadows, mistaking them for apparitions of the Deadleigh Sweep.
The

fall

and the

of an extinguisher on the stairs sent the cook into
blanched the cheeks of the man-servant.

fits,

rats

4
*
I'll tell you what, Governor,' said Charles one
evening, I'll
take a revolver and sit up all night in the upper state drawing-

room, and
'

if

I see the

and

shadow of a sweep

I'll
l

shoot

You

it.'

do nothing
the
maids
are
scared
without
;
enough already
your
driving them mad with fear.'
You have seen and heard nothing, Governor ?
*
Nothing. Nor you, I suppose ?
Stuff

fiddlesticks,' said his father.

shall

of the kind

'

'

'

Nothing, absolutely nothing. You don't believe in ghosts,
do you, Gov. ?
(
No, Charles, I do not. Nevertheless, I think it possible that
under certain contingencies a spirit might revisit a spot where a
premature death had severed its connection with the body, there
You do not believe in ghosts, do you,
to lament the accident.
1

'

Charles
'

'

?

Certainly not, father.

be right in

me

to

Nevertheless, I do not think

deny what

so

many

evidence of their senses to be fact.

it

would

worthy persons assert on the
It would be presumptuous

in me.'
1
Let us go to bed,' said Mr. Corder, hastily.
Mr. Corder and his son, though neither believed in ghosts,
and both scouted the idea of the house being haunted by a
chimney-sweep, were wont to retire to bed very much earlier at
The Yews than had been their custom elsewhere. Midnight
never found them together downstairs, smoking and drinking
'

*

whiskey-and-water, with the great dark staircase to ascend to their
several, rooms.
after dinner, when father and son were sitting
*
their
over
wine, Mr. Corder said, Charles, what a wondertogether
"
"
ful work of genius that
Enquire Within for Everything is. I

One evening

We

must reit an inexhaustible treasury of information.
furnish here, and I took the book down to get an idea out of it,
and sure as buttons is buttons there I find instructions how to
find
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choose a tasteful carpet. Why, Charlie, that book contains something of all kinds. I find there receipts for the kitchen, and
remedies for scalds, legal information, hints as to etiquette, rules
for carving hares, and soles, and poultry, and for light reading,
even poetry. At least I've come on one piece, but I can't make it

out

poetry, too, by the noble

Lord Poet Byron

:

'Twas whispered in heaven, 'twas muttered in hell,
And echo caught faintly the sound as it fell
On the confines of earth 't was permitted to rest,
And the depths of the ocean its presence confessed.
:

goes on, Charlie, and it means the letter H. Now the book
that
it is a very important thing for gentlefolks to know
says
when to sound that letter and when to drop it. That is an art

So

it

I never could discover.

Can you

see

what the noble poet means

when he says that it was whispered in heaven and muttered in
The noble poet never meant to consign to a certain place
hell ?
those who omitted their aspirates he had a liberal education,
and could not have been so intolerant. I cannot understand him
;

;

but I assure you, Charlie, I lie in bed of a night tossing on my
pillow, saying Ouse, and Orse, and House, and Horse, and, upon
my word, I get so bewildered I don't know what is right and what
is wrong.
I never shall learn without a teacher, and I should be
ashamed to appear among tip-top gentlefolks and make myself
I wish I could find some one who
ridiculous with my aspirates.
would just put me on the right rails.'
'
Don't you think, father, you might consult Mrs. White ?
Mr. Corder coloured. * I see through you, Charlie,' he said.
'
You want to force on an acquaintance with our neighbours, so
But I won't have it. You
as to get intimate with Miss Mabel.
marry one of the Baronetical females, or sure as buttons is buttons
It is time for you to go to
I'll endow the Orthopedic Hospital.
'

bed, Charles. Good-night. You will find your candle in the hall.'
Mr. Charles Corder dutifully departed, and retired to his room,

where he divested himself of his

clothes, though the hour was
only half-past nine. He did not, however, retire between the
sheets, but he redressed himself in a suit of tight-fitting black,

rusty, sooty black, put a black cap on his head, with a fall of black
gauze to it, which he drew over his face, giving his face a grimy

sweep-like appearance. He drew on a pair of black gloves, then
took from a cupboard a short black ladder and a brush, and slipped
into the state-room qn the first floor.
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The room had a handsome

large open fireplace, the chimneyand festoons of pears and
Charles crept in, planted his ladder within, on the
peaches.
When he reached
hearth, and proceeded to ascend the chimney.

piece

of marble

richly sculptured,

the summit of the ladder, which was about six feet high, he threw
his leg across a partition or stone slab which divided the flue from
the flue of the state-rooms of the other portion of the house a
partition which existed only a few feet up the chimney, sufficient

smoke from the respective

for the direction of the

fires.

Then he

pulled up the ladder, and put it down on the further side, and
descended by it into the grand drawing-room on Mrs. White's
side of the house.

This drawing-room was thinly furnished with old white-andgold chairs and tables. The long windows were without shutters,

moon poured in through uncurtained glass upon the
oak
floor.
No one was in the room. Mr. Charles seated
polished
with
his
to the fireplace, on the marble fender, in a
back
himself,
pensive attitude, leaning his chin in the hollow of his hand waiting,
whilst with his other hand he played with his sweep's brush.
Presently the door opened, and Miss Mabel White entered
and the

full

timidly, in a light muslin evening dress, looking very fair, pale,
and ghostlike in the light of the moon.

Mr. Charles Corder sprang to his feet and hastened to meet
an expression of rapture.
'
Mr.
said Mabel, in a faltering voice, 4 1 have
Charles
Oh,
done very wrong to inform you of the way through the chimney.
You have been injudicious ; you showed yourself at the window
the night before last, and the stable-boy caught sight of you, and
is frightened out of his wits.
I hear that some of the maids saw
on
the
and
are persuaded that it is imstaircase,
you
grand
possible to stay longer in a house where a ghostly sweep is seen.
We have done wrong, I in telling you of the way through the
her, with

'

!

chimney, you in taking advantage of the superstitious terrors of
the servants to obtain an interview with me unobserved.'
*
My dear Mabel,' said the young man, ' I had no other
choice.
My father is an obstinate old gorilla, and won't allow me
to visit here, and would explode like a Fenian's black bag if he
thought I had fallen in love with you, and if he knew we were
engaged he would keep me out of the house, as sure as Mr.
Bradlaugh is kept out, and endow the Orthopedic Hospital to
spite me.'
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But, Mr. Charles, my mother, I fancy, has her suspicions
roused, and I would not for worlds have my dear mother know I
was concealing anything from her. She has been about a good
deal in the night of late, has sent me early to bed, and seems
uneasy, as though she suspected something was going on which

ought not to take place without her cognisance.'
And you dare not ask her consent ?
4
She is so strictly conscientious,
No,' faltered Miss Mabel.
and so prim and old-fashioned in her ideas, that I am sure she
would consider herself bound to inform your father of everything.
'

'

'

:

I

know

it

is

evening, but

not quite right my meeting you like this every
but it would break my heart if I were forbidden

you and have a word with you. Hush
Miss White started, trembled, and laid her finger on her lip.
She and Charles stood breathless, for they heard a step on the
'

to see

!

landing near the door.
'

mother

'
Oh,
prowling about,' whispered Mabel.
do
hide.
will
be
in
She
here
Charles, dear Charles
please
coming
to see that all is right.
There, slip through this little concealed
door in the corner. You will find steps descend to the state dining-

My

is

!

room below, go in there and await me. I will come down to you
when I may. I can step back now unobserved into my room.'
She thrust her lover through an opening in the panel, which
was not noticeable to a cursory eye ; and he found himself on a
newel staircase of stone in the thickness of the wall. A slit in
the side allowed a streak of moonlight to enter, and he was able
Charles was in his stocking soles,
to descend without a stumble.
and his footfall was noiseless as that of a cat.
At the bottom was the door into the dining-room, which was
The door was ajar, and Charles
exactly under the drawing-room.
thrust it open with his fingers, and lightly, absolutely noiselessly,
stepped into the grand apartment, into which, as into the room
Charles stood
above, the moon poured its silvery effulgence.
had
closed
the
with
He
door
terror.
behind him,
softly
petrified
it when he saw
sitting in the
on
the
with
his
marble
back
to
the fireplace,
fender,
moonlight,
THE SWEEP.
in pensive attitude, head in hand,
Charles uttered an exclamation of horror. The sweep sprang
to his feet, took a step forward, saw Charles
another sweep, and

or he would have recoiled through

recoiled.

Facing each other, both in moonlight, both casting inky shadows
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on the polished

floor,

both sooty in garment, in face, in hand, each

armed with a sweep's brush, stood these two
silent, observant, as
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two

for full a

minute,

duellists waiting the signal to fight.

Each was black in hand, with black

feet,

black suits, black

faced, black capped, each as spectral as the other, and each, for
all that, casting a shadow of a consistency as substantial as the
other.
In one only point did they differ, the second Deadleigh

Sweep was stouter

in build than the first.
This was not reassurhe had heard that the sweep who had fallen in the
chimney was a man advanced in life, the father of seven children.
He considered a moment was it possible that solicitude for his
Charles resolved to
family, left destitute, caused him to walk ?

ing to Charles

;

:

and took a step forward. Thereupon, abruptly the other
took
a step backward, and raised his brush as though to
sweep
himself
from a blow. The raising of the brush startled
protect
inquire,

Charles,

and he stepped back.

Thereupon the

other, as

though

gaining confidence, stepped forward. It really seemed as though
each was afraid of the other, as though each heartily wished
himself to be a phantom, so as to evaporate and escape the other.
How long the two sweeps would have stood confronting each other,
speechless, it is impossible to say, had not a door opened, and a
female figure entered, with the words ' I am late, but Mabel
would not go to bed.'

Charles Corder looked round, and recognised Mrs. White.
at first observe him, her eyes were directed towards

She did not

the sweep by the fireplace.
*
I am sure we have both been indiscrete,' said she, ' I in
telling you of the way into this part of the house through the

chimney, and you in taking advantage of the superstitious fears
of the servants to disguise your visits to me.
I can quite understand that you are shy of Charles knowing that you intend a
change of condition, but still, sooner or later, he must know and
Mabel is becoming suspicious, I can see. However, now I am
let us practise the aspirate again, for I am
ready, Hobgoblin
resolved not to give you my hand till you can ask for it with an
H, nor to become mistress of your house without an aspirate to it.'
Then she seemed to observe the frozen, terrified aspect of the
saw the second, screamed, and
sweep, and she turned her eyes
!

staggered against the wall.
At that moment, also, a second door opened, and a flush of
candlelight filled the room. Mabel appeared, holding a bedroom
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candlestick, with an expression of well-affected surprise in her

At that moment, also, simultaneously both sweeps
face.
appeared, one up the chimney, the other up the newel stair.
4
Oh, mamma how came you here ? asked Mabel.

dis-

'

!

I thought I heard sounds,' answered Mrs. White, and
timorous though I be constitutionally, yet morally I am strong. I
knew it was
duty to see that no one was breaking into the
*

I

*

I

my

house, so I

made

my

rounds.'

Did you see anything,

*
'

Nothing,

my

mamma ?

'

dear, nothing.'

'

But you screamed.'

'

Yes, at your entering so unexpectedly.

thing,

Mabel

?

*

Nothing,
'

I think,

mamma,

my

something, but

nothing.'

Mrs. White, ' that after all I did see
was only my shadow projected by the moon-

dear,' said
it

light against the fireplace.'
'
And I, mamma,' said Miss White,

was only

see something, but
my
carried in an opposite direction.'
it

1

Quite

Did you see any-

'

so,

darling ;

'

I admit, that I also did
shadow, cast by the candle I

we saw nothing but our

respective shadows.'

'

Absolutely nothing else.'
1
Let us to bed, then. I am so thankful we had false alarms.'
Next morning Mr. Corder and his son met at breakfast. The
father was not easy, and did not seem to enjoy the meal with his
usual relish ; his hand shook, he upset his egg over the cloth, he
buttered his fingers instead of his toast, and put his * Standard
'

down on the bacon.
'

Did you go to bed

directly I left, last night ?

'

asked Charles,

slyly.
*
I
Pretty nigh,' answered Mr. Corder without looking up.
well.'
not
was
very
'
You had no bad dreams, I hope ? said Charles. * Did not
walk in your sleep, whispering the aspirate in heaven, and mutter-

4

'

ing

it

in hell, eh ?

'

Mr. Corder moved uneasily in his chair, and spots of colour
formed on his cheeks, he bent his face over his cup, and began to
rake some coffee grounds out of it.
*
I also was not very well,' said Charles, * and was unable to
sleep, so, my dear father, I made up my mind to watch for the

ghost

the Deadleigh Sweep, and lay

it, if

possible.'
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He was still raking in his cup.
Yes,' said Mr. Corder, faintly.
I
have
discovered
a way into the adjoining
Well, Governor,

'

*

So
portion of the house, now walled off, through the chimney.
I explored all the grand rooms of both parts of the mansion
in
fact, all the four state apartments whose fireplaces open into the
haunted chimney-stack.'
i

Well,' said the father, with a furtive glance at Charles.
And I made a discovery,' continued the young man.

'

'

Indeed

'
!

Then the

old

gentleman upset his coffee cup so as
nankeen waistcoat and light check

to spill the contents over his
trousers.

no ghosts at all, that the
The
have
a
built for years in the
myth.
jackdaws
sweep
make
has
and
the
noise
they
given rise to the stories
chimney,
that circulate.'
'

I discovered, Boss, that there are
is

You

4

'

you saw nothing ?
When I got into
Positively nothing but my own shadow.
the room on the other side, I was scared for a moment by my own
shadow. When I raised my hand, it lifted its hand, when I put a
The moonlight was so powerful
foot forward, it put one back.
that my shadow had quite a substantial appearance.'
Mr. Corder looked up with an expression of relief.
I confess,'
he said, * that I did hear steps last night, and was disturbed by
them so it was you, Charles, walking ?

you

*

'

'

'I

I only.'
are convinced that there is

And you

*

no

am

positive that this house is haunted by no black spirits,
but by angels only there are two of them, White and I think,
father, that the wisest course for both of us" will be to secure
1

1

their

permanent abode here.

If

you

will take

upon you the

responsibility of one, I will answer for the other.'
Mr. Corder puffed. * Charles there are the Baronetical females.'

Let them remain as they are. I think, Governor, that you
can hardly do better than whisper your aspirate in heaven with
Mrs. White, whom I shall be happy to recognise as my mother, if
'

you

will consider

Mabel

Mr. Corder was
'

as your daughter.'

silent.

The Orthopedic Hospital

he

After a while he looked up and laughed.
will have to get on without my help,'

said.
'

And " The Yews," added

Deadleigh Sweeps'

'

soto voce

'

will no more be walked by
he added, ( pere etfils.'

Charles,

3U

SOME SEA-SERPENTS, ORIGINAL AND
SELECTED.
I

HAVE often wondered whether anybody has ever pointed out
far all the best-known and most popular sea-serpents, from

how

Bishop Pontoppidan's celebrated beast down to the sportive
creature that occasionally amuses himself by appearing suddenly
to a yacht's crew in the Inner Hebrides, are indebted for some of
their most striking and interesting features to the two very poetical
monsters which came across from Tenedos in the second ^Eneid
on purpose to devour the imprudent Laocoon. I can never read
that famous passage without seeing in it the grand archetype and
prime original of all the various genera and species of sea-serpent
No doubt the sea-serpent, like most
past, present, or to come.
other animals, has varied a little from time to time, and has
been affected by the Darwinian principle of survival of the fittest,
in proportion as the credulity of the sea-serpent-observing world
grew less and less. Still, the monsters that devoured Laocoon
the

*

points' that ought to
distinguish a perfectly thorough-bred and first prize sea-serpent.
Their heads and shoulders were raised (in the most orthodox

possessed in very full perfection

all

manner) high above the waves, while their bodies trailed behind
upon the surface, rising up in an undulating fashion here and
there between the foaming billows. They had a bristly mane
upon their necks ; and it is well known that a good mane is
highly desirable, or even absolutely indispensable, in the get-up
of a successful sea-serpent, to this very moment.
They were

more or less blood-stained and fiery creatures ; and the original
and only genuine mediaeval portent went so far as actually to
belch forth flames and black wreaths of smoke from his mouth
and nostrils. This last alarming feature, however, has been greatly
mitigated in his modern representatives, who now don't care,
apparently, to put themselves into competition with an ordinary
locomotive, and so content themselves with making the sea boil,

and spurting out foam from their unspeakable blowholes

(if any).
Altogether, the influence of the Virgilian conception, it seems to
me, may still be distinctly traced throughout the whole family of

existing sea-serpents,
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There are a good many theories now extant about the semimythical monster, which have been defended with varying ability
by various learned men. Mr. P. H. Gosse was of opinion that the
sea-serpent (if there be a sea-serpent) was a modern representative of the otherwise extinct saurians, who enacted the part of
whales in the teeming secondary seas. Whether any of these big

dragons of the prime have really left any descendants or not, there
can be no doubt at all that they were certainly very parlous monsters in their own day.
Naturally, the biggest things in such
extinct reptiles have been discovered in the Western States of
America, which whip creation for big trees, big rivers, big fossils,

and big fortunes. One of the most disconcerting creatures to
meet on a yachting expedition in cretaceous seas must evidently
have been that uncanny beast from the Colorado beds, which
Professor Geikie soberly describes as *a huge snake-like form,
forty feet long, with slim, arrow-shaped head on a swan-like neck,
rising twenty feet out of the water.'
According to Dr. Cope, who
has closely studied the habits and manners of this unpleasant
animal in his native rocks, the monster must often have swum
several yards below the surface of the sea, only occasionally
popping up his head for forty feet to take a breath, and then
withdrawing it to feed forty feet below on the bottom, without once
moving the position of his body. Such an unaccountable saurian
as this, suddenly rearing his ' swan-like neck (as if he were a
noble Anglo-Saxon lady) within a few yards of the observant
pleasure-boat among the Inner Hebrides, would create a far greater
impression than any that can be produced by the degenerate and
somewhat shadowy krakens of these prosaic latter days.
But Colorado can do even bigger things than this in the matter
of gigantic fossils ; for Dr. Cope's other proteges, the ' pythonomorphic saurians,' whose name alone ought to strike terror into
the souls of every beholder, were seventy-five feet long from the
end of the snout to the tip of the tail, and were so very snakelike in form that even solemn scientific men have given them
in all seriousness the well-worn title of sea-serpents.
They were
and
in
narrow
their
heads
were
and
flat; and
long
shape;
big
their huge eyes, like those of the best and ugliest Chinese dragons,
were directed outwards and upwards with a hideous leer. They
had a pair of flippers, very like a whale ; and on the roof of their
mouth they had four rows of formidable teeth, very like a snake.
'

But the most snaky thing about them was

their gaping jaws,
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which opened wide by a double
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joint, so as to allow

them

to

swallow their prey whole, after the fashion of our modern cobras.
I am not aware that any modern theorist has yet proclaimed

the identity of the various scattered sea-serpents of our own day
with the pythonomorphic saurian s ; but if any enterprising young

upon the hint in the silly season, when the
white elephant has gone to his own place, when Parliament has
ceased from troubling, and reporters are at peace, he is perfectly
welcome to accept the suggestion without further acknowledgment.
Mr. Searles V. Wood, on the other hand, will have it that the

writer cares to act

sea-serpent (supposing there is % & sea-serpent) is not a reptile at
of what sort soever, but a whale-like monster, belonging to the

all,

same group

who flourished (as
The particular part,

as certain extinct toothed whales

the history books say) in the eocene period.

in fact, which they flourished most effectively, according to Mr.
Wood, was their formidable head ; and with that they (as well as
their hypothetical heirs, executors, or assigns, the modern seaserpents) were wont to attack less warlike whales, whom they
killed and devoured with their big teeth.
These undeniable

eocene monsters ran to about
certainly provided with

fifty or sixty feet in

most carnivorous fangs,

them very unpleasant contemporaries

length, and were

sufficient to

for the other

render

whales

who

them. Several of the most respectable
authorities believe that the toothed cetaceans in question were
lived side

by

side with

put it plainly) big seals, caught in the very act of
developing into thoroughgoing whales. They are, by origin,
warm-blooded, air-breathing, terrestrial animals, which have taken
to the habit of swimming, till at last their outer form has come

really (to

closely to resemble that of cold-blooded, gill-bearing, egg-laying
Mr. Wood has set forth his very hypothetical views with an
fish.

which is quite charming in its simplicity,
and has assigned the as yet undiscovered sea-serpent to the order
Zeuglodontia,' almost as confidently as though he had got a specimen or two of the evasive monster securely bottled for examination
in his own private museum.
On the whole, it might be better to
follow Mrs. Glasse's admirable advice, and first catch your seaair of sober conviction

'

serpent.

Again, Dr. Andrew Wilson, who accepts the existence of the

monster as proved, believes that sea-serpents are in all probability
huge over-grown specimens of the ordinary marine snakes. In
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he is followed by that learned snake-fancier, Miss
Hopley, who stoutly urges the claims of her favourite reptiles
(apparently on the familiar principle that there's nothing like
this belief

leather) to be the original and
others being spurious imitations.

only genuine sea-serpents, all
Very few people, probably, are

aware that besides the Great Sea-Serpent, whose existence

is

so

small sea-serpents,

extremely problematical, there are a great many
so perfectly historical that they have been duly named and classified
with scientific minuteness. These oceanic snakes, which usually
vary in length from two to twelve feet, are found cliiefly in the
eastern hemisphere, and especially in the
They are very venomous, and are described by

tropical seas of the

Indian Ocean.

who know them most intimately as ' wild and ferocious.' In
weather
calm
they lie quietly upon the surface of the sea, enjoying
th^ir after-dinner repose like the cobra at the Zoo, and saving
those

themselves even the trouble of breathing by their possession of

enormous lungs, in which (as in a tank) they store up air enough
to last their cold blood for an indefinite period.
This ingenious
device is not the only modification they have undergone to fit

them

for their

marine existence

:

the

tail is flattened

out into a

rudder, as in fish, and the undersurface of the body is ridged into
a keel, so as to enable them to swim more easily over the crest of
the billows. The sea-snakes live on fish, which they poison as

they catch, and swallow whole, head foremost.
Now, the question is, could one of the forty-eight known
species of sea-snakes ever attain sufficient dimensions to have
given rise (allowance being made for human exaggeration) to the
best recorded instances of the great sea-serpent ?
Bishop Pontopin 1740, was one of the finest
feet in length.
On the
other hand, the biggest sea-snake known to Dr. Giinther of the
British Museum (the great authority on things reptilian) is only

pidan's specimen, seen off

Norway

on the record, and measured about 600

twelve feet long

;

which leaves a considerable margin for the
make up, even under the most favourable

bishop's specimen to

circumstances.
Again, the very notable beast spied off Boston,
Massachusetts, in 1819, is described with a noble and poetical
'

*
vagueness as being from 80 to 250 yards in length ; which
reminds one of the ingenuous advertising dodge, whereby shopkeepers announce that a lot of goods, worth obviously on an
average five pounds apiece, are 'from one shilling.' In 1822, a

second sea-serpent, spied off the Norwegian coast, was again cal-
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culated at 600 feet long, which seems a suspicious reminiscence
of the father of all 3ea-serpents seen by Pontoppidan.
Captain
Drevar's great snake, which coiled itself twice round a sperm
'
whale, was of indefinite length, but as it raised its head some
sixty feet perpendicularly in the air,' its total extent must have

been pretty good for an overgrown sea-snake.
There can be no doubt that certain kinds of animals do really
produce at times abnormally large individuals ; and this is particularly the case with fish and reptiles, where the size of the different
adults always varies greatly with varying circumstances.
Everybody knows that a full-grown trout may be almost any size, big or
little
while as for pike, Mr. Fijmk Buckland records the biggest
he ever saw as being no less that 3 feet 10^ inches long. Still,
;

the amount of lee- way that a twelve-foot sea-snake has to bring
up before it reaches the 600 feet of the Norwegian specimens,

750 of the Boston champion monster, is really too
immense to be readily granted by sober reasoning. Moreover,
it is a curious fact that sea-serpents should be most frequently
or the

seen in the North, while sea-snakes are almost confined to the
Why do the gigantic growths always come northtropics.
ward, to the exact spot where they

may be seen by credulous
and
Americans
?
Is it not just a
wonder-loving
Norwegians
trifle significant that these portents are oftenest beheld by the
superstitious Norse sailors, and the still more superstitious Celts
of the west coast of Scotland
is it

unto them.

the sea-serpent

is

?

According to their

faith, perhaps,

Where the

belief in sea-serpents is strongest,
oftenest seen.
Pretty much the same thing has

frequently been observed about ghosts, spirits, latter-day miracles,
and most other signs and wonders.
On the other hand, there are some undoubted sea-monsters of
very portentous size, whose exceeding bigness has only quite lately
come to be recognised as historical. Foremost among them may be
reckoned the great squids, or ten-footed cuttle-fish, who differ from
that now familiar beast, the octopus, in the possession of two very
long arms or tentacles, besides the eight shorter feet which are
common to the whole group. Long before the gigantic squids
were scientifically recognised, vague stories about them were circulated among sailors, and pictures were even painted (as ex votos}
representing huge calamaries entwining their arms and clinging
suckers round the tall masts of a good-sized smack. An ex voto,

however,

is

not exactly evidence, as anybody who has seen the
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miraculous escapes in any little Italian or Provencal pilgrimage
chapel will readily admit ; nor is even the story quoted by
Morch from an Icelandic history, how in 1639 a ' sea spectre was
'

cast ashore on a fiord, with a body as big as a man's, seven tail?,
two yards long, and one long tail that ran to five fathoms. (If
this was a squid, one arm and one tentacle must have been lost ;
but there is much virtue in your ifs.) * The tails were crowded
with buttons, like eyes, with a pupil and eyelid, which were gilt.'
Truly, a most fanciful description of the suckers on the arms of a

big calamary.

Very recently, the big squid has become quite a respectable sciencharacter, and has been duly admitted to our natural histories
under the specific titles of Architeuthis monachus and A. dux.
When an animal comes to have a double Latin name, for genus
and species, he may be considered as having fairly forced his way
into good society, and attained for himself a public recognition.
The first big calamary found in modern times, according to Dr.
Woodward, was sighted by the French steamer Alecton, off Teneriffe, in 1861.
Every effort was made to secure it; but after a
monster
the
got away, leaving its tail behind it, in the
long fight,
This brute was supposed to be about
of
a
noose
rope.
running
arms
of five or six feet more (still a long
with
feet
long,
eighteen
But one must remember that the
the
from
off
way
sea-serpent).
salmon that got away from one is always a far larger and heavier
fish than any salmon one ever actually landed and weighed in the
tific

Perhaps the size of the
impartial scales of undistorted reality.
Alecton's squid was computed not in British feet, but in a measure of
length equivalent to that well-known angling standard commonly
called fisherman's weight.
Later still, several other big cuttles were observed in various
In 1871, a dead specimen was found
parts of the Atlantic.
floating off the Grand Bank of Newfoundland, and its jaws (almost
the only portion easily preserved) were sent to the Smithsonian

The body of this big calamary
Institute at Washington.
measured fifteen feet long (bigger than a hippopotamus); the
arms were mutilated, but what remained of them was nine or ten
Four years later, some Connemara fishermen in a curragh
what the Welsh call a coracle, a very primitive boat,
of wooden ribs, covered with tarpaulin) saw a large object floating

feet.

(Irish for

to seaward, near the water-worn crags of Boffin Island. On pulling
out to it, they found it was an enormous cuttle-fish, basking at
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Being Irishmen, and therefore
attacked the huge uncanny brute in
their fragile craft, and succeeded in lopping off one of his horrible
arms. Thereupon, the cuttle turned tail in the most cowardly
ease on the surface of the water.
naturally brave, the

men

manner, and made out to sea wildly at a tremendous pace. The
Irishmen followed him up vigorously, and at last overtook him,
when they cut off his head and another arm. These portions
they brought safe ashore, and they may now be seen in the Dublin
Museum. It is a delightful thing, in all sea-serpent lore, to be
able to point to such solid islands of undeniable fact, here and
there, among the vast ocean of myths, surmises, estimates, and
The arms, which% are the short ones, measure eight
conjectures.
At the same rate,
feet long, and are as big round as a man's leg.
the long tentacles ought to have been thirty feet in length.
The honour of setting at rest all doubts as to the great squid,
however, certainly belongs to the Eev.
and accurate Newfoundland naturalist.

M. Harvey,

the learned

In 1873, two fishermen
were catching cod in Conception Bay, when they saw a shapeless
mass floating on the water at a little distance. ' Wreck, no doubt,'
they said to themselves ; and as fishermen are not above salvage,
they approached close to it, and struck it with a boat-hook. In
a second, the supposed wreck developed suddenly into a fearsome
its huge staring eyes ferociously with a ghastly
and snapped at the boat-hook with its huge bill or jaws.
The men were so fascinated with terror that they could not move
and before they had recovered their self-possession the creature
was full upon them, shooting out from its head several long fleshy
arms, and groping at the boat with them in its hideous fury.
Only the two long tentacles succeeded in grappling it, and one of

monster, opened
roll,

;

the men, seizing his hatchet, cut off both of them with a welldelivered blow. The cuttle-fish then absconded promptly, which
goes to prove that the race, though ill-tempered and savage, is

cowardly

when wounded.

destroyed before

Unfortunately, one of the arms was
was known ; but the other

its scientific interest

was brought to St. John and examined by Mr. Harvey, who found
Professor
fragment alone measured nineteen feet.
Yerrill considers that the total length of the animal must have
been about sixty feet. A very gruesome monster indeed, no
doubt, but still by no means up to sample as a full-grown sea-

that the

serpent.

Some months

later,

Mr. Harvey came across yet another big
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This time he was lucky enough to secure the entire

animal, and to get it properly measured, photographed, and preserved in brine. The body is eight fe.et long, and five feet round ;

the long tentacles are twenty-four feet in length, and the short
arms six feet apiece. Each of them has nearly a hundred suckers,
and every sucker is provided with a living piston, by means of
which the creature can create a vacuum the moment it touches
its prey, and so reinforce its own powerful muscles by all the
weight of the atmosphere and the ocean above the spot it thus
No fate could be more horrible,' says Mr. Harvey,
fastens upon.
'than to be entwined in the embrace of those eight clammy
corpse-like arms, and to feel their folds creeping and gliding
around you, and the eight hundred discs, with their cold adhesive
touch, glueing themselves to you with a grasp which nothing
could relax, and feeling like so many mouths devouring you at
the same time. Slowly the horrible arms, supple as leather,
strong as steel, and cold as death, draw their prey under the
awful beak, and press it against the glutinous mass which forms
*

the body. The cold slimy grasp paralyses the victim with terror,
and the powerful mandibles rend and devour him alive.' Every-

body has read the wonderfully dramatic account of a conflict with
a huge cuttle-fish in the * Travailleurs de la Mer ; but even
Victor Hugo's pieuvre would be but a pigmy beside Mr. Harvey's
'

gigantic calamaries.

Another Newfoundland clergyman, Mr. Gabriel, measured two
larger squids, cast ashore at Lamaline in 1870, in one of
which the body was forty feet long, and in another forty-seven
feet.
And one of Mr. Harvey's informants measured a specimen
which was washed up by the waves a little earlier, and found it
to be eighty feet in length.
Altogether, the cases collected by
this able and very trustworthy naturalist conclusively prove that
cuttle-fish of perfectly colossal size do really occur in considerable
numbers in the North Atlantic.
still

Can we conclude then, as a clever writer has lately done, that
the giant squids are the real creatures which have given rise to
the belief in sea-serpents ? To me at least it seems improbable.
I can hardly believe that
any one form of sea-serpent will cover
all the various
myths and observed cases. I have, rather, a modest

my own as to the true origin and development of the
entire family, which I shall proceed to set forth in the usual
scientific classificatory fashion.

theory of
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There seem to be two grand divisions of the genus seaserpent: firstly, those due mainly to preconceptions and superstitions, and so ultimately mythical in origin ; and, secondly,
those due mainly to observations, accurate or inaccurate, and so
mainly genuine in origin. But no single explanation, I believe,
will suffice to cover both kinds ; and the particular explanation of
each particular instance must depend largely on the nature of the
circumstances under which it was seen. Some ghosts are entirely
fanciful or imaginary, while other ghosts have a genuine physical
basis or substratum in a wooden stake, a sheet, and a pumpkin.
Even so, it seems to me, some sea-serpents are purely mythical,
first hint, at least, upon some real
or less correctly observed.
The mythical sea-serpent, in my humble opinion, is by far the
commoner animal of the two. His origin goes back in time to a

while others depend for their
visible object,

more

very early period, when he and many other formidable dragons
stalked abroad, unchecked and rampant, over sea and land alike.
In the old English epic of Beowulf there is a very fine monster

the Fire Drake (drake being good Anglo-Saxon for a
dragon), which guards a mysterious submarine treasure, and
which comes out by night to slaughter the people of the royal

called

hero.

Beowulf himself goes

forth, with his rune-covered sword,

to battle with this relentless monster, and slays it, indeed, by his
own strong arm, but is blasted by its fiery breath, and dies shortly
after the fierce encounter.
Now, the old literature of the North

of sea-dragons of just the same type
fire-breathing krakens,
which devour ships terrible shapes, begotten of the dread and
mystery of the ocean, and possessing all the ordinary mythical features of dragon-kind. It is a very significant fact that, as we go down
in time, the dragons and sea-serpents of each age are, as a rule,
In the
exactly what that particular age expected to find them.
fifteenth century a dragon that didn't breathe fire would have been
quite unworthy of notice, and a mere big marine snake, with a
prosaic habit of lolling on the top of the water, would have been
considered not one whit better than an ordinary whale or walrus.
At the present day, on the other hand, the common sea-serpent
a
possesses few obviously mythical features, though he has still
distinct tendency to retain a mane, which, in the memorable

is full

:

instance of the Dcedalus's monster, is significantly described as
*
something like the mane of a horse, or rather a bunch of sea-

weed, washing about

its back.'
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In Norway, to this day, the belief in sea-serpents is almost
and there can be little doubt that it is really a survival
from the primitive Teutonic belief in the krakens, sea-dragons, and
universal,

other monstrous mythical beasts. Norwegian seamen are superstitious far beyond the superstition even of ordinary sailors; their faith
in Odin and in various other equally mythical people is something
quite touching in the present age of criticism and agnosticism. When

man firmly

believes beforehand that such a thing as a sea-serpent
exist, and when he expects to knock up against one any
as
casually as he knocks up against a seal or a porpoise,
day, quite
it will naturally follow that whenever he sees any large unknown

a

does really

The
object he will immediately set it down for a sea-serpent.
coasts of Norway and of the Hebrides are very rough and misty ;
even known objects loom up through their fogs with marvellous
exaggeration ; the people are prone to belief, fanciful, and very
all the elements for the production of a most excelunscientific
:

lent sea-serpent exist, in short, in the

The modern serpent
deceased.

When

most of his surviving properties and
sentative the

most absolute

perfection.

the heir-general of the ancient dragon,
the dragon was gathered to his fathers, he left
is

effects

by

will to his repre-

Or, to put the
residuary legatee.
matter somewhat more correctly, the dragon is not yet wholly
extinct ; he has gradually developed into the serpent by slow and
imperceptible changes. Many old draconian peculiarities cling
about him even now, in his serpentine guise. The very name
itself has a mythical ring about it ; for when a man says ' snake
you know at once he means the kind of reptiles dealt in by Dr.
Griinther and Sir Joseph Fayrer
the ophidians of fact and science ;
but when he says ' serpent you know he means the mysterious
dragon-like beast who has entered largely into all myth from the
serpent,

as

'

'

Now, the serpent, as everybody knows,
not only is he (as Falstaff would have said)
a liar himself, but he is also a cause of lying in others. Not that
the lying need be necessarily conscious or intentional ; by far the
beginning of

is

all

the father of

things.

lies

:

larger part of it, no doubt, is due to hasty or incorrect observation,
distorted by terror, magnified by wonder, and rendered unduly

by preconception. I regard the man who says he has
seen a sea-serpent in much the same light as I regard the man
who says he has '.seen a ghost.' Each is applying to a real or

definite
*

'

supposed object, more or less hastily observed, a term which is
mythical in origin, overlaid by superstitions and prejudices, and at

15-2
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once too definite and too indefinite for the thing he thinks he has
seen. Instead of merely stating facts, he is drawing an inference ;
he is classifying his own experience side by side with certain other
experiences and beliefs, the mass of which have come down to
us from an

eminently uncritical, myth-making, romantic age.
his evidence
he
Thereby
puts himself immediately out of court
is either inadmissible or is, at least, worth very little.
It has always seemed to me that the scientific theorists who
endeavour to identify the vague and shadowy outlines of that
polymorphic and Protean shape, the sea-serpent (if shape it can
be called that shape has none, distinguishable in member, joint, or
limb), with the enaliosaurians* or zeuglodons of sober fact, too
:

much

overlook this mythological descent of the questionable
Accustomed themselves to close

beast from the primaeval dragon.

and careful observation, rigorous examination of all possible
sources of error, accurate weighing and measuring and comparison
of parts, they do not readily throw themselves into the state of mind
of people who behold a dim visible object bobbing indefinitely up
and down upon the crests of the waves, and straightway proceed
to envisage it with all the familiar features of the sea-serpent, as
they have always pictured it to themselves in their own fancy.

The myth-making mind and the
from one another that

Only those who know how

other.

where

it is

scientific

mind

are so far apart

the one to appreciate the
easily the supernatural is found

it is difficult for

expected can at

all

understand the constant appearance

of great sea-serpents off the Scotch and Norwegian coasts.
And
in saying this I shall not be put to shame, even though next

week a

real enaliosaurian or zeuglodon or gigantic marine ophidian should be hauled ashore at Bergen or Campbelltown, and

duly dissected and classified by Sir Eichard Owen or Professor
Huxley. For my contention is just this, that even though such
a beast really exists, the great sea-serpent of the dog-days is not
he, but the lineal

modern representative

of the mediaeval

and

primaeval dragon.
The second or mainly historical type of sea-serpent, I take
has comparatively little in common with the mythical beast.
don't

mean

fact

but the fact

it,

I

to deny, of course, that even the mythical sea-serpents
have usually, in each individual instance, some distinct basis of
;

is

there merely the occasion, not the cause, of

the entire phenomenon. The two animals, it seems to me, differ
from one another as the spectre of the Brocken differs from the
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as the mirage differs from the ordinary

Sea-serpents of this type may be again subhysterical illusion.
divided into two minor classes those which have been caught or
:

Unfortunately, the animals
analysed, and those which haven't.
of the former class have always turned out on closer examination

not to be sea-serpents at all, even in the widest acceptation of the
term; and so the burden of proof is cast entirely upon the latter.
One of the best captured sea-serpents on record was that caught
This
by the crew of the barque Aberfoyle in September 1877.
classic
home
of
in
the
sea-serpents, off
canny craft was cruising
the Scotch coast, during the warm summer weather, when (as we
all know) the gigantic beast loves to bask upon the surface and
sun himself before the eyes of ladies and of knights ; and lo of a
!

sudden, on the lee side, enter a sea-serpent, in humour debonair,
basking and sunning himself quite according to precedent on the

summit of the

The gallant crew, congratulating themselves
him this time, lowered a boat forthwith, and

water.

that they had got

proceeded to harpoon the dubious monster with all alacrity. Alas
the harpoon went right through him ; and when the Aberfoyle's
men came to examine him in detail, he proved to be a mass of
slime, like decaying jellyfish, some of which, when bottled, finally
melted away into a watery consistence.
Strings of porpoises,
of
wrack
have
often
bunches
and
similarly done duty
drifting logs,
!

hooked or closely observed ; and it is inhow
to
note
generally the first description of the object,
teresting
as it appeared before the disillusion, coincides with all the popular
for a sea-serpent till

ideas of the sea-serpent, one and indivisible.
Especially do they
almost all rejoice in well-developed manes ; a feature extremely

improbable in a real marine beast, but practically indispensable in
one form or another to dragons, wyverns, krakens, hippogryphs,
unicorns, and other familiar denizens of the mediaeval zoological
gardens.

The observed but uncaught

sea-serpents are harder far to deal

and in many cases it is certainly possible that they may
have been large unknown marine animals. The two best instances
are undoubtedly the well-known ones of the Dcedalus and the
In 1848, Capt. McQuhse, of the former ship, saw
Osborne.
*
an enormous serpent (note the mythical name not ' snake '),
which passed him rapidly, with head and shoulders about four feet
above the water, and a body some sixty feet long. In 1877, the
a large marine
officers of the Osborne, with more caution, saw
with

;

'

'
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animal off the coast of Sicily. It was in 1875 that skipper Drevar
of the Pauline espied Jhis famous creature, which he describes in
In all
his affidavit by the suspicious words, "a huge serpent.'
these cases, it appears pretty certain that something was seen, for
a good many officers and men were on deck together, and it is not
likely that they could all of them have been mistaken as to the
main facts to which they testified. But in the very best authenticated instance, that of the Osbome, the accounts of the four
officers who saw the object showed considerable discrepancies (due,
of course, to hasty observation) ; and in any case, whatever the
creature was, it was certainly not a sea-serpent, as the sea-serpent
The one thing in which almost all the
is generally understood.
officers coincide is the statement that the very big beast had both
fins and flippers. The captain, who calls it a ' fish,' saw it through
a telescope, and thought it had a head like a seal. The lieutenant
and engineer saw ' a ridge of fins '; and another officer saw a huge
monster ' having a head about fifteen to twenty feet in length.'
All these particulars, with others too long to mention, are decidedly

and suspiciously whale-like.

Now

there can be

little

doubt that the Osborne really did see

some very big animal, and the appearance of such an animal is in
itself sufficiently remarkable
but it was not no, it was not the
:

great sea-serpent. Nobody denies that there are many very large
creatures in the sea ; probably, also, nobody would dogmatically
assert that every big

hackneyed phrase,

'

marine creature

known

is

to science.'

already, in the ordinary
But before any one can

declare that the particular animal he sees is new, he must have
seen and examined all the other animals of any thing like the same

now duly recognised by the naturalists. Just conmoment how many big marine monsters are actually

size that are

sider for a

known, which might be mistaken, singly or in combination, for a
sea-serpent or other unnamed prodigy and then reflect what are
the chances that every one of them has been tried and rejected in
;

explanation.

Of the whale kind alone there are a round dozen

or

more with

considerable pretensions on the score of size.
Besides those two
familiar brutes, the sperm whale or cachelot (from forty to seventy

and the Greenland whale (from fifty to sixty feet),
many less popular cetaceans which distinctly deserve a
honour
as the Goliath s and Titans among marine monof
place
The bottle-head, or beaked whale, not infrequent on the
sters.
feet long),

there are

SEA-SERPENTS, ORIGINAL
British coasts, runs to forty feet,

beak
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and has a narrow serpentine

Sowerby's whale, though smaller, is interesting -from its
possession of a very snake-like head, which tapers at the end into
;

a long snout, while its jaws are armed with two big and fang-like
protruding tusks. Cuvier's and Van Beneden's whales seldom

exceed twenty-four feet, but they also have extremely snaky
forms and faces. As all these last have elevated heads, and rejoice
in the possession of a well-marked dorsal fin, it is not impossible
that a string of them in motion may sometimes have given rise
to appearances like those described by the officers of the Osborne.
They can also boast of the necessary flippers, which are a very

unserpentine set of organs indeed. Then there is the New Zealand Berardius, only four specimens of which have ever been cap-

tured a long-headed whale, thirty feet in length, with tusks
which it can protrude at pleasure from the side of its mouth.
The well-known caaing whale is much smaller, rarely reaching
twenty-five feet but its cylindrical tapering body, high dorsal
fin, and long flippers admirably adapt it for masquerading in a
body as the great sea-serpent, a trick which it is almost certainly
known to have played ere now. The orca, that tiger of the sea,
measures about thirty feet, but is so enormously swift in its
movements that it can overtake and swallow alive even the rapid
dolphins and Eschricht was acquainted with one which contained
in its stomach thirteen porpoises and fourteen seals, but was unfortunately choked in the brave endeavour to swallow a fifteenth.
;

;

A white whale, or a bottle-head, pursued by a string of orcas, with
their fins just showing above the trough of the waves, ought to
make a very tolerable sea-serpent indeed. As the bottle-head
leaped madly out of the water in front, the serpent would seem to
be raising its fore part from the surface of the sea. The horn of
the narwhal, of course, puts him quite out of the running ; but
the hump-back whale and the rorqual the latter seventy feet

and narrow in form display some fine sea -serpentine elements of face and feature. These are but a tithe of all the various

long,

whales already described by naturalists ; of the fin-whales alone
there are at least a dozen species, including the great Pacific
sulphur-bottom (sometimes a hundred feet long), who glides with

enormous velocity over the ocean, and is recognised at an immense
distance by the vast jets of spray he sends up seething from his
blow-holes at every spout. Again, there are seven known kinds
of Mesoplodon

;

and every one of

all

these kinds, jointly and
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severally,

must be taken

AND SELECTED.

into account, before

we can say that any
is in fact a new

particular marine monster we happen to observe

species of sea-serpent.
I will not insist upon any of the numerous other creatures, such
as manatees, seven-foot turtles, gigantic squids, and huge swim-

ming lizards, which m^y have gone sometimes

make up elements

to

in various sea-serpents, new or old, but will content myself with a
few true fish, quite big enough to add their mite to the general
mystification of the ocean. One hundred and forty different kinds
of sharks are

known

which the blue shark
and the porbeagle ten. But the huge

to Dr. Giinther, of

attains twenty-five feet,

carcharodon, the most formidable of all its family, reaches the
length of forty feet ; it is strictly pelagic in its habits, and occurs

and sub-tropical seas.
Forty feet is a fair length ;
but the Challenger dredged up from the deep ooze of the Atlantic
the teeth of a still larger shark, at least double that size ; and if
the owners of these huge fangs are now extinct, they must at any
rate have become so within a very recent period. Our own NorthAtlantic basking shark reaches thirty feet ; and the hammerhead
also attains an extremely creditable size. Vastest of all, however,
is the enormous rhinodon, a gigantic shark-like fish of the Indian
in all tropical

Ocean and the Pacific, which is known to exceed fifty feet, and
The tunnies and
said to have arrived at as much as seventy.
sometimes
have helped
far
smaller, may yet
sun-fishes, though

is

in forming good sea-serpents.
A long-nosed whale pursued by
threshers has also doubtless done good service more than once in

the same fashion.

The final question is just this In an ocean teeming with so
many known animals of huge size, ought we to set down any uncaught specimen as a new species, on a cursory examination, under
:

eminently deceptive and unsatisfactory circumstances ? And if
do, are we not in all probability more or less directly influenced by surviving memories of the great extinct krakens and
Are we not, in short, trying to make a
fire-breathing dragons ?
Let
us rest satisfied with our big cuttleout
of
it
?
sea-serpent

we

and huge whales and monstrous sharks for the present; and
whenever anybody catches us an enaliosaurian or a zeuglodon or
an immense marine snake, let us accept their new addition to
zoology with all acclamation. Meanwhile, let us urge once more
then proceed to
on all theorists, First catch your sea-serpent
fish

'

'

:

classify him.
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THE STORY OF THE ONE PIONEER OF
TIERRA DEL FUEGO.
MODERN ideas of unexplored lands are limited almost entirely
to the North and South Poles, whither costly expeditions are constantly being despatched : while in South America alone there
are the interiors of Guiana, Brazil, Patagonia, and Tierra del Fuego,
besides smaller patches of only half explored land, all calling for

more attention than they have hitherto received.
The whole of Brazil has indeed been explored

in a superficial
to
there
are
lines of excertain
narrow
way
say,
the
rivers
which
intersect
plored land, chiefly along
country ;
sort of

:

that

is

but only two people from all the civilised world have ever
penetrated beyond the coast of Tierra del Fuego, though the
coast itself has been well surveyed, and whalers' boats frequently
land there for water.

One of these two pioneers is a Chilian lady who was shipwrecked on the coast, and saved alive by the chief of a Fuegan
tribe which murdered all her companions.She was seen alive
and happy by the other pioneer, a seaman, by name Thomas
Thorold,

who spent

nearly six months in the interior of this

strange country, and came
story that I propose to

safe

home

to

England again.

It is his

tell.

Less than six years ago an English sailing ship, homeward
bound from Valparaiso, foundered off the west coast of Tierra del
Fuego during the cruel, wintry month of July. The crew got into
three boats and pulled to the shore, which was not far distant.
After rounding a headland, they found themselves in comparatively
smooth water, surrounded by bare, bleak hills, beneath which there
was a broad sandy beach, which would afford them easy landing.

But on this beach and about the foot of the hills they saw
what above all things they dreaded the signs of the doom they
felt must sooner or later be theirs
the stunted forms of Fuegan
natives, standing and lying about their rude huts and canoes.
As soon as the Fuegans espied them, they crowded into their
canoes and rowed out towards them, while their shouts brought a
multitude of natives to the beach, where they clustered like a
flock of vultures hovering over their prey.
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The Fuegans
The men

are a small race, with a dark copper-coloured

are mostly clad in old vests and trousers that
have
they
acquired from some shipwrecked crew, or from the
steamers passing through the straits of Magellan ; others wear
skin.

deer or guanaco skins. The women are dressed more simply in
a single garment resembling a poncho, made of some skin a
simple square, with a hole in the middle for the head.
Their boats have none of the graceful gliding of the North
American canoes, but are simply made of pieces of bark or wood
clumsily tied together with fibres, and are awkwardly rowed with
oars formed of poles with flat pieces of wood tied on to the end.
The only manufacture in which these men the lowest type of
humanity at all excel, is that of barbed spear-heads, which they
make with considerable skill of an almost transparent sort of flint,
very similar to some of the arrow-heads used by the wild Bugres
of Brazil.
These, dipped in poison and fixed on to long wooden
:

shafts, become dangerous weapons for poor weary sailors to face who
have nothing to defend themselves with but oars and stretchers.
Before the three doomed boats were within half a mile of the
shore, they were surrounded by seven or eight canoes crammed
with these gibbering aborigines, before whom the sailors were

perfectly helpless, for from a considerable distance the unerring
The miserable men tried in
spears came hurtling towards them.

vain to parry them. One by one they dropped into the bottom
of the boat and died in agony, as the fiery venom from the spear-

heads coursed through their veins.
Suddenly, when there were only two or three left untouched
in each of the boats, one of the Fuegans, who seemed to be a
chief among them, gave a shout that made all the others stand
motionless, with spears poised in their hands ; and he spoke to
them in their loud, cracked language for a minute or more it
:

seemed years to the helpless men waiting to be killed.
At the helm of one of the boats sat the mate, Thomas Thorold,
a

tall,

strong

man

of about thirty, towards

whom

the chief pointed

several times as he was speaking.
Soon he stopped shouting and
came
whizzing from the strong
gesticulating, and again the spears

savage arms.
But a change had taken place the weapons were aimed at all
the sailors except Thomas Thorold. He sat there untouched, expecting every moment to receive his death wound, and receiving
:

it

not.

Only he saw his companions dropping one by one, meet-
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ing their deaths bravely, as Englishmen are wont to do, but with
features tortured into that rigid glare which indicates the height
of suppressed terror and extreme suspense.
When at last the mate was the only living one left, to his
horror they surrounded him, bound his hands and feet, and lifted

him

into one of their canoes.

Then they turned towards

shore,

towing the three boats behind them.
Thorold, naturally supposing that they were keeping him for
torture, and preferring immediate death to a deferred but more
horrible fate, attempted to jump into the sea, or dash out his brains
against the sides of the canoe ; but they carefully prevented him

from doing himself any harm.

Arrived at the shore, they retired
to their huts, leaving him still bound hand and foot upon the beach.
This was late in the afternoon, and all that night he lay there
helpless, expecting every moment to be carried to the fire or some
other torture. But they went about their business, gathering

clams and muscles and eating them raw, collecting fuel and heaping
up the fires, and never touched their prisoner at all ; only they
kept looking towards him, and crowds of little half-naked hideous
children stood a few yards off and gazed at him in awe, and lean
dogs came and snarled and sniffed at him suspiciously.

The tribe appeared to consist of between one and two hundred,
and there were several rude huts formed of trees cut down and
stuck close to one another in the ground, while their branches
and foliage were tied together and formed an inefficient roof.
though the climate
extreme north of Scotland, they
do not attempt to make comfortable huts for themselves, and
they wear nothing but the light clothing which I have described.
At night, however, most of them slept by the fires, like dogs on
a winter's night.

Fuegans appear

is

to be insensible to cold, for

as cold or even colder than the

All that night long Thomas Thorold lay bound upon the beach,
trembling with cold and terror, and praying, 'Lord, now let me die
In the early morning he felt that his hour had come, for two
'

!

or three of the Fuegans came towards him, and one of them had
a knife in his hand. But when they had cut the fibre ropes that
bound him they left him alone again, standing on the beach, free
to do what he liked.

was useless to think of flight, for their eyes were always
upon him, and besides, one man could have done nothing with a
boat in the sea outside the bay. So after a while he obeyed the
It
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cravings of nature, and collected muscles and clams on the shore,
had seen the natives do ; and on this cold food he made a

as he

wretched breakfast.
Thus he spent all that day and all the next thirty-seven days,
for he kept a careful count of the time.
He ate only the miserable shell-fish that he found on the beach, drank water from a
torrent that flowed down the mountain-side, and slept by one of
the fires, which he boldly approached the first night after they
unbound him, for he had experienced the cold of one wintry
night, and that was enough.
They were neither kind nor unkind to him, but took no notice
of him whatever ; they never attempted to speak to him, even by
signs, except on one occasion when he wandered too far from them,
and one of them ran after him and made signs to him to go back.
During the leaden-footed days he necessarily observed how
the natives passed their time, but he did so without the slightest
interest, and was unable to relate many details about them. Most
of the work, such as hewing wood and drawing water, was done
by the women ; the men did very little, but spent their time
mostly in lying about their huts. Sometimes a few of them went
off in their canoes seal hunting, and always returned with one or
two seals ; sometimes they went hunting inland, and returned
with a guanaco a species of llama then they all immediately
If a dead seal was
fell upon it, tore it to pieces, and ate it raw.
washed ashore, they ate it in the same way, gorging themselves
on the putrid blubber and flesh.
After these disgusting feeds they lay on the ground for hours
in a torpor, and Thorold could easily have stabbed them as they
lay asleep, but that some of the weaker ones, having been unable
:

to secure much of the food, were awake
spears at him. Moreover, if he had killed
been no better off.

and ready to cast their
all, he would have

them

All these weeks he was in a horrible state of suspense as to
why he was being kept alive and what torture was preparing for

him, so

much

so that

he was unable to sleep

for terror, until forced

into unconsciousness by fatigue.

But on the thirty-eighth day an event occurred which, although
in itself gruesome and terrifying, put into his heart a hope that
he might some day return to the outer world again, and gave him
a clue as to what was his captors' only conceivable object in preserving

him

alive.
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It was abc-ut noon, on a fine cold day, when Thorold, standing
on the beach and looking out to sea, saw two whalers' boats pull
round the headland to a distant part of the shore, where they proceeded to land and get fresh water. The huts of the Fuegans
were between Thorold and the new-comers, who apparently did
not perceive the natives, and were quietly filling their water-casks

at a stream.

As Thorold was following his natural impulse to run to them,
get into one of their boats, and make them row away, he was
pinioned by three or four strong natives. Then a few canoes put
out to cut off the boats, should they attempt to escape,
rest of the fighting men, and many of the women,
their long spears and ran towards their victims.

and

all

the

caught up

To Thorold's surprise, he was made to run along with them.
The whalers' men were intercepted before they got off, and then
it was the old
ghastly tale repeated they were shot down to a
man with the poisoned spears. All the while the Fuegans who
were holding Thorold made him understand that they wished him
:

to watch what was going on, by gesticulating and pointing towards
the slaughter.
After it was over they pillaged the dead bodies and the boats
of everything they had, and then threw the corpses into the sea.
While Thorold was lying awake that night, and brooding over
the horrible event, a sudden inspiration came to him that the

object of the Fuegans in keeping him alive was to send him back
to his people that he might tell them how they would be treated

they came to the land of the Fuegans to declare unending
war between themselves and the white world ; and though, of
course, he never knew for a certainty, yet the way in which they
made him watch the slaughter of the whalers' men, and everything that happened before and after, pointed to this explanation
of their conduct.
From that night his great fear and suspense
were mingled with this grain of hope.

if

The next morning the Fuegans collected their belongings,
which consisted of nothing but spears and knives, a few skins, and
some utensils for holding water, and marched inland, taking their
prisoner with them.
They spent about six hours a day on the
march, over difficult mountain passes and down into deep valleys,
making fires to sleep by at night, and living on guanacos, which
they occasionally shot.
Thorold took little interest in observing the nature of the
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country, but he reported it to be very similar to that seen on the
bleak mountains, with occasional copses of stunted trees,

coast

all else absolutely barren and uncultivated.
There is little
doubt, however, that it is a treasure-house of mineral wealth, for
various ores, including gold, are picked up in plenty on the coast,

and

and there

is

every indication of coal.

If a coal-mine was once got

into working order here, it would be of inestimable value for the
coaling of ships alone, as well as for use in South America itself,
for coal is at present brought from England at great expense all

way to Monte Video, and to Sandy Point, in the straits of
Magellan, from the north of Chili.
On the fourth day of the march they met another tribe, also
on the march, and the two bodies of men fell to fighting at once,
After an hour's fighting there were
as is their invariable custom.
the

men

left of the first tribe ; these surrendered, and
of
war
to their conquerors, who had also sustained
prisoners
The
losses.
prisoners, however, did not appear to be reheavy
at
as
slaves
all, but simply mingled with the victorious
garded

only about

fifty

became

After the battle the prisoners spoke to their captors about
Thorold, whom they brought forward, apparently explaining their

tribe.

object in keeping him ; and he lived with the new tribe on exactly
the same footing as he had done with the old one.
Nearly six months Thorold spent in this way, the tribe in

which he lived sometimes marching for five or six days, and
then settling down for several weeks ; sometimes they were on the
sea-shore, and then he lived as they did, chiefly on raw mussels
and other shell-fish ; when they were inland he lived on pieces of
raw guanaco, which he grabbed along with the others.
There is a story current in Chili that the Fuegans, when
driven to necessity, first eat their dogs, the only domestic animal
which they keep, and, when these are all gone, proceed to devour
the old women of the tribe. Thorold saw no signs of cannibalism,
but this was perhaps because no necessity for it arose. He states
that the old women were treated with especial care ; and it is
doubtful whether this affection arose from the hearts or the
stomachs of their grandchildren.
Five times he saw a fight with another tribe ; in three out
of the five his tribe was conquered, and he changed hands, theprisoners always appearing to explain to their captors their object
in keeping him.

Among

the third tribe with which he lived he saw a white
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the Chilian lady whom I have already mentioned,
; she was
and Thorold took the first opportunity of going up to her. The
Fuegans held him back at first, for they regarded her as a goddess ;
but at her command they let him approach her. They were unable to converse, for she spoke only Spanish, and he only English; but from that time Thorold was treated by the natives
with more deference than before:
He was never allowed again to approach the Chilian woman,
who appeared to be rather ashamed of her situation before him,
but he saw her manner of life. She was the wife of the chief,
and had apparently a large number of children. The native's
treated her with the greatest respect, and cooked meat for her,
and made her a more elaborate hut than they made for themselves.
Her dress was a mixture of civilisation and barbarism. On the
whole she appeared satisfied with her strange life.
About four weeks after Thorold joined this tribe, another tribe
came upon them there was a fight, and he changed hands. Just
before the fight began the Chilian woman went away with a few
companions, and he saw her no more.
Towards the end of the sixth month the tribe which possessed
Thorold reached a place on the sea-shore which consisted of a bay
almost shut in by land. He had often reached a similar place,
for there are many bays on that coast with an island facing them.
On the morning of the third day after they had reached this
spot he was on the beach gathering his usual breakfast of shell-fish,
when he heard a sound that sent the blood rushing towards his
It was the familiar sound of a steamer, and looking up he
heart.
saw the black smoke floating away in the wind.
Then he knew that he was on the shore of the Straits of
Magellan, and before he had time to consider how to secure his
safety he had dropped on the beach in a dead faint, for six
months' living in horrible suspense, without shelter, and with the
poorest apology for food, had left him very little of his old

woman

;

strength.
On that day the steamer

*

Aconcagua,' of the Pacific Steam

Navigation Company, bound from Liverpool to Valparaiso, left
Sandy Point and was proceeding westward through the straits.
The bulwarks were crowded with passengers and officers and crew
looking out for native canoes, for it is the custom of steamers
passing through these straits to slow down, unless they are in a
great hurry, and interview the natives in their canoes, ending by
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dropping over the ship's side a barrel filled with old clothes and
tobacco and other things calculated to please the savage mind.
Once or twice a couple of natives have been hoisted on board and

shown round the steamer. With awe they gazed at the long
saloon, and in horror they fled when they were taken down to the
fire-room and a furnace door was suddenly opened at them, reminding them of a
land

its

name

crater of one of the volcanoes that gave their

of Fire.

Before the awful adventure of Thorold, all that was known
about these strange people was learnt in this way, and thus the
curious fact was discovered that although their near neighbours
the Patagonians will drink alUthe rum and other fire-water they
can lay their hands on, the Fuegans will take no alcohol of any
kind, but, when offered it, turn away with the same appearance
of disgust that a dog shows under similar circumstances, in this
way, among others, showing how low they stand in the scale of
Tobacco, however, they greatly appreciate.
'
'
this occasion the passengers of the Aconcagua were not
disappointed in their desire to see the natives. Several canoes

humanity.

On

were shooting out to meet them, and in one of them they saw to
their intense surprise a white man standing up, and heard him
'
Of course
shouting to them in English to stop for God's sake
The
canoes
came
they stopped.
alongside, and the white man
was hauled up on deck without the slightest opposition from the
Fuegans, and indeed by their evident desire.
On reaching the deck Thorold fainted. He was carried away
and attended to by the doctor ; and the natives, we may be sure,
got a good toll that day. Several barrels were dropped over the
ship's side, laden with all things that the savages could desire.
The rescued man sx>on recovered sufficiently to tell his wonderful story.
He was taken to Valparaiso, and thence back again to
*
in
the
steamship Galicia,' as a distressed British seaman.
England
the
first
part of the voyage his mental faculties
During
He would frequently
to
a
be
appeared
good deal weakened.
of
over
the
in
a
sort
bulwarks
stupor, and the doctor
hang
ordered any one who saw him in this state at once to approach
him and touch him, and ask him what he was thinking of, until
'

!

he answered them.
And the answer that came at last was always the same
4
1 was thinkin' of how the faces of my mates looked when
them savages was murderin' of them.'
:

THE
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CONFIDENTIAL AGENTS.
The Confidential Agent [ Omen divortii valuers] is a shy and solitary bird of a
somewhat dusky hue, in appearance and habit not unlike the Cuckoo ... of an
'

;

which the male bird takes usually towards
nightfall, sometimes with a harsh and dissonant cry, but more commonly entirely
mute the female, whose plumage is varied and rich, making use of a call not
unlike that of the partridge. In both, the appetite is voracious and indiscriminate,
and, even in the most ordinary specimens, there will be found an abnormal
irregular, crooked, noiseless flight,

;

.

.

.

bill.
They are much given to haunting low-lying localities, the
where numbers of
strand of a river forming their favourite feeding ground, .
them may be daily observed, fishing close to the water's edge. Though not by
nature pugnacious, they will, when attacked, defend themselves with uncommon

development of

.

tenacity and resolution.'

THE

Vide passim Nat. Hist. Sup. Art.

.

'

Conf. Ag.'

Agent is Leporello in nineteenth-century dress ;
Figaro with a horse-shoe pin, and Mascarille in a paper
In a century in which, half-way through his career, Cril
collar.
Bias would have figured at the Old Bailey, the Chevalier des
Grieux before Mr. Paget at Hammersmith, and Cellini danced his
Confidential

lie is

last

dance upon nothing one fine Monday morning at Wandsthat at any rate admits to so few weaknesses ;
; in a century

worth

the Confidential Agent

is all

that

is left to

us of those old rascally,

laughing, lying valets of the old comedies of intrigue, those
shameless Toms of Etherege and the Eestoration, those active
Arlequins of Italy, and lissom, bright-eyed Graciosos of Spain.
If, then, you can conceive a Mascarille without his ribbons, his
wig, and his high heels ; a Mascarille in a
frayed frock-coat, vaccinated, and with cork soles to his boots ;
a Mascarille whose gay smile has yielded to fog and business
ruff, his rolls, his

troubles,
guitar,

whose hearing

who

commonest
VOL.

VI.

is

not very good

now

for intervals

on the

decorous, and attentive to your story as the
of common-law judges ; if in your imagination you
is dull,

NO.

34, N. S.
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can build up such a figure, you will have some idea of the
Confidential Agent of to-day, as he moves along the Strand, and

backwards and forwards through the corridors of the Law-courts.
Now, let us say frankly, and at once, that the Confidential
Agent will do anything for you for money meaning by that,
anything that keeps him this side of the line that, roughly
speaking, divides the Central Criminal Court into prisoner and
judge. What is there he will not do for you if you pay him
properly

?

He

chamber he
;

put the jewels for you into Margaret's bedsend old Martha doddering off on a fool's errand

will

will

to the other end of the

town to be out of your way ; he

will

make

love to the little maid-of-all-wprk, and persuade her, with tears
channeling down her grimy face, to mix the sleeping draught

mother; he will trip up Valentine's heels, and,
necessary, sit on his head ; and at the last desperate pinch,
through his old schoolfellow the gaoler, get you secretly admitted
to the prison, and have a hired carriage waiting at the street
for Margaret's
if

corner to carry you both off to Charing Cross, and catch the mail
for Paris.
Pay the Confidential Agent, and he will do all or any

He

will thrash

your enemy, play a practical joke
love to your mistress, or watch your
In a word, the power of money and the power of the
wife.
Confidential Agent appear to us to be almost exactly parallel.
of these offices.

for

you on your

friend,

make

In his haunt in his low and dusky-ceiling'd haunt sits the
Confidential Agent, and discourses to us placidly of a phase of our
It is a chameleon-hued word that of life,
existence he calls life.

and there be few that can define its colour or agree as to its true
For consider how different an interpretation the word
life carries along with it to the next four individuals you meet in
meaning.

To the

the music-hall, a seat by the
chairman, and an introduction one day to one of the artists ; to
the Sister of Charity, a little room to herself in the hospital hung

the

street.

clerk, it is

with religious pictures, her only breath of fresh air at the open
windows of the corridor ; to the hunting man, a horse kept at
Peterborough, or winter quarters over a pastrycook's at Melton ;
to a Londoner, Bond Street and Piccadilly, a first-night at the
Lyceum, and the last edition of the evening paper. Interchange

any of the four and what is life to one, to the other, without much
exaggeration, would be death. What element in the existence of
those four can we agree to be common to each and to all of us,
and to be life ?
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Confidential Agent, at any rate, this appears to be life
'
that which most call folly.
Life, says Groethe in his Wilhelm
of
discovered
not to yield a
Joy
Meister,' was by the Children

To the

whole number when divided only by reason ; there was necessary
to be added to it some fraction, some pinch of folly, to make the
In other words, it is not only dulce, but
whole mass digestible.
But these brief passages,
necesse, occasionally desipere in loco.
evanescent flickers, summer Brocken dances of most men's lives, to
the Confidential Agent become life itself. Our stately movements
whirl for him with a click into that eternally crazy dance of which
only the dancers change ; and our noble and solemn music is to

him nothing but the

carillon of a myriad bells frantically shaken
by a huge sprawling figure that spreads along the London sky
What wonder if the Confidential
like one of Verrio's goddesses.

human

nature he who
would
has scarcely seen it sober ?
opinion
you have of an
*
individual who, whenever you met him, was, as Figaro says, entre
and
deux vins
always lying
always in a scrape
whining to get

Agent has somewhat

of

contempt

for

What

'

;

;

out of

always cursing, maudlin, utterly contemptible ?
Confidential Agent, from the bottom of our heart we
Truly,
than to deal only with the maladies
pity you ; for what more terrible
the
of men, to see none but
maim, the halt, and the blind ? Is it
it

;

no good man or woman ever comes your way ; no light
footstep of a light heart ever springs your dingy stairs no bright
ever shines upon you in your lowglance of honesty and candour
There are none ever come this
none
ever.
browed room ? No,
way but jealous women, suspicious men none ever but half-pay
Don Juans, with red faces and large feet; none ever but loudvoiced Tom and Jerry, with great ears and bulging necks,
recommended there by Bob Logic, who, with one foot on the
Kate below in sprightly
step of the hansom, holds Corinthian
to
most
of us has such splendid
that
Life
doubtful conversation.
self-denial
and devotion, is to
of
and
hues of love
friendship,
and
a
dim
but
the Confidential Agent
tangled skein of folly
and unselfishness have
tenderness
whose
and intrigue. Women,
and
cold
barren as mere figures
him
are
to
most
of
beamed on
us,
and men with their generosity, their nobility
in a shop window
of thought and act, sink into the poor forked wretch who goes
through life as though it were one long Burlington Arcade one
long passage from dark to dark of flaring gas and idle talk.
possible

;

;

;

The

Confidential

Agent goes

to a press that stands against the
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It has shelves and pigeon-holes
wall and pulls its doors open.
full
stuffed
of
and drawers
papers, little packages neatly tied with
tape.
floor.

He
'

pulls them out by handfuls and throws them on the
Instructions from clients, cases completed,' he says, as the

You will see I am right. Open any one of them,
papers fall.
is
the story
always the same.'
the
paper faggots there leaps and frisks a large red
Among
<

mouse, whose delicate skin is all aglow and seems transparent.
*
he cries with a chuckle. * She knows she lives
She knows
the
in
Any of them, anywhere, all the same
press.
of a great city
we cry in answer sordid and
secrets
Oh,
shameful ; oh, records of infamy and folly abandoned pages,
drift sheets of insanity ; shall we not among them all find one
true note, one honest cry of an honest heart in pain, one simple
record of one good life, for the moment only troubled ? In all
'

!

;

'

!

!

;

that crazy pile, if peradventure we search until the dawn, can we
not unfold some touch of dignity, some other tale than that of self-

indulgence ? Surely, under all that pile there must lie somewhere
hid some point or speck of light ; among all those charcoal embers
of bad passions, surely nature has in store for us one diamond ?

The

Agent laughs, and the
the
to
pink ghost of a smile.
derisively
give
4
of
them, anywhere, all the same
Any

red mouse seems

Confidential

'

he repeats.
See
And
with
a
now, my beauty
of his forefinger he chases the slim animal, and from the
*

!

here, the one she
flip

is sitting

'

on

!

packet of papers unties the tape.
Drawn then in the dust, designed in the charcoal embers, you
are to conceive a lordly mansion in a lordly square, troubled for
all its magnificence with discord and discontent, penetrated for
all its pastilles with the frowsy atmosphere of stale quarrels.
Husband and wife, who loved each other once, hating each other
lips, that once smiled, now doing naught but
and
;
stalking everywhere, upstairs and downstairs and in
my lady's chamber,' gaunt Suspicion and haggard dryskin'd
For, if you look attentively down into that lordly
Jealousy.
whose
mansion,
splendid front is all beflowered from dining-room

now; eyes and
scowl

'

to attic windows, you cannot help detecting the dangerous figure
of an old lover ; who, beaten once, flat against the garden-wall,
while the bridal procession of his false mistress passed with the

nodding minstrels and the clangour of bells, fell back to bite his
and scowl all the honeymoon hours and all the early years

nails
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and now, having recuU pour mieux sauter, is back
;
without
a shade of annoyance on his handsome face, and
again
in that lordly mansion parts the stale atmosphere with lightning
flashes and in the boudoir strikes inharmonious notes that vibrate
of marriage

far into the night.

Quelle rage a-t-on d'apprendre ce qu'on craint toujours de
*
Barbier ; quelle rage, too, has
cries Don Bartolo in the
the owner of this lordly mansion to learn as much, though natuthe
rally he fears it ; and so, the fury gnawing at his vitals and
*

savoir

'

'

!

pain growing insupportable, down he journeys one winter's day
to the Strand, and with a bird-call summons to his side the Confidential Agent.
By this time, neck and crop clean out of the
boudoir has the old lover been turned, and by this time his
patent-leather sole no longer presses the yielding stair-carpet ;

but that, severe as the course has been, the lordly owner fears
has not been severe enough. There is still the Mercury of the
penny post, and for the messages he carries fortunately still and
always that emotionless and unerring detective, the blotting pad.
*
See
in a burst of anger he cries to the Confidential Agent,
*
see, she dares to write to him
and, holding the white paper
'

!

'

!

up to the winter's light, there across the sky lies as a portent
the broken portion of a message of affection. Gret him only proof
more complete than this, join and connect for him only those
broken lines get him, in a word, a letter and every sheet of it
shall be paid for in banknotes ; get him that, and he will pay for
it as though he were the craziest of collectors and it the crowning
;

;

treasure of his collection.

Enters, then, that lordly mansion the Confidential Agent in
search after a letter, in the fitting and noble guise of Jeames, the

second footman, a

new and innocent Jeames, with

a rare Devon-

shire colour in his cheek, only too ready to make himself useful ;
above all, only too ready to run little errands, to carry notes, to

post letters.
Strange, but Jeames with his fine Devonshire vigour
anxious
to run to the post, and in that is always indulged,
always

is

in all but with the mistress's letters

hands

none of her

;

those are ever in Chawles's

but by
him, who, daily driving with his mistress, daily descends at the
street corner, and, with a stately care and melancholy, to the
blushing box consigns the precious papers. And, do what he will,
the innocent Devonshire lad Jeames never even can get a sight,
efficient

much

;

less a handling, of

letters there are ever posted

the letters daily entrusted to the silent
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Chawles, from the actual hands of the mistress of this lordly
mansion.
Difficulties only
Ay, but for the moment only.
the resourceful soul of the Confidential Agent, who gives up

Baffled?
stir

which, young and willing and Devonshire-bred as he
yet too hard for him, and sets himself to watch outside
instead.
In heat and in cold, in wet and in fire, he saunters

the place
is,

is

round that lordly mansion, behind it and before ; and, everything
coming to him who knows how to wait, one day it comes to him,
and, often disheartened and beaten, at last he wins and is gay.
On one of the days while he is watching in the rain, it is too
wet for madam to drive ; but, wet though it be, her letters must
be posted, and by whom, of course, more secretly and surely than
by the faithful Chawles ? Though the sky fall, the letters must
go ; though shoes and stockings be ruined in the mire, the three
o'clock post must be caught.
Chawles comes into the portico and
he looks up and down, up at the sky and down the street at the
It is very wet, and his noble shoes are very thin, and
pillar-box.
after a moment's pause he beckons magnificently to a poor devil
of a crossing-sweeper, slushing at the puddles, and jingling
twopence bids him keep the letters dry and put them in the box
for him.
And, jingling the twopence, he rests and balances on
his heels and watches it done, and throwing the money into the
road, saunters superbly indoors.
The Confidential Agent's chance, clearly his chance, at last !
The next hopelessly wet day there he stands at the corner in the

sweeper guise, slushing at the puddles, and limping for largesse
after the few passengers.
And as he blows on his fingers he
with
all
his
heart
for
Charles to come, and come quickly,
prays
with the letters for the three o'clock post.
"Will Chawles never come and breathe the air in the portico ?
Patience, oh Confidential Agent

!

Await at least the post hour,

which, coming at last, brings with it Chawles, who, resting and
balancing again on his heels, looks again up at the sky and down
the street, and, again jingling twopence, calls to the poor devil of

a crossing-sweeper. In the limping crossing-sweeper he recognises not the willing Devonshire lad Jeames.
To his vague and
bland eye are not all crossing-sweepers alike? A miserable

crew whose souls are given over to the seductions of white satin,
what should such pariahs know of the secrets of high life ?
*
Post these, Tom,' he cries affably, ' and here's a couple of
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'

And, with his heart beating, off limps the
coppers for you
Confidential Agent to the pillar-box down the street, with the
!

broom under his arm. His hand trembles and his eyelids shake
as he looks down at the little packet.
Is there one among them
And as at the box he deftly posts them,
for his man ?
There is
!

but that one, he can scarcely keep from a wild flourish of his
broom and then, receiving a friendly nod from Chawles, he
watches him indoors, lets the twopence lie in the mud, and with a
all

:

yelp of exultation leaps into a cab, and so home to change and
Within the hour that letter was in his lordly patron's

telegraph.

within the hour, he was ready for other and similar

hands;

adventures.

A

good beginning that of the pile, a hopeful beginning of our
What next ? What other packet does the red
mouse sit on ? for she, with her blinking sinister eyes, we take to
be our guide. She, whose long thin tail lies urging us, like a
this.
flaring comet pointer, to open and to read
What have we here ? Apparently here we have youth, its
Diogenes' search.

jeunesse orageuse just past ; the sky clearing, the trees dripping,
the thunder growling and rolling off over the hills into the next

youth who desires to forswear sack, to become respectable
and to marry, send his boys one day to Harrow, and for his
health and figure's sake amble in the Row before breakfast.
Sensible young man, sensibly resolved what is there to prevent
him realising so amiable and reasonable a project? Surely
county

;

;

nothing; for cannot the wandering sheep return to the fold just
exactly when he pleases, and be received with rapturous baas of
welcome from those who have never felt the least inclination to

And if the flight into Bohemia have damaged him just a
what, after all, does a tear in the fleece matter, or an eye
somewhat bleared and bloodshot ? Are not these trifling blemishes,
stray

?

little,

indeed, something of a relief
ingly uniform

a flock so painfully, glar-

among

?

Ah, but how

if in

the weald of Bohemia, under a stunted
?
How if, under one of the

thorn, he have vowed to some one else
Bohemian hedges of wild sloe, there
practical to weep, too

knowing

sit

to sigh

a maiden

all forlorn,

too

clasping instead to her

bosom

letters, a portrait, a ring ; a maiden all forlorn, talking
a priest all tattered and torn, a solicitor all battered and
of
wildly
worn ? Well, if there be, what matter ? give her money, man.

So

much

for letters, so

much

for portrait, so

much

for ring

sim-
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Money ? in a louder key, Money ? Yes,
ma'am, we thought twenty pound Twenty pounds? Money?
What have I done to make you
Oh, sir, how you mistake me
think so meanly of me ? Oh, sir, are there not wounds of the
heart too deep for gold to touch are there not, etc. etc. etc.
See, passim, the great Adelphi melodrama 'In the Fields.'
Immense applause, huge enthusiasm, from the gods ; from the
from the poor
stalls, silence and something like contempt
an
alarmed
baa.
frightened wandering sheep,
Very unexpected,
very unexpected and awkward
An unpleasant position, and very hard on the poor wandering
sheep, who has long had enough of the brambles of Bohemia
and desires only to stay at home and bathe his damaged eye,
grow his fleece again, and henceforth, with his pretty partner,
who cannot even find Bohemia on the map, lead a purely pastoral
life of pipes and crooks and nourishing food.
Certainly, very
hard if the arm of the maiden all forlorn be long enough to reach
him in the sheepcote, long and stark enough to lift him over the
wattled fence by the fleece with a struggling expression of extreme
stupidity, amid the piteous baas of his snowy little partner and
the other terrified respectabilities ; very hard if after a few pure
evenings of pan-piping under the great still stars, with only the
distant waterfall, the distant yelp of the wolf slinking round
the shepherds' fires ; very hard if by the budding horns he be
dragged backward to the ballet landscape and the property
banquet of goblets and game-pies, to the arbours one can so easily
push on one side, the rustling chaplets of tissue roses, the
loosened zones, the hard bright eyes very hard and very unreasonable
For consider, often as the father will reclaim his
son from a life of folly and disorder, often as Duval pere reclaims
his Armand, how often is it, do you suppose, in two centuries
that a Manon follows to confess in her irresistible fashion to Des
Grieux and lead him back in spite of himself to the alUe verte of
pie enough, surely.

!

;

!

!

Asnieres

?
Very hard.
But why, after all, not defy this maiden all forlorn why not
snap the finger at her and bid her do her vulgar Bohemian
;

?
Let her, if she will, ring the kitchen bell, or hang on
to the area railings and throw her bonnet into the dining-room
window, or even part melodramatically the honourable company

worst

at the church, and, while the organ gurgles ' The Voice that
'
Breathes plant her fish-bone stiletto of Billingsgate in the very
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suggestion, foolish and ignorant ;
be a father and a

for observe, there are to the bride that is to

mother of the highest, austerest respectability, of the snowiest,
heaviest fleeces in the fold you understand ? A son-in-law who
has not always been quite steady, qui a fait ses farces ? Never,
while there are cellarettes in Bloomsbury and ormulu candlesticks
in Hyde Park Square
Baaing and fluttering, then, down comes our poor startled
Portrait,
three-year-old Southdown to the Confidential Agent.
he bleats. ' Gret them for me only, and their
ring, letters
And with that he falls flat, and you
weight in gold is yours
!

*

'

!

'

!

can

se.e

For in

his heart beat frantically through the tear in his fleece.
honesty he is sick and wearied of Bohemia, and in all

all

honesty is tenderly attached to his pretty little partner, and if he
be dragged back again to the old one, it will in more senses than

one be the ruin of him.
So, with his most solemn manner, and his most solemn clothes,
off he goes, the Confidential Agent, to see what he can do himself
with the maiden all forlorn ; and, imitating as closely as he can
the pere Duval, speaks ponderously of life and its duties, youth
and its follies, a young man's ruin, a young girl's broken heart,
and a good deal else, in the choicest phrases of the ' London
Journal,' all of which, to the maiden all forlorn, is very much as
though you shot peas at a crocodile and expected at the first
it would lie on its back in the mud and yield its hide for
a prayer-book cover. For it clearly appears that this daughter of
Bohemia, whose father was a colonel in the Bohemian army, has

volley

inherited the warlike and depredatory instincts of her sire, cares
no jot for money but desires only oh, monstrous passions of

humanity
revenge. So the Confidential Agent drops his solemn
manner and takes off his solemn clothes, and turns in his mind
some other scheme.
Now, it appears that the windows of the respectable caravanserai
where the maiden temporarily resides, itself a posthouse, we may
callit, on the Bohemian road, are by pure good fortune at this
very time in want of blinds ; curtains she has, but no blinds.
!

This the poor sheep, who still bleats piteously with his tongue
*
And the letters and the portrait,'
out, well knows and remembers.
asks the Confidential Agent ; ' do you remember or know where

they are kept

?

'

Yes, a secretaire, between the windows ; he
Good be a man, get
well, for did not he

remembers that very

!

165
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up and go home ; come back to-morrow at this time, and letters,
In the morning, then, the
portrait, and ring shall be yours.
maiden first seen walking out for her health's sake in the opposite
two respectable young mechanics, with everything connew blinds, call at the respectable caravanserai and
to
go upstairs to fit them up. Once alone in the room,
request
Screwassistant Jim keeps the door, and before you can say
direction,

nected with

'

driver

'
!

secretaire

the Confidential Agent has confidentially forced the
and confidentially abstracted the letters, the portrait,

What need of more ? Suffice it to say, that no
no more irreproachable son-in-law at this
husband,
young
moment goes citywards, and b*ack again takes his afternoon clubwalk, than he whose fleece was once so ragged, whose poor left eye
and the ring.
steadier

was once so bleared and bloodshot and damaged.

Upon our

word, a conte drolatique

!

What

next

?

Crime

next, baffled police next, a Continental scamper in the depth
the Struggle ! the Capture ! the Senof winter after a criminal :
tence ! Christmas spent quite magazine-articly in an express

and New Year's Day on the mail-boat from Calais, with the
prisoner, Jack Kascal, biting his nails under lock and key in the
train,

cabin below.

Jack Rascal robs an insurance company of a million of money,
is off no one knows where, least of all Dogberry and Verges
of the City Police, who are both at their wits' end, no very great
journey for either of them, as it appears. Jack Rascal may be
in London or at the bottom of a Brazilian mine, stripping teashrubs in Thibet or planting vines in Natal. Wherever he may
be he must be found, to that the insurance company have quite
made up their minds ; and, failing the police, at such a time who

and

there like the Confidential Agent ? But it is Christmas-time,
and a desperate hard winter, and the Confidential Agent will not
quit the tender glow of the domestic hearth for anything under
carte blanche, which, after a meeting of directors, is accorded him,
and with a cheque-book whose pages are numberless as leaves
in Vallambrosa, and for device, reperiendus est latro, the Confidential Agent makes his first move.
His first move, naturally, is to find where Jack Rascal may
have fled to, and be in hiding; his next to follow and bring him
back ; but where he may have gone to or may be, who is there
is

can

tell ?

much

Certainly neither Dogberry nor Verges, who, though

to be

admired from the way they have borne their

losses,
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are poor officers of the Duke, take them which way you will.
They do nothing but shake in their old furred cloaks and wish
themselves home and abed, guess every penthouse shadow to be

man they want, and are firm in the belief (mainly to save
themselves trouble) that, after all, Jack Rascal has committed
suicide, and in that way, as one may say, run completely to

the

So alone the Confidential Agent sets off to a melanchoty
suburb where Mistress Jack resides, under cover from the storm,
and waiting the chance to join her husband, who, though a trifle
light-fingered, has ever been the best of men to her ; and there
in that melancholy suburb, to the drone of an organ, the Confidential Agent watches for the postman, and as that postman has
earth.

an odd

trick, only recently acquired, of

dropping

letters,

especially those directed to Mistress Jack, the Confidential

more

Agent

walks behind him, picks them up, inspects and politely returns
them to the postman, who naturally is vastly obliged. Nor is it
long before an envelope arrives in the handwriting so earnestly
desired by more than one ; a Danish stamp, the postmark
Hallebrod.

'

Mr. Postman, you have dropped a

much

obliged to you, sir

Wake

up, Dogberry

letter

'

'

!

Ah,

And the Confidential Agent
very
leaves the melancholy suburb, and the organ with its wheezy
'
Marta,' and, with the knowledge that Jack Eascal writes from
Hallebrod in Denmark, seeks Dogberry, dozing in the watch-house.
4

we

start to-night !
brod ;
who thankfully pulls his

'

!

good news, Jack Rascal is at HalleNo, not you, thank you, Mr. Verges
mittens over his chapped knuckles and
!

'

!

knobbled old feet again in the straw, while, alack the
day away darts the Confidential Agent, dragging after him the
ancient Dogberry by the skirt, who once in his brisk and alert
youth went to Paris on the business of the Court, was promptly
hocussed by La Bailliere, and badly beaten by La Bailliere's friend.
But now oh woe is him
it appears he is necessary to serve the
in
and
the
Let us not
warrant,
depth of winter too horror
make it any of our business to record the sufferings of poor
Dogberry on that fearful winter's journey, nor relate how among
/mvpi' a\rysa, he fully realised that definition of travelling given
*
'
to traverse unknown lands,
by Madame de Stael in Corinne
to hear a language which you hardly comprehend, to look on faces
for the
.
unconnected with either your past or your future
to
no
arrive
where
one
whose
sole
awaits
that
hurry
you,
agitation
sticks his
!

!

!

'

.

cause

is

curiosity, lessens

.

you in your own esteem, while,

ere

new
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objects can become old, they have bound you by some sweet links
Over all this let us draw a veil ; let us
of sentiment and habit.'

draw the curtains as though poor Dogberry were sleeping sweetly
inside a Wagon-lit, rolling at his ease over a darkened country,
lightened only by the wastes of snow. It was only when, after
seven days and nights' continuous headlong rush, he found
himself at last in the barren Speisesaal of the ' Zum Bitter at
Hallebrod, that for the first time for seven days and seven nights
old
sitting still in a chair, tears fell on each side of his crinkled
nose, while with many antique and rusty oaths he swore that he
'

would move no more, that Hallebrod would see the last of him,
little wooden spire of Hallebrod church would solemnly
point the rest of the force, Hugh Otecake and George Seacole, to
where he slept his last sleep, down by the roots of the sombre
that the

waving pines. Strong waters do something to restore him, strong
waters and a smoking supper ; and then, by the Confidential
Agent, still full of life and spirits, the waiter is cautiously
attacked on the subject of Jack Rascal, Dogberry listening
cynically all the while, as cynically as he can, that is, with his
mouth full; for he has no belief, and never had any, in any
connection between Jack Rascal and Hallebrod. The waiter is
talkative, it is the depth of winter, and he sees so few faces, and
an Englishman has been in the 'Zum
certainly, he says, yes
morning, occupied, indeed, the very room they
of the name of Robert Morley.
*
Robert Morley ? chokes Dogberry, with wheezy laughter ; 'Robert
the only funny thing he has heard since he started.
Morley
'
Anything like that ? is the Confidential Agent's calm question,
'
The same
handing the waiter a photograph of Jack Rascal.
and
the
the
waiter,
photograph falling that
gentleman,' replies
moment face downwards on the floor, there at the back is the
name Robert Morley, photographer, Cheapside.
Ritter,' left that

now

are

in.

An Englishman
'

'

!

'

'

How

now, Dogberry,

how now ?

my

'

boy

?

laughs the Confidential

bed and rest your old
you
the morning we must be off again. Robert
Morley and Jack Rascal have fled again, have doubled back no
doubt along our very route, sitting on one and the same seat.'

Agent

'

Gret

quick to

bones, for first in

At the post-office they learn Jack Rascal's letters are to be sent
on to Lucerne, and at once the telegraph is set to work, and
within the hour there flashes back from Frankfort the message
that Rascal passed through untroubled three hours ago, and by
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where, however, the police are warned,
But, unhappily, there is
an
Extradition
there
in
Switzerland
Treaty to get him
wanting
ever
and
as
dozing and dreamaway,
they journey back, Dogberry
*
of
the
the
Cheshire
Confidential
Cheese,'
Agent looks grave,
ing
is safe

in Switzerland

and no doubt

and his mouth

will

is

;

look after him.

grim.

At Lucerne, then, lies Jack Eascal, in durance, and, so near
and yet so far, is shown them by the tantalising Federal police.
There he is, the scamp-hero of close upon a million of money ;
there he is, eating a restaurant dinner sent in, and they cannot
get at him. If you want him, M. Dogueberrie, declares the
chef-de-police, you must make an application to the Federal
Council at Berne, who will probably refuse it ; and if they don't,
if they grant it, between now and then who knows what may

happen?

Then does the

Confidential

Agent

recall

his

carte

blanche of the plundered insurance company, and, taking the
chef-de-police aside, thus reason with him, as man to man, as

Come now, M. Bost, just consider, what on
earth can a fellow like Jack Rascal matter to you, while to us you
know very well how much he matters ? He has robbed us of a

brother to brother.

money he has done nothing to you, nor will do except
you money to keep, and trouble to look after, and perhaps

million of
cost

'

;

ultimately get away altogether, having been no good either to
to us.
Suppose you let us look after him for you. See
"
"
here, M. Bost, we are dining to-night together at the Adler ; be
a good fellow and join us, and bring your friend Jack Rascal with

you or

we shall all be delighted to see you both. And if in the
;
hurry of departure you leave your friend behind, as a stick or an
umbrella such things are so easily forgotten, so easily happen
after dinner
be sure we shall take good care of him, if only for
your sake. And further, M. Bost, before we part, whether you
see your way to dining with us or not, accept from me, your
personal friend and fellow-worker in the glorious cause of reonly a few hundred
pressing crime, this trifling donation
you

to be applied by you to whatsoever charitable purpose
pounds
you please, Home for Decayed Officers of Police, Benevolent
Fund, Orphanage, whatever you will
Depend upon it, we make
no inquiries how it is applied, nor shall ever desire to see any
receipts ; we shall never want to hear anything more about it.
We only want you and Mr. Rascal to dine with us to-night, to
come early, and stay late.'
!

!
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And Jack

them at the Hotel Adler, and is
behind, Dogberry blinking at him and

Rascal dines with

duly forgotten and

left

chuckling senilely the while, and is duly carried off, struggling
and swearing, and duly appears at the Old Bailey, and is duly
sentenced and all in spite of his counsel, who makes a great
point of so monstrous a breach of international law, and demands
with a thump on his knee that his client be replaced in Lucerne
But
Gentlemen,' observes the judge to the jury in his
gaol.
blandest tones, ( gentlemen, believe me, it is no concern of
yours or mine how the prisoner at the bar got here, how it is he
There he is, that is the main
figures before you in the dock.
he
have
to deal with him according
point, and,
being there, you
to the evidence and your consciences.'
And so they do, and
Mistress Jack bewails his loss for well-nigh twenty years, and
now, under a sky of dappled serene, where let us hope she is
happy, helps him fill a colonial appointment of some considerable
dignity and emolument. And Dogberry went back to his watchhouse and, wrapping his old gown round him and shouldering his
staff, showed how the famous capture came about.
;

*

Tramp, tramp across the land ;

splash, splash across the sea

!

rode Dogberry and the Confidential Agent fourteen days and nights,
and the Confidential Agent, as he recalls it, lies back thoughtfully
in his chair and plays abstractedly with another packet.
What

now ? we ask more

;
crime, disaster, and intrigue ? or possibly an
effervescence in the packet to raise our spirits, not depress them,
a taste of fizzing human cheerfulness, perhaps some little comedy

of the drawing-room ?
The Confidential Agent frowns

and thinks, hopes and fears ; we,
in expectation, take the packet from him and examine for ourselves.
Sitting in the low-browed room one summer's morning, dreaming of country trees and country pastures, thick billowy hedges and
the lowing kine ; back, perhaps, in his innocent Age of Marbles ;
to the Confidential Agent, scenting in enchantment the May, there
One moment in Arcadia, the
enters a young lady in agitation.

next in the Strand, such is ever the Confidential Agent's fate and
our own. He was but just now tickling trout in Hampshire, and
the next moment he is busy taking notes on half a sheet of paper
Just so, madam exactly The
of what the lady has to tell him.
Confidential Agent tries to look as though he had never heard
:

!

anything like it before, promises he will do his best, and bows her
She is very unhappy: her husband's manner has totally

out.
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months, she

fears

he no

longer cares for her, she fears alas there is some one else.
And you wish to have him watched, madam ? Yes, sir. It shall
be done, madam, and the report of your husband's proceedings
!

sent to you daily.

Scarcely
shut,

when

Hampshire

is

the young lady gone, her veil down, her cab-door

to the Confidential Agent, off wandering again in
with his hands in the water down at the town boys'

bathing-place, there enters quickly a gentleman of middle age,
himself also much agitated. The Confidential Agent has barely

time to turn the sheet of paper for more notes, when he finds
himself listening to a complaint from the male side, the avSpwvlris,

same household. The middle-aged gentleman is very
unhappy, he gives the Confidential Agent to understand ; his wife's
manner has totally changed towards him within the last three
months, he fears she no longer loves him, he fears alas there
is some one else.
And you wish to have her watched, sir ? Yes,
I do, most decidedly.
It shall be done, sir, and the report of her
of the

!

proceedings sent to you daily.
Here you have it then, as close in the dark atmosphere as you
can get to fun ; husband and wife both watched at the instigation
of the other, reports of the comings and goings of each daily sent
to each, no doubt read by each at the same time on opposite sides
The gentleman reads his wife was
of the same breakfast-table.

yesterday in the Kow, visited the Stores, was there three-quarters
of an hour, thence took a cab, went to tea in Bryanston Square,
and came home again ; the lady that her husband was in the City

by half-past ten, landed at a City club, took tea at the New Uniand came home again. Perhaps two more utterly peaceful, commonplace lives never were so closely scrutinised as those
versities,

of the worthy pair who, fearing the loss of each other's affections,
were having each other watched.
At the end of three weeks, ' Enough cried the gentleman,
cried the lady, to the Confidential Agent.
and ' Enough
To'

!

'

!

'

gether they cried,

I

am satisfied my
:

suspicions, I perceive, were

husband
.
You may withdraw your men. My
,.,

utterly unfounded.

]

.

And that very
the gentleman would breathe stertorously over the evening paper and the lady play softly to herself
in the drawing-room firelight, each with a nervous clearing of the
I see clearly to be as pure as the driven snow

evening,

when

ordinarily

'

!
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throat approached the other and declared they had something to
You can easily guess what it was.
say, something to confess.

Can you not see them rush into each other's arms, that foolish
couple ; can you not see the hansom that bears them next morning
down to Eegent Street, where, as with the native Indian tribes, a

Rumpoor chuddar shawl clenched the peace of this three weeks' war?

No nearer to fun than that, oh Confidential Agent no nearer
than that ? for, after all, that fun is somewhat dreary that leaps
unwieldy with suspicion and mistrust. No nearer, at any rate,
than this
In the Regent's Park, within a monkey-chatter of the Zoological Grardens, there dwells alone in spinster magnificence a certain
Miss Emma Precise, who, what with Brighton in November and
!

!

Scarborough in August, and a couple of sluggish horses in brass
harness along the Marylebone Road and out towards Hampstead
all the rest of the year, goes as near making her fifteen thousand
a year spin as one of her trim and cautious nature can go.
She
Miss Crawley, apparently, with more than her solitariness and
money ; though, in Scarborough one August, she does something
Miss Crawley never would have done she falls in love. In
Scarborough, then, last August, in the drawing-rooms she always

is

occupies, patters in and out below her, in the dining-rooms, an
elderly gentleman with an odd and crablike walk and the trick of

always muttering to himself, a white umbrella under his arm and
a hat tilted over his nose, well-nigh down to the roots of his close
iron-grey whiskers; but, for all his queer manners, plainly a

gentleman, both to Miss Precise and the faithful handmaid who
does her wisps of hair for her at night. This odd, and to her
intensely attractive, figure, with all the ardour of seventeen does
Miss Precise begin to daily watch for, blink behind the blinds at,
even use the opera-glasses on, as the unconscious owner struts along
the parade or sidles up and down the Spa, having duly made himSoon
self uncomfortable with a glass of the odious Northwater.

God

of Love

'

'

Oh, naughty, naked little boy
in
and out, soon they bow, soon
other
each
going
they pass
intermediate
the
to
omit
steps, soon does Miss
they speak, and,
drab
summer
waistcoat her first
Precise aim at
Cancer, Esquire's,
deliberate shaft in the shape of a volume of Mrs. Browning, deftly
*
parried by the tough targe of the Saturday Review,' with which
did the traitress with what they wore on their left
(as the Sabines
overwhelms her, accustomed hitherto to the
he
somewhat
arms)
oh, mischievous

!

!
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*
Kock.' In a word, all goes well as in the golden
pages of the
time ;
Cancer, Esq., is plainly on the point of declaring himself,

when one dark morning of eclipse Miss Precise misses him on the
accustomed hill, opera-glasses no longer reveal him sidling along
the railings, nor huddled against the arm of a seat with the * York
Herald ; can it be the poor stricken deer has gone off in dumb
grief alone into the greenwood to die, with Mrs. Browning, which
'
he has forgotten to return ? Alas, it must be so
Now will the
'

!

'

poor wounded fowl creep into the sedge
leaving behind him,
too, a novel of Miss Austen's, which before his ill-mannered flight
he has forgotten to reclaim.

Miss

Emma

Precise goes as near hysterics as perhaps a lady
man as Cancer, Esq., in her

of fifty-seven ever does go.
Such a
world pilgrimage she never yet has

met with. Gentlemen with
hard eyes and hooked noses and beards just turning grey, gentlemen with caressing manners and large signet-ringed hands,
gentlemen with confident rolling voices and tight trousers and
large knee-joints, many of these she has seen, spoken with, and
had to fly from in maidenly terror ; that description of elderly
fortune-hunter which suggests the broken-down electro-biologist
Miss Precise has had a large experience of. But a
Cancer,
Esq., who flees her, a Cancer that drops out of her sky and wheels
round to light another atmosphere, an independent Cancer, a
heavenly body owning no system, regulated by no laws why,
that is something new to meet with at fifty-seven, and, half terrified
at the skyey portent, what can she do but gasp and begin to cry a
Still there is hope that
Cancer, Esq., is not utterly
not utterly broken up and merged in other systems, but only
'
Mansfield
temporarily obscured ; hope that he will write for
little ?

fled,

'

Park and return Aurora Leigh

'

but the days pass and the Spa
;
crowds begin to thiD, the lights of the band grow gusty, and the
leader conducts with his collar up ; the leaves fall, the schoolboys
are back, and the swallows circling in doubt ; it is the end of
'

September, and still no sign, no glimmer of Cancer light, no
sound from the vast sidereal silence, that, though the sea rise and
fall as ever, begins to grow oppressive.
Enter here the Confidential Agent, summoned to the Kegent's Park, where, sleepless
as Caligula, wanders Miss
Precise from chamber to chamber,
Cancer, Esq.
peering at the heavens and calling frenetically on
Find him, Confidential Agent, she cries, find him and bring him

Emma

to

me

!

Fly to him, dive giddily and swoop headlong round his
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gilded eaves, chirp to him and twitter twenty million loves ; fly
to him and tell him that I love him.
I, Emma Precise, prepared

from henceforth and now, at this moment, to share with him
Brighton in November and the sluggish horses in brass harness,
panting round the Madeira and back again to Hove. Fly to him,
go and for excuse take him back his book, Mansfield Park.'
Not much of a clue this, Mansfield Park only with Cancer
written in it, and all the people of the globe in whose society the
owner may meantime have lost himself
But the money is inexand
the
the
of
carte
blanche
size
a sheet of the old bed
haustible,
of Ware and blithe and buoyant off trips the Confidential Agent
on his search, leaving the lora Emma at home as dripping in tears
as the bowed autumnal laburnum in the grey October mist on her
Regent's Park lawn.
The Confidential Agent sweeps the face of the heavens with a
patience that is an enthusiasm, and after many nights and many
days there at last, tucked away in a snug corner of Worcestershire,
he gets a glimpse of - - Cancer, Esq., hunting wirily five days a
week, and running up to town on the sixth, to take up his abode
in Bury Street, and his meals at the Conservative Club.
Un'

!

'

'

!

;

expected, rather, this for the Confidential Agent in his mind's
eye had fashioned at the most of Cancer a sturdy solicitor or the
keeper of a provincial museum, or, largest and widest of all, a
!

solid merchant of the City of London with a Pembridge Square
house ; and, behold, a country gentleman ay, and ratalorum I
a country gentleman of fine estate and good family, to whom from
a spinster of the Eegent's Park, old and unattractive, he, the
Confidential Agent, has to carry a proposal of marriage, nothing
more nor less. Awkward and delicate
However, as we have
do
most
will
the
Confidential
written,
Agent
things for which you
he
does
or
true
to
himself,
this,
pay him, and,
attempts it.
To Crabtree Hall, then, five miles from Bingley, in Worcester'
Red Lion flies, and
shire, he drives in the smartest of all the
the
as
he
the
and
park
goes along, the many swingnoting
lodge
in
the
the
clumps of fir, the bracken and
winding drive,
ing gates
the rabbits, glimpses even and flashes of dappled deer ; with a
certain nervousness at the great hall door (with ' Vestigia nulla
retrorsum over it) he asks for Mr. Cancer, and, with scarce a
moment to compose himself, is shown to him straight, and with
*
Mansfield Park under his arm is forced to plunge at once into
!

'

'

'

his business.

He

finds

him

in a

room

like a hothouse, tenderly
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waiting on an ancient father, who, with carefully shiny boots and
a good book upside down in his lap wrapped in a red handkerchief,
close to the fire; so

sits

deaf that, apparently, he has missed
*
to him
so blind that he

summons only said Eh ?
has never seen him shake at him his
death's

Let

Emma

us, if only for
interview, at the most

sum

'

!

dart.

Precise's sake, cut short this painful
up in a few words. Cancer, Esq.,

it

remembers Scarborough perfectly, of course, and Miss
and now what is it ? A book
What's-her-name ? Precise, yes
he lent her ; oh yes, to be sure
very good of Miss Precise, but
a
And
she lent him? that he had
book
quite unnecessary.
careless
and, oh that we should
totally forgotten
abominably
have to write it, the ink at the end of our pen positively blushes
Junior,

!

!

!

!

when the Confidential Agent, stuttering, unfolds the rest of his
tale, makes clear the offer of Miss Precise, Cancer, Esq., Junior,
but

out laughing.
can write no more. Greek-motherlike we avert our face,
in the folds of our dressing-gown, and over the return of

fairly or unfairly, bursts

We
hide

it

the Confidential Agent and the scene in the Eegent's Park draw
tenderly one of our ample embroidered skirts, which let no man

attempt to approach or tamper with.
This appears to be the most humorous, the most effervescent
of our packets ; and with this it appears likely we shall have to
be content, during the telling of which, as though precious time
were being wasted, the red mouse sits scornful, and with a hollow
drub beats her glowing little paunch ; and when it is done, an
unearthly glitter in her tiny scarlet eyes, flicks her tail impatiently and imperiously across another bundle of the papers,
and with a wave of her thin paw directs us to open and read.

Ah, a somewhat wider breath in
the haute politique!

it

a suggestion here of
true, but intrigue not

this,
is

Intrigue,
altogether so pitiful, so bald, so stuccoish as that of the London
squares and the London suburbs; but with certain distant

glimpses and flashes of a glittering Lutetia, who with her cymbals
cracked, her chaplets torn, at this time lies panting in the muddy
grip of the invading Teuton. As we open the packet we hear her

send across to her ancient enemy shrill passionate cries for help
Surely ye who have /lanes along my boulevards will not thus

!

*

suffer the asphalt of them to be thus ploughed and torn with shot
and shell ? nor ye who have cried laughing in the Palais Royal

permit the beds of the wounded to line thus pitifully the foyer
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and the corridors

?

At

least

send us money to prolong the

'

struggle

!

Papers, these, that require the gentlest tissue handling, for
here the names of the great begin to peer out on us, here world

names are beaten from one

side of London to the other as from a
Let us tap them so fast that the bewildered spectator
cannot read the name on each as it flies, that to the quickest eye

battledore.

it

appears simply as a long blurred line of indistinguishable letters.
Lutetia, as we say, shrieks thus in her strident voice for money,

and, balloon-wise, over the cheveux-de-frise of Teuton bayonets,
and far above the prick of the Uhlan lance, that shriek sails to
us, till in intelligent businesslike form, with due and proper

mention of percentage,
becomes accepted and

it

takes Threadneedle

ratified

with

libations;

Street

shape,

Threadneedle

Street agreeing to dine with the adventurous aeronaut,
and his ambassador at his hotel in St. James' Street.

M.

Paul,

So far it is plain enough, and further, observe, pray, that we
have written some dozen lines or so and no mention as yet of
anything approaching a teterrima causa ; what need, then, of the
Confidential Agent ?
Patience for already swishing round the
corner we can hear the frou-frou of her dress
already the tap
!

of her bronze heel along the hotel passage.
Patience she will
be here in good time, she is here already. Madame Paul, the
intrepid aeronaut's wife, descended in a right line from that
flower-plucker, walker on the grass borders, and fence destroyer,
!

Mother Eve.

And

there beside her at her elbow, guardian of the
the
Confidential Agent, cane in hand and gold
garden, appears

band round

his hat.

Madame Paul

has also left Lutetia, edging her way through
the bayonets and tripping with a shudder past the rain-stained
tents, under the protection of a certain dangerously slim attache,
and beneath the shadow of his embassy passport, who having

done his cavaliership across the Channel, presumably leaves her
at the hotel door of St. James, with the simple courtesy, Madame,
And she
au plaisir de vous revoir I Presumably only, alas
should have been at the dinner-table head to cheer the countenances of the City magnates and wink her bright eyes at the
beaded bubbles of their champagne. But at seven o'clock no
!

Madame
they

sit

Paul, nor yet at half-past, nor yet at eight, when, alas
down. Madame appears to have left the hotel at five,

and certainly at nine has not yet returned

!

;

no, nor at half-past
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eleven, when the last of the heavy City merchantmen, each of
them giving the impression of being hall-marked on every cablelink, drags himself away, and M. Paul, no longer able to contain
himself, can at last give his anguish vent and tears off venire a
terre to the Confidential Agent.
'

Cherchez

ma femme !

'

he

cries to

the astonished man,

ma

'

'
femme I and
blinking at him out of his first sleep, cherchez
with his two fists in his eyes stamps and raves about the candle-

lighted room.
Let us pass over the scene that follows

;

it is

certainly very

painful, and few are there but red mice that care to listen to the
the cries, the sobs, the oaths.
transports of outraged husbands
Sufficient that the Confidential Agent, heavy with sleep at one
in the morning, though with a certain knowledge of what he is
talking about, promises M. Paul that by five to-morrow his wife
shall be with him, or that at the least he shall know where to
lay his hand upon her, if of her own accord she will not come.
o'clock next day the various reports of the Confidential
in
the master's hands, among them those of the watchers
are
Agent
round the hotel in St. James's Street ; for ever since the war

By nine

broke out, certainly ever since Lutetia has been in the toils, no
foreigner of note leaving the country but has been spied upon,

no individual has passed the lines but that individual's subsequent
movements have been well known and reported instantly to the
Teuton Government, in whose pay is the Confidential Agent;
scarcely, indeed, a commercial traveller has landed at Dover but
his features have been scanned and the Teutons have learned
within four-and-twenty hours whether he has gone to Windmill
Street or Castle Street with secret papers, or home to his faithful
wife and his wedding-cake ornament under glass at Camberwell.
No wonder, therefore, that the Confidential Agent knows some-

thing of Madame Paul and Mr. Protocol, and makes the promise
he does, though, as he confesses to himself in the morning, some-

what hastily and

rashly.
By nine o'clock he learns from the report
of his watchers that at five the preceding evening Madame Paul

jumped lightly into a hansom waiting at the corner, in which
hansom was a gentleman in waiting, also that the hansom drove
Piccadilly wards and there

was

well, there ?

Well, there, at the Circus

Now, was ever anything ever so unfortunate ?
The Confidential Agent sets himself down to brocd, and knowing
something of the past career of the dangerously slim young
lost sight of.
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Madame Paul threaded the
Teuton maze, knows something too of his present life, and
strongly suspects the gentleman in the cab to be identical with
the gentleman who carried her so carefully through so many
dangers, and left her at her husband's side with the mere polite
'
Madame, au plaisir de vous revoir.' This Mr. Protocol, be it
said, he has never seen, but from his photograph, which he has
had occasion to study, knows him perfectly.
Down, then, he goes at once to hunt after the lost cab, whose
nimium
number, of course, he possesses, and, happy fortune
attache under whose chivalrous escort

!

fortunate

!

there along the shady side of Piccadilly

who should

strolling but surely Mr. Protocol, and when he gets closer,
not a doubt of it Mr. Protocol
The Confidential Agent meets him with outstretched hand.
*
Mr. Protocol, my dear Mr. Protocol, how delighted I am to see
Into which little trap Mr.
you how long it is since we met

he see

!

'

!

!

Protocol tumbles, sufficiently at any rate for the Confidential Agent
to see he is right, and while the attache protests he does not

know him and never saw him

before, evidently beginning to
him tight in dexterous

suspect, the Confidential Agent holds

him with the
Paul
is
Madame
?
'Mr.
where
Protocol,
abrupt question,
giving
till
time
to
breathe.
him,
then, scarcely
The sallow cheek of Mr. Protocol grows an indescribable un'
I don't understand you
he stutters.
pleasant colour.
1
Where is Madame Paul, sir ? reiterates sternly the Confidential Agent ; ' where is she, sir ?
and again Mr. Protocol, the
brass of him beginning to blink and harden, mutters he does
not know what he is talking of, never saw him before, and would
But the Confidential Agent will not be denied, takes
pass on.
him by the cuff, and draws him with the magic power of the
Ancient Mariner into the courtyard of the Albany. ' Mr. Protocol,
Mr. Protocol,' he says, almost in mirth, * this is not Lutetia, sir ;
the laws and customs of Lutetia go here for next to nothing,
except perhaps contempt. This is London, sir, be good enough to
remember, where, though you may steal a man's wife, if you be
scoundrel enough, yet you must not steal her clothes, which are
her husband's property, remember. This is not the Kue de Kivoli,
sir, but Piccadilly, where at one bound, from being the hero of
the romance and hurry of an elopement, you may find yourself the

parrying easy converse, and only suddenly turns on

'

'

!

'

'

next

moment rubbing your

eyes at

Bow

Street under the fearful
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theft

!

Now,

where is Madame
And the miserable Protocol, the curdled milkwhite of
Paul ?
him changing now to a dingy mottled green and yellow, carries
the Confidential Agent in silence northward, where in the dim
neighbourhood of Euston sits Madame Paul, working pale at a
trifle once destined for M. Paul, but which will now do equally
Just in time, that fortunate meeting in
well for Mr. Protocol.
later would have found them fled to
three
hours
;
Piccadilly
the
next
and
Liverpool,
morning ploughing the muddy waters of
the Mersey, past the booths and swings of New Brighton.
At a glance the Confidential Agent sees with whom he has to
deal, the femme a trente ans de Balzac, and takes his measures
accordingly, begs Mr. Protocol to wait for him below while he
has a quarter of an hour's quiet talk with Madame Paul, and
knowing, as we have said, this Mr. Protocol, having in fact the
dossier of him pigeon-holed at home, he unfolds it in speech and
lays it before the startled eyes of Madame Paul in all its startling
combination of black and white. Of course she will not believe
what woman ever will believe she has been deceived ? her pride,
her vanity, perhaps her inexperience how many hundred films
are there not that thickening finally go to blind and deafen her ?
That Mr. Protocol is a common cheat, a cheap Mephisto of diplomacy, she will not, dare not believe. It is all a trick of M. Paul to
get her back M. Paul who does not understand her, who wearies
'

:

her

she will not go, she will not believe, she will not listen

Then the
knowing
Paul.

'

Confidential

!

his last card, though well
the flimsy futility of it with such a woman as Madame
You will go to New York, Madame,' said he ; * you will

Agent plays

go to Washington, to Saratoga you will go here and there, and in
all M. Protocol will remain with you about a month
not more, I
give you my word. In his care will, of course, be the keeping of
;

your money, all your jewelry, everything of yours of any value ;
and within a month he will leave you, carrying off everything of
yours on which he can lay his hands, and you will be left alone
all

'

there, Madame, plantee la
'
'
G'est faux !
shrieked

Madame
'

Paul, rising furious.

'

Je

rientendrai plus. Henri I
1
Plantee la,' calmly resumes the Confidential Agent, ' in the
heart of America, alone and deserted.
For such a day, which, as
sure as I am here, Madame, will come to you, take and keep this
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conceal it
note of fifty pounds, which I am directed to give you
from Mr. Protocol money is always useful, and even if he stays
with you who knows what may happen ? while, if my words
should come true, when you find he has really gone and your
eyes are really opened, buy a railway ticket with it, pay with it
your passage -money, and return to your husband. It is impossible
such a heart as his will ever be entirely closed against you.'
And, frightened and subdued by the Confidential Agent's manner,
Madame Paul takes the note trembling, or rather does not repulse
it, but lets it lie there on the dingy lodging-house table-cover.
;

;

*
Meantime,' says the Confidential Agent, sign, Madame, pray,
this piece of paper, abandoning through it all power over your
daughters. They must now be, of course, entirely and completely
your husband's ; your authority over them must to-day absolutely
come to an end.' And the cowed Madame Paul signs, with her
teeth chattering, and the Confidential Agent buttons the paper
inside his coat and bows himself away, not without sadness and
foreboding ; with a side glance at Mr, Protocol trimming his nails
*

over the blind in the room below, as he goes into the street.
In the evening, at five, he goes to M. Paul. * Your wife

is

found, sir,' says he to him. 'I do not bring her with me, for
she will not come, but I know where she is.' Poor M. Paul is

humbled and

stricken

when he

hears

it all.

*

You

are rid of a

cries the Confidential Agent to the poor man
bad bargain, sir
with his bent shoulders. ' I know all about Madame ; she is not
the wife for you she never has been fit to be the mother of your
children. You are free of her now, and I give you my word it is best
And to M. Paul he gives a few facts about this femme a trente
ans which, of course, he has long known and duly docketed
that at once straighten the bent shoulders with indignation and
throw a dry fire into the eyes that just now were wet with tears.
In the end, mastering himself, M. Paul avows his eternal obliga'

!

;

'

!

tions to the Confidential Agent, swears never to see Madame again,
even if of her own free will she return. * Ah, sir
interrupts
'

!

who knows his own and the human heart
be too hasty! you are both of you yet young,
before you both there is yet a great deal of life.
Madame will
repent, you may depend upon it, and repent bitterly; I saw
the Confidential Agent,

better, 'don't

M. Paul
your

mon ami I

And some day,
some day quand vous n'etes pas bien, some day when
what shall we say ? aches heart or stomach ? some day,

to-day some indications of
;

it.'

'

Ah,

'

'
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when you are sighing for her, as some day you will,
be only too happy to remember that, if she wishes it, she
She is not wholly and absolutely cut off from
can return to you.
you, of that I have taken care remember it
And some day it was, some day not long after, when the
cloven foot of Protocol did not prevent him decamping, as was
foretold of him, with the speed of a common thief, with all of
Madame Paul's of value on which he could lay his hands ; to
whom only was left the fifty-pound note sewn into her stays ;
unripping which, with cries and tears of rage, she sailed homeward with it back to France, and falling one night of summer
across her husband's threshold, was tenderly raised by him, and
For it is at
till her death, not long after, tenderly cared for.
shame
the
of
love
that
is
and
that
there is no
once the glory
true,
or
to
be
that
in
the
torch fire of
committed,
offence, committed
the god cannot be consumed ; no troubling of the flame that ever
can extinguish it; no blasts, no tempests that, rage upon it,
furious as they will, do not, after the wreaking of their worst, yet
believe me,

you

will

'

!

leave

it

*
How can you
burning as steadily, as devotedly as before.
if she deceive you ? asked of him one of Moliere's
woman once deceived me, that fact of itself would
'

love your wife
friends ; * if a

make me
'

'

*

Ah, my friend
sighed Moli&re,
in saying that you tell me you have never really loved.'
Note, by the way, that from Madame Paul, in desultory concease to love her.'

!

versation held before parting, the Confidential Agent learnt the
exact day up to which Paris was victualled, and of which important

date the beleaguering force were soon in possession.
Paul had wheedled it out of never mind whom

Madame

!

Some hour or other there booms upon us now into the lowbrowed room from Westminster, but what it is we neither of us
can

tell,

nor either of us scarcely notice ; for in the eyes of the
Agent there beams the light of old triumphs, old

Confidential

and in ours a curiosity that

this side of

midnight will
oh
Confidential
stories,
Agent
more of your adventures
to which, as though the
we cry
glaring vermin heard, the red mouse answers with a shrill cry,
and, leaping an inch or two in the air, alights on this
Deep in the calm cherry-heart of Kent, far even to this hour
from the fluster of railways, deep only among hops and cowls of
oast-houses, lies mouldering the long low country-house of the
once great family of the Tanquerays. "We have no time to trace
successes,

not easily be quenched.

'

More

'

!

'

*

!

;

!
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their decadence from the

Tanqueray of James the Just, who went

to seek his fortune at Whitehall and found

it there,
lying chiefly
in apostasy and on the ledges of the backstairs ; nor to give in
detail all their present poverty, of money, of intellect, of influence,

and, in the true sense, of blood ; it is enough to say that the best of
the Tanquerays lie and kneel in Ightleigh Church ; above, around,
and below the circular pew where, with its green baize table and
stove, to-day the thin-faced, red-haired head of the house
His
stands with his stiff neck, and makes pretence to worship.
ancestors may sleep in peace if they can ; it is with him and his
wife that we are now concerned.
its

For well nigh a century the Tanqueray heir has gone to Rugby
and thence to the bar, chiefly to qualify himself for the bench of
him which once was put on
magistrates, to have that stamp upon
and most, perhaps, when he fought with Sampson
Justice Shallow
For that three years
Stockfish, the fruiterer, behind Gray's Inn.
of lodgings in Half-Moon
reading for the bar, those three years
Street with the old family butler, was all of life the Tanquerays
ever could afford to taste, all of freedom they ever knew ; and
wild though these three years often were, no Tanqueray had ever
of them down to Ightleigh.
yet carried a trace

They heard the
chimes at midnight in their own fashion some loud, some low,
some fast, some slow ; but, having heard them, they were quite
:

content for the rest of their lives to hear the bell for prayers at
ten o'clock at home instead, and the cracked clock over the tumble-

lounged upstairs at eleven. The present
who has ever dared Why, you have
Mrs. Tanqueray to see with one glance
only to look at the present
of your experienced eye that she is as much out of place in
as a milkmaid of Herrick's would be at midnight in the

down

stables as they

owner

is

the

first

of the line

Ightleigh
Strand. Pauca verba.

comes the Confidential Agent, another
the hop-poles and the oast-houses, down
strange figure among
he comes on a Tanqueray summons to get at the inner sense of a
at the great house and
robbery that has just been perpetrated

Down

to this Ightleigh

that entirely baffles the penetration of the local force. A burglar
in Ightleigh masks, revolvers, and stocking-feet impossible
And yet Mr. Tanqueray, going into his wife's boudoir somewhat
late in the afternoon, finds the door locked and, just about to
force it, is confronted by a mask and a revolver, both of which
cool determination, out into the night and disgo past him with
!
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With a trifling booty, only, that is the strange part
appear.
old Tanqueray jewels on which
only a trifling booty out of all the
hands might have been

A London

thief, evidently, says the
what
he could get. Softly
with
local police ;
;
not
so fast ; I have other
answers the Confidential Agent ; softly,
I
for
an hour or two to
Leave
theories.
me, my brothers,
beg,

disturbed

laid.

and

off

!

wander in the park this fair spring morning, to cool my hot
London brow and to think
Shall we give the results of those woodland deliberations on
that fair spring morning, with the cuckoo shouting at the Confidential Agent, and the Confidential Agent saluting the loud bird
with a polite wave of his high London hat ? Surely, since the
first Tanqueray of James the Just laid the first red brick at
Ightleigh, no stranger figure has ever kicked aside the heavy
bracken, no bolder contrast between the old and the new has ever
terrified the innumerable rabbits with their flashing stubbs of
tails, BO accustomed to velveteens, so alarmed at a frockcoat. Two
hundred years divides precisely these two personalities, Whitehall
Ah shrills the red mouse,
of James and Strand of Victoria
but suppose you tell them who was the burglar ; for, after all,
that's what they want to hear, and not
Oh, the burglar ? Well,
the burglar appears to have been an old lover of the wife's, a
survival of the old London existence and it was her theatrical
instinct had hurried him off in the manner above, with a diamond
!

!

;

star in his

that's

pocket for her to wail over, duly returned later by
what he was, and those were the results of the wood-

post ;
land deliberations of the Confidential Agent.
No tale that we have had as yet so much delights the red
mouse as this. She beats again, this time in ecstasy, her glowing

paunch with her crumpled little fists, and could we bend but low
enough, small doubt that we should hear the gurgle of inextinguishable laughter, as she throws back her pointed head and wellnigh weeps with mirth. An old lover among the hop-poles and
the oast-houses, in the calm cherry-heart of Kent, where there
should be by rights naught but the crack of the merry carter's
!

whip, the whisper of happy lovers by the murmuring mill wheel ;
the hiss of the serpent and the beast's flat-head parting the ivy
leaves that cling round the Tanqueray coat over the hall-door,
the slimy undulations over the honourable motto

!

An

old lover

!

and in this Kentish paradise ? oh, shame
It is here the mention of the firearm that
suggests to us the
!
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question whetherJn all these schemes, intrigues, adventures, the
Confidential Agent has ever gone in any fear, in any danger ; had
ever found himself, for instance, opposite the round naught of a
revolver-barrel, with the mute notice of no further, the mute
the journey come to nothing, ending in an
direction of back!
explosive cul-de-sac if persisted in ?
As a family man the Confidential Agent was
In answer yes
once certainly desperately frightened by one of the most desperate
!

vomited out of a Continental slum and in this way.
In the good city of Frankfort the Confidential Agent, seated once
*
at the opera there, drumming his fingers to Nobil Signer,' with
a friend, superintendent of the Frankfort police, turns his head
and his glass and sees behind him one Eink, well known as the
villains ever

boldest thief in Europe, and at that very moment wanted for a
great bank robbery in Vienna. He sees him, he is sure of it, and
so

nudges and whispers his friend the superintendent, who also

'
No
not Kink certainly not
turns, but with a laugh declares,
'
But the Confidential Agent is sure, from
not even like him
Rink's manner, which begins to be uneasy, and from many personal
!

!

signs ; for in his moments perdus, what more agreeable occupation has he than to study the photographs of those who are

wanted, especially those wanted badly ? this way and that, sideways and upside down, through a microscope even he studies
them, until he learns every turn of the face, every peculiarity
;

and, under whatsoever disguise they may be, never fails to recognise a brow, a nose, a mouth, that in all probability in life he has
never set eyes on. So though on Eink till this moment he has
never set eyes, he is certain it is he, and proposes there and then

Not on the authority

of the superintendent but
the director himself, and while the
nuns are limping in their ghastly revels in the convent church,
the Confidential Agent pays the box a visit, introduces himself,

to arrest him.

there in one of the boxes

!

sits

gets
the necessary order, and determines there and then to execute it.

To be brief, they pursue Eink to his hotel, and there, bluster
and fume and foam as he may, they manage to secure him, and
proof of his identity there in his portmanteau light on a flimsy
bundle of notes, scoring up to the tune of 14,000?., proceeds
without a doubt of the great robbery of the Vienna bank. Eink
at last
secured, to the joy and envy of all police Europe, by
the sharp eyes of the Confidential Agent. Photography, as the
*
Times heads an article on the capture, photography the best
'
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The same Eink, who was afterwards

tried at

Vienna, gets twenty years in the fortress of Schaltz, on the Danube,
and before his removal from the dock finds time to turn on the
Confidential

Agent there

in court,

and swear with a horrible oath

that out of Schaltz he will climb or crawl, throw himself or fly,
and, once only free, make it then the business of his life to take

that of the Confidential Agent. In which, perhaps, there does
not seem on first glance to be much, mere wind and fury signify-

ing nothing. The threats of criminals, declares Vidocq, who had
a large experience of them, are scarcely worth the air into which
they are breathed ; for a criminal thinks of plunder, not of

murder

he

;

is

after

money, not your

life

;

and though,

if

you

present him or stand deliberately in his way, he will do his best
to kill you, he will not, as a rule, go in search of you merely to
As a rule but Rink was an exception. The
gratify revenge.
most desperate criminal, the most determined prison-breaker, the
!

coldest cruellest villain that ever lied to or cheated

man

or

woman

have such a man on your track, to have such a man swear to
kill you, was enough to make the blood of even the Iron Duke
run cold
Much more that of a Confidential Agent and a family
man, who in both capacities bought himself a weapon of defence,
and began to keep with care to the better lighted sides of the
In the meantime, Rink safe, thank heaven in Schaltz ;
streets.
to

!

!

Schaltz that overhangs, inaccessible, the beautiful blue Danube ;
safe in Schaltz, fourteen hundred feet above the water's edge, in

which blue water a peach-stone from Rink's cell window might be
dropped with ease safe at present, but for how long ?
Comes to the Confidential Agent one black afternoon a certain
Dr. Drogue, a Frenchman with a large clientele among rogues
for rogues must at times be doctored ; the devil himself,
you re;

member,

at times is sick

a large clientele

among

that floating

scamp that robs hotels and cheats tradesmen, and
marries and deserts poor suburban heiresses comes to him and says,
*
owing him a good turn, Take care of yourself, mon ami ; see
where you go these next few weeks. Yesterday Martin and Franke
left London for Schaltz, with a scheme for Rink's
escape, with
whom they have managed to be in communication this month past.
class of foreign

;

He will be sure to break through ; you know no prison in Europe
has ever held him for long, and his first visit will be to
you, he
has sworn it. Take care of yourself mind, I give you warning

'

!

The

Confidential Agent's hand trembles as he writes a telegram
to the governor of the fortress Schaltz, to be on the watch for
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two men who are on their way there to assist Kink to escape ;
and in an hour or two receives the laconically scornful reply,
*

Thanks, but there are not often escapes from Schaltz.' No, not
often escapes from Schaltz, nor often Kinks in durance vile there
within six-and-thirty hours is flashed to the Confidential
for, lo
!

!

Agent the appalling message, Rink ent/loh diesen Morgen aiw
Schaltz
Rink escaped this morning from Schaltz
Escaped this
?
and
here
or
at
the
latest
? then
next
to-morrow,
morning
day
Heaven help the Confidential Agent
And now, in Aristophanes'
fashion, rather irapa Trpoa-So/ciav, comes to the reader what most
*

'

!

!

be a disappointment, though to the Confidential Agent
an undoubted relief ; for, through Rink did indisputably escape,
out of Schaltz infirmary, where he lay, with the sympathetic help
of the nuns
never was there a man who could easier twist a
woman to his will
though he escaped and got clean away and
never was recaptured, he never came near the Confidential Agent ;
and from that day to this, beyond a terrible fright, has never
done him any manner of harm. Nay, more, from that day to this
will feel to

!

has never even been heard of

in the remotest, faintest echo,
;
either for good or for evil ; but with his ferret nose in the air has
apparently stepped sheer off the edge of the world and vanished ;

perhaps to break with aerial burglary into some great fixed star,
or trouble the placidity of the shimmering milky way with strange

and monstrous crimes.
One more tale of a rogue, wholesomely baffled by the Confidential Agent in the very nick of time ; and though the papers are
still deep as autumn leaves about our feet, and still there is life in
the red mouse, yet we must cease from their perusal, for the night
deepens and broadens and our space narrows. This, then, is the last.
The Count d'Alberg, with fair whiskers and moustache and
hair centre-parted, desires to ally himself with a highly
respectable, almost distinguished, family at Richmond ; the con-

fair

necting link to be the attractive and only daughter, who is blest
with a neat little fortune of fifteen thousand pounds. One day
there visits the Confidential Agent a gentleman to consult him in
the matter of this same Count d'Alberg, to inquire if anything be
known of him, his family, his pretensions to nobility ; if, in short,
there be any reason why as amicus foci he should forbid his banns

Richmond Hill ? whose head being
round it of this foreign coronet has
discarded the inquirer, with no other recommendations, unfortunately, than his fidelity and a strict attention to business,

of marriage with the Lass of

somewhat turned by the

flash
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Exit the
qualities of the flash-dazzle order.
the
Confidential Agent to consult his dossier, with
strong notion
Count's
of finding in it something distinctly to the
disadvantage,
neither of

them

the dossier in this case being the Allgemeiner Polizei-Anzeiger,
a mysterious paper that circulates among the police of the world,

which are notices of the careers of rogues wanted and rogues
secured and disposed of, with in many cases their photographs,
and in all their personal marks and peculiarities. Among them,
sure enough, the Count d'Alberg, and in the Allgemeiner PolizeiAnzeiger many reasons why the^ banns of marriage should be
forbidden with the Lass of Eichmond Hill. Cast your eye for
one moment over his dossier and see if it be not so.
The Count d'Alberg, alias de This, de That, and d'Other,
aged 30, height 6'2|. Here follow personal marks and peculiarities.
Filius nullius, he was born in Dublin, and from the age
in

of eight years has been in and out of prison as often as the
meteorological figure of the man is in and out of his little house,

which, as

all

know,

is

as often as the

weather changes.

Convicted

at eight years old of robbery, at fourteen of robbery with violence,
at sixteen of burglary, at twenty sentenced to transportation for

a great robbery at Liverpool, where five of tihem got clear away
with 17,000., and might have had it till this day had they not,
as thieves do, quarrelled over the division

and

so let in the police

Capture, transportation, escape, &c. &c. ; quid
Enough here surely to prove that the Count d'Alberg is

upon them.

plura

?

scarcely the

man

the Lass of Eichmond Hill, his scarcely the

for

arms to carry her off amid the rustled congratulations of every
hamadryad in the park, nor his scarcely the career to be brightened
by the charms of this lass so neat, with smiles so sweet !
There is to be a dinner-party at Eichmond that evening to
introduce the Count d'Alberg to the family and relatives of the
lady he has won so impudently, and down to that dinner-party
journeys the Confidential Agent, the guest of the inquirer of the
morning, who, as an old lover to whom something is due, finds no
difficulty in introducing him in the house, nor in introducing him
to

Count d'Alberg, to

whom

the Confidential Agent bows, and
After dinner, the ladies gone,

talks distantly about the weather.

the Count's health drunk, scarcely are the heel-taps vanished,
when ' Excuse me, Count,' calls to him from the other end the

but will you tell me how you spell your
of your name once.'
And the Count
with a touch of defiance in his voice, having, with the

Confidential Agent,

name

?

spells it

I

*

knew some one
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rogue's keen instinct, scented here the presence of an enemy.
'
Ah ! replies the Confidential Agent, incisively, * did you always
'

'

Did you never spell it so ? rapping out
one of the Count's many aliases. Dead silence, the Count pale
as death, glaring and swearing he does not know what is meant
the guests wondering what is coming, who the unknown is, the
old lover enchanted.
'Or so?' repeats the Confidential Agent,
with
another
with another and another.
alias, 'or so ?
rising,
And are you not this, and did you not do that ? And, in one
spell it that

way

?

;

'

word, how dare you be here in England, in Richmond, when you
should be lagging your time in the colonies, doing odd jobs about
the verandahs and mending thS station fences ?
Terrible consternation, the Count d'Alberg appealing with
yellow lips to his host to protect him from insult, from the blind
charges of intoxication ; stutters he never saw the man before,

cannot guess to what he refers, rises as though to put an end
'
to it and go into the drawing-room.
Before you go into the
'
drawing-room,' dauntlessly cries the Confidential Agent, come

room with me, and I will show you the marks you
have on you that will prove I know what I am talking about.
But the Count has
Come, that will settle it, once and for all
had enough, will do no such thing, will be insulted no longer ;
and, making his way unsteadily to the door, half bows to the
company and goes out into the hall. Followed by the old lover,
who never was so radiant, and who, with the Confidential Agent,
sees that the Count takes his right hat, opens the door for him,
watches him down the drive out into the utter blackness ; and
returning executes a pas seul of rapture on the door-mat, that,
turns out to be the first of his marriage festivities with the charming Lass of Eichmond Hill. Sic semper prcedonibus !
If, as we have written, there were more of the night for us
and of these pages we could make a palimpsest, no end would
there be to these stories, nothing could stop the flow of our pen ;
for the packets still lie in numbers about our feet, among which
the red mouse still leaps and flickers in ecstasy, inviting us to go
on and tire not. For see, here you have a man ridded in the most
cunning yet simple fashion of an importunate woman ; here a
gentleman relieved of a lady whom in a moment of expansion he
had offered marriage to, and who chased him over two continents

into the next

'

!

make him fulfil the promise ; here a cheating groom captured
and convicted in a manner almost laughable, if crime ever be
laughable ; here the story of a child in a cab, handed out through

to
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here a veritable

;

mystery of a Derbyshire village that still wants an explanation
here, in short, still lie waiting the telling half the stories of the
troubles, intrigues, and miseries of a great city
tions of that which, though so many call it life,

half the revela-

;

by many more

is

Ex pede Herculem from what we have
immane corpus will be easily guessed at.

better recognised as death.

written, the rest of the
Of the work the Confidential
it,

of the

Agent

does,

men and women with whom he

and the way he does

deals, of the Confidential

who from
time have some
shrewd idea. They should know, however, as indeed they may
There are
surmise, that there are, of course, degrees of them.

Agent himself, those who read between the
what is said gather what is not, will fey

lines, those

this

Confidential Agents as eminently respectable as the nature of
their calling will permit, and Confidential Agents as precisely
the reverse which also the nature of their calling will permit.

There are men, honest men, doing a legitimate business, such as
it is, and men who are nothing of the kind ; men who come and
go from the tops of the high Strand houses, who are wanted by the
police or who have been and have eluded them, who haunt low race
meetings and betting public-houses men who, when they are in
trouble, lie low until the air clears, and then reappear in sealskin
In short, as in
waistcoats to open new offices and begin afresh.
the case of the stories we have told, it must appear that in some
the Confidential Agent has behaved well and in others ill, that in
some his flight has been as straight as the arrow from the bow
and in others as crooked as that of a bird with one wing ; so in
the calling itself it is clear that there are Agents whose methods
are consistently good, and others whose methods are as consistently bad ; for, naturally, what we have written is not the actual
extract of one individual, but the essence of them all, the good
and the bad, stirred, seethed, and skimmed in one huge Warwick
;

porridge- cauldron.

As we

stroll

homewards down the thronging Strand, now

full

of clustering, pushing theatre-goers, there is a new interest for us
in regarding them, a new speculation as to how many among
them are at this moment drifting into the hands of the Con-

Agent, weaving him a skein to unravel and untie,
knotting together their hands and their feet, and with their
mouths offering him a knife to sever the cramping-bonds. To

fidential

the superficial ordinary eye,

how commonly

vacant,

commonly
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good, commonly bad, commonly respectable, commonly uninteresting, do not all these ordinary faces look ; but under these ordinary

suburban, omnibus, tramcar exteriors, consider what passions,
vices, nay, what crimes, are perhaps at this very moment at
work, boiling and bubbling and frothing. To the ordinary eye
what is there more honest, simple, mirthful, than Hogarth's

what

Laughing Audience ? but to eyes trained and developed by the
Confidential Agent why, our pen shakes and quivers at the
thought of what we now believe those obstreperous groundlings
capable the revenge, the scheming, the intrigue! Laugh as
they may now, with their wigs off in the July heat and their
cheeks laid against the pit spikes to cool, how long will it be
before they are whining in tears, lying, grovelling, cheating,
backbiting ?
But shall we believe the Confidential Agent ? Is, after all,
all that he tells us true ?
Why not ? Who can pretend to have

probed the height and depth of good and evil of which human
nature is, or may one day be, capable ; who can say that all the
stories have been told, all the combinations and permutations

made ; is humanity un homme fini beyond which there is no
advance; have the heights of virtue, the depths of vice, been
completely scaled and explored ; in a word, does nothing remain
humanity in either direction to accomplish ? The completely
good, the completely bad, does not as yet enter into most men's
philosophy, gives no indication of existence, unless it be upon
for

the stage ; but that most perfect and brave Christian gentleman,
Colonel Newcome, has his moments of unreason and irritation,

and the most sombre of our villains will cry over children or
canaries, and whip round on the reading of a poem or even the
striking of a clock, from forger and murderer clean round to
churchwarden. So that still, it is clear, in both directions, up and
down, much remains

for us to

do

;

heights of virtue to be trod

more firmly, profundities of vice to be more completely enjoyed,
more determinedly adhered to. And of these two magna opera
the Confidential Agent appears to us in the latter direction to
have done and still to be doing something, in the way of an
assurance of the existence in life of some one really wholly bad,
without one tiresome redeeming virtue, one annoying civilised
inclination or taste.

Not one redeeming

virtue, or shred, or hint of one ; a figure
black
and
Tiens, c'estjoli! as
entirely
just think of it.
wholly
the Frenchwoman cried on first sight of St. Peter's at Eome.
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CHAPTER XLIX.
AN APRIL FOOL.

GrKEAT change had come
over

Whether

Lazarus.

dated from the sprouting of the moustache, or
from the conference at
it

Court Boyal, and the final
imposition of terms on the
great family, could not
be determined by Joanna
with nicety. She thought
that the change began
with the moustache and
ripened after the latter
event. Lazarus was elate.

Old Cheek had retired
without interference, and,

now

that his

heart was

up, he was more
he consented to an occasional bloater. Indeed
lifted

liberal

than when

tendency had swelled into large proportions. He had
not shrunk from saddle of mutton with onion sauce, nor from
fillet of veal with stuffing, nor from sirloin of beef and Yorkshire

this liberal

pudding only at pork he had drawn a
his Hebraic prejudices.

line, for

he was

strict in

Have pig's puddings if you like, Joanna. Don't let
inclinations bar your way
yet, perhaps, such is the delicacy of your
feelings, you don't like to eat and see me fast.' He spoke thickly,
*

my

efforts with his mouth to get out the words.
the matter with you, Mr. Lazarus ? Your speech

making strange
*

What

is

queer, and your appearance changed

'

Joanna stopped

is

short,
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and

stared. Lazarus opened his mouth.
with a double set of artificial teeth.

He

had provided himself

'

'
I thought I'd electrify you,' he said.
Yes I've had my
taken
in
hand
an
artist
a
dentist.
Cost me a lot of
jaw
by
money, Joanna, the charge was outrageous a fancy price as for
an object of vertu. But, so long as it pleases you, I don't care.'
'
I wish,' said Joanna, ' that you'd be more particular about
your hair, Mr. Lazarus. You make your pillow as black as if you
used your head for a flue brush.'
Lazarus looked down.

*

You used

to have grey hair.'

'Not grey,' said the Jew ;' just a speckle here and there
like wood anemones in a grove.'
'But now your hair is glossy black. Don't use your head
again on the chimney.

If

holly bush.'
'
It is not that,' he said,
'

'

you object to a sweep I

will use a

humbly.

'

Then what

is it ?

a coppery blush.
'Dye,' he replied, with deepened colour,
five
I've
that
costs
me
shillings.
gone through a course of
Dye

Zylobalsamum and Eau des Fees.

my

There, Joanna, if I blacken
a black silk hand-

am sorry. Henceforth I'll tie
my head when I retire to bed.'

pillowcase I

kerchief round
'

What was

that concern I found on the chair in your room,
'

this

morning
'

My

whispered the Jew.
echoed Joanna.

stays,'
'

'

Stays
'

?

!

Call it corset,' said Lazarus.

'

It sounds

more

aristocratic.

My figure wants it.'
*
What next ? asked Joanna, contemptuously. ' Are you
coming out in knickerbockers and a Norfolk blouse ?
'
'
it hurts my feelings,
I don't like irony,' said the Jew ;
which are ticklish as the soles of my feet. Joanna what say you
A jaunt to Prince's Town, on the moors, in this
to a picnic?
'

'

!

brilliant

spring weather, and a look at the convicts

combine moral
'

edification with pleasure ?
I should like it.'

so as to

'

You shall have it. Express a wish, and I fly to fulfil it. I
have even forestalled your wishes. I've invited the old lady from
the ham and sausage shop to join us as a sort of chaperon, you
'

understand.'
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A

doing.

carriage

and

but what of that, if it give
Joanna pleasure, and the mountain air bring roses to her cheeks,
and the sight of the prisoners inspire her heart with virtue.'
It will cost a lot, too,

pair, in style.

*

'

have you invited Mrs. Thresher ?
1
As a chaperon. But,' with a chuckle, *
you better, Joanna, to come alone with me, I'm

Why

if

it

would

suit

as I always am
The
will
less
for the horses.
be
weight
agreeable.
her dinner.
ten
stone
before
woman
weighs
sausage

and must be
The ham and
Not that we shall be charged

less for going without her
but we
have to feed her out of our pockets. There is that to be
If I order a dinner at six shillings, and there are
considered.
to eat it, we shall consume three shillings' worth
ourselves
only
if
Mrs. Thresher comes we shall be limited to two.
whereas
each,

shall

That has to be considered.
regulate

my

However,

appetite by your

it is for

you to decide.

I'll

decision.'

As Joanna

There is another point
said nothing, he added,
worth weighing. If the ham and sausage lady comes, I must
sit

'

with

my back to the horses
my relish of the victuals.

spoils

;

that

makes me

bilious,

and

Where you pay you expect

It wouldn't be etiquette to set a lady rearwards to

to relish.

the horses, would it?

But no

I'll

manage.

We'll have a

'

wagonette

!

'There's one thing I should like
*
that is, to go to the ball.'
;

above every other,' said

Joanna

The

But I can't be there.'
ball
That will not affect my pleasure. You have spoiled my fun
more than once. I was to have gone to a grand dance at Court
1

!

4

Koyai, but could not, because of your affairs. Now the spring
ball is about to come off, and I should dearly love to be there.'

Lazarus rubbed his head, then looked at the palm of his hand,

upon which the dye had come off.
*
Joanna,' he said, you don't consider.
'

These

balls are very

only ladies of the county families, and the wives
'
daughters of officers. No second-rate parties there
select

;

and

I don't want to go to any second-rate affair.
The best, or
none at all.'
'But I don't see my way to manage it. You'd want a
chaperon, and the old lady from the ham and sausage shop is
not quite, as the French put it, cream of the cream.'
'
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*

I

remember that you once told Mr. Charles Cheek that you
me to any ball you had a mind to, and no lady dare

could send

refuse you.'
1
1 was romancing,' said the

Jew ;

*

I'm by nature an Oriental,

and prone to soar into
*

*

'

poetry.'
I will go,' said Joanna, decisively.
I can't find the way to do it,' answered Lazarus.

go to the moors with Mrs. Thresher, eat your
I will remain behind.'
Joanna
I've set my heart on this excursion.'
Oh, no, no,
I
have
set
mine
And
on the ball.'

Very well

;

three shillings' worth.
'

!

'

'

I'll

see about

it,'

muttered*the Jew.

*

I shall not give a thought to the moors.
dread of sitting with your back to the horses.

You need have no
You can lounge in

the back seat with Mrs. Thresher.'
1

Joanna I would not go without you. My body would be
on Dartmoor, but my soul would remain at the Barbican. If you
could see inside my heart,' he said in a pathetic tone, * you'd
behold your own self curled up there like a maggot in a hazel
nut. But there, I'm launching into poetry again.'
Joanna vouchsafed no remark. He sat and watched her, but
she showed no symptoms of relenting.
'
I'm not now what I once was,' he went on.
Then I had an
Now that object
object before me for which I toiled and stinted.
Hitherto life has
is attained, and I need stint and toil no more.
of
us
a
of
time
been to both
privation, now it shall become a
I.
I will deny you nothing on which your heart is set.
holiday.
in
have money
abundance, and as you have helped me to make it,
you must help me to spend it. If you want rings, take them
from my drawer. Chains and bracelets are at your disposal.
Select what gowns you like, they are all yours.'
*
'
the whisky has got into your old
Gro to bed,' said Joanna
!

'

;

head.'

After that she would not speak to him.

He made many

attempts to draw her into conversation, but all failed. When he
was about to retire to rest, he stood in the doorway, the picture
of distress, and sighed, and said in a soft tone, ' Good-night,
Joanna.'

She poked the kitchen fire savagely, and said nothing.
"
Won't you say " good-night to me who've been so kind to

*

you?'
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think^about the

ball,

Joanna.'

Still obdurate.
'

You

go to the ball, Joanna.'
Mr.
Lazarus.'
Good-night,
The change in the Jew's manner caused the girl uneasiness.
She was shrewd enough to see what it meant. He had fallen in
For a long time he had
love with her after a peculiar fashion.
used her as a drudge, as a mere slave, without compunction what
he laid upon her and how hard he treated her. By degrees he

you

shall

*

came

to realise the value of her services,

himself what would become of

and he began to ask

him were they withdrawn. Where

?
She had grown into his ways, to
understand his requirements, almost to think his thoughts. She
had been educated in the business and comprehended it thoroughly

could he find a substitute

in all its parts and turns.
Then, when he had come to appreciate her worth to him, Charles Cheek appeared on the stage,
about the house, and threatening, as the
her,

admiring

hanging

Alarmed at the prospect of losing
feared, to carry her off.
to
the
fact that she was grown to be a
his
her,
eyes opened
and
a
woman.
He grew jealous of the visits of
beautiful
woman,

Jew

young Cheek, and jealousy, bred in self-interest, awoke a sort of
monkey-love in the old man. His wife was dead and he was
free.

Joanna did not, perhaps, read all that passed in his mind, but
she read enough to be uncomfortable in his presence, and to repel
his advances with decision.
his infatuation as far as served her purposes, but she
well at bay.
Several times when they were together,
she noticed that he was working himself up to a declaration of

She used

kept him

The sure sign of this was his helping himself
the
When he did this the girl left
to
spirit-bottle.
repeatedly
the kitchen, and did not return till his courage had evaporated.
his sentiments.

Formerly the Jew had drunk nothing but water, only occasionOf late he had enlarged his doses, not
ally mixed with whisky.
He sometimes pressed her to take hot
of water, but of whisky.
spirits and water, to sip some from his glass, on the pretext that
she had taken a chill, but she steadily, even rudely, refused.
Lazarus was disagreeable enough in his earlier bearish mood,
he was worse in his later loving mood ; and, in spite of the increased
comfort in the house, Joanna would gladly have returned to the
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former state of

affairs,

to be freed from his ungainly and irksome

amiabilities.

Joanna was not happy. She had not seen Charles Cheek for
some time, nor heard more of him than a report brought by
Lazarus, that he had been to his father and that the old man had
forbidden his return to Plymouth, the scene of so many follies.
The day fixed for the excursion to Prince's Town broke brilliantly.

Dartmoor is a high barren region, rising from two to three
thousand feet above the sea, towering into granite peaks, broken
by brawling torrents. In the heart of this desolate region, and in
the most desolate portion, in a .boggy basin devoid of picturesqueness, stands the convict prison of Prince's Town, above the line
where corn will ripen and deciduous trees will grow ; often enveloped in vapour, exposed to every raging blast from the ocean.
To pass from the warm, steamy atmosphere of Plymouth to

the cold and bracing air of Prince's Town, is almost a leap from
the hot into the frozen zone. The drive was delightful. Joanna
and Mrs. Thresher sat facing the horses, and the latter talked
of the drop in the price of pork and the quality of imported
bacons, during the greater part of the way. The Jew occupied
the position that disagreed with him. Joanna entreated him to

change seats with her, but his gallantry was proof against her
solicitations. He cast yellow, malevolent glances at Mrs. Thresher,
who made no such offer, which, had it been made, he would have
accepted. He maintained his place, sitting sideways, and his face
became momentarily more sallow. He wore a straw nautical
hat, with a blue riband about it with fluttering ends, and in
golden characters on the front, an anchor and the name Nausicaa.'
His black vest was very open, exhibiting a starched white
front set with coral studs, and a black tie a la Byron slipped
through a cornelian ring. Over his waistcoat dangled a massive
golden chain, and his fingers were covered with rings.
As the unfortunate man became really unwell, the ladies
*
insisted on his mounting the box.
But then,' said he gallantly,
I am turning my back on the finest view,' and he bowed to
Joanna and raised his cap, exposing a very discoloured lining.
Joanna enjoyed the drive, especially that part of it when
Lazarus was not opposite her, getting yellow in face and grey in
'

'

Up.

She did not talk

to Mrs. Thresher

;

she was not interested in
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she was engaged in looking about her, at the

views, the hedges, the rocks, the rushing stream that danced and
feathered over the granite boulders. The hedges were starred

Here and there they were white, and here and
there pink. The larks were singing and twinkling high aloft,
the busy rooks were cawing and flashing in the sun-light, looking
sometimes white. From the beech-grooves came the liquid coo
of the doves, and the gush of the throstle's song, and the fluting
of blackbirds. Nature teemed with music, poetry, and the exuberwith primroses.

Only one thing lacked, thought the girl, to make
the day perfect, Charles Cheek should have been there with his
joyous humour and lively prattle. At length they reached Prince's
Town, and ordered dinner at the inn. Whilst the meal was in
preparation, the holiday makers wandered about the prison, and
watched the warders and the convicts.
ance of

*

life.

*
It screws up our
very improving,' said Lazarus.
morals like the tuning of fiddles. You see, Joanna, the miserable
end of men who allow themselves to be found out.'

This

is

After dinner, Joanna slipped away, to be alone in the wilderness, and inhale with long draughts the sparkling air that pours
into the lungs like atmospheric champagne. She climbed a height,
and ensconced herself among the piles of granite, away from the
cold wind, in the glow of the glorious sun.
To the south lay

Plymouth harbour and the glittering sea. Fold on fold of blue
stretching away for miles to the rugged peaks of the Cornish

hill

moors lay to her right.

As she sat in her nook, believing herself alone, she was disturbed by a head with a sailor hat protruding itself from behind a
In another moment, Lazarus was before her. He threw
rock.
himself in the short grass at her feet, picked a rush, and nibbled
at the end.
4
'
did you
Joanna,' he said,
why did you run away ?
leave me with old Thresher ?
What do I care for old Thresher ?

Why

brought Thresher to-day as gooseberry picker. In the upper
walks of life, to which we are going to belong, gooseberry pickers
I

are the thing.

Young

when out junketing.

them as incumbrances
Thresher examining some pigs

people must have

I've left old

fed by the warders off the scraps left by the convicts.
Did you
mark how the old lady ate ? I did. It was a race between us ;
She didn't want to have
especially over the roily-poly pudding.

the doughy end without the jam, and I was determined she
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A roily-poly has but two ends, not three, so two must
should.
have ends, and only one can enjoy the middle. I was resolved
that you should have the best part, and that Thresher and I
should have the ends. I cared for your interests above my own,
I took one end, and Thresher pulled a
you'll allow that, Joanna.
mow when I gave her the other. Did you see it ? But you had
the middle, oozing out with whortleberry jam and that shows,
*
if demonstration were needed
(he lowered his voice), how I
regard you. I wouldn't have done that in the old days, would
;

'

I?'
'
*

'

No,

sir

And

let

!

me

assure you o, this, Joanna, the round globe does
woman for whom I would do it now.' He

not contain another

took off his hat, and exposed his forehead scored with a black ring.
*
I hope you see, Joanna, what a change has taken place in my
You may have noticed in me the wakings
feelings towards you.

You
Ah, Joanna do me a favour
house from fire, my property from burglars, my throat
from their murderous knife. Save now my heart from despair.
I offer you my hand ; let us walk together down the flowery path
of life, with the roses blushing in our way and the doves cooing

of tenderness of late.

saved

!

!

my

over our heads, and with plenty to eat and drink on the journey.
like, eat what dainties you desire,
what clothes you fancy, and picnic when and where you
"
that we two were maying," as the song goes,
will. Oh, Joanna,
together through life without a Thresher at our side as a sharer of
our pudding. Cease to consider me as your master, and accept

Spend, Joanna, what money you

dress in

me

as your husband.'

Then Joanna
'

Too

late,

burst into a ringing laugh.

Mr. Lazarus, too

late

!

not permissible after

twelve o'clock.'
*

What do you mean ?

1

This

an April
4

1

is

the

first

'

of April, and

you are trying

to

make

of

me

fool.'

am

serious.

I protest,

most

serious.'

*
Then,' said she, it is yourself that you have succeeded in
converting into a most egregious April fool.'
*
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CHAPTER L.
TO THE RESCUE.
MR. CHARLES CHEEK was supposed to know nothing
the family, till Lady Grace spoke to him so

ties of

of the difficulplainly on the

He

had, however, heard something from the steward,
subject.
whose mouth could not keep silence, and his father had told him
From Mr. Worthivale he heard of the
plainly what he knew.

by the death of the Archdeacon. Nothing
him and Lady Grace.
She was
There it stopped.
friendly, and he remained fascinated.
Lord Saltcombe had at last been roused to take a decided step.
fresh trouble caused

further had passed between

The General

told him of the Duke's objection to the sale of anything, and of the necessity under which they lay of at once finding money. The honour of the house was at stake, and the

Marquess visited his

father,

and was closeted with him

for

an

hour.

When he came

he went at once to the General.
me to act independently but he desires
to be spared particulars.
My hands are set free to raise money,
but he is not to be consulted how it is to be raised, nor told how
it was done when the
money is raised. As we want immediate
cash, let us have the plate and jewelry overhauled, and get rid
of what is not necessary.
There is that confounded set of
diamonds I bought for Dulcina Eigsby. They cost twelve hundred,
and I dare say will fetch two- thirds. As for the family jewelry
4

The Duke

out,

will allow

;

I shall never marry, and so the race will expire with me.
No
Duchess of Kingsbridge will need them. My mother was the last.
I have the key to the safe where they are kept.'
(
Let us begin at once, and pack what is not in immediate
requisition.'

Lord Saltcombe rang the bell for the butler, and ordered the
plate chests to be taken into the state drawing-room, not now
likely to be used again ; also the cases brought there that would
be likely to serve for the packing of valuables. Mr. Blomfield
obeyed without a muscle of his face working, and soon the grand
room was filled with boxes and piles of silver plate, old salvers
engraved with arms, supporters, and coronet, punch bowls, centrepieces, goblets, christening and caudle cups, urns, kettles, tea and
coffee pots, ewers, candelabra,
a mass of metal, much of beautiful

workmanship.
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*

That,' said the General,

*

is

the great silver salver presented

by the City of Ghent, of which he was in
He was not Duke then you see the
possession at the time.
fulsome inscription in Latin. This must be melted up. It will
never do to have it sold as it is, to proclaim the straits to which
the Eveleighs have been reduced.'
The butler and the footman packed the plate in the green
cloth-lined cases.
In former times it had been transported with
the Duke to town and back to the country. Consequently the
proper conveniences for the reception and removal were ready.
to the Field-Marshal

;

*

'

said the General, pointing to a silver
On one side
teapot on a lampstand of exquisite workmanship.
were represented Chinese picking tea leaves, on the other Chinese
Is not this beautiful ?

The groups were
ladies sipping the beverage made from them.
enclosed in the most delicate shell and flower work. With it went
a cream and a milk jug, and a silver canister, all of equal beauty
'
of workmanship.
This set belonged to George the Second,' said
*
the General ; he gave it to the Duchess Lavinia on her marriage.'
*

Here is my christening cup, out of which I used to drink as a
and there are the marks of my teeth on it,' said Lord Salt-

child,

combe, with forced gaiety.
'
This cream bowl ought to be valuable,' remarked Lord
Ronald. * I never saw anything like the delicacy of the work, the
festoons of roses and jessamine, with butterflies perched on them.
Fortunately the arms are not on it. I suspect it is unique.'
Tray after tray was filled with silver forks and spoons, soupladles, great gravy spoons, enough to furnish a Lord Mayor's
banquet.

When
the

all

the silver was packed that had to be sent away, and
floor, the porcelain

rest, that was to be kept, was laid on the

was

collected.
*

Fetch everything from my room, Kobert,' said the Marquess ;
then with a laugh, ' I have been disenchanted with some of my
I dare swear I have been
prizes, and doubt the value of the rest.
there
can
taken
be no questioning the
in.
Anyhow,
egregiously
value of these Sevres vases presented by Charles X., and there is
abundance of precious Oriental china all over the house.'
The room was now filled with splendid bowls, great standing
vases for pot pourri, old Dresden figures, Chelsea in abundance,
majolica dishes, Capo di Monte white groups, superb specimens of
Palissy, services of

Crown Derby, Swansea, and Wedgwood, of the
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most choice and exquisite descriptions.
Chimney-piece, plate
were encumbered with them.
The Marquess himself went to the jewel chest, and brought in
as much as he could carry. He laid on the table a tray of crimson
velvet on which sparkled a tiara, necklace, stomacher, and earchests, the floor,

rings of diamonds.

My mother wore these at the coronation of Her Majesty,'
Lord Saltcombe ' she lost one of the diamonds out of the
brooch, and never wore the set again. The place of the missing
stone was never filled up ; perhaps that was the first symptom of
*

said

;

difficulty in finding

money.'

A

beautiful chain of white pearls with pendants of black pearls
attracted his notice.
'

How

well this would have

become Grace,' he

said.

Then he

brought in more, a complete parure of amethysts. Then rings
diamond, topaz, amethyst and diamond, ruby. These splendid
ornaments seemed in the cold daylight to have lost their
sparkle, and to be sensible of the general sorrow, decay, and
humiliation.

The pictures must come down,' said Lord Saltcombe.
The
Eubens at Kingsbridge House can be disposed of to the National
*

'

Gallery, which
*

Will the

is

short of examples of that master.'

nation care to spend thousands on fleshy Dutch-

women ? I doubt it.'
Some of the paintings
'

in this

room

are valuable,' said the

Let us have them down, and they can be measured
for their cases.
That Murillo was bought by the first Duke off
the easel of the painter. These Gerard Dows are more interesting than beautiful. There is an Adoration by Porbus, with Philip
II. and Alva as two of the Wise Men. Here is a Turner purchased
by my father, undescribed by Mr. Kuskin.'
'
The Reynolds' portraits what of them ?
'
We will not part with family pictures if we can help it. Let
them remain suspended.
There is a large Morland with its
clump of dark trees, and a pretty Gainsborough, a fine example
and worth a large sum. These must certainly come down.'
Lord Saltcombe and the General were standing in the middle
of the room, which was strewn with treasures.
Most of the silver
was packed, only that left out which was reserved for use. The
china was about, some being packed in hay the jewels in their
the pictures were unhung
trays were spread out on the tables
*

Marquess.

'

;

;
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when the door opened, and Lady Grace entered with Mr. Charles
Cheek and Lucy.
Lady Grace saw in a moment what was being done, and
coloured and stood still.
Lucy also understood the situation, and
was seized with a fit of trembling. The occasion of their entry
was this Charles had said, in the course of conversation, that he
had never seen the state rooms, whereupon Lady Grace, unaware
of what was taking place, had volunteered to show him
through
them.
*
Rather
Packing for removal to town,' said the General.
late in the season, but better late than never.'
Charles Cheek was not deceived. He drew back. He was
moved. It was sad to see the break-up of a noble family, to
He withdrew from the
stand, so to speak, beside its deathbed.
room at once, and halted on the staircase outside the door, and
with agitation in his voice and face and manner, he said, Lady
Grace will you give me a right to fly to your assistance, and
'

'

!

'

prevent this humiliation ?
*
'
Yes,' she answered with calmness, I will.'
That night Charles Cheek hastened to town by express that
reached Paddington at 4 a.m.
He was at his father's house before the old man was up, and
he awaited him in the breakfast room. Charles was in a condition of feverish excitement, in spite of his cold night-journey.
servant had taken him to a room where he had washed and

A

changed his clothes.
old man came in, spruce as ever, in his black cloth frock
a
white
shirtfront, stretching his arms, and then rubbing his
coat,
hands.

The

'

exclaimed Charles, * I have been waiting to see
Governor
you these two hours and a half, burning with impatience. I have
something of importance to communicate.'
'

!

(
4

1
*

Ugh
No
Ugh

!

Want money ?

that
!

is

Still

That is not

'

not for myself.'

want

it.'

primary reason for coming here.'
puffed himself out and stood by the fire, winking
and rubbing his hands, and glowering at his son.
<
I have spoken to
I have just returned from Court Royal.
she
has
consented
and
Grace,
Lady
The father shook his head doubtfully.

The

old

my

man

'
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*

She gave
It is a fact, governor, I give you my word.
Some
the promise in the presence of Lucy Worthivale.
time before she all but promised, but yesterday she was

me

explicit.'

The old man rubbed his hands vigorously, thrust his arms
forward, flashing his cuffs, then hiding them again.
'
'
*
By Ginger he said, what a chap you are
'

!

!

'

Do you

mistrust

'

I didn't think

No.

'Mistrust?

me ?

are a fine fellow, that you are.
she'll make a Lord Charlie of you.'
*

Hardly,' laughed Charles

*
;

you equal to

The

You

girl

it,

has sense.

though.
Ginger
!

the wife does not ennoble the

husband.'
4

Don't she

Charles Cheek

We'll change the law.

Make

me

into Mrs.

She should.

?

political question.

Don't

tell

she'll flatten

down

it

a

'
!

Not quite that. But never mind. We have not got to that
I want you, father, to act promptly.
I have come by
night express, and must return to-day.'
*

point.
(

*

What do you mean to do ?
You will remember what you
'

me

done, give
'

What

!

undertook.

The family

are in

what

I have

leave to stop the sale of their valuables.'
A galloping consumption.
to that pass

When

immediate want of money.

Got

If you are satisfied with

!

undertake a thing, I do it ; I'll take up the mortgages to the
tune I scored, but I won't tear them up till the marriage is
I

accomplished.'
Charles explained what the immediate need was.

give me a bill of sale on the
furniture and plate and pictures, and I'll advance the money. I'm
not such a fool as to give without security.'
'

Very

well,' said

the old

man

'

;

That was the utmost Charles could obtain from his father.
There is no knowing,' said the old man.
The young
woman may mean right enough, but the aristocratical relations
may interfere, and blow themselves out with pride, and refuse
consent then what about my money ? As for the mortgages,
I'll see to them at once.
Those of Emmanuel shall be taken up
immediately, and when the registers are signed, I'll tear them to
shreds.
As for ready money, I'll advance something on the stockin-trade, but only if I have a bill on them to enable me to seize
'

'

;

in default of fulfilment of conditions.'
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Charles was obliged to be content with this.

He returned

the

same day to Kingsbridge.
*
You've had a long journey,' said Mr. Worthivale. ' I was
amazed when told you had gone to town. Nothing the matter
'

with your father, I hope ?
*
Nothing at all,' answered the young man. Then, after look'
ing inquiringly at the steward, I say, do you recall a certain
'

conversation you had with my father ?
*
Bless my soul he overflowed with conversation, and every
word was precious. To what do you particularly allude ? '
!

Mr. Worthivale knew very well what was meant, but he was
reluctant to have this topic* retouched.
Lucy had told him
the
With
his
ideas,
suggestion of old Cheek had
nothing.

seemed to him a

sort of

blasphemy.

<
Well,' said Charles Cheek, it has
Grace has passed her word to me.'
f

it

'

Stuff and nonsense.'

*

It

to

is

my

advance

a

after

all.

Lady

went up to town last night to communicate
you are in immediate need of cash he will
on the security of the contents of Court Koyal and
fact.

I

If

father.
it

come about

Kingsbridge House.'
Mr. Worthivale coloured.
'
'
Lady Grace Impossible.' The steward was stupefied. Why,
you are nothing, literally nothing, one of the people ; and your
!

father

is

in

'

with a shudder

*

I assure

'

You misunderstood

you

it is so.

*

trade

'
!

Ask Lucy.

her.

Your head has been turned.

She was present.'
It is impossible.
Sheer impossible.
I ought never to have introduced

you.'
'

I repeat

1

But

she has consented.'

;

the Duke

and the Marquis

and Lord Ronald, what

'

will

?

they say
They have not been asked.'
4
You had better not ask them. As you value your happiness
and my regard don't. For Heaven's sake, don't.'
4

Mr. Worthivale, excuse me, but you seem to think that the
advantage is all on my side. Yesterday Lord Saltcombe and Lord
Ronald were packing the valuables to be sent to London for sale.
There is therefore desperate immediate need of money. I come
at least from those
offering to relieve them from their difficulties
The mortgages to the amount of two hundred
most urgent.
*
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thousand pounds will be taken up by my father, and on our marThe pictures may be rehung, the
riage he will give them over.
china replaced. I do not know
and
the
jewels
plate unpacked,
what the sum is in immediate requisition, but my father is ready
on receipt of
so long as it is under ten thousand
to advance it
the consent of the Duke and the Marquess to the contents of these
two houses, of which you will furnish a list, being the security for
the sum.'
*

Not a word

forgive me.

My

ol

this

to

goodness

them

!

Lord Saltcombe

What presumption

!

To them nothing is sacred
rising generation
?
Kadical
a
are
blazing
you
!

there

!

will
is

never
in the

I suppose, sir,

'

no political opinions, having nothing to gain or lose.'
Leave this matter in my hands,' said the steward. * I will
I must rush off
I will manage about the bill.
see the Duke.
of
the
and
the
the
and
pictures
now,
packing
stop
carriage of the
to
have
town
with
all
the
I
to
was
gone
things, and done
plate.
'

I have

*

my

best with them.'

You are welcome to arrange with the Duke about the bill,
but I cannot have you interfere between me and Lady Grace.'
'
I
I would not dream of mentioning it.
You have been
I
*

!

deluded.'

Who

'

by ? By Lady Grace ?
Heaven forbid. She is incapable of falsehood. By your own
inordinate vanity, which has deluded you into hearing things that
were never said and seeing things that were never done. It is
As soon make me believe the common people here
impossible.
*

when they

tell

me

they have seen the sun

morning.'
Worthivale said no more.

dance on Easter

He

was convinced that the young
The immediate advanwas
The
dream
the
of
great.
precious collections of Court
tage
a
for
time.
saved
Time
was what he wanted. In
were
Eoyal
time the Marquess would marry and shake oklCheek and all other
Old Men of the Mountain off his shoulders who weighed him down
and plucked the golden fruit and left him starving. In time
Bigbury Bay would become a rival to Torquay, and make the
Eveleighs as Torquay had made the Palks. In time the slate
In time
quarries would rout all other slates out of the market.
the shale would distil petroleum. What mattered it, if for a
while the young man were left dancing in darkness with

man had

dreamed.

VOL. VI.

NO.

It mattered little.

34, N. S.

18
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bandaged eyes

?

He would some

day see his

folly,

and blush at

his temerity.

Meantime

Providence was interfering for the salvation of the

Eveleighs.

CHAPTER

LI.

THE FLYING-FISH.
JOANNA
her

carried her point.

heart

upon

it.

No

She went

to the ball.

She had

set

dissuasion would turn her from her

purpose, no difficulty discourage
she did.

her.

Gro she would,

and go

The Easter

ball was qualified by selectness. If it was nothing
was select. On this it prided itself. The most rigid
censorship was exercised over the admissions by the committee.
No one without blood, or this was a concession money was
The committee sat at a table, and the names were
allowed.
passed from one to another. It was like running the gauntlet.
Only those that came out unscathed between the lines were
allowed to appear.
The nobility and the county families
The Earl and Countess of Mount
patronised and attended it.
Batten, Lord and Lady Laira, Sir John and Lady St. Austell,
patronised the ball, and gave it the stamp of selectness. The
generals and their ladies, the admirals and their parties, all the
J.P.s and the J.P. fowl attended, and added their insistence to its
selectness.
The ball was so select that it hesitated to admit the
womankind of marine officers and marine artillery officers. A
select few of very superior marine officers were allowed to creep
in, with a deferential air, and dance all night with their coat-tails
between their legs, and a smile of humble thankfulness on their
faces that they were allowed to caper in such select society.
The
ball was so select that no lady with the soil of trade on her fingers
could hold them out for a ticket. It was so select that, of the
Church, only the wives and daughters of rectors might enter the
females whose orbit is in a Peel district, and revolve about vicars
and curates, were shut out. It was so select that the family of
the wine-merchant were as rigidly excluded as the family of the
pastry-cook who united with the wine-merchant to furnish the
else, it

;

supper.

On

the Cornish coast folk say,

when the wind

wails at the
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windows, that the ghosts of drowned sailors are without, flattening their spiritual noses against the panes, dabbing their dripping

palms against the glass, weeping because excluded in wind and
Outside the great
rain from the warmth and light within.
unnumbered
women wept and
of
the
spirits
assembly-room,
too
select
for them.
The
was
Let
hands.
ball
their
wrung
and
not
to
circle
in
low
their
own
dance
on
them
levels,
aspire
the system of the social planets.
This Easter ball was quite a different affair from the October
and the hunt balls, when the room was occupied by cliques, and
the cliques danced together, ignoring the cliques below them, and
went to supper and ate in cliques, and talked in cliques, and flirted
in cliques, and clacked in cliques.

one-clique

This ball was emphatically a

ball.

Yet, into this most select of balls Joanna thrust herself. This
was how it was done.
Mr. Lazarus had lent money to the Hon. Mrs. Yellowleaf, and
he sent her a note to say that unless the loan were repaid by a
certain date, he would County Court her.

Mrs. Yellowleaf came down to his private office in great
She had not the money ; she was in daily expectatrepidation.
tion of a remittance from an aunt. She entreated Mr. Lazarus to

He wanted his money. He
delay. Mr. Lazarus was inexorable.
had heavy bills to meet by a certain day. Mrs. Yellowleaf had
promised repeatedly to repay the loan, and had not done so. His
patience was exhausted. He was a poor man, he had put himself
to great inconvenience to find her the money ; if she could not
or would not pay, he must cast her into court, and if that failed

he would put in an execution.
the threat, and nearly fainted.
*

Mrs. Yellowleaf turned green at
'

I simply cannot.
money,' she said
My
is
with
the
as
China
husband,
squadron. My remityou know,
tances have not arrived.
My aunt is very kind, but she is out of
I cannot find the

humour with me just now, and

When he had reduced her

I dare not press for more.'
to a condition of abject despair, then

only did he offer relief. Eelief could be bought but on hard
terms.
She must take under her protection to the ball a young
who
lady
particularly desired to attend.
The Hon. Mrs. Yellowleaf was aghast. This was a sheer imShe could not, she would not run such a risk. The
possibility.
tears

came

into her eyes.

She knew nothing of the

'person,'

182
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neither her name, nor character, nor antecedents. The ball was
most select.
She might get into serious social trouble by

taking there an individual unqualified to associate with good
There were so many denied admission whose claims were
society.
urgent.
'

name in
summons
*

*

well,' said Lazarus, rising.

Very

West

the

of

Then prepare

England papers.

You

shall

to see your

have your

to-morrow.'

Who

is

she

'

?

asked Mrs. Yellowleaf, after a pause for con-

sideration.

Lazarus explained that she was a Miss Rosevere, an heiress,
an orphan, of irreproachable character. * No relations in Plymouth, none that I know of in Devon or Cornwall.'

What

'

asked Mrs. Yellowleaf, doubtfully.
there won't be one in the room will surpass her in
Like
looks, I can assure you.'
'
She thought ' Jewess might
She is not not an Israelite ?
*
sound rude, so she said Israelite.'
<
You need not fear. Not a bit. Cornish comes from the
dark lot down the coast by Veryan and Goran ; dark hair, dark
She'll be the belle of the ball, and the richest
eyes, olive skin.
*

is

she like

?

*

!

'

'

too.'
girl there

The Hon, Mrs. Yellowleaf drew a
*

Very

will take the
*

Dress

!

Mr. Lazarus,

sigh of relief.

not press for payment, I
I trust she dresses well.'
lady.
she'll dress as well as the best, I promise
you.'

well,

if

you

will

young

was settled. Mrs. Yellowleaf was uneasy about her
undertaking, but unable to evade it.

So

it

On

the evening of the ball Joanna was seen into a cab by
'
said he, as he shut the door on
Mr. Lazarus. ' Ah, lack-a-day
*
The sight of
her, I can't go with you, but it ain't possible.
me in the assembly-room would be too much for the nerves of
!

some folk there.'
The Hon. Mrs. Yellowleaf 's carriage led the way, followed by
She was
Joanna's cab. The lady had just seen her in the hall.
sorry that she had no place in her own carriage to offer Miss
Rosevere, as her daughters and son went with her if Miss
Rosevere would follow in her fly, she would await her in the
;

entrance or disrobing room.
Accordingly she saw Joanna

when she put

off

her cloak and
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She looked scrutinisingly at her, and was struck by her
She turned sharply round, with motherly apprehension,
beauty.
and caught an admiring expression in her son's face. ' I wonder
whether she be really an heiress
thought Mrs. Yellowleaf.
shawl.

'

!

'

Possibly enough that, being a stranger, she

any

'one to

whom

may

not have known

to apply.'

She thereupon softened towards the girl, and spoke to her
Joanna had much less dialect than one of her status
amiably.
be
supposed to be infected with, for she had not associated
might
with other girls at the Barbican. She had grown up alone, talking only to Lazarus, who had no provincial brogue. His English
was passable. Joanna's was also passable, though not the language
of perfect culture. Mrs. Yellowleaf knew, the moment she opened
her mouth, that she had not the bringing up of a lady.
very few

A

words

who made

'Ah

'

she thought, 'some mining captain's daughter,
a fortune in tin, and left it to her. She has money,

sufficed.

but not breed.

!

she has money. After all, nowadays, money
That
was to be her explanation, if asked about
everything.'
Joanna. ' My dear, an acquaintance whom I could not refuse
Still,

is

asked

me

be

to the young lady.
People are very
ask
to
for
them, and stand
carry parcels
They
you
of
It ought not to
to
all
sorts
and
conditions
chaperon
girls.
be done. As for this Miss Kosevere I know nothing about her,
to

civil

inconsiderate.

except that elle est une bonne partie, worth, I am told, but I do
not know, three thousand a year.' That is what she would say.

What

she thought was,

'

Three thousand

will obscure

nation and grammatical slips.'
As she went upstairs she wondered whether

it

bad into-

would be well

to allow John-Conolly, her son, to take a fancy to the girl. ' Not,'
she considered, ' till I know exactly her value. Her father's will

can be seen in the Probate Court for a shilling.'
She touched one of her daughters. ' My dear Lettice,' she
whispered, 'if Mr. Charles Cheek should ask you to dance, be
It is true that his antecedents leave much to be desired,
but he has, and will have, money.'
Mr. Cheek was there, much disappointed at not being able
to appear in company with Lady Grace and the Marquess.
Still,
civil.

though debarred their companionship, Charles was not disposed
to forego the gratification.
He was becoming very tired of the
uniformity of life in the country, and depressed by the cloud of
troubles which hung over Court Koyal.
At first he did not
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But on going up to speak to the Hon. Mrs. Yellowand engage Miss Lettice for a dance, his eye met that of
Joanna. A look of incredulity, then of blank amazement, then of
amused delight, swept across his face. ' Halloo
he checked
observe Joanna.
leaf,

'

!

himself

when

*

Joe

5

was on his

lips,

and substituted

*

Miss

Eosevere.'
'

You know Miss Eosevere ?

'

asked Mrs. Yellowleaf in trepi-

She had noticed the change of expression in his face.
*
Oh yes old acquaintances,' answered Charles, with his eyes
still on Joanna, full of wonder and question.
dation.

!
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'

Where have you met ? asked Mrs. Yellowleaf.
At at the Duke of Kiiigsbridge's Court Koyal,' answered
Charles, dashing at the first name that occurred to him.
How is the Duke ? asked Joanna, with composure. And
'

t

'

'

'

So grieved to see that the Archdeacon

dear old Lord Eonald.

The blow must have been

dead.

severe

to his

is

The

Grace.

brothers were so attached.'
*

Oh, well
Court Koyal.'
'

How
'

not very well.

is,

Indeed,' said Joanna.

Worthivale
'

that

<

And

I

am

just

come from

sweet Lady Grace, and Lucy

'

?

well,' answered Charles, puzzled beyond description.
did the girl know anything about the Eveleighs ?
You were not at the Christmas ball,' said Joanna, * when

They -are

the Eigsbys were staying at the Court, and every one supposed
Dulcina would become Marchioness. Yonder she is with her
coffee-coloured father.

How

go over and speak to her.
'

all

tastelessly she does dress

Come with me, Mr.

!

I

must

Cheek.'

'

he whispered, as he escorted her across the room,
wonders this is the most wonderful
Am I out of my element the flying-fish among gulls ?
Joe

!

'

of

'

!

'

'

Not a
'

How

hand.

bit.'
'

do you do, Miss Eigsby ? said Joanna, extending her
*
I am afraid you do not recollect me ; but we met at

Court Eoyal during the winter.'
Dulcina looked at her uncertainly.

She could not remember
but
was
that
wonderful
?
She had met so many
;
at
the
Court.
She
was
strangers
glad, however, to be recognised,
and to have some one to speak to, as she knew few ladies in
the face

Plymouth.
The Hon. Mrs. Yellowleaf nudged her son.
John-Conolly,'
she said, 'you see the plain-faced, gorgeously dressed girl that
Miss Eosevere is speaking to. She is an undoubted heiress. Go
and secure her hand for as many dances as you can. Be very
civil to her, and bear in mind that you must either work or marry
'

money.'
'
Mother, I'd a thousand times rather dance with that charming
girl you brought here.'
'
Dance with both. Try to be struck with both, and let them
perceive it; but be cautious with the Eosevere. II me faut
prendre des renseignements.'
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*

Who

'

that very striking young lady yonder ? asked Mrs.
wife
of a country squire.
Fothergill,
*
answered
Mrs. Yellowleaf, ' is a Cornish heiress.
That,'
is

Between me, you, and the post

money made

in mines.

How-

ever, the Kingsbridge family have taken her up, and put the
cachet on her. Lady Grace Eveleigh and the Marquess are
unable to be here, owing to the death of their uncle, the Arch-

As they could not come with a party, I was asked to
Miss
Eosevere. Very rich and handsome, though somewhat
bring
in
wanting
polish.'
'
said Charles Cheek, when no one was by to hear,
Joey
*
this is roaring fun.
You are* the most audacious little rogue I
deacon.

'

!

You thrust yourself in here anywhere that
have
a
mind.
And then you extort a hundred pounds from
you
father
Oh, Joe, I have never thanked you for that. It was
my
of
But conceive how staggered I was when my father
good
you.
ran up alongside without showing signals, and poured a broadside
into me because I had got myself entangled with a little pawn.
Put me down for a score of dances, Joe. I had rather dance with
you than with any other girl, and talk of something different from
the weather and the primroses.'
But this might not be. Joanna had no lack of partners. The
rumour spread that she was a Cornish heiress taken up by the
Kingsbridge family. There was no question as to her beauty, or
to her ease of manner and movement.
Ease of manner was given
Ease
of
movement by the fact that
by complete self-assurance.
she had lived all her life in slippers.
*
*
Cheek,' said an officer, surely that is the girl I saw in the
the
of
You went up and
that
stage-box
frightful accident.
night
ever came across.

!

talked to her.

We asked

you then who she

was.'

'

Yes, and I told you.'
told us she was an heiress, and were disinclined to introduce us. It is mean of a man like you, with such prospects, to
'

You

keep the heiresses to yourself.'
1
You are too dangerous a rival,' answered Charles, laughing.
But it is not true ; I leave the field clear about Miss Eigsby.'
said one
What an uncommonly good-looking girl that is
'

'

*

!

mother, against the wall, to another standard medlar.
happy about her extraction, I understand.'

'

Not quite

Eather odd in speech, I hear,' answered the latter. 'But the
Kingsbridge people have taken her up on account of her money,
'
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is a rumour of the Marquess of Saltcombe
becoming
engaged to her, now he is off with Miss Rigsby. They could not
come because they are in mourning, so they asked Mrs. Yellowleaf to be responsible for her.'
Dear me I had no idea Mrs. Yellowleaf was intimate with
the Eveleighs. I hear queer reports about the Kingsbridge

and there

'

!

very shaky, I understand.'

family
'

Ah, bah Every planet has its occultations, and comes out of
the shadow as bright as before.
You never have known what it is
to be in financial eclipse, I suppose.'
Joanna was dancing with Charles Cheek.
*
You do not know how you are perplexing the old ladies,' he
*
said.
As for the men, they are infatuated. Take care, Joe, that
you leave no joint in your armour open for an arrow to enter.
Some of the markswomen will be spanning their bows at you
!

before the night wears to day.'
*

What

a pity you were not at the Christmas ball at Court

'

'
said Joanna, without noticing his warning.
I mean, of
course, the first ball ; the second was only for the tenants and

Royal

!

The room

servants.

the grand ball-room, you

know

was

it

painted groups in panel, of the time of Louis XIV.
It belonged to the older house, and was incorporated in the new
mansion built by the late Duke.
And the crystal lustres

superb with

its

twinkling with rainbow-tinted light. And the drawing-room
do you know the pictures there ? The Gainsborough, and the
Murillo

'

;

Joe
a witch ?

the S&vres vases given by Charles X. ?
exclaimed Charles, * you will drive me mad.
'

*

Are you
you to
know anything about the rooms and people at Court Royal ?
'
Never mind. I will not tell you.'
*
I am cross with you for one thing, Joe.
You might have
been sure I would have been here to-night, and it would have
been graceful to wear the Roman pearls I gave you. They were
only Roman pearls, true, but the chain was pretty.'
'
I could not.
I had given it away.'
'
Joe
how could you do that ?
Oh,
'
I gave it to the best of women.'
1
Who can that be ? I know one whom I think that.'
'
It is the same.
She has it Lady Grace Eveleigh.'
Charles Cheek stood still in the midst of the dance. * You
gave my necklace to her
Impossible.'
!

Have you the

gift of

second sight

?

How come

'

'

!

!

186
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Ask her next time you meet.

'

tell

me

That

is

Now
'

I

cousin.

My

*

have been staying with him, in exile

That is why
Yes and

affects

me

me

It

'

I will

is

it is true.

you

'

I have not seen
,

greatly.

true

because of you.

there into banishment.'

you in Plymouth ?
confide something more to you that

I will

You

will

hear

it

talked about shortly.

going to marry Lady Grace Eveleigh.'
Joanna stood still, and stared at him.
*

will tell

'

father has sent
*

She

something. How come you to know Court Koyal ?
Mr. Worthivale, the steward, is my
easily answered.

I assure

you

dance no more,'

'

'

Impossible

!

I

am

she said.

it is true.'

said* Joanna, abruptly.

*

Take me

to a

chair.'
*

Remember, you owe me the next

4

1 will not

waltz.'

dance with you again.'
She remained seated during several dances ; the gentlemen
came round her, entreating her to honour them, but she refused
all.
She said she was tired.
At first Joanna was occupied with her own thoughts, and paid
no attention to what passed about her, but she presently woke
The
to the sense that she had seated herself in a wasps' nest.

around her were faded beauties or mothers, and resented
the arrival of a stranger on their preserves who carried off the
beaux from themselves or from their daughters.

ladies

By

slow degrees she was roused to give attention to the conwent on about her, and to become aware that words

versation that

were flying around barbed and poisoned.
'
Who is that child in pink yonder ? asked a handsome lady
on the verge of thirty, who must at one time have been a queen
{
Can you tell me, Mrs. Delany ? It is cruel to send
of beauty.
children who cannot be over seventeen, and ought to be in bed
'

and

sleeping.'

sat on the other side of Joanna.
Joanna
looked sharply round, she was curious to see Mrs. Delany, in whose
That lady
service she was supposed to have been so many years.

The lady addressed

shrugged her shoulders contemptuously, and, returning Joanna's
answered the faded beauty.
*
My dear, how can I tell ? The ball has ceased to be select.
What the committee can be about is more than I can answer,
admitting persons of whom one knows nothing.'
'
'
than giving chaIs that worse,' asked Joanna, innocently,
stare,
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There was much talk of

you have never seen ?

a lady having done this when I was at Court Eoyal.'
Mrs. Delany turned crimson, and sat back.
'

I

have known quite nameless, unknown persons give them-

selves out as friends of people of rank,' said a lady on the other
side of Mrs. Delany, 'who turned out on inquiry to have been

governesses or companions in the family.'
'I have heard,' said Joanna, 'of gentlemen so absolutely
nameless nothings that they have had to borrow their wives'

names and get knighted in them.'
The lady put up her fan instantly.
What bad form it is, Lady Hawkins,' said the ex-queen, in
unmarried girls wearing jewelry,' and her eyes rested on a necklet
'

'

round Joanna's throat.
'

I

beg your pardon,'

said Joanna.

'

Is

Mrs. Grathercole ad-

I ask because I see you wearing a brooch I coveted
dressing me ?
the other day, but I was too late it was sold to Captain Grathercole.'

She

felt

about her.

she did not see

a shiver of suppressed laughter

The fading beauty turned deadly

white, rose, and left

the place.

What a pity it is,' said the lady who took the vacated chair,
<
addressing Mrs. Delany across Joanna, that the possession of
money should be deemed a sufficient qualification for admission
'

!

There are persons in this room who have no other right to be here.'
1
But there are persons admitted who have not even money
Persons glad to get a guinea from
qualifications,' said Joanna.
the Jews for a gown of old gold and black lace.'
The lady sprang up as if she had been stung, and Mrs. Delany
burst out laughing the old gold with black lace was well known.
As for Cornish mines in which some people have their money,'
remarked another, who had not spoken before, I am well assured
that such property is unsatisfactory as castles in Spain.'
Or,' observed Joanna, speaking aloud but addressing no one,
or as husbands at sea, always at sea, but never seen, like the
Flying Dutchman.'
In the midst of the silence that ensued, Charles Cheek came
up and offered her his arm. She rose and took it. Her colour
was heightened and her eyes sparkled.
'
Good heavens, Joe
What have you been doing ? You
have set all the women against you
The flying-fish can snap as well as the gulls,' she replied.
'

;

'

'

'

'

!

'

!

'
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CHAPTER LIL
ON THE PIER.

WHEN

Mrs. Yellowleaf was ready to leave, she intimated her

intention somewhat curtly to Joanna.
Charles Cheek at once
flew to assist her to her cab and muffle her in wraps.
Mrs.
first packed and driven off. Then Charles
Are you by yourself? That must not be. Allow me to
accompany you to the Barbican, and see you safely home.' He
waited for no reply, but stepped into the carriage beside Joanna.
*
he said, * you have made mortal enemies. Your
Oh, Joe
mots have been passed round the room, and those whom you
stabbed will never forgive you. How did you know anything
about Sir William Hawkins taking his wife's name, 'and being
knighted in it, because he was well, without a name of his own ?
And that affair of Captain Gfathercole and Miss Fanshawe, and
Mrs. Duncombe whose husband never turns up and the rest ?

Yellowleafs carriage was
*

said,

'

!

'

I know everything about people in Plymouth
the business.'
'

4

*

You
I

will never, never

am

it is

part of

be forgiven.'

not likely to meet these people again.'
'

Did you enjoy yourself?
For a while and then I did not care for the ball any more.'
1
Why not?'
She did not answer.
The cab was dismissed at the Barbican, and Charles paid the
'

{

driver.

come on to the pier, and let us look at the
water rippling in the moon. It will be dawn directly.'
She hesitated a moment, and then said, ' Very well ; I want
*

Joe,' said he,

to tell

'

you something.'

He

gave her his arm.

'

You

are not likely to catch cold, I

'

?

hope
She shook her head.
The more I see of you,' said he,
'

You

*

the more I wonder at you.
tell me you are not

Joe
are a person of infinite resource.
cross with me for what I confided to you.'
*

Not a

bit,'

she answered.

'

and you have followed my advice.'
It was my father's doing.'
*

I told

!

you to aim at

position,
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You must

you must

!

!

Of course

I admire

I love her also

well

Lady Grace.
in about the

Never can fail to do that.
same fashion as a Catholic

and adores the Virgin.'
Are you satisfied with what you have done ?
'I will empty my whole heart before you,' he

loves

'

'

you are capable of advising me
*

I daren't say all I think

said.

'

I

know

He sighed.

of encouraging me.'

'
!

She laughed.
In the same breath hot and cold. You will
and you won't. You can and you can't.'
Do not sneer at me. I am in a difficulty. I assure you I
have been mortally weary of the life at Court Koyal Lodge. Old
Worthivale, the steward, is a sort of cousin of mine, and infinitely
*

'

Beavis, his son, is too occupied with the family failure
to give me much of his company, and he has not that in him to
afford me entertainment.
I have hunted twice a week, but now
the hunting is over. Five days a week I am consumed with
tedious.

ennui.

I go to the club in Kingsbridge, and try to find some
whom to play billiards, but sometimes no one is

fellows with

the day is fine, and they want to boat ; or the day is wet,
and they want to read novels at home over the fire. Then they
all talk shop
local shop.
They seem to me like a cage of
animals bred in confinement, who can only think and feel interest
and talk of the world within the bars of their cage. If I had not
passed my word to my father, I would have run long ago.'
Is there no attraction, then ?
I allow there is Lady Grace.
She is beautiful, sweet as an
She is kind to me, but never affectionate, and I cannot
angel.
there

:

'

*

'

conceive it possible that we shall ever stand nearer to each other
than we do at present. Of course we can be married, but that
will not fuse my soul into hers and hers into mine, because we
have so little in common. We have different specific gravities.
When we are together, and I see her gentle face and hear her
soft tones, I

am

under a charm which holds

me

at a distance.

The charm draws and

Can you understand ? I
repels at once.
feel that I love her, but I feel also that she is unapproachable by
such as me. If we do get married, we shall be like a two-volumed
book, of which the volumes belong to different editions, and are
in different type and of different sizes.
each other so far that we shall bear the

We
same

belong to
but she will

shall
label,
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belong to an edition de luxe, and I to the cheap and popular
issue.'
'

Then why did you propose

to

Lady Grace

?

Was

it

merely

'

to obtain position ?
'
father wished
No, Joe.

it, urged it, badgered me into it.
do other than like her. I pity the family.
the Worthivales put me on my mettle.'

My

I liked her, I cannot

And then
'How

so?'

'They scouted the possibility of
seemed to regard me as the dirt of the
'

'

We

my

winning her.

They

street aspiring to the sun.'

Do you

'

think you will not be happy with her ?
I shall go to church witb her and never get out of

it

again.

solemnity and oppressive-

church with
ness and mustiness into our married life.
Our tendencies are
diverse as those of a balloon and a diving-bell.
We shall have as
" Blackwood "
little intellectual sympathy as John Bright and a
shall carry the

its

which he was cutting and trying to read. I belong too much to
Bohemia, with the city of Prague as my Jerusalem.'
'
If that be so, you are in a false position, and must leave it.'
'
'
I cannot do so without cruelty.
I cannot,' answered Charles.
The family are in straits for money. My father has undertaken to
pay off the most pressing mortgages and debts. If the marriage
does not

come

off

Do you know, I
and jewels. All were

they will be utterly ruined.

stopped the sale of their pictures, plate,
being packed to send to London ; when I got Lady Grace's
promise I galloped to town on the back of an engine, and got my
father to advance the necessary money to stop the sale.'
'
Does Lady Grace marry you to save her family ?
'

'I do not

know

that she

is

aware of the compact

but

I

'
She never would take
suppose she must,' he added humbly.
and
the
earthen
The
brazen
me for myself.
pot
pot are going to
and
we
shall
have
to keep our disstream
the
down
float
together,

tance for fear of jars.'

Joanna stood on the pier looking out at the promontory of
Mount Batten that seemed to landlock the harbour. The moon
was behind the citadel, steeping the Barbican in night, but the
water beyond flashed like quicksilver. She folded her arms under
her wraps. Charles tried to read her face, but there was no moonlight on it, and the pier-lantern was high above, casting a shadow
over her.
'

Well, Joe, what do you think

'

?
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time to consider.'

If I marry her I shall gain that which
aim
and shall have pleased my father,
have
me
bidden
for,
you
and saved a worthy family from utter destruction. On the other
hand, I shall have sacrificed my independence and cut myself off
from the rollicking life that suits me. I shall live in a social
If I do not go through
strait-waistcoat, and I hate restraint.
with the matter I shall make the governor furious ; he will never
Is it honourable and
forgive me, and the Duke will go to pieces.
'
fair for me to back out ?
'
No, Mr. Cheek, it is not. Go on,' said Joanna, and sighed.
'
I thought you would say so,' observed Charles, also with a
'
sigh, but I hoped that your advice would be contrary.'
Then neither spoke for some time. Far away, behind the hills
to the east, the sky was beginning to whiten, but the moon shone
so brightly that the tokens of coming day were hardly perceptible.
'
We are old friends, are we not ? said Charles, sadly.
'
Yes we have known each other since last fifth of November.'
*
What a time it seems since then
So much has happened
that it is an age to me.'
*
Also to me. To me it has been the change from childhood
to womanhood, from outward hardship to inward suffering.
It
cannot be other. Mr. Cheek, we must part. We shall see each
other no more.'
'
No more he echoed. * Nonsense, I intend to see a great
deal of you when allowed to return from exile.'
It cannot be.'
She shook her head.
*
Why not ? The Golden Balls is here, and the door open. If
I choose to enter with a pair of silver spoons, who is to thrust me
out ? And if there be no customers in the shop, I suppose I may
perch on the counter and enjoy a pleasant chat ?
*
'
You told me yourself you were
No,' she said, never again.

in this position.

'

!

'

!

'

'

going into social stays. You are changing your nationality, and
about to forget Bohemia.'
1
Not yet, no no 1 will enjoy my freedom for a while longer.'
!

*

There

a further reason

is

why

I cannot allow

it,'

she said,

and looked before her into the dark water, and beyond it to the
*
I am going to be married.'
glittering sheet of wavering silver.
*
Married you Joanna
Both stood silent, so silent that nothing was audible but the
lapping of the water on the steps of the pier.
'

!

!
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*

Joanna

*

To

1

Joanna

She

!

I will

not believe

it.

To whom ?

'

Lazarus.'
'
!

There was mingled pain and horror in his tone.
though wrapped up well in

said nothing more, but shivered,
shawls.

The first time
Come hither,' said Charles, almost roughly.
I saw you, I took you to the light to see your face ; and the face
I then saw has haunted me ever since.
Come here, and let me
*

'

I will see if this be cursed earnest or cruel
her
the radiance of the lamp, and turned
within
joke.'
the head up. She offered no resistance, but looked firmly at him.

see your face again.

He drew
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There was no mischief lurking in the dimples at the corners
mouth, no devilry in her eyes. There were dark lines in
her face, gloom in her deep great irises, and set determination
in her mouth.
She felt that the hand that raised her chin to
her
face
was trembling and cold. She was glad when
expose
he withdrew it, and her face relapsed into shadow. Perhaps she
could not have maintained composure much longer under the
of her

scrutiny of his eyes.
*

I cannot help myself,' she said in a low voice.
Lazarus has resolved that I shall
yourself if I can.

*

Judge

for

be his wife.

But
he is afraid of losing me unless he ties me fast.
what can I do ?
I must wait here
I have no home, no father.
till my mother returns.
I have been 617
I am number 617.
I suppose

in the shop for seven years.
Everything else in the shop has
but
I
have
remained.
Old goods have gone, and new
changed,

and the same numbers have represented scores of new
Some of the articles have
objects only 617 has not changed.
been redeemed, but I have not.
Some have lapsed, and I am
Some have been sold, and I am about to be sold. I
lapsing.
remain uncancelled in the books, 617, and nothing can cancel
me but the return of my mother or the expiration of my time.
Here I must remain. I am not free. I dare not go. What
would my mother say were I to run away ? She would be ashamed
of her child. What if she were to return, and I were gone,
should we ever meet again ? Lazarus would never tell her where
I was if I had left him
even if he knew, just out of spite to her
and me.
But it is not that, not that,' she said sadly ; ' I dare
she touched
say you can't understand me, but I feel it here
her heart. * It would not be right. I cannot go. You have a
Christian conscience because you have been brought up as a
Christian. I have a pawnbroking conscience because I have been
There are different denominations
brought up as a pawnbroker.
and different consciences belonging to them.
What is right to
one is wrong to another. All that I know of right and wrong

come

in,
;

'

Lazarus has taught me, or it has grown up unsown, like the grass
and weeds in my back yard, that shoot between the stones.
It
stands written in fire on my heart that I cannot go without the
duplicate, and that if Lazarus chooses to make me his wife, I

cannot help myself.
If I go against that writing,
go out black before my eyes, and I shall be blind.'
*

Joe

!

Joe

!

it

must not be

'
!

all

light will

Charles spoke in pain.
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How

can I escape

'

?

The thought is too terrible that hateful, loathsome Jew
and you you
He caught her arm, and drew it through his
and paced the pier.
It maddens me ; I must work off my fever.
You do not mean it. You say it out of frolic to torture me, and
when you have driven me to desperation, you will burst forth
into one of your fresh laughs.
Is it not so ?
'

;

'

!

'

'

'

No,

it is true.'

But you cannot like him.'
I respect him as a master.
I hate him as a lover.'
Kun away. Go into service ; if you
Joe, it must not be.
want money, I will give you all I have sell the very clothes off
my back to support you. Trust me, try me, I will work the flesh
off my fingers to save you from so hateful a fate. I am in earnest
You have known me only as an idler
you will not believe me.
and a good-for-naught. I have had no one to care for, nothing
to work for. Promise me, promise me you will not
His voice
*

'

4

;

;

:

He

gave way.
'

My

could not finish his sentence.

friend,' she said quietly,

'

I cannot run away.

so already.
It would be wrong according to
I cannot receive your money, that
conscience.

you

I

have told

my

pawnbroking
would be wrong
I cannot remain with
according to my womanly conscience.
Lazarus, except as his wife, now that he has asked me to be
that.
That also, according to my womanly conscience, would be
wrong. If he had not asked me, I could have remained, and I
would have remained, as hitherto, working, starving, bargaining,
As that cannot be, there remains a
begging, lying for him.
single door of escape.'
*

Then escape by

1

You wish

it,'

said Charles.

'

she asked quietly, looking him full in the face.
4
But what is it ?
Certainly, anything rather than
She shook her head and drew a long deep sigh.
it ?

'

*

me

Let

'

go

!

she said

;

for

he was

still

holding her wrist.

No, tell me.'
She suddenly extricated herself from his grasp.
The white light was spreading in the eastern sky, and the
moon, struck with paralysis, failed and became dim.
Joe
he said, and covered his eyes. * Now only, when about
to lose you, do I begin to realise what you are to me.'
He looked up, looked around she was gone.
'

'

!

(To be continued.')
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A KENTISH BO SWELL.
MR. HENRY WILLIAM BROOKE was the last male representative
now totally extinct good old county family of Brookes.

of a

Officially he was head of the Alien Office ; personally the friend
of a roll of illustrious heroes and statesmen the guardians of

England during the long Napoleonic wars. From his and their
letters we gather that he was the trusted friend and frequent
guest of the younger Pitt, Wellington, George Canning, and a
host only less known to fame, not to mention the exiled French
princes afterwards to be known as Louis XVIII., Charles X., and
Louis Philippe. Alike from his letters and journals, intended
only for the private eye, we discover that he was what is called a
gentleman of the old school and his portrait, decorated with that
Order of the Lily which Louis XVIII. sent him when restored
;

'

*

to the throne of his ancestors, confirms the impression, with its
clear-cut, aristocratic features and air of repose.

But he was something more than a courtly old gentleman, for
he has left behind him, hitherto unpublished, a few brief journals
written with that observation of interesting detail and that unconsciousness of ridicule accruing to himself which has made
James Boswell the prince of photographic biographers.
They chiefly relate to the exiled French princes, and his
respect for royalty, as evidenced by the manner in which he
*
speaks of them ; and the capitals he lavishes when he brings
'

himself to employ personal pronouns instead of their full titles,
famous * chronique of that valiant mediaeval soldier

recalls the

'

Villeneuve, who could hardly chronicle his royal master's coming
down to breakfast without referring to him as that most august

and Christian prince, the never-to-be-forgotten, &c., &c., King of
France, of Naples, and of Jerusalem.
Until his family became extinct these journals, of course, were
not for publication ; but upon the demise of the last of his
children, some years ago, his papers, with his other personal
effects, descended to his godson and representative, my father,
Mr. Douglas Brooke Sladen, who has placed their publication at

my

disposal.
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I need do no more in the way of preface than point out that
the interest of Mr. Brooke's journals lies in the fact that they are
the private diaries of the head of that department of the State

which had the regulation of our relations with aliens during the
long European wars of the beginning of the century, when the
convulsions of the Continent filled Great Britain with the fallen

many nations.
What specially concerns

great of

us about Mr. Brooke in this article

is

November 1807 he was selected by Canning, then Foreign
Secretary, to go down to meet the prince who afterwards sat on

that in

the throne of France as Louis XVIII., when, owing to his desertion by the Emperor Paul of Eussia, that unhappy descendant

many monarchs was compelled

to seek a refuge in the last
Great Britain. Mr. Brooke
first at Sheerness, where he did not
The
land, and afterwards at Yarmouth, where he disembarked.
narrative of what happened is in Mr. Brooke's own handwriting
and signed by him, and with it are preserved many letters from
the exiled Bourbon princes whom it was his privilege to oblige,
including a memorandum in the autograph of King Louis

of

sanctuary that was open to
was sent down to meet him

him

Philippe of the horses &c. to be engaged for the journey, a copy of
will be introduced in its proper place. But before beginning

which

the narrative, which I shall print verbatim, to show readers where
exactly they are upon the broad sea of history, I will epitomise
a couple of pages from Alison (vol.

xii. p.

511).

Louis XVIII., as Comte de Lille, lived in retirement at
Verona till the approach of Napoleon's victorious arms in 1796
forced

him

to quit.

He

afterwards went to Blankenburg, whence

various unsuccessful attempts were made to induce Buonaparte to
play the part of General Monk. The implication of the royalists
in the conspiracy of the Club of Clichy in 1797 rendered it necessary for Louis XVIII. to withdraw to Mittau in Livonia, where he

had a pension of 25,OOOZ. a year from the Emperor Paul and here
he was afterwards joined by the Duke and Duchess d'Angouleme.
The sudden conversion of Paul to the alliance of the First Consul
caused the august exiles to quit Eussian territory, and they took
;

refuge in Prussia, but only as private individuals, while England
allowed the Comte d'Artois to reside at Holyrood. Thence he

passed into Sweden, where he issued his protests against the
assumption of the imperial dignity by Napoleon. When war
broke out between France and Eussia in 1805, he returned to
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Mittau, but the peace of Tilsit rendering that refuge insecure
he resolved to seek refuge in Britain, and with all his family,
except d'Artois, who was at Edinburgh already, embarked on
the Swedish frigate Freya, which reached Yarmouth safely
(1807).

Their arrival embarrassed the British Cabinet.

If

they re-

ceived Louis as king it meant war to the knife with the new
emperor, and made the contest an attempt to reinstate the Bourbons, which might influence the unanimity with which it was
prosecuted by the nation, and therefore affect its ultimate issue.

The Opposition would

gladly have availed themselves of a pretext
one of defence and necessity, but

for representing the contest not as

one of aggression to force upon the French a dynasty which they
Therefore the majority of the Cabinet, after an anxious
disliked.
deliberation of three days, followed Canning, who resisted the
Louis was informed by a Cabinet
recognition of Louis as king.

minute

*

that he should receive a secure and honourable asylum in

Great Britain, but that he must not expect an express acknowledgment of his title to the throne.' He resided in England till
Napoleon's fall as a private but illustrious individual at Gosfield
Hall, a seat of the Duke of Buckingham, where he was joined by

the

Due and Duchesse d'Angoule"me, and then at

seat of the

Buckingham

family,

Hartwell, another

where he remained until the

Eestoration.

MR. BROOKE'S NARRATIVE.
1807.

my journey to Yarmouth in November 1807,
where I was despatched by His Majesty's Government (in
the reign of H.M. George 3rd) to attend the Count de

Narrative of

1

IS Isle (Louis the 18th, King of France) on H.M. 8 arrival in England on board the Swedish frigate Freya,

Capt.

.

H. W. BROOKE.

H. M. Louis the 18th on board the Swedish frigate
44 guns in Yarmouth Koads (having been previously
expected at Sheerness), was announced to the British Grovernment on the
November, 1807, in a letter from the Collector
at
In conformity to the instructions given
Yarmouth.
of Customs
officer
the
that
to
by
Secretary of State, no persons were to be

The

arrival of

Freya of
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permitted to land from on board the Freya frigate until further
orders. Government having decided that H.M. Louis 18th should
only be permitted to land and be received as the Count de L'Isle,
I was directed by Lord Hawkesbury, the Secretary of State for
the

Home Department, to wait upon His

Royal Highness Monsieur

(afterwards Charles the Xth) to ascertain whether, in the event
of any person being sent down to Yarmouth by the Government,

would be agreeable to His Royal Highness that I should be
On explaining to His Royal Highness
the object of my visit, he very graciously charged me to thank
Lord Hawkesbury in his name for this mark of his Lordship's
attention, and was pleased to* add that my nomination would be
extremely satisfactory to himself, and that he might venture to
add in the King's name that it would be equally so to His
Majesty, as I had always shown myself much interested in what
concerned them. On my return to the Foreign Department
in Downing Street, it was decided by Lord Hawkesbury and Mr.
it

selected for that mission.

Canning, the Foreign Secretary of State, that I should immediately repair to Yarmouth with an order to the Collector of the
Customs for the landing of the Count de L' Isle and his suite.

was Lord Hawkesbury's desire that his majesty should
Mayor of Yarmouth,
the Port Admiral (Billy Douglass ), and others, but his Lordship
added that it was to be recollected 'that Louis the 18th came
I was also to
as Count de L'Isle and not as King of France.'
It

receive every facility and civility from the
!

accompany H.M. to Gosfield Hall, near Halstead, in Essex, the
Lord Hawkesbury then
seat of the Marquis of Buckingham.
a
letter to H.R.H. Monsieur, which I was to deliver
me
gave
I overtook Monsieur
to him on the road or at Yarmouth.
at Ingateston, where H.R.H. had stopped to change horses
His Royal Highness was accomon his road to Yarmouth.
de
the
Duke
H.S.H.
Bourbon, son of the Prince de
panied by
unfortunate
Duke D' Enghien, and the
father
of
the
and
Conde,
Count de Pussygen. This latter nobleman was the Captain of
H.R.H.'s Guard in Waiting. H.R.H. was kind enough to say
that he hoped it would not fatigue me, as he intended to
continue the journey all night, and settled that (as he was
a Landau, heavily laden) if I arrived at
his own carriage
H.R.H. started
Yarmouth first, I should join him there.
in

A personal friend of Mr. Brooke, whose family, like Mr.
Walmer, near Deal, on the coast of Kent, for many years.
1

B.,

resided at
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before me, but as my carriage was lightest and he stopped some
time to breakfast at Yoxford, I reached Yarmouth before him
Nov r . 1807, about ^ p. 12 m.) Here I met
(on Sunday the
His E. Highness the Duke of Orleans, for whom H.K. (sic)
Monsieur (since Louis Philippe, King of the French), who had
come from his residence at Twickenham to pay his devoirs to
the King, had given me a letter. H.K.H. received me with
great affability, and expressed a wish to be permitted to accompany me on board the Swedish frigate. I then waited on Mr.
Palgrave, the Collector of the Customs, the Port Admiral (Billy
Douglass), and Mr. Lacon, the Mayor, and explained to them in
what character the Count de L'Isle was to land. I experienced
from them much civility and attention. The Admiral ordered
his barge, steered by Captain Curry, the Captain of the flagship,
to attend to H.R.H. Monsieur, the Duke de Bourbon, and Count
de Pussygen (who arrived in ^the meantime), H.S.H. (sic) the
Duke of Orleans, and myself on board the Swedish frigate Freya,
which lay about three miles and a half from the shore. We
embarked at the jetty between 4 and 5 P.M. The sea running
high, the Admiral's barge could not approach the shore, and we
were therefore obliged to get into a small boat to reach the
Admiral's Barge. Previous to our embarking the Princes had
expressed much anxiety about lodging the King on his landing.
They did not like the idea of His Majesty being obliged to

go to an inn, and, indeed, owing to the number of officers who
had just landed at Yarmouth from the expedition returned from
Copenhagen, neither accommodation at the inns nor private lodgAdmiral Douglass, the Port Admiral,
ings could be procured.
and his family, consisting of his lady and two daughters, were
lodged at an ironmonger's shop, so that he could not offer the
King any accommodation. The Mayor of Yarmouth (to whom I
could only hint in delicate terms that his house would be acceptable) excused himself on the plea of its being too small, but
suggested that Admiral Kussell (who was Commander-in-Chief on
the Yarmouth station and then on board his ship in the Eoads)
had a lodging on shore which would answer the purpose. I
therefore wrote a private letter to Admiral Russell and requested
him to send his answer to me on board the Freya frigate. I
had formerly a slight personal acquaintance with Admiral Russell,
but sufficient to convince me of his kind feeling and good-nature.
We arrived alongside the frigate between 5 and 6 P.M.
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Captain Curry first ascended the frigate's side, and announced
from Government. The King, accompanied by the Dukes
my
D'Angouleme and Berry (the son of Monsieur) and the officers and
arrival

noblemen of His M.'s suite, immediately made their appearance
(bare-headed) on the deck, accompanied by all the officers of the

The King, approaching the side of the vessel,
Monsieur answered, Me voici.' The party
Capet.'
the Admiral's Barge then went on board of her. The meeting
the royal relatives was marked by feelings of the most affec-

Swedish

frigate.

called out,

in

of

*

*

tionate attachment.

After the

first

salutations were over, His

Eoyal Highness Monsieur did me the honour to introduce me to
the King in the most condescending manner, saying, ' Mon frre,
permettez-moi de vous presenter Monsieur Brooke, envoye de la
part de Lord Hawkesbury pour votre debarquement (adding
ironically), c'est un tres mauvais sujet, qui a toujours ete tres
malhonnete pour nous!' The party then retired to the cabin

noblemen and gentlemen of the King's suite were
introduced to Monsieur and the Princes, as also the captain
and officers of the Swedish frigate. Shortly afterwards Admiral

where the

KusselPs arrival on board was announced, and I introduced him
He evinced much emotion on
to His Majesty and the Princes.

being presented to the King, even to tears. I explained at the
Admiral's request (evidently to the disappointment of the King
and those who were with him) that the Admiral's lodgings on
shore were far too small for H.M.'s accommodation. His Majesty
and H.E.H. Monsieur retired for a short time into his private
cabin.

It

was there decided (that) the King should not go on

shore until the following morning. It was afterwards discussed
where the King should breakfast, and the want of accommoda-

His Majesty evidently
tion at the inns was explained to him.
to
his
and
said,
uncomfortable,
royal brother Monsieur,
turning
*
Je ne suis pas trop gatte (sic). I perceived also that H.R.H.

felt

'

Monsieur was evidently chagrined, as he observed to me in half a
I felt extremely distressed and
whisper, Could not the Mayor ?
embarrassed by this hint, that the Mayor was expected to show,
*

'

or at least looked to, for this mark of attention, especially
knowing, as I did, that I possessed no official means of requiring
it.
Indeed, the Government could not have exacted of the Mayor
to entertain His Majesty, unless they had intimated their desire
I was
to me that it should be done at the public expense.
mortified at this want of good feeling and taste on the part of the
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had no personal acquaintance, and had

already tried the ground with him, which I could not out of
delicacy say. I could only pass over His Royal Highness's appeal

On quitting the frigate, however, I comin respectful silence.
municated to Capt. Curry the embarrassment I had felt, and
On our return
requested he would hint it to Admiral Douglass.
to shore in the same order (sic) we went, H.R.H. Monsieur
condescendingly desired I would sup with them. On coming
to table H.R.H. Monsieur told me that Capt. Curry had been
there to say (that) Admiral Douglass wished to see me before I
went

to bed.

During supper we were joined by H.R.H. the venerable Prince
The conversation turned generally upon the King's
H.R.H. Monsieur observed that H.
personal requirements.
was
intimately acquainted with European languages, and
Majesty
had a wonderfully retentive memory. His R.H. gave a strong
of Conde.

instance of

it

in relation of the following anecdote.

When

the

King and himself were boys, H. Majesty being about ten years of
age, their father took up the Court Kalendar and gave them two
pages to learn. The subject was the names of the lawyers and
the places of their residences.

This the King effected in ten

minutes.

When supper was over I went to the Admiral's lodgings. He
me he had sent to consult me about the King's breakfasting

told

That, from what I saw of the accommodation of his
and
lodgings,
owing to the shortness of the notice (as the King
was to come on shore in the morning), he felt embarrassed about
As I had perceived that the feelings of
offering H.M. a breakfast.
the Princes were more interested about the mode of the King's
reception on shore than about the splendor or excellence of the

with him.

meal, I took the liberty of suggesting my ideas to the Admiral,
and being joined by his amiable wife and daughters, he very
cheerfully waived his own difficulties in favour of our suggestions.

Mrs. Douglass observed that the Admiral's inclination was good,
but that he always wished when he did anything of the kind to do
it well.
It was at length settled that I should return to the
Princes, and in the Admiral's name invite the whole party to
breakfast the next morning at nine o'clock.
This arrangement, I

was gratified to perceive, was evidently very satisfactory to H.R.H.
Monsieur and the other Princes. It had been arranged prior to
our quitting the frigate over night that Admiral Russell should
VOL. VI.
NO. 34, N. S.
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bring the King and his suite on shore in his barge in the morning,
and that His Majesty should be landed at the Drawbridge in the

Harbour between nine and ten a.m. on the
The King was landed amidst the huzzas of the populace. No
guns were fired, either from the Swedish frigate or from the shore.
His Koyal Highness Monsieur had sent his carriage to the pier to
convey the King to Admiral Douglass's lodgings, and the Admiral
.

On the King's arrival
paid a similar attention by sending his.
before the door of Admiral Douglass's lodgings, I assisted His
Majesty in alighting from His carriage Admiral Douglass and
myself uncovered then conducted His Majesty and the Princes
thro' a large concourse of people, who had ranged themselves in
ranks and on each side of the carriage into the house. I was then
requested (as speaking French) to introduce the party present
them to the King and Princes, among whom was Sir

to receive

Samuel Hood. The ceremony over, we sat down to a very handsome and well-arranged collation, particularly as there had been
so little time to prepare it; indeed, I understood that Mrs.
Douglass and her amiable daughters had devoted the greater part
of the previous night to the employment, and some of her neighbours had contributed to the luxuries exhibited. All the illustrious
guests seemed pleased with the attention shewn them. Breakfast

ended, we commenced preparations to proceed to our journey to
Gosfield Hall, a seat of the Marquiss (sic) of Buckingham at that

time unoccupied. His Eoyal Highness the Duke of Orleans had
previously arranged with me the order in which we were to travel.
I have the particulars in H.S.H.'s (sic) handwriting.
[The following, with its mixture of French and English, is a
'

literatim copy.]

Le Eoi

.

.

.

four coach horses

saddle

....

for servants' postchaise

Monsieur

coach

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.-.-.,.

-.

.

.'.-.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Le D. d'AngoulSme
Le D. de Berri
Le D. d'Orleans
Le P. de Cond6

.

.

.

.'?

.

^

,

France.

ED.

1

.

2

.

4

.

4
4

32 horses
4 do.

36
This H.R.H. the

.

4

Mr. Brooke

'

4

.4

.

}>

i

'

saddle
servants

4

'

.

Duke

of Orleans

do.

was afterwards Louis Philippe, King of
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and

1

charriot.

charriot.

1 charriot.

o'clock I took my departure from Yarmouth in H.K.H.
At
Monsieur's chariot, accompanied by the Count de Pussygen,
H.E.H.'s equerry in attendance. We halted at Yoxford, where
we were joined by the Royal party, and dinner was prepared,
which His Majesty generously desired I would partake with them.
Before dinner had ended I was called out of the room to the
Honourable Charles Bagot and Mr. Ross. The former was at that

time Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, and the latter
Private Secretary to Mr. Canning, by whom they had been sent
to compliment His Majesty Lewis 18 (sic) on his safe arrival in
England under the title of Count de L'Isle. Shortly after I had
introduced them, they took their leave and returned to London.
The next morning I proceeded with the Count de Pussygen on
our route to Grosfield Hall. On stopping to change horses at
Colchester, the landlord of the Cup inn took me on one side and
It was that as
told me he had a great favour to ask of me.
he had just compleated (sic) a new Ball-room, into which he was
very desirous the King would condescend to enter when he
stopped to change horses on his way to Grosfield Hall, that I would
pave the way for the accomplishment of his wish. I mentioned
this to the Count de Pussygen, who very good-naturedly left a
note to be given to H.R.H. Monsieur on his arrival there with
the King and the other Princes, submitting the landlord's
We then pursued our journey. On reaching Gosfield
request.
Hall, owing to the uncertainty of the King's arrival, we found the
old housekeeper had not been apprised of it in time to make

This distressed
preparation for H.M.'s reception.
her exceedingly. She, however, set to work to air beds, light
fires, and prepare supper.
By the time these arrangements were
a suitable

in forwardness, His Majesty and the Princes arrived.
I then took
the opportunity of observing to the King that the object of my
official mission to attend him was at an end, and that I had
only

any further commands that His Majesty might be pleased
me with. His gracious reply was, I have only to
thank you for your attention, and the only commands I have to
lay upon you are that you stay and sup with me and sleep here,
and leave this place at your convenience.' This kindness it will

to take

to honour

'

192
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I must not now omit
I thankfully availed myself of.
some anecdotes highly indicative of His Majesty's kindness
of heart and disposition, altho' in so doing I expose my own
failure in a certain etiquette with which I was not unfortunately
His Royal Highness Monsieur, whose condescending
cognisant.
and elegant manners were well known in every court of Europe,
observing on our route (at Yoxford), that I took a great deal of
snuff, and that my box was empty, had very graciously tendered
me his own snuff-box from time to time. The conversation,
therefore, at supper-time having been freed from restraint, I took
the liberty of soliciting H.E.H. to allow me to take a pinch of
I had
snuff, which he, with the greatest good-nature offered me.
no sooner done this than I perceived by the countenance of my
that I had been guilty
next neighbour at table, the Count de
of an indiscretion of some kind, though it did not immediately occur
to me what it could be.
However, when we rose from table, I
determined to solve my dilemma, and turning to my friend the
Count, I told him I was sure by his manner that I had failed in
etiquette in some way, and that I expected of his friendship he
would frankly tell me in what my error consisted. He hesitated
and made light of it, but upon my insisting on knowing, he said
he observed I had requested H.E. (sic) Monsieur for a pinch of
snuff, a request it was unusual to make among them of a Prince

be supposed

to note

,

It will easily be conceived that in spite of the

of the Blood.

Count's well-bred attempts to

made me

make me

satisfied

with myself, that

uncomfortable, but I consoled
that
I
had
been led into error by H.R.'s
the
reflection
with
myself
his
of
snuff-box
on the road. By-and-bye
offer
(sic) spontaneous
this little blunder

feel

the sequel of this. The party then retired to the drawingto take coffee, when His Majesty very graciously entered
His Majesty addressing me aloud
into conversation with me.
*
Oh, Mr. Brooke, a circumstance happened to me on the
said,
for

room

road, while changing horses, which at the moment affected me a
returning
good deal. I had occasion to retire, and on

my

towards the inn door, I was met by a gentleman who accosted me
by asking if I was not the King of France. To this I nodded
assent, upon which he took a snuff-box out of his pocket with a
" So I
miniature on the lid of it, observing,
thought, for that is a
Louis
16th," and he thought I was very
portrait of your brother
like

him

'

!

It

may

would have knocked

easily be conceived that I felt as if a feather
mission was to
me down, as one object of

my
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prevent His Majesty from experiencing any annoyance on his
mind at that period
that it was apprehended feeling might be manifested in favour
route, such being the state of the public

of Bonaparte, &c.,

and averse

(sic) to

the Bourbons

;

but His

perceiving my distress, very good-naturedly
But I am sure he was very loyal, for he told me he had

Majesty readily
added,

l

been in India, and had got some very fine Madeira wine, and that
So he
if I would accept some he would give me a few bottles.
went and fetched them, and I had them put into the carriage, and
have brought them down with me.' His Majesty followed up
this anecdote

by another, still further to dissipate my discomposure.
*
I have something to tell you, Mr. Brooke, which
will make you laugh.
When I arrived at Colchester I learned
the landlord of the inn was very desirous I should enter a new
room he had just finished, and to this I consented, when to my
astonishment I found about 150 persons ranged on each side,
among whom were a great many ladies, and a cold collation was
prepared for me to partake of. In the room I found the young
<

Oh,' he said,

Duke de

Gruiche, the son of the

quartered with his regiment, the

Duke de Gramont, who being
Light Dragoons, had come

to meet his father.
They were so delighted to see each other,
that, according to our French custom, they proceeded to embrace.
Now, as I knew this was not an English fashion, and the English
ladies were looking at them, I tried to place myself between
them, but the more I tried the more they persevered, to my great
amusement.'
As it now began to get late and I intended to leave Gosfield

Hall in the morning, I approached the King to take leave, who
very graciously extended his hand to me and repeated his satisfaction with the manner in which I had executed my mission.
I

then withdrew to my chamber. As soon as I found myself alone
in the Hall, overcome by His Majesty's condescension and benevolence of manner, and the reflection that I had just closed the
door of an appartment (sic} which contained the collected Princes
of a hitherto scattered dynasty, the prey of fickle fortune, whose
throne was occupied by an alien, who had waded to it through

tyranny, bloodshed, revolution, and horror, when I reflected
that my own most gracious and excellent King and Master (Geo.
3rd), had not and might not escape the shafts of his unprincipled

enemies, I shed tears which I am not ashamed to avow. And
why should I, since I find my justification in one of those bursts
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of eloquence which adorn the sublime pages of an Edmund Burke,
in his treatise on the French Eevolution, and who says ' It is
:

we

made

as to be affected at such spectacles with melancholy sentiments on the unstable condition of
mortal prosperity and on the tremendous uncertainty of human

natural because

are so

because in these natural feelings we learn great
in events like these our passions instruct our
because
lessons,
because
when
reason,
kings are hurled from their thrones by the
greatness,

supreme director of this great drama, and become the objects of
insult to the base and pity to the good, we behold such disasters
in the moral as we should behold a miracle in the physical order
of things, we are alarmed into* reflection, our minds are purified
terror and pity, our weak unthinking pride is humbled under
the dispensations of a mysterious wisdom.'
I had no sooner reached my chamber and lain (sic) myself
down in bed, than I heard a gentle tap at my door, and on the
door being opened two of the King's valets presented themselves

by

with silver cannisters (sic), and said that His Majesty having
observed that my snuff-box was exausted (sic), he had directed
them to fill it. In fact, I have no doubt the Count
,
having
hinted to the circle (when I left the drawing-room), the distress
I had felt at my little inadvertence before detailed, His Majesty
this expedient to prove that it had made no ill
impression in his own or E.H. (sic) Monsieur's mind or feelings.
This, if there were need, would speak volumes, but the personal

had hit upon

have ever been
brought into question by their bitterest political enemies.
Prior to the King's arrival having been announced from Yarmouth, I had been despatched by Lord Hawkesbury and Mr.
affability of these princes cannot, I conceive,

Secretary Canning (24th Oct., 1807), to Sheerness in expectation
of His Majesty's arrival there, with a letter of introduction to

Admiral Louis, &c.

My

mission in the event of the Count de L'Isle's arrival at

Sheerness, would have proved a very painful and embarrassing one,
as the confidential instructions I had received were peremptory to

ensure a compliance with the King (George Srd's) decision that
the Count de L'Isle should take up his residence in the Palace of
Holyrood, Edinburgh. On the 21st December, 1807, I had the

worthy friend the Baron de
the
(Nantrat), containing the following passage, which was
to
be
more gratifying to me as I knew him from experience
satisfaction to receive a letter

N

from

my
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devoted to the interests of the King and Princes, as well as my
excellent and ever-to-be-lamented friend, the Bishop of St. Pol
de Leon, who resided in London during the French Revolution.
*

J'ai

oublie de vous dire que notre malheureux Roi fait votre

eloge toutes les fois qu'il a occasion de parler de son debarqueil dit
;
toujours le bon M. Brooke. J'etois
sur
d'avance
bien
que vous auriez pour lui tous les egards,
(sic)

ment a Yarmouth

que soient en votre pouvoir.'
H. W. Brooke's translation of the above

'

I forgot to tell
that
our
unfortunate
you
King sings your praises every time he
has occasion to speak of his disembarkation (sic) at Yarmouth ;
:

he always says the good Mr. Brooke I was convinced beforehand
that you would show him all the attention in your power.'
\

It will readily be conceived, feeling deeply, as I at all times
did, the unhappy position of the exiled King and Princes, and the

inadequate means with which I was furnished to ensure them all
the comfort my personal inclinations would have afforded them,
that I was gratified at perceiving that, at least, those Princes
were satisfied with my personal endeavours.
His Majesty was also pleased to send the Duke de la Chasties
(His Minister), afterwards (at the Restoration), H.M.'s accredited
Ambassador at the British Court, to Lord Hawkesbury to express
his satisfaction with the manner in which I had executed the
mission entrusted to me.
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SUSPENSE.
HEART

SICKNESS, that of old the wise

man knew,

Despite his wisdom, creepeth like a pall

Over the opulent springtime, quenching all
The sunshine, and the verdure, and the blue
Into one grey monotony of hue.
I hear from

budding boughs the thrushes

From beaded

spray the tinted blossoms

Upon the long lush grasses wet with dew
And all this harmony of light and song,

call,

fall
;

These swift cloud-shadows, purpling hill and wold,
These emerald spaces betwixt leaves of gold,
Strikes on my dull brain with a sense of wrong.
Spring to a sad heart, suddenly grown cold,

Seems a vain

story, tedious told

and long

!
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SWORN

TO THE FETISH.
1FE

in Negroland is full of
It is not too
comicality.

much

to say that every pas-

and feeling of the bush
black becomes grotesque in
its development.
Once on a
time I chanced to see the
meeting of a mother and
child, both slaves, who had
*

sion

'

not heard of one another for
six

The

years.

latter

was

going up
my train,
the former descending with
a caravan. Their recognition
was the most extravagant
country in

farce,

most

the

touching

scene of pathos, I ever beheld.

They hugged, they danced,
blubbered, roared, screamed,

snapped their fingers
ridiculous contortions

and slapped each other, with such pitiful
as made us choke with sympathy and

A black man in homicidal rage is monstrously funny
laughter.
to disinterested observers, and a black man frightened is quite the
drollest spectacle the world affords.

But those acquainted with the bush negro do not need a hint
may hide a resolution fixed and re-

that this burlesque exterior

morseless, an insight singularly shrewd, within its narrow bounds ;
devoted affection and unbending hate. The most childish of these

feather-headed people can keep a secret. For a parallel to the
strange conspiracies not unfrequent in Africa, one must search
Ireland alone.

The seeming
marked

strongly

contradictions

of

negro

character

are

most

in the influence of the fetish.

It is all gronew to the coast

tesque on the outside, and when a European
ridicules the absurdities of the superstition, all his
frankly and heartily.

But

'

<

laugh
he comes

boys

after a certain experience
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to suspect that Fetishism cannot be regarded as all fun

and

folly,

shreds, rags, and grotesque observances, even when controlled
by English law. If he be shrewd and not too scrupulous, he

learns to use the machinery as he finds
It is difficult to gather from the traders

it, asking no questions.
what they know or what
they think upon the subject.
Very few have looked into it
closely, I believe, and what they have learned does not encourage
In European stations of the coast, Fetishism is a hidden
gossip.
but superior jurisdiction. The whole native population obey
it, and too often they compel their rulers to perform the black
work of the confederacy. A judge dimly perceives its evil hand
in cases brought before his court, but very seldom can he trace
This is a painful subject, upon which I should
its working.

be loth to dwell

;

for

the troubles of a conscientious magistrate

in Negroland are heavy enough without criticism from those
cannot follow the thread in the woof of his perplexities.

who

I have always felt a special interest in this mystery, as must
any man of imagination who has glanced at it. But so little is
known, and witnesses are so reluctant, that one comes to a full

In the West Indies, whilst
stop very near the outset of inquiry.
sometimes woman was
slavery ruled, the fetish, or Obi man

hunted down, not unfrequently through revelations obtained by
The crime alleged against him was always poisoning,
with witchcraft commonly added ; but I have found no case when
the latter charge was fairly examined. The system probably was
never organised there as at home. In Africa, each large district
torture.

'
central station, or
Hole,' as
of
number
a
There dwell
priests, men

has

its

it

is

significantly called.

and women. What form
influence
circulates
from the Hole, there
of
or decree
judicial
no
evidence.
can
Those who employ
I
as
learn, actually
is, so far
white
feel
where
the organisation
it, as, for instance,
people
at Sierra Leone, Cape Coast Castle, or Elmina, are the hereditary chiefs, men who speak English perhaps, and discuss the

when the padre visits them. One may
policy of Mr. Gladstone
their
that
doings are quite uncontrolled by those powers
suppose
furnish the poisons, or charms, or medicines dehave a fancy that these priests of the Hole are not
The subordinate men, who dwell with the
altogether charlatans.
their
in
villages, perform strange feats sometimes, quite
people
The knowledge and the means may
usual
their
capacity.
beyond

who simply

manded.

I

perhaps be transmitted to them.

But

really

we know nothing
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it, and the following story, the best of many I have collected,
throws, I am sorry to say, no light on the main question.
In the great days of African trade early in this century, that

about

a leading firm had a station at Egkasi, on the Munda. It was
occupied by a native clerk named Fraser, who for several years
transacted the business with results highly satisfactory to Messrs.
is

Reid, Yardly, and Sons.

But the

tions offered did not convince

profits fell off, and the explanaMr. Fraser's employers. The state

of things at Egkasi had a large share in persuading the junior
partner to visit the coast himself. He was a young man just
married. I do not quite understand, though some suggestions

might be

offered in passing,

why

the coast was not nearly so

terrible to our grandfathers as to our own generation. Mrs. Yardly
insisted on accompanying her husband.
They travelled comfort-

ably aboard the vessels of the firm, and found luxurious living
'
in the * hulks which West African trade could well support at

The young merchant discovered many mysteries of
commerce to unravel as he coasted slowly down. His wife
bore a daughter in a hulk on the Calabar.
As soon as she
could be moved Yardly went on with her to Egkasi, the southernmost of his stations ; and from thence news came, after a long
while, that he, his wife and baby, with Fraser, had been murdered.
that time.

local

England had no squadron on the coast at that day. Messrs.
Reid and Yardly could but wait confirmation, which arrived by the
next of their ships, which should have taken in cargo at Egkasi.
Theirs was the only trading post there.
The captain found nobody to answer questions, but evidence of the main facts was
conspicuous enough in the charred timbers of the store and the
disappearance of the hulk. We threw some fire-balls into the
town, set it burning, and withdrew.
Opinion on the coast was
severe against Messrs. Reid and Yardly for not taking more
Scandal readily found a motive for their inacvigorous steps.
Mr.
tivity.
Yardly, senior, had retired an invalid Mr. Yardly,
The Reids were glad to be rid of their
was
not
liked.
junior,
;

partners.

Egkasi was deserted for fourteen years.

Then the

firm de-

cided to reopen the branch, which they set under charge of an
He gladly accepted a post of
active young man named Lomas.

danger where the risk was handsomely compensated. A few days
before sailing, Lomas received a note from Mr. Yardly, asking him
to call.
Very old and feeble now was the father of the murdered
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man. He declared with feverish confidence that his grandchild
was alive. To her all his fortune was left, and he promised

Lomas promptly begged that this
20,000. for her recovery.
condition should be stated in due legal form, which was presently
executed. Then he demanded the evidence of the child's surBut Mr. Yardly had none to give beyond an enthusiastic
Lomas was not a man to overlook
but
the
seemed
20,000.
any chance,
very remote.
At Egkasi he was welcomed with extravagant delight. The
chiefs had not tasted rum for many years, or dared to waste a
Lomas needed no
charge of powder at the grandest festivals.
assurance that these men would protect him with their utmost
power. The consequences of one act of madness had been too
vival.

conviction and certain dreams.

Moreover, they declared unanimously that the perpetrapainful.
tors of the massacre were strangers who came down the river

by night, surprised the hulk, plundered the

store,

and returned,

killing
townspeople who ran to give assistance when
awakened by the flames. They had not carried this explanation
to the ship when it arrived because the captain began firing at
once.
Lomas accepted their statements, subject to further inHe refrained from asking specially about the child. The
quiry.

several

chiefs declared that they saw no bodies, which had doubtless been
consumed in the hulk. Lomas had brought a new one, in which

he lived with an English clerk, who has no part in this story, three
mulatto writers, and certain servants. All had been drafted from
other stations of the firm, and their trustworthiness was unques-

He

found it impossible to get an interpreter upon the
of the writers possessed a mere smattering of the
This young fellow's
language, and he studied hard to improve.
name was Williams, a half-caste of Mandingo stock on the female
tionable.

coast.

side.

One

Missionary training had not obliterated all his recollections
life, nor tamed the shrewd courage derived from either

of savage

parent. Lomas recognised a spirit very like his own, allied with a
better temper and better manners.

One day an

old black

man, who gave the name of Moses,
He spoke English perfectly, and

presented himself on board.

delighted to engage him as interpreter, though the
he
told
was not above criticism. Moses had been employed
story
the
Fraser
agent who was killed with Mr. Yardly upon
by

Lomas was

business of importance, as old letters in his possession showed.
Fortunately for him, he was away up coast when the massacre
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Since returning to Egkasi he had established a very small

Lomas did not
barter business, which scarcely kept him alive.
do
no worse harm
fellow
could
since
the
old
inquire very closely,

He threw no light whatever on the murders. In a
his
reticence confirmed Lomas in suspecting that
general way
those friendly chiefs of Egkasi were the criminals after all, an idea
than cheat.

which Williams had entertained from the

The new

first.

station did not prove successful.

Trade had sought

other channels during that long interregnum, for here, as elsewhere in Africa, the profitable business is all done with inland
After a year's experiment, when the vague hope of that
had
20,000.
quite faded, Lomas first hinted, then demonstrated,
that it would be wiser to follow trade than to persevere in wooing it
to return.
The firm trusted his judgment, and accepted in prinpeoples.

Lomas tried
ciple the idea of transferring their Egkasi station.
his utmost to prevent the spread of this news, which would certainly rouse a dangerous agitation, but he failed.
heard it, and they came in a body to inquire.
Lomas a heavy bribe to remain, and he hesitated.

The

chiefs

offered

They
That

after-

noon Moses earnestly begged permission to sleep aboard the hulk
in future.
He said the people had a notion that his influence was
hostile to them.
Lomas peremptorily refused. At a moment of
he
would not have a person of rather suspicious
possible danger
antecedents in the hulk at night.

Two days afterwards the chiefs returned, equipped in their
best robes, for a solemn palaver.
From his desk in the countinghouse Moses could see their canoes approaching. He stared at
them through the

port, his face

grey and working

himself upon his knees before Lomas.
shall

know everything

to those devils
'

*

*.

You

sir,

;

then threw

it all, sir

don't give

!

up an old

You
man

'

'

?

asked Lomas, amazed.

Mr. Yardly, and I burnt the hulk but
This wound I got, defending the property of the

I'killed

!

not the store
firm!'

Don't, oh,

I confess

!

Confess what
I did it

!

*

!

t'

cursed scoundrel

But don't give me up, sir
Don't listen to them
Send me
'
the
or
and
me
I'll
no
tell
what
man
knows
coast,
safe,
up
keep
Williams came in to announce the chiefs, and he stood staring.
'

!

!

!

*

Take

this

Then Lomas

man

into your room,
went on deck.

and keep guard over him

'

!
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What the chiefs had to say was that the fetish was angry
with them for keeping a secret from their kind ' trader.' They
all swore by their great oath that no one had hand in the crime
except Fraser, who was Moses, and his servants, upon whom they
were eager to do justice.
Lomas dismissed them and returned
interest of

my

to his interpreter.
The
tale does not lie in the details of the old crime.

Moses admitted

all,

with such excuses as he had framed in years

and disappointment. Yardly suspected him
unjustly.
Both had a violent temper and both drank to excess. So, one
of alarm

evening, without premeditation, Fraser shot down his guest.
'
But the lady and the child ? ' asked Lomas, with stern
passion.
'

them
Those bad people of the town had
round the store, and I rowed off at once.
They cut me
look
I was almost killed,
doing my duty
*
But you say you burnt the hulk ?
*
That was afterwards
I did not touch

!

collected

'

!

!

'

'
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were almost dead with that wound

will get the truth out of you
'No no! I will tell !
fired

FETISH.
The

!

chiefs

'
!

The negro people

killed

them and

'
!

Now,

!

as sure as

you are

living, Fraser,

you

shall

be hanged for this. It depends on yourself whether you are tortured first. I give you till to-morrow to think
Lornas found the chiefs still on deck, much agitated. They
passionately insisted that Fraser should be given up to them.
'

!

Their eagerness caused suspicion. Lomas temporised, and after
much talk they went away in anger. Very early next day
Williams summoned his master. Moses was struck down suddenly.
He lay speechless, unable to move, but evidently sensible, and in
use of his hands, snatching at the pencil which hung to
Lomas's watch chain. When paper was brought he wrote rapidly,

full

*

The

men have poisoned me.'
You have been fed from my
What I said was partly
am done for

fetish

Said Lomas,
'

I

'

!

galley.'
lies.'

Here a con-

*

Yardly was strong and he had two
Kroomen. I vowed his life and his wife's to the fetish. They
Then the hulk's crew
demanded the child's also. I swore it
to
chiefs
We
killed them, but the
and
the
promised
help.
agreed,
hurt
ashore.
I
was
I
carried
defending the firm's property.
baby
But she was taken to the Fetish Hole.'
vulsion seized the writer.

!

Who
How

took her

?

'

should I know ? I was senseless. That is what they
wish to hide from you. They have struck my tongue and my
I will tell
legs, but stupid nigger devils forget that men write.
is
.'
The
There
travelled
fast
and
fingers
freely without
you.
'

They made a tangle of lines. Lomas tried to help
the
paper gently ; the dying man let his pencil drop,
by drawing
and looked at the scrawl with terror. His lips moved. Lomas
advancing.

fancied that the sound which did not issue would have been,

And then, with white eyes
They have found me out
and
Frazer
fell
like one struck by a
jaw dropped,
staring
'

1

!

thunderbolt.

imagination. He easily
of
over
the
direct
influence
this
Fraser had
got
strange scene.
been poisoned doubtless, but it was not necessary to suspect the

Lomas had not been granted much

He ordered that no stranger should be allowed to approach
the galley henceforth, and then turned to the ' practical question,'
cook.
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as he phrased

it.
That was the 20,000?., with which the release of
Miss Yardly was incidentally but inseparably connected.
Before this event he had not found occasion to observe the
fetish system in aspects other than ridiculous.
The rags and
knots were familiar to him ; trees with a heap of rubbish, surrounded by a paling at their foot, lay within view. He had long

been aware, of course, that the fetish men used poisons, but so
does every negro on that coast, if provoked. If this girl were still
living, they would trade her away, no doubt, like any other slave,
at as big a price as they could get. Lomas did not see any special
difficulties in his path.
But to% open communication with the

Fetish Hole Williams's assistance was required. After ordering
Fraser's burial, he sent for that youth and told all that was need-

him to know. Williams listened with eager curiosity, but
he evidently did not think the matter so simple. * It's an ugly
*
If the young lady is still living, the fetish
business,' he said.
men will kill her when they learn you know of her existence.'
'Kill her? Why?'
You don't know nigger customs, sir. Miss Yardly was sworn
to the fetish, as I understand.
That oath signifies that the perful for

4

son

who

takes

it forfeits his life

He

for the other's destruction.

The
certainly avenges him.
sworn man is carried to the Hole, unless he happily gets killed in
assisting, and then he vanishes.
they allowed Mr. Fraser

commits

and the

suicide,

fetish

Why

to live after devoting himself, I cannot tell
his life.
Now you see.'
*

'

If Fraser could

I don't.

Isn't she

now

I don't

know.
is

But

his

life,

we can buy

this girl's.

'

a slave like another

Where

these.

buy

probably he bought

?

there's a question that

the Fetish Hole, and

comes before

how can you

all

get at the

'

priests ?

Williams did not answer,
help me to do that
If we recover
but his face was not enthusiastic. ' Look here
will
make our
is
who
still
this young lady, her grandfather,
alive,
'

'

You must

!

!

fortunes.

now

I'll

on the chance.

Come

I understand that

you pay

risk 501.

!

much
sum now ?

'

the

I tell you what.

'

4

I'm

Of course

obliged to you,

sir.

Do

'

not.

But

if

through your means we restore Miss
you 100Z.' Williams's expres-

Yardly to her grandfather, I'll give
sion led him to double the sum.
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It will be a long business, anyway.'
Month passed after month

sir.

and
Lomas
his
with
not
no
information.
reproached
ally
brought
but
his
he
manner
answered
respectfully,
clearly
exerting himself;
Sometimes he venhinted that the white man knew nothing.
tured to suggest that the reward did not make it worth his while.
Then Lomas asked peevishly where the risk lay, and Williams
pointed out again that if the priests knew they were seeking
Miss Yardly they would kill her instantly, without prejudice to
any disagreeable measures they might devise against those who
annoyed them. Moreover, he wanted evidence that the girl was
living. Lomas saw that the question was one of money. Williams
had as much courage as himself, allied to an instinct quite as keen
for securing the main chance.
But he could not prevail upon
It proved to be very long.

money out of pocket. And, for the considerations
besides
others, the clerk did not think it worth while
suggested,
to act.
himself to offer

A

change came suddenly. One evening they both dined
Mary Reid,' which was to sail next day. Through
If
the open port they head the sentry's challenge ' Man ahoy
his
I'll shoot
did
come
he
Shoot
nearer,
blank,
you
you
upon
Such incidents are
word, and reloaded, swearing at the miss.
common, and were commoner then. The party was breaking up.
From the head of the companion Williams, who now spoke the
aboard the

'

:

!

'

!

language fluently, called to a swimmer unseen. After some conversation, he advised the captain to let the fugitive aboard, and a
tall, lithe

black, glistening in the red light of the lantern,

himself upon the gangway grating and ran up.
'
I think
awhile, Mr. Lomas ? Williams said.
'

*

swung

Will you stay

we may get some

information.'

He
at

first,

took the negro aft, and they talked long, in excited tones
then in whispers. The captain was a good fellow. He

consoled himself and

Lomas with another

glass,

and yet another,

as they leaned over the bulwarks. At length Williams approached.
*
I have promised this nigger, captain, that you will carry him to

Cape Palmas, if not further.'
Then you took an unwarrantable liberty aboard
'

my

ship, sir

!

'

Quartermaster, pitch that black beast over the side
*
One moment, please, captain. He has given me valuable
information about a matter you know of, Mr. Lomas.'
!

'

I don't care if he's given

you a bucketful

!

Over with him

'
!
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Lomas had been honestly afraid to raise hopes in England
which events did not seem likely to justify. But he found it
needful to appease the captain. That worthy man found in the
broken story reason good for several glasses, and he swore to take
care of the fugitive.
1
1 should have liked to keep the nigger on our hulk,' said
*
Williams, but he dared not speak until I assured him of getting

away.

him

I'll

sleep aboard this ship,

sir, if

you

please,

and examine

again.'
'

But what has he told you after all ?
I'll let you know to-morrow.
It seems that he had a quarrel
with chief Akra's youngest sonj who swore his life upon the fetish,
the young devil. So this nigger made a run for it.'
On learning all that Williams could tell him next day, Lomas
saw some of the difficulties apparent from the first to that shrewd
In the
youth. The refugee was a confidential slave of Akra's.
*

*

he had several times visited the Fetish
not entering, of course. To reach it one had three days'
journey up the river, a day through the bush, and some hours'
The landmarks were excessively
difficult climbing up a hill.
service* of that chief

Hole

perplexing to follow. Upon the summit of the ridge, under a
bare tree, the visitor sat and waited an indeterminate time. A

man or a slave arrived at length, from whence nobody knew,
took a message, a parcel, or what the business might be,
or
gave
and vanished. Lomas saw that it would be difficult to reach the

fetish

Fetish Hole, and certainly useless.
But the fugitive had other news that contained a vague sugHis deadly quarrel with Akra's son arose from a charge
gestion.
made by that youth against him of dealing with a new and heretic

man. Chiefs who support the orthodox priesthood, so to
speak, and who are aided by it in constant crimes, regard with
terror the appearance of a rival authority.
They know better
than others what the fetish can do, and they have no confidence

fetish

new may not be stronger than the old. Williams understood this, and he pressed his inquiries. The head of the opposition
Mumbo Jumbo lived some miles from the town. He had been a

that the

petty chief of influence, of whom Akra grew jealous. The local
fetish man accused him of witchcraft, and in the first fury of a

mob his wife was killed. He had but one, and he
Panti, so the chief was named, chanced to be absent,
and popular passion had cooled so far before his return that friends
superstitious

loved her.
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obtained for him the very outside chance of ordeal. The fetish
man prepared it scientifically ; but the accused survived a
miracle, as

none knew

so well as the operator.

Panti retired to

the woods forthwith, and began business on his own account.
Soon afterwards the fetish man died, as did his two successors.
Popular suspicion fixed on Panti ; but the negro is shrewd enough
to see that the death of a magician by magic arts implies that the
murderer is the more powerful. Much discussion and alarm arose

was whispered that certain men who disby Akra and others to kill
and the chiefs in panic left
him alone awhile. Pressed hard by Williams, the negro confessed
that he had visited Panti, and he exactly described the landmarks

among the

chiefs.

It

appeared at this time had been sent
the new fetish man, but he still lived,

that guided visitors to his hut.
Lomas perceived that the magician might be very useful if
he would lend his aid. He instructed Williams to find him at

once and bring him aboard the hulk. This European idea made
the clerk laugh. Lomas then ordered him to go and tell Panti

what was wanted. Williams received the injunction silently, made
no preparations, and when it was repeated next day refused downright.
'

'

I'm a Christian clerk, sir,' he
devil is not what I engaged for.'
*

'

fear

You

We

said,

and to deal with the

'

are frightened
say, sir, that the
!

man who

never saw a musket doesn't

it.'
*

Will you go if I accompany you?'
Oh, that's it
I
sir
or I'll go alone for 50l.
Yes,
;
will,
Lomas preferred to pay with his person, and they set forth at
dawn the next day, towing a small canoe for ascending the shallow
!

*

y

The Kroomen returned after disembarking them, and
Williams paddled. The fetish hut lay close to the bank, but
hidden in bush of the densest thickness. These inexperienced
woodsmen missed the landmarks so often that the sun was near
its setting when they reached the spot.
Williams fortunately had
was
but
his
master
tired, irritable, and alarmed by
brought food,
the prospect of spending a night in that malarious forest.
In the middle of a little clearing stood a mighty tree, with
buttresses straight and deep as a house-wall.
Two of them had

creek.

been thatched over, forming a room about ten feet square, open
There, in full view, squatted an -elderly negro, stark

to the front.
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He finished his basin, the nut of some tree,
and hung it up. As he did so a sudden boom, as of some
enormous gong, disconcerted even Lomas. Without glancing at
the intruders, Panti arrayed himself in an old cloak of feathers
and fur, with bones and odds and ends attached, then resumed
his seat upon the earth.
Lornas threw himself down.
Tell the
brute first,' he said, that we come on business, and don't want
naked, eating kanki.
rose,

'

'

any tomfoolery.'
"When Williams had translated this remark in softened phrase,
the fetish

man

answered,

caught the fever, and

4

only

Bosh

'
!

'

Tell the white caboceer to get up.

bad to

it's

lie

He's

on the ground.'

exclaimed Lomas, springing up

all

the same.

'

I'm

tired.'

When

the purpose of the visit was explained, it evidently inthe
fetish man. He and Williams talked eagerly, paying
terested
Williams observed that
to peevish interruptions.
attention
little
there was no hurry, since they could not return that night. * And
Lomas cried. ' What a fool I was to
he says I have the fever
'

!

come !' But he concentrated his mind upon the 20,000^., which
seemed a very little nearer, and found patience.
When dusk really settled on the clearing, Williams rose.
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'
I am to take you to a
People are coming soon, sir,' he said.
place where you will be comfortable.' It lay but a couple of hundred yards behind the tree, marked by reeds and creepers, a hut
watertight and clean, but utterly bare of furniture, saving two
couches of split bamboo. Lomas threw himself on one of them.
He already felt those pains in the head and shoulders which
'

announce the
'

I

am

fever.

to give

bash bottle.

'

you

this, sir,' said

Don't be afraid

;

I'll

Williams, producing a calastake

my

life it will

do you

good.'
It

After refusing awhile, the pains growing worse, Lomas drank.
may have been the fever or it may have been the remedy that

gave him a troubled night. Williams disappeared. Lomas saw
the forest burn in flashes ; he heard strange sounds, some musical,
some awful. The gong sounded continuously, and if each reverberation announced a fresh visitor, the magician must have had a
busy night. Towards morning Lomas saw Williams steal away
he had returned unperceived. It was a fading moonlight. His
companion rose and followed, or he dreamed he did. In front of
the big tree where Panti had his official residence, six or eight
men were standing in excited talk. But while Lomas watched,
to wake in broad daysleep overpowered him ; he sank down
Williams
no
trace
of
fever.
with
lay asleep on the other
light
couch. He led the way back by a path that avoided the fetish hut,
*
scarcely opening his lips. To all questions he replied, Be patient,
sir ; in the hulk I will tell you all.'
When safe aboard, Williams
The Kroomen were waiting.
insisted that every man should be sent forward, and locked out.
Then he produced his Bible, and begged Lomas to find another.
These solemn preparations affected both of them, and they sat
with heads close, looking in each other's eyes, and mutually
frightening one another.
*
'
The girl is
It's
all quite true,' Williams murmured.
'

alive

Will Panti help us ?'
undertakes to get her back for ten bales of cloth,
six hundred strings of beads, fifty pounds weight of brass, fifty
muskets, six kegs of powder, ten bags of bullets, and a puncheon
'

*

He

of rum.'

That list broke the spell.
But what else did he say ?
'

*

The confounded

old

Jew

!

Why
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*
He will be ready the day after to-morrow. You will have to
with
him.'
go
Where to?'
To the Fetish Hole.'
*
I'm not afraid to do anything a white man may. I'd fight
all the fetish men and all their devils, I hope.
But you know
didn't
I could not live through that journey.
you offer
Why
'

another puncheon or anything ?
*
I did.
Do you think I want to go ? Oh, I saw sights last
The
bush is full of devils,' he shuddered.
night
!

'

why we

That's

can't talk business without

our Bibles in

thought you had
more nerve.'
The mulatto's fine eyes shot a gleam of contempt. 'You
didn't see what I saw
But I'm not frightened, sir, for I'm going
Well, we're not in the bush now.

hand, eh ?

I

!

to rescue that poor girl.'
*
Now you talk like a

man. That's very well said. How will
Panti set about the work ?
'
I don't
Williams put his Bible in his pocket and rose.
'
know, sir,' he said, and I don't wish to know. It will be bad
'

enough when

it

comes.'

Lomas fumed, but under all the circumstances he could not
I'm
insist.
Two days later Williams called him before dawn.
'

sent

for,'

he

said,

his breast-pocket.

hugging the book which no longer quitted
'

'

Grood-bye,

'

Eh, what ? how ?

'

This

is

'

Monday.

sir

!

exclaimed Lomas, waking.
the Kroomen on Friday night, and

Arm

them in canoes to that place where we landed. Be there by
daylight.
Stop all day and return on Sunday and Monday. If
I don't arrive, you needn't trouble any more.'
Before Lomas
take

him he was gone.
was an anxious time, waiting the hour appointed. He
And his interest in
really felt some anxiety about the youth.
the 20,OOOL, of which he had gone in search, was maddening.
Lomas swore upon the Bible, which he also, somehow, carried in
his pocket at this time, to give Williams a handsome indefinite

could stop
It

share

if all

came

right.

On

Friday, after closing the hulk, he assembled his Kroomen,
and asked if they would fight. Those giants hold it a religion

never to battle for their master, and never to submit to slavery.
iron resolution of the negro are nowhere

The shrewd sense and
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two

resolves.

in strength.
The whole nation
would have been transported centuries ago, had they not doggedly,
This
silently, killed themselves when threatened with slavery.

No human

beings rival

them

disposition was early learnt,
sailor

and the Krooman remained a free

aboard the slave-ship, for he

mighty active in capturing
The refusal to fight for a
The Kroomen faithfully serve all
is

others of his colour less resolute.

master is equally judicious.
who can pay their wages. It is not too much to say that African
trade would be impossible without them.
English, French,
them
on the coast,
even
natives
and
employ
Dutch, Portuguese,

That they stand aside when
of cowardice.
Their tribal
no
evidence
certainly
quarrels rage
in fury if
and
the
whole
rise
are
people
peculiarly savage,
fights
an invader threatens, as their silly neighbours of Liberia have

and

all

them

regard

as neutrals.

is

learned at deadly cost.
But there are exceptions to the rule.

appealed to by

officers

they

In a desperate situation,

Kroomen have frequently
prudence. Lomas understood how

like,

the

grasped arms in defiance of
He pointed out that there were no other Euroto put the case.
peans at Egkasi ; that he lay under hourly expectation of recall,

when the good-will of the natives would be unimportant. Then
he offered a pound a-piece to those who would volunteer. The
Kroomen consulted a moment, and old Tom Victory spoke for all
:

'

We

say, fight, sah

The

!

Gro'n-an'-win

'
!

fever-mists were circling on the water

when they reached

As the dawn spread, they rose and
rose until they hung like swathes of vapour, half way up the
impenetrable wall of trees. Watching the entrance of the path,
Lomas saw a face, pale and unshorn, glimmer amongst the leaves.
It vanished, the branches shook, and Williams appeared.
The
canoe ran in, and Lomas shouted triumph as he perceived a young
he cried. 'Cash! I
1,0001. is yours!
girl behind his cloak.
the creek, just perceptible.

'

have sworn
'

'

'

it

!

hard-earned, sir,' said Williams, passionately, helping
his companion into the boat.
It's

With eager interest, Lomas regarded the young lady who was
worth 20,000. to him. The examination was not satisfactory.
He had expected a fair-haired girl, tanned, savage, half-naked,
and all that, not English of feature. Miss Yardly proved to be
After making all the allowance possible, her
quite otherwise.
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type could not be brought into harmony with the Anglo-Teutonic.
Handsome it was, certainly. There are girls in England of unquestionable birth, plenty of them, whose hair

is

as thick

and

mouth as purple and as ripe, but
we call them foreign-looking. And such a description would be
The
certainly awkward for Lomas under all the circumstances.
young lady's manner also was not what he would have wished
as curling, eyes as velvety,

to see.

Though perplexed, and

doubtless alarmed, she knit her

brows and looked about her, questioning Williams with a manner
of authority.
It occurred to Lomas on a sudden that he had no
proof of identification. Mr. Yardly might well suspect a trick
unless he saw a likeness to his daughter-in-law. And suppose he
were dead
What court of law would recognise this young lady's
!

The prize grew dim in the moment of grasping.
Lomas asked a score of questions, very few of which his

claim

?

would answer.
experience

;

He

flatly

refused to

mere reference

to

them

tell

clerk

the incidents of his late

evidently distressed him.

need to inquire whether blood had been shed

;

No

for the sleeves
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of Williams's shirt, torn and ragged, had great spots of dry crust,
at the hips, were brown stains
girl's cotton waist-cloth,

and on the

unmistakable as the clutch of a gory hand.
From the entrance of the creek they saw unusual excitement
This might be due to the appearance of
prevailing in the town.
a ship which had arrived during the night. But as they passed
along the beach, several canoes put out, paddled round them, and
Lomas went aboard the vessel, which had been
hastily returned.
sent south to deliver important letters before sailing for home
The firm ordered Lomas to remove at once and open a

direct.

It paid him compliments for his
trading port in the Bight.
success under difficult circumstances, and raised both his salary

and his percentage.
This letter
entailed

such

commanded an
loss,

instant decision.

To disobey

it

and disappointment to Messrs.
they would scarcely overlook, even though

confusion,

Reid and Yardly as
the motive were agreeable to themselves. But the reappearance
of the junior partner's heiress would be quite the reverse of

On the other hand, these
arrangements would occupy many months, during which a girl's
Meanwhile, Mr. Yardly
presence would be very troublesome.
might die, if he were not dead already. And, after all, Lomas
could do but little to affect the issue, though he sacrificed an
agreeable in a business point of view.

excellent position to further

it.

He made up

his mind.

Williams

should take the girl home in this ship. He could touch the
grandfather's heart with a romantic and awful story if he would.

The young man was not eager he had evidently too much in
mind. But the prospect of change pleased him, and to visit
;

his

the dearest hope of a mulatto on that coast. He
insisted, however, on delivering the reward promised to Panti,
and Lomas checked off the articles, grumbling. At nightfall he

England

is

'
Don't
went, with the Kroomen well armed, and returned empty.
send any one on shore,' he said to Lomas, < whatever happens,
and keep good watch.' But no explanation could be obtained
from him, and next morning he went on board the * African

Queen,' which set sail. The following night there was a desperate
battle at the town.
Many men swam for refuge to the hulk, but
Ltfmas refused them all, and shot down those who persisted.
^ I should
like to tell, if space were allowed me, the incidents
of >that voyage, some diverting, some touching.
The girl took
the
to
in
in
dress
but
she
found
it almost
abstract,
kidfily
practice
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Her milliner was the sailmaker, and his honest
Miss
supplied inexhaustible amusement for the crew.
Yardly would not learn anything. She easily acquired a jumble
of English, but to fix her mind on any sort of study was hateful

unbearable.
efforts

After minute examination of her quarters, Miss Yardly
no particular interest in the ship. That was all white man's
She was only
fetish,' in which black people had no concern.

to her.

'

felt

This equanimity

curious about matters that affected herself.

certainly did not arise from lack of intelligence ; but at the end
of their long journey, the drollest, as all hands declared, that ever
ship had made, Miss Yardly was little less barbaric than at start-

Williams had his instructions. He presented her to a lady
was connected, gave his letters to the astonished
in
and
went
search of Mr. Yardly. He was dead
In that
matron,
case Williams should have gone to a certain lawyer whose address
had been given to him. But Lomas had not thought proper to
tell him all, and this counsel was not followed.
Williams drove
to
Messrs.
Keid
and
Much
astonished
were they
Yardly.
straight
at first to hear of the matter, then angry, then perplexed, finally
ing.

with

whom Lomas

!

When they pooh-poohed the evidence of identity,
well pleased.
Williams did not protest. Since he could not be induced to tell
the circumstances of the release, it was not foE him to assert a
claim the value of which he but dimly understood. Finding
matters so smooth, the Eeids became very friendly, asked Williams
to their house, and showed much interest in the young lady.

Their daughters were very curious about her, though she perplexed
and frightened them sometimes. One may imagine that a girl
brought up in the Fetish Hole, initiated by the priests, as she
seems to have been, was rather uncanny. Terrible secrets she
must have known terrible sights her young eyes have witnessed.

Williams often showed distressing emotion when she talked with
that mistressful air of hers in her native tongue.
There was but one way to break the influence of old times,
old lessons which Miss Yardly regretted with furious passion

Williams begged the Reids to support his assertion
that she was an English girl, whose fetish was the white man's,
not the black man's. They refused to commit themselves in a
sometimes.

matter of which they had no knowledge, but they allowed their
womankind to act. And in the meanwhile Miss Yardly began to
be much perplexed by a gradual bleaching of her skin. That
ocular evidence strengthened the kindly assurance of the Misses
Reid, and

when one

day, on pretence of

*

dressing up,' they
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arrayed her and themselves in ball-dresses, the victory was won.
that time Miss Yardly believed herself a white girl, and

From
felt

ashamed of her savagery.

Long

before this, the firm perceived that Williams might be
The shrewdest of traders at that time, or even now,

very useful.

cannot check his agents for want of local knowledge, which this
young man had at his fingers' ends. The Reids gave him a special
post, where he quite realised expectation. Lomas wrote anxiously
and eagerly ; Williams put the letters in the fire. The young
girl's claim, never pressed, was quite forgotten ; Mr. Yardly's
heirs did not know her existence at this time.
Meanwhile, she
was baptized, under the name of Ellen ; she studied hard, and
learned very quickly. There was little now to distinguish her
in manner from other girls of her age and station, whose force of
character is half concealed under a mask of shyness.
One day, in
his quick fashion, Williams said to Mrs. Eeid, * I should wish to
The worthy
marry Miss Ellen, madam, when you think it right
dame thought this idea equally romantic and desirable. Her
husband approved. We may fancy that Miss Ellen had consented
long before in her heart.
'

!

And

they were very happy. Without prejudice to the quesof
tion
identity, Mr. Reid gave the young couple 1,0001. to start
with.
They never spoke, even between themselves, of their experiences in the bush ; but sometimes, when unexpected events
turned to their conspicuous advantage, Williams would steal a

glance at his wife's calm, handsome face. And events of this sort
happened so frequently that his name grew to be a proverb for
luck. Before he touched middle age Williams was very rich.
He

loved his wife dearly, but he feared her, people whispered, and
they read the trace of many secrets under his dark brow. Mrs.

Williams was quietly, purely, unsuspiciously happy.

many

children,

all fair as flax.

The

She had

single accident that roused
'
a vague expresfoolishness

her temper was to hear people talk *
sion which meant for her dogma, psychological, physiological, or
other of that class. All obeyed her ; what she wanted she certainly
had. And I feel sure, from all that has reached me, Mrs. Williams

never desired aught that she could not honestly obtain, nor consciously used means to win it incompatible with her ideas of right.

Lomas also prospered moderately. What was his opinion of
the process by which his ex-clerk had reached such wealth it k
unnecessary to say.
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SCORES AND TALLIES.
Mr. FRANK G-ALTON somewhere

tells an amusing story, since
proof how during his South
the
anthropologists,
fusely copied by
African wanderings he once wanted to buy a couple of sheep from
an unsophisticated heathen Damara. Current coin in that part
of the world is usually represented, it seems, by cakes of tobacco,
all

and two cakes were the recognised market price of a sheep in
Damara-land at the time of Mr. Gralton's memorable visit. So
the unsuspecting purchaser chose a couple of wethers from the
flock, and naturally enough laid down four pieces of tobacco to pay
for them before the observant face of the astonished vendor. The
Damara eyed the proffered price with suspicious curiosity. What

could be the meaning of this singular precipitancy ? He carefully
took up two pieces, and placed them in fro nt of one of the sheep ;
then he took up the other two pieces with much wonder, and
Goodness gracious,
placed them in turn in front of the other.

The sum actually came out even.
must be magic in it
The Damara, for his part, didn't like the look of it. This thing
there

!

was evidently uncanny.

man

How

could

the supernaturally clever

beforehand that two and two made four ? He felt
about it, no doubt, as we ourselves should feel if a great mathematician were suddenly to calculate out for us a, priori what we
were going to have to-day for dinner, and how much exactly we
owed the butcher. After gazing at the pat and delusive symmetry

white

tell

two sheep and the four cakes of tobacco for a brief breathing space, the puzzled savage, overpowered but not convinced,
pushed away the cakes with a gesture of alarm, took back his sheep
to the bosom of his flock, and began the whole transaction over
again da capo. He wasn't going to be cheated out of his two
sound wethers by a theoretical white man who managed bargains
for live sheep on such strictly abstract mathematical principles.
Now, to most of us the feet that two and two make four has
been so familiar an idea from childhood upward that we can hardly
realise its true abstractness and its immense philosophical and
mathematical value. But the poor heathen of Mr. Gralton's story
knew better ; he saw that there was profound reasoning involved
of the
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it
reasoning utterly beyond the level of his uncultivated
South African intelligence. That two apples and two apples make
four apples that two sheep and two sheep make four sheep that
two men and two men make four men ; those are mere matters of
individual experience which any man at any time can settle for
himself experimentally upon his own ten fingers. But that two
and two make four that is an abstraction from innumerable in-

in

:

:

stances, containing within itself the root and basis of all subsequent mathematical science. The man who first definitely said
to himself, Two and two make four, was a prehistoric Newton, a

mute, inglorious, and doubtless very black-skinned but intelligent
Laplace.

For just look at the extreme abstractness of the problem laid
before the Damara's mind, when the over-educated European
<jalmly asked him to accept four cakes of tobacco, all in a lump,
as proper payment for two individual sheep, severally valued at
two cakes apiece. It is in reality a sum in proportion : * If one

worth two cakes of tobacco, what will be the value of two
And the Damara had never been to school, or learnt
sheep
from Mr. Bernard Smith's arithmetic the right way to work a
rule-of-three sum.
It all looks so easy to us, because we know the
trick already.
But how did we come to learn the trick ? That
is the real question.
How did the white European and his ancestors manage to get so far ahead in counting of the unsophisticated heathen Damara ?
I don't know how far the Damaras themselves can count ; but
the Chiquitos of America, a very low Indian tribe, couldn't count
beyond one ; for any larger sum than that, their simple language
used terms of comparison alone as many as one's eyes, as many
as a crow's toes, as many as the fingers on one hand, and so forth
up to six or seven. The Tasmanians could get as far as two
beyond that, they stopped short ; their simple scheme of numeration was merely this one, two, a great many.
The Australian
black-fellows in Queensland go a step further
they reckon thus
*
one, two, two-one (3), two-two (4) ; and after that, they say,
'
more than four,' meaning thereby an indefinite number. One
South African tribe easily beats this rudimentary record, and
knows how to count up to ten. But eleven, or both hands and
one over, it regards as the ne plus ultra of human computation.
is

sheep

'

?

:

:

:

:

'

When

a British detachment once marched against it, the scouts
brought in word to the elders of the tribe that an immense army

SCORES AND TALLIES.
was coming to fight them
soldiers

'an immense army; eleven white

'
!

On the other hand, some savages have really very advanced
systems of numeration ; for example, the Tongans, whose native
numerals go up as far as 100,000. Even this degree of proficiency,
however, did not quite satisfy the devouring mathematical passion
of Labillardiere, who asked them what they called ten times that

number, and

so

on until he had

finally

made them

give

him names

subsequent decimal stages up even to one thousand
The polite Tongans, anxious to oblige a benevolent and

for all the
billions.

generous scientific gentleman in so unimportant a matter, proceeded at once to supply him with words, which the unsuspecting
explorer immediately wrote down, and duly printed as mathematical terms in the accounts of his travels.
But alas for the
The supposed
duplicity and the unscrapulousness of savages!
numerals in their higher ranges were really the rudest and
naughtiest words in the Tongan language, with which, as missionaries subsequently discovered, the evil-disposed Polynesians

had successfully imposed on the bland and child-like innocence of
a scientific stranger. Such are the dangers of leading questions
addressed in an imperfectly understood tongue to the wicked
minds of the children of nature. The children of nature promptly
respond in the precise spirit of an East End Arab.

The

basis of all arithmetic, it

may be

safely asserted, lies in

the primitive habit of counting on one's fingers. Not only do all
children and all savages so count at the present day ; not only do
we all learn our first arithmetical lessons on that simple and
natural portable abacus ; but also all our most advanced numerical
methods bear still upon their very face the evident marks of their
evolution from the old mode of reckoning on the human hand.

a living result of the fact that
has
ten
fingers, and ten only.
Nay,
every
(bar accidents)
the very word ' digits,' by which we still express in the most
abstract manner the symbols of the numbers, points back at last

For the decimal system

itself is

man

to the ten upheld black fingers of the original savage.

At the very first outset, indeed, the decimal system didn't
have things all its own way. It was vigorously and strenuously
opposed in the beginning by its vigesimal rival, the system that
went in for counting by twenties, or, in other words, by fingers
and by toes, not by fingers alone. Primitive man varied in his
Sometimes he counted his fingers only, and sometimes
practice.
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he counted his toes as well. From the one plan springs the
system of reckoning by tens, from the other plan that of reckoning

by

scores or twenties.

Both systems are at bottom, of course, identical. You want
to count a great many objects
say, for example's sake, two
hundred cocoa-nuts. You begin by taking one man, and counting a cocoa-nut for each one of his ten fingers
set him aside.
You have reckoned ten, or one

;

after that,

man

;

or if

you
you

you put a pebble aside to do duty for him it stands for ten
a decimal symbol. So you go on, making fingers and cocoanuts balance one another till you have got to the end of the whole

like,

:

and you sum up your calculation briefly by saying that the
;
cocoa-nuts equal twenty men. To this day, when we write 200,
we are keeping up the memory of that very act. Our decimal
heap

it were, one man, 10 ; two men, 20 ; three men,
four
40
and so on ad infinitum. The nought stands
;
;
men,
in place of a man ; it is the abstract sign of a completed series.

system marks, as

30

The vigesimal system of reckoning by scores proceeds in just
the same manner, only it numbers fingers and toes together, and
sets aside one man only when it has counted up to twenty. This,
not the decimal system, was probably the original method of all
the northern nations certainly of all the Celtic peoples and
traces of it still remain in our old English numerals, three-score
and four-score, as well as in the habit of reckoning sheep and
various other agricultural objects by twenties. In French, the
two systems still live on amicably side by side. Up to soixante
the reckoning is decimal ; but the old-fashioned septante has been
completely ousted by soixante-dix (three-score and ten) ; while
octante and nonante-trois give place to pure scoring in the case of
quatrevingt and quatrevingt-treize.

Why

did the habit of counting by tens finally get the better
still earlier habit of counting by

in all civilised societies of the

twenties

?

Simply, I believe, because civilised peoples tend more
and shoes obviously interfere with freedom
;

or less to wear shoes

human toes for purposes of calculation.
Barefooted savages naturally enough reckon by twenties; but
booted civilisation does its decorous counting by tens alone.
Writing and the use of the slate and pencil strengthen the decimal
of action in getting at the

impulse, once set on foot

for you write with your fingers (unless
to rival Miss Biffin), not with your toes ; and our
children nowadays, while they count on their fingers with great

you happen
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unanimity, would probably be shocked and scandalised at the
barbaric notion of anything so rude as counting on their feet.
But why is twenty called a score ? Only because it represents
a whole man, and is therefore scored or marked down on the tally
or counting-stick as one person.
In its original signification, of
course, to score means merely to nick or cut a mark, especially
on a short piece of wood. The word is etymologically much the

same as scar; and we still talk (when poetically inclined) of a
mountain-side scored by the ceaseless torrents, or of a brow deeply
scored by the ravages of time. In these degenerate days, to be
sure, the score at cricket is duly entered in a ruled book, together
with an analysis of the bowling, a record of the overs, and a
general commentary as to who was bowled, caught, or run out.
But I can myself remember, in a very remote neighbourhood,
when I was a boy, seeing the score kept in the true primitive
fashion by another boy seated on a fence, who cut a notch with his
knife for every run on one of two sticks, green-barked and brownbarked, each representing one of the two sides.

A sort of sanctity was attached to the proceeding the sanctity
that results from ancient usage.
For that was the sort of swing
that gave the score its present name ; it was a real survival from
an antique savagery, Just so the primitive arithmetician, while
yet the whole world was young, counted up to twenty on a man's
fingers and toes, and then made a notch on a stick to denote one
man up,' or, in other words, twenty. It was a safer and easier
way of reckoning than counting by men alone because, in the
first place, one man
(for example, the reckoner himself) would
serve as a numerator over and over again and, in the second
place, the score once marked on a stick remains for ever, while
the men are apt to get up and walk away, which is as disconcerting
'

;

;

to the ardent arithmetician as the action of the hedgehogs in
Alice's croquet to the enthusiastic player.

The survival of the practice of counting sheep by the score,
in our country districts, very well illustrates this ancient Celtic
vigesimal practice. When the new county voter (called in his
non-political aspect Hodge or Giles) wishes to number a flock of
sheep, he does so by first counting out twenty ; the counting itself
being often done, not by the ordinary numerals, one, two, three,
four,

but by the old half-Celtic

'

rhyming
wuss,' and so

'

score,'

Eena, deena,

forth, up to twenty.
dina, dus, Catla, weela, weila,
There, he has reached his higher unit, the score ; in other words,
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So he makes a nick in a piece
rhyming singsong over again. Thus he
counts score after score, till he reaches at last the full number,
say eight score and seventeen. At that he rests. He doesn't
translate the numbers into the decimal notation why should he ?
It would mean far less in his mind than his native numbers.
Eight score and seventeen are to him a far more real and
realisable amount than 177.
He sticks still to the vigesimal
for
the
one true higher unit.
is
Giles
system. Twenty
A tally in its origin was pretty much the same thing as
a score, but it grows at last by usage and the courtesy of lanone man, regarded as barefoot.

of wood, and begins his

:

It means in the final
different.
wood tailU that is to say, nicked or scored. But
the French origin of the word points back to its being the offspring of the more civilised and Latinised decimal system, which

guage into something rather
resort a piece of

replaced (for all save Giles and Hodge) our old native English
and Welsh method of counting by twenties. Moreover, it has
now become inseparable from the very idea of a tally that it must
needs tally with something or other. This sense of the word
arises from the habit of giving the two parties to a bargain each
a cut stick, on which the amount at issue between them was duly
recorded by means of notches. As these sticks corresponded, or
ought exactly to correspond, with one another, a tally came to be
popularly thought of as necessarily implying correspondence. In

the English exchequer

always conservative such little bits of
notched wood were given as receipts so late as the end of the
eighteenth century; but at last they were accompanied by a
written discharge as well, and only remained as a pure ceremonial

and administrative

survival.

It will further illustrate the absolute

upon the human

dependence of arithmetic

fingers (including toes) if

we

recollect that in

savage languages the very words used to describe the
abstract numbers are derived from the fingers or toes themselves.
'
*
Thus, five in such a tongue will be the same word as hand ;

many

'

seven will be expressed by ' one hand, two fingers ; and twenty
will be put in the graphic form of * a whole man,' or ' one man
finished.'

People count long before they think of making definite signs
and when they begin to make symbols at
the earliest and simplest are mere long rows of notches or

or symbols for numbers,
all,

pebbles equal in

sum

to the

number thought

of.

But

in time
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picture-writing begins to develop itself; and then we get the
earliest appearance of true ciphers.
For example, the poor Indian
of Pope and North America marked ten in his rude hieroglyphics
often rude in more senses than one

by a vague outline of a man,
on London walls by the surviving boy-savage
a mere dot of a head, with a straight line for body, and two
outstretched arms, ended by hands, standing on a pair of very
open bow legs. The Koman numerals with which we are all so
familiar, and which look so grand, learned, and awful when we get
them in the developed form of MDCCCXLVIIL, start in reality
from an equally humble and childish origin. They are mere
When the jaoble Koman of remote antiquity
picture-writing.
wanted to mark the number one, he drew a single straight line or
In our modern type,
digit to represent the uplifted forefinger.
we print it, I. For two, he drew two digits, or II ; for three, he
wrote III ; and four he represented, not by IV, which is a comparatively late modern innovation, but by the good old clock-dial
symbol, IIII. These, in fact, are nothing more than just the
But how about five ? Why should it be
fingers of one hand.
the
represented by
apparently meaningless symbol V ? Simply
because V is not V, but a rude hieroglyphic of one hand, the
broad stroke standing for the four fingers united, while the
narrow one stands for the extended thumb. V, in fact, is nothing
more than a very degenerate pictorial symbol, like the hand <^~
still used by printers in certain circumstances to call special
like that chalked

attention to a particular paragraph. As for X, that is usually
represented as equivalent to two such hands set side by side ; but
this interpretation I believe to

be erroneous.

I think

it

much

'
likely (on the Indian analogy) to stand for one man up
that is to say, ten, with a people who counted by fingers alone, or,
If this hypothesis
in other words, employed a decimal notation.
of
the
Indian
man figure, with
a
double
be true,
represents
'

more

X

outstretched arms and legs like a colossus, the hand having
disappeared entirely by disuse, as often happens in the evolution
of what are called cursive hieroglyphics.
The other Eoman numerals, L, C, D, and
later

and more

civilised period.

M,

belongs to a far

I will not go fully here into the

abstruse question of their origin and development, as learnedly
traced by Canon Isaac Taylor in his interesting treatise : it will

most people, to mention briefly that they spring from
discarded letters of the Greek alphabet, utilised by the practical

suffice, for
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Roman mind as numerals, and in two cases gradually twisted
round by a false analogy into the semblance of C, the initial of
Centum, and the delusive shape of M, the initial of Milk. This
was distinctly clever of the primaeval Eoman; but he would
probably have shrunk from so cruel a course had he foreseen the
trouble that his procedure would give to subsequent archaeologists,
or the battles that would be waged by unborn nations over the
origin and nature of his forgotten symbols.

X

Numerals like I, II, III, IIII, V, and
scarcely rise above
the very lowest level of savage picture-writing. They recall the
records of the noble red men of the west and the modern Eskimo,
who, when they wish to state a number in writing, do it, so to
(
speak, as the logic-books say, by simple enumeration,' putting
down an exact picture of the persons or objects involved in the
Thus the well-known chronicle of the achievements
transaction.
of Wingemund, chief of the Leni Lenape Indians, who attacked
the English settlements in 1762, proceeds entirely on such a
direct numerical basis.
The chronicle was cut into the bark of a
tree in Ohio more than a century since, and it proceeds after the
Twenty-three braves went
following straightforward manner.
the
:
therefore
are
war-path
represented by twentyupon
they
three straight lines, bent slightly forward, to indicate progression.

For ten days they marched through the forest; so the sun is
displayed (with the very same broad good-humoured face he still
wears in English caricature) as having surmounted ten lines, each
of which marks the horizon. They attacked three English forts
shown by three square bastions ; and one of them contained a
exhibited as small oblongs within the

couple of trading- stores
fortifications.

Ten vanquished enemies, each very much

X with or without a head to

it,

stand on one side.

like

an

Six of them,

Four have
however, are headless, and represent the scalped.
small round knobs on top, and were therefore, doubtless, taken
This is, as it were, the raw material of the art-writing,
from which hieroglyphs, and alphabets, and numerical systems
were finally evolved.
Still, the Roman V and X differ considerably, in one respect,
from such Indian picture-writing, and show a corresponding
advance in the direction of the numerals. They each represent
not a particular object, but a number in the abstract. * V homiprisoners.

nes

'

means

five

men

*
;

X

homines,' ten men.

It

is

not

necessary to put pictures of the object five or ten times repeated

;
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the figure alone sufficiently expresses the qualifying number. On
the other hand, few people, probably, have any adequate idea
of the great difficulties in which arithmetic would be involved

were

it not for the happy invention of the Arabic- numerals.
Here is a very simple little sum in addition put Roman fashion.
The reader will find it ' a nice amusement,' as the model papa
always tells his daughters, to work it out as it stands without

having resource to Arabic notation.

MDCXLVIII

MCCXLV
DCCXXXIX
MDCCCLXXXIV
these figures reaches two thousand, and yet what a
But that is,
task
to sum them up without an abacus !
hopeless
are
Here
two
better
tests
of
the impossmall
matter.
a
indeed,

None

of

sibility of

arithmetic without Arabic notation.

Multiply

(all

Roman figures) MDCCXLIV by DCLXXXVI, and divide
MCCXLIII by XLV. Nothing could be simpler than those two

in

sums, and yet it requires considerable intellect and very close
attention to work them out on paper with the Roman symbols.
The fact is, an abacus, which is at bottom merely a form of
score, or tally, was absolutely indispensable for arriving at anything like a high arithmetical result before the invention of the

Arabic numerals.

The only way

to

work out a big sum was then

to take one lot of pebbles or cowries to mark the units, another
lot for the tens, a third lot for the hundreds, and a fourth for the
If one wished to sum up a large number, say to add
2347 to 8929, one put separately into each heap two pebbles and
eight, three pebbles and nine (which necessitated a remove or
*
carrying '), four pebbles and two, and nine pebbles and seven
No one heap, of course, could ever exceed ten ;
(carry again).
when it did, nine pebbles were taken out, and one was removed to

thousands.

the next heap. Observe how this primitive method of reckoning
has coloured all our subsequent arithmetical language and arithmetical conceptions. Just as digit means a finger, and points

back to the period when

men

reckoned on their two hands alone,

to the period when
they reckoned with little heaps of stones, or cowries. To calculate
is merely to heap up pebbles, and the differential calculus itself

so calculus

is

the way

means a pebble, and points back

we manipulate the

small marbles in order to produce
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Even the very phrase, <to
carry one,' <to carry two,' still used by our school-children, retains
a memory of the time when ten pebbles were taken from the heap
certain high mathematical results.

it reached ten or more, and one of them was
added in compensation to the other pile immediately above it.
The abacus is a device for making the pebble system more
systematic and more respectable. By stringing coloured balls on
a wire frame, and making the white mean units, the red tens, the
green hundreds, and the brown thousands, it is possible to add or
multiply large numbers in a way practically all but impossible
with the Koman numerals. Besides, this plan had the advantage
of being, so to speak, automatic.
You added tens and hundreds
and thousands to the various rows without counting at all ; and
then at the end you read off the total according to the number
of brown, green, and white balls on the different courses.
The
abacus substituted a mechanical device for a mental process it
made arithmetic an affair of the eye, not an affair of the brain or
the intellect.
Still, no great advance in the mysteries of mathematics could
ever be expected from arithmeticians who had to use such very
The Greek
rough-and-ready methods of procedure as these.
notation was even clumsier than the Roman, consisting, as it did,

of units as soon as

:

of the letters of the alphabet, mostly in their alphabetical order,
as if in English A meant one, B two, C three, and
twenty-one.
The first step towards the establishment of the simple modern

U

decimal system was made by the Eomans, who at last bethought
themselves of writing the letters standing for the unit, the ten,
the hundred, and the thousand, with the number of units, of tens,
of hundreds, and of thousands
the coefficient, as mathematicians
playfully

term

it,

written small on top of the significant letters.
ii

if

v ix

Thus, 2,459 would be represented on this system by MCXI. The
man who saw his way to this great improvement was well on the
track of the Arabic system.
But a fatal difficulty stood in the way of his further progress.

2469

we

it soon becomes apparent to the meanest
which
remark the judicious reader will hardly
understanding (after
venture to pretend he doesn't see it) that we may safely omit the
M, the C, the X, and the I, and leave the 2459 to stand on their

If

own

write

MCXI,

legs, their position alone sufficiently expressing their value
as units, tens, hundreds, and thousands.
As the mathematician
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it once more, we may neglect the serial
terms, and let
the coefficients alone stand in their places. But when we write

would put
ii

iv

T ix

MCXI, we

cannot thus abbreviate into

iiivvix,

because each digit

of units, tens, hundreds, and thousands is not represented by a
might indeed get over that difficulty somesingle symbol.

We

what by putting points between each series, thus ii. iv. v. ix. ;
and the number so expressed might then be read 2459. But
this is at best a clumsy device, and in practice the points would
be always going wrong, and reducing our arithmetic to the same
hopeless muddle as the weekly books in the hands of our wives
and daughters.
What is really needed, then, is that each unit from one to nine
should be separately expressed by a single symbol. What that
symbol happens to be doesn't at all matter to the general prina, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, would do quite as well as 1,2, 3, 4,
ciple
As a matter of fact, our existing numerals, called
5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
Arabic, are a compromise between the two systems of picturewriting and alphabetic signs. They come to us, like the beginnings of most mathematical science, from the remote and mysterious East ; and they make their first appearance under hardly
recognisable forms in the Indian cave-inscriptions of the first and
second centuries. One, two, and three are there represented by
parallel bars, placed sideways instead of lengthways, and standing,
:

:

of course, for our old friends the human fingers. It is easy enough
EE are readily converted into 1, 2, 3, the first
to see how
, =,
being made upright on the analogy of the Eoman I, and the other

two being hastily run together with connecting lines into 2 and 3.
The other units, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, are the initials or most
prominent letters of the name of each corresponding number
We might make a similar
in the language of the inscriptions.
The immense
zE, F, V, S, E, I, N.
,
English table thus
advantage of the new numerals lies, of course, in the fact that
each of them represents a single unit by a single symbol, and so
allows us to express sums like 2, 347, 859, 427, and so forth, in a
way unattainable under any other system. Nay, our symbolic
conceptions are thus allowed even to outrun the resources of
language, and the astronomer and the mathematician now habitually deal with strings of figures which it would be impossible for
:

,

them so much as to express in words.
Most things unfortunately are called by wrong names.

Our
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are now universally
existing ciphers, though originally Indian,
described as Arabic, because they came to the western world from
India and Africa through the mercantile medium of the Spanish

From Spain they spread to the European nations, though
Arabs.
not without considerable opposition by the way, such as invariably
testifies to the goodness and soundness of every genuine human
improvement. Whenever you hear a loud popular clamour raised
or foolish, you may be pretty sure it
against anything as wicked
will really turn out in the end a valuable invention ; what every-

body says must be wrong. This simple conclusion flows as a
matter of course from the familiar principle, first definitely formulated

Carlyle,' that there are so

l

by poor

accordingly,

many

billion people in

Paynim numerals met with little favour,
from the mediaeval merchant. The bankers of

the world, mostly

fools.

Florence were forbidden, on the verge of the fifteenth century,
from employing these dangerous Saracen signs in any of their

and the University of Padua (so very like our own
Oxford) ordained that its stationer should keep a list of books for
*
sale with the prices marked, not in ciphers, but in plain letters.'
modern
The hapless
purchaser rather desires, on the contrary,
that prices should be marked, not in letters, but in plain ciphers.
It is noticeable that the very word cipher, here employed, is itself
Arabic, and its progeny includes, not only the familiar French
Italian zefiro, the much less immechiffre, but also, through
Arabic numerals were at
diately recognisable derivative, zero.
first confined in use to mathematical works; they were then
employed for the paging of books, and it was not till the middle
of the fifteenth century that they first found their way with any
security into general commercial society.
It is curious to reflect that the whole decimal system itself,
with all its faults and shortcomings and awkwardnesses, has been
foisted upon us as a pure survival by the mere accident that man
happens to have five fingers on each hand. Counting by tens is
a legacy of savagery. If mathematicians had now to devise, de
novo, a system of numeration if a new and Universal French
Revolution were to sweep away at one fell swoop all records of the
its legs once more on a tabula rasa
past, and set humanity upon
there can be no doubt that eight would
of arts and sciences

account-books

;

be the number immediately hit upon by the worshippers of reason
as the best possible basis for an arithmetical series.
Eight would
then be written 10, and 64 would be written 100, while the sym-
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and 9 would be entirely discarded from the reformed
For eight is a good square number, divisible all
and by four, and halving evenly till it reaches
two
round, by
the
successive
stages of four, two, and one ; whereas
unity, by
ten lands you at once in five and two-and-a-half, which are useless
and impossible quantities to deal with practically. But the accident of savage man's predilection for counting on his fingers has
burdened us for all time with this clumsy and awkward decimal
system ; while only the lucky fact that the Greeks and Romans
wore shoes has prevented us from the still more terrible habit of
bols 8

arithmetic.

reckoning everything by scores or twenties.
To go a step further back,* as an ingenious American philosopher has pointed out, mankind uses decimals instead of octonals
to-day because in the progress from the finned fish to the fourlimbed amphibian, the number of fin-rays on each limb happened

Hence most of the
on each extremity
and man in this respect conforms strictly to his early pre-human
Our most advanced mathematics bear obviously
arboreal ancestor.
on their very face the marks of their irrational and savage origin,
and more remotely recall the evolution of the race from a many-

to be reduced from eight or ten to five only.
higher animals have five fingers or five toes

rayedmud-haunting amphibious progenitor.

;
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I.

JOHN HAS AN ADVENTURE.

THE day had been very hot even for the Transvaal, where, even
in the autumn, the days still know how to be hot, although
the neck of the summer is broken that is, when the thunderstorms hold off for a week or two, as they occasionally will. Even
the succulent blue lilies a variety of the agapanthus which is
so familiar to us in English greenhouses
hung their long trumpetlooked
and
and
flowers
miserable, beneath the
oppressed
shaped

burning breath of the hot wind which had been blowing for hours
The grass, too, near the wide
like the draught of a volcano.
a
in
and indeterminate sort of
that
stretched
feeble
roadway,
fashion across the veldt, forking, branching, and reuniting like the
veins on a lady's arm, was completely coated over with a thick layer
But the hot wind was going down now, as it always
of red dust.
does towards sunset. Indeed, all that remained of it were a few
strictly local and miniature whirlwinds, which would suddenly
spring up on the road itself, and twist and twirl fiercely round,
raising a mighty column of dust fifty feet or more into the air,
where it hung long after the cause of it had passed, and then
slowly dissolved as its particles floated to the earth.
road, in the immediate track of one of these
and
inexplicable whirlwinds, was a man on horseback.
desultory
The man looked limp and dirty, and the horse limper and dirtier.

Coming along the
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The hot wind had taken all the bones out of them, as the Kafirs
say, which was not very much to be wondered at, seeing that they
had been journeying through it for the last four hours, without
offsaddling.
Suddenly the whirlwind, which had been travelling
along pretty smartly, halted, and the dust, after turning round a
few times in the air like a dying top, slowly began to dissolve in
the accustomed fashion. The man on the horse halted too, and
contemplated it in an absent kind of way.
<
1
It's just like a man's life,' he said aloud to his horse,
coming
from nobody knows where, nobody knows why, and making a little
column of dust on the world's highway, and then passing away and
leaving the dust to fall to the ground again, and be trodden under
foot and forgotten.*

The speaker, a stout, well set-up, rather ugly man, apparently
on the wrong side of thirty, with pleasant blue eyes and a reddish
peaked beard, laughed a little at his own sententious reflection,
and then gave his jaded horse a tap with the sjambock in his
hand.
'

Come

on, Blesbok,' he said,

Croft's place to-night.

By

Jove

!

*

or

we

shall

I believe that

never get to old

must be the

turn,'

and he pointed with his whip to a little rutty track that turned
from the Wakkerstroom main road and stretched away towards a
curious isolated hill with a large flat top, that rose out of the
*
The old Boer said
rolling plain some four miles to the right.

the second turn,' he went on still talking to himself, ' but perhaps
he lied. I am told that some of them think it a good joke to send
an Englishman a few miles wrong. Let's see, they said the place

was under the lee of a table-topped hill, about half an hour's ride
from the main road, and that is a table-topped hill, so I think I will
try it. Come on, Blesbok,' and he put the tired nag into a sort of
*
tripple or ambling canter much affected by South African horses.
Life is a queer thing,' reflected Captain John Niel to himself
Now here am I, at the age of thirtyas he slowly cantered along.
the
to
world
about
four,
again as assistant to an old Transvaal
begin
farmer. It is a pretty end to all one's ambitions, and to fourteen
years' work in the army; but it is what it has come to, my boy,
so you had better make the best of it.'
Just then his cogitations were interrupted, for on the farther
side of a gentle slope there suddenly appeared an extraordinary
Over the crest of the rise of land, now some four or five
sight.
hundred yards away, a pony with a lady on its back came wildly
'

'

'
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and after it, with wings spread and outstretched neck,
a huge cock ostrich was speeding along, covering twelve or
The pony was still
fifteen feet at every stride of its long legs.
twenty yards ahead of the bird, and coming towards John rapidly,
galloping,

would it could not distance the swiftest thing on
Five seconds past the great bird was close alongAh and John Niel turned sick and shut his eyes as
side now
he rode, for he saw the ostrich's thick leg fly high into the air
and then sweep down like a leaded bludgeon
Thud ! It had missed the lady and struck her horse upon

but strive as
all

it

the earth.

!

!

the spine, behind the saddle, for the moment completely paralysing it, so that it fell all of a heap on to the veldt. In a moment

the girl on its back was up and off towards him, and after her
came the ostrich. Up went the great leg again, but before it
came crashing on to her shoulders she had flung herself face

In an instant the huge bird was on the
grass.
at
her, rolling over her, and crushing the very
top of her, kicking
of
It
life out
her.
was at this juncture that John Niel arrived

downwards on the

upon the scene. The moment the ostrich saw him he gave up
his attacks upon the lady on the ground and began to waltz
towards him with a pompous sort of step that these birds sometimes assume before they give battle. Now Captain Niel was unaccustomed to the ways of ostriches, and so was his horse, which
showed a strong inclination to bolt as, indeed, under other circumstances, his rider would have been glad to do himself. But
he could not abandon beauty in distress, so, finding it impossible
to control his horse, he slipped off it, and with his sjambock or
hide-whip in his hand valiantly faced the enemy. For a moment
or two the great bird stood still, blinking its lustrous round eyes at
him and gently swaying its graceful neck to and fro. Then all of a
sudden it spread out its wings and came for him like a thunderHe sprang to one side, and was aware of a rustle of rushing
bolt.
feathers, and of a vision of a thick leg striking downwards past
his head.
Fortunately it missed him, and the ostrich sped past
like a flash.
Before he could turn, however, it was back and had
;

landed the full weight of one of its awful forward kicks in the
broad of his back, and away he went head-over-heels like a shot
In a second he was on his legs again, shaken indeed, but
rabbit.
not

much

the worse, and perfectly mad with fury and pain.
ostrich, and at the ostrich went he, catching

him came the

blow across the slim neck with his sjambock, that staggered

At
it

a

it for

212
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a moment.

Profiting

and held on

like

by the check, he seized the bird by the wing
grim death with both hands. Then they began
to gyrate, slowly at first, then quicker, and yet more quick, till at
last it seemed to Captain John Niel that time and space and the
solid earth were nothing but a revolving vision fixed somewhere
in the watches of the night.
Above him, like a stationary pivot,
towered the tall graceful neck, beneath him spun the top-like legs,
and in front of him was a soft black and white mass of feathers.

He was on his back, and the
Thud, and a cloud of stars
did
not
seem
who
to
be
affected by giddiness, was on
ostrich,
him
him, punishing
dreadfully.
Luckily an ostrich cannot kick a
man very hard when he is flat on, the ground. If he could, there
would have been an end of John Niel, and this story need never
have been written.
Half a minute or so passed, during which the bird worked his
sweet will upon his prostrate enemy, and at the end of it the man
began to feel very much as though his earthly career was closed.
Just as things were growing faint and dim to him, however, he
suddenly saw a pair of white arms clasp themselves round the
ostrich's legs from behind, and heard a voice cry
'
Break his neck while I hold his legs, or he will kill you.'
This roused him from his torpor, and he staggered to his feet.
Meanwhile the ostrich and the young lady had come to the
ground, and were rolling about together in a confused heap, over
which the elegant neck and open hissing mouth wavered to and
With a rush he seized the neck
fro like a cobra about to strike.
in both his hands, and, putting out all his strength (for he was a
strong man), he twisted it till it broke with a snap, and after a few
wild and convulsive bounds and struggles the great bird lay dead.
Then he sank down dazed and exhausted, and surveyed the
The ostrich was perfectly quiet, and would never kick
scene.
the lady too was quiet. He wondered vaguely if the
and
again,
brute had killed her he was as yet too weak to go and see and
then fell to gazing at her face. Her head was pillowed on the body
of the dead bird, and its feathery plumes made it a fitting restingSlowly it dawned on him that the face was very beautiful,
place.
although it looked so pale just now. Low broad brow, crowned
with soft yellow hair, the chin very round and white, the mouth
sweet though rather large. The eyes he could not see, because
they were closed, for the lady had fainted. For the rest, she was
quite young about twenty, tall and finely formed. Presently he
!

:
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got a little better, and, creeping towards her (for he was sadly
knocked about), took her hand and began to chafe it between his
own. It was a well-formed hand, but brown, and showed signs of
doing plenty of hard work. Soon she opened her eyes, and he
noted with satisfaction that they were very good eyes, blue in
colour.
Then she sat up and laughed a little.
<
Well, I am silly,' she said ; I believe I fainted.'
*
It is not much to be wondered at,' said John Niel politely,
and lifting his hand to take off his hat, only to find that it had
gone in the fray. 'I hope you are not very much hurt by the bird.'
*

'
But I am glad that you
I don't know,' she said doubtfully.
He got out of the ostrich
killed the skellum (vicious beast).
camp three days ago, and has been lost ever since. He killed a
'

boy last year, and I told Uncle he ought to shoot him then, but
he would not, because he was such a beauty.'
Might I ask,' said John Niel, are you Miss Croft ?
Yes, I am one of them. There are two of us, you know ;
and I can guess who you are you are Captain Niel, whom Uncle
is expecting to help him with the farm and the ostriches.'
'
If all of them are like that,' he said, pointing to the dead
'

'

5

4

*

bird,

I don't think that I shall take kindly to ostrich farming.'

She laughed, showing a charming line of teeth. ' Oh no,' she
said, he was the only bad one
but, Captain Niel, I think you will
find it fearfully dull. There are nothing but Boers about here, you
know. There are no English people nearer than Wakkerstroom.'
'You overlook yourself,' he said politely; for really this
daughter of the wilderness had a very charming air about her.
'
'
Oh,' she answered, I am only a girl, you know, and besides,
I am not clever.
Jess has been at
that's my sister
Jess, now
school at Cape Town, and she is clever. I was at Cape Town, too,
*

but I didn't learn much there. But, Captain Niel, both the horses
have bolted; mine has gone home, and I expect yours has
followed, and I should like to know how we are going to get up
to Mooifontein (beautiful fountain, that's what we call our place,
you know). Can you walk ?
*
I don't know,' he answered doubtfully ; * I'll try.
That bird
has knocked me about a good deal,' and accordingly he staggered
on to his legs, only to collapse with an exclamation of pain. His
ankle was sprained, and he was so stiff and bruised that he could
*
How far is the house ? he asked.
hardly stir.
4
a mile just there ; we shall see it from the crest of
about
Only
'

'
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rise.
Look, I'm all right. It was silly to faint, but he kicked
the breath out of me,' and she got up and danced a little on
*

the grass to show him.
must take my arm, that's
*

word, though, I am sore
'
that is if you don't mind ?

My

all

;

Oh

dear no, indeed, I don't mind,' he said, laughing
they started, arm affectionately linked in arm.

CHAPTER
HOW THE

;

!

You
and

so

H.

SISTERS CAME TO MOOIFONTEIN.

CAPTAIN NIEL,' said Bessy Croft (for that was her name) when
they had painfully limped one hundred yards or so, 'will you
think me rude if I ask you a question ?
'

'

'

Not at

4

What

all.'

has induced you to come and bury yourself in this

'

place
*

?
'

do you ask ?
Because I don't think that you will like it. I don't think,' she
added slowly, * that it is a fit place for an English gentleman and
an army officer like you. You will find the Boer ways horrid, and
then there will only be my old uncle and us two for you to asso-

Why

*

ciate with.'

John Niel laughed.

*

English gentlemen ain't so particular
when they have to

nowadays, I can tell you, Miss Croft, especially
earn a living.

Take

my

you exactly how I stand.
and am now thirty-four.

case, for instance, for I

may

as well tell

have been in the army fourteen years,
Well, I have been able to live there
because I had an old aunt who allowed me 1201. a year. Six
months ago she died, leaving me the little property she possessed,
for most of her income came from an annuity.
After paying exI

it amounts to 1,1 15. Now, the interest on that
about fifty pounds a year, and I can't live in the army on that.
Just after my aunt's death I came to Durban with my regiment
from Mauritius, and now they are ordered home. Well, I liked the
country, and I knew that I could not afford to live at home, so I
got a year's leave of absence, and made up my mind to have a

penses, duty, &c.,
is

look round to see

man

in

Durban

if I

told

could not take to farming. Then a gentleof your uncle, and said that he wanted to

me

dispose of a third interest in his place for a thousand pounds, as
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he was getting too old to manage

it

himself; and so I entered
up for a few

into correspondence with him, and agreed to come
months to see how I liked it ; and accordingly here I

am, just in

time to save you from being knocked to bits by an ostrich.'
'
*
Yes, indeed,' she answered, laughing
you've had a warm
:

welcome at any rate. Well, I hope you will like it.'
Just as he finished his story they got to the top of the rise
over which the ostrich had pursued Bessie Croft, and saw a Kafir
coming towards them, leading the pony in one hand and Captain
Niel's horse in the other.
About a hundred yards behind the
horses a lady was walking.
Ah,' said Bessie, they've caught the horses, and here is Jess
come to see what is the matter.'
By this time the lady in question was quite close, so that
John was able to get a first impression of her. She was small
and rather thin, with quantities of curling brown hair not by
any means a lovely woman, as her sister undoubtedly was, but
possessing two very remarkable characteristics a complexion of
extraordinary and uniform pallor, and a pair of the most beautiful
dark eyes he had ever looked on. Altogether, though her size was
almost insignificant, she was a striking-looking person, with a face
one was not likely to forget. Before he had time to observe any
more they were up to them.
*
What on earth is the matter, Bessie ? she said, with a quick
glance at her companion, and speaking in a low full voice, with
just a slight South African accent, that is taking enough in a
pretty woman. Whereon Bessie broke out with a history of their
'

'

;

'

adventure, appealing to her companion for confirmation at intervals.
Meanwhile her sister Jess stood quite still and silent, and it
struck Captain Niel that her face was the most singularly imIt never changed, even when her
passive one he had ever seen.
sister told how the ostrich rolled on her and nearly killed her, or

how they

subdued the

Dear me,' he thought to himwhat a very remarkable woman She can't have much heart.'
But just as he thought it the girl looked up, and then he saw where
the expression lay. It was in those remarkable eyes. Impassive
as her face was, the dark eyes were
alight with life and a sort
finally

foe.

'

*

self,

!

of excitement that

made them

shine gloriously.

The

contrast

between the shining eyes and the impassive face beneath them
struck

him

a matter of

as so extraordinary as to be almost
fact, it

uncanny

;

and, as

was doubtless both unusual and remarkable.
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You have had

*

a wonderful escape, but I

am

sorry for the

bird,' she said at last.
1

'

asked John.
Because we were great friends.

Why ?

*

I was the only person

who

could manage him.'
'

'
put in Bessie, the savage brute would follow her about
like a dog.
It was just the oddest thing I ever saw.
But come
on ; we must be getting home, it's growing dark. Mouti (medicine)
addressing the Kafir in Zulu
help Captain Niel on to
his horse.
Be careful that the saddle does not twist round ; the
girths may be loose.'
Thus adjured, John, with the help of the Zulu, clambered
into his saddle, an example that the lady quickly followed,
and they once more set off through the gathering darkness.
Presently he became aware that they were passing up a drive
bordered by tall blue-gums, and next minute the barking of a
large dog and the sudden appearance of lighted windows told him
that they had reached the house. At the door or rather, opposite to it, for there was a verandah in front
they stopped and got
off their horses.
As they did so, out of the house there came
a shout of welcome, and presently in the doorway, showing out

Yes,'

'

'

clear

against the

light,

appeared a striking and, in

its

way,

most pleasant figure. He for it was a man was very tall, or,
Now he was much bent with
rather, he had been very tall.
age and rheumatism. His long white hair hung low upon his
The top of the
neck, and fell back from a prominent brow.
head was quite bald, like the tonsure of a priest, and shone and
glistened in the lamplight, and round this oasis the thin white locks
fell down.
The face was shrivelled like the surface of a well-kept
apple, and, like an apple, rosy red. The features were aquiline and
well marked, the eyebrows still black and very bushy, and beneath
them shone a pair of grey eyes, as keen and bright as hawks'.
But for all its sharpness, there was nothing unpleasant or fierce
about the face. On the contrary, it was pervaded by a remarkable
air of good-nature and pleasant shrewdness.
For the rest, the
man was dressed in rough tweed clothes, tall riding-boots, and
held a broad-brimmed Boer hunting-hat in his hand. Such was
the outer man of old Silas Croft, one of the most remarkable men
in the Transvaal, as John Niel first saw him.
'

'

'

Is that you, Captain Niel ? roared out the stentorian voice.
The natives said you were coming.
welcome to you ! I am

A
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glad to see you very glad. Why, what is the matter with you ?
he went on as the Zulu Mouti ran to help him off his horse.
'

Matter, Mr. Croft

'

?

answered John

'
:

why, the matter

'

is

that your favourite ostrich has nearly killed me and your niece
here, and that I have killed your favourite ostrich.'

Then

followed explanations from Bessie, during which he
off his horse and into the house.

was helped

me

To think of it now,
thank Grod that you
escaped ay, and you too, Captain Niel. Here, you boys, take the
Scotch cart and a couple of oxen and go and fetch the brute home.
We may as well have the feathers off him, at any rate, before
'

It serves

just to think of

right,' said the old

it

!

Well, Bessie,

*

man.

my

love,

the aasvogels (vultures) tear him to bits.'
After he had washed himself and tended his injuries with
arnica and water, John managed to get into the principal sitting-

room, where supper was waiting. It was a very pleasant room,
furnished in European style, and carpeted with mats made of
springbuck skins. In the corner was a piano, and by it a bookcase, filled with the

works of standard authors, the property, as

John rightly guessed, of Bessie's sister Jess.
Supper went off pleasantly enough, and after it was over the
two girls sang and played whilst the men smoked. And here
a fresh surprise awaited him, for after Bessie, who had now
apparently almost recovered from her mauling, had played a piece
or two creditably enough, Jess, who so far had been nearly silent,
sat down to the piano.
She did not do this willingly, indeed, for
it was not until her patriarchal uncle had insisted in his
ringing,
cheery voice that she should let Captain Niel hear how she could
But at last she did consent, and then,
sing that she consented.
after letting her fingers stray somewhat aimlessly along the chords,
she suddenly broke out into such song as John Niel had never
heard before. Her voice, beautiful as it was, was not what is known

and it was a German song, and therefore he did
but there was no need of words to translate

as a cultivated voice,

not understand

it,

burden. Passion, despairing yet hoping through its despair,
echoed in its every line, and love, unending love, hovered over the
glorious notes
nay,descended on them like a spirit, and made them
its

Up up rang her wild sweet voice, thrilling his nerves till
answered
to the music as an ^Eolian harp answers to the winds.
they
On went the song with a divine sweep, like the sweep of rushing
his.

pinions

!

;

!

higher, yet higher

it

soared, lifting

up the

listener's heart
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above the world on the trembling wings of sound ay, even
till the music
hung at heaven's gate, and then it fell,

far

higher,

an eagle falls, quivered, and was dead.
John gave a gasp, and, so strongly was he moved, sank back

swiftly as

in his chair, feeling almost faint with the revulsion of feeling

when the notes had died away. He looked up, and
caught Bessie watching him with an air of curiosity and amuseJess was still leaning against the piano, and gently
ment.
touching the notes, over which her head was bent low, showing
the coils of curling hair which were twisted round it like a
that ensued

coronet.
'

Well, Captain Niel,' said the old man, waving his pipe in her
*

direction, and what do you say to
singing-bird's music, eh ?
Isn't it enough to draw the heart out of a man, eh, and turn his

marrow

my

to water, eh ?

'

4

1 never heard anything quite like it,' he answered simply,
'and I have heard most singers. It is beautiful. Certainly, I
never expected to hear such singing in the Transvaal.'
She turned quickly, and he observed that, though her eyes
were alight with excitement, her face was as impassive as ever.
There is no need for you to laugh at me, Captain Niel,' she
said quickly, and then, with an abrupt .* Good- night,' left the room.
The old man smiled, jerked the stem of his pipe over his
shoulder after her, and winked in a way that, no doubt, meant unutterable things, but which did not convey much to his astonished
Then Bessie got up and
guest, who sat still and said nothing.
bade him good-night in her pleasant voice, and with housewifely
care inquired as to whether his room was to his liking, and how
many blankets he liked upon his bed, telling him that if he found
the odour of the moonflowers that grew near the verandah too
strong, he had better shut the right-hand window and open that
and then at length, with a
on the other side of the room
piquant little nod of her golden head, she went off, looking, he
thought as he watched her retreating figure, about as healthy,
graceful, and generally satisfactory a young woman as a man
could wish to see.
4
Take a glass of grog, Captain Niel,' said the old man, pushing
the square bottle towards him, you'll need it after the mauling that
brute gave you. By-the-way, I haven't thanked you enough for
But I do thank you, yes, that I do. I must
saving my Bessie
Never was there such
tell you that Bessie is my favourite niece.
*

;

'

!
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a girl never. Moves like a springbuck, and what an eye and
form
Work, too she'll do as much work as three. There's no
nonsense about Bessie, none at all. She's not a fine lady, for all
!

her fine looks.'

The two sisters seem very different,' said John.
'
You'd never
Ay, you're right there,' said the old man.
think that the same blood ran in their veins, would you ? There's
'

'

three years between them, that's one thing.
Bessie's the
youngest, you see she's just twenty, and Jess is twenty-three.
Lord, to think that it is twenty-three years since that girl was
born
And theirs was a queer story too.'
!

'

'

it

Indeed ? said his listener, interrogatively.
'Ay,' he went on absently, knocking out his pipe, and refilling
out of a big brown jar of coarse-cut Boer tobacco, ' I'll tell it to
if

you

you

as well

like

know

You

:

you are going to

it.

I

am

live in the house,

and you may
go no

sure, Captain Niel, that it will

was born in England, yes, and well-born too.
from the fat fen-land down round
Ely. My father was a clergyman. Well, he wasn't rich, and when
I was twenty he gave me his blessing, thirty sovereigns in my
pocket, and my passage to the Cape and I shook his hand, God
further.

I

see I

come from Cambridgeshire

;

bless him, and off I came, and here in the old colony and this
country I have been for fifty years, for I was seventy yesterday.

Well, I'll tell you more about that another time, it's about the girls
I'm speaking now. After I left home twenty years after, or hard
on it my dear old father married again, a youngish woman with
some money, but beneath him somewhat in life, and by her he had
one son and then died. Well, it was but little I heard of my halfbrother, except that he had turned out very badly, married, and taken

one night some twelve years ago, when a strange thing
I was sitting here in this very room, ay, in this very
chair
for this part of the house was up then, though the wings
weren't built and smoking my pipe, and listening to the lashing

to drink,

till

happened.

of the rain, for it was a very foul night, when suddenly an old
named Ben, gave a bark.

pointer dog I had,
'

t

" Lie

down, Ben, it's only the Kafirs," said I.
Just then I thought I heard a faint sort of rapping at the door,

and Ben barked again, so I got up and opened it, and in came two
little girls wrapped up in old shawls or some such gear.
Well, I
shut the door, looking out first to see if there were any more outside, and then I stood and stared at the two little things with my
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mouth open. There they

stood,

hand in hand, the water dripping

from both of them, and the eldest might have been eleven, and the
second about eight. They didn't say anything, but the eldest turned
and took the shawl and hat off the younger that was Bessie and
there was her sweet little face and her golden hair, and damp enough
both of them were, and she put her thumb in her mouth, and stood
and looked at me till I began to think that I was dreaming.
" is this Mr. Croft's
"
Please, sir," said the biggest at last,
"
house Mr. Croft South African Republic ?
' "
Yes, little Miss, this is his house, and this is the South
*
African Eepublic, and I am he. And now who might you be, my
<

dears

?

"

I answered.

" If

*

you

please,

sir,

we

are your nieces,- and

we have come

to

you from England."
'

"What
"

"

!

I holloaed, startled out of

my wits,

as well I

might

be.

the poor little thing, clasping her thin wet
hands, please don't send us away. Bessie is so wet, and cold
and hungry too, she isn't fit to go any farther."
*

Oh,
"

sir," says

And she set to work to cry, whereon the little one cried too,
from fright and cold and sympathy.
Well, of course, I took them both to the fire, and set them on
my knees, and holloaed for Hebe, the old Hottentot woman who
did my cooking, and between us we undressed them, and wrapped
them up in some old clothes, and fed them with soup and wine,
so that in half an hour they were quite happy and not a bit
*

*

frightened.

"

'

And now, young

both of you, and
*

And

what

tell

this is the

ladies," I said,

" come and
give

me how you came
tale they told me

I learnt afterwards

me

a kiss,

here."

completed, of course, from
it is.
It seems that my

and an odd one

half-brother married a Norfolk lady a sweet young thing and
He was a drunken rascal, was my halftreated her like a dog.
brother,

and he beat

and even

his poor wife

ill-treated the

two

and shamefully neglected her,

little girls, till

at last the poor

woman,

was from suffering and ill-health, could bear it no longer,
weak
and formed the wild idea of escaping to this country and throwing
herself upon my protection. It will show how desperate she must
have been. She scraped together and borrowed some money,
enough to pay for three second-class passages to Natal and a few
pounds over, and one day, when her brute of a husband was away
on the drink and gamble, she slipped on board a sailing ship in
as she
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the London Docks, and before lie knew anything about it they
were well out to sea. But it was her last effort, poor dear soul,
and the excitement of it finished her. Before they had been ten
days at sea, she sank and died, and the two poor children were

And what they must have suffered, or rather what
must have suffered, for she was old enough to feel, God
only knows. But I can tell you this, she has never got over the

left alone.

poor Jess

shock to this hour.

It has left its

mark on

her,

sir.

But, let

people say what they will, there is a Power that looks after the
helpless, and that Power took those poor, homeless, wandering
children under its wing. The captain of the vessel befriended
them, and when at last they got to Durban some of the passengers
made a subscription, and got an old Boer, who was coming up this
way with his wife to the Transvaal, to take them under his charge.
The Boer and his vrouw treated the children fairly well, but they
did not do one thing more than they bargained for. At the turn
from the Wakkerstroom road, that you came along to-day, they put
the children down, for they had no luggage with them, and told
them that if they went along there they would come to Meinheer
Croft's house. That was in the middle of the afternoon, and they
were till eight o'clock getting here, poor little dears, for the track
was fainter then than it is now, and they wandered off into the
veldt, and would have perished there in the wet and cold had they
not chanced to see the lights of the house. And that was how
my nieces came here, Captain Niel. And here they have been
ever since, except for a couple of years when I sent them to the
Cape for schooling, and a lonely man I was when they were
away.'
'

And how about the

'

asked John Niel, deeply interDid you ever hear any more of him ?
'
almost shouted the old man, jumpHear of him, the villain
in
d
n
wrath.
him, I heard of him. What do you
Ay,
ing up
think ? The two chicks had been with me some eighteen months,
ested.

father ?

'

'

'

!

'

long enough for me to learn to love them with all my heart, when
one fine morning, as I was seeing about the new kraal wall, I see a

come riding up on an old raw-boned grey horse. Up he comes
me, and as he came I looked at him, and said to myself, "You

fellow

to

are a drunkard

what's more, I
was a son of

should I

?

you

are,

and a rogue,

written on your face, and,
see I did not guess that it
I was looking at.
How

it's

know your face." You
my own father's that
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*

'

'

"
" Is
he said.
your name Croft ?
"
I
answered.
Ay,"
" So is
mine," he went on with a sort of a drunken

leer.

" I'm

your brother."
"
i "
I
Are you ?

said, beginning to get my back up, for I
"
his
what
game was, and what may you be after ? I tell
guessed
you at once, and to your face, that if you are my brother you are
a blackguard, and I don't want to know you or have anything to
do with you ; and if you are not, I beg your pardon for coupling

you with such a scoundrel.
"
"
he said with a sneer. " Well
Oh, that's your tune, isjt ?
now, my dear brother Silas, I want my children. They have got
a little half-brother at home for I have married again, Silas
who is anxious to have them to play with, so if you will be so good
as to hand them over, I'll take them away at once."
'

'

" You'll take them
away, will you

?

"

said I, all of a tremble

with rage and fear.
* "
Yes, Silas, I will. They are mine by law, and I am not
going to breed children for you to have the comfort of their
I've taken advice, Silas, and that's sound law," and he
society.
leered at

me

again.

and looked at that man, and thought of how he had
treated those poor children and their young mother, and my blood
Without another word I jumped over
boiled, and I grew mad.
the half-finished wall, and caught him by the leg (for I was a
strong man ten years ago) and jerked him off the horse. As he
came down he dropped the sjambock from his hand, and I caught
hold of it and then and there gave him the soundest hiding a man
When I was tired I let him
ever had. Lord, how he did holloa
'

I stood

!

get up.
* "

I said, " be off with you, and if you come back here
bid the Kafirs hunt you back to Natal with their sticks. This

Now,"

I'll

the South African Kepublic, and we don't care overmuch about
law here." Which we didn't in those days.
' "
he said, " all
shall
for this.
All
is

right, you
pay
right, Silas,"
have those children, and, for your sake, I'll make their life a
hell
you mark my words South African Kepublic or no South
African Eepublic. I've got the law on my side."
Off he rode, cursing and swearing, and I flung his sjambock
And it was the first and last time that I saw my
after him.
I'll

*

brother.'
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What became

4

I'll tell

of

him ?

'

asked John Niel.

you, just to show you again that there is a Power that
keeps such men in its eye. He got back to Newcastle that night,
and went about the canteen there abusing me, and getting

drunker and drunker, till at last the canteen keeper sent for his
boys to turn him out. Well, the boys were rough, as Kafirs are
apt to be with a drunken white man, and he struggled and fought,

and in the middle of it the blood began to run from his mouth,
and he dropped down dead of a broken blood-vessel, and there was
an end of him. That is the story of the two girls, Captain Niel,
and now I am off to bed. To-morrow I'll show you round the
farm, and we will have a talk about business, (rood-night to you,
Captain Niel.

'

Grood-night

!

CHAPTER

III.

MR. FRANK MULLER.
early the next morning, feeling as sore and stiff
though he had been well beaten and then strapped up tight in
horse-girths. He made shift, however, to dress himself, and then,
with the help of a stick, limped through the French windows that
opened from his room on to the verandah and surveyed the scene
At the back of the house
It was a delightful spot.
before him.
was the steep boulder-strewn face of the flat-topped hill that
curved round on each side, embosoming a great slope of green, in
the lap of which the house was placed. The house itself was solidly
built of brown stone, and, with the exception of the waggon-shed
and other outhouses which were roofed with galvanised iron, that
shone and glistened in the rays of the morning sun in a way that
would have made an eagle blink, was covered with rich brown
All along its front ran a wide verandah, up the trellisthatch.
work of which green vines and blooming creepers trailed
pleasantly, and beyond was the broad carriage-drive of red soil,
bordered with bushy orange-trees laden with odorous flowers and
green and golden fruit. On the farther side of the orange-trees
were the gardens, fenced in with low walls of rough stone, and
the orchard full of standard fruit-trees, and beyond these again
the oxen and ostrich kraals, the latter full of long-necked birds.
To the right of the house grew thriving plantations of bluegum, and black wattle, and to the left was a broad stretch of

JOHN NIEL woke

as
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cultivated lands, lying so that they could be irrigated for winter
crops by means of water led from the great spring that gushed

from the mountain-side high above the house and gave

its

name

of Mooifontein to the place.
All these and many more things John Niel saw as he looked
out from the verandah at Mooifontein, but for the moment at any
rate they were lost in the wild and wonderful beauty of the
panorama that rolled away for miles and miles at his feet, till it was

ended by the mighty range of the Drakensberg to the left, tipped
here and there with snow, and by the dim and vast horizon of the
swelling Transvaal plains to t^e right and far in front of him. It
was a beautiful sight, and one to make the blood run in a man's veins
and his heart beat happily because he was alive to see it. Mile
upon mile of grass-clothed veldt beneath, bending and rippling like
a corn-field in the quick breath of the morning, space upon space
of deep-blue sky overhead with ne'er a cloud to dim it, and the
Then to the left there, impresswift rush of the wind between.
on
and
conducive
to
solemn
to
look
sive
thoughts, the mountains
the
crests
crowned
with the gathered
rear their
sky, and,
against
whose
monuments
the
centuries
snows of
they are, from seon to seon
over
out
the
wide
plains and the ephemeral antgaze majestically
tread
and
while
like races that
them,
they endure think themselves
And
over all mountain, plain, and
of
their
little
world.
the masters
of
the African sun and the Spirit
the
glorious light
flashing stream

moving now as it once moved upon the darkling waters.
John stood and gazed at the untamed beauty of the scene,
in his mind comparing it to many cultivated views that he had

of Life

known, and coming to the conclusion that, however desirable the
presence of civilised man might be in the world, it could not be
For the old
said that his operations really added to its beauty.
'
the
unadorned
adorned
still
remains
true
Nature
most,'
line,
his
interthan
one.
reflections
were
in more senses
Presently
rupted by the step of Silas Croft, which, notwithstanding his age
and bent frame, still rang firm enough and he turned to greet
him.
*
It looks
Well, Captain Niel,' said the old man, up already
mean
to
take
to
it's
a
well
farming. Yes,
pretty view, and
you
I
too.
made
it.
a pretty place
Well,
Twenty-five years ago I
and
saw
this
here
rode up
Look, you see that rock there
spot.
I
under
it
and
woke at sunrise and looked
the
behind
house,
slept
view
and
at
the
this
beautiful
at
out
great veldt (it was all alive
*

!

if
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with

game

then), and I said to myself,

<

Silas, for

five-and-twenty

years have you wandered about this great country, and now you
are getting tired of it ; you've never seen a fairer spot than this
And so I
or a healthier ; now be a wise man and stop here.'
I bought the 3,000 morgen (6,000 acres), more or less,
for Wl. down and a case of gin, and I set to work to make this
did.

and you see I have made it. Ay, it has grown under my
hand, every stone and tree of it, and you know what that means
in a new country.
But one way and another I have done it, and
now I have got too old to manage it, and that's how I came to
give out that I wanted a partner, as old Snow told you down in
Durban. You see, I told Snow it must be a gentleman ; I don't
care much about the money, I'll take a thousand for a third share
if I can get a gentleman
none of your Boers or mean whites for me.
I tell you I have had enough of Boers and their ways ; the best day
of my life was when old Shepstone ran up the Union Jack there in
Lord
Pretoria and I could call myself an Englishman again.
and to think that there are men who are subjects of the Queen
and want to be subjects of a Eepublic again Mad Captain Niel,
I tell you, quite mad
However, there's an end of it all now. You
know what Sir Garnet Wolseley told them in the name of the
Queen up at the Vaal River, that this country would remain
English till the sun stood still in the heavens and the waters of
the Vaal ran backwards. That's good enough for me, for, as I tell
these grumbling fellows who want the land back now that we
have paid their debts and defeated their enemies, no English
Government goes back on its word, or breaks engagements
place,

!

!

!

.

solemnly entered into by its representatives. We leave that sort
of thing to foreigners. No, no, Captain Niel, I would not ask you
to take a share in this place if I wasn't sure that it would remain
under the British flag.
But we will talk of all this another
time, and now come in to breakfast.'
After breakfast, as John was far too lame to go about the
farm, the fair Bessie suggested that he should come and help her

wash a batch of

ostrich feathers, and, accordingly, off he went.
locus operandi was in a space of grass in the rear of a little
*
clump of naatche orange-trees, of which the fruit is like that of

to

The

'

the Maltese orange, only larger. Here were placed an ordinary
washing- tub half-filled with warm water and a tin bath full of
cold.

The

ostrich

feathers,

many

coated with red dirt, were plunged

of

first

which were completely

into the tub of

warm

water,
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where John Niel scrubbed them with soap, and then transferred
to the tin bath, where Bessie rinsed them and then laid them on
a sheet in the sun to dry. The morning was very pleasant, and
John soon came to the conclusion that there are many more
disagreeable occupations in the world than the washing of ostrich
you for there was no doubt

feathers with a lovely girl to help

but that she was lovely, a very type of happy, healthy womanhood as she sat there opposite to him on the little stool, her
sleeves rolled up almost to the shoulder, showing a pair of arms
that would not have disgraced a statue of Venus, and laughed
and chatted away as she washed the feathers. Now, John Niel
was not a susceptible man he had gone through the fire years
before and burnt his fingers like many another confiding youngster, but, all the same, he did wonder as he sat there and
watched this fair girl, who somehow reminded him of a rich rosebud bursting into bloom, how long it would be possible to live in
the same house with her without falling under the spell of her
charm and beauty. And then he began to think of Jess, and what
a strange contrast the two were.
'
Where is your sister ? he asked presently.
'
Jess ? oh, I think that she has gone to the Lion Kloof, reading
:

'

or sketching, I don't

You

know which.

see in this establishment

and Jess represents intellect,' and she nodded
her head prettily at him, and added, ' There is a mistake some-

I represent labour

where, she got all the brains.'
*
(
Ah,' said John, quietly, and looking up at her, I don't think
that you are entitled to complain of the way that nature has
treated you.'

She blushed a

little,

more at the tone of

his voice than

the words, and went on hastily, * Jess is the dearest, best, and
cleverest woman in the whole world
there, I believe that she
has only one fault, and that is that she thinks too much about

Uncle told me that he had told you how we came here first
I was eight years old.
Well, I remember that when we
lost our way on the veldt that night, and it rained so and was so
cold, Jess took off her own shawl and wrapped it round me over my
own. Well, it has been just like that with her always. I am
always to have the shawl everything is to give way to me. But

me.

when

there, that

is

Jess all over

;

she

is

very cold, cold as a stone, I

sometimes think, but when she does care
to frighten one.

I don't

know a

great

for

anybody

number

of

it is

enough
women, but

1
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somehow

I don't think that there can be many in the world like
She is too good for this wild place, she ought to go away to
England and write books and become a famous woman, only
she added, reflectively, I am afraid that Jess's books would all be
Jess.

'

'

sad ones.'

Just then Bessie stopped and suddenly changed colour, the
of lank wet feathers she held in her hand dropping from it

bunch
with a

little

splash back into the bath.

Following her glance, John

looked down the avenue of blue-gum trees and perceived a big man
with a broad hat and mounted on a splendid black horse, cantering
leisurely towards the house.
'

Who

'

It is a

foot.

l

is that,

Miss Croft

'

?

he asked.

man

I don't like,' she said with a little stamp of her
His name is Frank Muller, and he is half a Boer and half

an Englishman. He is very rich, and very clever, and owns all the
land round this place, so Uncle has to be civil to him, though he
does not like him either. I wonder what he wants now.'
On came the horse, and John thought that its rider was going
to pass without seeing them, when suddenly the movement of
Bessie's dress between the ' naatche '. trees caught his eye, and he

up and looked round. He was a large and exceedingly
handsome man, apparently about forty years old, with clear-cut
features, cold, light-blue eyes, and a remarkable golden beard
that hung right down over his chest.
For a Boer he was rather
in
tweed
dressed,
clothes, and tall ridingsmartly
English-made
pulled

boots.
*

*
Ah, Miss Bessie,' he called out in English, there you are,
with your pretty arms all bare. I'm in luck to come just in
time to see them. Shall I come and help you to wash the
'

Only say the word, now
Just then he caught sight of John Niel and checked himself.
1
1 have come to look for a black ox, branded with a heart and

feathers ?

a "

W"

inside of the heart.
Do you know if your uncle has seen
on the place anywhere ?
1
'
No, Meinheer Muller,' replied Bessie, coldly, but he is down
*
there,' pointing at a kraal on the plain some half-mile away, if
you want to go and ask about it.'
*
Mr. Muller,' said he, by way of correction, and with a curious
" Meinheer " is all
contraction of the brow.
very well for the
Boers, but we are all Englishmen now.
Well, the ox can wait.
'

it

'

With your

permission,

I'll

stop here

till

"

Oom "

Croft [Uncle Croft]
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comes back,' and, without further ado, he jumped off his horse
and, slipping the reins over its head as an indication to it to stand
As he
still, advanced towards Bessie with outstretched hand.
did so the young lady plunged both her arms up to the elbow in
the bath, and it struck John, who was observing the whole scene,
that she did this in order to avoid the necessity of shaking hands
with her stalwart
'

Sorry
'

nod.

my

visitor.

hands are

wet,' she said, giving

him a

cold little

me introduce you, Mr. (with emphasis) Frank Muller
Mel who has come to help my uncle with the place.'

Let

Captain
John stretched out his hand and Muller shook
*

Captain,'

he

said

*

interrogatively

a

it.

ship

captain,

I

'

suppose
4

*

?

*
a Captain of the English Army.'
"
"
a
Oh,
rooibaatje
(red jacket). Well, I don't wonder at

No,' said John,

your taking to farming after the Zulu war.'
'
I don't quite understand you,' said John, rather coldly.
*
Oh, no offence, Captain, no offence. I only meant that you
I was there
rooibaatjes did not come very well out of the war.
with Piet Uys, and it was a sight, I can tell you. A Zulu had
only to show himself at night and one would see your regiments
" skreck "
[stampede] like a span of oxen when they wind a lion.
And then they'd fire ah, they did fire anyhow, anywhere, but
mostly at the clouds, there was no stopping them ; and so, you
see, I thought that you would like to turn your sword into a
ploughshare, as the Bible says but no offence, I'm sure no
offence.'

John Niel, being English to his backbone, and
cherishing the reputation of his profession almost as dearly as his
own honour, was boiling with inward wrath, which was all the
All this while

fiercer

because he knew that there was some truth in the Boer's
He had the sense, however, to keep his temper out-

insults.

wardly, at any rate.
1
1 was not in the Zulu war, Mr. Muller,' he said, and just
then old Silas Croft came riding up, and the conversation

dropped.

Mr. Frank Muller stopped to dinner and far on into the
His lost ox seemed to have entirely slipped his
There
he sat close to the fair Bessie, smoking and
memory.
drinking gin-and-water, and talking with great volubility in
English sprinkled with Boer-Dutch terms that John Niel did not
afternoon.
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understand, and gazing at the young lady in a manner which
John somehow found unpleasant. Of course it was no affair of
his, and he had no interest in the matter, but for all that he

found the remarkable-looking Dutchman exceedingly disagreeable.
At last, indeed, he could stand it no longer, and hobbled out for a
little walk with Jess, who, in her abrupt way, offered to show him
the garden.
f

You

don't like that

man ?

'

she said to him, as they slowly

went down the slope in front of the house.
'
No ; do you ?
I think,' replied Jess, slowly and with much emphasis, * that
he is the most odious man that I ever saw and the most curious ;
and then she relapsed into silence, only broken now and again by
an occasional remark about the flowers and trees.
Half an hour afterwards, when they arrived again at the top
of the slope, Mr. Muller was just riding off down the avenue of
blue-gums. By the verandah stood a Hottentot named Jantje,
who had been holding the Dutchman's horse. He was a curious,
wizened-up little fellow, dressed in rags, and with hair like the
worn tags of a black woollen carpet. His age might have been
anything between twenty-five and sixty ; it was impossible to
form any opinion on the point. Just now, however, his yellow
monkey face was convulsed with an expression of intense malignity, and he was standing there in the sunshine cursing
rapidly and beneath his breath in Dutch, and shaking his fist
after the form of the retreating Boer
a very epitome of im'

'

'

potent overmastering passion.
*
What is he doing ? asked John.
'

Jess laughed.
Jantje does not like Frank Muller any more
than I do, but I don't know why. He will never tell me.'
'

(To

T>e

continued)
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BA LZA

C.

(1799-1850.)
I.

ONE afternoon in the month of June 1848 the actors of the
Vaudeville Theatre at Paris were assembled in the green-room
waiting impatiently. The clock marked 4.45 P.M. The note of
convocation had indicated four o'clock precisely as the hour at
which M. de Balzac would read his drama, * La Maratre.' Suddenly the door opened brusquely and M. de Balzac burst into the
room, out of breath, and exclaimed, as he deposited his manu*
I am a little late, but I have
script ostentatiously on the table,
come expressly from St. Petersburg to read my piece
You see
I am still covered with snow.' And he shook his overcoat with
!

conviction.

In 1821 Balzac, then aged twenty-two, and struggling, invita Minerva, to avoid by the fruits of his pen that distasteful
career of notary which his parents desired him to embrace, wrote

Mme. Laure de Surville Laura
were only somebody to throw some charm or
I have not the flowers of life, and
other over my cold existence
season
when
in
the
am
What will
I
they burst into bloom
yet
be the good of fortune and enjoyments when my youth is passed?
Of what avail are the actor's robes if he has no longer a role to
play ? An old man is a man who has dined and who watches the
others eating. I am young, my plate is empty, and I am hungry
Laure, Laure, my two only and immense desires, to be celebrated
and to be loved will they ever be satisfied ?
as follows to

soror

*

:

his dear sister,

If there

!

!

!

'

We

have here the keynotes of Balzac's strange, agitated, and
an imagination which dominated him so comglorious career
life was to a large extent a colossal halluhis
whole
that
pletely
cination ; a boundless ambition which opened to him the vastest
:

horizons in all the high spheres of life ; a thirst for love which
of one of the purest and most lofty passions

made him the hero

that have existed for the consolation and edification of humanity.
It is from these three points of view that I propose to study very
of Balzac's life.
In spite of all that
briefly certain phases

has been written in French about the author of the

'

Comedie
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Humaine,' and in spite of all the compilations in English from
French sources, the story of his life still remains to be told ; the
errors, the contradictions, and the inventions of anecdote-mongers
have still to be corrected and refuted ; and the narrative of the
final crumbling of all his hopes and dreams, and of the fate of his
family, of his papers, and of all his worldly and fleshly belongings,
has hitherto been only referred to in newspaper paragraphs, for
the most part as inexact as they were incomplete. The whole
career of Balzac, viewed as we are now able to view it, with its
alternate periods of misery and glory, of ruin and prosperity, of
hope and despair ; his dream of fame and love ; and above all the

curious family drama which a few years ago completed the history
of his domestic life, offer the material of one of those strange and

moving tales which none but Balzac himself could
story of

l

relate

another

Illusions Perdues,' with the author himself for hero.

n.
Balzac, the observer, or rather, as Philarete Chasles first called
him, le voyant, or the seer; Balzac, the creator of the two
thousand characters which figure in the * Comedie Humaine ;
'

]

Balzac,

who, after

Rabelais,

Cervantes,

Shakspeare,

Scarron,

Moliere, Lesage, Eichardson, "Walter Scott, and Beaumarchais,
found new types like Balthazar Claes, Groriot, Grandet, Grobseck,

Madame de Marneffe, Graudissart, Hulot, Bastignac, Schmucke,
'
Raphael of La Peau de Chagrin
types to which his powerful
imagination has given that ideal immortality of art which is equal
at least to the immortality of history ; Balzac, the historian of the
life, the manners, and the society of his epoch in all its material,
moral, and psychological manifestations, needs no longer any
panegyric his name is graven for ever in the Pantheon of letters
beside the greatest of the great. But at the price of what efforts,
of what persistency of purpose, of what Herculean labours did he
'

:

achieve that glorious immortality
Balzac's father and mother destined
!

him for the career of a
and
educated
him
When the young man
notary,
accordingly.
was about to enter his twenty-first year, his parents questioned
him as to his projects for the future, and Honor e de Balzac firmly
declared his desire to become an author.

'My poor boy,' exclaimed his father at the end of an excited discussion, * do you
know whither the trade of a writer will infallibly lead you ? In
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literature,
*

Very

you must be a king

His parents, thinking

if

you do not wish

to be a beggar.'

'

'

I will be a king !
that a dose of short

good,' replied Honore,

commons and

misery would bring their son to his senses, allowed him a breadand-water pension in a garret which he hired, No. 9 Eue Lesdigui^res, near the library of the Arsenal, where he proposed to work.

At that time (1819) the Eue Lesdiguieres was an isolated street
in the Saint-Antoine quarter, inhabited only by working people.
The garret, frequently referred to in Balzac's first letters to his
sister Laure,
published in
(

When

is

thus described by M. J. de Petigny in an article
Centrale of Blois in 1855

La France

:

I arrived at the

number

indicated, I

first

thought that

I was the victim of a practical joke. However, I ventured resolutely
up a steep and dark staircase, and knocked in vain at several doors.

The
of

inhabitants were

whom

all

One

at their daily work.

old

woman,

M. de

Balzac, thought that I was making
another looked at me askance and took me for an

I inquired for

fun of her ;
agent of the police. Finally, I mounted to the very top, under
the tiles, and there in despair I kicked open the last door, composed of a few planks loosely nailed together. A man's voice

made

itself heard.

It was the voice of

M. de

Balzac.

I entered

a narrow garret, furnished with a worn-out cane-seated chair, a
rickety table, and a wretched bed half-surrounded by two dirty

On the table was an inkstand, a big pile of paper covered
with writing, a jug of lemonade, a glass, and a crust of bread.
In this den the heat was stifling, and the air was mephitic enough
curtains.

to give one cholera, if cholera had been invented at that time.
Balzac was in bed, his head enveloped in a cotton nightcap of

" the
me,
dwelling
which I have left but once during the past two months. During
all that time I have remained here in bed working day and night
at the great work for which I have condemned myself to this
cenobite's life, and which I have now happily terminated, for my

problematical colour.

strength

is

"

exhausted."

You

see,"

he

said to

'

question was a tragedy in verse called
Cromwell,' written, by a curious coincidence, just at the time
when Victor Hugo was finishing his ( Cromwell and that famous

The

great work in

4

'

preface which became the manifesto

young Romantic

school.

The

and

literary credo of the
of
this
reading
tragedy before the

assembled family proved to be a fiasco, and a venerable professor
of the Ecole Polytechnique, whose opinion had been especially
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*

fit

for anything, except

Balzac accepted this verdict only so far as regarded
literature.'
dramatic literature, and demanded another chance, which his
parents unwillingly accorded. After fifteen months of starvation
Balzac was allowed to return to the paternal roof, and in the
course of the next five years, from 1822 to 1826, he produced
more than forty volumes of fiction, which were published under
various pseudonyms, the author regarding these works as mei e

and exercises in construction and. composition. Then,
always pursued by the desire to win independence, which the
meagre sums he received from obscure publishers by no means
haunted by a longing for that modest fortune which
afforded
would assure him, as he writes to his sister, la niche et la patee,
food and lodging, and enable him to work freely for glory travailler d ma ceiebrite, as he puts it Balzac launched into printing
and publishing speculations which ended in disaster and burdened
him with a debt which kept him for years and years working, like
Sisyphus at his rock, toiling and moiling at a never-ending task.
Finally, having returned under the whip of hard necessity to his
vocation of letters, Balzac, being then just one year older than the
Les Chouans,' and that profoundly
century, published in 1829
La Physiologic du Mariage.'
and
cruelly witty book,
cynical
His apprenticeship was at an end. The period of pseudonyms was
He had at last produced something which he considered
past.
worthy to bear that name of Balzac, which he intended to render
illustrious for the second time in the history of French literature.
How painful these beginnings were we may glean from hints
in Balzac's correspondence, and from many autobiographical
Facino Cane,' Louis Lambert,' La
episodes intercalated in
Peau de Chagrin,' and 'Le Lys dans la Vallee,' where Louis,
Eaphael, and Felix, in their childhood and youth at least, may be
regarded as the doubles of Balzac. His was neither a happy childhood nor a flowery springtide, and perhaps there is no example
of a literary vocation more hampered by the absence of literary
faculty, or of a voluminous writer who produced so laboriously.
essays

;

;

'

'

'

'

*

Balzac, that vast brain, that penetrating physiologist, that pro-

found observer, that marvellously intuitive mind, did not possess
the literary gift ; there was an abyss in his intellectual activity
between the thought and its expression an abyss which he
vainly tried to

and essay

fill

up by throwing into it volume after volume
The forty volumes of his early years left

after essay.
NO. 35, N.
VOL. VI.

3.

22
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the abyss almost as profound as ever

;

and even in the height of his

talent and glory it was with infinite pains that he found expression for his thoughts, and only by dint of erasures and changes
and additions which made his proof-sheets the despair of the

and almost the ruin of his publishers. A less robust will
would have been discouraged a thousand times, but Balzac had
confidence in his genius when no one else had.
He wished to be
a great man, to be celebrated and to be loved, and his imagination enabled him to realise his schemes by incessant projections
of that fluid, mightier than electricity, of which he has made such
His head was boiling with
subtle analysis in Louis Lambert.'
had
more
ideas
he
what to do with,' writes
he
knew
ideas
than
M.
Edmond
Texier
knew
one who
him,
(Le Siecle, Jan. 1884),
*
but what worried him was the form. He wrestled with style as
Jacob wrestled with the Angel. He used to cite such and such a
chapter or page of his novels which he proposed to rewrite in
view of the final edition of his works. This preoccupation of style
printers

*

'

;

pursued him throughout his
friend

who had

called to see

life.

A

fortnight before his death a
trying to cheer him up by

him was

the prospect of a prompt recovery " Heaven owes me that," he
said, "for it would be too cruel to have to go away just at the
:

very

moment when

I feel that I

am

fully

master of

my

tools."

'

III.

After the failure of his printing establishment in the

Rue

des

Marais St. Germain, now Eue Visconti, Balzac went to live successively in the Eue Tournon, No. 2, and then in the Rue Cassini,
a quiet street near the Observatory. To pay his creditors he had

no other funds to draw upon save his youth, his activity, his imagination, and his pen. At last his pen had become known ; editors
and publishers came to knock at his door j and henceforward his
success goes on increasing. "What his activity was the reader may
conceive by consulting the chronological list of his works, books,
studies, and miscellaneous articles, given by M. de Lovenjoul in
*
his admirable work entitled Histoire des (Euvres de Balzac.' The

enumeration of the titles of Balzac's writings between 1829 and
1832 fills five and a half large octavo pages, and includes the novels
*
Les Chouans,' ' La Peau de Chagrin,' La Femme de Trente Ans,'
and a score studies in the different series of provincial, private, and
It
Parisian life, amongst which are some of his masterpieces.
'
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was in 1832 that he conceived the idea of collecting his works
under various categories, extending those categories, and developing them into a colossal whole, 'La Comedie Humaine.'
'
he cried joyously, when he announced his plan to
Salute me
'

!

Madame de Surville,

'

am

'

simply becoming a genius
We have seen Balzac miserable and obscure in his garret in
the Rue Lesdiguieres. Now let us visit him in his crescent glory

his sister,

I

!

Rue Cassini, No. 1 (now No. 3). With his singular intuition of the inner workings of the commercial mind, aided by

in the

past experience, Balzac had

come

to the conclusion that as long

he seemed to be poor the publishers would certainly pay him
but poor prices for his books. Now Balzac's dream in life was
fortune he wished to be a king of letters, and in his efforts to
achieve this end he incidentally rendered his colleagues in the
from the
literary craft the immense service of emancipating them
solid
that
on
a
basis
of
the
and
of
establishing
publishers
tyranny
'
excellent association for mutual protection, the Societe des Grens
de Lettres.' His own tactics in dealing with the publishers
consisted in surrounding himself with great mystery, making
himself inaccessible, and affecting a certain luxury in his interior.
In this his imagination played a large role, and ended by comIn the Rue Cassini he already had
pletely mastering its master.
a considerable collection of books all bound in red morocco with,
on the covers, the arms of the d'Entragues family, from which his
as

;

imagination made him out to be a lineal descendant, while his
reason proved to him that this pretension was utterly without
foundation. He also added to his name the nobiliary particle and
became Honore de Balzac, whereas his certificate of birth shows
that the child born on

May

20, 1799

not

May

16 as

all

his

biographers have wrongly stated was named simply Honore
Balzac, son of Bernard Franpois Balzac and Anne Charlotte Laure

Sallambier his wife. It was in this dwelling, where he remained
from 1829 to 1836, that Balzac first adopted that curious monachal
costume, draped in which his figure will go down in history,
thanks to the portrait by Louis Boulanger. This ample robe of
white cashmere or white flannel, drawn in round the waist by a
girdle, perhaps symbolised for Balzac the claustral life to which
his labours condemned him ; a Benedictine of fiction, he assumed
the Benedictine's costume, and he continued to wear it ever afterwards. At this time our hero is in the height of his vigour and
talent

;

his physical strength enables

him

to perform prodigies of

222
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'
teeming with projects ; he writes Le Pere
in forty days, during which he slept altogether less than
In a gallery of his villa in the Eue Cassini, Balzac
eighty hours
a
of
had
statue
Napoleon I., on the pedestal of which he had

work ;

Groriot

his brain is

'

!

placed this inscription, the text of which, erroneously copied by
all his biographers, is thus given by his friend the Comte Ferdila pensee comme il 1'a
ne pas mourir a Sainte-Helene.'
Unlike Montaigne, Eousseau, Voltaire, and a thousand others
who carefully handed down their memories to posterity, and, so

nand de Gramont
dominee par Tepee,
:

'

Dominer 1'Europe par

et

to speak,

composed during their lifetime their posthumous physiognomy and the attitude which they desired to assume before
posterity, Balzac never gave a minute to the thought that one
day people would wish to know something more about the man
and his daily life than can be gathered from his books. The conthat his biographers are constantly at a loss for facts
In 1831,
;. they find his life full of mystery.
for instance, Balzac conceived the idea of entering political life,

sequence

is

and explanations
and

his imagination already

shadowed forth a Balzac successively

Deputy, Minister of Foreign Affairs, and Peer of France. He
became candidate for the seat of Deputy at Cambrai and Angouleme,

But how, with his debt of 1 20,000fr., the
failed miserably.
result of his commercial fiasco, did Balzac contrive to fulfil the
conditions of revenue necessary to become an elector and eligible

and

to public affairs ?

In 1836 Balzac increased his debts by losing 25,000fr. in the purchase and disastrous publication of the review called ' La Chronique
de Paris,' and retired apparently like a wild beast pursued by the
hunters to a mysterious retreat, No. 13 Eue des Batailles, at
Chaillot.

Here the mystery thickens.

Balzac cloistered himself

so thoroughly in the Eue des Batailles that he did not even bear
his own name; you asked for Mme. Durand.
Nevertheless, in
spite of the debts, the luxury goes

on increasing, according to

Theophile Gautier, in his sketch of
'
Portrait intime de
Balzac,' give a description of the author's study at this time which
'
corresponds exactly with that of the splendid boudoir of La Fille
aux Yeux d'Or,' and they speak of his whole lodging as being

contemporary accounts.
Balzac,

and Werdet, the bookseller, in his

What is the truth of
of a splendour worthy of a literary prince.
the matter ? Was Balzac obliged, as the story runs, to surround
himself with a triple cordon of sentinels ? In point of fact, I am
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half inclined to believe that Balzac's imagination got the better
him even in the grave matters of his debts, and I again cite

of

M. de Gramont, who was

the testimony of

constantly in Balzac's

Balzac, M. de Gramont told me, liked to
society at this time.
astonish people and to work upon their imaginations.
It is true

there was a password.
door opened at once.

You asked for the widow Durand, and the
But why the widow Durand ? Was it on

account of the creditors

?

A

little,

account of the National Guard.
citizen-soldier.

To

my mind

perhaps, but principally on
novelist was a deplorable

The

the real explanation of Balzac's

from the desire not to be disturbed
In
in his work, was the fear of being forced to mount guard.
Werdet's book will be found a wonderful story of his ingenious
capture by the sergeant of his company, and of his imprisonment
in the famous Hotel des Haricots, where he happened to meet his
cloistral life at this time, apart

fame and luxury, Eugene Sue.
But all Balzac's life at this epoch would read like one of his
own fantastic novels if it were related at length with all its strange

rival in

Balzac had a carriage, with the arms of the
on
the doors, a splendid coachman, and a
d'Entragues painted
his box at the Opera and the Italiens
he
had
Lilliputian tiger
he frequented the saloons of the aristocracy of birth, finance, and
talent he bought himself that famous cane, with a handle wrought
by Froment-Meurice and enriched with diamonds and precious
stones
the cane which Mme. de Girardin has celebrated in her
novel La Canne de M. de Balzac,' and which afforded the subject
In
of so much * copy for the minor journalists of the epoch.
short, Balzac became the lion of Paris and veritably a king of
letters, as he had promised his father he would be.
In 1838 Balzac bought at Ville d'Avray the villa of *Les
Jardies,' so amusingly described by G-ozlan, and which became
especially famous of late years as the country house of Grambetta.
Then, towards the end of 1840, he went to live at Passy, in a
house now No. 47 Rue Raynouard, where he remained until 1847,
working calmly and gloriously. In 1845 the fat ox promenaded
episodes and details.

;

;

;

'

'

through the

streets of Paris

on Shrove Tuesday in the butchers'

carnival procession was called the Pere Goriot, in proof of the
author's immense popularity, and the same year he was nominated

Chevalier of the Legion of Honour.

Even

his critics

now began

to cease insulting and depreciating him, and his rivals themselves
were forced to recognise his genius. So far as his celebrity was
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concerned, Balzac had realised his fondest wishes, and as regards
wealth he was not in such a precarious condition as the legend
would lead us to suppose. His house at Passy was full of objects

amongst which was a cabinet which Balzac declared had
belonged to Marie de Medicis, and for which he professed to have
paid 10,000fr. 'Did Balzac really pay 10,OGOfr. for this piece of
furniture ? I asked M. de Grramont. ' Heu heu
he replied, ' I
of art,

'

'

!

hardly think

so.

But Balzac

!

listened so often to his prodigious

imagination that he finally came to deceive himself honestly and
bonafide.' Balzac had an insurmountable tendency to exaggerate, and, as Gozlan tells us, whenever by chance he happened to

some serious establishment where he would retire when
he became very rich, his imagination would construct it * in proportions so colossal and so splendid that Solomon would have
retreated as rapidly as his sandals would have permitted before
the enormity of the expense.' However, in 1847, he was able to
buy a house at the corner of the Hue Fortunee, now Rue Balzac,
which had once been the residence of the financier Beaujon. In
this mysterious retreat Theophile Grautier found Balzac living in
the midst of old furniture, bibelots, books, objects of art of all
'
You see we were right in saying
kinds, porcelain, and pictures.

talk about

that you are a millionaire,' exclaimed Gautier laughingly, in
*
I am poorer than ever,' replied
presence of these treasures.
'
Balzac ; nothing here belongs to me.
I have furnished the house
I am only the guardian and porter of the dwelling.'
This mystery was shortly afterwards explained by the marriage of
Balzac with Mme. Evelina de Hanska.

for a friend.

IV.
Balzac not only realised his dream of wealth and celebrity, but
dream of love. The story of his marriage is as romantic

also his

One morning in 1833, shortly after the
Le Medecin de Campagne,' Balzac received by

as the rest of his career.
'

publication of
*
post a package which contained a letter and a copy of the ImitaThe
tender.
and
tion of Christ.'
was
The letter
grave, dignified,
writer begged

M. de Balzac

to accept this strange testimony of

admiration, and expressed regret that distance and other circumstances rendered an interview impossible with the man of genius
who had written such admirable pages. Balzac did not confound
this letter with the scores of

commonplace

epistles

which he was
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in the habit of receiving daily from misunderstood feminine souls
He felt that the writer was no
in every department of France.

ordinary woman ; he had a presentiment of the angelic influence
which was destined to illuminate his laborious existence and at the
first opportunity he posted off to Neufchatel, where the writer of the
letter, Evelina de Hanska, nee Countess Ezewuska, was then living.
This lady belonged to one of the most glorious families of Poland, a
family that counted amongst its ancestors the illustrious politician
and writer Wenceslas Kzewuski, who was Hetman and Grand-General
Her brother, the
of Poland under Stanislas Augustus in 1752.
Count Henri Kzewuski, was a novelist and poet of the first order.
;

was the wife of the poet Jules Lacroix, and her salon in
St. Honore has been one of the most remarkable
and select literary salons in the Paris of the nineteenth century.
Born in 1804, the Countess Rzewuska was married in 1818 to a

Her

sister

Rue d'Anjou

the

Russian gentleman, the Count de Hanski, who left her a widow
who married the Count Henri Mniszech.

in 1847 with one daughter,

When
him

Balzac

first

made her acquaintance

to realise the ideal of la

femme

in

1833 she seemed to

de trente cms, whose praises

he had been the first amongst novelists to celebrate. Her face
was beautiful, the features being fine, longish, and of aristocratic
distinction, tempered with an expression of kindness and vivacious
intelligence, which remained even in the portraits which I have
seen where she is represented at a more advanced and sadder period
of her life.
But at that time, just when her figure was beginning
to yield to the embonpoint of second youth, she must have
possessed great physical charm, and we can understand Balzac's
enthusiastic praises of this lady, whom he so often refers to in his
'
correspondence as the incomparable diamond of Poland,' and the
'jewel of that old and illustrious family of Rzewuski.' But what
was Balzac's delight to find that Mme. de Hanska was not merely
a charming woman, but a woman of encyclopaedic acquirements
and singular intelligence
The reader may remember the terms
in which he dedicated his novel ' Modeste Mignon to this lady
*
Daughter of an enslaved soil, an angel in love, a child in faith,
an old man in experience, a man in intellect, a woman in heart,
!

'

:

a giant in hope, a mother in grief, a poet of
this work,' &c.

my

dreams, to thee

first interview, due as it was to such uncommon circumwas the beginning of an attachment which had the most
profound influence on Balzac's life and works. Henceforward

This

stances,
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none of

his important books saw the light without having passed
through the hands of Mme. de Hanska. Her advice purified,
corrected, and enriched the illustrious novelist's work ; she became

Comedie Humaine,' many episodes
of which, and whole chapters of ' Seraphita,' * Modeste Mignon,'
and ' Les Paysans,' are undoubtedly to be attributed to her pen.

a veritable collaborator of the

*

During the period of the most brilliant manifestation of his
Balzac's affections were centred in this extraordinary
woman, who soon became his dearly beloved sovereign,' the con-

genius,

'

sun of his

solation, the hope, the

life.

From

the day

when they

met

at Neufchatel their destinies were united, and mere
admiration and friendship rapidly changed on both sides into a
first

profound and tender passion, the development of which may be
traced in the exquisitely delicate and noble letters contained in
Balzac's published correspondence.
Mme. de Hanska lived with
her husband at Wierzchownia, in Russian Poland ; Balzac remained at Paris. But during the sixteen years that this idyl of

love lasted, though separated by

enormous

distances, their

com-

munication was not entirely by correspondence ; they met on
several occasions.
Mme. de Hanska made one appearance at
Paris, and Balzac thought nothing of posting off to Poland or
Russia or Vienna to feast his eyes on the sight of his intellectual
second self. One night at ' Les Jardies he woke up one of his
'
Will you not come with
friends who was sleeping profoundly.
me ? I am going to start,' said Balzac. * And where are you
going at this time of night ? asked his friend in astonishment.
'

'

will you accompany me?'
'No.' 'Well, then,
'
And you a pleasant journey
On his return,
good-night
not long afterwards, Balzac met his friend, and the first thing he
said to him was,
Ah my dear friend, I only saw her for a few

'To Poland;

'

'

!

!

'

!

moments

!

But what

bliss to

have seen her

'
!

Everything that concerns Balzac's life is mysterious, but this
attachment to Mme. de Hanska seems to me to give us the key
First of all
points that are otherwise incomprehensible.
it helps to explain his Herculean literary labours and that intemperance of toil which, while fatally undermining his health,
yet enabled him to produce such a prodigious quantity of work
to

many

and to carry so far towards completion the immense edifice of the
Comedie Humaine.' The legend says that he was continually
struggling against an ever-increasing mass of debts, and, it must
'
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be admitted, Balzac himself carefully avoided discouraging the
On the other hand, his intimate
propagators of this legend.
friend, Gozlan, warns us against the tricks of Balzac's imagination,
and declares once for all that these famous debts never exceeded a
'
quite ordinary amount, un total assez bourgeois.'' Furthermore,
it needs only a moment's reflection to see that the sum which

Balzac received for the work of the sixteen most brilliant and
fertile years of his

career sufficed over and above to pay off his

debts, even together with all the augmentations due to usurers'
accommodation bills, and at the same time to provide for his daily

needs and for his occasional freaks of luxury and sumptuosity.
The proof of this is that he was able to buy himself a country
at Ville d'Avray and a town house at Paris, to say nothing
of books, pictures, and objects of art, about which latter, it is true,
we may have to make reserves, but which, nevertheless, represented money spent. At the time of Balzac's death the contents

house

Eue Fortunee were estimated at
To my mind the explanation of Balzac's immense
his old double thirst for celebrity and love.
To devote

of his house at the corner of the

80,000fr.
efforts is

'

myself to the happiness of a woman is my perpetual dream,' he
wrote to his sister in his earlier years. He had now found the

woman

of his dreams, and he worked in the hope of one day laying
and his millions at her feet. This happy day came at

his glory

Mme. de Hanska was left a widow in 1847, and, after
having seen her daughter Anna married to the Count Mniszech,
and having settled her affairs in Poland, she became the wife of
Honore de Balzac. The marriage was celebrated on March 14,
1850, at Wierzchownia, and the patient lover was at last able to
announce ' the happy denouement of that grand and fine drama
of the heart which has lasted sixteen years.
Three days ago I
married the only woman that I ever loved, whom I love more
than ever, and whom I shall love unto death. This union is, I
believe, the reward which (rod held in reserve for so much adversity, so many years of labour, so many difficulties encountered
and surmounted. I have had neither a happy youth nor a flowery
spring ; I shall have the most brilliant summer, the sweetest of
all autumns.'
The happy couple returned to Paris in May 1850, and took
possession of the mysterious house in the Hue Fortunee of which
Balzac had told Grautier that he was simply the guardian and
last;

225
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On August 19, 1850, Balzac died of heart disease, aggravated by years of excessive brain-work and of abuse of the stimulus

porter.

of coffee.

1

V.

The history of Mme. de Balzac after her husband's death is
enveloped in as thick a veil of enigma as Balzac's own life. Before
her marriage with the novelist she made over all her fortune to
her daughter, who had become the Countess George Mniszech, but
the inheritance of Balzac's literary property gave her a handsome
source of income, which, as the publisher Calmann-Levy can
The
testify, she knew how to administer to the best advantage.

Count and Countess Mniszech and

Mme.

de Balzac formed a

common household and

spent their time partly in Poland, partly
at various Continental watering places, and partly at Paris, where
Balzac's private rooms and relics were made the object of the
most pious cult on the part of his widow. In 1862 Mme. de

Balzac bought the Chateau de Beauregard, at Villeneuve-SaintGreorges, which henceforward became her favourite summer residence, and until 1875 nothing remarkable appears to have occurred
in the private history of the trio.

Mme.

de Balzac and her son-in-law, the Count
an
eminent architect, M. Eugene Monnier,
Mniszech, charged
with the task of transforming the portion of the old Folie Beaujon
which had become their property at the death of Balzac, in such
a manner as to adapt it to the requirements of modern life, and
to recall the memory of the author of La Comedie Humaine.'
In

1875

'

M. Monnier, seeking

inspiration in the architecture of the sixteenth century, and in the finest monuments of the Italian Renaissance, composed a palace which he intended to make his

masterpiece, and the plans and drawings of which, exhibited in
part at the Salons of 1883 and 1884, won him a medal and the
most flattering notices in the press. The interior was to have
Balzac left no direct descendants. His father and mother are, of course,
his brother Henri, who emigrated, is dead his younger sister, Laurence,
who married M. de Montraigne, died in 1827, five years after her marriage his
elder sister," Laure, who married M. de Surville, died leaving two daughters,
Valentine and Sophie, who are both dead. The former married M. Duhamel,
who was formerly Secretary of M. Grevy, the President of the Republic, aud died
in 1882, leaving a son and a daughter. The son, who has inherited many
1

dead

;

;

;

souvenirs and documents relative to Balzac,
trious great-uncle.

is

preparing a volume on his

illus-
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was when Balzac lived and worked there on
the eve of the realisation of his splendid dream, but the facade on
the present Hue Balzac was to have been completely transformed
and unified. The central pavilion was to have comprised a sort
A monumental bas-relief would have
of apotheosis of Balzac.
Kenown
represented
crowning the immortal novelist, while above
an empty niche flanked by ornaments suggested by the funereal
forms of certain details of the Chateau d'Anet would have inti-

remained just as

it

mated that Balzac had died within these

walls.

Only a portion

of this project was executed
namely, the pavilion and staircase
Eue
Balzac and the Eue du Faubourg
the
corner
of
the
forming

Honore, and hardly had this portion been roofed in when the
works were stopped, the windows and doors were boarded up, and
the walls left a prey to the bill-posters and the inscriptions of the
St.

The old house of Balzac, with its walls covered with
cracks and weird fissures, and, beside it, this fragment of a
grandiose palace dishonoured by a leprosy of many-coloured
street boys.

posters, became an image of ruin and desolation in the heart of
one of the most wealthy and magnificent quarters of Paris a

fantastic

and enigmatical structure such as Balzac loved to describe

in his novels, and to

make

the scene of complicated domestic

tragedies.

of the history of Mme. de Balzac is the
*
of
the
end.
In virtue of an order of the President of
beginning
the Civil Tribunal of Corbeil, dated February 9, 1882,' the Chateau

The next chapter

de Beauregard and all the furniture, pictures, books, objects of
The sale took
art, &c., which it contained were sold by auction.
in
in
and
the
lasted
seven
March,
place
days.
Already
beginning
of the year 1882 Balzac's house at Paris

had been sold

for half

a

million of francs to the Baroness Solomon de Eothschild, and
several anonymous sales of pictures had been made on the account
of the Mniszech household at the Hotel Drouot.

On

April 10,

Mme.

de Balzac died, and almost before her coffin had been
1882,
carried out of the house the bailiffs took possession, and everything
was carried down to the Hotel Drouot and sold ' by order of

In 1875 the Hanska-Mniszech trio possessed a fortune
which may fairly be termed immense, inasmuch as their annual
income amounted to some 600,000fr. How such a fortune could
have been utterly dissipated in the course of five or six years it is
iustice.'

not easy to explain.
The Comte Mniszech,

who became

paralysed towards the end
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life, died in December 1881.
Daring his last years he was
a nonentity in his household, and Mme. Mniszech, under those
mysterious physical influences which often manifest themselves at

of his

the so-called turn of

life,

contracted a curious

liaison which

Furthermore, she and her
sa-nity.
had their heads turned by the splendour
of the Universal Exhibition of 1878, where they made the most
extravagant purchases, particularly in the Chinese and Japanese
departments. Henceforward the two women were carried along
by the mania of buying and collecting, availing themselves of all
the opportunities which Paris affords for satisfying such a craze.
Pictures, books, bric-a-brac* furniture, Japanese and Chinese
all equally fascinated their desire,
curiosities, tapestries, diamonds
and the aristocratic mansion in the Eue Balzac became a regular
store-room like the bric-a-brac den in 'La Peau de Chagrin.'
Their bill at one picture-dealer's
They bought and bought.
amounted to two millions of francs at half a dozen other dealers
they had as many bills of a million at Boucheron's they owed a
million and a half for diamonds.
Naturally the creditors began to
feel alarmed, and as their bills remained unpaid some of them tried
What was their astonishment to find that
to recover their goods.
if
not
had
Mme. Mniszech had resold at
all,
part,
disappeared
low prices many of the pictures which she had bought without
Such a crazy dance of millions had not been
paying for them
heard of at Paris before ; the legal authorities and the conseil de
famille intervened, and a delay of one month was obtained to
enable Mme. de Balzac and her daughter to endeavour to put
almost leads us to doubt her

mother appear

to have

;

;

!

!

Just four days before this month expired
de Balzac died, and thus, immediately after the funeral
was over, the bailiffs invaded the house and ransacked boxes,
drawers, and cupboards, even turning topsy-turvy the three rooms
their affairs in order.

Mme.

occupied by Balzac, which his widow had so religiously preserved.
Half a dozen boxes were broken open ; one contained empty jewel
Two of these boxes
cases, and the others papers and letters.

were sent to the Hotel Drouot with the books and furniture to be
sold
the others were emptied on the floor. M. de Lovenjoul,
the bibliographer of Balzac, entered the house at this moment.
The doors were wide open, and he had only to walk in. M. de
Lovenjoul tried to prevent the sending of the two boxes of papers
to the Hotel Drouot, but in vain.
However, he succeeded the
next day in rescuing them and sending them back to the house,
;
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but they were already half empty. But this was not all as soon
The
as the bailiffs left the house the neighbours walked in.
house of Balzac had been for more than thirty years the mcdson
:

mysterieuse, and naturally this opportunity of satisfying their
curiosity was not neglected by all the gossips and shopkeepers of
the quarter, who trooped in, and, finding no other prey, helped
letters, family papers, manuscripts, and notes of
Balzac that lay trampled under foot on the floors of the diningand drawing-rooms. The friends of the family did not know of

themselves to the

this sacrilegious visit until the following day.
They arrived in
haste, hoping to save the rest of the papers, but in the interval

the only servant left in the house had asked Mme. Mniszech
what was to be done with them, and she had replied in despair,
4
Burn them
And twenty-four hours afterwards the keys of the
'

!

desecrated

house

Rothschild,

who had

of
for

genius were

handed over

to

Mme.

de

years been coveting this corner lot,
of her princely mansion and gardens.

many

which marred the symmetry

VI.

The sale of Balzac-'s library at the Hotel Drouot was a sad
'
spectacle, heartrending to the bibliophile.
Contrary to certain
celebrities
who
feed
on
their own genius,' as Gautier
literary
only
us in his biographical study of the author of 'La Oomedie
'
Humaine,' Balzac read much, and with prodigious rapidity. He

tells

loved books, and had formed for himself a fine library.' At his
death this library contained at least 6,000 volumes, which Mme.
de Balzac inherited, and which were sold after her death, like the
rest of his effects, * by order of justice, and for the benefit of the
creditors.'
Only about one-sixth of the books was catalogued ;

the rest were sold in

lots,

and the

sale lasted at

the Hotel Drouot

nearly a fortnight, taking place now in one room, now in another,
and finally on the dirty floor of the courtyard. The sale began
on April 25, 1882, in Room No. 6 of the Hotel Drouot. I remember following the sale with sad interest in all its summary

A man

of law, plump, rosy, neatly be-whiskered, a
lorgnon perched daintily on a nose whose lines reminded one of
the types of Daumier a nose that betrayed beneath a superficial

brutality.

envelope of humanity the aquiline beak of the bird of prey a
man of law, administrator of the estate, stood beside the auctioneer
to watch over the interests of the creditors.
Those eternal
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creditors hovering like dung-flies over the remnants of ruin !
At
the desk, the auctioneer's clerk, and at his side a hatchet-faced,

hawk-eyed, sharp- voiced, and restless creature, the auctioneer
Around the brick-red painted walls of the room were rows of books
on shelves, books packed in heaps, books forming columns and
pilasters, and running up the walls at intervals to a height of ten
!

or fifteen feet, books flung, pell-mell in corners, for, in the hurry
of Justice to attain her ends, there was no time for careful

A

score of very precious volumes were displayed
arrangement.
in a glass case on the baize-covered counter which separates the
'
*
a motley gang
expert and the crier from the crowd of bidders
'

'

of dealers, amongst whom were a few amateurs and bibliophiles.
Not even the weather favoured this last episode in the existence
It rained heavily ; an odour of damp cloth
the umbrellas traced rivulets on the floor ; and

of Balzac's librarj7
filled

the room

;

!

the atmosphere was of that frowsy and indescribable quality
The
peculiar to the great Parisian auction rooms on a wet day.
very chairs ran short, and not more than a score of people could
The rest had to stand. * Que voulez-vous ? C'est

find seats.

une vente judiciaire

The great event

'
!

of the first

day was the

sale of twelve original

manuscripts of Balzac's novels, together with a number of volumes
of corrected proofs.
Nothing could be more interesting to the
literary student than the sight of those successive series of proofs,
proceeding by continual erasures, corrections, additions, and amplifications written on the broad margins, and, when the margins

were not big enough, on scraps of paper of all shapes and sizes,
stuck on with pins or wafers. The first proof contains the embryonic idea of a page or a chapter in a dozen short lines in the
middle of a large blank sheet ; the last proof often the tenth in

number
form.
scribed,

contains the finished work, the page in its definitive
Balzac's manner of working has been so often de-

But
so

many

anecdotes have been told about his proofs

causing the despair of the printers, and his incessant corrections
leading his publishers to bankruptcy, that I need not go over

Here they were, those famous manuscripts
that ground again.
Here were those proofs over which Balzac had spent nights and
The manuscripts formed thin quarto or small
nights of labour
!

!

volumes, in half or full morocco bindings ; the proofs were
On the first
bulky, plethoric volumes in less splendid clothing.
folio

sheet of the manuscript of

*

Csesar Birotteau

'

was a pen-and-ink
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The manuscript
portrait of the illustrious perfumer by Balzac.
of the * Contes Drolatiques was profusely enriched with
'

drawings

from Balzac's pen.
this dedication

'
:

The manuscript of

'

Madame

Offert par 1'auteur a

'

Eugenie Grandet
de

bore

Han ska, en

temoignage de son respectueux attachement, 24 Decembre, 1833
Geneve, H. de Balzac ; while on the cover were some calculations
comptes mttancoliques, as Balzac used to call them the total
:

'

for this or that

month, the total of his floating debt, the

deficit,

&c., a maze of figures in which reality is strangely mingled with
dreams of wealth never to be realised. This manuscript was

knocked down at 2,000fr., the highest sum attained for any of
the twelve that were sold, and, like most of the other items of
the sale, it passed into the hands of Parisian dealers, instead of
finding a resting place, as it deserved, in the National Library
beside -the manuscripts of Corneille and the autograph of Moliere.

As

and manuscripts that were
foot, many were saved by M. de
the
Lovenjoul, notably
manuscripts of Soeur Marie des Anges
and * Les Heritiers Boirouge,' so frequently referred to in Balzac's
correspondence. M. de Lovenjoul bought them back from a
small shopkeeper of the Faubourg St. Honore, who had appropriated them on the day when the house was invaded by an
indiscreet crowd of neighbours.
Mme. Jules Lacroix, the sister of
Mme. de Balzac, is also understood to have had in her possession
many of Balzac's letters which will probably be published in due
time but no exact statement can be made on this point, Mme.
Lacroix having been almost as great a lover of mystery as her
for the rest of the papers, letters,

sold, stolen, or trodden

under

'

*

;

sister.

In the confusion and general financial rout of the HanskaMniszech household, the collection of pictures and objects of art
which Balzac himself made was dispersed in a manner which we
cannot control. His bookcases alone can be traced: they are
described by Gautier as a series of Boule cupboards inlaid with
brass and tortoiseshell, and they were bought in 1882 by an
admirer of Balzac for the paltry sum of 500fr., about onethirtieth of the price which Balzac probably paid for them
As
for the pictures, described in
Cousin Pons,' and other marvels
referred to in various other novels, and which Balzac's biographers
profess to identify with objects which he himself possessed, there
is every reason to believe that
they were neither so genuine nor
so splendid as Balzac believed.
That terrible imagination was
!

'
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constantly playing him tricks, and, just as it enabled him honestly
to deceive himself, so we may readily believe it enabled him
to involuntarily deceive others.
Balzac's marvellous eyes fixed

When

Gautier or Grozlan had

upon them

those eyes which
two black diamonds, full of light and magnetism, eyes that would make an eagle's eye blink eyes that
would tame a furious wild beast and make him crouch, the eyes
of a sovereign, of a seer, of a charmer, when they fell under the
fascination of his look and his voice, we can understand how he
carried them away into the brilliant dreamland of fancy, where his
own- mind habitually lingered. He told them that he possessed
treasures, he described those treasures, related their history, detailed their beauties, and his hearers could not do otherwise than
believe him
for, as the late Bibliophile Jacob says, he was truly
a charmer and an enchanter. Never have I heard more captivating conversation than his.'
Grautier describes as

;

'

;

VII.

Such was the end of Balzac's dream of celebrity, love, and
fortune, and such the romantic and painful denouement of the
tragi-comedy of his
ex

machina

of his

'

By a strange fatality, Money, that deus
Comedie Humaine,' Money, that demon which
life.

he pursued throughout his

life

with the persistency of a Kedskin

and the passion of one possessed, intervened to trouble the last
days of the extraordinary woman who had been his consolation
and his guiding star, and who was saved only by death from
seeing the desecration of that shrine in which she had for thirtytwo years piously ministered to the cult of one of the rarest
'
geniuses that France ever possessed. The star of Poland died
unpeacefully in 1882; the Count Mniszech died mad and halfparalysed a few months before his mother-in-law ; the Countess
cette chere enfant, la joie de toute une maison,' to
Mniszech
is now living in wretched
whom Balzac dedicated ' Pierrette
solitude in a Parisian lodging-house ; and the desolate house of
Balzac and the empty fragment of a palace at the side have
become the property of one who in the pride of her millions
intends, it is said, to leave not one stone upon another either of
the palace or of the house which was the novelist's home
When Balzac was living in his garret in the Ku6 Lesdiguieres,
alone with his dreams of ambition, one of his rare recreations was
'

'

'

!
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walk in the Jardin des Plantes or in the cemetery of PereFrom the summit of the hill of the City of Death we

Lachaise.

can imagine him contemplating the marvellous panorama of
living Paris that lay at his feet, and as his eyes wandered over
that ocean of roofs which cover so much luxury and so much

many intrigues and so many passions, we can hear him
flinging his proud challenge in the face of the mighty city and
'
exclaiming, in the words of Rastignac at the end of the Pere

misery, so

How gloriously Balzac
Et main tenant a nous deux
comforted himself in the long and fierce struggle is manifested
by that severe monument in the cemetery of Pere-Lachaise, on
which we read, beneath a bust of the novelist by David d'Angers,
the simple inscription Balzac,' and on the open book below the
immortal title of La Comedie Humaine.'
'

*

Groriot,'

!

'

*

STAGE-EFFECTS.
CHAPTER

I.

HE was without exception the most
intensely disagreeable old woman
I ever came across. Worse luck
!

she was also

my

mother-in-law.

She was tall, with a certain
fineness and dignity of presence,
with well-drawn aquiline features,
a pair of cold grey eyes, that were
capable of going through and

through one like a pair of gimlets,
and a thin-lipped mouth like a

She was not an old

steel trap.

woman

fifty or

thereabouts

somehow every one

called her

Mrs. Fanshawe'

it

yet
*

old

might have
been in contradistinction to young
Mrs. Fanshawe at the other end
of the town that is, Jack's wife.
It was often a source of great
wonder to me that anything could
have induced old Fanshawe (who never was old, for he died at
thirty odd) to marry her, though I cannot say it has ever been
any wonder at all to me, or to any one else I ever heard of, who
knew my mother-in-law, that he did not live to see forty. She
;

killed

him !

Not with

fair,

honest, open, and above-board killing, say a knife,
a tangible something which

or a few grains of arsenic, or rat poison
might have been taken hold of and

ended in a hanging. Oh no
but with that unruly member, the tongue with perpetual talkings
and naggings and meanings, with long-winded prayers at him and
his unregenerate condition alike, at all times and all seasons, suitable and unsuitable, and invariably at morn and eventide, to the
!

;

agony of poor old Fanshawe, the pity of a couple of maid-servants, and the exquisite enjoyment of a little impudent imp in
buttons, who made a practice of calling his mistress a kind
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'
Christian lady to her face, and behind her back declared Missus
is a 'orror ; and I wish as 'ow bogle-bo would come down the chim'

Carry 'er orf,'
ney some night and carry 'er orf that I do.'
Jane Bell, the cook, would exclaim, mimicking the little imp's
Cockney tongue. Cook rules over my digestion now, and it was
from her that I learnt all the details of Molly's unhappy child(rod bless her, the kind soul she stood by my poor crushed
dove through all those unhappy years, and I mean to stand
'
Carry 'er orf
Why, it's
by her to the end of the chapter.
fair shameful to hear her a-carrying on at master as she does.

hood,

!

little

!

She'll kill

him, and then

she wants, that she
instead of him

may

she'll

be

satisfied.

I believe that's

what

bring that sneaking rat-faced parson here

'

!

him she eventually did, but not soon enough. By the time
Fanshawe had learnt at last what peace was, that ratBob
poor
Kill

faced parson, otherwise the Reverend Septimus Bloggs, had taken
unto himself a wife, and was therefore ineligible for the situation
offer. So Mrs. Fanshawe promptly canonised
him
from an unregenerate sinner to her
Bob,
poor
changing
blessed saint in heaven ; and then she set herself to try and do
her three children, as she had done their father, to death.

Mrs. Fanshawe had to

She was very religious, but that was neither here nor there
Of these three children there were two girls and a boy Elizabeth, John, and Mary. At the time of their father's death, Elizabeth
was eleven, John ten, and Mary but two years old. There had been
other children intervening who had succumbed to treatment as
their father did after them.
The two elder ones were, however,
sturdy healthy youngsters, taking largely after their mother in con!

stitution.

Little

Mary was

delicate, like her father, and,

had

it

not

been

for the imperative intervention of the family doctor, would
assuredly have been a cherub long before I had the felicity of

meeting her, and laying myself down, mind, body, and
her

estate, at

little feet.

When

that blessed event came about she was just eighteen, a
little dove, with soft coaxing ways, a
tangle of fair

sweet timid

bright hair, a pair of great mild blue eyes, and the dearest little
pug of a nose in the world. To this day I never look at Molly with-

out thanking a merciful Providence that she did not inherit the
finely artistic lines of her mother's countenance, but had had
sufficient sense, even at that early stage of her existence, to take
after her father.
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Jack was different in fact, Jack was a complete mixture of
both parents a fine fellow, very, with his mother's nose, -which
sat very well on his father's fair bright face. And Jack had the
best medical practice in Little Barton and the neighbourhood, for
here the father's sweetness and the mother's dogged resolution and
severity stood him in good stead.
For his mother Jack didn't care a rap. He used to laugh in her
face

when she

talked at him, and tell her old ladies should keep
and not interfere with matters they knew

to their church-work

nothing about. Jack had married to please himself, a sharp bright
little woman, who didn't care a snap of her plump little fingers
for her mother-in-law, or any*one else's.
Elizabeth was a married woman when I first knew them Mrs.
Septimus Bloggs, wife of the rector of Little Barton. Yes ; the
very same man, ay, and the very same woman too, for Elizabeth
Bloggs was the fac-simile, the counter-part, the synonym of her
charming mother over again. Cook says when the first Mrs.

Septimus Bloggs took a weary leave of this world, Mrs. and Miss
fight for the rector, and Elizabeth
won. It was rather a pity for poor Septimus Bloggs, for he being
twenty years older than Elizabeth cannot reasonably expect to
outlive her, while had he stuck to the mother he would have been

Fanshawe had a hand-to-hand

a free

man

long ago

not but that

it

serves

him

right for marrying

either of them.

Well, such was the Fanshawe family, as I

when

first

knew it

that

is,

William Manners, went to Little Barton in the capacity of
to
the squire, Sir Hugh Brande, of the Hall. I was then
agent
just seven-and-twenty, a big muscular man, not bad-looking, a good
shot, easy in the saddle, fair with my fists, and a neat hand at
billiards, with, at all events, sense enough to fall in love with Molly
Fanshawe, and a good enough man all round for her to fall in love
I,

with me.
I used to see a good deal of her at Jack's,

and of a truth

I didn't

matter hang long on hand I asked her one soft summer
out
in the garden behind Jack's substantial house, and
night,
said yes.
Molly God bless my darling
We went in and imparted
Lord, how happy I was that night
the news, Jack wrung my hand nearly off, and Mrs. Jack just flung
her arms around my neck and kissed me heartily, said she ivas so
pleased, that Molly was a lucky girl, and the dearest, sweetest,
and best in the wide world. I, of course, agreed with her.
let the

!

!
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then that old harridan smashed

all by saying No, by
and
by keeping to No she would
looking No, by meaning No,
and gone, and we are told to
is
dead
She
have said religiously.
to do it, but I did hate that
wish
I
don't
dead.
speak no ill of the
I
and
woman then,

believe I called her

-

\

,i

a beast.

had one dread-

I
ful

interview

with

her:

I told her

age,

also

that

my
my

father, who was major
of the
th Foot, was

'$'

which she drew down her steel
that it was no credit to him. I
told her that I had a hundred and fifty a year of my own, which
I proposed to settle upon Molly, and that I had four hundred a
year from Sir Hugh Brande I likewise added the information
that I loved Molly dearly, and that Molly loved me.
killed

during the

trap of a

Crimea

at

mouth and remarked

;
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Mrs. Fanshawe waived that question altogether. She said
she could not deny that at present I had a very good situation (as
if I were a
butler), but that, of course, I was liable to be dis-

missed at any

began

moment

that I chanced to displease

Fanshawe very thoroughly

to dislike Mrs.

my master (I
at this point),

and, moreover, that she regarded worldly wealth as a very secondary consideration ; she had promised her dear saint in heaven to

supply his place to their children, and with regard to Mary
she never called her Molly her mind was quite made up. She
would not be here long, she felt that her pilgrimage was almost at

an end, and before laying down the worn-out garment of the soul
her intention was to consign her weak and wayward little daughter
into the safe keeping of the bosom of the Church.
are you going to force her into a
I cried
Good heavens
convent ?
Mrs. Fanshawe smiled in a superior kind of way, as if in pity
'

'

'

!

:

'

for

my

ignorance.
You misunderstand me. I am not one of
Certainly not.
those who see great merit in celibacy. When I spoke of the bosom
of the Church, I referred to Mary's approaching marriage with our
'

good assistant-priest, Mr. Stamper.'
'

'

'

Do you mean it ? I demanded incredulously.
Certainly I mean it, Mr. Manners,' she answered.
You will marry Molly to that miserable little whippersnapper
'

that beardless, mindless, bloodless little puppet, that
dressed-up ape in a white gown with his yellow eyes turned up
that

into his head, with his miserable

You

weak whining

sniffle of

a voice

?

daughter into the arms of a wretched

will force

your young
cock-sparrow like that ? I cried.
'

'

You

are losing your temper, Mr. Manners,' remarked Mrs.

Fanshawe calmly.
Losing it "That was a polite way of putting it my temper
was already lost, clean gone.
1
Never mind my temper, Mrs. Fanshawe,' I said, trying hard
'
Do you know that Mr. Stamper has
to be cool and collected.
sore eyes and that his hands are clammy ?
Mrs. Fanshawe drew herself up stiffly.
*
Mr. Manners, your remarks are disgusting. They are not
fit for a lady to hear.'
If they are not fit for an old lady to hear,' I cried trium!

'

'

*

phantly,

what

will

they be for a young lady to experience

?

If
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remarks are disgusting, so are those two particular personal
I have thought
peculiarities of Mr. Stamper's, very disgusting
I never shake hands with him if I can
so myself many a time.

my

have

if I

it

help

why,

to,

I

my

always wipe

hand as soon as

I can.'

You

'

insult me,' she gasped, rising.

As she grew warm I, happily, grew cool ; I always
do that.
'At any time of your life, would you have liked to marry
Stamper ? I demanded.
'
When a priest of the Church militant invites a young and
I rose too.

'

inexperienced girl like Mary to share his lot in life, it is
in
.
deed an HONOUK,' she answered.
I said, Oh, Lord
and then I went out
I could not help it
.

.

'

'

:

and

left

the old cat

!

Victrix.

never saw Molly. I found out from Mrs. Jack that she was
a prisoner locked in her bedroom.
They comforted me she and
Jack all they could ; but what was my comfort when none could
I

I positively could not endure their kindness, but went
?
back to my room to bear my pain alone. It was the worst pain I
had ever known.
It was growing dark when there came a gentle tap-tap on the
door, and Mrs. Fanshawe's cook, Jane Bell, entered.

reach her

I
hope you won't think me very wrong, sir,' she began
dare say it is but she's been crying her heart out, poor lamb, and
I thought if a bit of a note
Give it to me oh you good woman, oh you good woman,'
I cried, understanding at last.
I read my darling's bit of a note, written in pencil on half a
sheet of paper, telling me she would die before she would marry
Stamper, and asking me would I promise to wait for her till she
was twenty-one.
Would I wait ?
I wrote an answer as plain as the question, saying I would
wait till doomsday if need be. And Jane Bell took it back
*

'

I

;

'

'

!

!

with her.

Jane Bell took a good

many things backwards and forwards
paper, pens, ink, bon-bons, books, and the like, bringing
me letters in return. All through the time, nearly three years,
which passed before Molly was of an age to please herself as to
after that

whom

she should marry, this went on.
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During

that time the old woman's vigilance never relaxed

all

;

never once did Molly go outside the door without her mother,
and never once, to my knowledge, was she left in the house

Yet

saw her sometimes, for Jane Bell was a very good
They were very sweet, those stolen interand
them
I believe my poor Molly would have died.
without
views,
As it was, how she bore up and defied her mother and the bosom
of the Church alike, I really do not know. I said as much one
day to Jack's wife. Jack's wife looked up at me for a minute, then
looked into the fire.
alone.

I

friend to both of us.

1

It's

only

fair,'

she remarked,

'

that

we women

don't have to

serve in the regulars, for there are plenty of us in the Noble
Army of Martyrs.'

CHAPTER
AT

II.

the long and weary months of waiting were over, and
was
Molly
twenty- one. The day following her birthday we were
It was all very quietly managed.
Jack fetched her
married.
his
mother
a piece of his
the
and
away during
evening,
gave
mind in exchange for her. Lord, how happy we were, she and I
What did it matter to us how Mrs. Fanshawe raved ? How she
prophesied evil, and in strictly scriptural language heaped curses
We did not care a rap, we went and got
upon our heads
and
that
was
the great thing. Septimus Bloggs was
married,
last

!

!

away, and, as we went armed with a licence, the curate no, I
mean the priest-in-charge could not refuse to do his duty, so
It was rather a joke, and Jack's wife said
wretch right.
She even asked him to the
We didn't care. Sir Hugh sent
breakfast, but he did not come

Stamper married

it

served the

us.

little

!

me

a cheque for fifty pounds, his good wishes, and a pretty bracefor Molly.
We had a fortnight and
let engraved ' (rood Luck
'

Paris before us,

and we didn't care a rap

for

anybody, not for

anybody.

And

Sir

Hugh

did something more, something I rather wished
left undone
he went and pleaded for us

the dear old fellow had

with

my

mother-in-law, so that

when we came back we found our-

selves friends again.

For

my

part, I

would much rather not have been friends, so
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would Molly, for Mrs. Fanshawe was one of those meddling,
managing, housewifely persons, always with her finger in someNow in Elizabeth Bloggs's pie there was no chance
body's pie.
Elizabeth
of her having even so much as the tip of her finger
met
her
with
a
She
mouth
was
herself
over
full of
again.
Bloggs
of
texts
even
than
and
a
Mrs.
and
reverence,
longer string
duty
Fanshawe had at command, she flaunted her husband's authority
in her mother's face, and reminded her of her devotion to her
blessed saint in heaven, otherwise poor Bob Fanshawe, whose
authority had been just about as great as the authority of the
Reverend Bloggs up at the Eectory.
Nor, blocked as regarded the pie of her eldest daughter, did
Mrs. Fanshaw succeed any better with respect to Jack's. Mrs. Jack
took care of that.
Thereupon she fell back upon us, and we got
the benefit, not of her finger but of her whole hand, generally of
both of them.
I stood it for nearly a year, and then I put a stop to it. I had
tried before, not once nor twice but

many

times, but

somehow

the old lady was always too many for me. She would remind
Molly tragically of the mother she had been to her, at which poor

who was not at that time very strong, would begin to sob
piteously, when Mrs. Fanshawe would further call to her rememMolly,

brance that she had forgiven her base ingratitude and defiance,
and had taken her to her arms again. That always conquered
Molly, and Mrs. Fanshawe's grey eyes would glare at me in

triumph. I am afraid I often went out and made remarks it
would not be polite to repeat. I used to go into the little hall

and say them

to the hat-stand or the door-mat, but, as things
turned out afterwards, I wished hundreds of times I had allowed
myself to have the satisfaction of saying them to my mother-in-

law herself.

We came to open war, instead of the armed neutrality which
had been our attitude since my marriage to Molly, in this way.
We were hourly expecting the birth of Ethel, our eldest child,
and Molly, having nearly been worried to death during the past
Jack and an elderly
four years, was very ill, very ill indeed.
doctor from Blankhampton were in anxious attendance
mj
mother-in-law was kneeling by the side of my wife's bed praying
in a loud voice and chiefly for me just, so Jane Bell said, as
years before she had been wont to pray in public for poor Bob,
now a blessed saint in heaven. As for me, I was hanging about
NO. 35, N. 8.
VOL. VI.
23
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anywhere, feeling more uncomfortable and miserable than I had
ever felt in
'

all

my

life.

Take that woman away

authoritative tones,

when

'
!

once I

I heard the strange doctor say in

paused by the open door of Molly's

room.
4

Come

My

downstairs, mother,' I heard Jack say imperatively.
mother-in-law prayed on louder than ever.
'

Mother, do you hear ? said Jack.
But no, she prayed on, a loud, wooden, talking-at-people sort
of prayer. She prayed with a frankness which was simply appalling.
I stepped into the room, I motioned to Jack, and we grabbed her
simultaneously, whisking her out of it pretty much after the
1

manner in which children play the game of honey-pots. Once outside the door she tried to turn like a stag at bay but we hustled
her down to the dining-room, and there Jack expounded his
;

views

they were very clear, but they were not polished, not by any

means.

By the

my poor little Molly was pulled through,
mother-in-law the house. She threatened to cut

skin of her teeth

but I forbade

my

Molly off with a shilling. I told her she was very welcome to do
it.
She raved of Molly's duty to her mother. I ventured to hint
that her first duty was obedience to me, and so we got rid of her.
Five years went by, five happy, happy years, which saw us with
four little copies of Molly round our table. During that time Mrs.
Fanshawe never once darkened our doors, and Molly saw her but
seldom, though if she did chance to come across her or the children she never lost the opportunity of having a fling at her for
sending out our children in presentable clothing, or for being

becomingly dressed herself.
And then quite suddenly and unexpectedly Mrs. Fanshawe
went and died. I cannot say I was sorry. Molly drew down the
blinds and ordered a black gown, but did not think it was necessary
Jack said, openly, that his mother had been a mistake
to weep.
of nature

a complete mistake.

So she was buried, and we all went back to her house to hear
the will read it was short and exceedingly simple, for everything
was left to Mrs. Septimus Bloggs, with the exception of a certain
iron-bound box, which was bequeathed, with its contents, to Molly.
At the end came this peroration
This I leave, and this only, to my daughter Mary, the wife of
:

:

*

William Manners, at present agent to Sir

Hugh

Brande, because
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she has openly defied me, and has been a disobedient and ungrate; and because the contents thereof being part, of the thea-

ful child

wardrobe of an aunt of my late husband's, who disgraced herand her family by acting on the stage, and met a sinner's death

trical

self

by a stroke of lightning, may prove to her taste in dressing herself
and her children. And being fond of sham worth, she may value
the paste ornaments in the blue box which will be found therein.'
Jack was never mentioned. And so my mother-in-law aimed
her two last venomous shafts from the very grave itself. Molly
was bitterly hurt and very indignant. She would have left the
poor dead-and-gone actress's belongings behind, but Jack sent
them home to us, and we turned them over before consigning the
iron-bound chest to the lumber-room. There was a great variety
rich-coloured brocades, fine laces, soft satins, velvets, and silks ; and
at the bottom of all a large blue leather case containing a profusion of stage jewellery
a whole suite of paste brilliants, a suite
of emeralds, several strings of large pearls, some pearl ornaments,
and a variety of odds and ends. Molly looked at them with a sigh.
Poor thing
she said
and she was killed by a flash of lightning
Poor thing Ah, well, they didn't look bad, I dare say, on the stage,'
and then she closed the lid and dropped the case once more
among the old and faded silks and satins.
Jane Bell told us that she well remembered the box coming
when the then old Mrs. Fanshawe died that is, Bob's mother.
The mistress had told her all about the master's sister who had
been killed by lightning many and many a year before, almost on
the eve of her marriage with Lord Cumberland.
She was Bob's
eldest sister, older than him by sixteen years, and the eldest of a
Jane Bell
large family of which he was the little Benjamin.
went on to describe how my mother-in-law had turned the contents of this box over, remarking that Miss Margery Fanshawe
must have been a very gay and frivolous person, judging by her taste
in dress, then she had picked up two very old and faded newspapers, which were pushed down at one side of the box, and after
reading them, threw them back and locked up the box in silence,
with that turn of her lips, poor thing,' said Jane Bell, as told
them as knew her, that she was not best pleased.'
Molly took the papers down with her and looked them over. I
copy two paragraphs. The Morning Chronicle, March 5, 1793
'

f

*

!

!

;

!

'

*

'

'

:

232
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'COVENT GARDEN THEATRE.
4

A

lady made her

first

appearance last night as Zara in The Mourning Bride.

The

fair candidate for the public favour, after the first apprehension had subsided,
displayed powers of a very superior kind. In the touches of tenderness with

which the part is occasionally enriched, she affected the heart with the pathos and
melody of her tones, and proved that her voice is naturally rich, various, and
Her figure is exquisitely beautiful. Her complexion is fair, and her
flexible.
lovely features are animated by an expression so spirited as to give promise of a
talent for comedy, or at least for the softer emotions of the soul, rather thnn the
vehement passions which she had last night to display in the arduous character of
Zara.
She has so many of the best endowments for the stage that we trust she
means to pursue it. We consider her a most valuable acquisition to the theatre.
This morning it is reported, however? that a certain nobleman was so enchanted
by her beauty and grace that he intends to lay himself and his coronet at her
feet.'

A terrific thunderstorm passed over the metropolis yesterday
August 23, 1793.
afternoon, doing a large amount of damage and resulting in several fatalities, of
which the most distressing was the death, by the fall of a tree, of his Lordship the
Earl of Cumberland and the beautiful and favourite actress, Miss Margery Fan<

The ill-fated pair, who were on the eve of marriage, were walking together
Kensington Gardens when the storm came on. They took shelter under a tree,
which, being almost immediately shattered by a flash of lightning, fell, crushing
both to death instantaneously. An account of the noble lord will be found in another
column. The lady is the eldest daughter of Mr. George Fanshawe, of Little
She appeared at Covent Garden Theatre for the first time
Barton, Blankshire.
during the spring of the present year, when she at once sprang into popularity,
shawe.

in

and by her beauty and grace attracted much notice, notably that of the noble lord
whose untimely end she shared.'
'

Poor thing
sighed Molly, laying the newspapers, yellow
Poor young
and torn and musty, aside with reverent fingers.
*

!

'

'

thing

!

and depressed that night, for a few months previously
had
sent for me and told me that in consequence of the
Sir Hugh
general depression, owing to bad seasons, reduced rents, and empty
farms, he would have to reduce my income from four to three
hundred a year, and on that very day he had told me to look out
I felt sad

for a

new

berth, taking

my own

time.

cannot afford but two hundred and fifty,' he said
I
stayed on at two hundred and fifty, because I did not
frankly.
find another berth easy to drop into, and of course, as with Molly's
'

I positively

four hundred a year, we were comfrom Jack that he had suggested to
Elizabeth Bloggs that she should go shares in her mother's
property with Molly. She answered him with a text, of course,
and added that her dear dead mother's will was law ; upon which
little

settlement we had

fortable enough.

still

I heard
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Jack quarrelled with her, and never spoke to her again, except
as to Mrs. Bloggs, the rector's wife.
With us life flowed on much the same for more than a year,
and then oh there came a day the evil day that old Mrs.
!

Fanshawe had

foretold

:

when

that the Hall was sold, Sir
a situation.

I

Hugh

had to go home and

tell

almost penniless, and I

Molly
out of

Out of a situation I remained for months and months and
months. We got shabby and careworn, both of us. We gave up
our house in Little Barton, and took a very small one in Blankhampton, because nobody knew us there. We had no servant,
for we found that our 1501. a year was barely enough for ourselves.

now meant not two but seven.
were very poor and very hopeless, but our hearts never
drifted apart
thank God for it. We talked of emigrating, of
realising the capital settled upon Molly, and trying a start in a
fresh country.
And yet, to make such a start with a delicate wife
and five children five children, who would soon be six I did not
dare to do it.
We had been half a year in the tiny house at Blankhampton,
when one evening, when Molly was coming down from putting the
last of the children to bed, she tore her dress.
She uttered an
Ourselves

We

exclamation of dismay.
'

How

Oh

Willy, I have torn my dress ; it caught on the bolt.
It is the last I have.
How shall I be able to get
vexing
!

!

Oh

Willy, Willy, what an unlucky bird I have been
she
cried, the tears filling her blue soft eyes.
you
I caught her to me.
I'd rather live under a
'Unlucky?

another ?
to

!

'

!

*

hedge with you, my darling,' I told her, than have any other
woman, even a queen, for my wife. Never mind your dress ; or
stay, why can't you get one of those dresses in the iron-bound
'

chest dyed ?
'
Yes, I might,' she said doubtfully, smoothing my hand up
and down between hers. *
might look at them, at all events.'

We

We

took a candle and went upstairs, when Molly opened the
box for the first time since the night Jack sent it home to us.

She soon picked out a couple of gowns which she said were worth
dyeing, and then, coming to the blue case, she opened it. The
stage jewellery flashed and twinkled in the candle-light.
*

'
I wonder,
really look very well,' said she, thoughtfully.
'
one
would
?
I
mean
them
any
buy
any actress,

They

Willy,

if
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They might sell. They'll never be any use to us,' I replied.
I'll take them down and clean them
up,' she said cheerfully
a very small ray of hope makes my darling cheerful.
'We
might sell them through The Bazaar.'
So she took them down and cleaned them carefully, making
1

them gleam and
ter

real;

as if they

glit-

were

and whilst she

was doing it we heard
a gentle knock at the
back door. I opened
it, and there stood the
wife of our next-door
neighbour, quite an
uneducated person, yet
one whose friendship

we valued because
had been given
4

it

to us in adversity.

brought back the potatoes I borrowed of Mrs. Manners
She often borrowed little things in
that way.
Then catching sight of Molly she cried, * Why, Mrs.
Manners, whatever have you got there ?
I've

to-day,' she said pleasantly.

'
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Molly explained, in detail. Mrs. Mason turned the ornaments
over carefully.
4
Mason's a jeweller, you know,' she remarked presently.
'

Oh,

is

he

?

I didn't know,' answered Molly.
don't tell folks ; it's better not, for he
home. But he is, and he's something

We

*

I dare say not.
often has work to do at

more

;

the only one in Blankhampton.
yet with the air of a

he's a diamond-setter

Them stones is real,' she added carelessly,
woman who knew the value of words.
What we cried together.
'

*

!

Them's real,' she repeated ; worth thousands. Fine emeralds,
too worth more than the diamonds ; but I'll fetch Mason.'
*
Are you sure ? cried Molly in an agonised voice.
They don't set paste clear, my dear,' answered Mrs. Mason
kindly, and disappeared.
When Mason came we found she was right. They were worth
thousands just thirty, and most probably had been Lord Cumber4

'

'

'

land's last gift to his actress-love.

them with
have

it

Jack.

to her

joke out of us'

Bless her

!

dying day, that

when she

left

Molly insisted upon sharing
has a firm belief, and will
mother was only having a little

she
'

still
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SOME COINCIDENCES OF LITERATURE.
THE most

curious perhaps of the

*

this slip of ignorance D'Israeli himself
is

is

makes

of the precise kind
In exposing the
others.

gibbeting in Congreve and
'
incompetence of the editor of Keliquise GethiniansB
that he

'

Curiosities of Literature

'

the post-

humously published commonplace book of that Lady Grace Gethin
whose monument is in the south aisle of Westminster Abbey he
says

:

The JteliqtiitE Gethiniance might well have delighted their readers but those
who had read Lord Bacon's Essays and other writers, such as Owen Feltham
and Osborne, from whom these relics are chiefly extracted, might have wondered
that Bacon should have been so little known to the families of the Nortons and
the Gethins, to whom her ladyship was allied to Congreve and the editor and
still more
particularly to subsequent compilers, as Ballard, in his Memoirs,' and
;

'

'

;

;

'

lately the Eev. Mark Noble, in his continuation of Granger, who both give specimens of these relics without a suspicion that they were transcribing literally from

Lord Bacon's Essays.'
'

Hereon D'Israeli proceeds to give specimens of these relics
without a suspicion that he was himself transcribing literally from
*
Bacon's essays.
It is one of the best bonds of chastity and
obedience in the wife,' he quotes from the ' Reliquiae,' if she think
her husband wise, which she will never do if she find him jealous.
'

Wives are young men's mistresses, companions
and old men's nurses.'

for

middle age,

And then he adds, This degrading sentence is found in some
writer whose name I cannot recollect.'
But the degrading
sentence' is found, I need hardly say, in Bacon's essay 'On
*

'

A similar slip is made by Montaigne
Life.'
Of Moderation,' where he quotes, as from ' some
obscure and lascivious poet,' a gross and garbled version of a

Marriage and Single
in his essay

*

passage from the Iliad (xiv. 194). Montaigne, again, is credited
'
by Bacon with a debt due really to Plutarch.
Montaigne saith

when he enquired the reason why the word of the lie
should be such a disgrace and such an odious charge. Saith he,
" If it be well
weighed, to say that a man lieth is as much as to
A
that
is
he
brave
towards God and a coward towards man."
say

prettily

'

fine saying, to

be found, however, in Plutarch's

While, perhaps,

Montaigne's own

fine

'

Life of Lysander.'

remark in

this essay

*

Of
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*
Giving the Lie,' that no community, however degraded, could
hold together without truth,' might have been in Sir Thomas
Browne's mind when he wrote, in ' Pseudodoxia Epidemica,' * All
community is continued by truth, and that of hell cannot consist
without it.' But, indeed, Montaigne is a vast literary reservoir,
drawn upon by as many channels as it drains which is to say a
good deal. His own innumerable and unacknowledged debts to

Cicero, Seneca, Lucretius, Plutarch, Plato, &c. &c. he justifies
thus pleasantly: 'All, or nearly all, my borrowings are from
authors so famous and so ancient that they seem to me to tell

themselves who they are, without giving me the
Their reasons, comparisons, and arguments I transplant
purposely into my own soil and confound them amongst my own
to conceal the author and awe the audacity of those modern insufficiently

trouble.

I would have them give
solent censurers of writings of all sorts.
fillip on my nose, and lash themselves into fury with

Plutarch a
railing

upon Seneca, while under the impression that they are

man behind you,' cried the
had flung a dead cat into
I wish you had meant it for me, and hit the
Macaulay's face.
man behind me,' growled Macaulay with all Montaigne's humorous
scorn of such decent and discriminating criticism.
'
I meant it for the
railing at me.'
fellow in the hustings crowd, who
*

But sic vos non vobis mellificatis apes. If Montaigne has
and stored honey from every flower, it is only to have it
Bacon even, even Shakefilched from him in masses by others.
speare, are his debtors often for ideas, and sometimes for the very
stolen

*

This is the reason,' says Montaigne, in
form of their expression.
his essay on * The Folly of Measuring Truth and Error by Our

Own

'

Capacity

people,

'

this is the reason that children, the common
sick folks are most apt to be led by the

women, and

ears.'
*
Anger,' says Bacon in his essay on that passion, is certainly
a kind of baseness, as it appears well in the weakness of those
children, women, old folk, sick folk.'
subjects in whom it reigns
'

Or compare, again, these two passages from Bacon with the
subjoined passage from Montaigne
:

He made a good answer who, when he was shown hung up in the temple the
who had fulfilled their vows after escaping from ship-

votive tablets of those

wreck, and was pressed with the question, Did he not then recognise the will
of the gods ? asked in his turn, But where are the pictures of those who have
The same holds true of almost every
perished notwithstanding their vows ?
'

'

'

'

235
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superstition

as astrology, dreams, omens, judgments, and the like wherein
vanities, attend to those events which are fulfilments, but
pass over the instances where they fail (though this is much more

men, pleased with such

neglect and
frequently the case). Novwn Organum, i. 46 Johnson's translation.
It is the root of all superstition that to the nature of the mind of
:

all

men

it

consonant for the affirmative or active to affect more than the negative or
privative so that a few times hitting or presence countervails of ttimes failing
or absence, as was well answered by Diagoras to him that showed him in Neptune's temple the great number of pictures of such as had scaped shipwreck and
had paid their vows to Neptune, saying, ' Advise now, you that think it folly to
'
invocate Neptune in tempest.'
where are they
Yea, but,' saith Diagoras,
is

;

'

'

The Advancement of Learning, xiv. 9.
painted that are drowned ?
I think never the better of these almanack makers for some accidental

hits,

nobody marks their false prognostics, because they are infinite and ordinary
but if they hit upon one truth, thatcarries a mighty report as being rare, inSo Diagoras, surnamed the Atheist, answered him in
credible, and prodigious.
Samothrace who, showing him in the temple the several offerings and stories in
pictures of those who had escaped shipwreck, said to him, Look, you who think
the gods have no care of human things, what do you say to these saved from
death by their grace ?
Why, I say,' he replied, that the pictures of the
drowned the greater number by far are not here.' Montaigne's Essays, i. 11.
for

;

'

'

'

'

Or compare, again, Montaigne on death, with Bacon and with
*
Every opinion, however
Jeremy Taylor on the same subject.
weak, is of force enough to make itself espoused at the expense of
'
It is worth observing,' says Bacon, * that
says Montaigne.
there is no passion in the mind of man so weak but it mates and

life,'

masters the fear of death.'

Men

fear death as children fear to go in the dark

in children is increased with tales, so is the other

;

and, as that natural fear
It is groans and con-

and a discoloured face, and friends weeping, and Blacks and obsequies
that show death terrible. Bacon's Essays, ii.
the visits of astonished and
cries of mothers, wives, and children
the attendance of pale and blubbering servants a dark room
afflicted friends
our beds environed with physicians and divines
set round with burning tapers
in short, nothing but ghostliness and horror round about us, renders death so
formidable that a man almost fancies himself dead and buried already. Children
are afraid of those even that they know best and love best when disguised in a
vizor, and so are we the vizor must be removed as well from things as persons,
which being taken away, we shall find nothing underneath but the very same death
that a mean servant or a poor chambermaid died a day or two ago without any
manner of apprehension or concern. Montaigne, i. 19.
Take away but the pomps of death, the disguises and solemn bugbears, the
tinsel and the actings by candlelight, and proper and fantastic ceremonies, the
minstrels and the noisemakers, the women and the weepers, the swoonings and
the shriekings, the nurses and the physicians, the dark room and the ministers,
the kindred and the watches and then to die is easy, ready, and quitted from
It is the same harmless thing that a poor
its troublesome circumstances.
vulsions

and the
The

like,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

shepherd suffered yesterday, or a maidservant to-day.
Dying, vii. 4.

Jeremy Taylor, Holy
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In these parallel passages the resemblances are too circumand minute to allow us to suppose that Jeremy Taylor
and Bacon borrowed direct from Seneca, and not intermediately
stantial

through Montaigne.
There is still less doubt, as Shakespeare commentators admit,
that Gronzalo's ideal commonwealth, which he pictures for the
diversion of the wrecked king's sad thoughts in The Tempest,' is
an almost verbatim transcript from Montaigne whose essays, in
Florio's translation, with Shakespeare's autograph on the fly-leaf,
is one of the treasures of the British Museum.
'

I'

the

commonwealth

Execute

all

Would

admit

I

things
;

;

I

would by contraries
no kind of traffic

for

no name of magistrate

Letters should not be

known

;

;

riches, poverty,

And use of service, none contract, succession,
Bourn, bound of land, tilth, vineyard, none
No use of metal, corn, or wine, or oil
;

;

;

No occupation all men idle, all
And women too, but innocent and
;

pure.

'

It is a nation,' says Montaigne in Florio's translation, speakthe natives of the newly discovered America
of
ing
It is

a nation, would

I

answer Plato, that hath no kind of

traffic,

no know-

ledge of letters, no intelligence of numbers, no name of magistrate, nor of politic
superiority no use of service, of riches, or of poverty no contracts, no succesno respect of kindred but common,
sions, no partitions, no occupation, but idle
no apparel but natural, no manuring of lands, no use of wine, corn, or metal.
:

;

;

Montaigne,

i.

30.

But, indeed, Shakespeare, though he is supposed to have
gibbeted Montaigne's translator, Florio, both as Holofernes and as
Don Adriano De Armado in * Love's Labour's Lost,' owed immeasurably more to Montaigne than this unimportant passage.
Of our other great poet Milton's indebtedness to Vondel

it is

needless to speak with Mr. Edmundson's book and the reviews
Of course Mr.
thereon so fresh in the reader's recollection.

Edmundson has

overshot himself and proved too

much

;

as, for

instance, in this discovery (almost as grotesque as Vondel's description of the Metamorphosis itself) of Milton's plagiarism from

him

of Satan's transformation into a serpent

:

His visage drawn he felt too sharp and spare,
His arms clung to his ribs, his legs entwining
Each other, till, supplanted, down he fell
A monstrous serpent on his belly prone. Paradise Lost,

x.

511-14.
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Which,' says Mr. Edmundson,
original in Vondel's lines
'

'

will

be clearly seen to have

its

'

:

That bright face to cruel snout,
The teeth to fangs sharpened for gnawing steel,
The feet and hands to fourfold claws, the skin
Of pearl}' fairness to a dusky hide
The back, with bristles rough, two dragon wings
;

In short, the Archangel,

Spreads forth.

All angels honoured,

A

medley

is

whom

but now

transfigured quite

of seven beasts, each horrible.

If such a grotesque metamorphosis was to be described in
detail at all, could it conceivably be more differently described ?
Or is it conceivable that Miltofi should have been such a klepto-

maniac chiffonier as to rake up such rubbish ?
But what are we to say to this, that Mr. Swinburne has called
the most inexplicable coincidence in the whole range of literature,' between the lines in Lycidas,' written in 1637
'

'

:

Fame

the spur that the clear spirit doth raise
That last infirmity of noble minds
is

;

and these

lines in the tragedy of

*

John van Olden Barnavelt,'

Sir

written fifteen years earlier (in 1622)

:

Read but o'er the stories
Of men most famed for courage and for counsel,

And you

shall find that the desire for glory

(That last infirmity of noble minds)
Was the last frailty wise men e'er put
'

May

off.

there not possibly,' asks Mr. Swinburne,

*

be some Italian

original, as yet undiscovered, of the famous line, which must have
struck every reader of the passage above cited with instant and

astonished recognition
line is in Tacitus :

'

?

Etiam sapientibus cupido

But surely the

glorias

original of the

novissima exuitur.

Tacitus, Hist.

famous

iv. 6.

In Montaigne, too, you find the same sentiment, more diffusely
expressed, buttressed by a quotation from Augustin
:

And of men's unreasonable humours it seemeth that the best philosophers do
more slowly and more unwillingly clear themselves of this [thirst for fame] than
It is the most peevish, the most froward, and the most obstinate of
of another.
all infirmities.

DC

'

Quiaetlam bene proficientes animos tentare noncessat.'

Augustin,

Civ. Dei. v. 14.

In Tacitus also

is

to

be found the original of that couplet of
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not

for forgetting, or

:

Forgiveness to the injured doth belong,
ne'er pardon who have done the wrong,

But they

Or, as
t

George Herbert has

Proprium humani

observes Tacitus,

ingenii

*

it,

est

The

offender never pardons.'

odisse quern

Iceseris,'

somewhere

who might

happy and hackneyed

also perhaps claim priority for the
*
phrase of Disraeli's, conspicuous by their
'

76) we read

Sed prcefulgebant
Cassius atque Brutus, eo ipso quod effigies eorum non visebantur.'
Another verse of Dryden's, known to all Lord Macaulay's school-

absence.'

boys

In the 'Annals

(iii.

'

:

:

A fiery

soul, which, working out its way,
Fretted the pigmy body to decay,
And o'er-informed the tenement of clay,

is

paralleled closely by these passages in Shakespeare and Fuller

:

The incessant care and labour of his mind
Hath wrought the mure that should confine it in
So thin that life looks through and will break out.

Henry

IV.,

ii.,

Act

iv. Sc. iv.

He was one of a lean body and visage, as if his eager soul, biting for anger at
the clog of his body, desired to fret a passage through it. Fuller's Life of Duke
D'Alva.
I suppose it is through a mere, though a strange, coincidence
that Swift and Schiller infer in the same words the beneficence of
'
It is impossible,' says Swift, * that
its universality.
so
so
natural,
necessary, so universal as death should ever
anything
have been designed by Providence as an evil to mankind.' ' Death

death from

cannot be an

evil, for it is universal,' says Schiller.

is

Compare

with Zeno's quibbling and puerile syllogism
honourable ; but death is honourable therefore death

fine saying

'

:

:

is

this

No evil
not an

'
Judged by the aphorism that words are the counters of
wise men but the money of fools,' these Grecian sages, who blow

evil.'

such soap bubbles, would cut but a poor figure.
Talking of the use and abuse of words, the saying attributed
to Voltaire and to Talleyrand, that ' words were given us to conceal
our thoughts,' goes farther back than Goldsmith, to whom it has
'The true use of speech,' says Jack Spindle in

been traced.

Citizen of the World,' 'is not so much to express our
wants as to conceal them.' But Young before him had written

Goldsmith's

*

:

Where Nature's end of language is declined,
And men talk only to conceal their mind.
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And, before Young, South had preached, in one of his wittiest
sermons
:

In short, this seems to be the true inward judgment of all our politic sages,
that speech was given to the ordinary sort of men whereby to communicate their
mind, but to wise men whereby to conceal it.

Young, again, as well as Pope, has been anticipated by more
than one in his definition of Nature as the art of God
:

The course of Nature

is

the art of God.

*
Keligio Medici,'
says Sir Thomas Browne in his
all things are artificial, for Nature is the Art of God
words
which Hobbes has adopted unaltered in the first line of his intro'

In

brief,'

'

'

'

duction to

who

Leviathan.'

But, indeed, the definition

is

as old as

Those things which are said to be done by
Nature are indeed done by Divine Art.'
In depreciating a distinction of another kind between Art and
Nature, Burns has hit upon a happy illustration without a suspicion,
probably, of its having done duty more than once before in the
same service. His democratic sentiment
Plato,

*

says

:

The rank is but the guinea stamp
The man's the gowd for a' that
is
1

to be found in the

Plain Dealer
I

first

scene of the

first

;

act of Wycherley's

'
:

weigh the man, not

his title

;

'tis

not the King's stamp can

make the metal

better.

From Wycherley

Sterne probably stole

it

when

stealing is
in question, the presumption
always against Sterne, so bad is
'
his ( record.'
Honours, like impressions upon coin, may give an
to a bit of base metal ; but gold and silver
value
ideal and local
;

for,

is

will pass all the world over without any other recommendation
'
than their own weight,' he says in Tristram Shandy.'

Usually it is the last man with the least claim who is credited
with originating some wise or witty saying ; the image and superof the last king who has
scription of the current coin are those
'
re-minted it. Eochefoucauld's Lucretian cynicism, Dans Vadversite de

nos meilleurs amis nous trouvons toujours quelque

chose qui ne nous deplatt pas,' and his neat but inaccurate definition of hypocrisy as un hommage que le vice rend a la vertu, are
both to be found within a paragraph of each other in Montaigne's
'

essay

Of

Profit

and Honesty.' And in Fontenelle's

*

Dialogues of
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(Seneca and Marot) occurs Napoleon's aphorism, Du
sublime au ridicule il n'y a qu'un pas ; and before Napoleon,
Tom Paine, in a note at the close of the second part of his * Age

the Dead

'

*

'

of Eeason,' had said the same thing less epigrammatically

:

The sublime and the ridiculous are often so nearly related that it is difficult to
them separately. One step above the sublime makes the ridiculous, and one
step above the ridiculous makes the sublime again.
class

Again, Goldsmith's exquisitely expressed

And as a hare whom hounds and horns pursue
Pants to the place from whence at first she flew,
I still had hopes, my long vexations past,
Here to return, and die at home at last,

has replaced in quotation Waller's
I

would be glad to

die, like

the stag, where I was roused,

and Dryden's
The hare

Emblem

in pastures or in plains

of

human

life,

who

is

found

:

runs the round,

And, after all his wandering ways are done,
His circle fills, and ends where he begun,
Just as the setting meets the rising sun.

On

the other hand, Dryden's
For those, whom God to

He

fits

and

for fate

first

ruin has designed,
destroys the mind,

has not supplanted our old friend Quern Deus vult perdere prius
dementat, though this is but a Latin translation in an edition of

Euripides of the line
0ebs 6f\fi diro\e'<rai irpur' airo<f>pfvfi.

But the happiest of
song To Celia,' which,

all

plagiarisms perhaps

is

Ben

Jonson's

Mr. Symonds and others have shown,
has been pieced together exquisitely out of the ' Love Letters of
'

as

'

Philostratus

:

me only with thine eyes,
I will pledge with mine ;
leave a kiss but in the cup,

Drink to

And
Or

And
'Efiol
/urj

I'll

not look for wine.

8e (JLOvois irp6irivf rots ofifiaffiv
Se efj.fta\ovffa. vSaros

ei

Kal

irapaTr6\\vf, fj,6vov

<pi\THJ.a.T<av

rb

e/cirw/uo.

Kayser,

p. 355.

rots

,

1 sent thee late a rosy wreath,
Not so much honouring thee,

As giving

it

a hope that there
withered be.

It could not

Se /3ouAei. rdv

\ei\f <ri

fj.fv

olvov

irpotrtytpovaa. ir\iipov
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Tlfirofj.<pa ffoi

6fjievos

ffTfQavov ^dSwr, ov

rots {>6$ois

'Iva.

^

p.apav6fj.

ffe

TI/J.WV,

Kal rovro

/xej>

X aP

yap, a\\' auroTs if

l

~

Kayser, p. 343.

But them thereon didst only breathe,
And sentst it back to me
Since when it grows and smells, I swear,
Not of itself, but thee.
;

Et Se jSouAei TI
{>68(iii>

has

fj.6vov

aAAa

x ap' Cfff ^ al T^
l

<t>i\<f>

ical <rov.

Kayser,

hettywa. avrSiv avriirfn^/ov

JUTJK'TI

Trveovra

p. 358.

If Jonson has picked the roses out of Philostratus's garden, he
made the immortal wreath he has woven of them breathe only

of himself.

To come down to more obvious and audacious
property stolen

is

not, like plate,

thefts,

where the

put into the melting-pot and re-

a watch, is pocketed as it is. Here is a very famous
watch that has been so pocketed, and has only just stopped after
ticking from ten thousand pulpits for one hundred years. Paley's
watch was indisputably stolen from Nieuwentyt, the Dutch
cast, but, like

'

*

philosopher, as translated
parallel

passages show

by Chamberlayne,

as

the following

:

Over the face of the watch there is placed a glass, a material employed in
no other part of the work, but in the room of which, if there had been any other
than a transparent substance, the hour could not have been seen without opening
the case.

Paley's Evidences.

Over the hand there is placed a clear glass in the place of which, if there
were any other than a transparent substance, the hour could not have been seen
without opening the case.

Chamberlayne 's Translation of Nieuwentyt.

and unquestionable plagiarisms the most extraslight temptation to the theft is weighed
against its barefaced nature and its wide extent is that which
De Quincey has traced home to Coleridge. I do not think there

Of such

ordinary

is

very

literal

when the

much

in his discoveries
'

1st,

that the expression

l

insup-

portably advancing has been borrowed by Coleridge from Samson
'
'
2nd, that the Hymn to Chamouni is an expansion
Agonistes.'
'

subject by the German poetess,
of * The Ancient Mariner was
idea
Frederica Brun.
3rd, that the
'
from
Shelvocke's
derived
reference, in his Voyage Round the
of a short

poem upon the same

'

World,' to his lieutenant's morbid fancy that the long spell of foul

weather they had encountered was due to an albatross which had
persistently pursued the ship till it was at last shot by the monomaniac, without, however, the shot taking the desired effect upon
the weather. But what is to be said of this wholesale, cynical,

and senseless robbery ?
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'

Biographia Literaria occurs a dissertation upon the reciprocal relaand the Cogitare, that is, of the objective and the subjective, and
an attempt is made, by inverting the postulates from which the argument starts,
to show how each might arise as a product by an intelligible genesis, from the
This essay of Coleridge's is prefaced by a few words, in which, aware
other.

In the

'

tions of the Esse

;

.

.

.

of his coincidence with Schelling, he declares his willingness to acknowledge
himself indebted to so great a man, in any case where truth would allow him to

do so but, in this particular case, insisting on the impossibility that he could
have borrowed arguments which he had first seen some years after he had thought
out the whole hypothesis proprio marte. After this, what was my astonishment
to find that the entire essay, from the first word to the last, is a verbatim translation from Schelling, with no attempt in a single instance to appropriate the
;

.
paper, by developing the arguments or by diversifying the illustrations ?
Had, then, Coleridge any need to borrow from Schelling ? Did he borrow in
forma pauper is 1 Not at all ; there lay the wonder. He spun daily, and at all
.

.

amusement of his own activities, and from the loom of his own
magical brain, theories more gorgeous by far, and supported by a pomp and
luxury of images such as Schelling no, nor any German that ever breathed, not
Jean Paul could have emulated in his dreams. De Quincey's Works, vol. ii.,
hours, for mere

Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

Apropos of Coleridge, perhaps a parallelism between his description of atheism and that of Tennyson in one of his latest
*
poems, Despair,' is worth notice :
Have

I crazed myself over their horrible infidel writings ?

yes,

For these are the new dark ages, you see, of the popular press,
When the bat comes out of his cave, and the owls are whooping at noon,
And Doubt is the lord of this dunghill, and crows to the sun and moon.
Tennyson.

The owlet Atheism,
Sailing on obscene wings across the noon,
Drops his blue-fringed lids and shuts them close,
And, hooting at the glorious sun in heaven,
Cries out, Where is it 1
Coleridge.
'

'

I cannot conclude this rather bald

stolen goodsjustification
less

and desultory inventory of
more appropriately than by tracing back Prudhon's
of all robbery, 'La propriety c'est le volj to a no

who thus preaches
Superfluum quod tenes

sacred source than that of St. Ambrose,

the same principle in similar language,
tu furaris.'

'
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IN CASTLE DANGEROUS.
'

WHAT we

from most,' said the Spectre, when I had partly
fright, is a kind of aphasia.'
The Spectre was sitting on the armchair beside my bed in the
haunted room of Castle Dangerous.
suffer

recovered from

'

my

'

I don't know,' said I, as distinctly as the chattering of my
teeth would permit, ' that I quite follow you. Would you mind
excuse me handing me that flask which lies on the table near

you.

.

.

Thanks.'

.

The Spectre, without stirring,

so arranged the a priori sensuous
schemata of time and space * that the silver flask, which had been
well out of my reach, was in my hand.
I poured half the contents
into the cup and offered it to him.
*
No spirits,' he said curtly.
I swallowed eagerly the heady liquor, and felt a little more
like myself.
'

You were

complaining,'

I

remarked,

'

of

something like

'

aphasia ?
'

I was,'

he replied.

'

You know what aphasia is

in the

human

A

paralysis of certain nervous centres, which prevents the
patient, though perfectly sane, from getting at the words which
he intends to use, and forces others upon him. He may wish to

subject

?

observe that

it is

a fine morning, and

may

discover that his idea

has taken the form of an observation about the

Eoman

Calendar

under the Emperor Justinian. That is aphasia, and we suffer
from what, I presume, is a spiritual modification of that disorder.'
'
Yet to-night,' I responded, ' you are speaking like a printed
book.'
'

To-night,' said the Spectre, acknowledging the compliment
'
the conditions are peculiarly favourable.'

with a bow,
'

Not

*

And I am
Then you

'

find
'

to me,' I thought, with a sigh.
able to manifest myself with unusual clearness.'

are not always in such form
you in ? I inquired.
By no means,' replied the Spectre.

appear worth a cent.

Often I

am

am

privileged to

'

Sometimes I cannot
naked eye, and

invisible to the

* This article was
originally written for
is to Kant's Philosophy.

The reference

as I

'

'

Mind,' but the author changed his
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even quite indiscernible by any of the senses. Sometimes I can
only rap on the table, or send a cold wind over a visitor's face, or
at most pull off his bedclothes (like the spirit which appeared to
Caligula, and is mentioned by Suetonius) and utter hollow groans.'
'
That's exactly what you did,' I said, * when you wakened me.
I thought I should have died.'
*
*
It
I can't say how distressed I am,' answered the Spectre.
We don't
is just an instance of what I was trying to explain.

know how we

are going to manifest ourselves.'
Don't apologise,' I replied, * for a constitutional peculiarity.
To what do you attribute your success to-night ?
*

'

'

Partly to your extremely receptive condition, partly to the
whisky you took in the smoking-room, but chiefly to the magnetic

environment.'
'

'

'

Then you do not suffer at all from aphasia just now ?
Not a touch of it at this moment, thank you but, as a
;

we

rule,

do suffer horribly. This accounts for everything that you
embodied spirits find remarkable and enigmatic in our conduct.
We mean something, straight enough but our failure is in expresall

;

Just think

how

often you go wrong yourselves, though
a
have
brain
to play on, like the musician with a
your spirits
we
have
to
do
as well as we can without any such
Now
piano.
sion.

'

mechanical advantage as a brain of cellular tissue
here he sudtook
the
form
of
a
a
sack
white
with
black
over her
denly
lady
in
and
the
wainscot.
head,
disappeared

Excuse me,' he said a moment afterwards, quite in his ordinary voice, I had a touch of it, I fancy. I lost the thread of
my argument, and am dimly conscious of having expressed myself
in some unusual and more or less incoherent fashion.
I hope it
was nothing at all vulgar or distressing ?
Nothing out of the way in haunted houses, I assure you,' I
'

*

'

*

*

merely a white lady with a black sack over her head.'
'Oh, that was it,' he answered with a sigh; 'I often am
afflicted in that way.
Don't mind me if I turn into a luminous

replied,

boy, or a very old

man

in chains, or a lady in a green gown and
or
a
headless
high-heeled shoes,
horseman, or a Mauth hound, or
of
that
sort.
are
all quite imperfect
anything
They
expressions

of our nature,
symptoms, in short, of the malady I mentioned.'
'
Then the appalling manifestations to which you allude are
not the apparitions of the essential ghost ? It is not in those

forms that he appears

among

his friends ?

'
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Certainly not,' said the Spectre, and it would be very promotive of good feeling between men and disembodied spirits if
'

'

'

were more generally known. I myself
Here he was interrupted by an attack of spirit rappings. A
brisk series of sharp faint taps, of a kind I never heard before,
resounded from all the furniture of the room.* While the disturbance continued, the Spectre drummed nervously with his
The sounds ended as suddenly as they had
fingers on his knee.
It is a thing I am subject
begun, and he expressed his regrets.
nervous, I believe, but, to persons unaccusto,' he remarked
this

'

'

;

tomed
*

to

alarming.'
It is rather alarming,' I admitted.

A

it,

but you are now able to judge,
from the events of to-night, how extremely hard it is for us, with
the best intentions to communicate coherently with the embodied
world.
Why, there is the Puddifant ghost in Lord Puddifant's
he has been trying for generations to inform
family, you know
'

mere stammer,' he went on

'

;

:

his descendants that the drainage of the Castle is execrable.

Yet

he can never come nearer what he means than taking the form of
a shadowy hearse-and-four and driving round and round Castle

And

old Lady Wadham's ghost, what a
She merely desires to remark that the

Puddifant at midnight.
sufferer that

woman

is

!

family diamonds, lost many years ago, were never really taken
abroad by the valet and sold. He only had time to conceal them
in a secret drawer behind the dining-room chimneypiece.
Now
she can get no nearer expressing herself than producing a spirited
imitation of the music of the bagpipes, which wails up and down
the house, and frightens the present Sir Robert Wadham and his
people nearly out of such wits as a county family may possess.

And

that's the

way with almost

all

of us

:

there

is

literally

no con-

nection (as a rule) between our expressions and the things we
intend to express. You know how the Psychical Society make
quite a study of Rappings, and try to interpret them by the alphabet ? Well, these, as I told you, are merely a nervous symptom,

The only spectres,
annoying, no doubt, but not dangerous.
almost, that manage to hint what they really mean are Banshees.'
'
They intend to herald an approaching death ? I asked.
'

*

They

do,

and abominably bad taste I call
life, and then I doubt

neglected to insure his
*

A

similar

phenomenon

Undiscovered Country.'

is

it,

unless a

if a

man

has

person of honour

mentioned in Mr. Howell's learned

treatise

'

An
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of information from

make use

from that quarter. Banof
attached
and anxious old family
the
shees are chiefly
spectres
and
lower
of
the
orders,
completely destitute of
nurses, women
I call a Banshee rather a curse than a boon and a blessing
tact.
could

to

men.

Like most old family servants, they are apt to be pre-

suming.'
It occurred to

me

that the complacent Spectre himself was not

an unmixed delight to the inhabitants of Castle Dangerous, or at
least to their guests, for they never lay in the Green Chamber
themselves.

Can nothing be done,' I asked sympathetically, to alleviate
the disorders which you say are so common and distressing ?
'

'

'

The

*
system of spiritual physic,' replied the Spectre, is
in
the
has
almost ceased
obsolete, and
particular,
holy-water cure,
to number any advocates, except the Eev. Dr. F. G. Lee, whose
books,' said this candid apparition, 'appear to me to indicate
'

old

No, I don't know that any new discosuperstitious credulity.
in
this branch of therapeutics.
made
have
In the
been
veries
like putting
last generation they tried to bolt me with a bishop
:

a ferret into a rabbit-warren, you know.
Nothing came of that,
the
and lately
Psychical Society attempted to ascertain my weight

But they prescribed nothing, and
nervous that I was rapping at large, and knocking furniture about for months. The fact is that nobody understands the complaint, nor can detect the cause that makes the ghost
of a man who was perfectly rational in life behave like an uneduby an ingenious mechanism.

made me

feel so

cated buffoon afterwards.

The

real reason, as I

have tried to

a solution of continuity between subjective
the side of the spectre, and objective expresand
will
on
thought
confound it
sion of them
explain to you,

is

'

Here the sound of heavy feet was heard promenading the
room, and balls of incandescent light floated about irresolutely,
accompanied by the appearance of a bearded man in armour.
The door (which I had locked and bolted before going to bed)
kept opening and shutting rapidly, so as to cause a draught, and
my dog fled under the bed with a long low howl.
'I do' hope,' remarked the Spectre presently, ' that these
interruptions (only fresh illustrations of our malady) have not
frightened your dog into a fit. I have known very valuable and

attached dogs expire of mere unreasoning terror on sim^ar unfortunate occasions.'
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1

I'm sure I don't wonder at

is still alive
1

;

it,'

I replied

*
;

but I believe Bingo

him scratching himself.'
examine him ? asked the Spectre.

in fact, I hear

Would you

like to

'

Oh, thanks, I am sure he is all right,' I answered (for nothing
would have induced me to get out of bed while he
was in the room). * Do you object to a cigarette ?'
*
Not at all, not at all ; but Lady Dangerous, I assure you,
1

in the world

is

a very old-fashioned chatelaine.

However,

if

you choose

to

'

risk it

I found my cigarette case in my hand, opened it, and selected
one of its contents, which I placed between my lips. As I was
looking round for a match-box, the Spectre courteously put his
forefinger to the end of the cigarette, which lighted at once.
*
*
Perhaps you wonder,' he remarked, why I remain at Castle
Dangerous, the very one of all my places which I never could bear
while I was alive as you call it?'
'
1 had a delicacy about asking,' I answered.
1
<
Well,' he continued, I am the Family Genius.'
i
I might have guessed that,' I said.
He bowed and went on.
It is hereditary in our house, and I
hold the position of Genius till I am relieved. For example,
when the family want to dig up the buried treasure under the old
bridge, I thunder and lighten and cause such a storm that they
'

desist.'
'

*

Why

'

What

'

It seems hardly
on earth do you do that ? I asked.
worth while to have a Genius at all.'
'
In the interests of the family morality. The money would soon
on
the turf, and on dice, drink, &c., if they excavated it ; and
go
then I work the Curse, and bring off the Prophecies, and so forth.'
'

prophecies ?
Oh, the rigmarole the old family seer came out with before
they burned him for an unpalatable prediction at the time of
'

He was

very much vexed about it, of course, and he
any nonsense of a disagreeable nature that came
You know what these Crofter fellows are unHe had been in receipt of outdoor
grateful, vindictive rascals.
" When the
relief for years.
Well, he prophesied stuff like this
owl and the eagle meet on the same blasted rowan tree, then a
lassie in a white hood from the east shall make the burn of Crosscleugh run fall red," and drivel of that insane kind. Well, you
can't think what trouble that particular prophecy gave me.
It

the

'15.

just prophesied
into his head.

:
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and I brought

had to be
it off

fulfilled, of course, for the family credit,
as near as, I flatter myself, it could be done.'

telling me about it last night,' I said,
was a horrible affair.'
1
But how I am
Yes, no doubt, no doubt a cruel business
to manage some of them I'm sure 7 don't know.
There's one of
them in rhyme. Let me see, how does it go ?
'

Lady Dangerous was

with a shudder.

'

It

!

;

When

Mackenzie

the perilous ha',
shall craw,
ere the day shall daw,

lies in

The wild Eed Cock on the roof

And
And
*

the lady shall flee
the laird shall girn in the deed man's thraw.

The " crowing

of the wild

Eed Cock " means

that the Castle

be burned down, of course (I'm beginning to know his style
this
by
time), and the lady is to elope, and the laird that's Lord
"
"
that is the
Dangerous is to expire in the deed man's thraw
shall

:

the old people give the Secret Eoom. And all this is to
happen when a Mackenzie, a member of a clan with which we are

name

at feud, sleeps in the

By

Haunted Chamber

your name ?'
know what made me reply

the way, what

where we are just now.

is

*

Allan Mackenzie.' It was
not
it
was
but
true,
politic.
*
*
said the Spectre, eagerly.
Here's a chance
I
By Jove
don't suppose a Mackenzie has slept here for those hundred years.
And now, how is it to be done ? Setting fire to the Castle is
here I remembered how he had lighted my cigarette
simple
*
but who on earth is to elope with Lady Dangerous ? She's fifty
if she's a day, and evangelical a tout casser
Oh no ; the thing
It really must be put off to another
is out of the question.
generation or two. There is no hurry.'
He was clearly a being of extraI felt a good deal relieved.
and
for
might,
anything I knew, have made me
ordinary powers,
run away with Lady Dangerous. And then, when the pangs of
remorse began to tell on her ladyship, never a very lively woman
at the best of times
However, the Spectre seemed to have
I don't

'

!

!

'

!

thought better of it.
*
Don't you think it is rather hard on a family,' I asked, to
have a Family Genius, and Prophecies, and a Curse, and
And everything handsome about them,' he interrupted me
by exclaiming; 'and you call yourself a Mackenzie of Megasky
What has become of family pride ? Why, you yourselves have
Gruagach of the Eed Hand in the hall, and he, I can tell you, is
*

'

'

!
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a very different sort of spectre from me. Pre-Christian, you
know one of the oldest ghosts in Eoss-shire. But as to " hard
on a family," why, noblesse oblige.'
'

Considering that you are the Family Genius, you don't seem

to have brought them much luck,' I put in, for the house of
Dangerous is neither rich in gold nor very well preserved in
reputation.
*

Yes, but just think what they would have been without a
Family Genius, if they are what they are with one
Besides, the
Prophecies are really responsible,' he added, with the air of one
!

who

*

says

I

have a partner

Do you mind

Mr. Jorkins.'

me

'

I asked eagerly.
What
the mystery of the Secret Chamber I mean the room whither
the heir is taken when he comes of age, and he never smiles again,
'

telling

one thing

'

?

is

'

nor touches a card except at baccarat ?
1
said the Spectre.
Never smiles again
'

*

\

Doesn't he

?

Are

'

you quite certain that he ever smiled before ?
This was a new way of looking at the question,
disconcerted me.

and rather

know the Master of Dangerous before he came of
I have been here for a week, and watched him
but
age,' said I,
Lord
and
Dangerous, and I never observed a smile wander over
And yet little Tompkins' (he was the chief social
their lips.
'
of
the
buffoon
hour) has been in great force, and I may say
that I myself have occasionally provoked a grin from the good'

I did

not
*

natured.'

'That's just

it,'

said the Spectre.

no sense of humour, never had.
myself.

Even

in Scotland, even

I

'The Dangerouses have

am

entirely destitute of it
this
here,
family failing has

been remarked been the subject, I may say, of unfavourable
comment. The Dangerous of the period lost his head because he
did not see the point of a conundrum of Macbeth's. We felt,
some time in the fifteenth century, that this peculiarity needed to
be honourably accounted for, and the family developed that story

There is
of the Secret Chamber, and the Horror in the house.
a
neither
in
the
chamber
idiot
whatever,
family
aged
nothing
three hundred years, nor a skeleton, nor the Devil, nor a wizard,
nor missing title-deeds. The affair is a mere formality to account
creditably for the fact that we never see anything to laugh at,

never see the joke. Some people can't see ghosts, you know'
(lucky people thought I), and some can't see jokes.'
'

!

'
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very disappointing,' I said.
*
the truth often is. Did
I can't help it,' said the Spectre ;
haunted
house in Berkeley
of
the
you ever hear the explanation
'

This

is

'

'

Square

?

was heard to ring thrice with terrific
vehemence, and on rushing to the fatal scene they found him
*

Yes,' said

I.

'

The

bell

beautiful in death.'
*
The lease and furniture were
replied the Spectre.
the house nor sell the
to
underlet
not
who
was
old
left to an
lady,
Street which
in
Albemarle
of
her
own
a
had
house
She
things.
'

'

Fudge

!

she preferred, and so the house in Berkeley Square was never let
The house was
That's the whole affair.
till the lease expired.
conceive
no
reason for the
economists
could
and
political
empty,

waste of rent except that

it

was haunted.

The

rest

was

all

'

Jimmy
'

*

'

Oh, Jimmy was in it, was he ? I interrupted.
"
I mean, all Miss Broughton's imagination, in Tales for Christ-

mas Eve."

He had

evidently got on his hobby, and was beginning to be
The contempt which a genuine old family ghost
mere
for
has
parvenus and impostors is not to be expressed in
rather tedious.

words apparently, for Mauth hounds, of prodigious size and blackness, with white birds, and other disastrous omens, now began to
display themselves profusely in the Haunted Chamber. Accustomed

had become to regard all these appearances as mere automatic
symptoms, I confess that I heard with pleasure the crow of a

as I

distant cock.
'

You have

most agreeable,
you will pardon
Don't let

enabled

me

to pass a

most instructive evening,

*
too, I am sure,' I remarked to the Spectre, but
for observing that the First Cock has gone.

me
me make you

too late for

any appointment you may

have about this time

anywhere.'
'
Oh, you still believe in that old superstition about cock-crow,
do you ? he sneered. * I thought you had been too well educated.
" It faded on the
crowing of the cock," did it, indeed, and that in
'

Denmark

too,

almost within the Arctic Circle

!

Why,

in those

high latitudes, and in summer, a ghost would not have an hour
to himself on these principles.
Don't you remember the cock
Lord Dufferin took north with him, which crowed at sunrise, and
ended by crowing without intermission and going mad, when the
sun did not set at all ? You must observe that any rule of that
24
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about cock-crow would lead to shocking irregularities, and
an early-closing movement for spectres in summer, which
would be ruinous to business simply ruinous and, in these days
sort

to

of competition, intolerable.'
This was awful, for I could see no

He might stay to
By the way,'
*

now

just

?

It is

Cock crows."
*

way

of getting rid of him.

breakfast, or anything.

he asked, ' who does the Cock at the Lyceum
a small but very exacting part " Act I. scene 1.

'

Mr. Irving has engaged a

real fowl, to crow at the
*
the
I
said.
He is always very
scenes,'
right
" The
these
about
details.
too.
Quite
particular
right
Cock, by
kind permission of the Aylesbury Dairy Company," is on the bills.'
I knew nothing about it, but if this detestable Spectre wa s

I believe

moment behind

going to launch out about art and the drama there would be no
sleep for

me.

Then the glow-worm,' he

*

*

said

" business "
for the Ghost's
(Act

I.

have they a

scene 5)

real

when he

glow-worm,
says ?

Fare thee well at once,

The glow-worm shows the matin to be

And

'gins to pale his ineffectual

near,

fire.

Did it ever strike you how inconsistent that is ? Clearly the
ghost appeared in winter ; don't you remember how they keep
complaining of the weather ?
For

this relief

The

air bites

much thanks

;

'tis

bitter cold,

and
shrewdly

:

it is

very cold.

and then they go on about the glow-worms in the neighbourhood

Most incongruous. How does Furnival take
tion by Middleton ?

it ?

An

!

interpola-

'

I don't like to be rude, but I admit that I hate being bothered
about Shakspeare, and I yawned.
*
Good-night,' he said snappishly, and was gone.

Presently I heard

him

again, just as I was dropping into a

doze.
*

will

You

won't think, in the morning, that this was all a dream,
Can I do anything to impress it on your memory ?

you ?
Suppose I

shrivel your left wrist with a touch of
hand ? Or
"
" a sable score of
burned on the table ?
fingers four
Something of that sort is usually done.'
shall I leave

my
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'
I'm sure Lady
Ob, pray don't take the trouble,' I said.
Dangerous would not like to have the table injured, and she
As for myself, I'll
might not altogether believe my explanation.
be content with your word for it that you were really here. Can
*

bury your bones for you, or anything ? Very well, as you must
be off, good-night
'
'
No, thanks,' he replied.
By the way, I've had an idea about
my apparitions in disguise. Perhaps it is my " Unconscious
Self" that does them. You have read about the " Unconscious
I

'

!

Self "in the "Spectator"?'

Then he

really went.

A

nun, in grey, who moaned and wrung her hands, remained
in the room for a short time, but was obviously quite automatic.
I slept till

the hot water was brought in the morning.
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SOME FAROE NOTES.
THOUGH not more than two hundred miles from the most northerly
point of the Shetlands, the Faroe Isles are for purposes of business
and communication as distant from Great Britain as the Cape of
Good Hope or Australia. On an average there is a mail steamer
from Copenhagen to Thorshavn (the capital of the Faroes) once a
month. This steamer always calls at Leith on its way, and thus
constitutes the mail and passenger connecting link with the isles.
But apart from it there is no way of reaching Faroe except by
yacht, or a trading schooner from Liverpool, the Orkneys, or
Bergen in Norway. No wonder, therefore, that in these bleak
but curiously interesting northern islands a tourist is still held
in regard less for the money in his pocket than for the novelty
of his person, and the stock of strange ideas and personal effects
which may accompany him. In some years not a single visitor of
any nationality except the Danish comes into the island. Ordinarily, however, one, two, or three Englishmen arrive, with their
guns and fishing rods, and settle down much as they would settle

on the island of Juan Fernandez, content with the gifts of nature
and a total abstention from the luxuries and conveniences of
civilisation.
For weeks they are not bored with letters or English
newspapers ; for weeks they are among a people as primitive as
any in Europe, who speak a language peculiar to themselves, who
catch and eat whales when they can, and among whom, from time
immemorial, serious crime (such as murder and adultery) has had
no place. And, be the weather ever so mild and unsettled, the
Faroe fogs ever so persistent, it will be odd if these two or three
Englishmen leave the island eventually without a pang of regret.
They may have caught few trout worth the catching, shot nothing
but a score of snipe and oyster-catchers (with, maybe, one hare, out
of season, for which they have had to pay a fine of six shillings),
and never set foot upon one of Faroe's little mountains, ribbed
with snow even in August ; but they will think with regret of the
rare tranquillity of the life, its healthiness, and the genial kindnesses of the simple but more than hospitable inhabitants of the
isles.

The Faroes

are

made up

of

some twenty-three

islands

and
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From extreme
islets, of which only seventeen are inhabited.
north to south they measure about sixty miles, with a breadth of
about forty. It is so rarely that an Englishman has any idea of
the dimensions of the different islands that I may, perhaps, be
forgiven a short category, affording this information.

The Danish administration

divides the Faroes into six syssels
is a sysselmand or provincial

or provinces, over each of which

judge and revenue

The northern

officer.

syssel embraces the

most northerly of the isles, Fugloe, two miles long by two broad ;
Svinoe,
Widbroe,
Bordoe, 11 x 5
Kunoe,

4x3;

8x3;

;

x If; Kalsoe, 10 x 1^-; Osteroe, the second largest of the
The
isles, is about 19 x 10, and constitutes a syssel by itself.
Stromoe syssel includes Stromoe as chief island, 25 x 7 ; Naalsoe,
7

a picturesque rock which protects Thorshavn on the east, 5 miles
by 1 ; Hestoe, 3 x f ; and Kolter, 2 x f . Waagoe, 1 2 miles by
6|, gives its

name

the westernmost

which includes also Myggenoes,
and the rocky islets of Tindholm

to another syssel,
isle,

3^ x 2

;

Sandoe, south of Stromoe, gives the name to
the fifth syssel. Sandoe is 12 x 4; with it are included the
islands of Skuoe, 3x1^; and Store Dimon (the Great Diamond),
2 x ^f. Lastly 'is the Suderoe syssel, including Suderoe, the

and Graasholm.

17 x 5; and Lille Dimon (the Little
a
circular
islet
about two-thirds of a mile in diameter.
Diamond),
To this may be added the celebrated Monk Rock, three miles

southernmost island,

south of Suderoe, which, until a few months ago, lifted its eighty
Now, however, the danger of
its isolated breakers is increased
by the downfall of its pinnacle ;
and its site is mainly discoverable by the disturbed state of the
feet of basalt above the sea level.

sea in its vicinity.

Faroe, like the rest of the world, has had its human vicissiThe earliest known inhabitants of the isles were certain

tudes.

who migrated thither from Scotland ; and in truth they
could not have chosen a spot more likely to favour their taste for
But in course of time, the Vikings, who ravaged all
retirement.
hermits

the northern seas, touched at Faroe, attracted thither, it is said,
by the multitudes of wild sheep about its rocks ; and then the
hermits withdrew in search of less troubled regions. For a
all history of the isles subsequently is mythological.
But,
with the advent of Harold Harfager to the throne of Norway, it
becomes again veracious. The severity of this king drove many

while

of his subjects out of his kingdom, and

some of these by accident
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or design reached the Faroes.
They initiated the heroic epoch in
the history of the isles ; when such famous old warriors as Thrond,

and Beiner, and the other
and
And it was to
fighting men.
Goteskoegger were living
Thrond and his contemporaries that Faroe was indebted for the
maintenance and establishment of law and order in the isles. But
in 1024 certain of the headmen made overtures to the then ruler

Sigmund, Sigmund's

sons, Brexer

of Norway, Olaf the Holy ; and, in spite of all Thrond's endeavours,
a few years later Faroe was definitely annexed to Scandinavia. It
was not, however, until 1815 that, by the treaty of Kiel, the
islands passed to the kingdom of Denmark, of which they now

form a part, and a valuable link between the northern country
and Iceland and Greenland, its more northern dependencies. The
name Faroe is generally supposed to derive from the Scandinavian
4
so-called from the number of wild sheep originally
faar,' a sheep
on the

Far

isles.

Isles

fjern, far,

:

But

others hold the

name

to

be indicative of the
from fjoern or
;

the Ultima Thule of a certain epoch
or remote.

As for the population of the Faroes, it may be considered large
in proportion to the scanty resources of the isles.
In 1850 it was
9,150; in 1860, 8,922; in 1874, 10,500; and in 1884, 11,220,
or exactly 22 per square mile.
Thorshavn, the capital, with five
or six hundred inhabitants in 1874, has now about a thousand,
and its numbers continue to increase rapidly. Here may be found

the representatives of most branches of simple commerce and for
the advantage of the richer Faroese and strangers, the woodturner
;

of the place is willing to turn his back on his lathe, and play
the part of hairdresser. But elsewhere than in Thorshavn, the
Faroese are robustly self-dependent. For almost everything of

domestic use or consumption, save foreign produce, they rely upon
themselves, their neighbours, their flocks and cattle, and the ever-

generous sea close at hand.
All the Faroes are extremely rocky.
available or even possible landing-place

town

;

So much
is

so that every

the nucleus of a

little

hardly a hundred yards of level
Not a tree helps to soften the rigour of a

and in the interior there

is

ground anywhere.
Faroe spring or winter. White boulders strew the land, which,
where it is not laboriously brought into a rude state of cultivation,
is covered with purple heather, moss, shingle, strata of porphyry
A peculiar kind of firm
or basalt, and bogs of varying depth.
reddish grass on the mountain sides gives good feeding to the
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equally hardy in winter and
and
potatoes, rye,
barley which are the chief
artificial products of the isles suffer the good and bad fortune
which is the speculative lot of such produce in the Northern
Hebrides and elsewhere.
In truth their coastI have said that the Faroes are rocky.
line in parts may be termed stupendous.
Mylhing Head, for
of
the
extreme
northern
Stromoe, consists of a
instance,
cape
number of remarkable forbjerge, or headlands, falling two thousand feet sheer into the sea ; some even overhanging, so that a
stone dropped from the summit may be watched until it is too
small to be seen. Elsewhere are walls or fissures a thousand and
twelve hundred feet high, at one time split from the mainland ;
and the sea breaks and surges into these awful channels with
weird and stunning reverberations.
Yet a Faroe fowler will
descend here fearlessly, and, with his net, trap hundreds of
puffins in a day.
Perhaps the most eccentric rock-conformation
in all the isles is to be found at the southern extremity of Kunoe.
Here are mountains of all conceivable shapes, their sides sunk in
the sea seen under a clear sky, when their grotesque outlines
This
are shown forth minutely, they will not soon be forgotten.
island Kunoe, and its neighbour Kalsoe, are in reality nothing
but two parallel ridges of mountain summits upheaved above the
sea-level, fifteen hundred to two thousand feet in height, and
sinking abruptly everywhere except in two or three places. These
exceptional perches give living-space and sustenance to their few
In all its eleven or twelve square miles of area,
inhabitants.
Kunoe, for instance, has in cultivation only about seventy marks
(a mark is twelve hundred and ninety-six square yards), and
Kalsoe, with fifteen square miles, under a hundred marks. The
landing at Mygledahl, Kalsoe's chief colony, has to be accomThe village huddles on a terrace of rock
plished as best it may.
feet
above
the
sea-level, and the boats are pulled up from
many
the surf and let down thereinto mechanically.
It may be wondered how these extraordinarily barren isles can
support a population of eleven thousand people, and support them
without stint. But, to apply a Faroe proverb, He is a foolish
mouse that has but one hole.' The Faroese do not rely on their

Faroe sheep and horses; and

summer.

it is

The

:

*

fishing or their crops singly, though the former seldom if ever
fails to be remunerative.
They are notorious for the excellence

of their hosiery.

'

Foerja uld er Fcerja guld

'

(Faroe wool

is

gold
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And by export, a considerable revenue comes to the
from the Faroe sheep, whose mutton, however, thanks to

to Faroe).
isles

an execrable custom of killing according to seniority,, is not good.
But there is also a speculative element in the prosperity of the
Faroes which has probably some beneficial influence upon the
wits of the people.
Besides their kine, their grass and cereals,
their wool, skins, and codfish (the staple fish), the whales have to
come into count. And whereas in one year a couple of thousand
of the grind (as they are called) may be driven to their deaths
up one or other of the different sounds, in the succeeding year a
'

*

couple of hundred only are killed.

So important is the whaling
The
of the community.
every
or
on
a
look
to
their
sysselmen,
provincial judges,
percentage

industry that

it affects

member

capture as a matter-of-fact addition to the small stipend allowed
The parish priest has his legal
by the Danish Government.
share also, as a matter of course (one-thirtieth of every catch

within his

district),

and even the Crown

itself

does not disdain to

participate in the profit
receiving a share equal to that of the
This
is
For not only will an average
considerable.
priest.
profit
'

'

yield in oil alone about thirty gallons, worth perhaps
forty-five shillings, but will furnish sufficient food for a Faroe

grind

household for weeks. Each whale is worth in all about 31. 7s. 6d.
It will be seen, therefore, that Faroe may well be grateful to the
ocean which surrounds the isles. Ever since records were kept
at Thorshavn (i.e. since 1584) nearly 120,000 of these 'grind'
have been slaughtered in the isles ; and to this day the whales,
with predictions about the luck or ill-luck of the actual season,
furnish the most exciting topics of talk in Faroe.
A Faroeman

From the

swears by the oil-whale as a Switzer by his cow.
intestines of the sea-animal to the

very
spek of it, nothing is
be melted down and exported

oil,

fat, or

'

'

The fat in particular may
as train-oil, eaten in a solid and raw state, salted and served like
fat bacon, spread on the rye-bread which the Faroese commonly
use, as a substitute for butter, or given to the sickly ones among
wasted.

them

and it is probable that in this
from making a wry face, will
and petition for a little more. So oddly do

as equivalent for codliver oil
the invalid, so far

last instance

smack

his or her lips

;

and customs differ.
But besides the whales and common fish, I must not forget
the sea birds as an article of food. Throughout the month of
August the Faroe fowlers are hard at work snaring these by the

tastes
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A

party of twelve men, working in combination
and rotation, will net between three and four thousand of them
in a day, valued at a penny apiece.
And, a little later in the
season, you may see these birds hanging by hundreds at a time
in Faroe outhouses, there to dry after a fashion for future con-

A native Faroese would consider he was dining
on
half a dozen of these shrivelled anatomies stewed
luxuriously
or baked in whale-fat.
But, even apart from the whale liqueur,'
to a stranger the birds do not especially recommend themselves.
The manner in which a Faroe fowler goes to work is rather
He has primarily to consider the wind, inasmuch as
interesting.
this is the chief assistant force which he presses into his service.
If the wind be favourable, he takes his long net, mounted on a
stout wooden handle and frame, and goes to that particular cleft
or crevice in the sea-rocks which he knows to offer a chance of
Down here he carefully clambers, until he finds good
sport.
standing and working room where the birds are bustling past him
It is then a matter of muscles and routine. By
before the wind.
the
passage with his net he inevitably catches all the
barring
sumption.

'

birds that continue their flight through the rift ; and his attributes then must be mainly those of strength and endurance. Of

course, not everywhere can a fowler attain to his perch by the
Infinite pluck and nerve are both necesexclusive use of his legs.
sary.

And

so honourable a calling in

youth

is

that of a fowler

may hear grave and grey men of means and
with
position recounting
sparkling eyes the adventures of their
on
a rock, with an understood, if
such-and-such
younger days,
considered that you

not uttered, regret that such days are over and past for them. A
member of the Lagthing, or Faroe Parliament, was delighted, for
instance, to tell me the tale of some of his early tricks on the
rocks by Sandoe. A curious custom used to prevail here with
regard to the fowlers. If one of them, in the exercise of his

happened to slip, fall, and kill himself thereby, the body
was not recovered by his comrades. They probably looked upon
the accident as a visitation of God. Nowadays, they are more
enlightened, and therefore more humane.
vocation,

Of the Faroese themselves something must be
are

as kindly, open-hearted, honest,
human beings as the world contains.

said.

and hospitable a

Few

They
class of

of the vices or faults

of civilisation have yet found their way to the isles.
Even money
A Faroese will do for love what a
is not all-powerful in Faroe.
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handful of silver will not constrain him to do and more than
once I was met with simple but violent expostulation (short, and
indeed coarse) when I offered a man money in acknowledgment
:

We do not things in that
If
one
man.
have
way
you
money to spare, it is
do
but
it
not
to
me
not
me take it, for I
to
make
;
good,
try
give
will not.'
Nor was this the mere artifice of a rustic Tartuffe.
The ' crescendo of his voice was emphasised by the deepened red
of his face, and he walked away like a big child in a temper.
of self-sacrificial labour on
in Faroe

'

said

!

my

*

behalf.
*

'

Again, when away from Thorshavn, staying awhile at this or that
farmhouse in a distant part of the coast, if I wanted to return to
the capital, it was always probabfe that there would be some competition between the different able-bodied men of the village as
to which of them should make up the boat's crew to row me back.
They were willing to sacrifice their day's work at home, to undertake the labour which often develops into positive danger of a
row through the strong currents of the Faroe coastlines, and it
was understood that the passage was to be a free one for no

money consideration, that is. Of course the majority of the
Faroese will accept money when it is pressed upon them, but
never without a little argument, in which they put before you the
unwisdom of your exceeding lavishness. I lived three days in a
farmhouse, sleeping in the best bedroom, under the whitest,
lavender-scented feather-bed of the establishment, waited on with
infinite courtesy and kindness by every one in the place, and supplied with such dainties as made the children's big eyes grow
visibly bigger at sight of them (the dainties compounded especi-

me, the stranger), and at the end of the time I could
my hostess to take no more than five crowns of Danish
money, or rather under six shillings she was aghast at her
temerity as it was. Elsewhere no amount of entreaty will prevail
on a host to assess the money value of the hospitality he has
extended to his guest.
In person the Faroese are as a rule remarkably comely, and
this comeliness is even more noticeable in the men than the
women. Their outdoor life, on the sea and the hillsides, bronzes
them darkly and they are very strong, also a consequence of
Almost without exception they have lighttheir healthy lives.
coloured hair, beards curling to the front in a funny manner, and
ally for

induce

;

;

blue eyes. The description of these northern ladies in the Sagas
holds good to this day, but their beauty is much heightened by
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their white skin, and a profusion of long yellow hair, which not
seldom reaches to the waist or the knees, and is sometimes so

In figure the Faroese women
as children they are somewhat too
the maidens of the isles an artist might

dense as to cover the whole body.

Even

are not very graceful.

plump

though among

;

encounter several faces almost seraphic in their beauty and
There is no particular intellectual conflict up here
expression.
to line the foreheads of growing womanhood prematurely.
A
cynic or a misogynist would affirm that their very ignorance or
Be
stupidity was an element in the beauty of the Faroe girls.
that as

may, one

it

content that they are beautiful, and cares

is

not why.

A

characteristic of the Faroese is their peculiarly strong love
Not even education can abate this apparently.
If

for Faroe.

there

is

a

gloomy discontent

or ambition in the

soul it will

But in
surely manifest itself in the later school-time of a boy.
P'aroe the little boys who attend the Eoyal School are heart and
mind patriotic. One little boy, who could talk excellent English,
used to come and chatter to me sometimes on his way to and
from school ; and he humiliated me time after time with his sage
denunciations of the wickedness of the world outside Faroe. ' I
'
will never go away from Faroe,' he confessed to me, because here
I know that I am safe no one in Faroe commits any crime ; but
Of the magnificence of
if I once left it, I should not long live.'
London he had no communicable idea ; indeed, he did not think it
worth much reflection, but he impressed upon me again and
again that because there were so many people living all together
*
in the one place, its wickedness must be awful.
There is no
is the universal admission.
this
And
like
even old
Faroe,'
place
seamen who have tasted of the sweets of metropolitan life at
Greenwich, and touched at far-distant ports of luxury, return to
Faroe eventually, though from that time forward it be to hunger
after the flesh-pots of the Continent with a longing that gives
No doubt a more frequent communibitterness to their speech.
cation between Denmark and the isles would have some influence
in tincturing and perhaps corrupting this pure love of country
;

It is good to live in one's own land,
which now holds in Faroe.
these
be
it
islanders, and they act up to the
say
poor,'
though
*

spirit of their proverb.

It is well
localities in
is

known

the world.

thirty-six years

;

that the Faroes are

among the healthiest
The average duration of life in Denmark

but in Faroe

it is

forty-four

and a

half.

And
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it is

the rule rather than the exception in these northern isles for
more veterans who sit in the chimney-

a household to have one or

corner and sigh or smoke while they watch the flow of life around
them, but in which they can no longer take a lively part. A
Faroe historian records the case of one Magnussen who married at
the age of ninety, lived to see his wife become the mother of five
children, the youngest born when he was a hundred and three,

and who died at the age of a hundred and ten. And only the
other day I visited a well-to-do farmer of forty-five or fifty, whose
father had married a second time at the age of seventy-five, and
whose two boys, born subsequently, were brought forward for me

They were fine sturdy yolingsters, who made nothing of a
walk to school in Thorshavn of six miles over bleak mountain
sides, returning home in the evening.
Nevertheless, though so
favourable to longevity, the climate of Faroe by its excessive
dampness and its fogs seems to inoculate most people with the
most tenacious of colds. Be the weather what it may, sixty or
to see.

seventy per cent, of the inhabitants are sneezing, coughing, or
clearing their throats ; and the prevailing serious complaint seems
It is curious, moreover, that strangers
to be lung inflammation.

coming into the
dence do not at
able climate.

a prolonged stay or a permanent resiappreciably by the humid and changethe contrary, they are in better health than

isles

for

first suffer

On

But at the end of a few years they give way to the local
epidemic, and wheeze with the best acclimatised of the natives.
Formerly, when letters and books from Europe reached Faroe
only at long intervals, when the people were dependent on them-

usual.

selves for their education, and on their island traditions for their
wisdom, the same eccentric idea about the initiation of their colds
and coughs for the year was current in Faroe as in St. Kilda. The
'
first stranger of the year brought with him the
Krujm,' or cold-fit,
which afterwards ran its race through the islands. Nowadays,

such superstition is scouted by the educated Faroese, looked at
askant by the majority, and only favoured by the old crones.
Another result of the prevailing dampness is the difficulty of
getting and keeping anything in a state of dryness. Guns rust
British-made boots wear out
in a day, even in a warmed room.

with extraordinary rapidity. Clothes from the wash, unless conBiscuits and the
stantly aired, have a trick of adhering together.
are
soft
use
and
like
leather.
And most
in
flexible
bread
always
other things which ought to be crisp become thoroughly limp and
emasculated.

Nor

is

there a sufficiency of coal found in Faroe,
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usual to counteract this humidity by big
'
'
; the cutting of which
peats is

the national fuel

the chief industry of a large
are a lazy fuel.

When,

for

number

of the people ; and the peats
example, I used to come in from the

soaked with fog and rain, the only available drying process for my coat, trousers, &c., was to fold them to the size of the

hillsides

oven, put them in a baking-tin, and submit them to the mercy of
the hotel range. No wonder after a few treatments of this kind
the light-coloured fabric mellowed like a meerschaum pipe, and

got to be as redolent of peat-smoke as the ordinary rafters of a
Faroe kitchen. To this day the coat is marked indelibly with
it was dried in ; a certain number of precise
well
baked into it.
have
been
squares
The words ' hotel range used above must not deceive any one
into the belief that the capital of the Faroes is studded with
There is no such building throughout the isles. A
hotels.
stranger on his arrival will find himself in a sorry plight, or at
least an uncomfortable position, if he be unprovided with a letter
of introduction or identity. But, thus provided, he will be received
into the community as a member, and will be either installed
in the little back parlour of the one house which has provided
accommodation for English visitors during twenty years, or made
at home in the house of his acquaintance.
This one building,
which may be said to stand towards Thorshavn as an hotel, belongs
to an old lady of highly respectable birth, who, notwithstanding her
ninety-two years, will try to do personal honour to her guests,
and at other times her daughter, a lady connected with the highest
families in the land, will be constant and kind in her attendance.
The few English who have been domiciled here during the past
quarter of a century have all left a measure of personal flavour
behind them which has become as it were incorporated into the
atmosphere of the place. In a little dish on a chest of drawers in
the sitting-room are the visiting-cards of these sparse wanderers ;
mostly grimed with the dust and peat-smoke and vicissitudes of
many a year and thrice a score of different fingers and thumbs.
Again, in an album, its covers torn in their honour, also on the
chest of drawers, their photographs may be seen. And, as a
tribute to their worth, my landlady, who had also waited upon
them, was, for the first three weeks of my stay with her, effusive
of her tales about the virtues of Mr. So-and-so, about the luxurious impedimenta of Captain this, about Mr. Jones's extraordinary disregard for the weather, and Mr. Brown's remarkable

the size of the tin

'
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young ladies and until I was thoroughly
I had to submit to being called by
on
her
mind
well-impressed
the names of these favourite visitors of hers, whichever first came

love for the Thorshavn

;

This historical sitting-room looks immediately
brook which washes its base just before joining the
sea, and herein, at any hour of the day, combats the most exciting
might be witnessed between the different ducks on the stream
about the different cods' heads which littered the shallow bottom
to her tongue.

upon a

little

The bedroom attached to this sitting-room is
and
low, and, until one is accustomed to it, constant bumps
tiny
and bruises on the crown are the result of entering it. But time
*
remedies these trifles.
As for the eating and drinking in this Thorshavn house, there
For three crowns a day
is no lack of the wherewithal for either.
three
and
less
than
shillings
(rather
sixpence) the stranger may
in
the
meals
three
twenty-four hours over and above his
get
rooms and attendance. Eggs (of a flavour all their own), butter,
cheese, tinned meats, and Eutlej Pilsa (Faroe sausage), with
wheaten bread, coffee, and cream, will compose his breakfast. For
his dinner he may reckon upon exquisite soup of sago and milk,
raisins and cherries (imported, alas !) flavoured with Muscat and
sticks of cinnamon, beef or mutton, a whole chicken served in a
most artless way, a duck from the stream under his window, two
of the stream.

some unsurpassable trout, or a codfish, with a
and rhubarb jelly; and for drink a bottle of
Medoc or St. Julien, and coffee. While, for supper, chocolate,
with fish, butter, and cheese. The beef and mutton will probably
be found of leathery toughness, the chicken deficient in flesh and
taste, and the sea-fowl queer to a beginner ; but the man must
be pitiably dyspeptic or exacting who cannot live well and thankThe poorer Faroese eat ryefully for his money on the rest.
and
milk, wind-cured or salted beef
bread, barley-meal porridge
and mutton (cured in November and cut in the following summer),
or three sea-fowl,
pudding of meal

whale-meat, when they can get it, fresh and dried fish wholly
unseasoned, and cods' heads. But a stranger need have nothing
For his three and
to do with the cods' heads and blubber.
diem
he
on
the
best of everything
may rely
having
sixpence per
eatable in the isles.
It is possible that a visitor who comes to Faroe for a few
weeks will now and again find the time hang on his hands. The
weather is not always kind. With a spell of north-easterly winds
and rain, driving directly upon little Thorshavn, and sending the
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sea into the quaint thoroughfares of the place, he may be perforce a prisoner for awhile.
True, the brook under the window
will then gradually swell until it is a rushing torrent with a coat-

ing of white foam inches thick ; and all the other mountain
streams round Thorshavn will deepen and broaden their white

down the

But again,
*
kind
a
dense
the
called
that
mjorki ')
enough
fog (of
will hide everything from the sight and complete his disgust.
paths

olive-coloured hill-sides into the sea.

it is likely

In this eventuality, he may go to the club and play billiards or
'
whist, or the Danish card game called Lumba,' or he may have a
bout of chess or draughts at a temperance hall in the town ; and
if he be an accomplished chessplayer he will be delighted with
the skill of the Thorshavn youths. In truth, for centuries this
little town has had a singular reputation for its chessplayers.
Or
he may go into the common-room of his landlady's house and join
the assembly of Thorshavn and Faroe notables who like to meet
there and discuss the petty events of the land, the quality of this
farmers' bulls, the prospects of the ' grind catch that season, the
'

hazards to which the incoming mail steamer may be exposed by
the persistent north-easters, the betrothal of a certain number of
proper lads and lasses, the sickness of this man and the recovery
of that.
If, however, the starting-point of such talk be trivial,

soon develop, and there will be a Babel of
to
satisfy the hottest lover of speech in a very
tongues enough
short time.
Mariners who have travelled round the world in

the talk

itself will

English boats will begin their yarns, exaggerating for the delight
more innocent acquaintance with a truly Munchausenian
love of a fib they will grow eloquent, or at least vociferous, over
of their

;

their tales, gesticulate, bellow, and frown, stamp their feet, and
jerk their straw-coloured beards, until in one loud unanimous roar

of applause their audience will cut the narrative short, and overstory-tellers with innumerable glasses of medicated

whelm the

wine at a halfpenny the glass. And if haply an official in high
position be present he may broach some topic of international
politics for the interest of the Englishman, and betray a quite too
ludicrous ignorance of the most elementary facts of extra-Faroese
geography, or history, or statistics. But he will secure himself
from conviction before the intelligence of his sharp fellow-countrymen by an abrupt retreat upon the subject of codfish or stockings,
of both of which he may be an exporter, and therefore presumably

Nor will it be indifferent fun to hear a party of these
bronzed and burly fisherfolk indulge in ballad-singing. Their
omniscient.
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songs will be as old-fashioned as themselves, about this or that
old times, who, discovering his need of a wife, forthwith steps with his henchmen into his white-sailed boat and

Faroeman of

scuds before the wind to the abode of a fair maiden

whom he

has never seen before, and whose father also is no acquaintance of
his ; here he will land in the open day, and, with an honest but
incredibly stupid face of assurance, step up to the house, his
sword drawn in his hand, and demand without preface 'your

daughter so fair.' The matter will end in a fray whereby either the
suitor or the girl's father is * cleft in sunder,' and the girl herself
or won accordingly.
After these cool love-encounters, perhaps no subject of song
more popular than the whale ; and a clever Faroe-man will

is lost

is

dramatise the whole process from the first sighting of the animals
out at sea to the slaughter and final division of the spoil among

As a rare
pantomimically that is.
treat, however, it is possible that a Faroe dance may be going on
during these evenings of enforced durance at home, and then, if
the Englishman be not shy, he may be well amused as a spectator
and a participator. There is not much art in the local dance, but
the captors

dramatise

it,

a survival of centuries, and as a sweating exercise it may be
an unrivalled form of pastime. One may see ounces of
bulk rolling away down the reddened faces of the men and women

it is

said to be

and boys and girls, all linked together by arms and hands, and
spinning round and round to the accompaniment of their own
merry voices. Every Sunday evening there is a Faroe dance in
Thorshavn ; for the Faroese are Lutherans, and by giving their
morning to the church consider that they are entitled to enjoy-

ment during the rest of the Sunday. Again, there is a remarkable
eagerness among certain of the boys of the place to improve their
knowledge of colloquial English. The youngsters are wide-awake
to the importance of the accomplishment, and in this respect as
canny as their more southern neighbours. The English they
is good, but it is scanty.
The English they
from
the
of
few
smacksmen
Shetland, Grimsby, and
pick up
who
touch
at
Thorshavn
while
London,
fishing in the North Seas,
is far from elegant and very denunciatory.
As a consequence of

learn at the school

this, the boys, when they talk English to a stranger, interlard
their speech with countless impolite adjectives, which, however,
they utter forth gravely and even bashfully, as if honouring their

interlocutor.

The

result

is

amusing.

And with

the conscious-

ness of this imperfection upon them, the boys hail a stranger with
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any pretence to education, and by friction try to rub off the uncouth eccentricities they have acquired from the smacksmen, and
to strengthen their school knowledge. They are good boys, honest
as the day, anything rather than dense by nature, and deliciously

humour

is one of their charactertwo
or three of them will
self-possession
ask to be enlightened as to the meaning of the English word sweetheart,' which they have heard the smacksmen, maybe, apply to
their pretty sisters, and when it is explained to them they will nod
and look happy; nor seem to think tbe English fishermen at all
transcending the bounds of good conduct by their use of the word.
Is it not used, then, but to the man, or has the woman to say it
also ? You do not use it to the female also, is it ?
This was the
unsolved question put to me subsequently by one of these boys.
It seems the Grimsby man had taught the boys since to call him
by the euphonious appellation, but even then the boy was quite

naive, indeed their ignorance of

istics.

With the utmost

'

*

'

satisfied

with the occurrence.

For the student
merit.

In justice

visitor,

it

Thorshavn has a library of considerable
less need of

may be said that no place has
No one makes use of it except

such an institution.
to bequeath
to it books and papers which are a nuisance to their owner ; and
the rooms are kept for long months almost unvisited, so that on
entering them one is struck with a chill of phenomenal and deadly
dampness. Investigation proves that books of real antiquarian
value are here coated with fine velvety moss or fungi, and that
many periodicals concerned with the Fsereyinga and Icelandic sagas

by the maturity of the microbes generated in
The library is by no means a young instituand an experienced antiquary would very probably make a

are glued together

the

fell

tion,

atmosphere.

In light literature,
discovery of importance among its fungi.
more suitable than Islandic manuscripts for holiday reading, it can
boast of such English works as the works of Cooper and Sir Walter
Scott; while for solid and instructive reading the student of

Danish might do worse than borrow one or two of its national
histories, and trace out the ancestral characteristics between the
English and Danish people comparatively.
But let the weather be good, as it is ofttimes in June and July
for three or four weeks in succession, and the visitor will need no
books, temperance hall chess, or educative conversation with small
With the absence of the fogs generated by the junction
boys.
of the Gulf Stream with the colder ocean about and north of

Faroe there

is

a rare exhilaration in the Faroe

air.

You may
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clamber from Dahl to Dahl, and from Sund to Sund, over boggy
valleys and craggy mountain sides and tops, never more than a
few miles from the sea, and for the most part skirting it ; discovering in the sequestered nooks of the island families of people

whom an Englishman is yet an object of the highest interest
and curiosity a being to show their children and honour with a
humiliatingly obsequious hospitality. The queerest customs will
to

betray themselves in these old-world corners, guarded landwards
by great mountain walls impassable during the winter months,

and facing a sea that

who

is

seldom or never smooth

;

and the stranger

content to explore in thjs way must talk with his fingers
and condone an inquisitiveness about his person and apparel such
is

one reads of in Captain Cook's South Sea Voyages. During his
stay in this or that community of ten or twenty grass-roofed
cabins, he must be prepared to be constantly on view: to be
stared at deliciously by charmingly pretty girls, not only through
the glass panes of his window, but from the very threshold of his
room, which they will throng by relays in the most picturesque
and provoking fashion.
His kind entertainers, proud of the
chance choice that has brought the stranger within their doors,
will invariably press him to eat, until he is uncomfortable, rice
puddings in mammoth bowls, thick milk in similar bowls, the
yellow cream thereof besprinkled with brown sugar, home-made
pastry (not without a suspicion of whale-butter among its ingredients), milk and excellent coffee; and the excitement at the
windows and the door will culminate when the ' Englander takes
the big wooden spoon in his hand and begins to break his fast.
There will be a rushing to and fro, a squeezing and hustling
'
for places,' and chatter the most bewildering, all the time he is
But if he pleases he can put himself at ease readily, and
eating.
as

'

gratify the pretty blue-eyed faces at the door by smiling periodiAnd, believe me, he will gratify himself also thereby, for
cally.

there can be nothing in all creation more lovely than the pleased
faces of pretty innocent maidens like these Faroe

and smiling

In these outlying places the stranger need not be in
For the cleanliness of the Faroese is very
fleas.
creditable to them ; and, however dilapidated and disorderly their
houses may appear externally, the inner beams are smooth-planed
and scrubbed systematically. The custom of using close stoves
keeps the rooms free from griminess, and is convenient otherwise.
In one tumble-down house in a land and water locked hamlet the
girls.

mortal fear of
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guest-room was provided with a very florid iron stove, of noticeable
arabesque moulding, bearing date and inscription Vivat Printz
'

Christian, 1708.'

And

in Faroe, as in Iceland,

though in a

lesser

quantity, may be seen finely carved and captivating oaken chests,
cupboards, tables, &c. ; and the oaken four-poster which is the
pride of certain farmhouses will be without doubt devoted to the

use of the wayfarer.

and last, however, the charm of the Faroes
a
;
solitude, moreover, not too easily dissipated.
realises this very soon.
Having left behind him the
First

is

their soli-

A pedestrian

tude

little hamlet
where he slept throughout the previous night, he is in ten
minutes alone. Spurs of black rock intervene between him and
his late nest.
On the one side of him he will have the sea in the
still, blue, transparent waters of a sound separating him from
another island ; and on the other hand mountain oases will rise
more or less precipitously, their superficies torn and riven by
watercourses, the tumult of whose leaps down to the level is
echoed grotesquely. In any case the scene will change completely
every hour of his walking day, reserving only the old constituents
of blue water, blue sky, dark rugged mountain crags for the con;

formation of the Faroes

is

so tortuous that progress over

them

a series of doublings. The sheep will clamber higher up the
mountain sides as the traveller nears them ; the gulls, fishing by
is

the shore, will scud over the water with screams of alarm ; the
raven disappear with a croak as if all creation were confederating
to leave the traveller to himself.
And in his day's walk it will be

odd

if

he meet

at the vision of

so

him

many

as one

will serve to

man

or

woman

amuse him

;

whose wonder
he
he needs such,

just as long as

To give a learned relish to his pastime, if
pleases.
the traveller may keep a look-out for a garefowl or great auk, the
possibility of whose survival in the Faroes is not wholly extinct.

If he can take the bird alive, he will be several score of pounds
sterling the better for the feat, and a mere egg, duly authenticated,

him by thirty or forty pounds. No such good luck is
to
fall
in his way.
Let it suffice him that he may walk
likely
hours
of
during twenty
daylight if he pleases, and then, late into
will enrich

summer night which is no night, when the now-purpled
mountains are crested with gold, and there is already a suspicion
of grey dawn over the eastern sea, he may once more confidently
put himself at the mercy of the first gudewife whose house he

the

touches.
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CHAPTER LIIL
ANOTHER DISAPPOINTMENT.
%

CHARLES CHEEK returned to Court Royal Lodge. He had lost his
He was troubled about himself and about Joanna.
brightness.
He had become engaged to Lady Grace without being really in
He liked a free and easy life, and the formalities
love with her.
of Court Royal were intolerable to him.
He liked variety, and
He was naturally of a
one day at the Park was like another.
joyous and careless spirit, and he was forced by circumstances to
think, and think seriously ; hating responsibilities, he had entangled
himself in a net of them, and saw no way of escape out of them.

The Duke

said one

day to his daughter that it was well to
to be at the Court, for he heard he was
it
well
and
was
off,
very
high time for Lucy to get married.
*
He is gentlemanly and agreeable. He knows his place.
We must not be selfish and keep Lucy_to ourselves.'
Lady Grace turned her face aside. It did not occur to the
encourage the young

man

Duke

young Cheek looked higher.

as possible that

Should this come about, as I hope it will,' said the old man,
'
it will be our duty and pleasure to make a handsome provision
for Lucy.
She has been devoted to you and to our whole house.
We must not deal shabbily in the matter. I will speak to Worthivale about it.'
*
For pity's sake, papa, not a word,' entreated his daughter,
laying her delicate hands on his arm, whilst a little colour fluttered about her face, like the flush of the cloud when touched by
'

the setting sun.

'As you will,' said the Duke; 'I only suggested it; but in
these delicate matters a stranger's hand must not meddle.'
Lucy watched her friend closely. She knew that Lady Grace
had no
him.

dislike to Charles

;

she

knew

also that she did not love

Lucy was able to read her heart

like

an open

letter,

and
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she saw that Grace was sacrificing herself solely for the sake of
her father and brother. Did she realise the greatness of the
Was the preservation of the estates worth it ?
sacrifice ?

Lucy was glad of an opportunity
day to talk to him on the subject.

to be with her brother one

Beavis was looking careworn and sad.
Grace was engaged to Charles Cheek. The

He knew

that

Lady

money advanced on

the security of the furniture and plate had assured him of that.
He took Lucy's arm. They were walking in the garden under a
The
brick wall, against which oranges and limes were trained.
scent of orange flowers was on the air.
During a frost mats were
otherwise
were
over
these
trees,
they
exposed, and flowered
placed
and fruited in the open air. Lucy plucked a twig of orange

blossom, and, holding it between her fingers lightly, looked into
the flower. ' Beavis,' she said, ' I shall be picking these blossoms
some time this year for the adornment of Grace. I had as soon

be putting them about her in her
happier that it were so.'
She did not look at her brother.

coffin.

You

also

would be

Though they were comparatively seldom together, she and her
brother thought alike, felt alike, loved alike, as twins, each with
the same disinterested and transparent love.
'
No, Lucy,' answered Beavis, it is well as it is. The family
must be saved, and no salvation is possible without sacrifice. The
sacrifice the gods demand is always of the best and purest.
They
refused that of Saltcombe it was great, but not great enough.
'

:

Iphigenia must suffer that the wind may swell the slack sails again.'
But the Duke will never consent.'
4
He must consent. He will do so under protest to save the
family

;

that

is

would cheerfully

always the first consideration with him. He
sacrifice himself if called to do so, in such a

cause.'
1

Would

it

not be best that the sacrifice should be

made by

him

that the bulk of the property should be sold rather than
that dear Grace herself should be forced into this most unsuitable

connection
'

is

I

'

?

do not think she will be unhappy.

Charles

is

amiable

;

he

not brilliant, and she will lead him.'
*
I am sure she does not love him.'
'I

that

am

is all.

not sure that he loves her.

He

He

is

struck with her,

cannot ask of her what he does not give himself.'
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'

I hope,' said Lucy,
it will never come off.'

'

warmly,

I see no other means
Lucy was not happy.
'

with

all

my heart

I

do hope that

It must take place.'
She took an opportunity of speaking

of escape open.

alone to Charles Cheek.

'Mr. Cheek, you must excuse my temerity.
I have been
brought up with Lady Grace from childhood, and I care for her
I do, do hope you love her.'
as my own soul.
*
Of course I do. But now,' said the young man gravely
*

now

that I have you all to myself, Cousin Lucy, you

candid with me.

I

want

particularly to

know what

must be
are

Lady

Grace's feelings towards me.'
*

She regards you very highly.'
If the property could be saved without the incumbrance of
Charles Cheek, I suppose she would be well content ?
'

'

question to ask, and I will not answer it.'
he
I am like Jacob at the foot of the
Cousin Lucy,'
said,
into
reaches
ladder whose top
Heaven, and Lady Grace is an
on
She beckons me to
it, high, very high up.
angel standing
her
to
come
down
to
Till one yields there
want
me.
and
I
ascend,
Which
is
it
to
be
?
no
can be
rapprochement.
How can you ask ? For her to descend is inconceivable.

That

*

is

not a

fair

'

'

'

'

You must go

up.'

He
air is

shook his head. * I do not care for such altitudes.
too thin, the light too strong, and it is deadly cold.

the warmth of earth and
<
You would drag her
*

Am

I sacrilegious ?

somewhat
down

its

The
I like

crass atmosphere.'

'

!

I think her very perfect, quite angelic,

but insufficiently human.'
4
What do you mean by human that which is gross ? Lady
Grace can never become that. Human she is in the best sense.
She shows you what human nature may become, not what it
usually

is.'

Quite so natura, about-to-become. I like the present ; there
Cousin Lucy, to every substance,
unrest in a future participle.
are
three conditions possible the
there
not
excepted,
humanity
*

is

:

I am in the first, she is in the
solid, the fluid, and the gaseous.
I am not even, and have no desire to be, in the transition
last.
She must condense and descend, or I must evaporate, and
stage.

that I won't do.'
'

Go

'

higher, always higher

!

said Lucy, eagerly.
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The desire to do so is not in me. It is a strain to me to
keep in this region of high culture. I am like Icarus. My waxen
pinions are melting, and I shall go down suddenly.'
'
Surely you do not object to culture.'
'

*

Not

at

I like culture as it affects creature comforts.

all.

I

would not go back a hundred years and be bereft of my bath, my
daily paper, lucifer-matches, and having my hair brushed by
machinery. Culture is excellent till it meddles with the inner man.
When it begins to scrape, and reduce, and polish natural proclivities and robust individualities, why then, Lucy, I fancy it not.'
You would like a luxurious savagery.'
4
No, not that. Outer culture will relax and soften the inner
brute.
You begin by stifling nature and then mummifying it
'

Your highly crystallised culture resembles a
Rupert's drop. Do you know it ? It is a frozen tear of glass, so
hard that you cannot break it with a hammer, and yet so fragile

magnificently.

that

it

will

crumble into dust between your fingers
Refine as you

if

you snip the

always a vulnerable
point in your civilisation, and when that is touched the whole
I like your culture well enough ; a little of it is a
collapses.
hair-like end.

will,

there

is

wondrous thing a great deal is overpowering. I have known a
whole family suffocated by the breaking of a jar of otto of roses.
You are passing human nature through retorts and sublimating it
There will be a reaction. The reaction is begun.
to an essence.
There culture was carried to an
It was the same in old Rome.
extremity, and the barbarian burst over it and trampled it out.
Now your high refinement of mind and manner and spirit has
reached its limit, and the great mass of barbarous, vulgar life
beneath is lifting itself up, to smite you down and destroy you.'
'
The northern barbarians came down on Rome because the
The northern races were full
old Roman civilisation was selfish.
of heroic virtues, self-restraint, submission to authority, and reAre these qualities to be found in the coming barligion.
;

barians ?
'

Oh

'

dear, no,' said Charles.
revolt against these very virtues

*

What we

are

coming

to

is

the

which characterise your Christian
What is coming is the emancipation of inaristocratic culture.
dividualism, which has been distorted and suppressed by selfrestraint, submission, and religion.
You, brought up under the
old system, are parts of a whole, and think and act and breathe
and move as portions of the social machine. You are bound with
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hedged about with duties. You cannot do what
have
to consider every one else.
You have obligayou
you
tions to every child in the school and sick woman on her bed.
You have to dress according to your station attend church to set
an example. Where is the I Myself in this ? A poor bound lion

responsibilities,
like,

;

The coming change is the bursting of the lion out of
the net, and the rending of every mesh that entangled him ; it is
the rebellion of the individual against obligations of every sort,
Self will be free and follow its
social, moral, political, religious.
in a net.

own

will

civilisation

wherever it leads free to enjoy every luxury that
can give, without scruple from within or check from

without.'

Lucy shuddered.
Charles

brought up

you, and well it may,
I do not say that your
world which is beginning to

'

This frightens
are in the old world.

laughed.
as

you

wrong, or that the new
They are counter principles.
right.

old world

is

I tell you what is
no
instinct
to
that.
need
see
The individual
prophetic
coming
for the first time since the fall of old Eome and heathenism is
Hitherto the body corporate has been supreme.'
asserting itself.
That will be a terrible time. I dare not even think of it.'
Not as bad as you suppose. In mechanics, when two forces
live is

;

I

'

*

meet, running in different directions, they do not kill each other,
but they produce a resultant that is, a force which goes in quite

new direction. The old idea is not exhausted, and when the
new idea clashes against it, neither is neutralised so as to cease to

a

be, both are modified and altered into a resultant of some sort.
What the resultant will be when the counter forces in modern

meet, I cannot conjecture, but we shall see a new social

life

know

departure in a direction of which we
*
To return to Lady Grace.'
*

You

are right

;

nothing.'

You

to return to her.

see, I

do not want to

break away from the new current, to plunge myself in the old,

which

is

passing away.'
prospect of happiness

'What

and principles so

is

there to either, with minds

dissimilar, so conflicting

'

?

'

that is what I continually ask
That,' said he, and sighed
as
at the answer.'
and
am
often
frightened
myself,
*

'

by

Cousin Charles

!

do not risk the ruin of her, of your

life,

persevering.'

'Remember, Lucy, she

encouraged

me.

She

made the
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her.'

you must release her.'
and ruin the family ?
I must not
Lucy put her hands over her eyes.
were
she said
for
her.'
my thoughts
only
'

Cousin Charles

'

What

!

'

!

'

interfere,'

'

:

*

This

is

how matters

love and venerate

but she

is

Lady

*
I
stand, Lucy,' said Charles Cheek.
Grace above every woman in the world,

my wife. I suppose I am
be that she would insist on a
of more restraint than that I now lead, and this

not the

woman

deficient in ambition.

higher

life,

a

life

I desire as

It

may

I belong to the new era, and declare
I do not choose to adopt.
I like comfort, I like enjoyment, and I detest
for liberty.
If I marry Lady Grace I throw myself into moral,
and mental bondage. No doubt it would do me good,

obligation.
social,

make

a high-principled, conscientious English gentleman of me,
but I refuse the schooling, and the results are not to my taste.
Lucy I will give her up. I will go to my father and make the
It is / who shrink from the
best terms I can for the family.
engagement, not she, and therefore we are bound to make some
!

compensation.'
'

'

Will you see her
No, I will write.'

'

first ?

a sigh of relief. ' I am sure your decision
cost what it may to the family.'

Lucy drew
she said,

'

CHAPTER

is right,'

LIV.

A NEW LEAF.

CHARLES CHEEK went up to town next day, reached Paddington
and in twenty minutes was at his father's house. We

at 6 p.m.,

regret the necessity, but it is unavoidable, for the fourth time we
must introduce the reader to the elder Cheek at meals. In fact

the

man was

invisible at other times, except about the business of

This time, however, we see him
not eating, but about to eat.
Charles acted on the present occasion with want of tact he
began on the subject uppermost in his mind before his father
the Monokeratic establishment.

:

had eaten, whilst he was hungry and
VOL.

VI.

NO.

35, N. S.

cross.

Charles had not

25
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dined, but he was

an

old

his

man

mind

is

not.

actively

young and independent of his meals, whereas
Mr. Cheek's business was one that occupied
all day, and his nervous system became irritable

towards evening. Mr. Gladstone was his ideal at 6 p.m., Sir
Charles Dilke at 6.15, Chamberlain was hardly rancorous enough
At five
at 6.30, and Labouchere was the man for him at 6.45.

minutes to seven he was furious against the Constitution, the
Church, the House of Lords, his soap, hair-brushes, his cook, and
the Eoyal Family. The old man was in his drawing-room, a room
It reeked of Tottenham Court
as tasteless as the dining-room.
Eoad.
'

It is all up,' said Charles.*
The glass or consols
is up ?

'

What

'

My engagement with Lady Grace Eveleigh.'
Indeed your engagement. Ugh
Thought they'd draw a

*

Be

?

explicit.'

!

Who

score across that account.
*

I

I released her.

They

did

'

it ?

are not to blame.

to say I will not hold her to her word.'
'You have, you you Colorado beetle
'

have

I could

Yes, I have.
clothes

my

made

for

I

have written

'
!

endure the bondage no longer. I must
my back, not my back shaped to my

I dare say the life of these aristocrats is very fine, and
their ideas superfine, but I like a broad life and uuchastened
I have tried how I could get on among them, and I am
ideas.

clothes.

tired of the experiment.'
'
So that is settled ?
'

Yes,

it is.

The scheme was

accommodate myself

to

it,

but

I have done

yours.

it is

my

best to

impracticable.'

Do you know what you have done ? You
have danced about this young woman long enough to fool me into
'

Impracticable.

believing you were in earnest, and I have bought up several of
their mortgages, which I would not have touched but for you.'
'
Deal generously with the family, father,' said Charles. ' It
is

not their fault that the engagement

my

own

for

That matters not,'
them, but I do care

said
for

once while the depression
I have a
That's business.
4

broken

It

off.

is

entirely

doing.'

'

houses.

is

I'll

Dinner

Mr. Cheek, roughly.
I don't care
my own money. I shall foreclose at

lasts.

(

When

bill of sale

land

is

up again,

release that pretty quick too.'
on the table, sir,' said the servant, entering.

is

sell.

on the contents of their
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dear father, I entreat you to consider that it is I
that some reparation is due to them for the

who wrong them, and
disappointment.'
4

Do you

table

hear ?

'

roared the old man.

'

Dinner

is

on the

'
!

'Yes, but stay a moment, I entreat you.'
Not for a score of KingsWhat let the fish get cold
Gro in !'
is on the table.
Dinner
bridges.
He ate in a
During dinner the old man scarcely spoke.
vindictive manner, as if he were hurting his son's feelings by each
and delighted in doing it. When he cut the
bite, and knew it,
mutton he cut as though he were stabbing the offender ; when he
f

!

2/52
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it was as though
spooning up his blood
and
rice
he
dabbed
the spoon into the
potatoes
as
and
vegetables
though stirring up
torturing his Charles's brain.
When he drank he glowered over the rim of his glass at the
young man. But he said nothing till the dessert was on the
table and the servants withdrawn.

helped himself to gravy

;

when taking

Then
'

It is

my

it was Charles who began.
Father, I have a proposal to make which will surprise you.
I want you to put me in the way of earning
seriously made.

living.'

set down a macaroon he was eating, and which was
and stared at his son, then laughed insultingly.
I am quite in earnest,' said the young man. ' Give me an
opportunity of working and earning as much as will support me.

Mr. Cheek

bitten in half,
'

I desire henceforth to be beholden
I ask of you nothing further.
I wish to be responsible for my
to no one, not even to you.
actions to no one, to cut away the right of controlling and rebuking me which you have exercised so freely and so offensively.

When

was living on an allowance from you, you then had some
me ; when I live on my own earnings, you will have
none. I will allow of none. When the money was given to me,
I did not know its value ; when I earn it by hard work, I shall
know what it is worth. You have been rough of tongue with me,
and I have felt it, without caring to amend my ways and deserve
better when I am free from it, I may find a motive for reform.'
He spoke frankly ; his pleasant handsome face bore in it an
expression new to it, a look of dignity it had never worn before.
His hair was light, almost white in the gaslight, his eyes were
His hand was
blue, and as he spoke moisture gathered in them.
on the table, playing with a raisin stalk a white hand, well
formed, that twitched and broke the stalk into many pieces, showing his nervous emotion.
Mr. Cheek said nothing, but stared open-eyed and openmouthed.
You do not understand me,' continued Charles. 4 1 allow
I am resolved to be so no longer.
that I have been a sorry fool.
I should be a fool if I continued my pretence to the hand of Lady
Grace, and mated out of my sort. I had an ambition once to be
a soldier, and that you contradicted. Afterwards I had none.
You provided me with money, and I spent it. I had no aim, no
motive to do otherwise. You urged me to this grand connection,
I

right over

;

'
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went along the path you pointed out, partly to please you,
But my eyes have been opened in
partly because myself dazzled.
I see that it is not a way I can walk on.
I will choose
time.
for
and
then I can
I
will
work
humbler
;
another,
my livelihood,
and
direct.'
life
as
ambitions
spring up
spend my
my
and

I

You are in earnest ?
So much in earnest that I
have
allowed me hitherto.'
you
'

1

*

refuse the four hundred pounds

'

Eefuse the allowance
Yes. I will not touch what I have not earned, and so deprive
you of the right to rebuke, and outrage me.'
'
echoed the father.
Outrage you
'
'
I have endured a
Yes, outrage me,' said the young man.
'

!

*

'

!

great deal from you.

I have borne it because you are my father ;
but every offensive word from you I have felt more keenly than
you have supposed possible. It has not spurred me to do better,
Now that is over. I will be my
it has driven me to do worse.

own master henceforth,

responsible to no man, and

enduring

insult from none.'

Mr. Cheek was still too amazed to speak. A dim consciousness that he had wronged his son awoke in his mind, but his mind
was too coarse in texture to understand fully his fault. He was a

rough man, who when out of humour used rough words. He
meant them at the time, but he did not mean them to inflict
mortal wounds. Education teaches man to measure his words,
and check them as they pass from his heart over his tongue. Old
Cheek had never had the education which imposes this selfCharles had inherited from his mother a
restraint on speech.
more sensitive nature than his father's from boyhood he had
been accustomed to hard words, and these had alienated him from
the old man, who loved him whilst he abused him. Charles was
naturally weak, and his father's roughness had made him weaker.
The old man had mortified his self-respect, till self-respect was
almost dead within him. Now, suddenly, it had sprung to life
and asserted itself.
Mr. Cheek stood up. He said nothing, and left the room.
Charles saw no more of him that evening.
Next day, at breakfast (the fifth meal at which we have met
him), he asked his son whether he still meant what he had said
the night before, and when Charles insisted that he had spoken
;

seriously the father said,

'

Charles, I recognise something good
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Begin to work for yourself. Learn the
put you with Messrs. Newcomen
and Bowcher, ship-agents in Wapping. They will take you to
I will see them, and arrange about salary.'
oblige me.
in this.

It gratifies

me.

value of every sixpence.

*

I ask

'

And

I will

nothing better.'
accept from me

fifty

pounds to begin

But we see no more
have grown into this new condition of life.
ings, you must have some money.'
must

*

live in lodgings.

I accept

it,

father,' said Charles,

me

'

ing voice,

pardon

if I

*

and,'

life

If

till

you
you go into lodg-

he added with

spoke too plain, and

You

upon.

of each other

falter-

wounded you

last

night.'

'Wounded me

!

Not a

bit.

Words break no

CHAPTER

bones.'

LY.

IN VAIN.

A MONTH

had passed. Charles had not been seen by his father, who
undertaking, and had placed him with shipping
The old man had arranged
agents, in a subordinate place.
with Messrs. Newcomen and Bowcher, who were ready to oblige
him. Charles was to have plenty of work, and was to receive two
pounds per week, of which, no doubt though he did not know it
his father found a portion.
After the lapse of the month, Mr. Cheek senior visited the
agents and inquired into the conduct of their new clerk. Messrs.
Newcomen and Bowcher were glad to testify that as far as they
could judge he was steady and attentive to his work. He had
been regular in his attendance, careful, obliging, and reliable.
Then Mr. Cheek made an excursion to Ebury Street, Pimlico,
where his son lived in a boarding-house, kept by a Miss Jones.
He chose a time for his visit when he knew his son would be at
had

fulfilled his

office.
Ebury Street, Pimlico, is a long way from Wapping,
but Charles went to and fro by steamer from Yauxhall Bridge, and
the air did him good.
Mr. Cheek found the dingy lodging-house kept by Miss Jones ;
he rang the bell, and rapped sharply with the knocker, and the
door was opened by Miss Jones herself, a thin lady with curls, a
pasty face, and eyes so pale in their colour that they must have

the
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been washed and re washed with soda till all the colour had been
washed out of them. Miss Jones was full of amiability when Mr.
Cheek introduced himself, and hastened to assure him of the
respectability of her establishment, the high social standing of

her guests, and the comforts they enjoyed. The house was
admirably situated, away from the fogs ; and the health of the
boarders was robust, as she could testify by their appetites. They
She furnished them with

breakfasted together, and she presided.

Some gentlemen were
coffee and tea, whichever they preferred.
Others
averse to tea in the morning, and they drank coffee.
Each had an
liked to change their drink week and week about.
egg and a rasher of bacon, sometimes she substituted bloater for
There was always a rack of toast on the table, as a pleasant change to bread and butter. When the gentlemen returned
from their offices they had tea, and in the evening supper off cold
meat, bread, and cheese, 'best American. I had Dutch cheese for
some time, but I find the American is preferred by the gentlemen,
so I have that now.'
She went on to assure Mr. Cheek that her lodgers were of the
most select description. For many years she had among them
an old Waterloo officer, but he was dead. The lady lodging on
the first floor ought, if every one had his rights, to be a baronet, but
her aunt, from whom she had great expectations, had left everything to a female companion who had exercised great influence
over her at the last. It was a pity, Miss Jones thought, that the
lady had not gone to law and upset the will, and recovered the
title and a real sealskin jacket which had gone to the companion,
worth forty pounds. Another of her lodgers was a gentleman of
some literary fame, who at one time had earned five pounds by
rasher.

writing verses for Christmas cards.
Miss Jones went on to say that she charged for her lodgings
a pound per week, exclusive of ale and washing, inclusive of a

dinner on Sundays and Christmas Day.
Miss Jones did not provide the gentlemen with toilette soap,
for she found them more fastidious in this particular than in their
meat and drink. One liked glycerine, another oatmeal, and a
third would use nothing but carbolic soap.
Mr. Cheek listened to Miss Jones without interrupting her,

woman through and through with his piercing
her.
He was probably satisfied that, with a
stock
of
eyes, taking
she
was a worthy woman at core, for he
of
deal
affectation,
good
looking the faded
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gave a grunt, stood up, interrupted her flow of information, and
begged to be conducted upstairs to his son's bedroom.
4
Quite Alpine, I have been told,' said Miss Jones, as she conducted him to the very top of the house.
The air at this altitude
is

keen, salubrious, and invigorating.

The gentlemen all

like the

top storey where they can see over the roofs. But, between ourselves, your son is my favourite, and I have accommodated him
finest view and the purest air.
Yonder,
you can catch Doulton's Pottery Works the effect, with the
morning's sun on them, is very fine.'
Mr. Cheek looked round the little bedroom. It was in the
There was a fireplace, but the grate
roof, with a sloping ceiling.

where he can have the
sir,

:
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had not been used during Miss Jones's tenancy. The walls were
hung with the cheapest of papers in two dingy colours. The
furniture consisted of one chair, a chest of drawers with the

mahogany veneering scaling away, a wash-hand-stand of painted
deal suffering from cutaneous disorder, and a bed, above which
hung a photograph in a frame. Mr. Cheek knew the picture. A
Through the
duplicate had been sent to him some time ago.
ring of the frame, with its head drooping over the picture, hung a
withered lily-of-the-valley.

Mr. Cheek came slowly down stairs, holding the banisters with
one hand and rubbing his nose with the other.
Will this last ? he said to himself. * What can be the
meaning of it all ? As for his taking offence at any words I may
have said when annoyed, that's absurd a mere excuse. Words
are wind, and wind blows away.'
When he reached the parlour again, he said to the landlady,
*
Look here, ma'am. I don't want you to tell my boy that I have
been here to-day. Give him your best bedroom, not an attic
broom-and-pail cupboard. Turn out, if need be, the old woman
who missed a baronetcy. I'll pay the difference. Give the
boarders kidneys for breakfast now and then, and fowls for
Cost, ma'am, is no object
supper, or anything else they fancy.
to me.
I can't feed Charles differently from the rest, so they
must all be well-fed together. No more of your American cheese ;
Stilton and Cheshire, and, if you will, Gorgonzola.
Not a word
about me. Take all the credit to yourself.'
Charles was able to get away early on Whitsun-eve. Monday
would be a Bank holiday. He had been hard worked, and worked
till late at
night for some weeks, and Messrs. Newcomen and
Bowcher put up their shutters on Friday night, and allowed their
clerks holiday from the Saturday to the Tuesday morning. Charles
took an early train on Saturday to Plymouth, and arrived at the
Barbican the same afternoon. He went to the Golden Balls
immediately, without stopping to have anything to eat. His
heart was beating fast. His step was light, his eyes full of glad
He was surprised
expectation, and he held his head up proudly.
to see that the house of Lazarus had been repainted.
The shop
was open. A good deal of business was done on a Saturday,
double on the eve of a Bank holiday. People would pawn neces'

*

saries to obtain

He

money

for a day's pleasure.

looked in at the window, and saw Joanna behind the
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counter talking to a woman who was in the shop with some article
she wished to dispose of.

woman came out, then he caught the
and stepped in.
Joanna, not hearing the door reopened, did not suppose any
one had entered.
She did not see him, as she was engaged
examining the article a brooch, which she had taken.
Charles had a few moments in which to observe her. She was
well, even handsomely dressed, but pale and worn. She put away
the brooch, and seated herself; then she leaned her elbow on the
counter, and put her hand to her brow, and drew a deep sigh.
Charles waited

till

door before she closed

6

the
it,

'

Joe

-I

!

She sprang to her feet, and stepped back. He saw her turn
deadly pale, and then lean both her hands on the counter to
She recovered
steady herself, as though afraid she would faint.
but
her
colour
did
not
return
as rapidly
herself, however, quickly,
as her composure.
'

Mr. Charles

!

You

here

'
!

*

Yes, dear Joe, I cannot help myself. I could not do otherwise than come. I have not had the chance before, and I have

been hungering for the sight of your face, and for a word of encouragement from your lips. I came straight away by the morning train, and have just arrived. Why have you not answered my
letters ?

'

'

I sent you something.'
Yes, a lily-of-the-valley, but not a word accompanied it.'
'
I sent you what I most valued, the first flower from the root
Lady Grace gave me. I would not have parted with it to any one
1

I would not have picked it for myself, but
you have been
kind to me, and I thought I might never more have the chance

else.

of giving

you anything.'
did you not send me a word ?
Joanna made no answer. She looked down, her pallor remained, and she, who was usually so collected, stood trembling
before him.
She tried to disguise her agitation by shuffling her
hands to and fro on the counter.
Oh, Joe you know that all is up between me and Lady
'

'

Why

'

!

Grace.

We

did not suit each other.

We

belonged to distinct

worlds, she to the world that is passing away, I to the world that
is coming on
though, I admit, but a poor specimen of that.

Now

that

is all

over,

and I

am

free.

I

am

changed from what I
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You knew me as an idler and a spendthrift, without aim
and without energy. Now I am a clerk in a shipping office. I
do not live on my father's bounty. I have refused his allowance.
I live on what I earn.
I work now for my daily bread.'
She looked up and smiled, but there was intense sadness
in her face that showed through her smile like a shower through
was.

a rainbow.
'

hundred pounds a year, and I have fifty pounds per
own, left me by my mother, independent of my

I get a
of

annum
father.

my

'

I take a chair, Joe ?
nodded, and pointed to one.

May

She

counter, and seated himself; but she

He drew

it

beside

the

remained standing with

her elbow on the desk, and her hand over her eyes, shading
her face.
i
I am lodging with an old lady in Ebury Street,' he went on,
and pay her a pound a week. I do not dine there, but at an
eating-house, and that costs me about nine shillings a week, add
a shilling for extras, and that comes to twenty-six pounds in the
I think I can clothe myself on ten pounds, so that leaves
year.
just sixty-six pounds clear. I am to have my salary raised if I go
on well. Now, Joe
Take away your hand, and let me see your
'

!

face, let

you

will

me

look into your eyes.

come and be mine, and

Will you give me the hope that
begin the world anew to-

let us

gether ? I will I will work, and you shall never reproach me
with idleness again. If I have you, I shall be happy ; I shall
care for nothing else.
I shall do my work with a light heart, and

You have
it, knowing that I am going home to you.
a great deal of good already. You will make me do a
great deal more hereafter, if you will consent to be with me
always, to encourage me.'
sing over

done

me

He
face.

put up his hand to draw aside her arm from shading her
Then he saw how great was her agitation. She was

shaking like an aspen leaf, her face ash white, her eyes dim. She
She unclosed them, and
clasped her hands, and they quivered.
put one to her brow, and put it down again, then laid her hand on
her breast, and seemed to gasp for breath.
She could not speak.
'
Joe
he said, why do you not answer me ?
It was for you
'

'

!

that I refused

choose

whom

father's help, that I might have the right to
I would, and I will have none but you.
You have

my

had a wretched
taught

me

life

to break

I have led a wasted life.
You have
from
away
my past, and I would release you,

here.
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We

in return, from yours.
shall begin the world together on
love lightens every load and seasons every
little, but

very

dish.'

Then she put both her hands outspread before her, and
touched his breast, as he leaned forward, and thrust him away.
Her eyes were dark in their sockets, and gleamed. ' I cannot I
cannot,' she said, quivering in voice, eyes, and lips, and every
muscle of her body.
He looked at her in surprise. ' Why not, Joe ? You must,
If you take from me this hope, this ambition, I dare not
indeed.
It is only my love for you which
say what will become of me.
has lifted me to the threshold oi a better life now that you have
led me to it, will you thrust me back into the folly and emptiness
from which I have struggled up ?
:

'

'

'
I cannot,' she said, slowly recovering herself.
I signed you
for
a
hundred
That
is
away
pounds.
why I never answered your

That

now

now

'

She could not speak.
and
choked
her.
Something
'
*
Is that all ? exclaimed Charles.
That was a joke.'
*
she
it
was
no
No,'
answered,
joke to me. Your father was
in earnest, so was I.
And now it is too late now
Then the door burst open, and Lazarus, in a black frock coat,

letters.

why

is

rose in her throat
'

'

'

rushed out of the inner part of the house.
'
What
You here again ? You dare to enter my premises.
You scoundrel, you wastrel
Get out of my doors directly. Is it
not enough that your father has snatched the Marquess from my
grasp, but must you come here to carry off my wife also ?
!

!

'

Stand back,' said Charles, thrusting the Jew away. ' I will
not be touched by you. Wife Joanna never shall be that if I
can prevent it.'
'
Tell him, Joanna.
Let him hear it from your own
She is
make
the
news
the
sweeter, perhaps.'
lips
Charles stood looking from one to another, petrified.
4
Mr. Charles,' said the girl without looking at him, but with
face averted, and playing a tune with her fingers on the counter
This
to conceal her trembling, ' I told you it was to be so.
went
after
sundown
we
before
the
and
registrar,
morning
together
the cohen will be here to marry us by Jewish rites.'
*
You coward you vile Jewish coward cried Charles, losing
all control over himself, and seizing Lazarus by the collar and
You have taken a despicable advantage over this
shaking him.
'

!

!

'

!

'

!
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ten thousand times more wretched than

before.'

As he shook the Jew his blood heated, then boiled and, blind
what he was about, stung by disappointed love, jealousy, dis;

to

gust, flaring into inconsiderate rage, he took

up one

of the

many

sticks that were exposed in the shop for sale, and, holding Lazarus
by the collar, swung him from side to side, beating him fast and

hard.

Lazarus screamed for help.

He

was not

much

hurt, he

writhed so that the blows fell on his new black frock coat, but
now and then a cut caught him across the legs. A woman Mrs.

who had been in the kitchen, hearing the shrieks, ran
and then rushed forth into the street crying ' Murder

Thresher

'

in,

!
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Charles was excited to madness at the tossings, and screamand dodging of the Jew, at his want of success in hurting

ing,

him.
His arm relaxed at length ; he was exhausted, and he cast the
wretched man away.
'
There
said he ; * remember Charles Cheek in connection
with your wedding-day.'
Next moment he was in the hands of the police, summoned
by Mrs. Thresher.
'
I give him in charge
shouted the Jew. * He has halfmurdered me in my own house
Take him off to the lock-up
So it came about that Charlfis Cheek spent his Whitsun holi'

!

'

!

'

!

!

days in confinement.

CHAPTER

LVI.

PREPARATORY.

FOR some weeks Lazarus had been

in a bad temper, not at all in
His mortgages had been taken up by Mr.
Cheek and his bills met ; his power over the Ducal family was
ended. Disappointed revenge and frustrated ambition had combined to make him irritable. He was now in possession of a very
of the whole of his savings through many
large sum of money
years of privation and work, and he did not know what to do with
He did not, of course, keep the money in the house ; it was
it.
lodged with his banker. The question that recurred to him again
and again was, How should he invest it ? The ferment in his
mind was a relief to Joanna. It saved her from annoyance. He
almost forgot he was a lover in his anxiety about his money.
When they sat together over the kitchen fire, his talk was of
the condition of the money market, on promising investments,
on the rise and fall of various stock which had attracted his
interest ; or he spoke fretfully of the selfishness of Cheek senior

a lover's genial mood.

At one
in coming to the assistance of the Kingsbridge family.
time Cheek was an idiot, throwing away his money on coroneted
fools ; at another he was deep and selfish, robbing him, Lazarus,
of the fruits of his labours, just as they were ripe for picking.
1

1

know what

he'll

do,'

grumbled Lazarus.

'

He'll

puff

Bigbury as he puffed his Monokeratic system, run up a hotel,
Then his son Charles will
build a town, and call it Cheekville.
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marry well, become M.P., then Baronet, and so the unicorn will
poke its way into respectability.'
But though Lazarus was not an ardent lover, he did not lose
sight of the proposed change in his relation to Joanna.
4
My dear,' he said, I've got a book of etiquette written by
I learn
a lady of rank among the lots here, and I've read it.
from it that in good society it is not thought the chic for us to be
married from the same house. So I've spoken to Mrs. Thresher
a very motherly body, though her line is ham and sausage
and she will take you in ; she has a spare room on the second
I hope you will find
floor, where you can reside till our nuptials.
in
of
the
to
marriage agreement which I have
complain
nothing
instructed Grudge to draw up and bring with him the day before
our wedding. I have made over everything to you, because I
really do not think I have a relative near enough for me to know
him. With us of the seed of Israel, Joanna, maidens are always
married on a Wednesday, and widows on a Friday but, as you
are not one of us, it really does not matter what day is chosen, so
I have fixed on Whitsun-eve as suitable, then the honeymoon
'

;

the

can coincide with
cheap.

With

us,

Bank

when

excursion trips are
called the kynos, and
don't belong to the house of

holiday,

the marriage agreement

made on

is

a Sunday, but as you
will do for that ; and I've told Grudge to be here
on the Friday. Then, on the Sabbath we'll walk over together
to the registrar, as you're a Christian ; and after sundown, when
is

Israel,

any day

and the Sunday begins, a cohen will come
from Bristol and will marry us by religious ceremonial, as is
customary among us. What a fortunate thing it is, Joanna, that
At last it will come in serI kept the howdah all these years.
viceable ; for in our marriage ceremony the bridegroom and the
bride stand under a canopy of silk or some precious stuff, and the
cohen blesses them, and takes a ring from me and puts it on your
"
Verily thou art espoused unto me, according
finger, whilst I say,
After that a gobletful of red
to the rites of Moses and Israel."
and
he
blesses it, just puts his lips
the
to
wine is handed
cohen,
have
to empty it between us,
We
shall
it
to
us.
and
to it,
passes
the
on
the
then
I
dash
and
ground and break it, by way of
goblet
are
but brittle ware.' Lazarus
that
in
mind
you
putting you
are ceremonies without a
what
Joanna
his
head.
shook
Ah,
the Sabbath

is

over,

*

!

moral meaning
<

'

?

Is that all ?

'
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Yes, that is all. Now, although you must sleep and have
your meals at Mrs. Thresher's, I don't see that you need neglect
the shop. I shall be very much engaged, as the three rooms
4

upstairs have to be cleared, and a new range put in the kitchen.
Talking of ranges,' said Mr. Lazarus, rubbing his chin in his
difficult things, what with their dampers and
like organs, only to be played upon by one who
are
traps.
They
understands the stops. And where will you find a cook who

palm, 'they are

understands a range? When she wants to bake she pulls out
both the dampers, one of which is designed to draw the fire away

from the oven to the boiler ; and when she wants to boil, she pulls
out both dampers, one of which is designed to draw away the fire
from the boiler. And when she wants neither to bake nor to boil,
she pulls out both dampers, and carries the fire up the chimney,
which is just the same as if an organist pulled out stop diapason
and hautboy when he wanted pianissimo and tremolo and dulciano when he wanted forte ; and diapason, hautboy, tremolo, and
dulciano when he wanted nothing in particular.
Come here,
'
We must
Joanna.' He made her follow into his sanctum.
have a clearance here. It is a loss, but it cannot be helped. Do
;

I took the lot
see all those shelves full of chemist's drugs ?
once for a bad debt, but I've never been able to sell them. Ipecacuanha, cod-liver and castor oils, extract of senna, mercurial oint-

you

ment, tincture of taraxacum, arnica, laudanum.

There

is

enough

there to dose the Barbican.'
'

'

sell
'

What, am

I to throw

them

all

'

away

Yes, unless you can dispose of
the bottles.'

?

them

better.

I shall find a use for some,' said Joanna.

(To be concluded.)

And you can
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ASKED IN MARRIAGE.

IN due course John Niel got over his sprained ankle and the other
injuries inflicted on him by the infuriated cock ostrich (it is, by
the way, a humiliating thing to be knocked out of time by a
feathered fowl), and set to work to learn the routine of farm life.
He did not find this a disagreeable task, especially when he had so
fair

an instructress as Bessie, who knew

all

about

it,

to

show him

the way in which he should go.

Naturally of an energetic and
he
very soon got more or less into
hard-working temperament,
the swing of the thing, and at the end of six weeks began to talk
quite learnedly of cattle and ostriches and sweet and sour veldt.
or so Bessie used to put him through a regular

About once a week

examination as to his progress ; also she gave him lessons in Dutch
and Zulu, both of which tongues she spoke to perfection ; so it will
be seen that he did not lack for pleasant and profitable employment.
Another thing was that he grew much attached to old Silas Croft.
The old gentleman, with his handsome, honest face, his large and
varied stock of experience, and his sturdy English character, made
a great impression on his mind. He had never met a man quite like
him before. Nor was the liking unreciprocated, for his host took a

wonderful fancy to John Niel.

'

You

see,

my

dear,'

he explained

to his niece Bessie, he's quiet, and he doesn't know much about
farming, but he's willing to learn, and he's such a gentleman.
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Now, where one has Kafirs to deal with, as on a place like this, you
must have a gentleman. Your mean white will never get anything out of a Kafir ; that's why the Boers kill them and flog them,
because they can't get anything out of them without. But you
I think he'll
see Captain Niel gets on well enough with them.
he'll
and
Bessie
I
think
do,'
do,
dear,
quite agreed with him.

my

And

came

to pass that after this six weeks' trial the bargain
finally struck, and John paid over his thousand pounds and
took a third interest in Mooifontein.
so it

was

Now
like

it is

not possible, in a general way, for a youngish man
to live in the same house with a young and lovely

John Niel

woman

like Bessie Croft without

More

running more or less risk of
so where the two people

is this

especially
entanglement.
have little or no outside society or distraction to divert the attenNot that there was as yet at any rate the
tion from each other.
affection
between them. Only they liked one
hint
of
slightest

another very much, and found it pleasant to be a good deal together. In short, they were walking along that easy, winding road
It is a very broad road,
that leads to the mountain paths of love.
like another road that runs elsewhere, and, also like this last, it has
But for all
a wide gate. Sometimes, too, it leads to destruction.
is a most agreeable one to follow hand-in-hand, winding as it
does through the pleasant meadows of companionship. The view is
full of familiar things.
rather limited, it is true, and homelike
there runs the
There stand the kine, knee-deep in the grass

that it

:

and there grows the corn. Also one can stop if one likes.
By-and-by it grows different. By-and-by, when the travellers
tread the heights of passion, precipices will yawn and torrents rush,
lightnings will fall and storms will blind and who can know that
they will attain at last to that far-off peak, crowned with the glory
There are those who
of a perfect peace which men call Happiness ?
say it never can be reached, and that the halo which rests upon its
slopes is no earthly light, but rather, as it were, a promise and a
beacon a glow reflected whence we know not, and lying on this
alien earth as the sun's light lies on the dead bosom of the moon.
Some say, again, that they have climbed its topmost pinnacle and
tasted of the fresh breath of heaven that sweeps around its
heights ay, and heard the quiring of immortal harps and the
swan-like sigh of angels' wings and then behold a mist has fallen
upon them, and they have wandered in it, and when it cleared
they were on the mountain paths again, and the peak was far
water

;

;

;

!
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And

who

us that they live there always,
but these are old and worn with
journeying men and women who have outlived passions and
ambitions and the fire heats of love, and who now, girt about with
memories, stand face to face with the sphinx Eternity.
But John Niel was no chicken, nor very likely to fall in love
with the first pretty face he met. He had once, years ago, gone
through that melancholy stage, and there, he thought, was an end
of it. Another thing was that if Bessie attracted him, so did Jess in
Before he had been a week in the house he had
a different way.
come to the conclusion that Jess was the strangest woman he had
ever met, and in her own way one of the most attractive. Her
very impassiveness added to her charm ; for who is there in this

away.

a few there are

listening to the voice of G-od

tell

;

world who does not like to learn a secret ? To him Jess was a
riddle of which he did not know the key. That she was clever and
well-informed he soon discovered from her rare remarks

could sing like an angel he also

knew

;

;

that she

but what was the main-

round what axis did it revolve that was
what puzzled him. Clearly enough it was not like most women's,
So curious
least of all like happy, healthy, plain-sailing Bessie.
did he become to fathom these mysteries that he took every opportunity to associate with her, and would even, when he had time,
go out with her on her sketching, or rather flower-painting, expeditions.
On these occasions she would sometimes begin to talk,
but it was always about books, or England, or some intellectual
She never spoke of herself.
question.
spring of her

mind

Yet it soon became evident to John that she liked his society,
and missed him when he did not come. It never occurred to him
what a boon it was to a girl of considerable intellectual attainments,
and still greater intellectual capacities and aspirations, to be thrown
for the first time into the society of a cultivated and intelligent
gentleman. John Niel was no empty-headed, one-sided individual.
He had both read and thought, and even written a little, and in
him Jess found a mind which, though of an inferior stamp, was
more or less kindred to her own. Although he did not understand her she understood him, and at last, had he but known it,
there rose a far-off dawning light upon the twilight of her mind
that thrilled and changed it as the first faint rays of morning

and change the darkness of the night. What if she should
man, and teach him to love her? To most
women such a thought involves more or less the idea of marriage,

thrill

learn to love this
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and that change of status which they generally consider so desirBut Jess did not think much of that what she did think
able.
of was the blessed possibility of being able to lay down her life,
of finding at last somebody who
as it were, in the life of another
understood her and whom she could understand, who would cut the
shackles that bound down the wings of her genius, so that she
could rise and bear him with her as, in Bulwer Lytton's beautiful
Here at last was a man
story, Zoe would have borne her lover.
who understood, who was something more than an animal, and
who possessed the god-like gift of brains, the gift that had been
more of a curse than a blessing to her, lifting her above the level
of her sex and shutting her off as by iron doors from the understanding of those around her. Ah if only this perfect love of
which she had read so much would come to him and her, life
might perhaps grow worth the living.
It is a curious thing, but in such matters most men never learn
:

!

A man of John Niel's age might have
guessed that it is dangerous work playing with explosives, and that
the quietest, most harmless-looking substances are sometimes the
most explosive. He might have known that to set to work to
cultivate the society of a woman with such tell-tale eyes as Jess's
wisdom from experience.

was to run the risk of catching the fire from them himself, to say
nothing of setting her alight he might have known that to bring
all the weight of his cultivated mind to bear on her mind, to take
:

the deepest interest in her studies, to implore her to let him see
the poetry Bessie told him she wrote, but which she would show
to no living soul, and to evince the most evident delight in her
singing, were one and

all

dangerous things to do

;

and yet he did

them and thought no harm.
As for Bessie, she was delighted that her sister should have
found anybody whom she cared to talk to or who could understand
It never occurred to her that Jess might fall in love.
her.
Jess
last person in the world to fall in love.
Nor did she calwhat the results might be to John. As yet, at any rate,
she had no interest in Captain Niel of course not.
And so things went on pleasantly enough to all concerned in
this drama till one fine day when the storm-clouds began to gather.
John had been about the farm as usual till dinner time, after which
he took his gun and told Jantje to saddle up his shooting pony.
He was standing on the verandah, waiting for the pony to appear,
and by him was Bessie, looking particularly attractive in a white

was the
culate
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when suddenly he caught

dress,

horse, and that
of blue gums.
*

'

sight of

gentleman himself upon

here comes your friend.'
said Bessie, stamping her foot, and then, with a quick

Hullo, Miss Bessie,' he said,

Bother

'
!

Frank Muller's great black
cantering up the avenue

it,

*

'

do you call him my friend ?
'I imagine that he considers himself so, to judge from the
number of times a week he comes to see you,' he answered with a
*
At any rate, he isn't mine, so I am off shooting. Groodshrug.
'

look,

bye.
*

Why

I

hope that you

You

will enjoy yourself.'

are not kind,' she said in a low voice, and turning her

back on him.
In another moment he was gone, and Frank Muller had arrived.
'
How do you do, Miss Bessie ? he said, jumping from his
horse with the rapidity of a man who had been accustomed to
*
Where is the " rooibaatje " off to ?
rough riding all his life.
'

'

4

Captain Niel

'

much

so

Ah,
have a pleasant

going out shooting,' she said coldly.
the better for you and me, Miss Bessie

is

talk.

Where

is

that black

Jantje, take my horse, you ugly devil,
him, or I'll cut the liver out of you

monkey Jantje

We can

!

?

and mind you look

Here,
after

'

!

Jantje took the horse, with a forced grin of appreciation at the
joke, and led him off round the house.
'I don't think that Jantje likes you, Meinheer Muller,' said
*
Bessie, spitefully, and I don't wonder at it if you talk to him like
told me the other day that he had known you for twenty
and
she looked at him inquiringly.
years,'
This casual remark produced a remarkable effect on her visitor,
who turned colour beneath his tanned skin.
'
He lies, the black hound,' he said, * and I'll put a bullet through
him if he says it again What should I know about him, or he
Can I keep count of every miserable man-monkey I
about me ?
meet ? and he muttered a string of Dutch oaths into his long beard.
said Bessie.
Keally, Meinheer
"
do
Why you always call me " Meinheer ? he asked, turning
I tell you I am
so fiercely on her that she started back a step.
not a Boer. I am an Englishman. My mother was English ; and
besides, thanks to Lord Carnarvon, we are all English now.'
that.

He

!

'

'

4

!

'

'

'

'

I don't see

why you

should mind being thought a Boer,' she
among the Boers,

there are some very good people
'
and besides, you used to be a great " patriot."
said coolly

*

:
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Used

yes ; and so the trees used to bend to the north
that way, but now they bend to the south, for
the wind has turned. By-and-by it may set to the north again
to be

when the wind blew
that

then we shall see.'
made no answer beyond pursing up her

another matter

is

Bessie

and slowly picking a

pretty

mouth

from the vine that trailed overhead.
The big Dutchman took off his hat and stroked his beard perplexedly.
Evidently he was meditating something that he was
afraid to say.
Twice he fixed his cold eyes on Bessie's fair face,
and twice looked down again. The second time she took alarm.
'

Excuse

me

leaf

one minute,' she

said,

and made as though to enter

the house.
*

Wacht een beeche

Dutch

in his agitation,
his
with
big hand.

'

(wait a bit), he ejaculated, breaking into
and even catching hold of her white dress

She drew the dress from him with a quick twist of her
form, and turned and faced him.
'

lithe

beg your pardon,' she said, in a tone that could not be called
*
you were going to say something.'
encouraging
*
I was going to say
and he paused.
that
is
Yes ah,
Bessie stood with a polite look of expectation on her face, and
I

:

'

waited.
1

1

'

Oh

was going to say
'
!

that, in short, that I

want to marry you

'
!

said Bessie, with a start.

he went on hoarsely, his words gathering force as he
went, as is the way even with uncultured people when they speak
from the heart. ' Listen I love you, Bessie I have loved you
for three years.
Every time I have seen you I have loved you
more. Don't say me nay you don't know how I do love you.
I dream of you every night; sometimes I dream that IJiear your
dress rustling, and then you come and kiss me, and it is like being
*

Listen,'

!

;

in heaven.'

Here Bessie made a gesture of

disgust.

'There, I have offended you, but don't be angry with me.
I am very rich, Bessie ; there is the place here, and then I have

Lydenburg and ten thousand morgen up
and
a
thousand
head of cattle, besides sheep and
berg,
in
the
bank.
You shall have everything your
money
he went on, seeing that the inventory of his goods did

four farms in

in

Water-

horses and

own

way,'

not appear

'
to impress her
everything the house shall be English fashion ;
"
'
and it shall be
I will build a new " sit-kame
(sitting-room)
'
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furnished from Natal.

You

There, I love you, I say.

won't say

'

and he caught her by the hand.
you
am very much obliged to you, Mr. Muller,' answered Bessie,

no, will
'
I

?

'
snatching away her hand, but in short, I cannot marry you.
No, it is no use, I cannot indeed. There, please say no more
here comes my uncle. Forget all about it, Mr. Muller.'

Her

up ; there was old Silas Croft coming sure
some
he
was
but
way off, and walking slowly.
enough,
'
Do you mean it ? he said beneath his breath.
'
Yes, yes, of course I mean it. Why do you force me to resuitor looked

'

'

peat
'

it ?

It

is

that

damned

to be like this before.

rooibaatje,'

he broke out.

'

You used

not

Curse him, the white-livered Englishman

!

be even with him yet ; and I tell you what it is, Bessie
shall
you
marry me, whether you like it or no. Look here, do you
think I am the sort of man to play with ? You go to Wakkerstroom and ask what sort of a man Frank Muller is. See, I want
you I must have you. I could not live if I thought that I should
I will

:

never get you for myself.
care if

it

have to

costs

stir

by God

it

And

me my life, and

I tell

your

you

do

I will

rooibaatje's too.

up a revolt against the Government.
or by the Devil, it's all one to me

it.
I'll

I don't

do

it if 1

There, I swear
'
!

And growing

inarticulate with passion, he stood there before her clinching
unclinching his great hand, and his lips trembling.

Bessie was very frightened

;

and

but she was a brave woman, and

rose to the occasion.
*

you go on talking like that,' she said, I shall call my
I tell you that I will not marry you, Frank Muller, and
uncle.
that nothing shall ever make me marry you. I am very sorry for
you, but. I have not encouraged you, and I will never marry you
'

If

never

'
!

He stood for half a minute or so looking at her, and then burst
into a savage laugh.
*
I think that some day or other I shall find a way to make you,'
and, turning, went without another word.
couple of minutes later Bessie heard the sound of a horse
galloping, and looking up saw her wooer's powerful form vanish-

he

said,

A

ing down the vista of blue gums. Also she heard somebody
crying out as though in pain at the back of the house, and, more
to relieve her mind than anything else, went to see what it was.
By the stable door she found the Hottentot Jantje, twisting round
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and round and shrieking and cursing, holding his hand
from which the blood was running.
'

What

*

Baas Frank

'

'

is it ?

The brute

'
!

she asked.
'

!

to his side,

he said

'

me

Baas Frank hit

'

with his whip
said Bessie, the tears starting into her eyes with
!

anger.
'

Never mind, missie, never mind,' said the Hottentot, his ugly
face growing livid with fury, ' it is only one more to me.
I cut it
on this stick ' and he held up a long thick stick he carried, on
which were several notches, starting from three deep ones at the
Let him look out sharp let him
top just below the knob.
search the grass let him creep round the bush let him look as
he will, one day he will find Jantje, and Jantje will find him
Why did Frank Muller gallop away like that ? asked her
uncle of Bessie when she got back to the verandah.
'
We had some words,' she answered shortly, not seeing the
use of explaining matters to the old man.
'

'

!

'

'

'

Ah, indeed, indeed.

quarrel with a

man

like

Well, be careful,

Frank Muller.

I've

my

love.

It's ill to

known him

for

many

You see, my
years, and he has a black heart when he is crossed.
love, you can deal with a Boer and you can deal with an Englishman, but cross-bred dogs are bad to handle. Take my advice, and
make it up with Frank Muller.'
All of which sage advice -did not tend to raise Bessie's spirits,
which were already sufficiently low.

CHAPTER

V.

DREAMS AEE FOOLISHNESS.

WHEN John

Niel left Bessie on the verandah at the approach of

Frank Muller he had taken his gun, and, having whistled to the
pointer dog Pontac, mounted his shooting pony and started out in
quest of partridges. On the warm slopes of the hills round Wakkerstroom a large species of partridge is very abundant, especially in
the patches of red grass in which they are sometimes clothed.
It is a merry sound to hear these partridges calling from all
directions just after daybreak, and one to make the heart of every
true sportsman rejoice exceedingly.
On leaving the house John
proceeded up the side of the hill behind it his pony picking its

way

carefully

between the stones, and the dog Pontac ranging
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about two or three hundred yards off, for in this sort of country it
is necessary to have a
dog with a wide range. Presently John saw

him

stop under a mimosa thorn and suddenly stiffen out as if he
had been petrified, and made the best of his way towards him.
Pontac stood still for a few seconds, and then slowly and deliberately veered his head round as though it worked on a hinge to
see if his master was comiDg.
John knew his ways. Three times
would that remarkable old dog look round thus, and if the gun had
not then arrived he would to a certainty run in and flush the birds.
This was a rule that he never broke, for his patience had a fixed
limit. On this occasion, however, John arrived before it was reached,
and, jumping off his pony, cocked his gun and marched slowly up,
full of happy expectation.
On drew the dog, his eye cold and
fixed, saliva dropping from his mouth, and his head and face, on
which was frozen an extraordinary expression of instinctive ferocity,
outstretched to their utmost limit.
He was right under the mimosa thorn now and up to his
Whirr I
belly in the warm red grass. Where could the birds be.
and a great feathered shell seemed to have burst at his very feet.
What a covey twelve brace if there was a bird, and they had all
been lying beak to beak in a space no bigger than a cartwheel.
Up went John's gun and off too, a little sooner than it should
have done.
'
Missed him clean
Now then for the left barrel.' Same result.
There, we will draw a veil over the profanity that ensued. A
minute later and it was all over, and John and Pontac were
regarding each other with contempt and disgust.
It was all you, you brute,' said John to Pontac.
I thought
you were going to run in, and you hurried me.'
*
*
Ugh said Pontac to John, or at least he looked it.
Ugh
you disgusting bad shot. What is the good of pointing for you ?
!

!

'

*

'

!

It

's

enough

!

to

The covey

make
or

a dog

sick.'

rather the collection

of old birds,

for this

kind of partridge sometimes 'packs' just before the breeding
season had scattered all about the place, and it was not long
before Pontac found some of them ; and this time John got one
and a beautiful great partridge he was too, with yellow legs
bird
and missed another.
Again Pontac pointed, and a brace rose.
one
down
;
goes
bang with the other barrel. Caught
Bang
as
he
him, by Jove, just
topped the stone. Hullo Pontac is still
on the point. Slip in two more cartridges. Oh, a leash this
!

!

!
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!

bang

!

bang

and down come a brace of them

!

two brace

of partridge without moving a yard.
Life has joys for all men, but it has, I verily believe, no joy
to compare to the joy of the moderate shot and earnest sportsman

when he has

just killed half a dozen driven partridges without a
or
ten
miss,
rocketing pheasants with eleven cartridges, or, better
a
Sweet to the politician
still,
couple of woodcock right and left.
are the cheers to announce the triumph of his cause and of himself; sweet to the desponding writer is the unexpected public
'

Saturday Eeview of talents with which
had
nobody
previously been much impressed ; sweet to all men
is the light of women's eyes a*nd the touch of women's lips.
But
have
all
true
he
these
to
the
experienced
sportsman
though
things,
and the moderate shot, sweeter far is it to see the arched wings
of the driven bird bent like Cupid's bow come flashing fast towards
recognition in the

*

him, to feel the touch of the stock as it fits itself against the
shoulder, and fhe kindly give of the trigger, and then, oh thrilling
sight to perceive the wonderful and yet awful change from life
!

and the hurtling passage of the dull
mass borne onward by its own force to fall twenty yards from where
the shot struck it. Next session the politician will be hooted down,
next year perhaps the * Saturday Eeview will cut the happy writer
to ribbons and decorate its columns with his fragments, next
week you will have wearied of those sweet smiles, or, more likely
still, they will be bestowed elsewhere.
Vanity of vanities, my
a true sportsman (yes,
But
if
are
and
all
of
them
each
son,
you
even though you be but a moderate shot), it will always be a
glorious thing to go out shooting, and when you chance to shoot
well earth holds no such joy as that which will glow in your honest
breast (for all sportsmen are honest), and it remains to be proved
It is a grand sport, though the pity of it
if heaven does either.
is that it should be such a cruel one.
Such was the paean that John sang in his heart as he contemto death, the puff of feathers,

'

!

plated those fine

partridges before

lovingly transferring

them

But his luck to-day was not destined to stop at
to his bag.
for
hardly had he ridden over the edge of the boulderpartridges,
strewn side, and on to the

some five hundred
from the shelter of a
of

flat table- top

yards away, nothing less than the
a large * pauw or bustard.
'

of the hill which consisted

acres of land, before he perceived, emerging
tuft of grass about a hundred and seventy
tall

neck and whiskered head of
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Now
and
and

this

up to a bustard,
The only thing to do is to excite his curiosity
attention by moving round and round him in an ever-

it is

quite useless to try to ride straight

he knew.

fix his

narrowing circle. Putting his pony to a canter, John proceeded
Round and
to do this with a heart beating with excitement.
round he went ; the * pauw had vanished now, he was squatting
The last circle brought him to within
in the tuft of grass.
'

seventy yards, and he did not dare risk it any more, so jumping
pony he ran in towards the bird as hard as ever he could

off his

'

Before he had covered ten yards the * pauw was rising,
but they are heavy birds, and he was within forty yards before it
was fairly on the wing. Then he pulled up and fired both barrels
go.

Down it came, and, incautious man, he rushed
it.
forward in triumph without reloading his gun. Already was his
hand outstretched to seize -the prize, when, behold the great
wings stretched themselves out and the bird was flying away.
of No. 4 into

!

John stood dancing upon the veldt, but observing that it settled
within a couple of hundred yards, ran back, mounted his pony,
and pursued it. When he got near it it rose again, and flew this
time a hundred yards only, and so it went on till at last he got
within gun-shot of the king of birds and killed it.
By this time he was right across the mountain-top, and on the
brink of the most remarkable chasm he had ever seen. The place
was known as Lion's Kloof, or Leeu Kloof in Dutch, because three
lions had once been penned up by a party of Boers and shot there.
The chasm or gorge was between a quarter and half a mile long,
about six hundred feet in width, and a hundred and fifty to a hundred
and eighty feet deep. It evidently owed its origin to the action
of running water, for at its head, just to the right of where John
little stream welling from hidden springs in the flat
mountain-top trickled from strata to strata, forming a series of
crystal pools and tiny waterfalls, till at last it reached the bottom
of the mighty gorge, and pursued its way, half-hidden by the
umbrella-topped mimosa and other thorns that were scattered

Niel stood, a

about, through it to the plains beyond. Evidently this little
stream was the parent of the gulf it flowed down and through,
but how many centuries of patient, never-ceasing flow, wondered

John

him

?

Niel, must have been necessary to the vast result before
First centuries of saturation of the soil piled on and

between the bed rocks that lay beneath it and jutted up through
it, then centuries of floods caused by rain and perhaps by melting
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snows, to wash away the loosened mould ; then centuries upon
centuries more of flowing and of rainfall to wash the debris clean

and complete the

colossal work.

I say the rocks that jutted up through the soil, for the gulf
was not clean cut. All along its sides, and here and there in
its arena, stood up mighty columns or fingers of rock, not solid

columns, but columns formed by huge boulders piled mason
upon another, as though the Titans of some dead

fashion one

age had employed themselves in building them up, overcoming
their tendency to fall by the mere crushing weight above, that
kept them steady even when the wild breath of the storms came
howling down the gorge and* tried its strength against them.
About a hundred paces from the near end of the gorge, some
ninety or more feet in height, stood the most remarkable of
these mighty pillars, to which the remains at Stonehenge are but

toy.

It

was formed of seven huge boulders, the

largest, that at

the bottom, about the size of a moderate cottage, and the smallest,
that at the top, perhaps some eight or ten feet in diameter.
These boulders were rounded like a cricket-ball evidently through
the action of water and yet the hand of Nature had contrived to
balance them, each one smaller than that beneath, the one upon
the other, and to keep them so. But this was not always the case.

For instance, a very similar mass that had risen on the near side
of the perfect pillar had fallen, all except the two bottom stones,
and the boulders that went to form it lay scattered about like
monstrous petrified cannon-balls. One of these had split in two,
and seated on it John discovered none other than Jess Croft,
apparently engaged in sketching, looking very small and far off
at the bottom of that vast chasm.
John got off his shooting pony, and looking about him perceived
that it was possible to descend by following the course of the stream
and clambering down the natural steps it had cut in the rocky bed.
Throwing the reins over the pony's head, and leaving him with the
dog Pontac to stand and look about him as South African shooting ponies are accustomed to do, he put down his gun and game
and proceeded to descend, pausing every now and again to admire
the wild beauty of the scene and look at the hundred varieties of
moss and ferns, the last mostly of the maiden-hair (capilla veneris}
genus, that clothed every cranny and every rock where they could
find roothold and get refreshment from the water or the spray of
the cascades. As he drew near the bottom of the gorge he saw
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that near the borders of the stream, wherever the soil was moist,
*
grew thousands upon thousands of white arum lilies, pig lilies
'

them there, just now in full bloom. He had noticed these
from above, but there they had, owing to the distance, looked
so small that he had taken them for everlastings or anemones. He
could not see Jess now, for she was hidden by a bush that grows by
the banks of the streams in South Africa in low-lying land, and
which at certain seasons of the year is literally covered with masses
of the most gorgeous scarlet bloom. His footsteps fell very softly on
the moss and flowers, and when he got round the glorious-looking
bush it was evident that she had not heard him, for she was asleep.
Her hat was off, but the bush shaded her, and her head had fallen
forward over her sketching block and rested on her hand. A
ray of light that came through the bush played upon her curling
brown hair and threw warm shadows on her white face and the
white wrist and hand on which it rested.
John stood opposite to her and looked at her, and the old
curiosity took possession of him to understand this feminine
enigma. Many a man before him has been the victim of a like
desire, and lived to regret that he did not leave it ungratified.
It is not well to try and lift the curtain of the unseen, it is not
well to call to heaven to show its glory, or to hell to give us
touch and knowledge of its yawning fires. Knowledge comes soon
they

call

lilies

enough ; many of us will say that knowledge has come too soon
and left us desolate. There is no bitterness like the bitterness
of wisdom
so cried the great Koholeth, and so hath cried many
a son of man following blindly on his path.
Let us be thankful
for the dark places of the earth
places where we may find rest
and shadow, and the heavy sweetness of the night. Seek not
after mysteries,
son of man, be content with the practical and
the proved and the broad light of the day peep not, mutter not
the words of awakening. Understand her who would be understood and is comprehensible to those who run, and for the others
let them be, lest your fate should be as the fate of Eve, and as the
For here and there there is
fate of Lucifer, star of the morning.
a human heart from which it is not wise to draw the veil a heart
in which many things slumber as undreamed dreams in the brain
Draw not the veil, whisper not the word of life in
of the sleeper.
the silence where all things sleep, lest in that kindling breath of
love and pain dim shapes arise, take form, and fright thee.
A minute or so might have passed when suddenly, and with a
:

;
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Jess opened her great eyes, on which the shadow of
darkness lay, and gazed at him.
'
Oh
she said with a little tremor,
is it
you or is it my

little start,

'

'

!

dream ?
1

'

Don't be

afraid,'

he answered cheerily,

*

it is I

in the flesh.'

She covered her face with her hand for a moment, and then
withdrew it, and he noticed that her eyes had changed curiously
in that moment.
They were still large and beautiful as they
but
there
was a change. Just now they had seemed
were,
always
as though her soul were looking through them.
Doubtless it was
because the pupils were enlarged by sleep.
1
Your dream What dream ? he asked, laughing.
Never mind,' she answered in a quiet sort of way that excited
his curiosity more than ever
dreams are foolishness.'
'

!

'

*

:

CHAPTER

VI.

THE STORM BREAKS.
*

Do you know, you

are a very odd person, Miss Jess,' John said
'
I don't think you can have a

presently, with a little laugh.

happy mind.'
Who can have a
She looked up. * A happy mind ? she said.
happy mind ? Nobody who can feel. Supposing,' she went on
after a pause
supposing one puts oneself and one's own little
interests and joys and sorrows quite away, how is it possible to be
happy, when one feels the breath of human misery beating on
one's face, and sees the great tide of sorrow and suffering creeping
up to one's feet ? One may be on a rock oneself and out of the
path of it, till the spring floods or the hurricane wave comes to
'

'

'

sweep one away, or one may be afloat upon it whichever it
is quite impossible, if one has any heart, to be indifferent to

is, it

:

'

1

Then only the

'

happy ?

Yes, the indifferent and the selfish ; but, after all, it
indifference is the perfection of selfishness.'

same thing
'

indifferent are

I

am

it.'

is

the

lots of selfishness in

the

:

afraid that there

must be

world, for there is certainly plenty of happiness, all evil things
notwithstanding. I should have said that happiness comes from

goodness and from a sound digestion.'
'
Jess shook her head as she answered, I may be wrong, but I
don't see how anybody who feels can be quite happy in a world of
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I saw a Kafir woman
sickness, suffering, slaughter, and death.
She was a poor
die yesterday, and her children crying over her.
creature and had a rough lot, but she loved her life, and her

children loved her.

Who

God

can be happy and thank

for his

when he has just seen such a thing?

But there, Captain
dare say very wrong, and

creation

my ideas are very crude, and I
everybody has thought them before at any rate, I am not going
What is the use of it ? she went on with
to inflict them on you.
Niel,

:

'

a laugh

'
:

what

is

the use of anything

passing through the same

?

The same

old thoughts

human minds from

year to year and
century to century, just as the same clouds float across the same
blue sky. The clouds are born in the sky, and the thoughts are

born in the brain, and they both end in tears and re-arise in blinding, bewildering mist, and this is the beginning and end of
thoughts and clouds. They arise out of the blue ; they over-

shadow and break into storms and tears, and then they are drawn
up with the blue again, and the whole thing begins afresh.'
So you don't think that one can be happy in the world ? he
'

*

asked.
'

I never said that.
I did not say that
I do think that hapIt is possible if one can love somebody so hard
piness is possible.
that one can quite forget oneself and everything else except that
person, and it is possible if one can sacrifice oneself for others.

There

no true happiness outside of love and

is

rather outside of love, for
all

the rest
*

How

self-sacrifice, or

includes the other.

it

That

is

gold,

is gilt.'

do you know that

'

?

he asked quickly.

*

You have never

been in love.'
'
*
No,' she answered, I have never been in love like that, but
the happiness I have had in my life has come to me from loving.
it is like the philoI believe that love is the secret of the world

all

:

sopher's stone they used to look for, and almost as hard to find,
but when one finds it it turns everything to gold. Perhaps,' she
went on with a little laugh, * when the angels left the earth they
left

to

us love behind, that by it and through it we may climb up
It is the one thing that lifts us above the brutes.
again.

them

Without love man is a brute, and nothing but a brute with love
he draws near to God. When everything else falls away the
love will endure because it cannot die while there is any life, if it
;

is

true love, for

must be

true.'

it is

immortal.

Only

it

must be true

you see

it
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He had got through her reserve now ; the ice of her manner
broke up beneath the warmth of her words, and her usually impassive face had caught the life and light from the eyes above, and
acquired a certain beauty of its own. He looked at it, and realised
something of the untaught and ill-regulated intensity and depth
of the nature of this curious girl.
He caught her eyes and they
moved him strangely, though he was not an emotional man, and
was too old to experience spasmodic thrills at the chance glances

woman. He went towards her, looking at her curiously.
would be worth living to be loved like that,' he said, more

of a pretty
4

It

to himself than to her.

She did not answer, but sh let her eyes rest on his. Indeed,
she did more, for she put all her soul into them and gazed and
gazed till John Niel felt as though he were being mesmerised.

And as

she did so there rose up in her breast a knowledge that if
it she could gain this man's heart and hold it
against
the world, for her nature was stronger than his nature, and her

she willed
all

mind, untrained as it was, encompassed his mind and could pass
over it and beat it down as the wind beats down a tossing sea.
All this she learnt in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye she
did not know how she knew it, but she did know it as surely as
:

she

knew

he

that the blue sky stretched overhead, and, what

for the

as a shock

and

for a

moment,

at

any rate

and a revelation,

moment

left

knew

it too.

It

is

more,

came on her

like the tidings of a great joy or grief,

her heart empty of

all

things else.

She dropped her eyes suddenly.
I think,' she said quietly, that we have
deal of nonsense, and that I want to finish
'

i

been talking a great

my

He

sketch.'

he had to get home, saying as he
did so that he thought there was a storm coming up, the air
was so quiet, and the wind had fallen as it does before an African
tempest, and presently on looking round she saw him slowly
got up and

left her, for

climbing the precipitous ascent to the table-land above.
It was a glorious afternoon, such as one sometimes gets in the
African spring, although it was so intensely still. Everywhere

were the proofs and evidences of life. The winter was over, and
now, from the sadness and sterility of its withered age, sprung
young and lovely summer clad in sunshine, be-diamonded with
dew, and fragrant with the breath of flowers. Jess lay back and
looked up into the infinite depths above. How blue they were,
She could not see the angry clouds that
and how measureless
the horizon. See there, miles above
on
omens
like visible
!

lay
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was one tiny circling speck. It was a vulture, watching her
from his airy heights and descending a little to see if she was
her,

dead, or only sleeping.
Involuntarily she shuddered.
of

Death himself

also

The

bird of death

hanging high up

reminded her

there in the blue and

waiting his opportunity to fall upon the sleeper. Then her eyes
fell upon a
bough of the glorious flowering bush under which she

more than four feet above her head, but she was
and motionless that a jewelled honeysucker came and
hovered over the flowers, darting from one to another like a
many-coloured flash. Thence her glance travelled to the great
column of boulders that towered up above her, and that seemed
to say,
I am very old.
I have seen many springs and many
winters, and have looked down on many sleeping maids, and
where are they now ? All dead all dead,' and an old baboon in
the rocks with startling suddenness barked out ' all dead in answer.
Around her were the blooming lilies and the lustiness of
springing life ; the heavy air was sweet with the odour of ferns
and the mimosa flower. The running water splashed and musicIt was not

lay.

so

still

'

'

ally fell

the

the sunlight lay in golden bars athwart the shade, like
days in the grey vista of a life ; away in the

;

memory of happy

yonder, the rock-doves were preparing to nest by hundreds,
silence with their cooing and the flutter of their
wings. Even the grim old eagle perched on the pinnacle of the
cliffs

and waking the

rock was pruning himself, contentedly happy in the knowledge
that his mate had laid an egg in that dark corner of the cliff.

Everything rejoiced and cried aloud that summer was at hand and
it was time to bloom and love and nest.
Soon it would be
winter again, when things died, and next summer other things
would live under the sun, and they perchance would be forgotten.
That was what they seemed to say.
And as she lay and heard, her youthful blood, drawn by Nature's
magnetic force, as the moon draws the tide, rose in her veins like
the sap in the budding trees, and stirred her virginal serenity. All
the bodily natural part of her caught the tones of Nature's happy
voice that bade her break her bands, live and love, and be a woman.
And lo the spirit within her answered to it, and flung wide her
that

!

bosom's doors, and of a sudden, as it were, something quickened
and lived in her heart that was of her and yet had its own life a

something that sprung from her and another, and that
would always be with her now and could never die ; and she rose
life

apart

;
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pale and trembling, as a woman trembles at the first stirring of
the child that she shall bear, and clung to the flowery bough of

the beautiful bush above and then sank

down

again, feeling the

had departed from her, and that another
had
entered
there
knew that she loved with heart and
angel
soul and body, and was a very woman.
She had called to Love as the wretched call to Death, and Love
had come in his strength and possessed her utterly and now for
a little while she was afraid to pass into the shadow of his wings,
as the wretched who call to Death fear him when they feel his icy
But the fear passed, and the great joy and the new confingers.
sciousness of power and of identity that the inspiration of a true
passion gives to some strong* deep natures remained, and after a
while she prepared to make her way home across the mountainBut still she did
top, feeling as though she were another woman.
not go, but lay there with closed eyes and drank of this new
So absorbed was she that she did not notice
intoxicating wine.
that the birds had ceased to call, and that the eagle had fled away
for shelter.
She was not aware of the great and solemn hush
that had taken the place of the merry voice of beast and bird and
spirit of her girlhood

;

;

preceded the breaking of the gathered storm.
At last as she rose to go she opened her dark eyes, which had
been for the most part shut while this great change was passing
over her, and with a natural impulse turned to look once more on
the place where her happiness had found her, and then sank down
again with a little exclamation. Where was the light and the
glory and
around her

all
?

the happiness of the
(rone,

and in

that

life

moved and grew

place darkness and rising mist and
As she lay and thought, the sun had

its

deep and ominous shadows.
sunk behind the hill and left the great gulf nearly dark, and,
as is common in South Africa, the heavy storm-cloud had crept
A drear
across the blue sky and sealed up the light from above.
wind came moaning up the gorge from the plains beyond the
heavy rain-drops began to fall one by one the lightning flickered
The storm that John
fitfully in the belly of the advancing cloud.
;

;

had feared was upon

her.

Then came a dreadful hush.

Jess had recovered herself by
now, and, knowing what to expect, snatched up her sketchingblock and hurried into the shelter of a little cave hollowed by
water in the side of the cliff. And then with a rush of ice-cold
Down came the rain in a sheet ; and then
air the tempest burst.
flash

upon

flash

gleaming

fiercely

through the vapour-laden

air

;
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and roar upon roar echoing
fearful sound.

in the rocky cavities in volumes of
of utter silence,

Then another pause and space

followed by a blaze of light that dazed and blinded her, and suddenly one of the piled-up columns to her left swayed to and fro
like a poplar in a breeze, and fell headlong with a crash that almost
mastered the awful crackling of the thunder overhead and the
shrieking of the baboons scared from their crannies in the cliff.
Down it came beneath the stroke of the fiery sword, the brave old

had lasted out so many centuries, sending clouds of
dust and fragments high up into the blinding rain, and carrying
awe and wonder into the heart of the girl who watched its fall.
pillar that

Away

rolled the storm as quickly as it

had come, with a sound

like the passing of the artillery of an embattled host, and then a
grey rain set in, blotting out the outlines of everything, like an
grief, dulling the edge and temper of a life.
scared
and wet to the skin, managed to climb up
Jess,
Through
the natural steps, now made almost impassable by the prevailing

enduring absorbing
it

gloom and the rush of the water from the table-top of the mountain, and so on across the sodden plain, down the rocky path on
the farther side, past the

little

walled-in cemetery with

its

four

gums planted at its corners, in which a stranger who had died
at Mooifontein lay buried, and so, just as the darkness of the wet

red

night came down like a cloud, home at
stood her old uncle with a lantern.

At the backdoor

r

'

'

last.

Is that you, Jess ?
he called out in his stentorian tones.
Lord what a sight ' as she emerged, her sodden dress clinging
!

!

to her slight form, her
rocks, her curling hair

hands bleeding with clambering over the
which had broken loose hanging down her

back and half covering her

face.

'

'

he ejaculated again.
Lord, what a sight
where have you been ? Captain Niel has gone out
!

with the

*

Why, Jess,
to look for you

Kafirs.'

have been sketching in Leuw Kloof, and got caught in the
storm.
There, uncle, let me pass, I want to get these wet things
It is a bitter night,' and off she ran to her room, leaving
off.
a long trail of water behind her as she passed.
The old man
entered the house, shut the door, and blew out the lantern.
*
Now, what is it she reminds me of ? he said aloud as he groped
(
his way down the passage to the sitting-room.
Ah, 1 know, that
rain
first
came
here
out
of
the
when
she
leading Bessie by the
night
hand. What can the girl have been thinking of, not to see the
thunder coming up ? She ought to know the signs of the weather
*

I

'
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here by now.

Dreaming, I suppose, dreaming. She's an odd
woman, Jess, very.' Perhaps he did not quite know how accurate his
guess was, and how true the conclusion he drew from it. Certainly
she had been dreaming, and she was an odd woman.
Meanwhile Jess was rapidly changing her clothes and removing
the traces of her struggle with the elements. But of that other
struggle that she had gone through she could not remove the traces.
They and the love that arose from it would endure as long as she
endured. It was her former self that had been cast off in it and
that now lay behind her, an empty and meaningless thing like the
So he had
It was all very strange.
shapeless pile of garments.
was
had
not
found
She
to
look
for
and
her.
her,
glad that
gone
he had gone. It made her happy to think of him searching and
She was only a woman, and it
calling in the wet and the night.
was natural that she should feel thus. By-and-by he would come
back and find her clothed and in her right mind and ready to greet
him. She was glad that he had not seen her, wet, dishevelled,
and shapeless. A woman looks so unpleasant like that. It
might have turned him against her. Men like women to look
That gave her an idea. She turned
nice and clean and pretty.
to her glass and, holding the light above her head, studied her own
face attentively in it.
She was a woman with as little vanity in
her composition as it is possible for a woman to have, and she had
not

till

now given her

personal looks

much

consideration.

They

had not been of great importance to her in the Wakkerstoom disBut now all of a sudden they became very
trict of the Transvaal.
and
she
stood and looked at her own wonderful
so
important
at
of
the
masses
eyes,
curling brown hair still damp and shining
from the rain, at the curious pallid face and the clear-cut determined mouth.
If it was not for my eyes and hair, I should be very ugly,' she
If only I were beautiful like Bessie, now.'
said to herself aloud.
The thought of her sister gave her another idea. What if he were
Now she thought of it, he had been very attento prefer Bessie ?
A feeling of dreadful doubt and jealousy passed
tive to Bessie.
through her, for women like Jess know what jealousy is in its
pain.
Supposing that it was all in vain, supposing that what she
had to-day given given with both hands once and for all, so that
she could not take it back, had been given to a man who loved
another woman, and that woman her own dear sister ? Supposing
that the fate of her love was to be like water falling unalteringly
on the hard rock that heeds it not and retains it not. True, the
;

'

'
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water wears the rock away ; but could she be satisfied with that ?
She could master him, she knew ; even if things were so, she could
win him to herself, she had read it in his eyes that afternoon ; but
could she,

who had promised

to her dead

mother to cherish and pro-

tect her sister, whom till this afternoon she had loved better than
anything in the world, and whom she still loved more dearly than
her life could she, if it should happen to be thus, rob that sister

And if it should be so, what would her life be like ?
would be like the great pillar after the lightning had smitten
it, a pile of scattered smoking fragments, a very heaped- up debris
of a life.
She could feel it even now. No wonder she sat there
upon the little white bed holding her hand against her heart and
of her lover ?
It

feeling terribly afraid.

Just then she heard John's footstep in the hall.
'
I can't find her,' he said in an anxious tone to some one as
she rose, taking her candle with her, and left the room. The light

from the candle fell full upon his face and dripping clothes. It
was white and anxious, and she was glad to see the anxiety.
'
he said, catching her hand.
Oh, thank God here you are
I have been right down
I began to think you were quite lost.
the Kloof after you, and got a nasty fall over it.'
*
It is very good of you,' she said in a low voice, and again their
There was such a
eyes met, and again the glance thrilled him.
'

!

!

'

wonderful light in Jess's eyes that night.

Half an hour afterwards they sat down as usual to supper.
Bessie did not put in an appearance till it was a quarter over, and
then sat very silent through it. Jess narrated her adventure in
the Kloof, and everybody listened, but nobody said much. There
was a sort of shadow over the house that evening, or perhaps it

was that each of the party was thinking of his own affairs. After
supper old Silas Croft began talking about the political state of
the country, which gave him uneasiness. He sai4 that he believed
the Boers really meant to rebel against the Government this
time. Frank Muller had told him so, and he always knew what
was going on. This announcement did not tend to raise anybody's spirits, and the evening passed as silently as the meal had
At last Bessie got up, stretched her rounded arms, and
done.
said that she was tired and going to bed.
'Come into my room,' she whispered to her sister as she
'
I want to speak to you.'
passed.
(To be contimwd.')
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CAS' A LTV CORNER.
As the present writer does not

profess to have an exhaustive

acquaintance with the eccentricities of street nomenclature, he
cannot say that there is not somewhere within the Metropolitan
area a spot officially named Cas'alty Corner. There may be,
though the probability is that there is not. For the name is
It typifies an instituproverbial and typical, not literal or local.
tion rather than any given place.
Cas'alty Corner is a feature
of every district of outcast London, is to be found wherever the

A

poor of the great city most do congregate. It is a corner-man's
corner, but the men 'using' it are really what the loafer and
classes of corner-men only pretend to be
namely, workingout of employment. They are men who have worked, who
in an in-and-out way do work, and who, though they cannot say
with literal truthfulness that

rough

men

From

early

morn

till

dewy eve they tramp

in search of work,

do look for employment, hoping to find it, and willing to take
whenever and wherever it may be offered to them. They are for
the most part cas'alty labourers, men who in good times only
pick up work by the day or hour, and live from hand to mouth.
How they manage to live at all in bad times is a mystery known
to few save themselves.
They are poorly clad, and do not present an over-cleanly appearance, for as a rule they only possess
the clothes they stand up in,' and those customary suits are
heavy with the soil and grime of labour. Though they try to
put a good face on it before each other and the world, their
characteristic expression of countenance is rather rueful than
still

it

'

'

'

'

'

Altogether the aspect of Cas'alty Corner is decidedly
but the gloominess of the picture is to a great ex;
tent upon the surface only.
These corner-men are the poor and
unemployed, but they are not les mistirables. The latter class do
cheerful.

Dantesque

not corner, do not assemble together in any considerable numbers.
There is fellowship among them no doubt, but they shrink from
the general observation which cornering involves. Notwithstanding the sombre tone of Cas'alty Corner from a picturesque point
of view, * All hope abandon ye who enter here would be a very
inappropriate inscription to place over it. Fortunately for himself,
'
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is one of the most hopeful of human
beings.
quite a Micawber in being in a state of blessed expectation
of something turning up, but it is due to him to say that he is

the cas'alty labourer

He

is

not content with merely waiting for the something to come to

him he looks for it.
The particular Cas'alty Corner which
;

it is here proposed to
take by way of general illustration is a thoroughly representative
one.
It is situated in a distinctively working-class neighbour'
hood, and lies handy to the docks, a number of river-side and
'

canal bank

wharves, firewood yards, chemical and white-lead
and engineering workshops. It is a corner formed by
the junction of a busy main road with the still more busy high
street of a poor and populous district.
Forming its background
on both its main road and high street facings is a commanding
corner public-house,' which stands out a conspicuous landmark,
not merely by reason of its size, which dwarfs surrounding buildand even more so by reason of its brassy, glassy,
ings, but also

factories,

'

The pathways
gasy, gin-palacey style of exterior decoration.
in front of this establishment are of such ample width that the
habitues of the corner can

fringe themselves along the curb
without causing any obstruction, and the spot has the further
advantage that along the edge of the pavement are placed a

number

of short iron pillars, which serve admirably as leaningsomewhat special feature of this corner a feature that

A

posts.

it a class of frequenters not to be seen at every Cas'alty
consists in the circumstance that just beyond the mainroad end of the public-house is an advertising station, on which
is placed each morning the sheets of a certain daily paper that
'
*
is regarded as one of the
best mediums for the insertion of

brings to

Corner

advertisements of situations vacant.

drawing to the corner

men and
keep

up.'

others,

This has the

numbers of unemployed

clerks

effect

of

and shop-

who even

They have

in poverty have an ' appearance to
literally to consider their cloth.
They are

in the bonds of gentility, the victims
no doubt in the majority
of instances the willing victims
of conventional usage.
They
cannot don the cheap but comfortable cord or moleskin which is

the wear of the labouring classes. If they would keep their
caste, and retain any chance of obtaining employment, they must
dress in cloth, be it ever so shabbily.
These are more to be
pitied than almost any other class of the unemployed, and those
of them who are brought down to resort to Cas'alty Corner are
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the most to be pitied of their

All hopes of their securing
employment through private friendship or influence have been
exhausted, and they have come to be so poor that if they have
class.

at all it is of such material importance to them that
cannot
afford to part with it to pay for admission to a
they
Therefore they come to consult the advertisereading-room.

a

penny

ments gratuitously displayed at our Cas'alty Corner. They come
early, while as yet but few of the more ordinary corner-men are
about. As they gather around the board, a stump of pencil and
scrap of paper, or much-worn pocket-book, in hand, you can see
that the brand of genteel poverty is upon them. Their clothing
exhibits every variety of sign and token of attempts at sartorial
restoration and renovation, and though this is creditable to the
wearers, it rather accentuates than disguises their general shabTheir hats are greasy and limp, some of them,
biness of attire.
as

we once heard

a labouring habitud of the corner point out,
and dented at the part of the brim which is

noticeably soft

being
taken hold of when the hat is raised to a lady ; from which circumstance the labourer deduced that the wearers of these now
(
shocking bad hats had in their day been toffs.' Most of the
little crowd are down at heel, and some of them even out at

elbow, while their garments generally are shiney, or threadbare, or
As a rule, they are most presentable in the matter of
frayed.
collar

and

cuff.

Any

of

them who have managed

to

keep a

fairly

good-looking overcoat can of course cover a multitude of shortcomings ; but it usually happens that those who have kept overcoats at all have only been able to do so because the coats have

not been good ones

have been so seedy as not to be pawnable.

some of these poor but genteel members of the army
of the unemployed are unmistakably hunger-pinched, and all of
them have an anxious careworn look. This latter remark applies
in an especial degree to the more elderly men
happily a minority
men who have probably given hostages to fortune, and who are
weighed down by the knowledge that their wives and children as

The

faces of

well as themselves are suffering from want.
In England in the present day the lot of the unemployed
*
mere clerk is about as hard as the lot of civilised man can be.
'

is chronically and largely overstocked, and the overand appears likely to continue to increase. As
increases,
stocking
artisans sometimes figuratively remark, with a sort of contemptuous

His calling

pity,

mere

clerks are to be

had at

stale

mackerel price

thirteen
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clerk out of situation has no handicraft to

he cannot dig, and to beg he
gration agents simply inform him that he

fall

ashamed, while emiis not the sort of man
required in the colonies. Occasionally a woman is to be seen
mingling with the forlorn hope gathered around the advertisementboard, and it is gratifying to see with what ready courtesy way is
made for her alike by those who are consulting the paper and any
of the regular corner-men through whose midst she may have to
After they have got through their
pass to reach the hoarding.
reading, the poor but genteel section do not corner to any considerable extent.
Some, who hope that they have found something in which there is a chance for them, hasten away at once,
mostly on foot, but in some instances indulging in the luxury of
a tramcar ride. A few who have made no notes who have not
back upon

;

is

seen anything that will suit them or that they think they will suit
disconsolately take their stand at the corner for a while, pro-

bably because they have not for the moment made up their minds
In reply to the friendly ' What luck ?
as to what to be at next.
of any of the labouring unemployed who may have been watching
'

their proceedings, they will answer no luck but bad luck, and enter
into conversation upon the theme of the hardness of the times.

Presently, however, they move away by one, by two, by three,'
the solitary individuals going home, the others generally starting
*

on a shop-window-gazing stroll just to fill up time for an hour or
A few, on leaving the advertising-station, may be seen entertwo.
an
adjoining stationer's shop, to obtain the stamp and writing
ing
material necessary for answering advertisements that are to be
If you get into conversation with some
replied to by letter only.

you that they have literally spent pounds in
such
advertisements, and all in vain. They will
postage answering
describe to you the crowds of competitors they have found themselves struggling with when trying for situations that were to be
of these, they will tell

sought by personal application. They will speak of the most dis'
'
astrous chances by which they have just missed good berths, of
their having lacked some one small qualification that had not been
required from them in their previous situations, or having noticed
an advertisement or seen an employer too late, or the like. Sadder

than these are their stories of situations missed after negotiastories of hope deferred that are
tions, and inquiries, and delays
calculated to make sick the heart of one who has only to listen to
still

them.
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ten o'clock in the morning, the poor but genteel contingent
have disappeared from Cas'alty Corner, and the gathering of the

By

clans of the labouring unemployed is nearing high-water mark.
so far
By that time most of them have shot their bolt for the day,
'
(
is
concerned.
on
work
for
as searching
hours,
During putting
six to nine, they will have been their round of
'
or
docks, wharves,
workshops, and will have received no for an
'
momentous
which
to
has
come to
to
answer
them,
the,
question

which are from

be regarded as their Shibboleth 'Any chance to-day?' Such
being the case, they are not merely as well at the corner as anywhere else they are better. Cas'alty Corner is known as a sort
of unofficial labour exchange. If a stevedore, or a factory or wharf
foreman, suddenly finds himself in want of labourers he knows that
he can ' have his pick at the corner, and resorts there. In the
same way, if any local tradesman unexpectedly finds himself in
need of able-bodied assistance, he goes to the corner for it. Workmen in employment, if they hear as they frequently do of
'

'

'

go to the corner to give the
or
former
and
even the corner-men themfriends
to
mates,
tip
In any case the men
selves can advantageously exchange notes.
are company to each other, and this, and the life and bustle of the
thoroughfares commanded by the corner, helps to keep from brooding over-much those corner-men who may be inclined to brood.
Though, taken through and through, the Cas'alty Corner men are
a very mixed lot, the bulk of them are cas'alty labourers men who
never have regular employment. They are engaged and paid by
the hour, and often enough are put on only for an hour, while even
'
if taken on for a
spell of a week, or as a long run a month, they
These
are engaged from day to day and paid up each evening.
'

chances

for the

unemployed,

will

'

'

are the

men who chiefly give character to a Cas'alty Corner. They
much out of work as in, and consequently acquire a

are about as

good deal of the loafer manner

;
but, as a matter of fact, they
no-visible-means-of-support loafers that to outA little study of them would
siders they doubtless appear to be.
make that clear even to the uninitiated. While cornering, they

are not the

generally

carry

withdraw them

their

hands in their pockets, but when they

which

is generally to handle their pipes
it is
evident at a glance that they are hard and knotted ; they are toilhardened, and occasionally shorn of their fair proportions of fingers

in a

manner that the hands

There

is

of the thoroughpaced loafer are not.
nothing in their bearing to suggest a suspicion of mas-
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Their clothes are unquestionably * working clothes,
and are worn by them with an unconscious ease that tells of men
*
to the manner born to live in such garments.
querading.

'

These

men

are disposed to believe

and they act up to their

in a theory to the effect that dirt helps to keep you warm,
and that washing takes more than wearing out of clothing. As a
result, the grease, and grime, and labour stain upon their clothes,
belief

often unpleasantly and unnecessarily pronounced, but it is undoubtedly genuine. If you approach near enough to hear the

is

men and you need not go very near, for their
loud-toned
you will discover that a good deal of it
always
relates to work.
Naturally this phase of their discourse turns
the
scarcity of employment, the difficulty of obprincipally upon
conversation of the
talk

is

taining

it,

it, and the hopes
the immediate future.

their personal vicissitudes in seeking

and prospects of their further search in
They speak of what ships are expected or
docks, which wharves or warehouses are
goods, and what firms in the building and
are rumoured to be tendering for work.

named who

are over-due, at what
likely to be receiving

iron

and other trades

Foremen and gangers

'

'

good to give a start to the speakers at the
first opportunity ; and in the same way there is mention made of
more fortunate fellow-workmen who are * on the look-out to serve
them. Of course there is a considerable amount of discussion of
rates of pay, and a still more considerable amount of objurgation
are

are

'

A listener, competent to judge upon the
would be convinced that all this talk is technically correct,
and up to date ; which the talk of the loafer and out-of-luck thief
class of corner-men, trying to pose as working men, would not be,
of foreign competition.

point,

supposing they cared to elaborate their assumption of character
to the extent of trying to talk shop.
Moreover, the talk of the
as yet at any rate
any taint of the
Cas'alty Corner-men has not

revolutionary jargon, which of late has come to be added to the
brutal ribaldry, hideous slang, and blood-curdling blasphemy,

which, formerly, were the exclusive characteristics of the public
utterances of the rowdy and criminal type of corner-men. To those
who have the best opportunities of studying the habits and cus-

toms of the last-named type, it is evident that in these latter
*
days they have been got at by the most pernicious of the pro'

fessional agitators.

of such corner-men

That, directly, there is nothing to be got out
certain. What the motives of the agitators

is

in seeking to wire-pull

them may be

is

not a matter to be dis-
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cussed here.

We

merely mention the

fact, as

one serving to help
and corner-men

to discriminate between working class corner-men
of the dangerous classes.

As already

stated, the majority of the Cas'alty

Corner-men are

cas'alty labourers ; but mingling with them are a number of
'
*
stone-broke costers, fish hawkers, and gutter merchants. Either
from their fault or their misfortune these men are for the present

now on the look-out for any ema few shillings together wherewhich
put
by
they
may
ployment
In the crowd, though
with to make a fresh start in trade.
without

*

stock-money,' and are

disposed to regard themselves as being less distinctively of it than
the others, are a sprinkling ef unemployed artisans, bricklayers,
carpenters, engineers and other skilled iron-workers, shipwrights,
tailors,

and cobblers. These, though for the time being out of work,

cannot, strictly speaking, be classed as cas'alty men.
employment they are not picked up by the hour.

When

in

They are
regularly shopped,' and while shopped are counted upon the staff
of the establishment in which they are engaged. Even when they
are to be seen swelling the numbers at Cas'alty Corner, they may
*

not be out of work in the

full sense of the term
they may be
merely 'standing off' for a time; those in the building trades
through stress of weather ; and those in the iron trades because
firms are waiting for material or the completion of stages of work
preceding those to be performed by the particular classes of
mechanics who have to stand off. The artisans are easily identhe
tified by their dress and the various trade marks upon it
the
mortar
and
the
splashes
engineer by grease,
bricklayers by
iron-mould
the
his
ruleboilermaker by
spots ;
carpenter by
pocket the shipwright by his blue jacket and the cobbler by a
The tailor is somewhat of an
general waxiness of appearance.
If
he
comes
out in the slippers which
in
this
respect.
exception
he wears upon the workboard he is, of course, unmistakable ; but,
usually, he is only distinguishable by an uncommon length and
raggedness of hair, and a marked shabbiness of attire. As a rule,
;

'

'

;

;

;

;

*
the cobblers of Cas'alty Corner belong to the translating,' the
'
When in work they can scarcely earn
tailors to the slop trade.
labourer's wages, and when out of work are among the most forlorn
'

and depressed-looking members of the unemployed.

They rank

with the poorest of Cas'alty Corner men ; but the other descripof course in the present connection the term
tions of artisans are
a very comparative one the rich of the crowd. As when in
employment they earn good pay, they have better opportunities

is
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than the others to provide
rainy days are
the labourers.

much

for the proverbial rainy day, and their
fewer and farther between than are those of

If they are

members

of Trades' Unions they will,

when out

of work, be * on donation,' and one way or another they
generally manage to have a little money in their pockets ; and on
the principle that in the kingdom of the blind the one-eyed man
is

king, they are, among their unpennied companions at the
men of many friends. Their store of coin is small ; still

corner,

they have

*

a penny they can spend, and a penny they can lend,'
is literally the
under the colourable pregift that

and a penny

they most frequently make to 'cleaned out'
of acquaintanceship upon them.

tence of a loan
labourers

who have the claim

That sum represents the price of
'

'

'arf

a pint of four

ale,'

a recog-

'

at Cas'alty Corner. If need be, however,
the artisan will ' spring a point,' will * run to the three half-pence
'
necessary for the purchase of an 'arf hounce of tobacco.' How-

nised

standard of value

'

ever hard up they may be, the corner-men will contrive somehow
to have a bit of 'bacca, for, if driven to so evil an alternative, they
would rather go without food than without smoke. They lounge at

the corner, forty smoking like one, and the air

is

heavy with the

reek from their pipes. The brand of tobacco they consume is
Its rank odour, combined with
certainly the reverse of choice.
a

sight of the foul nicotine-blackened clays from which it
is enough to make an ordinary smoker feel faint.

is

blown,

Though the
a fact that the

assertion has something of a paradoxical ring,

*

it is

'

commanding corner public-house which forms the

background of Cas'alty Corner benefits materially by the presence
of the corner-men.
Those men are emphatically droughty souls.

To judge by

their practice in relation to the * liquor question,' they
have a perpetual thirst upon them, and one of their first objects in

to get the said thirst ' squenched.' If they have not themselves money to spend in drink, they are the cause of spending

life is

in others.

'

'

a custom of the country to treat unemployed
'
to ' stand drink for them.
It may be that it is a

It is

working men
custom that would be more honoured in the breach than the observance, but meantime it holds sway, and here we are dealing not
with the desirable but the actual. There is always a stream of
foot-passengers flowing past the corner, and the cas'alty men are
ever on the look-out for * Christians among them for present
*
neighbours or former mates who will take them into the pub,'
and drink with them ; or for good-natured employers, or tradesmen to whom they are known, or even easy-going strangers, who,
'
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though they may not care to enter the public-house themselves,
will yet stand the price of a pot. Occasionally they will draw a
big
will fall in with some broke loose personage
prize in the lottery
'

'

who is throwing his money about.' They avail themselves of such a
'

stroke of fortune with a promptitude and energy worthy of a better
cause.

'

Four

ale

'

is

abandoned

more generous

for

liquor,

and the

treating being in such cases ad libitum, they are apt to drink not
wisely but too much. Generally speaking, however, they only come
in for a few half-pints each of the cheaper drink ; and * four ale

'

being anything but a potent draught, a reasonable quantity does
but little harm to a labouring man does little more, indeed, than
'

'

literally

squench

his thirst.^

All day long individual

members

or little groups of the corner-men may be seen dropping in or
popping out of the public-house. Upon the part of men out of

employment, and whose families are probably but scantily provided
with food, this looks bad, but, as will be understood from what has
been said above, their proceedings in this matter have less of illdoing about them than what meets the eye would naturally suggest
to an outsider.
Whatever may be their consumption of drink,
they spend very little upon it, and no doubt numbers of them
would be only too glad to receive * friendship's-oflering in bread
instead of beer did the unwritten law of treatment governing the
'

case permit of their doing so, which it does not.
Cas'alty Corner is a sufficiently lively spot in

itself, and those
a
look
and bearing.
assume
never-say-die
frequenting
There is chat and laughter, and it may be even a little horseplay,
going on amongst them ; nevertheless they find their cornering

it

try to

are to a greater or lesser extent * used
to their troubles, and in any case bear them Spartan fashion, the
troubles will make themselves felt and tell their tale upon the

dreary work.

Though they

'

countenance.

With the

Cas'alty Corner

men

the loud laugh may
It is not unfre-

speak, not the vacant, but the tortured mind.
quently intended to conceal
Thoughts that do often

lie

too deep for tears

thoughts of wives and little ones enduring the pinch of poverty
at
(in the dire forms in which the unemployed understand it)
home thoughts that may well account for the haggard expression
which, despite their hopefulness of disposition, often marks the
features of out-of-work labourers. They are wishful to be diverted

from such thoughts, and therefore
relieve the

monotony of

little serves to divert

their cornering, little knots of

them. To

them

will
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from time to time take a turn along the High Street and get what
amusement or excitement they can out of witnessing the chaffering
going on at the cheap greengrocers', fishmongers', or provisiondealers' shops.
Such a group will often pass a good half-hour at
the windows of a newsagent's establishment, studying the contentsbills of the daily papers and the illustrations in the pictorial
'
journals, and more especially those of the Illustrated Police News,'
of which delectable publication numbers of the Cas'alty Corner
men class are, when in work, patrons, and at all times admirers.

A

horse down, or a horse bolted, are incidents that have a certain

amount of attraction for labouring corner-men, though it is only
fair to them to say that they are always ready to lend a hand to
one or capture the other. Street fights are a greater
*
draw for them is the sight
still, though the greatest
If they can only come across a gang of
of other men at work.
men * taking up the street, or ' putting down telegraph wires,
or making gas connections, or anything of that kind, they seem
happy. They will hang over them for hours at a stretch, with an
air of complacent self-satisfaction that seems to say that for once
in a way they are really experiencing the luxury of leisure.
Cas'alty Corner is a good trade barometer. When it is thronged
trade is bad, and when trade is good the gatherings at the corner
are correspondingly small.
At best the Cas'alty Corner men are
a rough lot, but they are quite distinct from the dangerous classes.
They are, as a body, law-abiding citizens, even though individual
members of them may not be all else that a model citizen should
be and that a model labourer is expected to be. When things
raise the

'

attraction

'

'

go hardly with them they are disposed to look upon themselves as
being in a sense society's martyrs, and not altogether without some
show of reason. They are part of the surplus labour which it is
argued England must keep on hand to meet the requirements of
flush periods of trade.
Then they * supply a want,' and enable
*

'

the country to rise to the situation. But when periods of trade
depression set in, the country, so far as they can see, cares but
little for

them.

They become the

<

'

unemployed

again, and in a

general way are left to shift for themselves as best they can.
Strive and endure as they will, it is but a poor shift they can

mental as well as
These hardships they bear with a patience and fortitude
that would be regarded as worthy of public praise and recognition
were they shown under more striking circumstances.

make, a

physical.

shift that involves bitter hardships,
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must have wished full
hundred times to set down on paper some account of the
strange affair which took up the best part of my thoughts for so
long after my late master's decease. But I have been kept back
from it partly by not being sure whether it would be agreeable to
the family, and partly because although I may call myself withI SUPPOSE that if I have wished once I

a

out vanity a man of education I did not feel that perfect confidence in my spelling and composition which, perhaps, I ought to
have felt. Now, however, the gentleman chiefly concerned in the
matter has been kind enough to say that he will look over what I

have written when it is finished, and correct any faults that he
may find. Also, he says, what is no doubt true, that I can tell
the story far better than anyone else could ; and finally, he means
to alter all the names, which I am sorry for, though ready to
admit that he may be right in this.
And so, not to waste time and space, I will begin at once with
the beginning that is to say, with the day on which my lamented
master, Mr. Frederick Wingham, of Abbot's Wingham, in the
county of Hants, was laid in his grave. A troubled man was I
that same afternoon, and this not on account of the loss which we
had all sustained ; for I only used the word lamented just now
because it is respectful and usual so to do, and not because anybody (unless it might be Miss Phyllis, who is far too good for
such a world as ours) could possibly have lamented Mr. Frederick
Indeed, if ever there lived a man wholly given up to
wickedness of all kinds, and cursed with the devil's own temper
into the bargain, beyond all doubt it was the gentleman above

Wingham.

mentioned.
I never meant to have said that, and for the last five minutes
I have been asking myself whether it would not be more becoming
But since they are written, let
in me to scratch the words out.
I must have told the truth about him sooner or
in
all cases the sooner the truth is told the
and
almost
later,
I
do
trust
that no one will so misjudge me as to
better.
Only
think that a paltry legacy of fifty pounds, when five hundred or a
thousand was what I was fairly entitled to look for, would cause

them

stand.
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me

to speak ill of the dead.
That would not be at all like me,
nor did I resent more than was unavoidable the very mean and

ungrateful language in which this poor trifle was conveyed to me.
'
'
I give and bequeath (this was what the lawyer read out, with an
'
unpleasant smile upon his face) to my body-servant Joseph Curtis
the sum of fifty pounds, as a small addition to the fortune which

me systematically for upwards
of five-and-twenty years.' Now, to have such things said of me
after I had rewarded constant insult and ill-usage by a quarter of a

he must have amassed by robbing

century's devoted service, and to have them said, too, by one who
had taken good care to place three solid coffins and all the masonry
of the family vault between him and sound of contradiction, was
surely enough to make me tell myself bitterly that this world was
no place for an honest man to live and thrive in. Nevertheless,
I was sustained by a good conscience and by the thought that I
had saved enough to keep me independent of service in my old
age ; and Ellen, Miss Phyllis's maid, with whom I hoped soon to
set up house, had assured me that she paid no heed to calumny in
connection with my name. So I may truly say that what troubled
me, as I sat alone in my little room overlooking the rose-garden,
was not my own disappointment and just indignation, but the far
more important portion of the will which we had just heard read.
Knowing what our late master was, and how he delighted in
malice of the most unexpected kind, I think all of us who were in
the room drew a breath of relief when we heard that the residue
of the property, real and personal (that is to say, everything
with the exception of a few small legacies), was left to my niece
and adopted daughter, Phyllis Mortimer.' And I am sure there
was not one of us but longed to punch that vile lawyer's head
Unless or until
for pausing before he read out the next words
she marry,' in which event the entire estate was to pass to ' my
nearest male relative.'
But if all of us servants were grieved to the heart as soon as
this spiteful and unnatural condition became clear to us, there
was somebody else present who rubbed his hands under the table
and had to conceal his glee as best he could under a violent fit of
coughing. And who should this be but Mr. Anthony Wingham
of Upton, younger brother of the deceased and beneath him in intellect, though I really do believe his superior in point of sinfulFor this Anthony, whose means were small and his family
ness.
find nothing between him and twenty thousand a year
to
large,
27 s'
'

'
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but the chance of a beautiful young lady remaining unmarried all
her days, was indeed such luck as he never could have anticipated,
and no wonder it almost choked him. As for Miss Phyllis keeping hold of the property, I had sad grounds for fear that there

and already I could fancy I saw those
Anthony Winghams trapezing upstairs and downstairs, turning
everything topsy-turvy, and exulting in the possession of what in
common justice should have been their cousin's, and not theirs.
That any man or woman with ever so small a human heart
should know our Miss Phyllis and not love her was, I truly think,
an impossibility. Of course her great beauty, and those darkblue eyes of hers, and her bronze-coloured hair, with a ripple
in it, and most of all her smile, which lighted up our gloomy old
house like a burst of sunshine on a wet day of course all these
was

little

likelihood of that,

might count

for something in disposing people to take to her at
we who lived with her felt that, great as such gifts
but
sight ;
would have been in the ordinary run of ladies, they were trifling
in her, being so far outdone by the goodness and sweetness of her
nature. Never, from the day when she first came to us as a child
of five years old to this present time of writing, have I heard a
harsh word from her, nor do I believe that it was in her to think
a harsh thought though how she managed to abstain from that
first

at times

myself.

is

clean beyond the understanding of a poor sinner like
old master loved her, I suppose, after a fashion.

Even my

At any rate, she could say things to him which no one else could
say, and I am sure that she was the only living creature that was
not mortally afraid of him. I have heard it said that, many years
ago, he had been fond of her mother, his only sister, who thought
fit to marry a poor man, and died soon afterwards.
My master

never took any notice of Mr. Mortimer ; but, perhaps, when this
gentleman died too, something as near pity as he was capable of
may have touched him, for to the great astonishment of everybody in the house he suddenly declared his intention of adopting the orphan girl. He was getting to be an oldish man at this
time, and he and

I, after wandering over the face of the world
and carrying on in various ways which I see no use in doing more
than just alluding to, had settled down at Abbot's Wingham for
good or, to speak more correctly, for a permanency. At first he

we servants made a pet of her
but by degrees, I think, he became really attached to
and small credit he deserves for what nobody could have

only tolerated the child, though
at once

her

;

;
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I should be afraid to say how many governesses she had.
helped.
couldn't stand Mr. Wingham's temper, some couldn't stand

Some

and some he couldn't stand so that I don't suppose
them who remained in the house more
than six months. But in spite of all this chopping and changing
in her education, Miss Phyllis grew up to be the most charming
young lady in Hampshire, not to say the most charming young
lady in the whole world.
Now, it seemed to many people a strange thing that the two
Mr. Winghams, who were known to have as little softness or kindness about them as any two men could well have, should each
have adopted an orphan ; and I myself was puzzled by it, until I
found out that Mr. Godfrey had inherited about six hundred a
year from his father, of which, no doubt, old Anthony managed to
his morals,

;

there was a single one of

keep at least two-thirds in his own pocket. This young Godfrey
was son of the third brother, the Eeverend Godfrey Wingham,
who died suddenly of yellow fever in the West Indies, and whose
only child, then a baby, was sent home to Upton to be taken care
of, my master being abroad and Abbot's Wingham shut up at the
time. Mr. Godfrey was a fine young fellow, quite unlike the rest
of his family, barring his dark complexion and handsome face.
He used to come over to see us every now and then from Upton,
which is on the other side of the county, and as he grew older his
visits became more frequent.
Anybody might have guessed that
it was not for the pleasure of seeing his uncle's hard face, and
hearing his uncle's bitter tongue, that he took those long rides ;
but somehow or other my master never did guess it until it was
When he did, there was a fine fuss, and Mr. Godfrey
too late.
was forbidden to show his face within a mile of the house again.
hat the old man said to Miss Phyllis I don't know ; only I know
that he made her cry, for which I should have liked to give him
the thrashing that he had so long deserved, but had never received,
being possessed of great muscular power. What he could not make
her do was to break her word ; and Ellen informed me that her
young lady meant to be true to Mr. Godfrey, though they were
not allowed to write to one another, and though he had been sent
away to join his regiment somewhere in the North of England.
For my part, I confess I thought she might have made a better
match but, of course, if she was so set upon it, it could not be
helped, and I had reasons for thinking that she would not have
many years to wait before she was her own mistress. Whether it

W

;
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was to keep her from this particular marriage, or whether it was
by reason of the hatred which he had, and often expressed, of
marriage in general, that my master had made that grievous
In a man of such curious crookedness and
will, who could tell ?
it
was
vain
to seek for motives ; all that was plain
malevolence,
to me was that the marriage would now take place, and that there
would be no sort of opposition to it on the part of the nearest
male relative.'
I was sitting, as I have said, in my room, with these depressing
thoughts for company, when one of the footmen came to say that
I was wanted in the library immediately. There I found Mr.
Short, the lawyer, seated behind %the writing-table, and beside him
Mr. Anthony Wingham, who had thrown his long, gaunt body into
an arm-chair. As I came in it struck me that Mr. Anthony gave
me an odd, quick look, and this I noticed because, as a general
thing, he disliked looking at anybody. However, I did not return
*

his glance, not wishing to commit myself in the smallest degree
until I had heard what was coming.
'
Now, Joseph Curtis,' began the lawyer, in a bullying sort of

'

I should

have made

we have one

or two questions to put
advice
my
you will answer them truly.'
so bold as to do that without your advice,

tone which I did not like,
to you ; and if you will take

'

said I.

sir,'

'Oh, you would, would you? Very glad to hear it, I'm sure.
Well, Curtis, I believe you are acquainted with most of the circumstances of your late master's life.'
4
My master had great confidence in me, sir.'
'
So it would appear. Supposing, for instance, that your master
had been secretly married in early life, that would be a circumstance which you would be likely to know of, eh ?
'

1

'

That I can't say, sir.'
That you can't say
But, as a matter of
!

fact, did

such an

'

event take place ?
'
Sir,' answered
as

many

chin reflectively, ' there are full
as a score of ladies to whom my master may have been
I,

stroking

my

have never known him enter a church
or without them, I doubt whether
with
twenty years,
has
a
to
bear
his name.'
of
them
right
any
At this Mr. Anthony broke out into a short laugh ; but the
lawyer gave himself a twist in his chair and shook his head at me
secretly married

;

but as

I

for the last

like a

dog worrying a bone.
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you are prevaricating, and prevarication
mind telling you that we have pretty
of
this
strong proof
marriage ; the question is whether there was
male
issue
of
it, and if you could put us in the way of answerany
*

Curtis,'

said

won't do with me.

*

he,

I don't

ing that question, I don't know that
thing
'

I

for

it

might not be made a good

your pocket.'

am

truly sorry,

sir,'

I replied,

'

that I cannot give you the

information you require.'

And

truly sorry I was, without any doubt, for I need not say
it would have been to me to see Mr. Anthony cut

what a pure joy

The lawyer went on cross-examining me
an hour, doing his best to get me to contradict
myself, and uttering many low insinuations against my character
but I kept my temper, not caring to lose it with such a fellow,
and at last he had to give up, declaring roughly that he could
out of the succession.

for a quarter of

;

'

make nothing
*

How

of me.'

can you, when there

nothing to be discovered ?

'

asked
Mr. Anthony, looking, as was only natural, much relieved. ' I told
you you had found a mare's nest. You can go now, Curtis.'
I withdrew respectfully, feeling a little hurt at the vulgar
rudeness of that six-and-eightpenny man, but at the same time
pleased that I had been able to baffle him. And I am afraid Mr.
Short did not get as much champagne as he would have liked that
evening for, the house being full of people who had come for
the funeral and were to stay the night, I kindly offered to help
Richards the butler with waiting at dinner, and through absence
of mind I must have forgotten to fill the lawyer's glass when it
became empty. At all events, I could not afterwards recall having
helped him more than once, and I was quite sorry to see him glaring
savagely at me at dessert, when it was too late to make amends.
However, I dare say he was better without it for really good
is

;

;

champagne, such as ours was, is a drink only fit for gentlemen.
Short's behaviour had proved him to be no gentleman, and
moreover had prevented him from getting all the information out
There is no surer way of putting
of me that he might have got.
an honest man's back up and setting him on his guard against
making admissions than to treat him as though he were a rogue.
And so, when Short began upon me in the way I have described,
I felt it only right to meet him with not so much what you could
If he had taken
call a fib as a gentle easing down of the truth.
up a more becoming tone he should have had the whole truth,
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Wingham had been

privately

married, shortly after I entered his service, to Miss Lucy Marden,
And this intelligence might
of the Theatre Eoyal, Piccadilly.

me by a mere civil question and without
for the excellent reason that I
hint
of
reward,
any
pecuniary
believed it to be of no value whatsoever. Poor Miss Marden a
very good and respectable girl, so far as my knowledge of her

have been obtained from

went

Why

did not enjoy the honour of being Mrs. Wingham for long.
my master married her I have no notion ; all I can say is that

and in my presence, too and that he began to
a moment's loss of time. Of course he treated
of
it
without
repent
her badly ; and she, having a high spirit, resented it. They lived

marry her he did

together

or, at least,

she lived in the lodgings which he had en-

about four months, after which they parted and
gaged
never met again. That was all that I knew about the matter, and
my strong conviction was that there was nothing more to know.
Yet of course there might be more. A baby might have been
for her

born after the separation, and the baby might have been a boy.
Only I had always considered this most unlikely, because, as anybody who knows anything at all of the world must see, Mrs.
Wingham, if she had had a child, would never have remained for
such a number of years without bothering my master in some way.
It was my belief that poor Mrs. Wingham was at rest in her grave ;
and so, in fact, she was ; for I afterwards found out that Short had
only heard of the marriage through discovering, among my late
master's papers, a letter from the Keverend Godfrey, dated four-

and-twenty years back, in which he was briefly informed that his
wife was dead and was exhorted to repentance and a better life.
I turned the whole affair over in my mind very carefully during
the evening, and the more I thought of it the more I became convinced that Mr. Anthony knew something more, perhaps, than
Short.
Finally, I concluded to keep what knowledge I possessed
to myself for the present, thinking that this could do no one any
harm and might in the end prove beneficial to the interests of the
family, which were what I had most at heart. I shall neither stop
nor stoop to refute an absurd charge which was afterwards trumped

up against me

namely, that I only held my tongue in order to
secure the chance of a handsome reward by ferreting out the heir
without help from the lawyers and producing him at the right
moment. Indeed, my subsequent conduct fully disposes of an
accusation which never ought to have been made.
;
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The night being

fine and warm, I sat for a long time beside
open window, debating what my future course of action should
be, and I had just heard the stable clock strike half-past ten when
I was startled by the sound of one of the side-doors beneath me
softly opening and shutting. I craned out over the window-ledge
to see who was leaving the house at that unusual hour, and
At first I
directly below me I descried a dark female figure.
maids
I
had
one
of
the
out
to
thought
keep tryst
stealing
caught
with her sweetheart in which case I should have said nothing
about it, for I never interfere with what does not concern me
but the moment that the figure began to move and flitted swiftly

my

across the rose-garden towards the shrubbery, I perceived that it
was no housemaid, but Miss Phyllis herself. Hardly had I had

time to ask myself where in the world she could be going when
the door opened and shut again, and another figure the long,
glided out noiselessly and followed in
the
old rascal had been watching her, and
Evidently
was now determined to brave rheumatism in order to spy upon
lean one of Mr.

Anthony

her wake.

her proceedings. Now, that was a thing which my late master
would never have done, and it shows the difference between the
two men. My master was fond of boasting that he had no

and I dare say he had as few as most people ; but for
was not his nature to be shabby. He would shoot you
as soon as look at you if you stood in his path but he would
never stab you in the back. Had he been a poor man, instead of
a rich one, he would very likely have robbed you, only he would
have made you count your money out to him, not picked your
pocket.
Anthony, on the other hand, though quite as unscruwas
more cunning, and liked to gain his ends by nasty,
pulous,
means.
What he was up to now I could not guess; but
sneaking
it was clearly proper that I should go out after him and discover.
Thus it came about that I was forced to overhear a conversation
which nothing except the duty of spying upon the spy would have
induced me to listen to for one instant. I crept along under cover
of the high laurel hedge, with the shadow of that disgraceful
Anthony some yards ahead of me, until we came near to an open
grassy space where there is an old sun-dial ; and there I saw very
much what I had expected to see after the first moment of surprise
that is to say, young Mr. Godfrey with his arm round Miss
principles,

all that, it

;

Phyllis's waist.
'

Oh, Godfrey,' I heard her murmur,

'

this is very

'

wrong

!
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was, no doubt, and most indignant I felt with
having entrapped her innocence into such a false position ;
but of course he had plenty of excuses to make for himself. He

Very wrong

him

it

for

word from her ; he could not decently enter
owner had closed against him ; his regiment had been ordered off to Ireland, so that there was no saying
when they might meet again and so forth, and so forth.
But
She seemed willing enough to forgive him, and said
I declare it goes against me to write down all that she said and
how he answered her. A man of any delicacy who has been an
unwilling eavesdropper must feel that the words which have
reached his ears under such circumstances ought to go no further ;
very likely, too, if I were to repeat at full length the first part of
what I heard, the readers of this history would wish it over as
heartily as I did at the time ; for it is no joke for a man of my
age to have to remain crouched down under a damp hedge while
two foolish young persons go through half an hour of billing and

had been dying

the house which

for a

its late

cooing.
I don't think I exaggerate when I say that it was a full halfhour before they broached the subject which anyone ignorant of

the ways of lovers would have expected them to start with. Miss
took her uncle's cruel disposal of her
God bless her
Phyllis
!

just as she was sure to take it ; and though I deplored her
imprudence, I could not help admiring the light way in which she
life

We

*
talked of giving up twenty thousand a year.
*
You won't
instead of rich, that is all,' she said.

shall

mind

be poor,
that, will

'

you, Godfrey

?

But it seemed as if Mr. Godfrey did mind. He had taken his
arm from her waist when she began to speak about the will, and
now he was stalking up and down the grass-plot, his hands in his
pockets and his head sunk upon his breast.
before he answered her.

It

was some minutes

he
worse than I thought it would be much worse
exclaimed at length. * If the property had been left to you un*

This

'

is

!

it would have been bad enough, because of course
everybody would have said that I was marrying you for your
money. Still, I should at least have done you no injury in that
But to rob you of everything to drag you down to the
case.

conditionally

sort of life that a soldier's wife upon six hundred a year and her
husband's pay leads
'
I should be quite satisfied with six or seven hundred a year,
'

!
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quaver in her

voice.

dear you don't know. You have been accustomed
and refinements all your life, and I never could bear to
see you without them.
No ; it is impossible quite impossible
Miss Phyllis has plenty of pride, and I suppose she thought
she had gone far enough.
'

Ah,

my

!

to luxuries

'

!

'

If

you

course

call it impossible, ot

'

Good-bye, then, Godfrey

;

I

am

it is

so,'

she said coldly.

glad to have seen you before you

leave for Ireland.'

Well, they made it up ; and then they nearly quarrelled again;
and then they made it up once more, though not with quite so
much warmth as the first time. I hope old Anthony enjoyed it
I didn't, I know.
all
I could enter into the feelings of both of
them, poor young things, and I could understand their misunderstandings, and happy should I have been in their happiness, if
they had had any, or the prospect of it ; but really I could not
wish for such an engagement, and so when they parted at last,
telling one another that they were free, and not, perhaps, quite
meaning what they said, I could have desired that they had been
a little more in earnest over it. However, I was glad that pride
had taken the place of common sense and had kept them, at all
events, from doing anything rash and irreparable.
When both of them were well out of hearing, we two listeners
crept forth from our hiding-places; and no sooner had Mr.
Anthony reached the rose-garden than I sprang at his throat and
had him down on his back, gasping, choking, and swearing with
what breath was left in him, before I discovered that he was not
a burglar, and apologised most humbly for my mistake. You
never saw a man in such a rage, and his language it is out of the
;

question for

me

to repeat.

am

<
very sorry, sir, very sorry indeed,' said I ; but finding
one of the doors open, I was afraid something must be wrong, and
as all the lights downstairs were out, I never thought but what
you were in bed long ago.'
'
he spluttered out, rubbing the
You infernal old ruffian
back of his head, which he had hit rather hard upon the gravel,
'
what business is it of yours whether doors are open or shut ?
You ought to know very well that many people can't sleep without
taking a turn in the fresh air the last thing at night. It's well for
you that I didn't happen to have my revolver with me, I can tell you.'
*

I

'

!
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It is indeed, sir,' answered I humbly ; and then I took him
indoors and offered to get him warm water, or vinegar and brown
paper, or anything else that he might fancy ; all of which civili'

he acknowledged with surly profanity.

ties

But the next morning he displayed a readiness

to forgive and
with
All
which
filled
me
our
suspicion.
guests, including
forget
the lawyer, went away to meet the eleven o'clock train, and when
Mr. Anthony had been to the door to take leave of the last of
them, he laid his hand on my shoulder in quite a friendly and
familiar way and pushed me before him into the library.
'

hard to look amiable, * I think
jjpu and I were to understand one

Curtis,' said he, trying very

would be a good thing if
Yesterday Mr. Short was needlessly abrupt in his
manner with you, and it struck me that you were concealing
something. Very natural, I'm sure, if you were, and I should be
the last to blame you still I should be glad if you would be more
open with me. Now it is possible that Miss Mortimer may marry,
it

another.

;

some day.'
Here he paused
happened,
*

;

so I said

(
:

More unlikely things have

sir.'

Just so

;

and a clever fellow

told that a will such as

like

you doesn't require to be

poor brother's is the very thing to
Of course it would
bring a host of claimants into the field.
be a great object with me to avoid the worry and expense of a

my

lawsuit; and therefore, supposing that you were in possession
of any evidence bearing upon my poor brother's marriage or

the existence of a son, I would gladly
to

to

To

make

it

worth your while

'

'

asked I, when he hesitated.
Mr. Anthony in a low, sad voice, * you entirely
mistake me. Judging me by yourself no, I don't mean that ;
but judging me by the common run of men with whom you
have associated, you think I would bribe you to suppress facts.
Far from it
My one wish is to arrive at them. Come, Curtis ;
was there a baby ? Do you know that there was a baby ?
*
Mr. Anthony,' replied I steadily, I fancy that you know
quite as much about this matter as I do.'
And, if you will believe me, the man never had the pluck to
ask me what I meant, but turned away and laughed uneasily and
It is a hundred
said, Well, well, you are a queer fellow, Curtis.
to one that there never was any marriage or any baby, and I don't
'

'

give

it

or to withhold

it, sir ?

Curtis,' said

!

'

'

'
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see what chance a claimant could have of proving his case.
Still,
remember what I have said to you.'
Thank you, sir I will bear it in mind if ever a trial comes
4

;

answered I ; and so I left him, feeling almost certain that
there was an heir and that he knew it.
on,'

people are pleased to accuse me of being inquisitive.
false ; yet I will confess that when a mystery is set

Some
This

is

before

very

me

I

am

the bottom of

never quite easy in my mind until I have got to
and there I take it that Isaac Newton and
;

it

Christopher Columbus and other men of the highest personal
character have resembled me. It was only right and proper, I
think, that I should wish to find out the truth about a family to

which I was deeply attached ; and I resolved that I would take
measures for doing this as soon as I had bidden adieu to Miss
Phyllis and Abbot's Wingham, which sad duty could not now be
much longer delayed. Certainly I was not obliged to hurry myself, and Miss Phyllis, in the kindest way, begged me to remain
in the house until it suited me to leave ; but, much as I should
have liked to stay and watch over her for a time, poor dear, I felt
that it would be unwise to do so.
The most amiable and considerate of men cannot hold a post of confidence, as I had done
for so many years, without arousing a certain degree of jealousy
and enmity among his inferiors, and now that I no longer had it

my power to dispense rewards and punishments to those who
deserved them, I found myself situated much as the right honourable gentleman at the head of Her Majesty's Government would
in

find himself if

he were to go out of

office

to-morrow ; that

is

to

say, that I was seized with a longing for the peace of private life.
intention was to take a house and let lodgings ; but whether

My

Ellen and I should set up our establishment in London or in some
watering-place I had not yet decided, and it was agreed between
us that I should go to town in the first instance and look round

In justice to Ellen, I must say that she is always
I tell her ; and, knowing what women are, I have
to
do
as
ready
never been in the habit of telling her more than is needful for
for a while.

her immediate guidance. I did not tell her now about my nocturnal encounter with Mr. Anthony, nor about that gentleman's

handsome

offer

to

me on

the following morning

;

but I gave

her to understand that she must keep me informed of everything
that took place in the house during my absence, and particularly
I was- to

be told at once

if

Mr. Godfrey made his appearance there;
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whether his addresses were encouraged by Mr. Anthony.
all my things being packed and the dog-cart waiting in the
stable-yard, I went to sa} a few last words to Miss Phyllis ; and
this was a task far more difficult and painful to me.
I found her in the library, looking rather pale and woebegone
in her black dress.
On the table before her was a mass of papers,
left by that lawyer fellow, I suppose, which she was turning over
with a puzzled frown, and by the look of her eyes I fancied she
might have been shedding a few tears. It went to my heart to
leave her like this, without a single person capable of advising her,
also

Then,

7

and I could not help telling her so. Thereupon she brightened
up a little and laughed. Somehow or other, I have always been
able to make Miss Phyllis laugh; the mere sight of me often
seems to do it ; though why this should be so I cannot exactly
say.
*

And yet you

think that

desert me, Curtis,' she observed.
'
rather too bad of you ?

is

*

Don't you

dear young lady,' I answered, l you know very well
that you have only to send for me whenever you need me. But
in all the troubles and perplexities that are before you it is your
'

Ah,

my

own strength

of

mind that you must

chiefly rest upon,

A

and

I

do

Miss
implore you
you leap.
to
be
treated
like
so
be
not
much
dirt.
There
may
Phyllis, ought
a
in
the
world
worth
thousand
for,
up
twenty
year
things
giving
and Mr. Godfrey may be one of them ; but
to look well before

fine property,

'

*

'

Curtis,' she interrupted,

drawing herself up slightly, you
must not speak as if I were engaged to Mr. Godfrey Wingham, if
you please. There is no engagement nothing of the kind.'
'
I am glad to hear it, Miss Phyllis ; yet, though there is
nothing of the kind now, there may be soon. Moreover, there
are many young bachelors in England besides Mr. Godfrey, and
you may be sure that Mr. Anthony will have them all here, from
the first to the last, sooner than that you should remain single.

And

again, you must remember that the property goes to the
nearest male heir at your death. Mr. Anthony, I fear, would not
hesitate to poison any owner of the estate who proposed to outlive

him.'
1

Curtis, I cannot allow

you to say such things. Uncle Anthony
and I am very fond of him.'

has been most kind to me, and
'
Oh, dear me, Miss Phyllis

hear her speak

*

so,

'
!

I exclaimed, quite shocked to

you never must think of your Uncle Anthony
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that.
Don't mind what I said about his poisoning you,
because perhaps, after all, the fear of being hung might restrain
him but for goodness' sake, don't mistake him for your friend
like

!

;

Why, even a good man, placed as he is even I myself might feel
tempted to wish that you would marry and to do all I could to
urge you to it. It's human nature, Miss Phyllis.'
1

she answered, with a rather doleful little smile.
your mind at ease, Curtis. I have quite decided
that I shall never marry.'
Of course I knew what that meant ; but what was the use of
I got some comfort from the thought that Mr. Godfrey
talking ?
*

If that

you may

is all,'

set

safe in Ireland by that time ; and if he would only stay there
long enough, perhaps somebody with a little more money might
turn up. That was the best that I could hope for.
I never should have reached my present age and kept my

was

had allowed myself to brood over other
my own. What can't be cured
must be endured, and there is no better way of enduring a gloomy
outlook than turning your back to it. It did seem to me that
things at Abbot's Wingham promised badly just then for poor
Miss Phyllis so, as I could do nothing to help her, and as worrying myself would have been worse than useless, I went up to
London, where I was welcomed by many old friends, and where I
thoroughly appreciated a luxury which I had not enjoyed for a
health as I have done

if I

people's misfortunes, or even over

;

to wit, the sense of being my own master.
make
was
to
inquiries as to the renting of a house
My first duty
and
the letting out of the same in aparta
fashionable
in
quarter
and
I could write a good
families
ments to
single gentlemen.
the
information
I received upon
about
which
deal
discouraging
this subject, and indeed I should like to do so ; but I forbear, as

quarter of a century

my

great desire

is

:

to avoid being tedious to the readers of these

pages, who, I hope, are unlikely ever to be reduced to letting
It is enough to say that I attended to
own business
lodgings.

my

for a

on

my

more before

I found myself with spare time enough
hands to visit a lodging-house of a less aristocratic kind in

week

or

the neighbourhood of the Kegent's Park. I hardly expected to
find Mrs. Perkins, who had kept the house when poor Mrs. Wingham occupied the first floor so many years ago, still there ; but

Mrs. Perkins herself

was naturally

it

flattered

was who opened the door

when

that she did not look a day

for

I recognised her at once
older.

me, and she
and declared
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people in that rank of life one must not look for good
so I pardoned her allusions to my stoutness and the

had in believing that I could be the imperent
had been wont to carry notes and messages to
man
who
young
her first-floor lodger in years gone by. What did vex me was
that, after drinking tea with her twice and listening to many long
stories about her children and grandchildren which were entirely
devoid of interest, I found that I had been wasting time and
All she knew was that Mrs. Wingham had
patience upon her.
left her somewhat suddenly one morning, and since then she had
seen no more of her. As for a baby, she was quite certain that
she had neither heard tell of oe nor detected signs of its approach.
Nor could she think of anyone who was likely to be better informed, unless it might be Mrs. Wingham's maid, who had gone
'

difficulty that she
'

'

away with her
I

Sarah.'

a fresh-coloured

myself remembered

young woman by the name of
maid but it was plain that I

this

;

had small chance of discovering a person about whom all I could
say was that her name was Sarah and that she had been a freshcoloured young

woman

five-and-twenty years ago. Therefore I
for the lime being, rested upon

bade adieu to Mrs. Perkins, and,

my

oars.

I spent a matter of two months in London, looking about me,
and during that time I received several exceedingly well-written
letters

not

When I say that they were well written I do
that they were well spelt, but that they told me all I

from Ellen.

mean

wanted to know, which to my mind is vastly more important. Depend upon it, it is a great mistake to over-educate the lower classes.
A superior person, such as some whom I could name, will educate
himself from pure love of knowledge and because his brain is
large enough to hold that and enable him to do his daily duties
into the bargain but the ordinary run of people cannot afford so
to strain their intelligence, and if you begin to teach your cook
natural science and modern languages, you may count upon sitting
;

down to a vile dinner every day of your life. Now my view is
that a cook should be a cook first and (if you will insist upon it)
a mathematician and geologist afterwards. However, I am aware
that these remarks have been made before and, like most other
wise remarks, have been disregarded. Not wishing to give fools
a chance of sneering at an excellent woman, I will not quote
but I will say of them, as I said to her at the
;

Ellen's letters

time, that they fully satisfied me.

From them

I learnt that
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Mr. Godfrey had volunteered for the expedition which was just
then being despatched to Ashantee to chastise the king of that
country and deprive him of his umbrella; likewise, that Miss
Phyllis was very unhappy about this, on account of the deadly
nature of the West African climate, but that she would not say
a word to detain her cousin, who had been down to Abbot's Wingham to bid her good-bye ; and finally (what surprised me a good
deal) that Mr. Anthony, so far from throwing the young people
together, as his interest clearly demanded, had been doing his
very best to stir up strife between them, and had hardly been

when news came from the Horse
Guards that Her Majesty had been graciously pleased to accept
the services of Mr. Godfrey Wingham of the 150th regiment for
the forthcoming campaign.
This unprincipled old Anthony, it appeared, had told Miss
Phyllis, who told Ellen, who told me, that he had a poor opinion
of his nephew.
Godfrey, he feared, was only too like the other
able to hide his satisfaction

young men of the present day capable, it might
quite incapable of making sacrifices for the sake

be, of love, yet
of the woman

whom

he loved. In short, he suspected that his nephew's secret
was to be relieved from an engagement to a great heiress,
whose wedding-day would change her into a pauper. And this
the old fox insinuated with such craft, with so many hesitations
and regrets and breakings of the voice, that Ellen, for one, though
knowing him to be the prince of liars (because I had told her
to think that he must be sincere in what
so), was disposed
he said, even if, as was to be hoped, he was mistaken. What
Miss Phyllis thought about it she did not know ; but certain it
was that Mr. Godfrey was upon the point of sailing for Ashantee,
and that the chances were much against his ever coming back
desire

again.
All this puzzled

and worried

me beyond

measure

;

for I

do

hate underhand ways, especially when I cannot get at the drift of
them ; therefore I let Ellen know that I should run down to

Wingham

for a

few days to see her and impart to her

my

views as

intention had been
to our future joint career of usefulness.
to put up at the Black Boar in the village ; but when
young
mistress heard of
proposed visit she declared that she would

My

my

my

if I slept beneath any roof but her own
and so it was that I found myself once more in the old house
and welcomed by all as warmly as I could expect. The jealousy of

be deeply affronted

;
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Kichards the butler was a thing I had never cared to notice, and
make allowance for.

could afford to

really glad to see me back, and others
to
that
they were, there was one person who
say
enough
no more sense or command over himself than to ask me angrily

But
were

if

some people were

civil

had
what the devil I wanted in that house. It was on the evening of
my arrival that Mr. Anthony, who had brought his wife over from

Upton with him

<

to keep poor Phyllis company for a week,' met
in
one of the corridors and burst out with this
unexpectedly
rude greeting. I was very pleased that he should so forget him-

me

And why should he
self; for it showed that he was afraid of me.
be afraid of me, unless he thought that I was in his secret ? And
what was that secret likely to be but his guilty knowledge that
he was not the late Mr. Wingham's nearest male relative ?
*

Well,

sir,'

I answered, looking straight into his shallow, shifty

have come chiefly to set about paying off some old scores
eyes,
and putting things right that have been allowed to go wrong
longer than they ought to have been.'
This was pretty bold of me ; but I could always get out of it
by saying that I alluded to certain tradesmen in Wingham and
the neighbourhood ; for my late master in spite of that ungenerous reference to me in his will had for many years left the
'

I

entire control of his household expenditure in my hands.
object, of course, was to startle Mr. Anthony, and therein I

My
was

He glared at me like a wild beast, without
quite successful.
a word, and I looked for nothing less than
out
to
able
get
being
the offer of a large bribe to hold my tongue. I was certain that
that was what he was thinking of; but probably he abandoned
the plan as too risky, for he ended by laughing contemptuously.
*

Want

to

pay

off old scores,

a rancorous rascal.

eh

'

?

Well, I suppose

said

he

*
;

you always were

you know your own

busi-

but I should have thought paying off old scores was a
;
several
that
people could play at ; and there is more than
game
one who owes you a grudge in these parts, if report speaks truly.'
*
Keport isn't worth much without proof, sir,' said I.
*
No, it isn't you're about right there,' he returned signifiness best

:

cantly.

Now

And
this

we parted.
might seem a tolerably good
so

start to

have made, and

great vexation, I could get
thought at the time ; but, to
no farther. I need not say that I paid a visit to Upton and
sounded the muddy minds of the servants there ; but a very few
so I

my
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minutes sufficed to show me that they were as ignorant as I was,
and as for extorting anything in the shape of an admission from
Mr. Anthony himself I knew better than to attempt such a hopeThus I was forced to the conclusion that there was
less task.
it but to trust to chance, a thing which I hate to do
for
nothing
and so discouraged was I by the thought of there being a mystery
afoot and my being quite unable to fathom it, as well as by the
sight of Miss Phyllis's pale face and old Anthony's sour one, and
;

by the general sadness of things, that in a fit of petulance I
resolved to wash my hands of the whole business and told Ellen
that she might name the day. Ellen, however, was in- no hurry.
She did not want to leave her place and her young mistress ; nor
did she see any good in our being married before I had a house to

Therefore it was finally decided that I should look
a little longer, and, after thanking Miss Phyllis for her
kind hospitality and whispering to her to keep a good heart, I

take her

about

to.

me

prepared to depart once more.
It was found convenient that I should leave by the last train
and the reason of this, as I well remember, was that Mr.
Anthony had some parcels to send down to the station which
could not be ready until after dinner.
So it was quite dark when
I got into the dog-cart and was driven across the park at a smart
pace by a young groom of the name of James. I was in the act
to say to this young man that I hoped he
where he was driving to when something happened
which hoisted me abruptly from my seat, and, after sending me
of opening
could see

my mouth

flying through the air with the velocity of a sky-rocket, landed
me all of a heap in a nice soft ditch. James, who had not been
so fortunate, having cut himself a good bit about the
hands and knees, was up before I was, seeing to the horse ; and
a fine job we had of it to keep the poor beast quiet and extricate
him from the devilish trap which had been laid for him and us.
Miss Phyllis had taken a fancy to have the house connected
with the station by telegraph, and the men who were employed
in carrying out her instructions had been working until dark.
They said afterwards that they were positive that they had left
the wire coiled up some yards away from the road, and I fully
believed them.
Supposing them to be speaking the truth, it was
evident that some person, with malicious intent, must have
stretched this wire across the place where we were sure to pass ;
and if we were not killed, it certainly was not the fault of that

quite
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The poor horse had become so entangled with
and struggles and was so badly hurt that he never was
any use again, and there are some scars about the person of
James the groom which he will bear to his dying day but I do
not suppose that such trifles as these disturbed Mr. Anthony's
mind for a moment. What is far more likely to have distressed
him is that I, for whose benefit this pleasant little surprise had
been designed, got off scot-free. For I will not insult the intelligence of my readers by suggesting that any one of them can be
in doubt as to who was the author of our misfortune.
It may be
true, as Mr. Anthony afterwards declared, with uncalled-for
eagerness, that I had enemiee in the neighbourhood ; how could
it be otherwise, when I had collected and paid all bills for fiveand-twenty years ? and to assert that I demanded larger perquisites than were my just due is simply to assert what is not the
But I will say for these enemies of mine that there was not
case.
a man among them who would have stooped to so cowardly, cruel,
and unmanly a method of revenge as was adopted by this disgrace
to the name of a country gentleman and justice of the peace.
Nevertheless, I saw at once that the mere fact of his having
been out walking rather late was not sufficient to build an accusation upon, so I made none, nor did I even point out to Miss
Phyllis how little I had wronged her uncle in charging him with
murderous inclinations. Only, when I was leaving the next day,
and when he actually had the effrontery to offer me a sovereign,
malicious person.

his plunges

;

me upon my escape, I said, with perfect good
No, thank you, sir; you don't owe me anything just at
present, but I owe you one, and it shall be my endeavour to pay
you, if we both live long enough.'
This incident really did me a power of good; for it not only
after congratulating

humour,

*

me my self-respect by showing me how anxious that old
was to make an end of me, but it put me on my mettle and
caused me to resolve that I would prove myself a match for him.
I will not dwell upon the efforts that I made, and the ingenuity
that I displayed in the course of the next few months ; because,
unhappily, I did not meet with the success that I deserved, and it
restored
villain

ought to be nearly as painful to read about the failures of a virtuous and capable man as it is to write about them. I will only
mention that during this time nearly the whole of which I spent
I continued to receive frequent letters from my faithin London
and
that I heard from her how Mr. Anthony, showing
ful Ellen,
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hand at last, had casually introduced several attractive young
bachelors to the mistress of Abbot's Wingham. According to
Ellen's account, these gentlemen had, without exception, fallen
his

deeply in love with Miss Phyllis (small blame to them!) and
would have married her and never given a thought to her fortune ; but they had met with such scant encouragement that
most of them had gone dejectedly away, without having even
ventured to ask for what they wanted. Ellen was persuaded that
there was only one man in the world whom her mistress would
ever consent to marry and whether he would be in the world
much longer Heaven only knew.
Heaven, in the meantime, seemed to be taking pretty good
I read in the newspapers of his gallant concare of Mr. Godfrey.
duct at the battle of Amoaful, and of his entry into Coomassie
with Sir Garnet Wolseley and the other heroes and if only he
had been a richer man, I should have heartily rejoiced to hear of
;

;

Even as it was, I could not help
his so distinguishing himself.
of
him,
having always had a weakness for this young
being proud
gentleman.
I forget who it was that first suggested to me that Southsea
might be as good a seaside town as any for me to settle in. I

did not

tomed

much
to

fancy the place myself, as I have always been accushigh society, and Southsea is not exactly what you could

call aristocratic.

But then

not patronise apartments

I reflected that the aristocracy does
that a large and

much anywhere, and

constantly changing population, both naval and military, might
pay better in the long run. than consumptive families at Bourne-

mouth, or Jews at Brighton. So to Southsea I went, and was so
taken with the appearance of a house which I saw there, that I
remained some weeks trying to come to terms with the owner;
and, as it happened, I was still in the place at the time when a
part of our victorious little army was expected to disembark at
Portsmouth on its return from West Africa. I should have gone
down to see them land in any case, because I think it is only fair
pay the tribute of a British cheer, when occasion offers, to
who are kind enough to fight our battles for us ; but what
made it absolutely essential that I should be present on this occasion was that I had been charged with a commission by Miss
or perhaps it would be more respectful to say by Ellen.
Phyllis
Having heard (wrote Ellen) that Mr. Godfrey was due at
Portsmouth immediately, she had thought that I should be glad
to

those
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my hat to him, or perhaps even of
if
hands
he
with
would condescend so far. And I
him,
shaking
to
mention
not
as
was
coming from anybody in particular, but
a
circumstance
which might interest him more or less
as
merely
Miss
was
that
pretty well in health, and that she had read
Phyllis
true
with
cousinly pride the reports of his desperate valour given
the
newspapers ; which reports she believed to have been rather
by
than
under
over-stated, although some people, who pretended to
his
be
friends (these words were heavily underscored in Ellen's
a strange pleasure in making light of
letter), seemed to take
them.
I was not quite sure whether it would be wise to deliver this
message exactly as it stood ; but I was resolved, at any rate, to be
the first to welcome Mr. Godfrey back to his native land, and, if
he seemed to show himself worthy of it, perhaps I would let him
know what his cousin thought of him. And I did most sincerely
rejoice at this evidence that Miss Phyllis was at last beginning to
see her dear Uncle Anthony in his true colours.
I was down at Portsmouth harbour long before the transport
was signalled ; nor was I the only one to act thus foolishly. I
found quite a large number of people fidgeting about and asking
one another questions which they must have known could not be
answered ; and as luck (or it may have been Providence) would
have it, one of them thought fit to address such an inquiry to me.
of the opportunity of touching

I

1 wish,

sir,'

she said,

come

'

that

you could

tell

me when my

husband
She was a very stout woman, and I could quite understand
her objection to remaining on foot longer than was necessary.
'Madam,' I replied, with my usual politeness, I wish I could.
Your husband, no doubt, is an officer in one of the regiments.'
This I said because I perceived, from her flowery bonnet and
her purple kid gloves with one button, as well as from her truly
appalling boots, that her husband could be nothing of the kind. I
likely to

is

ashore.'

'

like to give people a little innocent gratification when I can,
having learnt that kindness costs nothing, while there is always

the possibility of

My

she answered

near to
Fusiliers
*

it

as

he

*

;

proving a paying investment.
'
Not exactly an
looked pleased.

its

fat friend

that

is,

not a commissioned

he can be.

officer, sir,'

though as
Blake
of
the
114th
Colour-Sergeant
officer

is.'

An uncommonly

fine

regiment

too,' said I.

And

so, I

dare-
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to have heard of it

'The very words used by His Eoyal Highness the Duke of
' "
An
Cambridge at our last inspection cried the fat woman.
uncommon fine regiment," he says ; " as fine a regiment as there is
in the service," he says.
Not that I care much for fair words myA little more consideration for our health and a little less
self.
shifting of us about from pillar to post would please me a deal
'

!

I tell Blake it's time he gave up soldiering.'
The country can't
Madam,' said I, we can't afford it.
afford it. Without good non-commissioned officers we are nowhere,
and you know how rare good non-commissioned officers are in
better.
*

'

these days.'

Thus we became very friendly and had quite a long
certainly did strike

me

talk.

once or twice, during the course of

it,

It

that

woman reminded me

of somebody whom I had seen before ;
but I never should have been able to put a name to her if she had
this

'

not recognised me. * Lord, have mercy upon us
she exclaimed
'
all of a sudden, I do believe it's Mr. Curtis.'
I admitted that I was that unworthy man, and then she asked
me whether I had forgotten Sarah Jackson, as used to be maid to
!

poor Mrs.

Wingham.

So overpowered was I by this abrupt and most important
disclosure that if Mrs. Blake had been less stout and less hot, I
As it
really think I should have embraced her then and there.
I
I
remembered
that
an
man
and
was
was,
only grasped
engaged
'
her by both hands.
My dear Sarah I cried, ' my dear and
valued old friend, let us go and sit down somewhere, and allow me
to have the privilege of offering you a little refreshment. A meeting
'

!

like this

must not be a dry

one.'

from the look of her complexion, that she would
not disdain my civility, and she did not. Only the refreshment
which I presently provided for her in a private room at the
Mariner's Rest Inn failed to loosen her tongue in the way that I
intended it to do. My desire was (and I am sure that everyone will
appreciate my delicacy in this) to get all that I could out of her
I thought,

'

without letting her into any family secrets in return, but she was
either too clever for

me

or too dull, and, after

much

laborious

pumping,
nothing more than a certainty that she was
back
from me. So, as I am no believer in halfkeeping something
at
I
told
her,
last, exactly how matters stood and pointed
measures,
I obtained
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out to her what a very fine thing it might be for her and Sergeant
Blake if she were able to prove the existence of a male heir to the
late
*

Mr. Wingham.
Oh, sir
oh, Mr. Curtis
!

of agitation,

'

it isn't

'

she exclaimed, with a great show
the reward that I look at ; it's whether I
!

ought to break the solemn promise that I made to my poor mistress.
as for the heir, as you call him, being alive now, it's clean
beyond me to prove any such thing.'
My good Sarah,' said I, * you never shall be asked to do
so.
That part of the business, and of course also the greater part
of the reward (if any) will be mine ; but if you can give me some
clue as to the fate of the baby whose birth you have already

And

*'

admitted, rely upon it that I will not forget you.'
I could not hope to keep this historical memoir within reasonable limits

if I

were to write down

all

that Mrs. Blake told

me

in

According to my experience, a woman should
allowed
to say what she has to say in the roundabout
be
always
which
women
because trying to keep them to the point
love,
style

her own words.

only makes

them

heads and perhaps their tempers, as
Therefore I bore patiently with all Sarah's
digressions and anecdotes and doubts whether she ought to go on,
and so forth, and I don't think it took her much more than an
lose their

well as your time.

hour to put me in possession of facts which, if she had been a man,
she might have imparted to me in five minutes.
The facts, even when stripped of the picturesque garb in which
she clothed them, were romantic enough for anybody. It appeared
that Mrs. Wingham, immediately after her final quarrel with her
husband, made a discovery which threw her into a state of quite
needless flurry. She was excitable and imaginative by nature, and,
having made up her mind that she would be dead before many
months were over (the most certain way of killing yourself, as I
have always understood), what did she do but fly to her brother-

Keverend Godfrey Wingham, whom she implored to
watch over her orphan child when she should be no more and
never on any account to let its wicked father get hold of it. The
Eeverend Godfrey, at that time incumbent of a parish in the east
of London, was a worthy man, though a weak one, and his wife
matched him in every respect. This good couple determined to

in-law, the

give shelter to their sister-in-law, who died, sure enough, when
her boy was born, and after that, they could think of no wiser
plan than to adopt the child and pass him off as their own.
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This was the more easy because the reverend gentleman's
health had been giving way for some time, and he had now resolved
to accept a chaplaincy in the West Indies.
Thither they betook

them as nurse, and there
and happiness for nearly three years. Sarah
thought that her master was sometimes visited by qualms of
conscience ; but he obtained a very sudden release from these
and all other troubles when the yellow fever broke out. That
terrible disease seized him and his wife on the same day, and
scarcely more than twenty-four hours afterwards they were both
under ground. The authorities wound up his affairs, and, after
waiting to hear from England, sent the boy home, under the care
themselves, taking Sarah Jackson with

they lived in peace

of a good-natured lady, to his uncle Anthony, as the elder brother,
Mr. Frederick Wingham, was abroad, and his whereabouts quite
Sarah, thus thrown upon her own resources on a
distant shore, thought she could do no better than marry Full
Private Blake of the 114th, and from that jtime to the day when
uncertain.

she so fortunately
heard the name of

came

me at Portsmouth she had never
mentioned.

across

Wingham

story, and how profoundly moved I was by it
needless to say.
But I saw, of course, that it required
confirmation ; and as the time was so short that I could not

Such was Sarah's

it is

immediately decide what course to adopt, I thought it best to
bind her over to secrecy for the present, warning her that if she
repeated to anyone else what she had told to me, she would lay
herself open to arrest on a charge of malicious slander, for which the
penalty would be, at the very least, six months' imprisonment with
hard labour, besides total

loss of character.

This alarmed her so

much

that she began to cry, but I promised her that not a hair of
her head should be harmed so long as she obeyed my instructions,

and when she had given

me

her address, I bade her a friendly

farewell.

Shortly afterwards I was shaking hands warmly with my dear
Mr. Godfrey, whom I was delighted to see in the best possible
health and as brown as King CotFee himself. It would have been
cruel to buoy him up with hopes which might never be realised,
so I told him nothing of the great change in his fortunes which I
trusted was at hand but, under the circumstances, I thought myself justified in delivering Ellen's message in full, whereat he was
so pleased that he forced a five-pound note upon me.
That same evening I went to London to see the lawyers. Some
;
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having been treated as that un gentlemanly Short had

treated me, might have been disposed to entrust their affairs to
other hands ; but if I had done that I should have had the family

lawyers against me perhaps, and, pleasant as it would have been
to beat them, it seemed safer and more respectable to have them
on our side. Nor had I the vanity to suppose that a plain, straight-

forward

man would

be able to establish the truth without pro-

fessional aid.

Mr. Short received

you knew

me

'
So
just as I might have anticipated.
about this marriage all aloog, did you ? And you thought

proper to conceal

it,

eh

?

Now mind what you

are about, sir

;

be

you may find% yourself in a position which you
won't like,' &c. &c. But I soon let him see that this sort of thing
would never do. I had told him next to nothing when he began
very careful, or

hectoring, and I gave him to understand that, unless I was met
with the respect which was my due, I should look out for another

And after that we got on
more
pleasantly.
together
Yet it was a long time before we could complete our chain of
For
evidence, and during that time events did not stand still.
Mr. Godfrey hurried down as soon as he could to Upton (where, no
doubt, his uncle was delighted to welcome him), and the very first
time that he and Miss Phyllis found themselves alone the cloud
that had arisen between them was dispelled.
Our dear young
to
convince
him
was
able
that
the
lady
management of a large
a
was
for
which
had
taste nor capacity
she
neither
property
thing
and so, disregarding their uncle's opposition, they behaved with
the impetuosity natural to their age, and determined to be married
without loss of time.
Upon this, Mr. Short, though not quite
felt
with
his
bound to speak out, but old Anthony
case,
ready
roared with laughter at what he called one of that rascally Joe
Curtis's lies,' and defied us to do our worst ; while the young
couple would not defer their wedding for even a few months to
please us. Thus it came to pass that, in due course of time, Mr.
Godfrey was compelled to bring an action against his revered
uncle, and the great case of Wingharn v. Wingham was set agoing.
The whole of the above case, except that part of it which I
spent in the witness-box, and which I did not enjoy (because very
nasty things were said about me and old stories raked up which
had nothing to do with the question, and the judge, if he had
firm of solicitors with better manners.

;

'

done his duty, .would have stopped them)

with that exception,

I
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say, the whole of the case was followed by me with the keenest
satisfaction ; but what pleased me more than anything else
inso-

much

that I almost forgave Sarah Blake for having trusted the
lawyers with a document which she had never shown to me was

the reading in Court of the following letter, dated some twentythree years back, and addressed to the Eeverend Godfrey Wingham
in the West Indies
:

'
Dear Godfrey, Since you ask me for advice, I should say
that what you speak of as your " duty to the dead and the living "
is in no
way inconsistent with your keeping that brat and calling

him your own.

Fred can do what he chooses with his property,

which, as you know,
to

or

me

is

not entailed.

He

is

just as likely to leave

as to his son

if your
you
young friend really is his
son and precious unlikely to leave it to any of us in my opinion.
I don't see why you should undertake to feed an extra mouth ;
but I suppose you know your own business best.
'
Your affectionate brother,
*
ANTHONY WINGHAM.'
it

When

this letter,

which had been discovered in her master's

pocket, after his death, by Sarah Blake, and which she had concealed in obedience to what she had believed to be his wishes, was

submitted to Anthony, he lacked the courage to perjure himself;
after that he had not, of course, a leg to stand upon, for his
absurd and scandalous assertion that he had always believed the
boy to be the illegitimate son of his brother Godfrey did him more

and

harm than good.
gone into court at

lines a little sooner

to

Indeed, I suppose that we need never have
Sarah had thought fit to produce the above

all if
;

but she declared that she had not been able

make up her mind

am sorry
against me for
also, I

to bring such disgrace upon the family ; and
to say, that she harboured some foolish ill-feeling
having frightened her that' day at Portsmouth,

*

which Mr. Curtis had no call to act so,' she said. Yet, upon the
whole, I was just as well pleased that things should have gone as
they did, because the judge, who had not thought it worth while to
protect me from slander, came out very handsomely in his remarks

upon Mr. Anthony Wingham's behaviour and
;

I believe that

when

that gentleman returned from the Continent, where he took his
family for a year, the whole county showed him the cold shoulder,

Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey, for the sake of his wife and children,
displayed such an example of Christian charity and forgiveness as
until
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But he was
I never could have brought myself to in their place.
removed from the Commission of the Peace, and I did hear that
he was burnt in effigy last Guy Fawkes' Day in the village.
One thing distressed me greatly, and that was that Mr. Godfrey should have thought that I desired any reward for restoring
his rights to him beyond that of seeing him and Miss Phyllis
happily settled in their own home at Abbot's Wingham. For a
long time I felt it due to myself to decline anything that might
look like a recompense, and it was only when I saw that my repeated
refusals were really wounding him that I consented to accept the
freehold of that house in Mayfair which Ellen and I have for some
years been letting out in apa/tments, and where I should be
pleased to see all the readers of this narrative, if I could find room
for them
only I am told that I must not give names or addresses.
we
are doing very fairly well, without need to apply "to
However,
and
I may add that it is chiefly because so many
strangers
of
the
persons
highest distinction who have been kind enough to
have
me
patronise
begged me to tell them all the ins and outs of
the famous Wingham case, that I have set forth the whole facts
on paper as above.
In conclusion, I will only repeat what I said to the defendant's
;

;

To speak the simple truth, sir, is always
I
but
daresay you know as well as anybody what a diffimy aim,
cult thing it is to do that.'
counsel at the trial

'

:
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BOYS' BLUNDERS.
MANY

of us are weary of speeches about education ; some people
dread over-education, others dread over-pressure. It may be a
source of some solace to such people to find that this supposed super-

education and pressure has not yet succeeded in making
boys incapable of blunders, which imply a nimbleness of mind and
fluity of

vividness of imagination rather than fatigue of brain.
The blunders to be here mentioned are genuine.

They have

come under the notice of the

writer in the course of ten years'
work as a schoolmaster, with the exception of some which have
been placed at his disposal by a pedagogic friend. It may be

added that examinations are productive of this particular fruit.
the gaze of the master is averted ; the boy
is nearly over
waves his pen in triumph, as though it were a flag, and writes
words of mystic meaning. The term's extremity is the boy's

Work

;

opportunity.
It is proposed to classify, so far as may be, boys' blunders, and
thus prepare the way for a scientific study of a most interesting
subject.

Perhaps the common cause of error is a greater or less degree
between two Latin words, two English words, a Greek
and Latin word ; a kindred source of error is a confusion between
a Latin and English word, i.e. a supposition that a Latin word
can be adequately represented by the English word most near it
in form.
To this class of mistake the writer has given the name
of similarity

of Anglomania. Another class of error is to be traced to an unwise
use of the dictionary. This is so subtle an ailment, and so hard
a one for simple folk to guard against, that it may be named, on

the analogy of malaria, Dictionaria. Less common causes of mistake are to be found in false analogy, association of ideas, love of
rhyme, and a desire to substitute something familiar and intelligible for

something which to the writer was unfamiliar and

unintelligible.
1.
'

Similarity of form or sound drove a boy to translate ecquis
'
*
*
to carry on horseback.
cequo animo ferre

with horses,' and

'
Geography is enrichecT by the Isthmus of Panorama,' and astroof
to
hear
the * sun entering into the truth
nomers are astounded
'
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the latter marvel represents the words ' sol ineunte vere.' Even
'
Holy Scripture is altered (though litteris Bibuli recitatis is
'

translated

by

*

the letters of the Bible having been read,' thus
is not neglected) ; and so St. Stephen had

showing that the study

no interest

for

*

one boy beyond the fact that

he made the

first

engine ; while the longer form of the name Silas was stated to
be Silenus, * who,' as the examiner gravely remarked, ' was quite
a different person.' Matins, being somewhat ecclesiastical, may
'

be mentioned in this connection. It was denned as * something
they wear on their feet'; the word seems to be confused with
A man provided with these and little else might be
pattens.
*
three parts naked,' and this condition was thought
one
scholar
to be expressed by * nudius tertius.'
The poor
by
man
this
recalls
a
of
equipment
imaginary
dialogue recently over-

described as

"
Boy A: 'I say, what does "pauper equidem mean ?
Boy B: 'Why, "a poor knight," of course, you ass.' Boy A
"
"A
that would be pauper nox, you fool.' Perpoor night
this
poor knight was in the mind of one who wrote his
haps
'

heard.

:

*

!

*

'

'

as the equivalent for
snore by chance
ejus casu
stemuntur proximi.' This scholar disregarded the order of the
'
words, and was not particular to a T.' A painful consciousness
of a common disregard of law and order drove a youth to declare
that ten laws of men ought to be written ; this would seem to
The original version merely says,
refer to a pre-Sinaitic period.
Another rendering of these
decemviri legibus scribundis.'
same words evidently dates from a post-Sinaitic era * the laws
relatiqns

'

*

'

:

were written in December.' In connection with Sinai it may be
'
said that, in answer to a question intended to draw forth Sihon,'
'
came Magog.' This student obviously was more conversant with
the city of London than with his Bible ; such accidents must
occur in a foundation that is at once civic and religious.

named would be interested to hear
know the cause of his high
the Roman
writer merely says, non licet sui commodi causa nocere alteri
One of the errors is shared by a boy who
the English is obscure.
The law-student

that

<

before

'

not lawful to

it is

;

'

*

;

'

as the English of ' alter et alter.' Sometimes personal prejudice warps the translator's judgment ; no
'
follower of Walton would have thought 'ferice illce piscatorum
*

gives

to

higher and higher

mean

'

those beasts of fishermen

have translated
her companions

'

'

ccdestes implicitura
in heaven.'

;

nor would a misogynist
*
by about to join

comas

'
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'
So, again, a certain rule of Latin syntax mentions knowledge,
memory, and other affections of the mind.' One who regarded

Latin syntax as Dr. Blimber's pupils regarded the * ancient Komans
wrote 'other afflictions of the mind'; while another, instead of
'

domos, rarely domus,' wrote really domus.' A like antipathy
to Latin accidence made a boy describe nominatives as
the
'

'

*

ancient foes of the Britons.'
'

to twist

hie

Memory of a noble sport led a boy
mos apud Thracas instituitur into 'they caught
'

mouse near Thrace ; being skilled in the art of slaughter, he
gives 'destroyed badly' as a fair representation of 'perdere
maluit.' So our Sinaitic friend finds legal language in ' saltus
'

this

A chemical
Dictceos,' which he translates as 'aforesaid groves.'
'
boy thinks Esau to have been allured by a mess of potash ; a
'
young farmer writes, Which field ? he asked,' for rogavit quid
agerent ; a man-milliner says, I am clothed in white,' and is
he clothed in gold ? while the original has respectively vescor
albo and ' vescitur aura ?
Recent experience of domestic discomfort must have caused a young scholar to see ' such a house
in ' ite domum.' In order to realise the series of confusions
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

!

contained in the following translation, the reader must turn to
Horace's ' Odes,' I. xvi. 13 et seq. We will take the words in the

Prometheus (Prometheus) fertur (brings)
approved crib fashion
coactus addere (an unwilling adder) prindpi Limo (to Prince
:

Linus); particulam (a part) desectam (follows him) undique
waves) et (and) vim (I may wish) apposuisse (to
have placed) insani leonis (the mad lion) nostro stomacho (in
our stomach). Anglomania crops up here, ' addere being trans(over the

'

lated

'

by

adder.'

'

To make a

treaty with joyful Greeks

'

is

a

'

pleasing performance, but does not fairly represent
Argolicas
fcedare latebras,' even though fcedus is a treaty and Icetus is
joyful.

Personal preference must have made a young grammarian
the 'potative mood' in place of the more usual form,

write

'

and recent potation must be held accountable for the
mood is a mood in a verb when anybody
knows you have done anything.' There is a lack of ' lucidity in
'

optative

'

remark,

;

the optative

'

A

kindred preference, coupled with association
of words (fruor and vescor occurring in the same rule), led a boy
as the English of ' vere fruor
to write ' truly I always feed

this statement.

'

'

semper

;

while such association, apart from personal preference,
'
Emmanuel as the English of the Latin

drove a youth to utter

'
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and another to define a dependent sentence as one
the pun was unintentional.
that hangs from its clause
So
another defines * Republican as * sinner,' less from political prejudice than from imperfect remembrance of Scriptural language ;
and a chubby-faced chorister altered Milton's full-voiced choir
A similar effect of association of words may
to full-faced choir.'
word

*

victor,

'

'

'

*

'

be traced in the reply to the question as to the essential feature
*
of English verse
Quantity had been stated to be important in
c
Latin verse ; Quality naturally suggested itself as of correspond'

:

'

ing import in English.
when he becomes a poet
2.

The mind

for that

which

of

man

May

this authority bear that in

mind

!

loves to substitute

something intelligible
unintelligible, just as English sailors changed
which had for them no meaning, into * Bully

is

'

Bellerophon,'

which conveyed a definite idea. So an English boy,
*
seeing no sense in the word ycleped,' makes Milton state that
*
The same tendency urged
in heaven yelped Euphrosyne.'

Ruffian,'

Find out some uncouth swell,' in place of the
A third described someone as ' a man three
cell.'
feet high.'
It appeared upon inquiry that this person had been
called by the master a ( freebooter ; this word conveying no idea,
had been altered by the boy to * three-footer,' and this had by him
been expressed more elegantly in words quoted above. This
dwarf may have belonged to a people referred to in a passage,
*
trepidabat populus,' the people was three-footed.' This last
error is due to ambitious Etymology, of which we shall say more

another to say,
usual reading, *

*

'

'

The Bellerophon

class of error finds another exemplia
A young law-student
to
answer
an
legal question.
had
to do with * purple
of
Prsemunire
statute
stated that the
He
had apparently been
it
declared
were
illegal.
boots,' which
by
*
told something about Papal Bulls ; these words conveying no
idea to his mind, he had substituted others more familiar and
Painful recollections must have led another to deintelligible.

later on.

fication in

'

'

'
weeping birch as a birch that makes you weep,' while
<
experiences of another kind made his friend define eating cares

scribe a

'

'

'

as

troubles because you are tired of eating,' the triumvirate
*
completed by one who said that spoiler's hand' meant

being

; if so, how wise in any boy
tremble and shrink from its corrupting influence
3. Reference was made just now to ambitious etymology as a
'
*
'
source of error. For instance, vultus comes from volo,' because
4

father's hand, because

to

*

'

'

'

he

spoils

you

'

!

'
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*
*
everyone would wish to have a face ; vinum from vivoj
*
it
is
to
makes
be
wine
that
in
these
because
you lively
hoped
'
was
not
of
the
Bands
from
of
youth
Hope
speaking
personal
days
'
Kadical comes from rado, to shave, because it is a
experience.
thing that you can cut from ; perhaps Irish landlords would say
'

'

'

'

'

shaving others, and shaving them
Another authority derives the word from radius, a
*
a radical is when the sun sends its rays upon you.' There
ray
is a want of clearness in the remark, but it seems to imply that
Eadicalism is an aggravated form of lunacy. It is well known
that boys are by nature Conservative ; some seem to have a prerather that Kadicals prefer

rather close.
:

judice against Dissent, probably because of its connection with
Radicalism.
By a boy with such bias a Nonconformist is defined

who cannot form anything'; while another, with
malicious misspelling, calls them * the decenters of old times.' A
Conservative's described as 'a person interested in politics who
as 'a person

does not .like Mr. Gladstone.'

There

is

a

/ASIOHTIS

in that state-

One boy shows some ingenuity
'A
in defining two things of which he does not know much.
Conservative is a person who does not wish to disestablish the

ment which

is

very attractive.

'The Established Church

is one which the Liberals
Franchise proved a stumbling-block to
one defined it as * anything belonging to the French
*
it to be a
sort of scent.' The latter
people,' while another states

Church.'

want
some

to disestablish.'

:

if that be the
scholar must have been thinking of Frangipanni
way to spell the unfamiliar word. There was some confusion in the
mind of one who, being asked to state what he knew of Wesley,
wrote, 'Wesley was the founder of the Wesleyan Chapel, who

was afterwards called Lord Wellington ; a monument was erected
him in Hyde Park, but it has been taken down lately.' The
mention of one great name suggests others. ' Luther introduced
his birthday was in November
Christianity a thousand years ago
1883. He was once a Pope; he lived in the time of the Rebellion
'
Socrates was no use at fighting he was very ugly ;
of Worms.'
he had a flat nose, his eyes stuck out ; he destroyed some statues,
and had to drink the shamrock.' Being asked to give the name
'
of the greatest living poet,' one boy wrote, Homer, whose poems

to

;

;

'

On turning to that quesare the best, as stated in Question V.'
'
What
was
wiser
than Homer ? What
the
words
find
poet
tion, we
poem is better ?

'

This sentence, which was to be turned into Latin,
test knowledge of genders and such

had been meant merely to
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details

the earnest-minded scholar found in

;

modern

A

it

information of

gives the following list of
Homer's writings * 1, Homer's Essays ; 2, Virgil ; 3, the ^Eneid ;
It was a student of riper years who, being
4, Paradise Lost.'
asked to state his views on ' the Homeric question,' wrote, ' Some
interest.

schoolfellow

:

people say that these poems were not written by Homer, but by
another man of the same name.'

Being requested to explain balance of power,' a boy misread
it as
balance of poker,' and said, * It means making the poker
stand up stright (sic), e.g. on your hand.' The misplacement of
a letter may be serious fancy a genitive absolute being casual
The youth was careless who translated iterum missi by they
sent him on a journey,' but the senders are more blameworthy
if
they took so little care that he set out battered ; the Latin is
'

'

'

'

!

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

quasi perfecto (munere).' This youth evidently connects quasi
with quatiOf and perfecto with proficisti.
Confusion is sometimes worse confounded by the use of the

modern pronunciation of Latin. Only by a combination of this with
ordinary carelessness and a touch of Anglomania could we get
I lived here for vicisti iram.'
The same tendency is to be
observed in * hue tenuerej * they held their hook ; * aut captm
'

'

'

'

aut merscBf
crops

'they were captured without mercy.' Anglomania
in i posceris exta bovis,' * you have seen a large

up again

'

*
gone out with the oxen.' In each case extra is
'
in what serves the translator for a mind.
Thus volucrem He-

bull,' or

brum
'

(

'

is

he
'

is

Hebrew

a

cava dolia

'

*

'

bird,'

slaves in

cave vicino

a cave

'

here

'

*

is

a neighbouring cave,'
a confusion between

dolium and SovXos the latter word is elsewhere translated by
'
*
Sacerdotes iverunt
dollar,' and is said to be worth five minae.'
'

'
supplices is thought by one authority to mean the priestesses
*
sent him supplies,' by another the priestesses came to him in
In contrast with these well-clad ladies, some things
surplices.'
'

are said to be

'

naked with

fear

'

;

the Latin

is

'

nuda

fere.'

It
'

seems more likely that dogs should be able bibere currentes
than ' to drink currants,' especially if it is their nature to * avoid
(sic) novelty,' as is declared to be the case with men ; the Latin
writer says f est natura hominum novitatis avida,' but great
minds will always differ. * Fades can mean two things ; it is
'
possible to choose the wrong one
quod optimum factu videbi'
tur, fades,' has been construed this face seems to be made the
best.'
This is incorrect, but complimentary.
Accuracy and
'

'

:
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*
politeness are both lacking in the statement, You will make an
awful man,' which has been given as the English of s dira viro

Such words might be addressed to a Tartan, if that word
(as one boy said it did) an inhabitant of Tartary ; this is
not the usual definition of the word, any more than a chaplet is * a
fades.'

means

'

'

man who says
may be re-

*
person who looks after a chapel,' or a publican a
his prayers in public.'
In connection with public,

marked that turned out of the public
'

'

is

it

too colloquial a version of

rapti e publico.' It may have been one who resents such expulsion
that represents the cruel Herod as getting the title of ' Tea-trark,
'

because he invented or was fond of

A

tea.'

greater familiarity

with the Bible than with the Latin accidence was shown by the
boy who, hearing another give alius as the genitive of alius, said
sir, wasn't there a good man in the Bible
perhaps knew more of Elias than our other
If this answer showed fondness for Holy
friend knew of Herod.
'
Scripture, another proved hatred for mathematics
Algebra is
'

to the master,
of that name ?

Please,

He

'

:

derived from a\yos,

form in

*

'

usque,'

grief.'

and we

'

Anglomania is seen in its simplest
'
ne mentiaris,' ' don't mention it ;
'

;

'

The disease has
striding ; pernicibus, pernicious.'
reached a more acute stage when 'flagellis lacerati is translated
'
when they see the flags ; ' bestiarum dentibus necatus
by

stridens,

l

(

'

'

esse diciturj

'

made into necklaces.' Extreatment must have prompted a boy to

the beast's teeth were

perience of unselfish
turn the selfish and familiar

me

*

statement

me

juvat ire sub

go under his umbrella.' The
some
discomfort, but not such as must
process might produce
have been felt by the man who * lived in a door ; his position
was worse than that of the lady whose dwelling was a shoe. The
the translator was a
Greek author merely says, * ijvoi^s Ovpav
bit of an etymologist, who, having heard that OIKOS meant a
house, fell into a logical fallacy. The same misdirected power
led another to give makes a nest for renidet,' because nidus
means a nest.
Fung or' means Ho perform,' but it does not
follow that defunctus means deformed ; most learned might
be represented by ' doctissimi,' but hominissimi is not the
*
do
correct Latin for most men ; * primum is
first,' but you

umbras'

'he helps

into

to

'

'

'

'

*

l

'

*

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

*

'

does not
; \ifjujv
*
So an
even
it
be
mean wine,'
expressed by port.'
though
may
*
the
to
but
the
Attic
refer
not
attic is usually high,
boy may
*
'
*
*
'
is
is
is
and
the
of
he
him,'
he,'
objective
topmost boy ;

not fairly translate

*

at

primum by

'

at

first

*

'

'

'

'
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know, yet we do violence to the Latin tongue when we
*
is lih&r by hymn-book.'
The Anglomanias must have been suffering severely when he
translated ' conversus in aquilonem by turned into an aqueduct ; perhaps he had been studying the Metamorphoses.' His
friend showed an equal disregard for the niceties of the Latin
tongue and for the movements of the heavenly bodies when he

as

we

all

'

'

represent

'

'

'

'

stated that

'

the

moon

flies

before the clouds splendidly.'

The

'
luna fugatis nubibus
original statement was commonplace
sentences
seem
to bring on alarming
Some
simple
splendet.'
at
times these learned
under
discussion
disease
attacks of the
;
'
is
error
manifold.
doctors disagree
Quid Milords intererat
'

*
While Milonis was dying
Milo
Why
agree to kill Clodius ?
'What was the matter with the millions that

is the question :
interfici Clodium ?
did
he killed Clodius,' says one ; '

asks another;
Clodius should interfere

'

'
What millions
inquires a third ;
of
exclaims
a
Clodius
fourth
in horror.
at
the
killing
perished
A like variety is to be found in the translation of ' repente visa
'

?

'

!

oppressa gaudio exanimata est'': 1, 'Having seen the repented son, I rejoice ; 2, 'By the repentance of her son her joy
was suppressed, but now it is out of date (ex, out of ; ata, date ?) ;
'
Thou repent, vicious son ; the rejoice oppressed ; he exani3,
mated himself ; 4, ' By repenting of seeing her son, she was
oppressed by a gaurdian (sic) and was killed.'

filio

'

'

'

After these violent outbursts, we will restore tone to our system
'
'
'
Quid latet ?
by specimens of milder madness.
Why is he
'
In
late ? ; ' de improvise,'
concerning provisions.'
construing
'

'

'

about a mile the young scholar tried to avoid ' concerning,' against which his master waged war, and to disguise the
'
presence of Anglomania ; he would have liked to translate pace
'
'
mile
a
It
but
judicious synonym.
thought
may have
by pace,'
'

de pace

'

'

'

been out of compliment to the aforesaid master that another boy
changed ampla domus scepe domino dedecorifit' into 'a large
house is often decorated by the master.' A memory of stern
discipline must have induced another to do such violence to the
'

Latin as to

make imperio
'

retineret

'

mean

'

the

command

of his

Can it have been the recollection of corporal punishment which has long been out of date that led a boy to translate ' condunt sidera
they beat upon their sides ; and was he
retinue.'

'

'

'

thinking of the parental grief at the sight of the traces of that
'
punishment when he gave the parents tear their hair as the
'
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English of 'parent crinesque resolvunt'? It must have been
after reading ' the letters of the Bible that one thought ( pecu'

desque locutce to mean beasts and locusts.' Was this the fare
of which his friend was thinking when he construed 'fcedum
exitu by * food going out ? Dogs must have been in the mind of
the scholar who wrote, ' they howl at comets,' as representing ' ex'

*

'

'

'

'

ulabant comites ; he may have had a faint recollection of ' ululo
and the attitude of dogs towards the moon.
A love of rhyme was the bane of him who altered * quips and
cranks into ' quanks and chanks,' and of him who, having rightly
*
'
joined quum and quominus,' proceeded to combine dum and
dominus' as words that demand a subjunctive.
A slight misspelling may produce serious results ' mild
sauce is a strange equivalent for * leni fonte,' but it is terrible
when * longius volvens appears as * rolling father,' and l ecce
'

:

'

'

'

'

'

low Jugurtha ; the character of the latter does
not stand high, but the Latin does not warrant the use of the

Jugurtha

as

contemptuous adjective in that passage.

The insertion of a syllable may considerably alter the sense
omnes venumdati is not accurately represented by * all had
:

*

'

poison given to them.'
Sometimes there is confusion between a Greek word and a

Latin word something like it in form. Instances of this are to
'
'
be found in ' iropsvso-dai aaivws^ to walk like an ass ; TT\^V
'
'
*
cava doliaj slaves in a cave.'
full of slaves ;
Bcov,''
'

'

'

An
mean

*

observer of the heavenly bodies makes * atris serpentibus
'
seven stars ; another, with eye on Olympus, but mind on
*

necearth, having heard that the gods drink nectar, proclaims
'
tarines to be their food ; while a friend, with imperfect recol'

ammonia.'
In connection with eating, it may be observed that one youth
to mean * lifeless birds,' while his
wrested * convivos avidas

lection of a former statement, declares that they eat
'

neighbour, sitting in imagination before this delicacy, translated
*
4
part they cut in vain ; frusta and
pars in frusta secant
frustra were alike enough for him.
'

'

^Eneas was in evil plight when he was * mcesto defixus lumina
vultUj but the scholar exaggerated his misfortune when he described him as ' transfixed through the eye with a javelin to the

even Polyphemus was in less sore a strait. The translator
must have been thinking of ^Eneas's eye under those conditions

wall

'

;
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when he gave

watery machine

*

'

as the equivalent for

*

cequata

machina.'

by

hide
for

A

somewhat

servile devotion to a dictionary is evidenced
'
such expressions as * cur pellem facitis ? for ' why do you
4.

*

'

?

'
;

qui radius

'

to scale a wall.'

restitution

'

*

'

6

;

'

tu sunt putei does not fairly represent ' I
;
gallus is a cock and corvus is a crow, but
*
Dum trannot equivalent to * cock-crow.'

et

;

corvus galli

who spoke ?
desquamare murum
Tergum da suggests leap-frog rather than
for

'

*

ego
and you are well
*

'

?

'

-

'

is
'

'
'
4
quillus juvenis for while still a youth' ; morti posuit,' he put
'
(
*
under
I
fall
am given to understand,'
to death ; intelligere dor,'

same category of
120 gallons of tears

this

One boy

error.
'

;

this

stated that a

seemed unlikely.

woman wept
*

The Greek was

On turning to Liddell and Scott, it was
Satcpvwv slx v K pov>'
found that xopos sometimes meant a dry measure of the abovenamed capacity. The ingenious youth had passed over all the
*

usual meanings to choose one that bordered on the absurd. Like
ingenuity was shown by one who translated for a pentameter
*

the cloud, which was before,
muscos.'

We
tence.

'

flies

by

'

nubes, quce fuit ante,

with different translations of a simple senlegatum misit Cineam virum prcePyrrhus, a Roman legate sent to the Crimea

will conclude
(

Pyrrhus

stantissimum'

Romam
*

:

1,

'
standing for strength ; 2, Pyrrhus was sent to Eome to read
to Cineas, a very Protestant man ; 3, ' Pyrrhus, the Roman
'
lawgiver, sent to Cyprus a man's reward'; 4,
Pyrrhus sent a
'

'

Pyrrhus sent a Roman legion to
a Chineaman to Rome.' What misplaced ingenuity

Roman having
Chinea,

Ohe jam

or,

satis !

red

'

l

(sic)

;

5,

!
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TRAITORS* HILL.

WE

are standing

lying

among

tion.

We

By

the

upon an ancient grassy tumulus on a gentle hill
hills, larger than this, but still of modest eleva-

other

are almost within hearing of a great city, yet not quite.
figure of speech we can hear the murmur of

common

city's uproar, but, in point of fact, there is no longer any
uproar in that city, but only a rumble of carriages, the sound of
which does not reach nearly so far as these hills. The mound is

the

circular in shape, not so high as the * Castle
Keep Mound at Carisbrooke, yet well-formed

'

at Cambridge or the
and clear, and running
round it there is a fosse with its earthwork, not so deep as the
ditch on the Herefordshire Beacon, or that at Danesbury on the
Quantocks, or that around the Camp at Dorchester, or that of
the Wans Dyke, but still a respectable excavation. The mound
is about a hundred and twenty feet in diameter within the ditch
a flat grassy surface on which are standing five tall Scotch firs
and a sycamore why, or by whom these were planted one knows
not.

Perhaps they are symbolical of something.

They

are the

only trees on the hill. If you look north your eye is carried across
a gentle declivity to a hill beyond, on which there stands a noble

wood. Among the trees, but hidden by them, is a great house,
once the residence of a great law lord. This wood is beautiful
at the bursting of the buds in early spring,
all the year round
when the leaves are yet young and of their early chlorine hue,
not yet massed in foliage, but each clear and distinct, like a flower ;
when the chestnuts are in blossom and the hawthorn is in flower ;
in the full

summer

of July,

when the

foliage is so

heavy that

it

the wood with great blacknesses ; in the autumn, when for
the red and yellow, the gold, crimson, and vermilion of the leaves,
the wood is more splendid than that forest above Niagara, where
fills

the maples stand thickly upon the slope even to the very edge
of the rushing water, and in autumn make a gorgeous bank or
hill of colour to meet the western sun.
Among the roots of the

wood bubbles forth a spring, full and abundant. They
have gathered its waters by artificial dams into reservoirs, one
below the other. .On the east of the hill rises a higher elevation
and on its highest crest there stands a city,
still, clothed with trees,
as if planted there after the manner of the ancients, and as windy
trees in this
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Troy, Jerusalem, Edinburgh, Stirling, Durham, and a thousand other
cities have been built for the greater safety of the people,' clustered

upon a hill-top. The houses of this city are buried
you can only see some of the roofs, and a tall church
rises
over
all.
spire
Turning to the west one sees exactly the same
Another
thing repeated.
city on another hill, with more trees,
and another tall church spire. Thus is history repeated. On the
south side there is a gentle descent, at the bottom of which is a
round a

fort

in trees so that

then a small, undecided kind of rising
;
then
another
ground ;
gentle dip, and then a large and wellformed hill bars further view. From that hill, however, anyone
who rises early enough on a fine^ summer morning may be rewarded
with a very remarkable view. He will see before him countless
spires and towers, and a great river crossed by many bridges, an
ancient castle, the masts of many ships, and miles of streets, so that,
like Xerxes, when he surveyed his multitudes, he will probably be
moved to sit down and cry. There is another remarkable thing
upon this hill which he will certainly omit to see, unless his eyes
have been previously trained. There is, in fact, another barrow
or tumulus upon its top.
It is much larger than the first, but
not so well defined ; yet when it has been once pointed out, the
ditch can be clearly traced all round it, with what seems to have
been an earthwork bridge across it.
Between the tumulus and the western hill there are brickfields,
the smoke of them ascending continually, a labour offering, to
ditch planted with trees

the smell of them, when the wind sets in a favourable
;
remindeth
one that labour is a curse ; the voices of the
quarter,
make
these bricks may, for aught we know, be
swains
who
simple
of
the
praise as they mould the plastic clay
always singing hymns

the skies

without doubt, brickmakers. We cannot,
hear
their
talk
or catch their hymns.
however,
Lying to the
north of the brickfields are sloping meadows, where there is a
earliest sculptors were,

sluggish stream running over a marshy bed, crossed by a
low stone bridge and a tall brick bridge, and ending in a pretty
little sheet of water where, in the summer, boys of meditative
You may gather, on the
disposition angle with rod and float.
banks of this stream, anemones in April, with marsh mallow, and,
later on, buttercups, with, for your still room, betony, which gives
tone or a fillip to the system; golden rod, good for open and
little

bleeding wounds
simples.

;

willow herb

;

valerian

;

The Apothecaries' Company used

and many other useful
to

come

here, formerly,
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once a year for an outing and a botanical ramble, accompanied,
let us hope, by a dinner at the Upper Flask or the Wells Tavern.

Does the worthy Company

still

continue this scientific expedition

?

If so, I fear they go further afield.
Yet the herbalists are by no
means an extinct race ; you may cure all the diseases that flesh is

by going to one or two shops that I know. But they no
longer belong to the Apothecaries' Company, and they generally
belong to the other sex, and of most it may be said that it is now
forty or fifty years since their beauty was the talk of the town.
heir to

Beyond the brickfields, to the west, is a narrow space, forming an
open common, on a hillside edged with willows, beginning and
ending with ponds.
The place on this morning which is a cold, bright day in what
ought to be early spring but is really late winter is perfectly calm
and peaceful. There is, at our feet, a public pathway leading from
the hill-top city in the east to the hill-top city in the west. No
one walks upon it this morning but an old gentleman with rounded
shoulders and gold-headed stick,
tion.

Such

who goes

slowly, as one in meditaone
regards with a kind of envy
gentleman
has Ketired. To Ketire is the dream of the
be ever granted unto us to Eetire to do no

as this old

and admiration.

He

Will

it
shopkeeper.
more work, to walk among gardens and trees, the day's work over,
satisfied to let the younger men carry on the world, contented, it
may be, with our own share ; perhaps impatient because our record

has reached no nobler level

?
Old age has many inconveniences,
no doubt ; yet there is a time would that it were longer
when,
from the outside, at least, we seem to look upon a period of serene
wisdom, unmoved by the little wrangles of the day, hopeful and
sympathetic. Let us hope that yonder old gentleman has entered
upon this period, and is greatly respected, therefore, by troops of
grandchildren. Perhaps, however, he is only meditating upon the
massive fortune upon which he has Ketired, and is gathering consolation in his declining years from the thought that he will
eventually to use the feeling and tender language of the City
!

be found to

*

cut up well.'

The
have

cold, clear sunlight falls upon the woods, where the leaves
not yet begun to show, and the buds have not yet even lost the

purple hue of mid-winter. There is colour in the trunks, a thing
you may vainly look for in London squares, where the trunks of the
trees are all black ; there are yellow mosses on the branches ; the

sunshine seems to separate each tree and

make

it

stand forth from
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its fellows.

I do not

know

that I have ever seen these effects of

a'

clear winter or early spring day produced in any picture. It must
be a very bright day to bring out these effects, when the sun has

acquired some power ; then you will see, especially in a hanging
wood upon the side of a hill, that the sun singles out each tree,
as your eye falls upon it, separating it from its neighbours, as if
these were in the background. You may mark this effect very

you choose to go there in the winter, along the valley of
above Tintern, or on the Thames above Maidenhead ; or,
On the slopes
if you please, from this place upon the tumulus.
around, the sunlight, which shows no favouritism or partiality,
well, if

the

Wye

drawing gentle undulations unsuspected in cloudy
weather, and tracing over the grass curves unequalled by those of
the finest mathematician. A lark sings in the sky above us. Very
likely he is visible to some ; there is consolation, however, to the

falls likewise,

short-sighted in the greater mystery of such things as the song of
From the woods arise the voices of

the unseen bird overhead.

thrush and blackbird, and what they used to call, in the old days,
*
massively, the Warbling of the Feathery Quire.' That was in the
good old days when a bird was a bird, and there was no need to
distinguish scientifically, as one must do now, between the note of
a blue tit and a chiff chaff that of a robin and a hedge-sparrow.

In those days, too, a clump of trees was just a Bosky Grove, and no
one had to mark the differences between the leaves of one tree and
those of another. In the month of June if you come here again
much more pleasant in the month of June) you will hear the
(it is
He sings in these woods by day as well as by night,
nightingale.
and he does not complain at all, but rather rejoices loudly.
Except for the birds, it is so quiet here that one might as well
be on Hamildun, which is in the middle of Dartmoor, or beside
Easedale Tarn, among the mountains which rise above Grasmere,
and at a season of the year before they have opened, or after they
have closed, the little cabin planted in the loneliness for the
refreshment of the tourist and the tripper ; or, for the peacefulness of it, we might be standing on what I take to be the loneliest
spot in all England, that is to say, the quaggy platform which crowns
the Cheviot. It is so peaceful that the rack and worry of life fal
from the mind and are forgotten ; one feels, standing here, far
from the madding crowd ; one listens for the far-off tinkle of the
one expects to hear the singing
sheep-bell on the mountain-side
At what elevation does that
of the mountain breeze in the ears.
;
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Certainly one hears it not on the
singing or whistling begin ?
heights of Primrose Hill, nor on the top of the Monument ; and
yet in Lakeland, directly one gets above the level of the farms,

and can look down upon the trees beside the stream, that whistling
always begins. I think that the real mountain air, the only air
which can thus sweetly convert the human ear into an ^Eolian
harp, refuses to leave its own heights and valleys, and is indeAt
pendent of elevation, but hates the towns and houses.
Malvern, for instance, where the town climbs a good way up the
hill, the mountain air recedes higher up as the houses advance,
yet it is felt quite low down upon the opposite slopes which look
towards the city and cathedral of Hereford.
Here there is no far-off tinkle of the sheep-bell, and there is
no singing of the mountain air. For this green hill, if you please,
and the hills which stand around it, and the tumulus, and the
brooks, and the hanging woods, are all within the four-mile radius
of Charing Cross.
They belong to the suburbs of London, and lie
between Highgate, which is the City on the east of us, and HampThe woods before us are all
stead, which is the City on the west.
that remains of the great Middlesex Forest, where the citizens of
London had once the right to go a-fowling. They have the right
still, no doubt ; but there are no longer any fowls. It is now called

Ken Wood

the green slopes beyond the brickfields are that part of
Hampstead Heath known as the Vale of Health. It is the less
beautiful of the two divisions, but the West Heath, with its broken
;

and valleys, its gorse and heath, is practically
to the Londoner, and even on Bank Holiday is comYes, we are within easy reach of London.
paratively deserted.

ground,

its little hills

unknown

Just beyond the southern hill there is a railway station ; lines of
omnibuses run into the City ; all the people who live in the neighbourhood make their living in London ; the place is a part of the

Great City, and just south of it begin the dreary and monotonous
suburbs of Camden and Kentish Towns, Holloway, and Somers
Town. On a fine Sunday morning, or on summer evenings, these
slopes are crowded with people taking the air, as they used to say ;
that is to say, they sit about upon the grass and talk ; the boys
and girls laugh and make those jokes which are well known and
expected, and can be laughed at readily, without the exertion of
thought which a new and unexpected epigram requires; the
young men and maidens keep company soberly. They do not, as
I

have ascertained by the meanness of listening, make passionate
29
NO. 36, N.S.
VOL. VI.
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love to each other, nor do they search for pretty conceits, sweet
exaggerations, and the feigned madness of poets in order to express
and to excite the ardour of love in each other's bosom. Rather

does the young man speak calmly and prosaically of his weekly
*
screw,' and the maiden recounts the wrongs and indignities of the

work-room. But in this way they somehow get to love each other,
and I fear they marry too soon and have more children than is
for their happiness. As for the elders, there is more political
conversation to be heard on this hill on a fine summer evening

good

than ever one used to hear a hundred years ago in a London
coffee-house.

are all here on sufferance.
We may look each other
and tremble. For the foot of the builder is already
approaching us but a little while and he will have built over all
these hills a dreadful row of grey brick cottages shall stand upon
yonder barrow, and a greengrocer's shop shall occupy the site of
this ancient tumulus where now the Scotch firs stand and the lark
And where shall we go, then, we poor clerks,
sings overhead.

Alas

!

we

in the face

:

;

with our great families of children who live in
Unlovely, and Kentish Town the Unblessed ?
It is not

enough that a place

is

beautiful.

Camden Town the
That has not saved

Or that a place should have
Belsize, with its stately elms.
ancient associations. These have not saved the Roman camp of

fair

Saint Pancras, or that of Highbury, or that of the White Conduit

House.

While we are
and

still striving to save these fields for ourselves
for our children, let us recall some of the associations which

make them remarkable.
The tumulus itself has no
it is

existence

is

name that can be discovered
map of London (1745) its very

local

not even marked in Roque's

;

;

unknown and unsuspected by the thousands who walk
in summer evenings
to be sure, the word barrow'
*

about these hills
'

or tumulus would convey very little meaning to most of these
worthy folks. There is, however, a tradition connected with it
mentioned by Howitt, in his * Northern Heights of London.' There
are also two names and a little chapter of history connected with
the Southern Hill. In a couple of very interesting papers contributed to the ' Athenaeum some time ago (Nov. 17, 1883, and
*

'

Jan. 26, 1884), Professor Hales, of King's College, dealt with these
traditions and their bearings, and made it for the first time manifest
that

we have here

to do with ancient

monuments and

historical
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I am permitted by him to
associations of the greatest interest.
use these investigations. Perhaps not all the readers of the
CORNHILL see the Athenaeum,' and those who do will suffer, not unwillingly, to be reminded of a paper which they may have forgotten.
Howitt's legend is that once
First as regards the tumulus.
'

upon a time the inhabitants of St. Albans, being jealous of London,
set forth with intent to destroy it ; that the Londoners turning
out met their enemies here and valiantly defeated them, and that

the

mound contains the dust of the slain.
Was such a thing ever possible ? It was

certain limits of time

and the

first

say, during the

half-century after.

first

When

once possible, within
century before Christ

Csesar invaded Britain

war was prevailing through the aggressive policy
of Cassivelaunus, King of the Catuvelauni, and especially between
that tribe and the Trinobantes. Now, the capital of King Cassiveinternal
(B.C. 55),

launus was the city of Verulam, and one of the principal towns of
the Trinobantes was London. As the former folk held Western

Middlesex and a part of Hertfordshire, and the latter the rest of
Middlesex with Essex and part of Hertfordshire, the common frontier
was of great length. In the year 55 B.C., or shortly before it, the
Catuvelauni fought with and slew Imanuentius, the Trinobantine
king, and drove his son Mandubratius into exile, and so far reduced
and humbled the Trinobantes that they threw themselves under
Csesar's protection.

*

With Caesar's departure,' the

Professor writes,

would seem that Cassibelan became as injurious as ever, and that
his successor (probably Tasciovan), was not less aggressive.
The
successor of this Tasciovan was probably Cunobelin, Shakespeare's
"
Cymbeline." The memory of some battle in this long raging warfare may probably enough be preserved in the tradition attached to
the barrow still to be seen near Hampstead Heath. One may well
suppose that it was a battle of special note and importance since it
made so lasting an impression on the popular mind, and we may very
plausibly conjecture that it was the very battle in which fell King
Imanuentius himself. Looking at the lie of the country from the
southern hill, we might suppose that the invaders had advanced from
the North through the dip between the Hampstead and Highgate
the Fleet, and were making for
hills, and so entered the valley of
Londoners
the
marching up that valley met them at
London, when
with their own and their enemies'
the
stream
and
this spot,
dyed
and
the
on
barrow
blood. Standing
looking north one may picture
Britons
down the slopes, and the
rush
of
those
the
well
fiery
very

4

it

292
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hand-to-hand encounter in the

valley.'

The woods were there

as

they are, to this day, climbing up the hill ; in the open glades wild
bulls roamed and deer grazed, and in the recesses lurked the wolves ;
the lark was singing in the sky ; and when the battle was over
and the St. Albans men had fled, and the Londoners had returned
home, and the dead bodies lay upon the grass, the place was no

more quiet and peaceful than it is to-day. Would it not be a
thousand pities if this memorial of the long-forgotten fray were
covered with a grey brick villa, or, perchance, a suburban shop ?
The Southern Hill possesses two names. It used to be called,
indifferently, Parliament Hill or Traitors' Hill, in the days when
Kentish Town and Gospel Oak were not yet built. It is, I believe,

known by those who now roam over it as Parliament
.The reason assigned for this name is a tradition that the
Parliamentary generals planted cannon on it for the defence of
London. But the fortifications do not seem to have advanced so
far north. Perhaps, however, it was called Parliament Hill, because
the members for Middlesex were once elected here. It is certain
generally
Hill.

that at the beginning of the last century, before the hustings were
removed to Brentford, the members for the county were elected at
'

the open space which lies in front of ' Jack Straw's Castle at
Hampstead. But there may have been a time when the elections

were held on this actual hill. If this theory cannot be maintained
for want of evidence the name may have been derived from the
memory of some older Parliament, whether Hundred-moot or Folkmoot. The latter of these was held twice a year, in May and
October. * The fact of there being a barrow on the hill,' says Pro*
does not render the moot theory less probable, but
fessor Hales,
Hills with barrows upon them and barrows
rather the opposite.
themselves were, in fact, often used as moots. The old assemblies
seem to have been glad to avail themselves of the reverence attached to such situations. A place where the dead lay even the
dead of another race was not likely to be rudely disturbed.'
As regards the second name, Traitors' Hill, there is another hill
in the grounds of Lady Burdett-Coutts, at Highgate, bearing the
same name. So there is a Jack Straw's Castle on Hampstead Heath,

and there was another a hundred years ago with

its

own traditions

of that popular hero, farther east.
story concerning the origin of this name is that
called
because Gruy Fawkes's friends stood here
the place is so
of
Parliament fly into the air. But this
to watch the Houses

The common
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tradition cannot be received, for the sufficient reason that none
of them ever came here to watch the blow-up at all, and that

when the conspirators had hoped to see, or hear,
Lords
and Commons all rising swiftly and unanimously
King,
into the air, they were constrained to be riding along the roads,
already a good way from London, and anxious only to increase
that distance. But Professor Hales suggests another and a much
more probable association of this hill with traitors, in a little
episode of the year 1661, which is, perhaps, not so perfectly fresh
in all our memories.
When I mention the name of Thomas
the
Venner,
wine-cooper, does everyone know what is coming
next ? For my own part, I confess that I had clean forgotten if
I had ever read it
the fatal history of this misguided wine-cooper
and his friends until I read Professor Hales's paper.
He says: 'In January 1661, for half a week, these parts were
at the time

the headquarters of a gang of traitors .... On January 6,
Thomas Venner, the wine-cooper, and his crew issued from his con-

Coleman Street, and with a blasphemy not intended, no
raised
the standard of King James as against King Charles.
doubt,
After marching up and down several streets and killing one or two
venticle in

" hastened to Cane
wood, between Highgate and
where
for the night."
In
themselves
Hampstead,
they reposed
fact they reposed there three nights.
On Wednesday, the unhappy
persons, they

bigots ventured into London again and were in no long time finally
suppressed. And a few days afterwards, Venner and another (one

Hodgkins), were hanged, drawn, and quartered over against the
meeting-house, from which they had marched forth in their frenzy
than a fortnight before.'

less

whose
of
North
London
in
names
the
two
the
was
perpetuated
memory
It is suggested, therefore, that these were the traitors

hills,

the

first

of the northern heights. The rising caused a panic
It
its true strength and importance.

quite out of proportion to

very well be, therefore, that the fact of the insurgents encamping on these hills should be commemorated by the name of

may

Traitors' Hill.

These are the more ancient associations of the

spot.

We

have

always a pugnacious race and
the St. Albans men, on the slopes between the Tumulus Hill
and Traitors' Hill there is the raising of these barrows on both
the battle between the Londoners

:

hills,

but as

there

is

for

when

or

why they were

the meeting upon this

hill of

raised,

no man knoweth

the Folks' moot twice a year

:

:
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perhaps the election, in later times, of the county members ; and
the three days' camping out a cold business it must have been
of the misguided wine-cooper and his friends before they were
captured and treated in a manner which, when we revive it,

tend to mitigate the zeal of our modern traitors.
we incline to be sentimental, fondly imagine
that this would have been the chosen spot where Catesby and
his friends, the dynamiters of the period, would have assembled
to see the explosion of their great fireworks, had things taken a

will certainly

We may

also, if

favourable turn, and had the Solomon then upon our throne been
less sagacious. On the same principle, the faithful Kussians, when

they pilgrimize to Jerusalem,* kiss the stones which

*

would have

cried out.'

As for the modern associations of these fields, they are many,
and too numerous and too well known to be dwelt upon. They
are shared with the recollections of Hampstead and of Highgate.
Here wandered Keats, Shelley, Leigh Hunt, and Coleridge here,
Here
in an earlier generation, walked Addison, Steele, and Pope.
There is no end to the literary
lived Akenside and Johnson.
But sacred associations
interest of Highgate and Hampstead.
will not save the fields.
Nothing will save them but money, and
:

money can only be obtained by appealing to the humanity
age in behalf of those who have no other breathing space

of the

within

nowadays a great cry for humanity, and for more
thought of the helpless. Yet foolish and heartless things continue
to be done though
which is a great step with a greater desire
than heretofore to avoid publicity. Here, however, is a clear and
definite thing before us.
We have only to buy this field and to
preserve it for ever, for the children's playground, and the recreation
of those suburbs which have no other place in which to breathe the
fresh air. It is by a strange and happy chance that while all round
London, from Barking to Eichmond, and from Hampstead to
Croydon, all the fields have been swallowed up by the builder,
together with the woods, and the streams and the glades and the
pleasant places thereof, these alone survive, still sheltered from
the sight of houses and the sound of streets as quiet as in the old
days when London was contained within its grey walls looking out
upon the Moor fields and the meadows of fair Islington, and when
the 'prentice boy could stand upon the barrow of Parliament Hill
and listen to the bells of Bow.
reach.

There

is

;

;
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COURT ROYAL.
A STORY OF CROSS CURRENTS.
BY THE AUTHOR OP 'JOHN HERRING,'

CHAPTER

'

MEHALAH,' ETC.

LVII.

RELEASE.

K.

LAZAEUS,'
*

said Joanna.

me Emmanuel, or for short,

Em.'
Mr. Lazarus,' said Joanna, disregarding the interruption,
'
you will not proceed against Mr. Cheek.'
*
Why not ? Show me the reason. Didn't he shake me, and
Didn't he
slap me, and bang me, and beat me with a stick ?
burst the buttons off me, and nigh upon throttle me with my
cravat ? And didn't he tumble my teeth out and break the laces
of my stays ? Am I to sit down under all these provocations and
bear

them

like a

lamb ?

4

1 entreat

4

No, no, Joanna.

wed

yet,

does not

Call

'

Do not appear against him.'
not try this on too soon. We are not
are, you will have to learn that wedlock

you to pass

this over.

Do

and when we
make a missus

of

you over me.

Mistress of the house,
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of the pots and pans, and the servant if we have one
though I
dare say we can manage if Mrs. Thresher will come in charing
mistress over Mrs. Thresher if you like, but not over me.
Do

you know that every day I say the Berochos
bless Providence that I

shel shachrit,

and

am

not born a Gentile, born a slave, and
you Christians the order of the domestic

born a woman. Among
world is inverted, and the

woman dominates

over

man and

beast.

with us.
The Parsees have a very good custom.
the
falls
wife
down before her husband's feet and
Every morning
him.
Even
we
have not attained to such a pitch
Jews
worships
of enlightenment as that.
In the Aisher-Yotsar every day we
thank Providence for having made openings in us, eyes wherewith to see, ears wherewith to hear, nostrils wherewith to smell,
It is not so

doors these for the acquisition of information, and we pray that
they may ever be kept open ; and now, through these same doors

to-day imbibe the lesson that, in this house, 1 remain master. In
whatsoever capacity you be, whether as maid-of-all-work, or as

pawn, or as wife, I remain above you, as the sun is above the
earth.
Your orbit is about me, not mine round you.'
Preparations had been made in the house for the change in
the condition of the two usual inmates.
Three upper rooms
had been completely cleared of their contents, and they had been
adapted for habitation. That commanding the street, immediately
over the shop, was to be the drawing-room, another was furnished
as the dining-room.
In one way or another Lazarus disposed of
a great deal of rubbish.

three,

and

He

groaned over

it,

because he was

said he, * must go for twelve and
for
If I bided
time I
the cabinet
fifteen and nine.
*

losing money.

This

sofa,'

my

two guineas, and the cabinet for
this
loss
of three pound four
but
let
fifty shillings,
say three
and
to
of
the
love
self-sacrifice
an
evidence
guineas be
my Joanna
lodged in this bosom. Love may well be described as a devouring
flame ; it consumes a lot of capital.'

might dispose of the

The

beds, the

sofa for

tables,

chairs, wardrobes, uniforms, crockery

and space made for the painters and paperers
to get to work.
The staircase was put to rights, the floors relaid.
*
Though why the floors should be made pretty, when they will
be covered by carpets, is more than I can see.'
On Saturday morning the Jew and Joanna, with Mrs. Thresher
and her husband, appeared before the registrar, the two latter as
were disposed

witnesses.

of,
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family,' said Lazarus,

'

half of all I'm possessed of would go to the widow, and the other
half to the next of kin, and it would take something to find a kins-

But now I have made you to take all, Joanna, by my
marriage settlement which Grudge brought here yesterday for
Which is another proof if proof were wanting how
signature.
fond I am of you. Joanna, when I come to consider all I've done
for you, how I have lifted you out of the dirt, so to speak, to make
you my consort, and how I have scattered the contents of the
man.

how

have made liberal provision for
I say that, considering all this, I
think there should be no bounds to your gratitude and devotion
to me.'

three upper rooms, and
you should you survive

I

me

The upper room, intended as dining-room, was prepared for
the occasion of the religious ceremonial. In the middle hung a
brass lamp of seven nozzles, the Sabbatical lamp, with seven wicks,
all burning.
The howdah, raised on four poles, a
decorated
of
silk embroidered with gold thread,
red
canopy
richly
rested against the wall ; on an ormolu marble-topped side table

which were

stood a large crystal goblet filled with purple wine. The day was
set, but the blinds were drawn, that the inquisitive
of
the
marine store opposite, who were well aware what
people

not quite

was about to take place, and whose windows commanded the
room, might be debarred participation in the ceremony. Directly
the sun set, and the Sabbath was over, the Kabbi would arrive,
together with some Plymouth Jews and Jewesses, invited to be
present. For the occasion, Mrs. Thresher presided in the kitchen.
Lazarus was in high excitement. He had eaten nothing all
He was
day, as a Jew is required to fast on his wedding day.
that
all was
himself
restless.
ran
about
the
house
to
assure
He
in readiness.
As the Saturday before a Bank holiday was one in
which much business was done, he had sent Joanna into the shop.
The opportunity of making something was not to be neglected.
It took him some time to put himself to rights after the thrashing
he had received from Charles Cheek. His shirt and his new cloth
clothes, and his glossy dyed hair were all ruffled, but his temper
was more ruffled than they, less easily smoothed. It was unreasonable of Joanna to ask him to forgive Charles. Who is disposed to forgive injuries on an empty stomach ? Lazarus was
heated, fretted, fuming, his cunning eyes sparkled with feverish
light.
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A

room on the ground

floor had been cleared for Joanna
which she could sit instead of occupying the kitchen.
Hitherto it had been filled with goods. It was rather bare of
furniture, and was uncarpeted, but then, as Lazarus said, why
launch out into extravagance over a room no one would be received

small

as a place in

into?

The sun had

Joanna was seated in

set.

this

room.

The

shutters had been put up in the shop.
There was twilight at this
time of the year, and the girl sat in the window looking out into

The guests were arriving the ladies
handsome young Jewesses with splendid
Jews in evening suits
eyes, and elderly Jewesses gross and coarse
under their overcoats, with white ties, and white kid gloves, and
waistcoats festooned with chains.
The cohen had come, and had
the street, in the twilight.

;

in their richest dresses

;

been received with respect.
Joanna would not appear

till

the last moment.

She heard the

trampling of the feet in the passage, and Mrs. Thresher's voice as
she divested the ladies of their wraps.
She heard the feet go up

and then the buzz of the voices overhead.
Thresher
was there, the daughter of the ham shop, a
Polly
who
was
barmaid at an inn, but who had come for the
young lady
the steep

stairs,

occasion to help.
Polly was not an old bird, she fed on chaff ;
she gave chaff also. She was thought to be pretty, and assumed

the airs of a beauty a forward, fast young lady, accustomed to
the society of the gentlemen who hang about a bar. She and a

young Jewess were to be Joanna's bridesmaids, and lead her to
the dining-room and the howdah, when all were arrived and ready
for the performance of the ceremony.
Joanna sat by the window, looking wistfully into the street,
without looking at anything in particular. She had her hands in
her lap, folded. A hard despairing expression was on her face.
Miss Thresher put her head in. * Oh my not got your veil
The gents and ladies is nigh all assembled, also the
on, miss
!

!

minister, with a long beard.'
*

Polly,' said Joanna,

come down.'
The good-natured

*

do

girl

me

a favour.

Ask Mr. Lazarus

nodded, and ran upstairs.

to

A moment

after the usurer entered the room.
'
Heigh, Joanna,' he said ; looking beautiful in that dress ;
wanting in colour rather. I wish I could persuade you to use a
There is a make-up box in that cupboard.
little rouge de theatre.
*
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One always reads of a blushing bride,' and you look as though you
hid dusted your face over with blanc de p3rle. Put on diamonds
Don't shrink. The ladies upstairs have piled on all the jewelry
they could borrow, and I don't want you to fall short. I've not
made as much show hitherto as others, but I've made more money
than any man in the room upstairs.'
*
Mr. Lazarus,' she said, I have sent for you once more to
*

'

entreat you not to appear against Mr. Charles Cheek. He has just
turned over a new leaf, has left his father and entered an office
he is with shipping agents and he lives on what he earns. Let

him go

quietly back on

Monday.

Do not

stand in his way.

this as a personal favour. I have not asked you
'
This shall be
Will you grant it me ?
last.

you

many

I ask

favours.

my

4

No, Joanna, most certainly not. It is of no use your interceding with me for that scapegrace. It is a principle with me
that no one shall touch me without suffering for it, and I am sure
you would not have me go against principle.'
'
I implore you, let him go
I will ask you on my knees.'
1
*
Not now, and never.'
No,' answered the Jew, I will not.
Then he left.
*
In five minutes we shall expect you,' he said, in the door.
'
Miss Phillips will come down for you.'
She remained seated. Her lips moved. She plucked a little
bunch of lily of the valley from her bosom, looked at it, kissed it,
and replaced it. Then she folded her hands again, and remained
!

.

motionless.

A

People passed in the street. Boys romped, women scolded.
cart went by laden with fish, then a wheelbarrow with whiting.

half tipsy, drifted past, singing, squabbling. The
to turn the gas and ignite it. She watched him,
She
to
observe how often he missed the tap.
bending forward
feet
and
hand
her
her
hands
to
brow ; it was burning, but
put her

Some

sailors,

lamplighter came

were like

hung

ice.

She was in white

a rich lace

silk,

and beside

her, over, a chair,

veil.

Seven years ago, on that very day, her mother had brought
her to the Golden Balls. Every circumstance came back upon
her memory with vivid distinctness. Seven years of slavery,
leading now to what was worse a hundred times.
'
Fool that I was,' she muttered, ' to climb out of the water.
Better have choked in that slime than have come to this. I have

lived in hope,

and now hope

is

dead.

My mother

has died, I

know
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not when and I know not where, and I was not by her to close her
eyes and receive her last kiss.

Then

she heard a tap at the door.

She stood up and threw the* veil over her head.
Are you ready ? asked Miss Polly Thresher and Miss Phillips,
standing in the doorway.
Everyone is ready, and expecting you.'
She turned once more with a face that darkened as though a
fold of the coming night had dropped over it, towards the window,
'

*

*

irresolute, unwilling to go.

At that moment she heard a voice, and her heart stood
The voice was in the street and the tones were familiar.
4

Here,

lass

!

Thou'lt find

tt,'

still.

bairn right enough.'

Joanna uttered a piercing cry, and dashed through the door,
In another
driving the two girls standing in it to right and left.
moment she was in the street, laughing, crying, clasping a poor
woman, whilst a burly skipper stood by, with his hands in his
pockets, and chuckled.
'
Mother mother
she cried, I knew you would come.
I
was sure you would not desert me. Only just at the last my trust
Oh so well mother mother
gave way. Now all is well
The woman she clung to was indeed the same poor creature
whom we saw in the first chapter of the story throw herself and
the child into Sutton Pool.
She was thin, oldened, haggard, with grey in her hair, and a
wandering look in her eyes, but the face was the same. Joanna
'

!

'

I

'

!

!

!

!

Her heart leaped towards her with a spasm
instantly.
The poor woman seemed quite as poor
of mingled joy and pain.
She did
as when she tried to drown herself seven years before.

knew her

not seem to have gained much more courage to battle with the
hardships of life during these years.

Joanna drew her into the house, thrust the two young women
impatiently, angrily, away, brought her mother into her own room,
and then shut and locked and bolted the door against intruders.
Hastily she placed her mother in the chair she had recently
occupied, and held her, looked into her worn face, then covered it
with kisses and tears ; clasped the hands, rough, soiled, wrinkled,
and bathed them with tears, and dried them with her burning
Then she held the hands to her beating heart as though
lips.
their pressure would lull its tumult.
Oh, mother my own, my own, my dearest mother
She could say no more, only repeat these words again and
'

'

!

!
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fresh transports.

Then she

cast

and threw one arm about her mother's waist
and the other round her neck, and laid her own hot cheek and
burning head against the bosom on which they had rested so often,
and where they had found comfort in olden times.

'

she repeated, and laughed,
Oh, mother my sweet mother
and wiped her tears away against the poor woman's breast. * Oh,
my mother my mother God be praised (rod be praised
and that was the first time Joanna had ever raised her heart to
One above. Her joy was so great that it gave her soul wings for
the moment, and carried her, unconsciously, on high.
'

!

!

'

!

!

!

!
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When she became a little calmer she slightly relaxed her hold
that she might look at her mother's face attentively, by the light
of the street lamp.
'Why,

my

child,' said 'the

poor woman, 'what

is

this!

Why

Are you going to be married ?'
At the same moment the girls outside tapped loudly, and
Polly Thresher called through the door
1
They be all waiting, and Mr. Lazarus has sent down to know
why you are not come up. Please be quick, miss
*
Mother
exclaimed Joanna, ' help me.'
She threw off the veil, and tore off the white silk dress and
everything she had on wherewith she had been adorned for the
marriage, and eagerly, with hasty fingers, put on her old stuff
dress, patched and darned, and her house slippers.

are you dressed in this fashion ?

'

!

'

!

am corning,'
them I am ready.'
'

I

she said triumphantly to those without.

*

Tell

Then she threw open the door, ran into the shop, took the
ledger from the desk, and catching her mother by the hand, drew
her with her up the stairs into the room, where a gaily dressed
and glittering party were assembled a room brilliantly lighted
and drawing her mother after her, pressed forward, and threw the
ledger on the table.
1

Lazarus

'

she

!

cried, with exultation

her voice. * My
and the duplicate.

in

mother has come, and brought the money
I am no longer Six-hundred-and-seventeen.
Score me out
!

am

I

free.'

CHAPTER

LVIII.

THE LAST OF THE EMS WATER.
It was in vain that those present represented
had
been
with Lazarus to the registrar's office, so
to her that she
law
she was already married. She refused
of
the
in
the
that
eye

JOANNA was

resolute.

peremptorily, absolutely, to go through the religious ceremony.
She was triumphant, defiant. Her eyes were sparkling, her

cheeks kindled.

No

necessity

now for the make-up box and rouge

de theatre.
'
I wouldn't be drowned, I said, this day seven years, and I
won't be wedded now,' she said.
Everyone spoke at once. The cohen addressed her seriously ;
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Mrs. Thresher, who came up, overwhelmed her with reproaches.
Lazarus stormed and screamed with rage, and insisted on her
obedience to his wishes.

But the time

for submission

was passed.

As long as he was her master she had served him, in cold and
hunger and rags. She had begged for him, bargained for him,
fought for him. She had nursed him in sickness, she had guarded
his goods like a watch-dog.
She never had defrauded him of a
Now
that
she
was
free
she would not be his wife.
penny.
She paid no attention to those present, their voices sounded
in her ears, but she did not hear their words
she saw the persons
that surrounded her as figures in a dream.
One face alone was
;

her mother's, one voice alone entered her
before her
and reached her brain her mother's. Her soul was like a
long-closed room, into which no light has entered
suddenly the
shutters are thrown back, and the window flung open, and the
whole chamber is full of summer sweetness and sunny splendour.
Her step was elastic, flame leaped through her pulses and flashed
in her eyes.
She had recovered her mother, the only person in
the world to whom she belonged, who belonged to her, the mother
on whose lap she had lain, in whose arms she had been rocked,
against whose heart she had cried herself to sleep, the mother
who was the truest, most unchangeable of friends, the best of
she had everything
refuges in sorrow, the surest of counsellors,
now everything of which she had been deprived for seven years.
distinct
ears

;

Heedless of every circumstance, deaf to every argument, blind
drew her mother away. She wanted to

to every advantage, she

be alone with her again, to hear her story and to tell her own, to
sweep her away again in the flood of her overflowing love. She
held her hand so fast that not for a moment could the poor woman
disengage herself. Mrs. Kosevere was bewildered. She understood nothing of what went on about her, the lighted room, with
the gentlemen in evening dresses, the ladies glittering with
jewelry, the crimson canopy, the seven-flamed lamp, her daughter's
She was a timid woman with a mazed mind
strange demeanour.
at the best of times

;

and

this

sudden episode completely

dis-

tracted her.

Joanna brought her mother back into the room below, and
fastened the door, but Lazarus had followed and was kicking and
hammering at it with his fists, and swearing that he would have

He

would not be insulted thus before all his guests.
Joanna remained quietly in her chair, clinging to her mother.

her out.
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There was disturbance outside. Voices speaking in the passage
to Lazarus, he answering in shrill tones, in accents of passion ;
the trampling of feet and the slamming of the house-door, and
The guests had withdrawn to laugh with
after awhile, stillness.
each other outside the house, on their way home ; Polly was with
her mother in the kitchen, uttering exclamations of amazement
and disgust.
When all was quiet, and the fear of being disturbed had passed
*
away, then Joanna said, And now, my darling mother, tell me
all that you have done and gone through during these seven

and tell me why you did not come to release me earlier.'
Then the poor faded wom^n narrated a long story of troubles,
beginning with her sickness on board Mr. Hull's boat, and how
years

she had been taken to a hospital, and got better, and been discharged, and had gone into service and earned some money, which

had been dissipated by a return of sickness. A story of recurrent
toil and disappointment, of saving and scattering, of hope and
Joanna sat by her, holding her hands and pressing
despair.
and
when she heard how her mother had toiled she kissed
them,
her hands,, and when she heard how she had been sick she flung
her arms about her and swayed her, and sobbed and fondled her.
Mrs. Eosevere went on to tell how that at last she had been able
to gather together a little money, and how she had gone to Groole
and had waited there, taking odd jobs of work, till she could find
a boat which was going with coals to Plymouth, for she could not
afford the railway journey ; and how at last she had found Mr.
Hull loading to go there and how now, at length, she was back
in

Plymouth.

The

story took a long time in telling, for the poor

who lost her thread and went on
it
and
then
it,
up at the wrong place and generally
picked
not critical, she made out all she
was
it
but
Joanna
entangled
wanted to know, that the mother's heart had yearned through
seven years for the child, as the child's heart had yearned seven

woman was

a rambling talker,

without

;

years for the mother.
A rough tap at the door, and Mrs. Thresher's voice.
Joanna went to the door and unlocked.

'We

remain here all night, you know,' said the old
'
We've got our own duties to fulfil
roughly, even rudely.
and a mussy it is some folks are found in the world who do their
duties. Polly has to go back to the " Coach and Horses," and I've
got my swearing old Radical husband to attend to. So we are off.'

woman

can't
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*

you can go.'
be ashamed of herself, and of
giving people a lot o' trouble for nothing, and of her ingratitude
to the best of masters, and
Joanna slammed the door in
well,' said

Very

'And

I

Joanna,

hope somebody

will

'

her face. This did not interrupt or put a stop to Mrs. Thresher's
grumblings. She grumbled as she got into her bonnet, grumbled
herself out of the house, and grumbled all the way along the
Barbican to her own home, where her grumbling was drowned by
the louder, more boisterous political grumbling of Mr. Thresher.
Joanna sat stroking her mother's hair till Mrs. Thresher was out
of the house, and then she began to tell her mother her own story.
She told the story with perfect frankness. She hid nothing

from her. She told her about Charles Cheek, and the necklace
and the pink silk dress ; she told her about Court Koyal, and
described to her Lady Grace ; she told her of how she had been
caught, and was obliged to run away she told her of the subscription ball, and then she told her how Charles had been there that
day, had beaten Lazarus, and was now in the lock-up till Lazarus
should appear against him. She told her mother also how that
she had been about to be married to Lazarus, when, in the nick
of time, she
her dear mother had arrived to release her. Then
she was silent for a few moments, holding her mother's hand
between both of hers, and hers twitched with nervousness.
mother hush does no one
Mother,' she said, then hesitated
hear ?
She listened. The house was still. She did not hear
the tread of Lazarus upstairs. Nevertheless she was not satisfied,
she went to the door, opened it, looked along the passage, then
returned, took her mother's hand again between her own, and
Mother I had made up my mind. I never could, I never
said,
;

1

'

;

!

'

'

I would hot have lived.'
do you mean, dear ?
'
I should have destroyed myself.'
'
The poor woman shrank back.
Oh, Joanna Joanna
'
Mother, when you were in your deepest despair, and you saw
no light before you, you threw yourself into the water. I was
driven to the last point of endurance. I could not, I would not,

would, be
'

his.

What

'

'

!

!

It would have destroyed all my self-respect.
thought how I could escape, and I saw no other way but this.'
The woman shuddered. * I did wrong, my child, very wrong,
the Lord forgive me, a poor sinner. I was as one mad at the

endure to be his wife.
I

time.'
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was not mad,' said Joanna, but in my soberest sense. I
would never, never be his I would die first that was the only way
Mr. Lazarus is not a bad man
of escape that I could think of.
and
I
a
kind
of
have
regard for him, he has his good
altogether,
I
and
I
will
but
not endure him as a husband.
cannot,
points
Can you understand me, mother a horror and loathing came on
me and, just as you came by, I was looking out of the window
to say good-bye to the daylight which I thought I should never
'

'

I

;

;

;

.see

again.'
It was very, very wrong,' whispered the mother.
'
I have two consciences, one pawnbroking,
I can't see that.

'

The fisst had no opinion about it, the other
was what I ought to do.'
'
But how oh, Joanna
The poor woman shuddered.
1
1 had made my plans.
Lazarus had told me to clear away a
number of bottles of drugs and chemicals from his room. Among
them was a stoppered phial of laudanum, and Charles had told me
It gives no pain when taken, but sends you to
about that.
sleep, and you sleep peacefully away into the endless sleep.'
The mother, shivering and white, held Joanna away from her.
'
What else could I do ? Whither could I go ? I had no one
to whom I belonged and with whom I could find a home. I could
not remain in this house with him any more as his servant after
he had wanted to make me his wife, and his wife I would not be.'
Her mother was trembling as with cold as she trembled on
that same day seven years before when she stood in the same
house, though not in the same room, and when she was drenched
with sea-water.
'You may say There was Mr. Charles Cheek. But, mother,
I had been already to the register office
his visit came too late.
with Mr. Lazarus. It is true he had written to me two or three
times, to tell me what he was about, but he had not said a word
in those letters about wanting me to be his wife.
And, even if
he had, I must have refused him, because I gave him up to his
father for a hundred pounds.
Now, mother, would it have been
honourable in me to take that money, and afterwards go from my
agreement to which I had signed my name ? No, I could not,
much as I like Charles and I do, I do like him. I could take
him as little as I could Mr. Lazarus. I have a conscience. I
have two they may be queer to the fancy of some folk, but they
are plain and outspoken to me, and what they say, that I do, and

the other womanly.

was very positive

it

'

!
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no haggling and bargaining and beating down with them. So
you see, mother, there was no help for it. I thought, when I
made my plan, that if I took all the laudanum myself, master
would find it out and fetch a doctor, and they would bring me
round, so I was resolved to give him some of the laudanum also,

enough
'

him

'

to

Oh, Joanna
also ?

'
!

in a tone of agony and horror

'
;

not to

kill

'

No, mother, I had no thought of that. That would be murder,
and no provocation would bring me to that. No. I thought if
he should swallow enough to make him confused^ and unable to
understand what had taken me, that he would be as one drunk,
and sleep, and wake when I was past recovery.'
Mrs. Kosevere wrung her hands, uttered a faint cry, and
slipped out of the chair upon her knees, and pressing her hands
'
to her bosom, said, My Grod my Grod I thank Thee that Thou
*

!

didst bring

me

!

here in time to save the soul of

Joanna waited

till

my poor child.'
her mother had recovered herself somewhat

before she proceeded with her narrative. She drew her back upon
the seat, and took her hand again between her own. Her face was
earnest and pale now; it had lost its light and colour.
'
Mother, the Jews have a ceremony at their weddings of filling
a large glass with red wine, and the bridegroom sips this, then
passes

when

the bride

it to
it is

who

also sips it.
Then he finishes it, and
it to fragments on the
ground. I

empty he dashes

had to prepare everything upstairs, and I poured the laudanum
Then I purinto the goblet, and mixed it well with the wine.
posed, when it came to me to sip, to take a long deep draught,
leaving only just enough for Lazarus to suit my purpose.
would suspect what I had done. I would go away to my

None
little

room and lock the door, and ]ay me down on the bed and
never wake again, and that would have been the end of my story,
mother, had not you arrived at the proper moment, and for a

attic

second time given

me

life.'

*
Joanna,' said Mrs. Kosevere, this is very terrible, and I
cannot bear to think of it. God forgive me that I ever showed
*

you a way out of misery. The Lord interfered then to save me
from myself and the Lord has interfered now to save you. Now,
Joanna, to my thinking, there is no time to be lost, we must go
It must not be left
upstairs at once and throw away the poison.
;

exposed another minute.'

302
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*
It is the last
girl, you are right.
I
have
to
do
in
this house, and it shall be done forthwith.
duty
After that we will go out and leave it, never to set foot over its
'

Yes, mother,' said the

threshold again.'

They ascended the stairs together. The door was shut.
Joanna knocked. She received no answer.
Perhaps Mr. Lazarus has gone out,' whispered her mother.
If so, we must not leave the house till his return.'
Joanna opened the door into the newly furnished diningroom. The apartment would have been dark but for the flicker
'

*

of the seven-wicked Sabbatical lamp.
Lazarus, governed always
of economy, had extinguished the candles.
The lamp-

by the idea

wicks burned badly, and the light was lurid.
Joanna and her mother stood in the doorway looking round.
All at once the woman uttered a piercing cry, and staggered back.

Joanna at the same moment started forward.
On the floor, under the red silk gold- embroidered canopy, lay
Lazarus, as one dead, holding the empty goblet in his hand.
The girl raised him on her knee, tore off his cravat, and lifted
his head on her bosom. He was breathing heavily. Mrs. Eosevere
dashed water in his face.
He must be
He must be made to stand,' said the woman.
all
He
must
forced
to keep
on
his
be
feet, walking
night.
kept
'

'

awake.'

Oh, mother, he has been fasting since yesterday at sunset,
and he has taken this on an empty stomach. Hold him, mother,
hold him whilst I run. I know what to give him. That was not
'

sold

that will save

him

the rest of the

CHAPTER

Ems

water.'

LIX.

WITHOUT A WATCH-DOG.
MRS. EOSEVEEE and her daughter had an anxious night with
Lazarus. They were afraid to send for a doctor, lest he should
discover what had been done.
They walked the Jew about, and
Ems
drink
to
forced him
water, and did not venture to leave
when
him till morning,
they put him to bed in his old room
downstairs.

was obliged to remain in bed next day, and Joanna and
attended him. He was surly, and snarled at them.
mother
her

He
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received her attentions with

He

was ignorant of the cause of his illness. He
that
he
had
had a fit.
supposed
As he got better he occupied himself in bed whittling a stick.
On Monday, after he had eaten a chop and drunk a bowl of soup
made for him by Joanna, and brought him by Mrs. Eosevere, he
suddenly leaped out of bed armed with his stick, and chased the
woman from his room, then rushed after her into the kitchen,
where he fell upon Joanna, full of malice and fury, swore and
cursed and threatened, and struck her over the head with the
*
Get out of this place. Never show your face in it again,
stick.
you ungrateful minx. Eating me out of house and home. Oh,
You can't stint yourselves when I am
Chops and soup
yes
Then he drove them out of his
ill and unable to look after you.'

resentment.

!

!

house.

As soon

as

they were gone he bolted and barred the door.

He had

refused to allow Joanna to take anything away which the
claim as her own. She had pleaded for nothing but
girl might
the pot of lily of the valley, and that he refused.

When

Lazarus had thrust Joanna forth, he returned to his
He trembled with anger, anger that had been
his
mind since Sunday morning, but which he had
in
simmering
till he was
in
control
strong enough to give it vent.
kept

room

f

to dress.

I

am well rid of her,' he said, laying aside

his stick.

*

Blighted
be the day that I took her in. This is the gratitude I receive for
having nurtured her in my bosom, a viper that turns and stings
me. What is the world coming to ? Where is morality left ?
Here is this girl that I have cared for, and instructed, and fed,

my head, puts me to frightful
a lot of capital furniture at half its
in bills to tradesmen for painting and
and plumbing, turns the whole house
and
carpentering
papering,
in
and
the
end
flouts me in the face of my own
down,
upside
said the Rabbi Nathan that
me
ridiculous.
Well
makes
people,
and given

my

society to, turns

expense, makes me sell
value, and involves me

Manoah was a
"

He

fool,

off

because

followed his wife."

it is

written in the

For whoever runs

Book

after a

of Judges,

woman

takes

leave of his senses.'

Lazarus wandered about his house looking at the changes that
had been made in it, and groaning. The bills of the tradesmen

would have to pay them. He climbed the
to Joanna's attic room, and found a malicious pleasure in

had not come
stairs

in.

He
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flinging her pots of flowers out of the window on the stones of the
quay or into the water, hoping that she might be near to see and

bewail the destruction of her cherished possessions. He found
the photograph of herself and Charles Cheek. He had not seen
it before.
4

That's the

way

my money

case on which to prosecute her
and flung it into the street.

went
'
!

!

He

Oh,

if I

could but find a

tore the picture to pieces

There was nothing else in the room that Joanna could have
which he might vent his spite. He crept downstairs again.
His legs were not firm under him, the laudanum
or the Ems water had weakened him, and they shook.
I'll have Mrs. Thresher to look in on me
every day, I will.
She is a sensible woman, and took Joanna's conduct to heart. I'll
get her to let Polly come and mind the shop. She's a sharp girl,
and if I promise to deal handsomely by her, perhaps she'll give
up the bar and take to the counter. I'll let that scorpion know
that I can do without her.'
He wondered at himself, as he stood in the carpeted and
furnished rooms, for having been induced to change his old mode
of life.
His object for many years had been to revenge himself
on the Marquess. For that he had stinted himself; and when
his opportunity was taken from him he had been unsettled, without
an object for which to work and deny himself. Man must have
some aim when one is taken from him he finds another. When
revenge was disappointed, love occupied the field. He had begun
to dream of a happy life, such as he had dreamed of when he
married his first wife. He had been disappointed in his first
dream, now the second was dispelled.
I'll send for Grudge to-morrow,' he said.
I'll see if I can't
have that confounded settlement altered. What a fool I was to
have any at all, but I was infatuated. I thought, after all the
marks of tenderness I showered on the girl, she must love me.
called her own, on

'

;

'

*

Her keep must
What wicked ingratitude after all I have done
have cost five-and-twenty pounds per annum, and she has been
with me seven years, that is a hundred-and-eighty-five pounds
then her clothing. Why I've spent on the minx two hundred
What
pounds at the lowest computation and now to desert me
I have wasted on her would have brought me in ten pound per
!

!

!

annum
He

at five per cent.'
fussed about his

shop,

now

closed.

He

routed in the
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drawers, he poked about in the kitchen, in the vain hope of discovering that he had been robbed of something by Joanna, so as

summons against her. He could not
was gone. Darkness closed in.
The wind
and
sobbed
under
doors
and
in
the
at
the
piped
keyholes, and

to be able to take out a
find that anything

the rain drizzled against the window-panes.
(
Ah ' said Lazarus, shuddering, ' a south-west wind blowing
up Channel, charged with moisture. Twenty-four hours of rain.
I hope Joanna and her mother are out in it, without shelter for
!

their heads to-night.'

He

now they

He
The

leave

groped

windowwere
wet
when
pipe.
They
as
be
wet
and
may they
shivery

listened to the drip from the

ledges, and the pour down the
first they came into this house

A

fall
;

it.'

He

for sticks to light his fire.

was unsuccessful.

not in man, it is instinctive in woman.
He either lays it or lights it wrong. Lazarus found out that he
had to deal with a most intractable art. The sticks were too
art of

making a

fire is

thick, or the paper too profuse, or the coals sluggish in kindling.
whole newspaper went in a flare without lighting the wood,

A

and when the wood was kindled with the application of a candle,
refused to communicate its fire to the coals.
So -he sat in the cold and dark, growling and miserable. Then
he heard a scratching noise about him, like the uncurling of
crumpled paper. He struck a match, relit the candle which had
been extinguished whilst applied to the sticks in the grate, and
saw that the floor was alive with blackbeetles, which fled in all
directions when the match flared.
He left the candle lighted on the table, and relapsed into his
chair, and into brooding over his wrongs.
He was dissatisfied with the prospect before him. He would
never be able to replace Joanna. Mrs. Thresher was a voracious
He would have
eater, and would expect her meals at his house.
to keep Polly as well, and he was doubtful whether Polly would
settle into the business after the more lively experiences of the
He reasoned with himself that life with Joanna would have
bar.
been a daily struggle. Set a beggar on horseback and he will
ride to the devil give a savage clothes, and a wardrobe will not
Translated from the kitchen to the parlour, from
suffice him.
in
subjection to sharing the rule, she would have indulged
being
in extravagance, have loved idleness, neglected business for pleasure.
Then he thought of Charles Cheek and he asked whether
it

;

;
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Joanna was not really fond of him. How she had interceded for
His picture taken hand-in-hand with her he had discovered
in her bedroom.
If he had Joanna as his wife, might he not expect a similar experience to that he had undergone with Eachel ?
Then he felt again the sting of the blows Charles had dealt him,
the shaking, the humiliation before the eyes of Joanna, and his
blood rushed to his face.
Charles had been in confinement since
On Monday, being a Bank holiday, no
Saturday afternoon.
magistrate was sitting. Tuesday, at eleven, he would go and take
out a proper summons against him. The police were not likely
to act heartily in the matter.
They knew Charles Cheek, and
had received many a tip from him.
How badly the candle burned What was that ? He had
lighted a wax candle from upstairs instead of a kitchen dip. That
came of having strangers in the house
Mrs. Thresher could use
nothing but the best for the kitchen. A curl of wax was formed
at the side of the candle, folding over and over like a windingsheet.
No wonder the candle burnt badly, a thief was in it.
Lazarus snuffed the wick with his fingers, and snuffed out the

him

!

!

!

light.

At once, from all sides, came the rustling of the black beetles
emerging from their holes and spreading over the. floor. Lazarus
He
fancied they were about his chair, scrambling up his legs.
stood up, shook himself, relit the candle, and ran about, stamping
on the retreating insects.
How lonely he felt in the house. How still it was, like a
house that was dead. A chill sense of solitude crept over him.
What if he had another fit in the night. What if he woke up,
feeling ill, wanting brandy, or to be bled, and no one was in the
house to come to his help and he was senseless or weak in the
morning, unable to open the door when Mrs. Thresher came ?
But would Mrs. Thresher come? Perhaps she did not know
that he had driven away Joanna and her mother. Lazarus was
alarmed. He went to the house door, and unchained and unlocked it, opened, and stood in the doorway, looking out in.to the
doleful night. The rain came down like a fine spray between him
and the lamp. The illuminated windows of the houses were
surrounded by fog bows and magnified to stars of the first magnitude. Those persons who went by were buried under umbrellas. A
rill ran in the gutter, spinning cabbage-leaves and stray fish-heads
on its surface. He would get very wet if he went along the Barbican
;
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quay to the ham and sausage shop. Besides, he was ashamed
to appear there and confess that he was afraid to spend the night
alone in the house.
Mrs. Thresher knew nothing of his fit. That
old
Radical, Mr. Thresher, would twit him with the
insulting
events of Saturday evening.
As he stood in the door, doubtful what to do, something
rubbed against his shin and stole past him. He looked down, but
could

make nothing out

He

in the dark.

re-shut and re-barred

the door, and went back to the kitchen.
I will try again to light a fire,' he said

'

'

so miserable

He

and

solitary.

;

then I shan't

feel

It is all Joanna's doing.'

fire, and poured some paraffin over the coals.
was successful this time. The flames ascended to the sticks,
the sticks crackled, and then with a leap the fire was on the top,
the mineral oil was ablaze, and the coals emitted puffs of flame,
and began to glow.
Lazarus was so occupied with the fire that he did not observe

relaid the

He

the presence of a black cat, watching him out of its green eyes,
seated on the table.
Only when the Jew got up from his knees
and took the kettle to fill it did he notice the creature. He
stood still, staring at it in surprise, holding the kettle in one hand.
Lazarus had a great dislike to cats. As he looked at the cat the
In the dark the narrow slits of iris had
cat looked at him.

The eyes shone like moonstones in the candlelight.
The
said Lazarus
I don't want cats here.'
Get out

expanded.
*

'

'

!

;

monition was unheeded.
'
Do you hear what I say ?

Get out with you

'
!

The cat rose and stretched itself, driving its claws into the
deal of the table-top, and then reseated itself.
'
'
Is that done to insult me ?
asked Lazarus. 'What have you

Do you think to hunt mice among my valuable
for?
to
kitten
and rear a family among costly garments ?
and
china,
I'll make
Wait a bit, Yowler
you yowl
He took his light, and went into the shop to get a whip.
He laid hold of the stick that Charles had employed on his
own back, and brought it with him into the kitchen. When he
returned the cat was gone.
come here

'

!

!

'

Where the

the creature

'

asked Lazarus, looking
about him, and switching about with the stick.
He laid the stick on the table, and reseated himself in his
But he could now think of nothing but the cat. What
chair.
devil

is

?
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had become of the beast ? Was it in the larder, getting at the
bread and the butter, or the milk, or the mutton chops ? He
Was it
listened, but heard no sound save the drip of the water.
in the shop ?
Or had it got into his own little room, and was
prowling among some Capo di Monte, Dresden, and Chelsea figures
he had there ? He took up the stick again. Tt was weighted
with lead in the handle. If he had the chance he would bring
that end down on the head of the cat and kill it. He held the
candle in one hand and the stick in the other. He thrust the
stick into every corner of the kitchen without dislodging his
He peered into the coal closet, he searched the back

visitor.

kitchen, he examined the larder ; the cat was nowhere to be
found. Then he went down the passage to the shop. It was
hopeless to expect to discover the cat there if it had chosen to

conceal

itself

among the sundry

objects

piled

and scattered

He held his breath and listened. Was that the cat
through
purring ? On tiptoe he crept near to the place whence the noise
came. It was in the window. He craned his ear, then thrust
forward the candle, and had it nearly blown out. A pane had
it.

been starred by a stone some time ago, and he had mended it
with strips of adhesive paper from a sheet of postage stamps.
One strip was loose, and the indriving draught fluttered it and made
a sound like the purring of a cat. Then the Jew left the shop
and fastened the door behind him, and explored his little sanctum.
That door had been left ajar, and it was quite possible that the
cat had entered.
He sought it in every corner, under the presses,
under the bed, behind the sedans. He could see nothing of it.
He listened ; he could not hear it. Yet the cat must be in the
house somewhere, and when he was quiet, and fallen asleep, he
would be startled by the gleam of the moony eyes, and a crash
the cat had upset and broken some valuable porcelain. He shut
his bedroom door ; he shut the passage door, and was again in
the kitchen, and there, on the table in the same place as before,
as though it had remained there undisturbed, was the black cat,
watching him out of its lambent eyes.
Til have a watch-dog. If I ha\e to pay fifteen shillings for
;

one I will have one, if only to keep cats away.'
Lazarus was sly. He put the stick behind his back, and
turned it in his hand so as to hold the slight end. Then he came
towards the table step by step ; he would not rouse the suspicions
of the creature.
He put the candle on the floor.
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!

pretty

!

said the
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Jew

'
in a caressing tone.
Will I
not in the heart of old Lazarus to

hurt my beauty ? Oh no! it is
do you harm. Do you want milk? There is some in the jug in
the larder. What do you say to a herring's head ? There are
some in the sink. May I chuck you under the chin ? May I
'

scratch your back, you beauty ?
But the creature did not suffer

him to approach without rising,

setting up its back, and charging its tail and hair with electricity
so that they bristled like the hairs of a flue-brush.
The expression
of its eyes was threatening. It half-opened its mouth and showed

the long white teeth that armed the gums. Lazarus was afraid
the cat would leap at his face, and he put up his arm to protect
his eyes, thought better of his attempt,
the cat, into the outer kitchen.
*

'

and backed,

still

watching

The black imp
he muttered.
I must make a way for it
Then he unbolted the back door into the yard, and
*

!

to escape.'

left it ajar.

Having done this he returned to the kitchen. The cat was
no longer on the table, no longer visible. Whither it had gone
he could not guess. He was afraid to search, lest it should leap
out upon him with extended claws, and flaming eyes, and keen
teeth to fasten in his flesh.

have a watch-dog. I must I will. If it cost me thirty
As long as Joanna was here
shillings I'll have one to-morrow.
none was needed. This is another expense she is putting me to.
'I'll

Oh, I wish the cat would find her, and fly in her face and tear her
wicked eyes out.'
He fetched a bottle of brandy from the cupboard, took the
Then he
kettle from the fire, and mixed himself a strong glass.
drew his chair close to the stove and drank his brandy-and-water,
listening for the cat, and cursing it, and then Joanna, and thinking he heard a step, and found it was the girl, with a cat's face,
and flaming eyes, and a chain of Eoman pearls dangling round
the neck, and then somehow the pink silk dress flickered before
him, but the brush of the cat hung below it and swept the floor ;
and then the howdah upstairs began to dance by itself, and the

lamp to swing as a flaming pendulum, all its seven jets
watched it, and wondered whether it would swing so
he
as
alight
itself from the ceiling and come down with a
unhook
as
to
high
Sabbatical

He poured out more brandy, but was dozing
and waking intermittently, and forgot to add the water, and the

crash and go out.
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loaded stick was on the table trying to lift itself on its ferule and
dance, but the head was heavy, and at each effort down it came
again with a bang.

So he

slept, with feverish dreams, sitting in his chair,
for
the cat to go out at the back-door, when he would
waiting
lock it and retire to his bed, and then for a while forgetting why

The

and grew cold. The candle burnt
and dissolved all the wax, and the flame
turned blue and danced over the molten wax.
Then all at once Lazarus sprang up with a cry, and caught
at the stick.
Before him stood two figures. He could see their
faces indistinctly by the flicker of the expiring candle
one a
coarse face, marked with scars, and a heavy lower jaw.
He felt
the stick wrenched from his trembling hand, and after that he
saw and felt no more.
On the following morning there was a stir at the Barbican.
During the night the Golden Balls had been entered, robbed,
and Lazarus had been found lying dead in his kitchen with his
he

sat up.

down

coals crackled

to the socket

skull broken.

A

loaded stick lay at his side.

On

the table,

purring and complacent, beside an empty candlestick,

sat

an

ownerless black cat.

CHAPTER LX.
TWO
PICTURES.
EVERY window

of Court Eoyal

is

lighted up, and the terrace

is

hung with coloured lamps. Carriage after carriage drives up
and deposits members of every knowable family for many miles
round Kingsbridge,

for the

Cheek-Roseveres are settled

in,

and

are giving their first soiree of dancing and music.
The footmen in scarlet and buff are in the hall and on the

grand staircase scarlet and buff are the Cheek-Eosevere livery,
because no more showy livery could be thought of. That of the
The house had gone
Eveleighs was only buff and scarlet.
hands
of
an
a
reformation
under
the
art adviser and Oxford
through
Street furniture dealers. Much of the old decoration was preserved but renovated ; most of the good Chippendale furniture
and Florentine inlaid cabinets, and Sevres and Dresden china,
and the pictures of Morland, and Gainsborough, and Gerard Dow
were still there. But everything was freshened up, the gilding
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and burnished, the colours brightened, the polished wood
The curtains, the coverings, were all of silk or satin,
and were new.
The state drawing-room was lighted by electric burners, the
chandeliers had been banished from the ball-room.
The old
motto of the Eveleighs, Quod antiquatur et senescit prope interitum est,' was everywhere effaced and supplanted by 'Nil
prsestat buccse,' which may be interpreted Nothing like Cheek.
In the dining-room, over the chimney-piece, the Ducal arms had
made way for the cognizance of the Cheeks, a unicorn, beneath
which was inscribed * Plentie of Pushe as well as ' Nil prsestat
buccse,' for the old scroll of the legend had been utilised, and two
mottoes were needed to fill the scroll from which the lengthy
Besides, as the family name was
inscription had been erased.
arms
were
and
the
double,
double,
why not duplicate the motto ?
Some time has elapsed since the event described in the last
The
chapter, and in that time great changes have taken place.
affairs of the Duke reached a climax ; Court Eoyal was lost, and
passed to Cheek of the Monokeratic system. But the Monokeros
was too pushing and prosperous a beast to be resigned, and the
old man remained at the head of the establishment in town,
gathering in money as fast as he could, with both hands.
The old man's objections to his son's marriage with Joanna
gave way when he found she was entitled to the whole of the
A clever
Jew's fortune, amounting to seventy thousand pounds.
knows how to work her
a girl of the period,' he said
girl
way to the fore. She would have been invaluable to me in
regilt

repolished.

'

'

'

*

'

;

my

shop.'

rooms of Court Eoyal looked so brilliant
and beautiful as this night. Charles Cheek stood in the drawingroom receiving his guests. But we beg his pardon, he is no
longer Mr. C. Cheek, but Mr. Cheek-Rosevere he has assumed
his wife's name in addition to his own.
Every now and then
uneasiness
for Joanna,
and
in
round
Charles looked
expectation
who was not present. Prepossessing and handsome, with his fair
he had a cheerful
hair, light moustache, and pleasant blue eyes,
he thought, and
is Joanna ?
where
But
for
everyone.
greeting
the guests looked round also, and wandered through the rooms in
*
How very odd Why is not Mrs. Cheekquest of their hostess.

Never had the

state

'

*

!

Rosevere here to receive us
Presently,

when

all

'

?

had arrived, a couple of

scarlet

and buff
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footmen threw open a door to an inner room and boudoir, and in
loud voices announced
'

MRS. CHEEK-BOSEVERE

'
!

!

!

Whereupon Joanna appeared, charmingly dressed
pearl silk,

in the richest

and wearing abundance of diamonds, holding a bouquet

of hothouse floivers in each hand ; she sailed, smilingly, looking very
lovely, down the room, bowing to the right and to the left, giving
a hand to none how could she, holding flowers in each hand ?
4

My

dear Joe

'
!

was gone,
was grossly

said Charles to her after everyone

how could you behave as you did ? It was rude
impertinent, and we are such new comers.'
*

it

'

*
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dear Charlie,' answered Joanna, with perfect self-satisfacI am about. Lady Grace could not have done it,
and would not ; she could afford to be condescending and sweet ;

My

tion,'!

know what

her position was unassailable. On the other hand we are nobodies,
who have risen to the surface through trade. We cannot afford
to be gracious, or folks will say we are pleading to be received into
We must be insolent, and take our place by storm.'
society.

On the road from Teignmouth to Dawlish, a little out of the
town, stand two houses in their grounds. The road is somewhat
steep, ascending through red banks of sandstone.
Presently a
garden door is reached, where there is a fork in the road,
and over the wall of red stone can be seen a luxurious growth
of arbutus, guelder rose, and acacia, and above the flowering
bushes the brown thatch of a cottage, with bedroom windows
peeping out through the thatch. By standing on tiptoe one can
even look into the garden and see that the cottage has a verandah
covered with creeping roses, and that French windows open into
little

this verandah.

A little way higher up the hill is a more pretentious house in
what may be called the Italian villa style but the house is more
than a villa, it is almost a mansion. The grounds are fairly
The
extensive, the pines are luxuriant and of choice kinds.
a
is
there
to
tree.
There
are
constately
glass
insignis
grown
At the door stands a footman in buff and scarlet.
servatories.
The windows are of plate glass.
Presently an old gentleman, with hair white as snow, and an
almost transparent, wax-like complexion, is wheeled into the
garden in a chair, attended by an old bent man, leaning on a
stick, and a lady, gentle and smiling.
We recognise our old friends, the Duke of Kingsbridge, Lord
Eonald, and Lady Grace. Shortly after the Marquess comes
forth, and the party descend the hill.
As they pass the little green door of the cottage, which sits,
as it were, at the feet of the other, it is opened, and from it issue
Mr. Worthivale and his daughter Lucy.
The united party proceeds to the walk along the sea-wall,
extending for a mile, above the sands at low water and the sea
when the tide is full. There they will be joined after a while by
Beavis, who is in a solicitor's office in the town,, and likely
;

eventually to be taken into partnership.
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Not

all

the estates of the

dear Court Royal
gone.

is lost

Duke have been sold. Court Koyal
The manor of Kingsbridge

for ever.

is

Alvington, Loddiswell, Charlton, are all gone, but Fowells-

combe remains

and Bigbury.
Mr.
it,' says
Worthivale, all we want
is time.
Penzance is used up. Torquay is done for. The aspect
of Paignton is against it.
The time must come when Bigbury Bay
will form a crescent of glittering white houses, tier on tier
when
the express from town will fly past Torquay, leap the Dart on a
tubular bridge at Dartmouth, and rush past Kingsbridge to find a
terminus at Bigbury, the climatic resort of the future. Then,
%
your Grace
'

ruinous, indeed, but not lost

You may depend upon

'

'

'

My

dear Worthivale, I shall not live to see the first stone of
laid, nor the first sod of the new line turned.'

new town

the

*

But, your Grace, what a comfort to think of the future, the
I, also, may not see it, but I

reflorescence of this splendid house
live in faith.
Your grandchildren

!

'

Dear Worthivale,' said the Marquess,
your dream, but I shall never marry.'
'

1

Nor

1

So the race

I,'

said

prope interitum

Lady Grace,

I

am

sorry to dash

in a low tone.

will die with us.

Quod antiquatur

est.'

THE END.
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